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THE

VOYAGE OF NEARCHUS

FROM THE INDUS TO THE EUPHRATES.

COLLECTED FROM THE

ORIGINAL JOURNAL PRESERVED BY ARRIAN,

AND ILLUSTRATED BY

AUTHORITIES ANCIENT AND MODERN;

CONTAINING

AN ACCOUNT OF THE FIRST NAVIGATION ATTEMPTED BY

EUROPEANS IN THE INDIAN OCEAN.

TO WHICH ARE ADDED,

THREE DISSERTATIONS:

Two, on the Acrontchal Rising of the Pleiades,

By the Right Reverend Dr. SAMUEL HORSLEY, Lord Bishop of Rochester;

And by Mr. WILLIAM WALES, Master of the Royal Mathematical School in Chrut'l Hospital :

And One by M. DE LA ROCHETTE,

On the First Meridian of Ptolemy.

Posteris an aliqua cura nostri, nescio, nos certe meremur ut sit aliqua, non dico ingenio

(id enimsuperbum) sed studio, sedlabore, et reverentia posterorum.

Plinius, Tacito. Lib. ix. Ep. 14.
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TO THE RIGHT HONOURABLE

LORD VISCOUNT SIDMOUTH.

MY LORD,

Unsupported by powerful connexions,

and unknown as I was to your Lordship, but

by my literary labours and my public situa

tion, you were pleased to honour me with

your patronage, and to deem me worthy of

advancement in my profession.

To have obtained the object of my ambi

tion without solicitation, was a satisfaction

without alloy. Such I felt it at the moment,

and such I feel it after the experience of

possession ; but to testify my sense of the
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obligation, requires higher powers of expres

sion than I am able to command. If words

are wanting, I persuade myself that your

Lordship will accept this public acknow

ledgment as a memorial of my gratitude,

and receive the following Work into your

protection, as a farther testimony of your

regard for the Author.

It is a Work, my Lord, addressed to no

Patron in the first instance, because, con

scious however I might be, that it had been

prepared by the labour of many years, and

conducted with the utmost exertion of my

abilities, I was still doubtful of my powers to

render it such an offering as should be worthy

of acceptance. But it is now revised and

cleared of every error which I have dis

covered, and completed under a conjuncture

of favourable circumstances, which I could

neither calculate nor foresee. It has been

styled, indeed, a Disquisition rather curious
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than useful ; but it contains the investigation

of a subject which concerns the general

interests of mankind, and developes the

origin of that commerce, which, under

Providence, has enabled our country to

survive a contest that has been fatal to the

liberties of Europe.

These considerations are sufficient to re

commend it to the Friend of Literature, and

the Statesman ; and in confidence of this

presumption, I have the honour to subscribe

myself

YOUR LORDSHIP'S

Most obliged

and most faithful Servant,

July i, 1807.

WILLIAM VINCENT.



PREFACE

TO THE

FIRST EDIT I ON.

TT is the privilege of an Author to avail himself of a

Preface, in qrder to announce his design, to acknow

ledge obligations, and to anticipate objections.

I. On the first head, however, I shall be silent, the

Work must speak for itself ; and in the expression of my

gratitude I shall confine myself, except in one instance, to

personal communications ; for all that is published is free

ground, and to use it fairly is the best acknowledgment.

II. To Dr. Horsley, Bishop of Rochester, and to

Mr. Wales, the companion of Cook, I am indebted for

two Dissertations (which would do honour to any work)

upon one of the most intricate questions of Chronology ;

and to Mr. de la Rochette for the solution of a geogra

phical difficulty of no small importance. Dr. Russell,

the historian of Aleppo, was my adviser in the few at

tempts I have made upon Arabic etymology, and con-

. a
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ferred a still greater favour by introducing me to a cor

respondence with Mr. Niebuhr, the best of modern tra

vellers surviving. The information I received from him,

indeed, related more immediately to another object than

the one before us ; but as a future opportunity may not

offer, I seize the present with avidity to own my obli

gations. By Mr. Bryant I was favoured with a map

which I could not otherwise have procured ; and to

Mr.' Marsden, the historian of Sumatra, I am indebted

for an introduction to Mr. Dalrymple.

Such are the favours I have received from literary

friends, but to the Gentlemen in the service of the East

India Company I have obligations of a different kind.

Major Rennell's Memoirs I have consulted upon all

occasions, and if I have not profited by personal inter

course, the fault is mine. His civilities will not be

erased from my mind ; but I found that he was engaged

in some geographical researches that interfered with a part

of my own, and I held it neither just or honourable to^

ask for information upon a subject that he had already

occupied. I have now only to hope that the result of

our separate inquiries may essentially correspond ', as, in

* Upon the publication of Major Ren- stadium, and the situation of Susa ; both

nell's Geography of Herodotus in 1800, which subjects the reader will find stated

the chief difference between his account in their proper place,

and mine consisted in the length of the
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case of disagreement, his reputation as a geographer is

established, and mine is only an expectancy.

From Mr. Jones, Resident for the Company at

Busheer and Basra, I obtained much information in the ,

space of a short- interview ; but he left London before

I could prosecute my inquiries, and much to my regret ;

as I had promised myself great advantage from his inti

mate knowledge of the country and the language, and

his intercourse with the people in power ; circumstances

which qualify him to give a better account of the present

state of Persia than almost any other visitor of the East.

But Mr. Dalrymple demands the utmost tribute of my

gratitude. I have had access to his whole collection

published and unpublished, and his advice upon every

question of doubt or difficulty. Two charts, composed

under his direction, accompany the Voyage of Nearchus ;

and as one of them comprehends a part of the coast

which, without his assistance, was inexplicable, a short

account of the survey on which it is founded cannot be

unacceptable.

In the year 1774, a little squadron was equipped at

Bombay for the purpose of exploring the coast between

the Indus and the Gulph of Persia. It consisted of the

following vessels :

»
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Fox, Lieutenant Robinson, Commodore.

Dolphin, Lieutenant Porter.

A Patamar boat, in which Mr. Blair and Mr. Mascall,

volunteers, were occasionally employed.

From the materials collected by these officers, Mr. Dal-

rymple constructed a chart, containing the Survey of Lieu

tenant Robinson, and accompanied it with a Memoir

drawn up by Lieutenant Porter, which he prefaces with

the following observation :

" The coasts here described are so little known, that

" every particular must be acceptable, as zve have

" scarcely any account of them since the time of Alexr

" ander the Great."

So perfectly true have I found this, that there is- no

one Author I have consulted whose relation is intelligible

without the assistance of this Memoir ; and if the Jour

nal of Nearchus can now be presented to the Public

with any degree of perspicuity, or any hope of afford

ing pleasure, it is due to the liberal spirit of the East

India Company, to the Presidency at Bombay, to the

ability of the officers employed upon the service, and

to, the use Mr. Dalrymple has made of their inform

ation.
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Commodore Robinson is still living, and has favoured

me with an interview, in which many of my difficulties

were removed.

Captain Blair has in some measure assisted me in tracing

the whole coast of Mekran which I describe, and, with

a liberality congenial to his profession, has favoured me

with a sketch of the coast at Cape Jask, which solves a

geographical question left in obscurity by the ancient

writers ; and, previously to this attempt, undecided by

the moderns*.

The second chart, containing the Gulph of Persia,

was of less difficult construction, from the ample supply

of modern information in the possession of Mr. Dal-

rymple; but his chief reliance is fixed upon Lieutenant

M'Cluer 3, another officer in the service of the East India

Company, and whom he regards as a navigator of ex

traordinary merit and abilities. The lower part of the

gulph and the islands in it, as to their general position

1 Much will be said in the following dual during the moments he could allot

Work upon the authenticity of the Journal ; without neglect of the ccmmon duties of

but the highest testimony in its favour I re- an officer in the different vessels in which

ceived from this Gentleman. He questiontd he served. It shews how much may be

me how the fleet found a supply of water ; done in common voyages where diligence

and never shall I forget his surprise when I and ability are not wanting. Lieutenant

answered, "in the same manner, Sir, as you M'Cluer had adopted a wild scheme of

" did, by opening pits upon the beach." passing his days at the Pelew Islands, but

3 The chart of the Gulph of Persia, by -has now abandoned it, and the Public may

Lieutenant M'Cluer, was not a public survey, still hope for much nautical service from

but the meritorious operation of an indivi"' him.—Note by Mr. Dalrtmple.
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and bearings, have long been arranged, though perhaps

with an inferior degree of accuracy ; but the mouths of

the Euphrates and the Tigris have never been so per

fectly delineated, as by the hand of Mr. Dalrymple.

Mr. d'Anville has laboured this point in an express Me

moir upon the subject, to the full extent of that geo

graphical learning of which he was so eminently pos

sessed ; but he had not the means of information, nor

access to those sources which enabled Mr. Dalrymple to

construct his chart. At the head of the gulph, and in

the disposition of the channels of the Euphrates, Tigris,

and Euleus, Mr. d'Anville has been misled, from want

of materials which have since been supplied by the pub

lications of Niebuhr, and the investigation of our English

navigators. To their labours Mr. Dalrymple is indebted

for his singular accuracy, and I have had the satisfaction to

find that Arrian is more consistent in proportion to every

new light that has been obtained upon the subject.

III. With such assistance from others, more perhaps

will be expected in the following Work, than will be

found. To this I have only to plead, that the utmost

diligence has been exerted, and the greatest attention has

been paid to every source of information which I could

discover; nor am I sensible of neglecting any, unless

something should lie concealed in the early accounts of the
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Portuguese4 upon their first arrival in India, but their

language I do not understand, and the manuscript of

Ressende in the British Museum is hardly legible, ex

cept to a native. I collected some positions from the

charts and drawings in that Work, in which the coast of

Mekran is better laid down than in any I have seen

previous to Commodore Robinson's Survey. The Por

tuguese had a settlement at Guadel, and one or two

others on the coast. Some of their accounts in Latin I

have searched in vain ; and Osorius, whom Dr. Robert

son quotes with respect, I examined, but found his

period was too early to avail me.

Some apology is requisite for the other Maps I have

introduced. They are compiled from d'Anville, Rennell,

and Dalrymple ; but they are the effort of one who

never composed a Map before. The use of them is

to connect the motions of the army with those of the

fleet, and to explain the geography of Arrian ; but the

4 A few names occur in de Barros Ra- Guadel and Sinde were a part of the Por-

musio's Collection, torn. i. p. 388 ; and I tuguese settlements. Texeira I have not

have likewise examined the English trans- met with in English, though I am told

lations of Manuel c!e Faria y Sousa (1695), there is a translation of his work. N. B.

and of Hernan Lopes de Cnstaneda (1582), This translation I have since found under

with little success. Sousa mentions Hes- the title of Captain Stevens's History of

sende, vol. ii. p. 294. and the plundering Persia. This history is from Texeira, and

of Guadel by the Portuguese, p. 373. It Texeira's is from Mirkhond and Turun Sha, .

- appears from another part of this work king of Ormus.

also, vol. iii. p. 416. that the coast of
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introduction of them might have been spared, if I could

have procured a small sheet Map of Mr. de la Rochette's,

comprising all the conquests of Alexander. That, how

ever, I was forced to decline, as the price exceeded my

abilities.

I foresee likewise, that exception may be taken to the

quantity of introductory matter, and to a variety of di

gressions and interruptions which will occur ; but for

these I offer no apology. My purpose was not to trans

late Arrian, but to make him intelligible to an English

reader, and to investigate a variety of subjects, historical,

geographical; and commercial. The narrative has never

yet been exhibited in a perspicuous form ; and even

Dr. Campbell5, in his account of this. Voyage, though

he is the only writer who has comprehended the

views and designs of Alexander, has, almost equally

with his predecessors, neglected the reduction of

ancient geography to the standard of modern inform

ation. I may perhaps have descended too much into

minuteness on this subject, but I cannot repent it ;

my duty was to explain my author, and I wished

to have the site of Kalama fixed as decidedly as that

of Alexandria.

In Harris's Collection, vol. i. p. 400.
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To a modern navigator I may appear to have dis

figured my -charts with ancient names, but I have not

omitted the modern ones, nor neglected to mark the

longitude and latitude of any cape or island of import

ance, from the latest observations ; and much disap

pointment should I feel, if the critical inquiries which

occur, should render the Work unacceptable to any in

telligent officer who may hereafter Jvisit these coasts.

Every deduction made in the closet from a comparative

view of former writers, ought to be subject to inquiries

upon the spot. These I court, rather than decline ;

and if any navigator should make this Work the com

panion of bis voyage, I shall be ready to retract any

opinion, or correct any mistake, upon better information.

Geography, of all sciences, profits most by the correc

tion of errors.

The orthography I have adopted will be liable to the

objections both of literary and nautical readers.; I have

only to request that it may not be imputed to a love of

singularity or affectation, but to principle ; for I have

discovered several relations by contemplating the native

sounds of Greek orthography, and many more I am per

suaded will occur to those who pursue their inquiries

in the country. I write, for instance, Killoota, not Cil-

luta, because the latter comes to our ear, Silleuta; and
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the former is the true sound to the ear of a Greek. In

modern names also I write Phoregh, and not Fohregh ;

because the Ph. preserves the relation of Phooreh with

Poora, which Arrian makes the capital of Gadrosia. In

comparing Oriental names with European orthography,

I wish every inquirer to notice, that B. G. D. K. P. T6. have

the aspirate added to them by a point as n. B. a BH..

and the same distinction is made by a diacritical point in

many Eastern languages, as well as in the Hebrew. - A

minute attention to this has led me to more discoveries

than one.

In writing names familiar in our English charts, I pre

fer the most popular, but generally notice the variation

either on the first mention of it, or occasionally as the

usage of it occurs. Thus I adopt Busheer and Bomba-

reek, as known to every English navigator, rather than

Abuschashr and Cohum-barick \ which Niebuhr pro

nounces to be the Oriental orthography. I agree, how

ever, most cordially with Mr. Dalrymple, in allowing

that every variation should be preserved till some esta

blished mode shall be fixed ; and in no one instance can

this fluctuation be more fully exemplified, than in the

* The same as are called the letters Be- entalists, he writes Bunder-Regh, the

gadkepath in Hebrew. Sandy Port, for Bundereek which seems

^ Mr. Niebuhr's orthography of this rational and appropriate, but it is ques-

word is doubted, however, by other Ori- tioned.
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expression of the Persian ' ô Kaf\ This letter our English

navigators enounce as the soft G, writing Gidda or Jidda ;

but Michaelis asserts, that in the neighbourhood of the

Gulph of Persia it is uttered like Tsch, and Niebuhr "

writes Dsj, as Dsjesira for Gesira. Even in Oriental

fluctuation this sound becomes hard like our G, before a,

o, or u ; for Gesira passes into Ghesira, and Gasira ' ;

and still farther into K and Ch as Dsjenk into Kienk,

* Michaelis Extrait de Niebhur, p. 19. langue étrangère, .... c'est ce que est

Aux Environs du Golfe Persique on pro- cause que j'avois quelquefois ortographié

nonce o Kaf comme tsch. La prononci- tout différemment les noms des mêmes

ation de certaines lettres diffère beau- villages, suivant la prononciation de dif-

coup: par example le 6 and s*3 dont férens Pe™>™es- Niebwhr- Voyage,

"* torn. i. p. 57. Amsterd. edit,

les Arabes du Nord & de l'Onest se ser- And p< ?4> Gr si un écrivain Arabe a

vent comme d'un K ou d'un ^, se pro- ècrit différemment les mêmes noms, d'après

nonce a Maskat & près du golfe Persique ]a prononciation de plusieurs de ses com-

comme tsek. Pour Bukira Kiab on dit patriotes, le vrai Savant ne me saura pa<

Bâtscher Tschaib. Niebuhr. Arabie, torn. i. mauvais gré, .... que je n'ai pas voulu

p. 1 19. Ed. Fr. écrire moi-même les noms en charactères

' But Mr. Marsden informs me, that Arabes,

the letter in Jidda, &c. is not Kaf, but After these confessions, who can affect

Jim, and that Jim is never hard. With- precision in writing Oriental names ?

out knowledge of the Persick, or Arabick, " Quod et Perfje in Linguam suam

it is impossible for me to determine ; but adoptarunt, solità tamen iis mutatione, Lit.

that there is an initial letter both hard and 2 dziem [jim] aut dzi in Ga vel g [durani]

•soft, I am sure, from such instances as qU0d facere assolent si voces quasdam

Dgerum-Turum, Jirbe-Ghirbe, &c. &c. Arabicas Litera z vel dziem gaudentes in

Deghel, Dejel, Dsjijjle. Gim Arabum propriam linguam suscipiunt, Ind. Lite-

literâ cha, diffcrtpuncto tantum. Bochart. rata Valentin!, p. 385.

torn. i. p. 108. » Michaelis writes Dschidda; Niebuhr,

" J'ai déjà remarqué . . . qu'il est dif- Dsjidda, for our English Jidda. ■ ■ -, ■

ficile de bien ortographier dans sa propre Ni les Grecs ni les Latins connolssent le

langue, mais plus difficile encore dans une son de sch en Allemand. Extrait, p. 31. ;
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Kenk, and Chienk ; under another form, by adhering to-

the D, it drops the sj, and becomes Denk and Tenk. It

is thus that Pliny writes Jomanes, and Ptolemy, Diamuna,,

for Jumna, the rivei of Dehli, which falls into the

Ganges. With this copious source of variation, (and

numerous others that are attendant upon other letters,)

surely Michaelis confines etymology within bounds fas

too narrow, when he insists upon the appearance of

individual letters to establish a conformity. In my opi

nion, the ear is a better guide than the eye. What

European, upon the first view of the Oriental Bukhe-

tunnusre ,3, would discover that the sound is familiar ? It

is by the ear only we find that, with the addition of a

syllable, it is Nabuchodonozor, the Nebuchadnezzar of

the Scriptures. I wish, not, however, to display the

parade of research on this subject, for I have ventured

little on etymology ; if I escape from reprehension on

the score of orthography 'V it is sufficient.

To accomplish the whole Work agreeably to my own

satisfaction, a greater stock of geometrical knowledge

and Oriental learning was necessary than has fallen to

my lot„ and I now submit it to the Public, not without

13 Otter, torn. i. p. 189. So the Eng- '« See on this subject, Ludolphus Abys^

lish write Ser-po-jee for the Mahratta name s'mia, book iv. c. I.

liurra-botscM.

a
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apprehension that it is as likely to offend by minuteness

as to please by arrangement and variety of investigation^

It is, however, a Work compiled by the labour of many

years, and perfected to the best of my abilities, and it

now stands for judgment before a tribunal from which

there is no appeal.

15 Minute as I must sometimes appear, Francois in that island ; though the coast

the Right Reverend and judicious Editor of Mekran is at least as interesting, and

of Cook's last Voyage will justify me by as likely to be visited again, as that

his example ; for I have never spent the southern Thulc. Neither his Lordship

time upon an obscure place that he has n°r myself, I trust, deserve censure ;

upon Kerguelen's land ; and never been so but it is the taste of the reader which must

anxious to clear a difficulty about a name, decide,

as he has about Cape Louis and Cape



Preface

TO

THIS EDITION.

rJpO the favourable report of Professor Heyne in the

Gottingen Journal, to the new edition of Arrian's

Indica by Dr. Schmeider at Halle, and to the excellent

French translation of M. Billecocq, the Voyage of

Nearchus stands indebted for the degree of celebrity it

has obtained upon the Continent.

In England it has so far maintained its credit, as to

encourage the Publisher to venture upon a second im

pression ; and the Author is flattered by his assurance,

that an uniform edition of the Voyage of Nearchus, and

the Periplus of the Erythrean Sea will not be unaccept

able to the Publick. The common subject of both

Works ' is the Oriental Commerce of the Ancients, and

at a period when the empire of Hindostan is pervaded
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by British influence ; officers, both naval and military,

in the service of Government, ' or the Company, as well

as commercial men and men of letters, may feel an in

terest in recurring to the original intercourse opened be

tween India and Europe, and in contemplating the dif

ficulties of the first discovery compared with the facilities

of the present communication.

The possibility of proceeding to a second edition is

a satisfaction I feel in common with other writers ; but it

is a peculiar gratification that an opportunity is afTorded

me, of correcting my errors, and of communicating such

additional information, as I have obtained by my own

researches, or received from the suggestions of my

friends.

Captain Blair, who served under Commodore Robin

son, during the survey of the coast of Mekran, and Mr.

Hurford ' Jones, formerly resident of the Company at

Busheer and Basra, and now at Bagdat, honoured my

work with a careful perusal as soon as it was published.

From the first, I received several valuable particulars,

and among others the curious circumstance, that Ashtola

is still deemed an enchanted island by the natives on the

coast, as it was in the time of Nearchus. And from the

1 Now Sir Hurford, and Ambassador to die King of Persia.
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latter I received back the volume illustrated throughout

with his comments in the margin.

The same favour was conferred upon me by Dr.

Samuel Horseley, late Bishop of St. Asaph, who, in

addition to his previous communication, honoured both

my works with the most scrupulous attention, pointed

out my errors with the freedom of a friend, and in

dulged me with the use of his own copy, in which he

had noted a variety of useful and valuable observations in

the margin.

The learned Schmeider also, in his edition of the In-

dica, as he trod the same ground, was naturally led to

form his own conclusions, which, although they in gene

ral coincided with mine, still they sometimes differed ; his

dissent, however, he has expressed with the candour and

liberality of a scholar ; and a material correction of his

in regard to Ag'inis, I have adopted with gratitude : But

if he has noted my errors, he has done me ample .justice

in his general approbation of my commentary ; and, in

translating my Defence of Arrian against the objections

of Hardouin and Dodwell, he has not only expressed my

sense with the greatest accuracy, but raised me to a rank

of competition, which I had hardly flattered myself

was my due.

c
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But if several errors were noted by others, many more

were discovered by myself, as my own information was

continually on the increase ; and if I have removed these

silently without observation, I request the indulgence of

the Reader to spare me the mortification of an acknow

ledgment, and to accept the Work completed to the

best of my power, as the only atonement which re

mained. After all my care and attention it will not be

perfect ; but to labour at perfection, however unattain

able, is still a moral virtue, and a Christian duty.

July i, 1807.



ADVERTISEMENT*

THE learned Reader will pardon the introduction of ac

centual marks over the proper Names which occur in the fol

lowing Work ; and the general Reader will receive them with

pleasure. The rules professed to be observed are the fol

lowing :

I. To discard all the diphthongs in the original languages,

except where they arc final.

IT. To mark diphthongs, or long vowels not final, with the

circumflex, as Oritae, Pattal£ne, Dioddrus.

III. To mark a short syllable upon which the accent falls,

when not final, by an acute, as Icthu6phagi, Craterus.

IV. To mark c final when pronounced, either long or short,

with a grave, as Pattal6ne, Op6ne, CafFre.

V. To follow the analogy of Greek quantity in barbarous

proper Names, where it can be traced ; and where it is not

discoverable, to adopt the Greek accent.

Some questionable accents are submitted to the candour of

the Reader; none are assumed, but all have a foundation,

either real or imaginary.

c 2
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NEARCHUS.

y^-The Head of the Author—to front the Title-Page.
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THE

VOYAGE

O F

NEARCHUS.

BOOK I

PRELIMINARY DISQUISITIONS.

I. Introduction.—II. Character and Designs of Alexander.—III. Alexandria.—

IV. Country at the Sources of the Indus.—V. Survey of the Empire.—

VI. Geographers ; Pliny, Ptolemy', cTAnviHe, Renmll.—VII. Dates.—

VIII. Monsoons. Hippalus ; Ptolemy ; Marcian ; Arrian, Author of the

PeripMs.—LX. Itinerary Measures.—X. Defence of the Authenticity of the

fournal.

I. fT1HE voyage of Nearchus from the Indus to the Euphrates

JL is the first event of general importance to mankind, ir

the history of navigation ; and if we discover the comprehensive

genius of Alexander in the conception of the design, the abilities

of Nearchus in the execution of it are equally conspicuous.

Historical facts demand our attention in proportion to the

interest we feel, or the consequences we derive from them ;

and the consequences of this voyage were such, that as, in the

first instance, it opened a communication between Europe and

B
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the most distant countries of Asia, so, at a later period, was it

the source and origin of the Portuguese discoveries, the founda—

. tion of the greatest commercial system ever introduced into the

w orld ; and consequently the primary cause, however remote,

of the British establishments in India.

The narrative of this voyage has been preserved to us by

Arrian, who professes to give an extract from the journal of

Nearchus ; and notwithstanding its authenticity has been dis

puted (which is. a question that will be fully discussed here

after), Ave may venture to assert, that it presents to an unpre

judiced mind every internal evidence of fidelity and truth.

It has been the peculiar felicity of Arrian to rise in estimation ,.

in proportion to the degree of attention paid to the transactions

he records. As our knowledge of India has increased, the ac

curacy of his historical researches has been established ; and as

the limits of geography have been extended, the exactness of

his information has become daily more conspicuous, and the

purity of the sources from whence he drew, more fully acknow

ledged.

In regard to the voyage of Nearchus, a mere translation of

the work of Arrian would have given but a barren detail of

names, with little satisfaction to the curious spirit of modern

investigation, and would in fact have been superfluous: for

translations 1 of this narrative are to be found in Ramusio,

Purchas, Ablancourt, Rook, and Harris \ But it is the design

of the following work, to consider the views of Alexander in

the direction of this undertaking, to elucidate the course of

1 There have been also two translations into Pref. ad Indica Arrian, p. xi.

Gorman: one by George Rapheliu«, Ham- 2 The voyage of Nearchus is not in the ori-

burgh, 1 710 ; and another by Conrad Arnold ginal collection of Harris, but inserted in Dr,

Schmid, at Wolfenbuttcl, 1764. Schmcider. Campbell's edition of that work.

7
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I

Nearchus, and to identify the points in which ancient and mo

dern geography coincide.

So far as concerns the passage down the Indus, and the navi

gation of the Gulph of Persia, this has been already performed

by Major Rennell and Mr. d'Anville ; but Major Rennell 3 leaves

Nearchus at the mouth of the Indus, and Mr. d'Anville 4 takes

him up at the entrance of the Persian Gulph ; the intermediate

space they have both abandoned, as too obscure, or too unin

teresting for investigation, though the merit of the commander

depends upon the difficulties he surmounted in this part of his

voyage more especially ; and the clearing up of the geographical

obscurity was an object worthy of the talents of two such masters

in the science.

The lights they have afforded, in the parts they have executed,

the positions they have established, and the difficulties they

have removed, will be adopted in the following pages, without

reserve ; if at any time I dissent from either, or both of them,

I shall do it with proper deference to their authority ; and if I

assume an opinion of my own, it is a privilege they have exer

cised successfully, and a privilege I have an equal right to

claim, not originating in caprice, but in a long and studious

contemplation of my subject. To Mr. Dalrymple I have al

ready expressed my acknowledgments ; but besides his assistance

to this immediate work, I derive from his communication a

variety of the most correct charts, plans and designs respecting

both the coast of Mekran and the Gulph of Persia ; and, above

all, a collection of Memoirs and Extracts accompanied with his

3 Major Rennell, in his Memoir accom- in the 30th volume of the Memoirs of the

panying his Map of Hindostan. Academy of Belles Lettres. '

4 Mr. d'Anville, in a Discourse contained

B 2
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own observations, on which I rely with confidence for the

solution of every difficulty.

Such are the sources from whence I derive my information,

and these, with the assistance of Tavernier, Otter, Pietro della

Valle, Thevenot, Sainte Croix, Cheref-eddin, Niebuhr, and the

Ayeen Akbari, are the principal modern authorities upon which

the following compilation is founded ; the more ancient ones

will be seen as they occur ; and if the result upon the whole

shall be, that the policy of Alexander in the design is as con

spicuous as his felicity in the execution, the object of the work

is attained.

II. ALEXANDER.

The researches of modern historians and geographers have

taught us to consider Alexander neither as an hero of chivalry

on the one hand, nor as a destroying ravager on the other. We

are no longer misled by the invectives of Seneca, or dazzled

with the inflated declamation of Q. Curtius. As the writings of

Arrian have become better known, the just standard of this-

illustrious character has been fixed : the rapidity of his success

has appeared the result of prudence s as well as valour, while his

system of government and plans of empire have been found con

sistent with the soundest policy.

Previous to the expedition of the Macedonians, the empire

of Persia had been invaded by Cimon the Athenian, and in a

' 'Oi )A» hi aXXoi Tant( avret lirm^} ran, jccu de Scipione, lib. X. c. 2. Ed. Schweigh i

t5 irKum »i(t 7r«faAvyiu{ xii zavTOfnaTu xaTcfflaura No praise is appropriate, unless it arises from

rij iiriGtiMf n<nit?xyx7i the contemplation of actions founded on supe-

, . . . .Toi! e7r«t>iTo» (*s;ov i'Jxw iffap^H rior judgment and understanding. .

tm liXoywrw x»i apeTctj t^onm *t$(2-». Polybius
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more recent period by the Lacedemonians, under the command

of Thymbron, Dercy'llidas, and Agesilaus. The utmost extent

of these several invasions was to waste the provinces, to support

a Grecian army with the spoils of Asia, and to insult the great

King in return for the calamities brought upon Greece by the

expeditions of his predecessors.

But Alexander, from the moment he crossed the Hellespont,

considered every country he subdued as a portion of his future

empire. He never plundered a single province that submitted,

he raised no contributions by extortion. From the battle of the

Granicus, to the final defeat of Darius at Arbela, although he

had overrun Asia Minor, S}Tia, and Egypt, the richest coun

tries of the empire, his conquests were attended with no op

pression of the people, no violation of the temples, no insult to

religion. Order and regulation engaged his attention equally

with the conduct of the Avar; his measures were taken with

such prudence, that during eight years absence at the extremity

of the East, no revolt of consequence occurred, and his settle

ment of Egypt was so judicious as to serve for a model to the

Romans in their administration of that province, when it bqcame

subject to their dominion.

After the defeat of Darius at Arbela, the flight of that "

unfortunate monarch, and the pursuit of the usurper Bessus,

led Alexander to Sogdiana, Bactvia, and the northern provinces

of the empire. The consequence naturally was, that when he

determined to enter India, he found himself at the sources of

the Indus6.

4 AH the invasions of India are in the same reason is evident ; the- Sewalick mountains are

course. The Ghaznavide Maghmud, the Pa- a barrier on the north, the Ganges and Burham

tans, and Timouv all crossed the sources of the Pooter on the east, where Assam, Ava, and

Indus, as well as Alexander; and no enemy Arracan, are kingdoms always too weak or too

has entered India from the north or tast. The barbarous to undertake an invasion of India.
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The detail of his victories in the countries bordering on that

river, is foreign to the present work, and will be no farther

noticed than as it contributes to illustrate the progress of the

fleet ; we shall embark with Nearchus at Nic£a on the Hy-

daspes, and accompany him, assisted by the light of modern

geography, till he delivered up his charge on the Pasitigris,

within a few miles of Susa.

The completion of this voyage with the most perfect success,

was intended only as a prelude to another, in which the circum

navigation 7 of Arabia was to be attempted ; already had

Archias Androsthenes, and Hiero been dispatched to explore

the western side of the Gulph of Persia, and returned with an

account of the progress they had made. Already had Nearchus

prepared to embark, and Alexander had anticipated the com

mercial intercourse between India and Alexandria, when a

fever snatched him from the contemplation of still greater

designs, in the thirty-third year of his life, and the thirteenth

of his reign,

III. ALEXANDRIA.

It is perhaps imputing too much to the foresight of this

extraordinary man, to assert that he had preconceived 9 tliis

Zingis Khan, who came from the east, passed See Ar. lib. v. p. 230. where he tells his army

westward to the north of the Himmalu and that his fleet shall nail round that continent to

Hindoo Khoo mountains, Thibet and Cash- the Pillars of Hercules. It is a boast, how-

meer. He did not incline to the south till he ever, rather than a plan,

was on the confines of Touran ; consequently 8 See Ar. lib. vii. p. 301.

he overshot India, and fell upon the north of 9 Montesquieu, speaking of the design of

Iran. In Rennell, lxviii. there is one invasion Alexander in founding Alexandria, says,

from Chitta or Thibtt, in 1244, by the Mo- *' II ne songeoit point a un commerce dont

guls." Feriahta. " la decouverte de la mer des Indes pouvoit

7 A voyage by the Cape of Good Hope " seule lui faire niitre la pensee." Esp. de*

round Africa was also iu his contemplation. Loix, liv. xxi. c. 8.
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comprehensive scheme of commerce from the first foundation

of Alexandria ; but certain it is, that as his mind expanded

with his success, and his information increased in proportion

to the progress of his arms, the whole plan was matured

in his mind before his death, and the execution of it nearly

ascertained.

Whatever vanity is attached to the foundation of cities, and

however this passion might operate upon Alexander, utility was

still the prevailing motive in his mind. Harris 10 has judiciously

observed, that most of the cities founded by the Syrian kings

existed little longer than their founders ; and perhaps, if we

except Antioch on the Orontes, and Sclcucia on the Tigris,

there was not one capable of existing : but the Paropamisan "

Alexandria and that on the Iaxartes ™, continue to this day

cities of importance ; and the Alexandria of Egypt, after sur

viving the revolution of empires for eighteen centuries, perished

at last only in cpnsequence of a discovery which changed the

whole system of commerce throughout the world. As this city

was by the founder intended to be, and afterwards became, the

10 Harris, vol. i. chap. II. sect. 8. almost every extraordinary building or place.

" I doubt much whether the tradition of Mr. Hurford Jones,

the natives ought to be considered as being even " Candahar is supposed, both by d'Anvillc

in the slightest degree conclusive. The Mo- and Rxnnell, to be the Alexandria of Paropa-

hammedan historians of this part of Asia arc misus, and the tradition of the natives rtfers it

fond of carrying the origin of cities to very re- to Scander. It is still the principal city of the

mote periods ; the general ignorance of the in- country of the Abdalli, a kingdom which has

habitants, in respect to ancient history, scarcely risen out of the ruins of the Persian and Mogul

permits them to question, much less to investi- empires. But see d'Anville's Eclaircissemens,

gate, any thing, however improbable, which p. 19. Major Rennell has since changed ht3

has been brought forward by an author as an opinion.

historical fact. Alexander, extraordinary as it Cogend is determined to be the Alexandria

may seem, is ranked by them amongst the on the Iaxartes by its position. See d'Anvillc

prophets ; and they are fond of ascribing to Geographic Ancienne, torn. ii. p. 305.

liim, or to Deeves (the Devil), the origin of
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centre of communication between India and Europe, it will not

be foreign to our purpose to introduce some particulars con

cerning it, as the voyage of Nearchus was the primary cause of

its aggrandizement.

Surrounded " on three sides by the sea, or the lake Maredtis,

communicating with the Delta and Upper Egypt, by means of

that lake and channels, either natural or artificial ; protected on

the north by the Pharos, between which and the main, Alex

ander had projected I4, and the Ptolemies completed, a double ,J

harbour ; the situation of Alexandria presented every induce

ment to the view of the founder, comprehending the means of

defence, and facility of access united in a single spot. These

considerations, doubtless, determined the choice of Alexander ;

for the whole sea-coast from Pelusium 19 to Can6pus is low land,

and not visible from a distance ; the navigation along this coast,

or approach to it, is always hazardous ; the mouths, or Bogas ll.

(as they are called), of the Nile are at some seasons dangerous,

even to a proverb ; but the light-house on the Pharos, and the

two harbours within it, obviated both these dangers ; and

Alexander, who knew the difficulty of approaching Egypt

either by land or sea, eagerly seized on a situation which

presented him with a post of the highest importance in a

13 See d'Anville on the Topography of 16 See Diodorus, lib. i. p. 36. who gays,

Alexandria. Mem. de l'Acad. & Geog. Anc. " on the whole sea coast for 5000 stadia, from

torn. iii. " Paretonium to Joppa, there is no port but

14 This design of Alexander is not hypo- " the Pharos ; the land is low," &c.

thetical, for Hephestion was to have had an •» From Bocca, Italian, and probably intro-

Her&um in the Pharos, and his name was to duced on the coast by the Lingua Franca. See

have been inserted in all contracts between Wood's Essay on Homer, p. 1 10, et seq. Mr.

merchants. See Ar. lib. vii. p. 306. H. Jones rather deduces it from a Turkish or

15 Salmasius 3ays, " three ports." Plin. Persian source. Bogas, a pass, defile, or bar

Ex. 479. Meaning to add the Eunostus. of a river.
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military view, and a harbour constantly accessible at the

same time.

Thes,e were sufficient motives for the foundation of the city ;

but as the views of the founder dilated with his better informa

tion, so the testimony of Arrian assures us, that from the time

he had formed his fleet on the Indus, he meditated a passage

by sea from that river to the Gulph of Arabia. He completed

what he had conceived in the most dangerous part, and left

little more to the Ptolemies than to fill up the outline he had

drawn. Had he lived one year longer, he might have seen the

barrier removed which obstructed the communication between

Europe and the eastern world, and the commerce of both con

tinents beginning to flow in the channel he had opened. He

might have contemplated the dawn of that splendour which was

to rise on Alexandria, and the source of that wealth which was

to render her the first commercial city in the world.

The advantages derived to every country which has partici

pated in the commerce of the East Indies, have been so fully

displayed by Dr. Robertson, that there is no pretence for en

croaching on his province ; but that Alexander knew the value

of this commerce, foresaw the consequences of it, and gave a

direction to the course in which it flowed for eighteen centuries,

is a glory which even the more important discoveries of modem

Europe cannot obliterate.

Of his knowledge, no greater proof can be required than what

Major Rennell has produced, in that admirable Memoir which

accompanies his map of India ; where, from the journal of Mr.

" See Josephus de bellojud. lib. iv. p. 1204. can protect the entrance of friendly powers at

Ed. Hnds. all seasons, and it is the only port which is ac»

The port is difficult of access to an enemy cessible at all in the tempestuous season,

only, but those who are masters of Alexandria t* irpo; 5»,\«js-*.- ixlpnof. Ibid.

C
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Forster, he sheAvs, that Alexander in his route from the Paropa-

misus to Taxila *», or the Attock, actually trod the road 10 Avhich

continues to this day to be the northern line of communication

between Persia and Hindostan. This route he extended after

wards across all those streams which the Akes'mes or Chen-ab

carries into the Indus, and terminated finally at the Hy'phasis,

or Biah.

IV. COUNTRY AT THE SOURCES OP THE INOTS.

The province watered by these rivers, now denominated

the Panje-ab, or five waters, is esteemed one of the richest pro

vinces of the Mogul empire. When at the Hy'phasis, Alexander

was not distant three hundred and fifty miles from the modern

Dehly ; and wherever we shall please to fix Palibothra, its

distance cannot be so great as to preclude the knowledge of its

name, its wealth, and importance, from the Macedonians.

In all ages, whenever the state of the country was suffi

ciently peaceable to admit of commerce, there appears to have

been a great intercourse by means of the Indus, descending

from Multan, Attock, Cabul, and Cashmecr, to the coast of

Malabar. Whether the vessels navigated on the river were

capable of undertaking the voyage to that coast, or transferred

their cargoes at Pattala into larger vessels, may be questioned ;

but the communication itself is evident. The trade which came

down the river naturally took its course, rather to the rich pro-

" Taxila is usually considered by geogra- «' ander marched from the Indus to Taxila

phers as occupying a site on the Attock, but an expression which implies distance.

Arrian does not countenance this opinion. He !° Some allowance must be made for devia-

gays, lib. v. p. 199. " That it was the prin- tions, in consequence of the situation of the

•« cipal city between the Indus and the Hy- tribts he subdued.

«« daspes." And in another passage, " Alex-
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viiices of the peninsula than to the desert beaches of the Mek-

ran; it extended possibly before the invasion of the Mace

donians, as it certainly did in the following ages, round Cape

Comorin into the Bay of Bengal and the mouths of the Ganges ;

thus uniting in commercial intercourse the two great streams

which inclose Hindostan.

In the Peucalidtis ", in the territory of the Malli", in the

kingdom 11 of Tdxiles l\ and P6rus ls, Alexander traversed a

country abounding in riches, and furnishing commodities from

the thirty-second degree of northern latitude, which are sure of

finding a market between the tropics. The population of these

countries, as stated by Strabo, Pliny, Plutarch, and even Arrian

himself, is doubtless exaggerated, but as they all drew from

original sources, and quote authors who had personally visited

these countries, whatever abatements may be made, we must

still suppose that the apparent view of the whole suggested an

idea of population, and presented an aggregate of cities, towns,

and villages, of which, from the circumstances of their own

country, the Macedonians had no previous conception.

These Authors 16 assert, that Alexander subdued five thousand

cities in India as large as Cos. Mention is likewise made of a

thousand cities in the single province of Bactria ; and Arrian,

who seems to be always on his guard, informs us, that the

country of the Clausse, or Glaucanisae, contained thirty-seven

cities, the smallest of which had five thousand, and the largest

ten thousand inhabitants, and that the villages contained an

■' Pukely Aycen Akbari, always. Peu- u Attock.

kanees of Dionysius Perieg. Liv. 1143. " Panje-ab.

" Moultan. 26 Robertson, Rcnnell, Strabo, 69,5. 686.

23 Bayer very strangely supposes that Cabul Pliny, 6. 17. 19. Plutarch, 699.

is Taxila, p. 28.

c 2
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t

equal number ; the whole, amounting to near half a million,

Alexander added to the kingdom of Poms ".

Whatever degree of credit may be given to these accounts,

they will at least evince an extraordinary population ; and,

either from the fertility of the country, or its situation among so

great a number of navigable streams, the flourishing state of this

tract appears manifest in every age, unless when desolated by

invasion. The historian of Timour expresses the same admira

tion as the Greek writers ; the Ayeen Akbari reckons the

Panje-ab as the third province of the Mogul empire, and men

tions forty 18 thousand vessels employed in the commerce of the

Indus

It was this commerce that furnished Alexander with the means

of seizing, building, hiring, or purchasing the fleet with which

he fell down the stream ; and when we reflect that his army

consisted of an hundred and twenty-four thousand men, with

the whole country at his command, and that a considerable

portion of these had been left at the Hydaspes during the in

terval that the main body advanced to the Hyphasis, and re

turned to the Hydaspes again, we shall have no reason to accuse

Arrian of exaggeration, when he asserts, that the fleet consisted

of eight hundred vessels, of which thirty only were ships 30 of

" We ought not to be surprised at these *• Porum et Texilem reliquit in rcgnis

exaggerations. Chcref-eddin says, Cashmeer suis, summo in sedificanda classe amborum

really contains 10,000 flourishing villages, but studio usus. Q^Cuftius, lib. ix. cap. 3.

is estimated at 100,000. Vol. iii. p. 161. 30 Tpiajtorrofot xai ifi^Mxt. Arrian, lib. vi.

The level country is not more than twenty in init.

leagues from mountain to mountain. The ca- TpiaKo'vrofoi implies, that they were not even

pital is Nagaz, or Syrin Nagar, which Mr. gallics of war, such as the Greeks used in the

H. Jones interprets Shereen Nagur, the sweet Mediterranean, and which were called Trire.

city. mes, gallies with three banks of oars ; but

18 Maurice, p. 138. vol. i. from Ayeen these seem to have only one deck, and to be

Akbari. rowed with thirty oars on a line, that is, fifteea

»

7
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war, and the rest such as were usually employed in the naviga

tion of the river.

Strabo 31 mentions the proximity of Em6dus, which afforded

plenty of fir, pine, cedar, and other timber ; and Arrian informs

us, that Alexander, in the country of the Assacani, and before

he reached the Indus, had already built vessels which he sent

down the Kophenes to Taxila. All these circumstances con

tribute to prove the reality of a fact highly controverted ; and

even though we were to extend the whole number of the fleet,

comprehending tenders and boats, with some authors to two

thousand, there is no improbability sufficient to excite astonish

ment.

By the same means that Alexander obtained a fleet, he

acquired information in regard to the commerce of the country,

and the different coasts with which the natives traded. Taxiles

and Porus were both in his interest; many of their subjects

doubtless embarked with him, either for the purpose of con

ducting the fleet, or with a view to their own advantage ; many

possibly who had frequently made the same voyage, and knew

the commerce of the coast, from whom the inquisitive spirit of

on each side ; the nptoAiot, according to Gro- towed by men. The passage from Tatta to

novius, were half-decked, with the waist of the Lahore is six or seven weeks, but the return

vessel left open for the rowers. But see Casau- is made in eighteen days, or even twelve ; the

bon ad Athenaeum. Not. 737. navigation is open, clear up to Cashmeer, by

Major Rennell mentions, that vessels of an means of the Chelum ; and Mr. Forster left

hundred and eighty tons are used on the Gan- Cashmeer by that stream, which he calls the

ges ; and Captain Hamilton, p. 123, vol. i. Jalum. The course of this river is eight hun-

says, that those employed on the Indus were, dred miles from Tatta to Multan only, allow-

in his time, frequently of two hundred tons, ing for ihe sinuosities of the river. See Major

divided into separate apartments which mer- Rennell'B Memoir.

chants hired for the voyage, and adapted most »' Strabo, 691. Arrian, lib. iv. in fine,

commodiously to the navigation. They car- Rennell says, Emodus is not near,

ried a maBt and sail, but were more usually
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Alexander could not fail to extract the information 31 necessary

for the accomplishment of designs he had contemplated so long,

and with such anxious solicitude.

The evidence of this does not rest upon deduction or con

jecture ; the report of Nearchus the admiral, and Onesicritus

the pilot of the fleet, is still extant in the writings of Strabo,

Arrian, Diodorus, and Pliny ; and though the credit of Onesi

critus is impeached by Strabo, on account of his inclination to

exaggerate, he does not hesitate to appeal to his authority in a

variety of instances, which evince his general knowledge, and

sometimes his intimate acquaintance with the country ; but

from Nearchus he proves, that all the native commodities which

to this day form the staple of the East Indian commerce were

fully known to the Macedonians. Rice cotton M, and the

11 OvSi tbto Si ivliany tS nowpoxXf'aj, o ti QvtI

rut \A>it{«vSpai (7ur{«TtiwavTa; imSpofictJn* JropSw-*!

ixara, oarov Si 'AXs'|a»Spov cucptftxrai, «vayf =- 4- '■<•>-

ruv t>)» oXnv %VfMW t£» f^iTnpoTaTW» nvTy. ti!» Si

a»*yp*^ii» ivru SoSw*/, Qnmr, tripoj i/vi Bmx\laf

tS ya^uXaxo;. Strab. lib. ii. p. 69. Sainte

Croix, 20.

Nor is there any reason to doubt what Pa-

trocles say3, that those who accompanied

Alexander wrote at random ; but that Alex

ander's own knowledge was accurate, as he

obtained his information from those who knew

the country best, and made them commit their

intelligence to paper. These papers were

communicated to Patrocles by Xenocles the

Treasurer.—This passage possibly alludes to

the survey of Beton and Diognetus. Sainte

Croix extends it to more general information.

33 Rice. "Ofvf*. Urithi in Sanskreet. The

cultivation of it by flooding the lands is noticed

by Aristobulus. Strabo, 692.

34 Cotton seems to derive its name from the

fruit in Crete, called by Pliny Mala Cotonea,

or Cydonia, lib. xv. cap. 11. It is distin

guished by other names ; Bombax, Bambax,

Gossipium, Xylon ; the cloth made of it,

Byssus. Ferunt cotonei mali amplitudine cu-

curbitas, que maturitate ruptx ostendunt lanu-

ginis pilas, ex quibus vestes prctioso linteo fa-

ciunt. Pliny, lib. xii. c. 10. Byssus, referred

by Parkhurst, Lex. in voce, to 2 Chronicles,

iii. 14. yi3' Rfaa-o; f*,T* ToixiX/af. Herod,

lib. vii. Ezekicl, xxvii. 7. Beioe, p. 287.

possibly printed cotton, and worn by the priests

in Egypt. The Editor of Chambers's Dic

tionary says, it grew originally only in Egypt ;

but certainly he is mistaken. See Salmas.

Plin. Ex. 296. Bombyx, however, is in reality

the silk-worm, though ill applied to cotton.

See Hoffman in voce, and Vossius ad Metam.

Ed. Var. p. 563. from Pollux. It is pro

verbial in Arabsia, torn. iii. p. 729. Texit

ceu Bombyx, rete mortis sux suamet manu.
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fine muslins made of that material, the sugar-cane and

silk lS, are all expressly mentioned in a passage which he ad

duces from Nearchus ; and however the Greeks or Romans be

came afterwards acquainted with these commodities ; tlie first

knowledge, or at least the first historical account of them, is

certainly to be attributed to the Macedonians. None of these

articles had ever been brought into Greece, or any part of

Europe, by sea, and few of them had ever been seen unless by

accident ; on these, however, it is evident, Alexander depended

for the foundation of the commerce he meditated, and for the

35 Sugar. "Etpnxi 31 xal inpl riv x«X«ft»i» ort

-re- j. u u* iv&uy. This assertion,

Strabo (694) quotes expressly from Nearchus.

He speaks also of canes from which honey is

made, though without bees. I do not know

that Saccharuin is used by any author prior to

Pliny and Dioscorides, lib. xxii. 8. Saccha-

nim et Arabia fert, sed laudatius India. See

Salmasius Pltn. Ex. vol. ii. et seq. who hat a

long dissertation upon the subject, and imagines

Pliny's Saccharum, as well as that of Diosco

rides, to be manna. Ntebuhr. i. 207. says,

manna is used in pastry at Mosul and Diar-

bekir. See Vossius ad Metam. Ed. Var. 864.

who directly contradicts Salmasius. The

X3.\otjju>i of Nearchus is the true sugar-cane.

Sacar appearj to be a word of Arabick extrac

tion. Shuker. Mr. Jones.

36 Silk. The passage in Strabo is not ex

press ; but having mentioned cotton before,

he adds, toixvt<% at xai 70s tnfmx Ik t»'w> $?.«iay

til ■ ' " . {zv7<ru»

Vclleraquc ut foliis depectant tenuia Seres.

Virg.

The Critical Reviewers, October 1791,

p. 126, interpret this of cotton, as does Sal

masius, p. 298. and p. 998 : they call the

Seres, inhabitants of Bocharia, and Sir-Lend,

Serinda on the Indus, the 6taple for silk.

When in Sogdiana, Alexander was in the

neighbourhood of Bocharia ; but the mention

of "Ltftna by Strabo is incidental to India ; and

if it were not for a passage in Arrian, which

seems to relate to the same quotation from

Nearchus, I should not hesitate to refer this

expression of Strabo's to silk. Arrian says,

'ESr.Ti 3t Amj'ri 'IvJoi ^f2»T«i xaS»?rej) \lyti Ntaf^o;

Puyu tS £to t£» Iktfytw, &c. &c. Indie. I

have since learnt, that the Reviewers follow

the 'authority of d'Anville Eclairciss. but

that great geographer's error is, consulting

similarity of sound in names too much. When

the locality is established, resemblance of sound

is a strong confirmation, but to fix locality by

sound is beginning at the wrong end. I can

not help thinking, however, that the mention

of Seres and Serica in allusion to cotton is

always error or confusion ; for we must observe,

that silk, when it came to be kr.ovvn and cha.

racterised, was always Serica ; while the

knowledge of cotton or vegetable wool is as

old as Herodotus at least, in Greece. The

silk-worm is first described by Pausanias Eliac.

sub fine. Gibbon, vol. iv. p. 72, from d'An

ville Eclair. Chambers's Dictionary. See

Salmasius, p. 204, and Vossius ad Melam. p.

563, and Ammianus Marcellinus, lib. xxiii,

p. 467.
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introduction of these he was now planning tlie communication

which was to perpetuate the intercourse between Europe and

the East Indies.

At this day, when we view the effects, without adverting to

the cause, we may deem lightly of a voyage which required so

much preparation to accomplish, and which a single sloop would

now perform in a tenth part of the time ; but the merit of the

attempt is to be estimated by the originality of the conception ;

and we must allow much to the penetration of that mind, which

could fix upon the productions of any country as a basis for

commerce, that should continue in request for two thousand

years, and create a demand perpetually on the increase.

The knowledge of India obtained by the Macedonians will

perhaps be as fully exemplified by adverting to objects of

curiosity as utility. Of this, Strabo and Arrian furnish abundant

testimony, who from these sources drew all the information they

have left us ; and however their account may be deficient in

some subordinate particulars, the general outline is faithful.

This will immediately appear by selecting some of the most

striking characteristics peculiar to the Hindoos, in their super

stition, their policy, manners, habits, and customs, winch will

at the same time prove that the nation is essentially the same

after the revolution of two thousand years, and that the Mace

donians were no ordinary inquirers.

I. It is true that Strabo and" Arrian from Nearchus reckon

seven casts or tribes. 1. Philosophers or Bramins. 2. Hus

bandmen. 3. Herdsmen, Shepherds, and Hunters. 4. Arti-

zans. 5. Soldiers, o". Inspectors of Manners or Police. 7«

Counsellors of the Chief Magistrate. Now though this account

be not correct, for there are only four original casts : 1. Bra
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mins 2. Soldiprs. 3. Merchants or Mechanics. 4. Soodras

or Servants ; yet are these branched out into such a variety of

subdivisions, by forbidden marriages 38 and degradation of cast,

that the mistake was natural to those who visited India for the

first time.

II. The manner of hunting and taming the elephant are de

scribed by Arrian, p. 328. Strabo, 711.

III. Women were not dishonoured who received an elephant

as the price of their favours. Arr. 331. Strabo, 712.

IV. There were no slaves in India. Arr. 330. Strabo, 710.

This is in one sense still true, for no Hindoo is a slave ; but

Menu mentions seven sorts : 1. Prisoners of war. 2. Those

maintained in consideration of service. 3. Those born of a

female slave. 4. Those sold ; 5.' or given ; 6. or inherited.

7- • Those degraded for not paying fines. Menu likewise forbids

Bramins to deal in slaves. See Menu, p. 242. 300. Onesicri-

tus says, there were no slaves in the country of Musicauus.

V. Gold collected in the rivers. Strabo, 718.

VI. Chintz. ZnMvtg IvavSsTg. Strabo, 709. ■■'

VII. The palm tree 39 called Tala, of which the head is

eaten. Arr. 320.

n See Sir W. Jones, on Menu. p. 28. woman becomes pure only by avoiding mix-

1. Brahmeni—Scripture—Priests. Menu, ture, and not till the seventh generation,

p. 5. Menu. p. 197.

2. Cshatriya—Protection—Soldiers. Menu. M Tala Borassus, the Palmeira or Toddy

299. palm tree. Asiat. Res. iv. p. 235. Calcutta Ed.

3. Vaisya—Wealth—Merchants, Husband- Ives, Appendix, p. 458. Nicola di Conti, in

men. Menu. 5. one passage, makes it the palm tree which pro-

4. Sudra—Labour—Labourers, Servants, duces leaves to write on ; in another, the Pal-

Menu. 5. meira. Ramusio, i. p. 343. Valentine, in his

Brahmeni has, however, another derivation, Indica Literata, seems to intimate that it is a

p. 28. Menu. Brahma great en or eni one. generic name, p. j8j. See Schmeider in Arr.

United to the great Deity. c. 7.

I* The offspring of a Bramin by an inferior

D

1
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VIII. Cotton raiment, (Strab. passim.) which reaches to the

middle of the leg. Ar. 330.

IX. Parrots 40 and monkies. Ar. 329.

X. Strigils and shampooing. Strab. 709.

XI. Intermarriages between the casts fqrbidden. Ar. 320.

Strab. 704.

XII. The knowledge of letters is denied by Megasthenes,

Strab. 709. but asserted by Nearchus, who says they write on

linen or cotton cloth, and that their character is beautiful,

which is true of the Sanskreet. Arr.

XIII. Rice planted in water, and wine from rice, that is

arrack. Strab. 709.

XIV. Food of the natives, oryza sorbilis, or pillau. None

eat flesh but the hunters. Arr. 331. Strab.

XV. The men wear earrings, dye their beard, use umbrellas,

wear canjars or daggers at the girdle, and turbans on the head.

Arr. 330.

XVI. The Hindoos never exercise two trades, always follow

their fathers profession. Arr. 326.

XVII. Perforate the nose and lips. Strab. 71 7.

XVIII. Women hunt with the King. The ground marked

out. No man suffered to approach. Strab. 710.

XIX. Women attend the King in war. Strab. 710.

XX. Two sorts of philosophers, Brachmanes and Germans :

the first more properly Priests and Diviners ; the second Uy-

lobii, Hermits, or Jogues. These latter enter every house, even

the women's apartments. Many are attended by women, but

without suspicion of intercourse. Penances and mortifications

*° Mentioned also by Ctesias,
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of the Jogues, their residence under the banian trees, their dis

course visually on death, their philosophy that the earth is

spherical, and that the Deity is anima mitndi*1. Strab. 713.

They burn themselves, not to avoid evil, but to enter into a

new life, or to be united 41 with the Deity. Strabo records

Zarmano-Khegas, that is one of the Germana?, still called

Sarmanes by the Hindoos, (Sir W. Jones's Asiatic- Dissertations,

vol. i. p. 107- Lond. Ed.) who Mas one of the ambassadors

from Porus, King of six hundred Kings, to Augustus, and who

burnt himself at Athens on his return to India : his epitaph was

ZAPMANOXHrAE [or id^ocvog Xyyciv] INAOE AllO BAPrOSHE

[Bapuya£itf ?] KATA TA IIATPIA INAX1N EGH EATTON AIIA0A-

NATIEAE KEITAI : that is, Here rests Khegas or Khegan the

Jogue, an Indian from Barugaza (or Baroach), who rendered

himself immortal, according to the custom of his country.

Whether Khegan be a proper name, or a title, the same as

Kheganus, Khaghan, or Kawhn, may be dubious, (sec Du-

cange in voce, Gibbon, ii. 572. iii. 161.) but Zarmanos is evi

dently his profession, as one of the Hylobii or Jogues ; and if

he came from Baroach in Guzerat, it was the regular port at

which he would embark from the kingdom of Porus ; for Porus

is Poor, the Prince, Sovereign, or Maha-Rajah of the Hindoo

principalities, whose capital is now generally supposed to have

been in Agimere ; for Agimere has almost in all ages been con-

41 The Deity is represented universally in 41 AU.the mortifications suffered by the

Menu as the soul of the world ; but the Bra- Jogues seem to be finally intended as the means

mins are not materialists, for all matter and of avoiding the metempsychosis, and the hope

substance is an illusion. Sir W. Jones's Dis- of being united with the Deity, or absorbed

course, Feb. 1794. The Deity, however, at in his essence ; and this, if all spirit is homo-

last proves to be a spirit homogeneous to the geueous, implies rio absurdity, but the loss of

spirit of man, for all spirit is homogeneous, individual existence.

Id. ibid.

D 2
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sidered as the sovereign residence of the Rajpoots, previous to

the rise of the Mahrattas, and continues so in a degree to the

present day.

These circumstances, and the other particulars collected

solely from Strabo and Arrian, are derived altogether from

Macedonian information, that is, from the followers of Alex

ander, or the ambassadors of the Seleucidaj ; and they are so

perfectly in correspondence with modern accounts, as to prove

the Macedonians equally curious in their inquiries as they were

superior in military science. The enumeration of particulars

might easily have been enlarged, but these are sufficient to

prove that the first rational information relative to India was

received in Europe from Alexander; and it is to substantiate

that proof that they are introduced into this work. I cannot,

however, quit the subject without mention of the Pramnae, who

are a sect of philosophers uninfluenced by the superstitions of

the country, (Strabo, 718.) who arc in constant opposition to

the Bramins, and who enter into controversy with them when

ever an opportunity occurs. Men of this description (but

whether a sect or not is difficult to determine) are met with all

over India to this day, in allusion to whom Shah Jehan said,

" the Philosopher is always at variance with the Priest."

Such is the information derived to us through the medium of

Strabo and Arrian, from Aristobtilus, Ncarchus, Onesicritus,

Megasthenes, and Daimachus. It would be thought matter of

ostentation to pursue the traces of this knowledge through in

ferior or more recent authors. What is here collected is suffi

cient to prove the spirit of observation and inquiry which

pervaded the Macedonians ; and their original materials furnish

the ground-work of that accurate investigation pursued at this

7
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day with so happy an effect by our countrymen on the banks

of the Ganges,

V. SURVEY OF THE EMPIRE.

The object of introducing these observations is to shew tlrat

the design of Alexander in planning the voyage of Nearchus

was not merely the vanity of executing what had never yet

been attempted, but that it was a system founded on a pre

sumption of the advantages to be derived from it, a desire of

knowing the coast as well as the interior of his empire, and a

reasonable hope of uniting the whole by mutual communication

and reciprocal interests. >

By tracing the correspondent parts of this system, we shall

be able to evince its reality ; for though the opening of the

world to the knowledge of mankind, as Curtius expresses it,

proved in the event a, concern of far greater magnitude ; the

survey of the empire was of more immediate importance to the

conqueror. The line of conquest from the Hellespont to the

Indus was complete, but the intermediate country was by no

means sufficiently explored .. The route of the army, after the

death of Darius, had been mostly 43 to the North of the Paro-

pamisus, or that range of mountains, by whatsoever name

distinguished, which in Oriental geography separates Iran from

Touran. India had been entered on its northern boundary;

and when Alexander had completed his campaign at the sources

of the Indus, his march and voyage down the course of that

river defined the eastern limit of the empire : commencing again

? Notwithstanding particular expeditions to Propthasia, Arachosia, &c.

f
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from this limit, he resolved to explore the southern provinces,

which though they had submitted to the reputation of his arms,

were in a political sense still unknown.

To obtain the information necessary for the objects he had in

view, he ordered Craterus, with the elephants and heavy bag

gage, to penetrate through the centre of the empire, while he

personally undertook the more arduous task of passing the

deserts of Gadrdsia, and providing for the preservation of the

fleet. A glance over the map will shew, that the route of the

army eastward, and the double route by which it returned, in

tersect the whole empire by three lines almost from the Tigris

to the Indus. Craterus joined the division under Alexander in

Karmania ; and when Nearchus, after the completion of his

voyage, came up the Pasitfgris to Susa, the three routes through

the different provinces, and the navigation along the coast,

might be said to complete the survey of the empire.

If the work of Beton and Diognetus had come down to us,

or had been as carefully extracted, as the voyage of Nearchus,

we should have had better geographical data for establishing the

interior divisions of the Persian empire, than any we can now

obtain, either from the reports of travellers, or the historians of

Timour and Nadir Shah. They are said to have reduced, not

only the marches of the army, but the provinces themselves, to

actual measurement ; and though the rapidity of the movements

and the shortness of the time would not admit of an actual

survey **, distances accurately set down, and journals faithfully

♦* Much more may be done with precision woody, or the defiles of mountains. The

in a short time than is generally supposed ; a Mahoxnedans of India measure every road they

chain of triangles may be carried on in most march ; at least, I know this is sometimes the

countries quicker than an army could march, custom, I believe always. Dalrymple.

I might say' in any country, except flat and If the Mohammedans of India practise this,
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kept, are, next to astronomical observation, the first prin

ciples of geography. These officers undoubtedly attended

one or other of the armies upon their return, or they might

have been allotted one to each ; in either case, the attention of

Alexander is evident, for the survey itself is attested by almost

every contemporary historian 4S, and was extant in the time of

Strabo and Pliny.

Arrian himself has given some countenance to the report

concerning the motives which induced Alexander to traverse the

deserts of Gadrosia. He tells us, that even Nearchus imputed

this attempt to vanity and the desire of imitating or surpassing

Bacchus and Semiramis ; the Bacchanalian triumph of the

army in its passage through Karmania, recorded by other his

torians, gives some degree of authority to the testimony of

Nearchus; but Arrian, though he relates the circumstance,

professes his disbelief of the fact; and an attentive considera

tion of the designs already displayed, supported by the internal

evidence which the journal itself will suggest, ought, in an un

prejudiced mindj to exculpate Alexander from the charge of

any unworthy motives. To perform what has never yet been

performed is doubtless an object of ambition, but the utility of

the performance determines the merit of the performer.

That Alexander had a thirst after knowledge 46 as well as con

quest is a fact sufficiently established ; and the testimony of

they do what no other Mohammedans of Asia gation in respect to distance. Mr. H. Jones,

do. The general, I believe I may say the uni- *s Sainte Croix mentions Ptolemy and

versal, custom is to ascertain distance by a Aristobulus, p. 20. but I have not yet found

computation of the distance which a coda or his authority.

caravan travels in the space of an hour. Every 46 The edition of Homer. The letter to

person conversant in Turkish, Arabic, or Per- Aristotle, complaining of his publication. The

sian, will recollect Katch Saiiet, Chum Sauet, eight hundred talents allowed to that philoso-

Chund Saiiet I the beginning of every intcrro- pher for researches in natural history.
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Patr6cles, which has been already adduced, goes to prove, that

the geography of his empire, and an accurate information con

cerning the several provinces, formed one of the principal ob

jects of his inquiries. The attention of his officers to these

points naturally took its direction from the example of their

master ; and whatever complaints Strabo has to prefer against

such writers as Callisthenes and Onesicritus, the journals of

Ptolemy "7, Aristobulus, and Nearchus form the basis of Oriental

geography, not only as it rose by the labours of Strabo and

Arrian, but in the superstructure erected by the masterly hands

of d'Anville and Renncll. Aristobulus composed his work at

eighty years of age ; Ptolemy *, after he was King of Egypt :

fear, flattery, and every other inducement to falsification had

subsided ; they sometimes contradicted each other in regard to

historical facts ; but as they both drew most probably from

commentaries * they had framed, during the course of their

campaigns, the marches of the army, the position of cities,

rivers, mountains, and the general face of the countries they

traversed, come out with extraordinary perspicuity, when traced

by a master in the science ; and every increase of geographical

knowledge tends to confirm the accuracy of their reports.

VI. GEOGRAPHERS.

Major Rennell has borne the most honourable testimony

both to their information and fidelity, by confessing that, as his

own researches advanced, he was continually led to consider the

41 Afterwards King of Egypt. 49 And from the works of Beton and Diog-

48 Sainte Croix, p. 19. from Macrobius. nStus. Sainte Croix, p. 20.

Arrian, p. 2.
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details of these officers as more important, and their accuracy

as more fully ascertained. The map which he has himself

given, corrected by the journal of Mr. Forster, and explained

in his Memoir, corresponds not only with the route of Alex

ander, but with those of Timour 50 and Nadir Shah, with the

journal of Tavernier, Goez the jesuit, Bernier, and the whole

history of Ferishta.

Major Rennell professes to have laid down the western sources

of the Indus and the rivers of the Panje-ab from the map of a

native ; and says, that as his own ideas grew correct from this

communication, he was consequently better enabled to follow the

campaign of Alexander in that country, and trace his movements

as they arose ; he speaks with confidence as to all the transac

tions in the Panje-ab, and hesitates only upon some points of

less importance to the westward of the Indus. But in a work

appropriated to the military transactions of the Macedonians, in

which I had once traced the route of Alexander from it's com

mencement to it's termination, I had the satisfaction to find, that

M In the route of Timour given by Cheref- travelled it himself ; but he speaks as if he

eddin, there is a regular mistake of the Ra- had.

vee (Hydra6tes) for the Biah (Hy'phasis); Goez, according to Kircher, China Illustra-

and this mistake arises from Timour's being ta, p. 62, went from Lahore to Attock and

drawn southward to Ayjodin, near which city Cabul, and thence through Tartary to China,

he crossed the Biah, where it takes the name See Grueber in Mel. Thevenot, vol. i.

of Dena or Donde ; but asCheref-eddin upon Bernier came from Dehly. to Lahore; his

Timur's return calls the Biah the river of La- object is to give the pomp of the camp, and

hore, vol. iii. p. 154. and as we know Lahore the description of Cashmeer; his geographical

stands on the Ravee, or Hydraotes, the mistake materials are very scanty,

is easily adjusted. Hanway's account of Nadir Shah's route is

Tavernier, vol. ii. p. 61. mentions two so totally erroneous, that though we can trace

routes from Candahar ; one to the North by the conqueror we cannot follow the hibtonan.

Cabul, which he details ; the other direct by Jones's Nadir Shah is transported from Can-

Moultan, which he omits. The account is bar- dahar to Carnal in a moment. Frazer, in geo-

ren, and makes us doubt whether Tavernier graphical materials, is very deficient.

' JR
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the accuracy of his Persian information is as conspicuous to the

westward of the Indus as to the eastward ; and that through the

diligence of his inquiries we are now possessed of data which,

there is reason to believe, every future research that may be

made, will contribute to establish. Major Rennell likewise in

forms us, that his Persian map exhibited a series of the rivers

with names correspondent to those which occur in the Greek his

torians ; but he has favoured us only with that of the Beypasha,

sufficiently agreeing with the Hy'phasis of Arrian ; this reserve "

is the more to be regretted, as the communication would have

contributed greatly to correct the errors and elucidate the ob

scurity of his predecessors.

The Antiquite Geographique de l'lnde of Mr. d'Anville is far

from standing upon a level with the merits of his other works ;

and Major Rennell sl has observed, with great justice, that hav

ing mistaken the Chelum or Hydaspes for the Indus of Alexan

der, he has consequently misplaced and misnamed all the sub

sequent rivers of the Panje-ab. This is far from being the only

error of that able geographer ; he has confounded the rivers to

the west, as well as those to the east of the Indus, and by adopt,

ing the Shantrou for one of the Panje-ab streams, (a name which

he has obtained from Bernier, and in which he does not discover

that Chen-ab lies concealed,) he has confounded the Dindana,

Chelum, ofllydaspes, with the Genave or Acesines, and placed

Lahore on that river, which, by the testimony of all the authors

he usually follows (Cheref-eddin s3, Tavernier, and Thevenot), is

" This was corrected in the third edition of p. 21 ; and that error should have led d'An-

the Memoir. ville to assume a river for the position of La.

" Rennell's second Memoir, p. 8a. hore rather to the eastward than the westward

,J Cheref-eddin in fact places it on the of the Ravee.

Biah, but his error has already been adjusted,
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undoubtedly on the Ravee. The principal source of these mis

takes, which Major Rennell has not sufficiently noticed, is a de

termination of Mr. d'Anville's to find Aornus in Renas* Unfor

tunately for his hypothesis, the Aornus of Alexander was to the.

west of the Indus, and Renas is between the Indus and the Che-

lum. The necessary consequence is, that d'Anville is obliged to

call the Chelum, or Hydaspes, the Indus of Alexander, and af

terwards to perpetuate a chain of error, the result of his original

mistake.

There would have been no difficulty to find a Petra answerable

to Aornus in any situation to the westward of the Indus. The

whole country is mountainous, and infested with mountaineer

tribes of banditti, as was experienced by Timour and Nadir

Shah, no less than by Alexander. Even an error in this respect

would carry no consequences with it ; but the misplacing of a

river vitiates the remainder of the series. This confusion is not

noticed to detract from the merits of Mr. d'Anville, whose geo

graphical reputation stands too high to be impaired by a failure

in a single instance, but to evince the danger of indulging a spi

rit of system, a system founded upon a resemblance of ancient

and modern names, never exemplified more fancifully than by a

supposition that Renas54 and Aornus are the same word, and ne

ver to be admitted unless it is justified by local circumstances ra

ther than similarity of sounds.

Having laboured in the investigation of these points several

years before the appearance of Major Rennell's Maps and Me

moirs, and having no greater authority to apply to than Mr.

d'Anville, I had determined to abandon the work itself, for want

14 Antiq. Geog. de I'Inde, p. 17.

K 2
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of sufficient materials to clear the difficulties which attended it :

but upon the first view of the last Map and Memoir, finding all

the sources of Indus elucidated in the most consistent manner
>

I resumed my labours; and if this country can now be detailed

with perspicuity, let the merit be referred to that author from

whom it originates.

The mistakes of d'Anville prevent the application of those ma

terials which modern discoveries have supplied. The errors of

the ancient geographers are of less consequence, as both Pliny

and Ptolemy give us generally the same series of rivers as the

historians of Alexander present, and, however erroneous they

may be in particulars, still preserve the general features of the

whole. Pliny" enumerates the Kophes, the Indus, the Hy-

daspes, the Ilyphasis, the Ilesudrus, in the order they occuf?

and though he omits the Acesmes and Iiydradtes, the picture,

however incomplete, is not disfigured ; but when he adds that

Alexander sailed down the Indus at the rate of six hundred sta

dia a-day, and yet it required more than five months to reach

the mouth of the river, he is mistaken in his premises ; for it will

be proved from Strabo and Arrian, that the passage took up

nine months, and that various expeditions delayed the fleet as it

arrived successively at the several tribes bordering on its banks.

Perhaps we ought to read the passage hypothetically ; but the

assertion itself is extravagant. Six hundred stadia repeated for

an hundred and fifty days produce ninety thousand ; this sum,

reduced by the standard of eight stadia to the Roman mile,

amounts to eleven thousand two hundred and fifty miles, and it

gives no less than six thousand by the proportion of Mr. d'An-

" Lib. *i. c. 17.

7
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ville's stadium of fifty-one toises, while the real space upon Ren-

nell's map occupies only eight hundred. These exaggerations 58

doubtless originate from the authorities which Pliny followed,

and even Arrian himself is not free from charges of a similar na

ture, though in a lower degree; but if Pliny had consulted his

own reason instead of copying his authorities with servility, he

could never have assigned six thousand miles to the course of

the Indus between Nicea and the sea, when he gives less than

five" thousand to the whole extent of Asia, from the Caspian

defiles to the mouth of the Ganges.

The errors of Ptolemy" are of another nature, consisting ge

nerally in a mistaken calculation of longitudes and latitudes ;

but whatever cause we may have to lament his deviation in par

ticulars, geography is more indebted to him for having intro

duced, or at least for having established, this melhod of deter

mining local situation, than it can ever suffer by a failure in the

application of his principles. The sources from which Ptolemy

drew, do not sufficiently appear ; but as he was a native, of

Egypt, and lived at the same period with Arrian, a period in

which the trade between the Gulph of Arabia and India was in

full vigour, we may imagine that he had better means of infor

mation" at Alexandria, the centre of thi& commerce, than Ar-

»e Proditur Ak-xandrum nuUo die minus phie des Grecs analyse* ; where, if they do

fquam) stadia sexcenta navigasse in Iridb, nec not find themselves satisfied with his principles

potuisse ante menses qiiinque enavigsre, ad- of correction, they will at least obtain the

jectis paucis diebus. Lib. vi. c. 17. clearest view of ancient geography which has

" This will be proved when the stadium it- yet been presented to the Public,

self is taken into consideration. 59 See this confirmed by Ptolemy himself.

" Those who wish to analyse the source of Geogr. lib. i. c. 17. Dodwell Dis. in Perip.

these errors, and the means of correcting them, Mart Erythrai, p. go.

may refer to Mr. Gossellin's Treatise, Geogra-
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rian himself had, or any other historian or geographer who lived

in the interior provinces of the Roman empire.

This being the case, it is a satisfaction to find, that however

misplaced the sources or the mouths of the Indus appear in the

maps adapted to Ptolemy by Mercator or Gossellin, there is still,

in a geographical view, nothing in Ptolemy inconsistent with

Arrian.

The five rivers of the Panje-ab are given in their order, and

though the junction of these rivers is necessarily laid doAvn by

those who formed the maps correspondent to the author's text,

and according to their own knowledge or conjecture, the general

similitude is preserved, and the order uninterrupted.

The Hydaspcs, Sandabalis, Rhuadis or A'daris, H/pasis, and

Zaradrus of Ptolemy, are the Hydaspes, Acesines, Hydraotes,

Hy'phasis, and Zaranga of Arrian. The A'daris fc is only a vari

ation in writing the Hydradtes of Arrian, the Hyar6tis of Strabo,

all derived from the Indian Ivarati 61 ; and the Sandabalis, if con

jecture deceives me not, is merely a variation of writing Sand-ab,

for San-ab, still appearing under the form of Tchen-ab, and de

pending, as I am informed, upon the enunciation of a Persian "

letter, which fluctuates between the sound of B and V ; but of

this I shall presently speak more at large.

The mouths of the Indus are as much disordered in the maps

adapted to Ptolemy as the sources ; and the origin of this disor

der is the small difference of longitude which Ptolemy gives be-

*• Rhuadis is the Greek text in Ptolemy ; pore, Visiapoor, Vizapoor. So is this river

A'daris, the Latin. written Chen-ab, Jen-ab, Gen-ave. See

61 See Tieffenthaller. infra.

* Thus Gezira is written Djezira, Beja-
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tween Lonibare, the eastern mouth of that river, and Syastra, a

town in the bay of Canthus or Cutch. The difference set down

is only thirty minutes, and the result necessarily is, that Loni

bare is advanced so much to the East as to fall into the head of

the bay, and occupy the place which modern geographers assign

to the river Paddar.

Ptolemy furnishes us with seven mouths, and enumerates their

names ; and it is a just cause of complaint that modern geogra

phy neither supplies us with the means of confirming his assertion,

or correcting his errors. It is probable that all great rivers which

pass through level ground to the sea, as the Nile, the Danube,

the Ganges, and the Indus, in process of time vary the channel

of their respective mouths, either by inundation, obstructions,

accumulation of soil, and other causes, or are diverted for the

purposes of agriculture and communication. This has l>een so

remarkably the case in regard to the Nile, that hardly any two

geographers, ancient or modern, correspond in their account.

The mouths of the Indus labour under the same obscurity. Ma

jor Rennell's second map differs essentially from his first ; three

charts of Mr. Dalrymple differ from both Major Rennell's, and

from each other; and Captain Hamilton", the only navigator

I know who went up to Tatta, has not given any account satis,

factory to a geographer ; though he has preserved one circum

stance which coincides with Ptolemy, assuring us that the natives

still call the mouths of the Indus, Divellee, or seven, though

they are far more numerous.

" Capt. Hamilton, though a very pleasant, does not appear clearly from his narrative,

is not an accurate writer ; he did not go by whether he went up on the eastern or western

water up to Tatta, but conducted a caravan side of the Lari-bundar river ; but this will

by land from Lari-bundar to that city. It be farther noticed.
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These particulars may be of importance to direct the inquiries

of future travellers and navigators ; and if they afford but little

additional light in regard to the object before us, will plead in

excuse of the present attempt to collect all that, is known upon

■the subject. The point necessary to elucidate is the course of

the two main branches, East , and West, navigated by Alexan

der; and to answer this purpose we might assume the Sagapa

and Lonibare of Ptolemy, as the Lari-bundar and Bundar Lari

of the moderns84. There is something peculiar in this modem

appellation, that the same word reversed should be applied to

the eastern and western mouth of the same river ; for Bundar is

only a Persian term for the mouth of a river, a port, or har

bour*5 ; and Lari, or Laheri, is common to both. Not daring,

for want of Oriental learning, to ascertain the antiquity of this

appellation, I ought to be silent on the subject ; but I cannot

44 In a translation of the treaty between vowels vaiy so much, that Tchan, Tchen,

Mohammed Shah and Nadir Shah, given in Tchin, and Tchun, are equally the first sylla-

Fraser, p. 226, the Mogul Emperor cedes all ble of Chin-ab.

the country to the West of the Attock, Scind Mr. Jones adds : I confess I have always re-

and Nala Sunkra, to the Persians, but the garded the etymology of Derbend, to be a

town of Lowry-bundar and all to the East of different one. I have considered it as being de-

those streams are still to continue subject to rived from the Persian substantive Der, a

Hindostan. Attock means the higher part of gate ; Bund, the participle of the verb Busten,

the stream ; Scind and Mehran, the lower; to hind j that is to say, a place or defile so nar-

and as Lohry or Lahri-bundar certainly means row as to admit of being fortified or shut up by

the town on the eastern branch, I conclude a gate- The erection of Derbend is, amongst

Nala Sunkra, the canal of Sunkra, to be the ™™Y °thcr things> absurdly attributed to Is-

proper name for that branch ; for Tatta and its Zander. Alexander.

dependencies are ceded to Persia, i. e. the I believe the word Bunder to be a pro-

whole Patalene. per Persian substantive, signifying a port.

65 Or on land, a gate or past ; Derbend, With much diffidence, might not the words

iron-gale on the Caspian, ' Lari or Laheri, when added to the word Bun-

I imagine, that in Persick it is properly der, have reference to the kingdom of Lahore.

Bend or Bender ; and that Bundar i3 a cor. The site of each almost justifies such a suppo-

ruption ; but Frascr writes Bundar. The sition.
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help expressing a conjecture that the modern Lari-bundar bears

some analogy to the Lonibcire * of Ptolemy.

These two points to the East and West, modern navigation

has nearly ascertained 67 ; and one intermediate mouth known by

the name of Scindy Bar, and characterised by the Sheik's tomb,

is also clearly distinguishable ; the others appear like openings

that have been viewed by vessels as they passed, rather than ex

amined ; and which, from the nature of the coast, probably ne

ver approach near enough to determine any point with accu

racy ; but if the two extremes are sufficiently defined, we shall

have data to illustrate the account of Nearchus, and resemblance

enough to make Arrian and Ptolemy consistent.

As the works of these several geographers, ancient and mo

dern, will be perpetually referred to, it will not be thought su

perfluous that their respective merits have been traced. The

notice of their general coincidence and particular deviations, at

the same time that it conduces to the investigation of truth, will

apologize for the deviations themselves.

VII. DATES.

Next to geographical accuracy, it is an object of importance

to fix the dates of the transaction with precision, as the year is

mistaken by Petavius, who follows Diod6rus, and the season by

Montesquieu, who supposes the difficulties experienced by the

M The same sort of transposition takes place 91 See Major Rennell's Postscript. Richell,

in a variety of names, Samydake, Samykadc ; Warrell, and fome others, appear better

Barada, Badara. Hudson's Geog. Min. vol. i. known.

Marcian. Heracleot. p. sj.

P
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fleet to have arisen from the circumstance of performing the-

voyage during the prevalence of the South-west monsoon.

As there are two departures of the fleet, one from Nicea, and

another from the mouth of the Indus, it Avill be expedient to as

certain them both ; but as the latter is most important, we shall

commence the investigation by stating in the words of Arrian •*,

that the fleet took its departure from its station in the Indus on

the twentieth of Boedromion, in the archonship of Cephisoddrus,

corresponding with the eleventh year of Alexander's reign. This

precision is of consequence, because the list of archons is by no

means accurate, and without the addition of the year of Alexan

der there would still be room for doubt. Dodwell and Usher give

a triple series of archons from Diodorus Siculus, Dionysius of

Halicarnassus, and Arrian 'r and the deduction of Dodwell does

not perfectly correspond with Usher. Usher's table stands thus :

Diodorus Sic.

1. Euthy'critus.

2. Chrcmes.

3. Anticles.

4. Sdsicles.

OLYMPIAD CXIII.

Dionysius HaTic.

Euthy'critus.

Hegemon.

Chrcmes.

A'nticles.

Arrian,

Hegemon.

Chremes

Cephisodorus.

A'nticles.

"* Tori i>! Zffimro isrl "Af^ovro? 'Aflnwo-i Kn- of Munychion, in the archonship of Hege-

<furi$it& iixaSi tS BonJfouiuivoj junvo;, xaSoTi 'ASn- mon. Munychion answers to April ; and

».*v«i u'.t.w, is It M»Hto>!,- t« xxi 'As-uxpol r\o,\ therefore as Hegemon had entered into office

to bXnmm fSaurtXwono; 'AXifa^^a. Ar. Indie, the preceding July, April was the tenth mouth

33c. of his year, 01. cxiii. i. instead of 01. cxiii. 2.

• DodweU differs from Usher, in assigning The year by our estimation is 327 A. C-.

Arrian's Hegemon to the year which Usher which answers to Ol. cxiii. but by the different

affixes to Chremes. Arrian, p. 219, says, commencement of the Attic year is in reality

The battle with Porus was fought in the month 01. cxiii. 1.
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The discordance of these authors is so glaring, that after the

laborious researches of Dodwell, all attempts to reconcile them

may well be deemed superfluous. Let us therefore have recourse

to the year of Alexander, which, from a variety of concurrent

testimonies, is easily established.

According to Plutarch, Alexander was born 70 in the first year

of the hundred and sixth Olympiad, on the sixth day of Heca-

tombeon, answering to the Macedonian month Lous". This

date corresponds, according to Dodwell '\ with the twenty-sixth

day of July, in the year three hundred and fifty-six before

Christ. Concerning the actual day, Scaliger", Petavius and

Dodwell are at variance ; in regard to the year, they are all

agreed ; and the additional testimony of Usher is a confirma

tion. Alexander succeeded to the throne, Olympiad cxi. 1. or

in the year three hundred and thirty-six before Christ ; and

according to Usher on the twenty-fourth of September. If

** According to Petavius, Alexander

was bom, — 356 A. C. Archon Elpines.

Philip died, — 336 A. C. Archon Pythod&rus.

nth year of Alexander, 326 A. C. Archon A'nticles.

Alexander died July 19, 324 A. C. Archon Hcgesias.

According to Usher, Alexander

was born Sept. 24, 356 A. C. See Usher, p. 18j, with his remark on Lous and

Philip died, — 336 A. C. Boedromion. See alfo Dodwell de Vet.

1 ith year of Alexander, 326 A. C. Cycl. Dis. iv. seft. 14.

Alexander died, — 323 A. C. N. B. The year of Christ is not marked in the

. margin of Usher, from the year'3 28 to 323.

If this should excite a curiosity to examine this subject, there is a Dissertation on the Birth

of Alexander in Baron de Sainte Croix, p. 3 25.

71 Scaliger does not accede to the synchro- Greece became a Roman province, the possible

nism of Lous and Heccatombeon. The dis- adoption of the Roman calendar rendered the

cordance is reconciled by others, who suppose Greeks negligent of th«ir own. Dis. ii.

that the alteration in the commencement of the seft. 15.

Attic year led Plutarch into an error. Dod- 11 Dodwell de Vet. Cyclic, p. 721.

well observes with great propriety, that after 73 Scaliger Em. Temp. 416. August 7.

F 2
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Uslier is right, Alexander was a few months more than twenty

at this period, and this is consonant to the testimony of other

historians, and the epoch of his death. But if he began to

reign in three hundred and thirty-six M before Christ, the year

three hundred and twenty-six is consequently the eleventh year

of his reign. This is the date Arrian means to establish ; and

whether or not he has given the right name of the archon is not

very material.

This discussion might have been spared if Dioddrus and Pe-

tavius had not stood in the way; for though Elian labours under

fe similar mistake, little attention is due to his errors in a matter

of chronology. It is surprising that Diod6rus should have anti

cipated a year, and placed this transaction in the year three

hundred and twenty-seven before Christ. It is still more extra

ordinary that Petavius should adopt his error. It appears at

first sight as if Dioddrus had confounded the departure from Ni-

c£a with that from the Indus, but his narrative does not allow

this ; and he not only commences, but finishes, the voyage in

the year three hundred and twenty-seven at Salmus" in the

Gulph of Persia. This was impossible, for Alexander died in

three hundred and twenty-four before Christ, and the interme

diate transactions from the time he received the fleet near Susa,

to the hour of his death, are as clearly ascertained as those of

any monarch in Europe Avho has reigned within a century.

The performance of the voyage, it is true, does not derive its

importance from the year in which it was accomplished, how-

u That is, if Alexander ascended the did not sail till O&ober, the date is con.

throne on the 24th of September 336 A. C. sistent.

the eleventh year of his reign commences on 75 A city mentioned by Diodorus only,

the 24th of September 326 ; and as the fleet Ed. West, p. 243.

•

4
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ever necessary it may be to support the order of chronology ;

but it never could have been accomplished with such vessels as

the Macedonians used, if the supposition of Montesquieu were

founded, that they sailed against the Monsoon. Fortunately

the Monsoons blow in the same season now that they did in the

time ofAlexander; and we have the date of the month given us so

positively by Strabo and Arrian, that we cannot be mistaken in

fixing the departure either from Nicea or the Indus. Both these

authors followed the journals of Aristobftlus and Ptolemy, and

the information collected by both is so nearly coincident, that Ave

cannot doubt their veracity ; in fact, there is but one interme

diate report between the author of the Journal and ourselves.

Strabo7* fixes the departure from Nicea in the year three hun

dred and twenty-seven " before Christ, a few days before the set

ting of the Pleiades; an expression obscure indeed, though pre

cise. The ancients had two settings of their constellations,

morning and evening, and accordingly Columella " says, on the

thirteenth or twelfth of the calends of November, (that is, on the

twentieth or twenty-first of October79,) the Pleiades begin to set

at sun-rise ; and a few lines after, on the fifth of the calends of

November, (the twenty-eighth of October'0,) the Pleiades set.

The phrase of Strabo is simple, without the addition of morning

or evening, which he adopts upon other occasions ; we must

therefore apply it to the latter expression of Columella, which

is simple likewise ; reckoning, consequently, the setting for the

9

'« Strabo, p. 69*. " Col. lib. xi. cap. 2.

« Blair's Chronology doe* not mention the " 23d of October. Usher in Ephemcr.

Voyage of Nearchus, but rises the war with Dias.

Porus for 327 A. C. and the departure from 10 30th of October. Usher, ibid.

Nicea is rn the autumn of the same year.
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twenty-eighth of October, and fixing a given number for a few

da}rs, wc settle the departure of the fleet from Nic6a for the

twenty-third of October, in the }'ear three hundred and twenty-

seven before Christ.

In regard to the second departure the year following from the

Indus, we have the united testimony of Strabo and Arrian with a

shade of difference, which, though it might be well to reconcile,

is not an object of importance. The date of Arrian is the twen

tieth of Boedr6mion ; the date of Strabo is the evening rising"

of the Pleiades "% and both profess the authority of Nearchus.

Strabo's date may be elucidated by observing, as Salmasius in

forms us, that the rising is the appearance of a star after having

been concealed by the sun, and the evening rising is, when it ap

pears in the evening on the setting of the sun. The evening

rising of the Pleiades is fixed by Columella for the sixth of the

Ides, (that is, the tenth of October,) wc have therefore the in

tended sense of our author exhibited in the clearest light.

Arrian has given us a fixed day with more apparent precision,

but with less real information ; for it is well known, to the great

vexation of every one who has had to calculate the date of any

fact connected with Grecian history, that the commencement of

the Athenian }year is moveable, like our Easter, and may wan

der through as many days from the same cause, the appearance

of a full moon. The full moon next after the summer solstice

was the day appointed for the Olympick" games, a day proba

bly fixed upon to give best season of the year, and the

brightest nights for the celebration of those games, which were

" 'AvaroK)j sr'i n'Xi's, IxncXri St f. ^av/pwij tit arf<"> &C. Sal. p. 72°.

^Vfnv p!T» tt» x.f\i\* nj» r'xjar.ijv. Sal. p. 748. See Scaliger Emend. Temp. p. 29. who

'E^rij./* S771TOA") cTur Sutohto,- itiu ofofl-SrT Tt quotes Pindar and his Schuliaft.
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the boast and passion of the people. The day on which this

full moon was new, was the commencement both of the Olym

pian and Athenian year, and a year formed on this principle re

quires perpetual calculations of the moon's changes, whenever a

date is to be reduced to the precision of modern chronology.

Fortunately for those who are engaged in researches of this kind,

the indefatigable Dodwell ,4 has given us a series of years which

comprehends this epoch. According to his calculation, the third

year of cxiti* Olympiad, which answers to three hundred and

twenty-six before Christ, commenced on the sixteenth of July ;

and 13oedr6mion, the third month of the year, on the thirteenth

of September ; the eighteenth of that month he discards, and

consequently the twentieth of Boedromion coincides with the

first of October. We have already shewn that Strabo's evening

rising of the Pleiades answers to the tenth of October, and if

we now prove that Arrian's date is the first of the same month,

we have an approximation too exact to suffer Montesquieu's

error to mislead us, and perhaps as near as, at the distance of

two thousand years, can be expected.

Upon referring this question to Mr. Wales5', one of the most

accurate astronomers of the age, he w as of opinion that the pre

cession of the Equinoxes (which had been suspected) was insuf

ficient to account for the error, and likewise expressed his doubts

whether the ancients were ever accurate in fixing the rising and

setting of their constellations. His- doubts were afterwards found

to be well grounded ; for Salmasius has demonstrated, that in

some instances of this kind hardly any two of the ancient astro-

* Dodwell de Vet.Cyclis, p. 721. ,s See Mr, Wales's Answer in the Appendix, No. L
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nomers are agreed. It is possible, however, that Strabo's'* ex

pression may be laxly interpreted to mean about the evening

rising of the Pleiades ; for, in a similar instance, the morning

setting of the Pleiades (November the 8th) is esteemed the com

mencement of winter; after which it is dangerous to sail ; but it

is not till the eleventh that the kalendar says, Maria clauduntur ;

we should therefore esteem the rising or setting of the constella

tions as marking rather the season than the day. If so, there is

latitude given to bring him nearer to Arrian : but let the ques

tion be resolved as it may, the deviation is so small, that in

neither case will it compel Nearchus to perform his voyage in

opposition to the Monsoon. As a positive day is given by Ar

rian, I shall assume this in preference, and on the authority of

Dodwell, fix the departure of the fleet from the Indus for the

first" of October", in the year three hundred and twenty-six

before Christ ; notwithstanding, the advance of nine days, ac

cording to Strabo, would be a more advantageous point to

assume.

86 It appears, upon closer examination, that xal awapariiptiTor at it $«t»^i»at tut! irpoXiyairat,

the Greeks did not reckon the rising and setting xol irttpairifSrTx^ Usher from Gemmus, p. 61.

of the constellations on the same day with the de anno Solari Maced. Yn^tV/xa idem est ac

Romans, for Euctemon computes the evening Tapamry/xa, i. e. Tabula Ephemeri di affixa.

rising of the Pleiades for the 8th of Dius, * Usher fixes on the first of October like-

that is, the ist of October. See Usher's wise.

Ephemeris, where it is added, 88 See the dissertation on this subject in the

'E» toTj ^ntyuTjicimi at <famfttKU t5v "Arp^» iti- Appendix.

TOXat TfoXsyorat. at fui y«{ affiOwou iSswpiToi un
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VIII. THE MONSOON.

The Monsoon" is a term so familiar at present, that it is

hardly necessary to observe, it signifies, in India, a wind that

blows six months from the north-east, and six months from the

south-west. This wind, unknown in the Great Atlantic and Pa

cific Oceans, extends, with a variety of inclinations, through all

the seas of India from Japan to Madagascar ; its general course

only is north-east and south-west ; its particular deviations de

pend on the position of mountains, capes, and bays, which

sometimes obstruct or direct its course ; and near the coast it

almost universally gives way to the land and sea breezes, which

blow alternately every twenty-four hours. We shall have occa

sion to notice all these circumstances during the passage of Ne-

archus from the Indus to Cape Jask, and shall find authorities to

support them.

In a collection of papers furnished by Mr. Dalrymple, I have

a Journal of Lieutenant M'Cluer, which will enable me to give a

better account of the Monsoon in this track, than could have

been procured by any other means of information.

" The vessels bound from Malabar to the Gulph of Persia

" usually make Muscat, on the coast of Arabia; and the best

" time for making this passage is during the months of Novem-

" ber, December, January, and February This proves that the

Thii word signifies any thing which re- Rose ; and Mousem-a-Bulbul, the Season of

turns at a stated period, and ought to be writ- the Nightingale ; Metaph. for the Season at

ten Mousem. Thus the Persians say Mou- which the Nightingales sing. Mr. Jones.

sem-e-Behaur, the Season of the Spring; and 9" M'Cluer, p. i; and Tavernier, p. 2.

Hafez uses Mousem e-Gul, the Season of the vol, ii.
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north-east Monsoon, which commences with some fluctuation in

October, fixes steadily in November, and continues in force for

four months, when it begins to fluctuate again in March, and

does not fix steadily to the south-west till April or May. John

Thornton says", " In November, December, January, while

" the wind is northerly within the tropic, it is easterly along the

" coast of Mekran, with a current setting to the westward."

And another navigator 91 in this track says, " Between the latter

" end of October and the middle of November, the land and

" sea breezes" begin along the coast of Guadel, (Mekran,) and

" continue four months." He adds, " If a land wind blows

" either morning or evening, a ship may depend on a sea breeze,

" or at least a wind along the coast from the north-west, to bring

** her in shore again ** ; neither is the land or sea breeze ever at-

" tended with squalls of thunder or rain." Tavernier95, who

made this voyage himself from Ormus to Surat, mentions,

that the passage is made during November, December, Janu

ary, and February, from Surat to the Gulph of Persia, in fif

teen or twenty days.

It has been thought necessary to detail these circumstances,

in order to shew that if Nearchus sailed, as he did, at the be

ginning of October, why it was necessary for him to wait twen

ty-four days in port, near Cape Monze, (Eirus, or Irus,) till the

Monsoon was settled in November ; he had then every circum

stance in his favour, an easterly wind setting along the coast, a

land breeze to give him an offing, without danger of being car

s' P. Ji. serene in the N. E. Monsoon.

*» C. Rannie, in Mr. Dairymple's Collection. Journal of the Houghton Indiaman, 1*56.

•J The sea breeze blows from noon to mid- Mr. Dalrymple.

night ; the land breeze from midnight till 94 Rannie, p. 88.

noon. The weather is generally pleasant and 95 Tavernier, vol. ii. p. 2.
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ried out to sea, no fear of squalls or storms, and a current con

spiring with all these advantages to ensure his success.

Whether Nearchus was apprised of all these co-operating cir

cumstances may be doubted ; but there is great reason to believe,

that the navigation was practised, at least in detacjhed portions

of the voyage, if not along the whole coast ; and we may be sure,

if he found at Patala any pilot86 capable of conducting him,

neither his own foresight nor the prudence of Alexander would

have been wanting to procure assistance. The general effect of

the Monsoon he certainly knew ; he was a native of Crete, and

a resident at Amphipolis, both which lie within the track of the

annual or Etesian winds, which, commencing from the Helles

pont, and probably from the Euxine, sweep the Egean sea, and

stretching quite across the Mediterranean to the coast of

Africa", extend through Egypt to Nubia or Ethiopia.

Arrian has accordingly mentioned the Monsoon by the name

of Etesian winds ; his expression is remarkable, and attended

with a precision that does credit to his own accuracy, and the

authorities from which he drew his information. These Etesian

winds, says he, do not blow »' from the north in the summer

months, as with us in the Mediterranean, but from the south w.

96 He did find a pilot at Mosarna, which, And in another place ; the Etesian winds,

at the same time it proves a navigation which prevail the whole summer season,

carried on hy the Persians, Karmanians, or blowing from the sea upon the coast, ren-

more probably the Arabians, along the coast, der navigation impraccicable, p. 3 55. The

is sufficient to assure us that if a pilot was pro- mouths of the Indus front exactly south-

curable at Patala, he certainly would have been west.

employed. 99 This passage of Arrian is accompanied,

97 A vessel going up the Nile has always in in the edition of Gronovius, by a long and

these months a fair wind against the stream, angry note, as too many of his are. He in-

She comes down, by the force of oars, or floats, terprets his author, however, as intending to

like a log upon the water. See Bruce, Pocock, Mty, that as the Etesian winds in the Mediter-

Norden, &c. ranean blow from the north in summer, and
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On the commencement of winter, or at latest on the setting of

the Pleiades, the sea is said to be navigable till the winter solstice.

This setting of the Pleiades must again cause some confusion,

for though Gronovius, in his Commentary on Arrian, fixes this

for the eleventh of November, because the kalendar says, navi

gation ceases on that day ; yet Columella places the setting orr

the twenty-eighth of October, and the morning setting on the

eighth of November. We shall prefer, on this occasion again,

the setting as expressed simply by both authors, and fix the

change of the Monsoon as intended by Arrian for the twenty-

eighth of October ; a day which coincides so nearly with modern

observation, and so identically with the circumstances of the

voyage, as to give it a fixed preference to all others. Arrian is

not so happy in limiting the termination ef the Monsoon to the

winter solstice'"0, for it has been already shewn, that it continues

to blow during January1* and February, and does not fluctuate

till March ; so far is this, however, from impeaching Arrian of

ignorance, that it is a proof of his attention and veracity. The

fleet reached Karpella before the end of December ; Nearchus

had consequently no opportunity of observing the prevalence of

the Monsoon after the winter solstice ; he delivered, therefore,

what he knew to be true from his own experience, without con

sidering or knowing what the winds were in January and Febru

ary ; and Arrian copied as faithfully as Nearchus related.

are generally succeeded by an opposite wind *" See B. de SainteCroix, Notelxii.p. 319,

in winter, the reverse takes place in the Indian who says, -ris Tpefij it xl'H^yl means the vernal

ocean ; the summer Etesian is south, the win- equinox. I should be glad to give this con-

ter north. . struction, if the Greek language allowed

100 Schmeider says Tfom! should not be ren- it.

dered solstice but equinox. Indie, c. xxi. bull:

gives no reason.
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We know from later writers'01, that the ancients were perfectly

acquainted with the nature and seasons of the Monsoon, and

that from the time of Claudius, the fleets which sailed from

Egypt traversed the Indian ocean to the coast of Malabar, and

returned from that coast again, by means of the Monsoons,

without confining themselves any longer to the winding of the

shore. It is not, however, our object to display the advances

made in later ages, but to specify the discoveries of the Mace

donians, and the fidelity of the historian ; yet we cannot avoid

mentioning some particulars that occur in the navigation 103 of

the Indian ocean, which bears the name of Arrian,. and which,

as Dr. Robertson say* very justly, deserves more attention than

has hitherto been paid to it by geographers. That it is not the

work of our Arrian is evident, for the author is ignorant of the

extent of Alexander's conquests, whom he supposes to have ad

vanced to the Ganges, when in reality he passed little beyond the

eastern mouth of the Indus. His errors, however, are pardon

able, if we consider him, as what his works declare him, a mer

chant, or navigator in the seas he describes ; as one who had

personally visited both coasts of the Red Sea, the coasts of

Africa and Arabia, and the coast" of Malabar from the bay of

Cutch, possibly to the kingdom of Calecut: that we are au

thorised to assume this, is evident from a passage where he says,

" In sailing down the Gulph of Arabia we keep our course in

" the middle ; and, upon another occasion, we sail nearer the

" coast of Arabia." The adoption of the first person seems con

clusive, and as his description includes Cape Gardafui, (Ardma-

">* Dodwell's Dis. on the Periplus Mar. 103 Periplus Maris Erythnei, in Hudson's

Erythr. Col.
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turn Promontorium,) Cana104, and Cape Fartaque (Syagros,) in

Arabia ; the departure of the vessels from those points with the

Monsoon, the cargoes they carried, the part of the coast they

reached ; the particulars of the bay of Cutch, (Baraces,) of

Cambai ,cs, of Baroache, (Barugaza,) of the Ghauts, and the

Deckan with the return from the coast of Malabar by means

of the north-east Monsoon ; all these indicate a knowledge ra

ther proceeding from observation than intelligence ; all prove

that he was not a man of letters, but a curious navigator, and

a faithful reporter. To pursue this inquiry may be thought an

intrusion upon the province of Dr. Robertson, but there is much

curious matter in this tract that he has left untouched, and some

circumstances have escaped his notice which are matter of sur

prise. Dr. Robertson has not demonstrated that the Ptolemies

had an immediate intercourse with India ; he supposes, on the

authority of this PeriplAs, that vessels did pass from the Red

Sea by coasting along Arabia and the Mekran to India. I am

willing to accede to this supposition upon the same authority,

but I have searched for farther evidence ^ in vain ; and as Dr.

"4 Cava-Canim, d'Anville ; Cape Far- ment. It is curious to find this name as old

taque, Robertson. as the time of the author. Deckan signifying

"* Cambay is at the head of the Gulph of south, and Abad, a city ; Dachanabades sig-

that name, and was a place of high importance nifies the capital of the south. Where to place

when the Portuguese first reached India. It is this is indifferent; as, if we were speaking of

now sunk under the ruin of the empire, but is modern times, we might doubt whether we

properly the emporium of Guzerat, and the should call Poonah, Aurungabad, or Seringa-

English East India Company were rather dis- patam, the principal city of the south. The

posed to put it under their protection, and re- reigning prince took the name of his city

invigorate it in 1794, as I learn from a very or province. The modern Deckan is the

curious paper of Mr. Griffith's. country of the Nizam, his capital Aurung-

,e6 His term is Dachanabades. It is well abad.

known that Deckan signifies the south, and the *°7 Huet (Histoire du Commerce) drops the

modern Deckan, in the peninsula, is so called prosecution of this question at the very point

because it lies south of the seat of govern- he ought to introduce it, p. 38, and p. 99

4
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Robertson has produced no other, it is reasonable to conclude

that proof is wanting"*. It is worthy of remark that Pliny'09

says, the course of this navigation was in his own days only

beginning to be known, and afterwards that the names of the

cities and nations enumerated are found in no author of prior

date "°. It is equally extraordinary that the discovery made of

a passage across the Indian ocean by means of the Monsoon,

corresponds, in point of time, with this information of Pliny;

for Hippalus the author of that discovery lived in the reign of

Claudius, and with that discovery it is easy to connect the ac

count of a city called Arabia'" Felix"* in the Periplus"5. For

the author says, it is near the mouth of the Red Sea on the

ocean, and had formerly been the point of rendezvous between

India and Egypt, till it Avas destroyed by the Romans "4 not

long before his time. What then are we to conclude ? but that

the success of Hippalus opened a new channel for this com

merce ; and that the Romans, like all other trading nations,

wished to establish a monopoly for themselves by destroying the

and countenances the opinion I have adopted, 105 Lib. vi. 23. Nunc primum certa notitia

p. 313. See also p. 302. 246. Ed. Paris, patescente.

1727. "° Strabo, however, is of prior date, but

108 From a passage in Pliny, lib. vi. c. 23, a Greek, and perhaps Pliny means to specify

Dr. Robertson lays down a passage from Far- Roman authors. Plin. lib. vi. 23.

taque (Syagros) to Zizerus, a place some- '" Thus in the original ; but probably a cor-

where in India ; but as neither Montesquieu, nipt text.

Major Rennell, nor Dr. Robertson, can find Huet, Histoire du Commerce, p. 30*,

out where this Zizerus lies, it is a great proof supposes this Arabia Felix to be Aden ; and

of Pliny's indistinft description of India, which Aden, he says, signifies dclicer, p. 54; in

appears upon all occasions. After Dr. Ro- which sense it is applicable to Arabia Felix.

bertson has laboured the point as much as it Aden is by other Orientalists considered as

will bear, he concludes thus : It is probable Eden, the Paradise or Garden of Delight,

that their voyages were circumscribed within Dodwell's Dissert, in Peripl. M. Eryth.

very narrow limits, and that under the Ptole- p. 102.

roies no considerable progress was made in the ,H By Cesar. Which Cesar ?

discovery of India. Sect. 1. p. 3J.
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prior means of intercourse ? Have we not, therefore, great rea

son to suspect that the fleets of the Ptolemies went no farther

than to these marts in Arabia "$, where they purchased the com'

modifies of India, and whence they dispersed them over Eu

rope ? It is not, however, by this meant to infer, that no ves

sels from Egypt ever circumnavigated Arabia into the Gulph of

Persia, or penetrated into India ; for there is great reason to sup

pose they visited both, and explored likewise the coast of Africa;

but the silence of authors, and the little 1,6 said upon the subject

by the writer of the Peripl&s, afford strong presumptions to con

clude that these voyages were not frequent"7; that Indian com

modities were chiefly purchased in Arabia.; and that the Romans

had the good fortune to reap all the advantages from the disco

very of Hippalus, to destroy the old channels of commerce,

and appropriate the new one wholly to themselves. Two pas

sages of Strabo afford strong evidence of the fact ; for in the se

cond book "* he says, that the knowledge of the Romans com

menced with the expedition of his friend Elius Gallus into Arabia

*" " Their ports of Yemen must have been

" emporia of considerable commerce between

" Egypt and India, or part of Persia. Yet

" we have uncertain proofs of their proficiency

*f in navigation, or even manufactures." Sir

W. Jones. As. Dis. vol. I. p. 138.

"f The expression in the Periplus is remark

able, p. 32, tstov $f o\tn Toy iifri^i/rev Tlifivkut

o'ti Kavi; xxl Ei/Sai/zoro; Apa£i'a{ oi pi» fUHfOTtpOiJ

rW«« HEPIKOAniZONTES tv\iot. The whole

voyage was indeed performed from Cana and

Arabia Felix, but in vessels of an inferior sizei

and by a navigation along the coast. This,

while it proves that the voyage was performed,

demonstrates at the same time the little effect

produced from it.

"' There is a passage in Pliny, lib. vi. 22.

which mentions, that in the reign of Claudius,

the freedman of Annius Plocamus, who was

farmer of the revenues in the Red Sea, while

he was going round the coast of Arabia to

collect them, was carried out to sea, and be

yond Karmania to Hippurus, a port in India;

and that the prince reigning there, induced by

his account of the Romans, sent an embassy to

the emperor. If a voyage to India had been

a common occurrence in the time of Claudius,

would this narrative assume so much of the

marvellous ? Pliny adds, that this embassy

gave the Romans the first certain intelligence

of Taprobana.

1,8 P. 118.
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Felix ; in whose time an hundred and twenty ships sailed from

Myos Hormus ; and in the seventeenth book "* he adds, that for

merly scarcely twenty ships dared to navigate the Red Sea so far

as to shew'" their heads beyond the Straits. Elius Gallus un

dertook his expedition under Augustus, and if he opened this

navigation, the discovery of Hippalus under Claudius established

it. The whole of this, indeed, is contrary to Mr. Bruce's sys

tem1"; he has, however, upon this occasion, so much hypothe

sis, and so little of historical fact, that I am not bound to fol

low his conjectures, in order either to confirm or refute them.

What use the Ishmaelites made of the Monsoon, or how the

Ptolemies profited by it, is problematical ; but the discovery of

Hippalus is a fact ; and though he is barely mentioned by Pliny,

we have a distinct account of him from the author of the Peri-

plus. He informs us, that small vessels had 'formerly made a

coasting passage from Cana, near Cape Fartaque, in Arabia, to the

Indus ; but Hippalus observing the site of the emporia, and the

appearance of the sea, ventured upon a navigation across the

ocean at the season of the south-west Monsoon "}. Since his

time, all vessels follow the same track ; they sail for India in the

month of July, and return, according to Pliny, in December.

This slight mention of coasting Voyages, is nearly all the evi

dence we have of a direct East Indian commerce under the

"' P. 798. vest, but west. Had he asked any seaman

110 us ti "Jw tS» ri«3» vxt^Kuirrw, p. 798, and which way the Monsoons blow in India, he

p. 1 1 8, Ixiyvv iranatccuTi Sappaww irX?i>. Few, might have saved himself the trouble. D'Anville

if any at all, had the courage to sail. more sensibly lays it down south-west. This

■"" Book ii. chap. j. wind, in honour of the man who first bad the

axrifM. . skill'and courage to profit by it, was afterward*

,!3 Libonotus. Salmasius has a long disser- called the Hippalus.

tation to prove, that Libonotus is not south-

II
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Ptolemies ; arid it is natural to conclude, that, existing in this

manner, it was far more profitable to purchase Indian commo

dities in the ports of Arabia, than to fetch them from India by

a navigation so hazardous and circuitous^

I have been led into this disquisition, however unnecessary it

may appear, first, because it seems a point not sufficiently at

tended to, or noticed by former writers ; and secondly, because

it attaches to the voyage of Nearchus in a very extraordinary

manner. The coast of the Mekran, (Gadrosia,) which had not

been heard of in Greece before the time of the Macedonians,,

was visited but little on account of commerce, and perhaps not

at all, except by the few vessels which performed those coasting

voyages just mentioned, and which probably never touched at

any port on it, unless from necessity. As late, therefore, as the

time of Strabo, that is, at the distance of three hundred and fifty

years, no fresh intelligence had reached the writers of Greece or

Rome. Strabo gives much the same account as Nearchus ; but a

period afterwards arrived, and to all appearance after the disco

very of Hippalus, when this coast was again visited ; for Ptole

my, who lived in the reign of Adrian by residing at Alexan

dria, had the opportunity of making inquiries upon the spot.

Some merchants^and navigators evidently in his age frequented

this coast, for he does not draw his materials from Strabo, Ar«

*rian, Nearchus, or Oneslcritus, but exhibits a varied list of names

and situations, in the arrangement of which he is followed, with

little deviation, by his copyist Marcian of Heraclea. But how

ever some few individuals might furnish information to the geo-

!' Anno C. 138.
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grapher, the discovery of Hippalus now diverted the general

course of navigation to the richer coast of Malabar. There was

no occasion, and little inducement, to visit the Mekran ; and

consequently there is a chasm of silence on this subject in almost

every geographer, voyager, and traveller, from the time of Pto

lemy till the period when the Portuguese penetrated again to

this coast of desolation. But though the Portuguese formed

settlements in this country, we find little distinct information in

their accounts ; and if the English East India Company had not

directed a survey of this coast to be made, the expedition of

Nearchus could not have been properly illustrated, nor the nar

rative of Arrian so fully vindicated, as it may now be, from the

charge of imposture.

IX. THE STADIUM.

The application ofthe circumstances attendant upon the Mon

soon, to the voyage under contemplation, has been an easy and

a pleasant task ; and if it were possible to arrange the measures

used by our author, and the distances assigned, with the same

accuracy, the journal might be presented to the reader with as

much precision as a modern voyage : but no accuracy of this

kind is to be expected ; the subject surveyed under a variety of

lights, and measures examined by most numerous combinations,

afford only a general result approximating to perspicuity, but

nothing which will satisfy a mind habituated to research, or the

curiosity of those readers who consult the margin of their map

as regularly as the country it contains.

The determination of local situation, by means of longitude

and latitude, is at present conducted with so much facility, and

h 2
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is so familiar to our apprehension, that we are liable to forget

the difficulties to which the ancient geographers were exposed.

Narratives and itineraries were the original guides for deter

mining distances and positions : these all depended upon mea

sures, the measures of different countries differ, and the measures

of the same country vary in different ages, and in the calcula

tion of different authors. This is so peculiarly the case with the

Greek stadium, that it is in some degree indefinite, unless ap

preciated by the age and country of the author, or reduced by

some standard applicable to the country under consideration.

It is this measure which Arrian has adopted, with what laxity

may be readily seen by consulting Mr. d'Anville's Treatise on

the Itinerary Measures of the Ancients ; and if, by the assist

ance of that able geographer, some general estimate can be

formed, it is such as must be a result from the whole, and must

not be expected to apply in every particular instance. Extra

ordinary as it is to us who live in times when, by means of the

press, new acquisitions of knowledge are diffused throughout

Europe in the course of a few months, it is a certain fact, that

before this communication took place, authors ai of the same

age in different countries knew as little of each other's discoveries

as if they had not existed. Arrian and Ptolemy are nearly con

temporary, and yet so far is Arrian from manifesting any know

ledge of longitude or latitude as applied by Ptolemy to the

plane or the sphere, that he seems ignorant even of the parallel

of Erat6sthenes, though he is an author quoted by himself. He

makes but one attempt to mark the course of the fleet, by men

tion of the shadow falling to the south ,l6, and unfortunately the

»« Gossellin, p. 27. This will be noticed in its place.
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wholp track of Nearchus is to the northward of the tropic.

But though Arrian has conveyed or preserved no discovery of

this sort, he is still a faithful transcriber from his authorities ;

the standard measure, therefore, which he has used, we may be

assured, is such as he found it in Nearchus, and the valuation

of his stadium becomes the object of inquiry. Mr. d'Anville 117

says with great justice, that none of the ancient measures re

quire more discussion than the stadium ; he specifies four dif

ferent sorts, and these will admit of variations.

French Toises "".

The Olympian 94|

The Pythian - - - 125 or 750 feet.

Feet. Inches.

Xenophon's - - 75 3 7

Aristotle's - - - - 51 0 0.

The Olympian, or common stadium, is that employed by the

generality of writers in the estimation of eight to a Roman

mile ; the Pythian is little noticed ; that of Xenophon is taken

from the marches of the ten thousand, where thirty stadia are

reckoned equal to a parasang ; and that of Aristotle, according

to Mr. d'Anville, is the stadium adopted by the Macedonians^

It requires great confidence in our guide to acquiesce in this

assertion, for no stadium of fifty-one toises is mentioned even

by Aristotle himself ; it is extracted from him by inference, and

the inference itself is extraordinary. The circumference of the

earth was estimated by Eratosthenes at two hundred and fifty-

two thousand 119 stadia, which gives seven hundred to a degree ;

'*> Mes. It. p. 8> as 16 to 15.

"s The French toise or fathom is six feet, ,J» D'Anv. p. 8i. Censorinus, Vitruviua*,

and a French foot is to the foot English nearly &c.
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but "° Aristotle 1,1 calculates the same circumference ats four

hundred thousand stadia. This sum divided by three hundred

and sixty produces one thousand one hundred and eleven ; and

if we reckon one thousand one hundred and eleven stadia to a

degree, the stadium can contain only fifty-one 1,1 toises. Now

the truth seems to require, that we should examine whether

Aristotle intended to give a larger world or a less stadium, be

fore we accede to the inference deduced. If, however, we were

once persuaded that Aristotle had adopted a stadium of this

kind, we might find a philosophical reason for the adoption of

it by Alexander ; for his instruction to Beton and Diognetus to

employ it in their surveys ; and for our finding it in the journal

of his officers. The philosopher was the preceptor of Alexan

der ; and if he had any hypothesis of his own to establish, by

an admeasurement of a new invention, it is not impossible that

the pupil might have adopted the system of his master, either

from deference to his talents, or from ambition, because it

was new.

To confess the truth, when I engaged in this inquiry I re

garded lightly the whole of this system ; and though I am not

now convinced that any such stadium existed, but rather sup-

"° Upon examination of this circumference known in the age of Aristotle! but a vague

given by Aristotle, lib. ii. c. 14. De Ccelo, I calculation by the Gnomon, Jtc. &c.

imagine d'Anville is totally misled ; for before De Ccclo, lib. i. c. 14. D'Anv. p. 83.

Eratosthents's attempt to measure a degree of See Blair's Treatise on Geography, p. 59.

a great circle, all the measures of the circum- *' It is extraordinary that Mr. d'Anville,

ference of the earth were conjectural. How Mes. Itin. p. 83, should expressly say, fifty-one

much all was conjecture may be seen by this toises and a little more ; and that the B. de

very chapter, so far as it regards Thales, Sainte Croix, quoting the very passage, should

Anaxagoras, Anaximander, ice. The stadium, assert, that Mr. D. makes the stadium fifty

therefore, is not determinable by reducing the toises two feet five inches, and then reckon

measure of Aristotle, 400,000, to that of Era- fifty toise6 without the fraction. Ex. Crit.

tosthenes's 251,000, for no such measure was p. 103.
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pose that it is a Greek term applied to an Oriental 133 measure,

still the general correspondence of fifty-one toises to the measure

of Arrian, be it a stadium or not, does, upon the whole, appear

reasonable.

I object to all measures of this stadium taken where Nearchus

himself did not navigate ; and I hesitate about the measure of

3300 stadia from the mouth of the Euphrates to Babylon, stated

as the assertion of Nearchus- Indie, p. 357- For that sum

makes only 206 miles, whereas it is in reality near 400 miles

Roman by the course of the river ; and consequently the stadia

of eight to a mile are more correspondents

In order to examine this question more intimately, I extracted

all the several distances in Pliny ,34, d'Anville, and Rennell, from

the Caspian Straits to the junction of the Jumna and Ganges ;

and though this stadium would not accord with Pliny, calculated

either way, it approached nearer to Major Rennell's distances,

than Mr. d'Anville's own, upon the whole extent of the line;

and as Major Rennell is the more correct, the coincidence is*

still more in its favour.

In pursuing the same mode of comparison through the voyage

of Nearchus, though it is not possible to establish a proportion,

of part to part, or perhaps to measure five hundred stadia in

any detached portion of the course with satisfaction, yet so far

do the errors correct one another, that it would be ungenerous

not to acknowledge Mr. d'Anville's merit in the discovery of this

principle, however we may hesitate about the application of it9

to the minuter divisions of the voyage.

•»3 Tieffenthaler reckons by miles, but his the same i"

miles are cosses, equal to i&th* of a mile. "* Great allowances must be made for the

What forbids the Macedonians to have done incorrectness of Pliny's numbers.

4

■
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The distance from the northern mountains where the Indus

issues, to its junction with the sea, Arrian estimates, from the

account of Erat6sthenes, at thirteen 135 thousand stadia ; the

same space on Major Rennell's map gives by the opening of the

compasses somewhat more than thirteen degrees of latitude ; we

have then at once a thousand stadia to a degree, and may well

make up an hundred and eleven more, by allowance for the

course of the river, or the march of armies ; and if, by the

same proportion, we measure from the sea to Nic6a, or Jamad

on the Chelum, we find somewhat more than nine degrees, or

about six hundred and twenty-five miles English, which, with

allowance for the course of the river, we may extend to eight

hundred and fifty 136 or even nine hundred miles.

The second distance given is the coast of the Arabitae from the

harbour of Kr6kala to the river Araba, estimated by Arrian at

a thousand stadia, and measuring by Mr. Dalrymple's scale

about seventy-five miles.

The third division is the coast of the Orita; from the river

Araba to Malana, one thousand six hundred stadia, according

to Arrian, and nearly ninety-eight miles by Mr. Dalrymple's

scale.

The fourth division is the coast of the Icthu6phagi from Ma

lana to Badis ; that is, from Cape Maran, or Malan, to Cape

Jask, which Arrian reckons at ten thousand stadia, but his total

and particulars are at variance. Of this coast we have a survey

by Lieutenant Robinson, and according to his scale it measures

nearly four hundred and eighty miles, a distance more dispro

portionate to Arrian's stadium than any of his former divisions,

«'s Indie, p. 315.

1,4 Major Rcnnell reckons the navigation up to Moultan at eight hundred miles.

1
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for it differs no less than an hundred and forty-five miles ; the

inaccuracy of which we can only excuse on account of the ex

treme distress of the fleet.

The fifth division is the coast of Karmania from Cape Jask to

the island Keish or Kat£a; the number of stadia given by

Arrian is three thousand seven hundred, but his estimate is lax,

and the deduction from it dubious. The coast measures some

what less than two hundred and eighty miles English by Mr.

d'Anville's scale.

The last measure we can ascertain is that of the coast of

Persis ; and even here Arrian's statement of four thousand four

hundred stadia must be augmented by an allowance for four

omissions, which cannot make it amount to less than four

thousand seven hundred stadia, between Keish and the river

Endian, the Katea and A'rosis of Arrian. Mr. d'Anville's scale

makes this space equal to three hundred and twenty-three

miles, but from the later information of Mr. Dalrymple's charts

there is reason to think it not less than three hundred and fifty

miles English.

Upon a recapitulation of these several sums, the account

would stand thus :

Stadia. Miles English.

From Jamad to the mouth of the Indus 10,000 625

Coast of Arabitae - 1000 75

Oritae - - > 1600 98

Icthu6phagi - - - 10,000 mi4B&

Karmania. r , ^ 3700 280

Persis - ,<«..- 4700 350

31,000 1908

It ought to be five thousand eight hundred. See Persis infra. But a general estimate

only is taken here.
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31,000 stadia multiplied by fifty-one toises - 1,581,000

1908 miles English multiplied by 826 toises 1,576,008

Difference - 4,992

Of these particulars, the first only is reduced by computation^

the remaining five are the actual estimates of Arrian, compared

with the measures derived from modern observations ; and when

the result is an error less than five thousand upon upwards of a-

million and an half of toises, the difference is not worth regarding.

I am sensible, however, that several of the modern distances are

liable to objection, and I lay no claim to precision on this head ;

but they Avere taken in the best manner the charts and maps

allowed, without any regard to the issue, and the result per

mitted to come out in its natural course, without previous ac

commodation. One circumstance which may appear erroneous,

is, in my estimation, the natural means of reconciling the two-

accounts more nearly to truth ; that is, I have reckoned

ten degrees of longitude from the Indus to Cape Jask by the

same scale as the other distances, which are in reality degrees

of latitude ; whereas a degree of longitude, in latitude 25°, is in

fact about sixty-two miles, instead of sixty-nine and an half..

The difference which this causes upon ten degrees is not more

than sixty-five miles; but if it be considered that the stadia of

Arrian arise from the course of the fleet, while the modern miles

are estimated, in some measure, from the opening of the com-

passess, sixty-five " miles upon ten degrees, instead of being an

error, is an approximation to truth. Actual precision I affect

not, neither do I think the question capable of being reduced?

to demonstration.

•m The correction of this distance I owe to tjie kindness of Dr. Falconer of Bath.
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\Jpon the whole, Mr. d'Ariville has performed an essential

service to ancient geography, in pointing out a measure of any

sort which can enable us to form an estimate of the distances

recorded in the journal ; and whether it be a stadium of Aris

totle, or taken from any standard of the Indians ; nay even if it

were imaginary, or built only on an analysis of the several

measures specified, it is still an object of importance to find

this answer upon a space of almost two thousand miles ; and

that the unavoidable errors which arise upon the reckonings of

all navigators, more especially the ancient, can be made to

correct each other mutually, and produce a general result which

is admissible.

Two considerations arise naturally from the discussion of this

subject ; the first regards Nearchus, whose estimation rises in

proportion, not only to the difficulty, but the length of the

voyage. It is no ordinary degree of fortitude which could enable

a commander to undertake this expedition in vessels very in

adequate to the service, and to explore a coast of this extent,

where, if shipwreck were avoided, famine was perpetually to be

apprehended.

The second consideration respects the general difficulty of re

conciling the measures of different countries ; no one has laboured

this point with the same diligence and success as d'Anville, and

I am obliged to follow his measure in toises, because if I desert it,

I can find no guide to direct me ; but, in fact, even his measures,

however carefully reduced, still leave some obscurity behind.

Since the publication of this work in 1797, the geography of

Herodotus by Major Rennell, and the Peripius of the Euxine

Sea by Dr. Falconer, have been given to the world, both con-

1

1 2
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taining dissertations on the stadium. Major Rennell (sect, 2.)'

expressly combats the short stadium of d'Anville, and conse

quently all that is here advanced on the authority of that ex

cellent geographer ; for he writes, (p. 30.) " The stadc of Near-

" chus, from the abstract of his journal, in part* where we have

" been able to follow him, is .of a standard somewhat longer

" than that arising from Pliny, for it amounts to 729 to a

** degree."

I conclude that Major Rennell never honoured my work with

a perusal, otherwise he must have seen that there Avas no part

of the journal of Nearchus where we could not follow him, ex

cept on the coast of Susiana. I do appeal, therefore, to the

statement above, (p. 52.) where I coHect 31,000 stadia from six

distances given by Arrian himself 130 ; and I repeat the assertion,

that 31,000 Olympick stadia produce nearly 3650 miles English,

and 31,000 of Aristotle's stadia amount to nearly 1914 of the

same miles. Which of these two sums corresponds best with

the actual measurement of the coast is left to the judgment of

the reader.

But Major Rennell's stadium of 729 to a degree is not the

Olympick stadium ; and he adds, that the Olympick stadium

was never an itinerary standard measure of the Greeks, (p. 32.)

This is so extraordinary an assertion, when the comparison of

the Roman mile with eight Greek stadia is the uniform position

of all authors who mention it, that we can hardly conceive on

what foundation it is built. But he has tried the Olympick

stadium by the intervals between different places, and finds that

** The Erst, in fact,, is not given from Arrian, but measured on Major Rennell's map..

4
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it docs not correspond ; and yet Dr. Falconer has taken the

same intervals, and reduced them almost to a coincidence.

The fact is, that no road measures are mathematically correct,

and all computed distances differ from the standard. This oc

curs so universally, that the estimated coss in India varies

almost as much as the mile in Europe ; or if we seek for an

example nearer home, we find that scarcely a single town in

England stands now at the same nominal distance from the

metropolis as it did before the roads were measured.

If the Olympick stadium was not a standard ,4° measure, there

was no standard in Greece ; for the stadium bears a proportion

to all the other measures of length, and they must all stand or

fall together. Herodotus 141 informs us that

3 inches are equal to 1 palm.

4 palms — — 1 foot.

6 palms — — 1 cubit.

4 cubits — — 1 fathom.

6 feet — — 1 fathom.

600 feet, 6 plethra or 100 fathoms, 1 stadium.

Now 600 Greek feet are equal to 625 feet Roman ; and

therefore if the Roman foot be ascertained, (as it is,) in obtain

ing the measure of one we find the measure of all the parts by

proportion, and the stadium is as perfectly known as the foot.

For this knowledge we are indebted to Greaves ,4% who with'

1,0 See Rennell's geography of Herodotus, '** See Greaves's Pyramidographia, disserta-

p, 26. t'on on ^e Roman foot, vol. i. p. 181, ct scq.

Herodotus, lib. ii. p. 177. Wessel. says, See also d'Anvillc Mcsures Itin. pied Romain,

'Ai S"i*<xto> 'Opyuiai Xxauu ikt) roi&U* ifaxXfSfOT... p. ii. The mathematicians who have treated

'E^anila /*« txt Opyma,- (usTp'opinns, xal Tirpa- on this subject since, differ from Greaves little

Tijjciot, T;, rioiJv pi> TiTfora-oAatr** Unm 7u Si more than a thousandth part either way.

*ix?°i «l«2r**<',S'!'.
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geometrical precision determined the measure of the foot de

scribed on the tomb of Cossutius at Rome. The result of his

inquiry proves, that if the foot English were divided into 1000

parts, the Roman foot would be equal to 967 of such parts, and

the Greek foot to 1007 with a small fraction. This proportion

makes the Roman foot to the foot Greek as 24 to 25, the

stadium of 600 feet Greek equal to 625 feet Roman, and 600

Greek stadia or 75 miles Roman equal to a degree of a great

circle.

It is this difference of 25 feet upon 600 which has caused

such a variety of opinions relative to the eight stadia attributed

to the Roman mile in general, and the eight stadia one-third

which, Strabo lti informs us, Polybius required to reduce the

proportion of the mile to that of the stadium.

This difference may be stated under two different processes,

which seem to terminate in the same conclusion ; for, first, if

600 feet Greek are taken at the usual estimate of eight stadia to

a mile, the amount is 4800 feet ; but it requires 5000 Roman

feet to a mile, for a mile is (mille passus) 1000 paces '**, and

every pace is five feet. Here then is the difference of 200 feet,

or the third of a stadium, which Polybius calls the double

plethron, and a plethron is 100 feet. Second^, Let us take

this in another form ; that is, there are eight stadia in a mile,

but the stadium of 600 feet Greek, measured by Roman feet,

145 Strabo, lib. vn. p. 322. 'fis Si TloXv£n>i ylyntftai TiTfux\t6pov.

trfocrri&ii; tI o*Taf-*Jij> oiVxsOfov, 0 Irt tji'tov ra^i'tf. When the standard is fixed, the proper ofe-

And that he confirms the plethron to be 100 cers measure off 100 feet each way, so as to

feet appears, vol. ii. p. jn. Ed. Schwei^-. leave an open square of four plethra.

Ti9uT»i; is tr.i mpdut; aTOfitTpii'Tai i7!fif t?; o->i- 144 The passus is the double step j the return

fjixmt riTfttymos to'itoj urt icxa-a; to.? «rX!i>f»s of the foot from which you begin to move to

(Mtrw irol*; aTs^em Tr„ oTif/ataf, toX l^ioaiov the ground.
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lias an excess of 2.5 feet, and 25 feet eight times repeated make

again the same 200 feet, the double plethron of Polybius, the

one-third of a stadium which he required.

The latter process is adopted by Dr. Falconer, and to all ap

pearance gives a full solution of the question. If, therefore, we

obtain a perfect knowledge of the Olympick stadium, with its

. proportion and correspondence to all the other measures ; to

maintain that one or all of them are not standard measures, is

to abrogate the use of all Greek measurement whatsoever.

Major Renhell, however, cannot find that the distances given

between various places accord with the Olympick stadium ; and

by a result from the comparison of eight different authors, he

forms an average of 718 feet as the common stadium of Greece.

But to estimate the standard 145 by the interval, instead of the

interval by the standard, though it is common to most writers

on the question, is not the best way of proceeding ; for though

it is true, that in the Roman provinces where the miles were

measured, this process will in general answer, (however, as

d'Anville observes, it may fall short of geometrical- precision,)

still in Greece, where there was no such practice, where if any

interval was measured, it was not marked ; should the com*-

putation differ from the standard, it would not prov e there was

no standard, but that the computation itself was erroneous.

Major Rennell is forced to confess that Her6dotus made use of

a different stadium for Egypt and the Euxine Sea ; but may

In one sense it would always be best to and European mathematicians ; and is now said

form the standard from the interval ; that is, if to be reduced to precision by the French cal-

we could find a precise interval in nature. This dilators, in order to form a natural basis for all

»s the attempt of Eratosthenes in measuring a measures. But how their metres, myriametres,

degree of a great circle ; but his measure was and chiliometres, will be adopted by the people

incorrect. It is the attempt also of the Arabian is still a matter of experiment.
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not the truth be, that in Greece and Asia Minor Her6dotus

built on his own knowledge and experience, while in speaking

of Egypt lVs and the Euxine he had only foreign information for

his guide.

It is not, however, ordinary computation alone that is vague

and fallacious, for in Greece the disagreement of geometricians

themselves is still wider than any result of computation. A de

gree of a great circle is estimated by Erat6sthenes at 700 stadia,

and at 500 by Ptolemy ; if the stadia, therefore, be the same,

(which they are,) the circumference of the world upon one sup

position would be 31,500 miles, and upon the other only

22,500.

Between scientific men in modern times the disagreement

appears still more extraordinary. The direct distance between

Pisa and Athens, on d'Anville's map, according to Major Ren-

nell, is 105 Greek miles. " I have that map now before me,"

says Dr. Falconer, " and this distance measures upon it 990

Olympick stadia, or 123 Greek miles and three-fourths." Upon

such different assertions as these I am not competent to decide ;

but I have introduced them for the purpose of shewing how

seldom precision is attainable even by men qualified for the at

tempt ; and consequently, that the measure applied by d'Anville

to the journal of Nearchus is to be judged by its approximation,

and no strict accuracy to be required.

D'Anville has called this a stadium of 51 toises, or of 11"! to

a degree. Iam ready to agree with Major Rennell that no such

stadium was known, and that the inference from Aristotle's

Persae schaenos et parasangas alii alia '*> So Pliny, lib. ii. c. 112. Trecentiea

mensura determinant. Pliny, lib. vi. cap. 30. quindecics centena millia passuum.

Hard.
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circumference of the world is not founded. I said in the former

edition of this work, that I thought it an Indian measure, ob

tained by Nearchus from the natives at the Indus, or the pilot

he engaged at Mosarna. I think so still ; and have been disap

pointed in not finding an equivalent measure in any of the

writers on India whom I have consulted ,4S. But that such a

measure docs correspond generally with the Journal of Nearchus,

I am persuaded ; and that it does not correspond with the

History of Arrian, I have likewise shewn. The reason of this I

apprehend is, that in the Journal, Arrian follows Nearchus1*;

in the History, he takes the usual Olympick stadium like other

authors.

M. d'Anville has shewn, that in the gulph of Persia Pliny

read the same number of stadia as Arrian found in Nearchus ;

and that, by estimating these at eight to a mile, he makes the

distance nearly double what it is in realit}'. I can exemplify

the same fact at the commencement of the voyage ; for we have

the distance of. ten nautical miles given us between the Lari-

bundar River and Crotchey Bay in Captain Prittie's chart, and

this is estimated at 150 stadia by Arrian. Now 150 stadia of

There is a dissertation on Indian measures the following dissertation ia this work on the

in the Lettres Edifiantes, torn. xv. p. 172. authenticity of the journal.

Ed. 1 78 1. But nothing occurs on this sub- ,w The short stadium of 51 toisctis not cor-

ject which is applicable. respondent to the distances attributed to the

Plin. lib. vi. c. 21 or 2}. Hard. He gives islands of Icharus and Tylos in the Gulph of

us likewise 12 miles to Bibaga or Bibacte, and Persia, visited by Archias ; but his voyage is

I I to Toraliba, the latter I have not the means taken from Aristobulus or Ptolemy ; it is rc-

to measure. But all the three prove that Pliny corded in the 7th book of the history, and

had seen the original journal of Nearchus, as not found in the journal of Nearchus. In

well as the extract from it in Juba ; and that this instance, therefore, the usual stand-

Nearchus did record the names of the several ard of the Greek stadium may be assumed

stations as well as distances, which in another of 600 feet. See Nearchus, first edition,

passage he seems to deny. See Dodwell, and p. 530.
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.51 toises produce 7750 toises ; somewhat more than 10 Roman'

miles. But Pliny, by computing these in Olympick stadia ofT

eight to a mile, calls this interval 20 miles ; that is, if we take

the mile Roman at 7-56 toises, and multiply these by 20, we

have 15120 torses, a sum nearly double,, or 20 miles instead

of 10. Is it not evident then that both Arrian and Pliny "° read

the same number of stadia in Nearchus, but computed them

by a different estimate ? I shall have other opportunities of

comparing the numbers and distances of Pliny in the progress

of the work ; but in this instance the proof is so direct, that I

consider it as conclusive, and have no hesitation in subscribing

to the stadium of 51 toises assigned to the journal by d'Anville,

whether it be considered as a Greek or Indian standard : for

however it may fail in particular instances, the errors upon the

whole compensate for each other so generally, that the assump

tion has every probability in its favour. On the coast of the

Icthuophagi, where it corresponds least, the failure is in the

excess even of this small stadium ; for the coast is in reality but

480 miles English, and the stadia are 10,000. These at eight

to a mile would stretch the account to 1250 miles ; or even at

sixteen to a mile, amount to 625, and still have an excess of

145 miles. This is a great error, it must be confessed ; never

theless it cannot but be increased by a reference to any other

known stadium of the Greeks.

I ought not to close this disquisition without noticing the dif

ferent conception I had of the stadium, from the opinion of my

,5° Pliny reckons indeed his twenty miles bulous or misapplied, They seem to come

from Khruse and Argure islands at the mouth from the Khruse and Argure beyond the

of, the Indus } but these islands are either fa- Ganges. i
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■very learned and friendly correspondent Dr. Horseley, now

Bishop of St. Asaph, as appears from the former edition, and

which I still retain. For difference of opinion I know he will

pardon me ; but I cannot pardon myself for inserting his paper

on the subject, which was a private admonition, and not in

tended for publication. It was sent to the printer by mistake,

having been mixed with other papers which I received from his

Lordship's kindness, and which form the dissertation on the

acronychal rising of the Pleiades. Little importance would

have attached to this accident, had it related only to myself ;

for I should have received any communication from his hand as

an honour, whether favourable to my system or otherwise : but

it has produced a counter dissertation from Dr. Falconer, in his

Periplus of the Euxine Sea, which I could not see without re

gret, as being the innocent cause of the controvers}r.

On the geometrical part of this question I am not qualified to

decide. The historical part I have investigated with much

attention ; and from such lights as I have been able to acquire,

1 have persuaded myself that Major Rennell has not established

his conclusions against M. d'Anville, or those who have fol

lowed him. And although, that excellent geographer may be

mistaken in assigning this stadium to Aristotle, I am convinced

that no other stadium known in Greece will apply to the

journal of Nearchus ; and if it be not a Greek stadium, I know

not what measure it can be, unless it be derived from India

or Arabia.
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X. AUTHENTICITY OF THE JOURNAL'51.

I shall conclude this book with a defence of the journal

of Nearchus as preserved by Arrian, which has been condemned

as spurious by Dodwell, and impeached in point of veracity by

Hardouin"1 and Huet,s\ The supporters of its credit, how

ever, are Salmasius, Usher, Sainte Croix, Gossellin, and d'An-

ville ; and after the mention of their names, if a new apology

should be thought superfluous, I must plead the necessity of

defending my own opinion independently of others ; for if I had

thought the work spurious, I would neither have contributed to

support an imposture, nor bestowed the labour of years upon the

elucidation of a Romance. ,

But Nearchus has experienced a fate severe in the extreme ;

he is joined by Strabo with Daimachus 'S4, Megasthenes, and

Onesicritus, as a retailer '5< of fables, in his account of India ;

and his work has been robbed of its existence, on the authority

of Pliny, whose own narrative is far more objectionable. In

conducting this charge, Dodwell ,5S has not acted generously in

prefixing the particular passage of Strabo to the- publication of

the journal ; for as this bears hard upon the veracity of Near

chus, it is prejudging the cause, and ought not to have been in

troduced without, at the same time, stating the evidence on the

I am indebted to Dr. Schmcider of Halle "* Huet Com. des Anciens, p. 349. Sainte

for a very elegant and accurate translation of Croix.

this Disquisition into Latin, published in his 154 He places Daimachus in the first rank,

edition of the Indica, 1798. Nearchus and Onesicritus only in the second.

,5J Hominis mirare in mendaciis confingen- Sainte Croix,

dis audaciam. Hardouin cited by Sainte 155 IIapa4-f^'£oms is the strong expression

Croix. Ex. Critique, p. 255. See Har- of Strabo. Prating nonsense.

douin's Pliny, lib. vi. c. 26. 156 Hudson perhaps, and not Dodwell.
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contrary side. Justice required it to be noticed that Strabo has

copied this journal as evidently as Arrian, and that he is in

debted to Nearchus for many facts which, however extraordinary

they might appear in his age, have been confirmed by modern

observation.

Arrian, it is true, speaks of an enchanted island, and a mira1-

culous origin of the Icthu6phagi ; not indeed with a view to

assert the truth of such trash, but to refute it ; and if Nearchus

mentions himself as the only man in the fleet who did not fear

enchantment, it may prove his vanity or self-importance, but

cannot impeach his veracity.

Two circumstances only occur which can be adduced to sup

port such an imputation; one is, his extravagance in stating'"

the breadth of the Indus ; the other, his error in asserting that

at Malana, in November, the sun in the meridian was seen to

the north. The former may be rescued from the charge of

falsehood, by supposing that it relates to the river in a state of

inundation ; and if the latter admits of no satisfactory solution,

it ought not, as standing alone, to be insisted on, to the in

validation of the whole work. Dodwell, in reality, has paid no

'" Tht6 charge falls rather upon Arrian than Persia, returned to Scheraoze from his pil-

Nearchus. grimage to Mecca, and was introduced to Luft

I think great caution ought to be used in Ali Khan, the then Prince of Persia. The

admitting that an extravagance of description, Prince, amongst other things, questioned the

on some particular points, is a proof of the Meerza in respect to Bussora river. The Meerza

journal of Nearchus being spurious. Asiatics replied in these words literally: "God save

certainly are not, and I believe the Greeks were " your Majesty. What shall I tell you of

not, in the habit of making use of that preci- " Bussora river?—It is like the seal" Hy-

sion of description to which Europeans are ac- perbolical as this was, a man would have been

customed, and on which they pride themselves, mad to doubt whether or not Meerza Hosscin

I was present when Meerza Mohammed Hqs- had actually seen the Bussora river. Mr.,

sein, who had been for many years vizier of Hurford Jones.

4
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attention to these two points, but I exhibit them without fear

of the consequences.

The Baron de Sainte Croix has drawn out the arguments of

this great critic, and subjoined an answer to each; but as the

whole charge rests upon a single line of Pliny, if it can be proved

that the passage itself is inconsistent with Pliny's assertion in

other places, and that Dodwell has not explained it in a satis

factory manner, not only the principal argument, but all the

collateral inductions fall to the ground. Sainte Croix proposes

to correct it by a different reading, which turns the negative

into an affirmative ; a liberty, which, though not supported by

authority, may be justifiable in regard to a text so corrupt as

Pliny's ; but I shall shew that it is incompatible ; and therefore,

if it is incapable of correction, it must be rejected altogether.

The passage in Pliny l>> is this : " The journal of Onesicritus

" and Nearchus contains neither the names of places where

" they anchored, nor the measure of distances." Could any

one after this suppose, that the following two-and-twenty lines,

which comprehend Pliny's extract of the whole voyage, contain

little else but the names of places 159 ? and these evidently taken,

not indeed from Nearchus, nor from the original work of Onesi

critus, but from the journal of Onesicritus, published by Juba ,aa

the Mauritanian.

*w Onesicriti et Nearchi navigatio nec nomi- gome distances are mentioned in both. I

na habet mansionum, nec spatia. Lib. vi. c. 23. once compared and reconciled them with

■*» Pliny, in fact, has two different accounts Arrian, but the discussion is too long for the

of this voyage ; one in chap. xxv. and the other subject.

in chap. xxvi. (in Hardouin's edition, book 160 Indicare convenit quae prodit Onesicritus

vi.) The first seems to be taken from Near, classe Alexandri circumvectus in Mediterranca

chus, the second from Juba ; and what is move Persidis ex India, narrata proximo a Juba.

extraordinary, not only the names of places, but Ibid.
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Dodwell feels this inconsistency, and accounts for it by mak

ing Pliny say, what he never does say, that there was no

uninterrupted 161 series of names, like that preserved in the

itineraries of Antoninus, of the Peutingerian tables, &c. What

Pliny found in Nearchus shall be considered presently ; but that

he found the names of places in Juba's Ouesicritus his own text

proves ; and that some of these places, Tuberus, Hy'tanis, &c.

were jnansionesy or anchorages, is equally evident. He has given

few distances it is true ; and whether the journal of Onesicritus

contained distances 161 or not, it is impossible to discover ; but

that Nearchus specified distances appears not only by his work,

which in this case is no evidence, but by the testimony of Pliny

himself upou several other occasions.

There is in Strabo a passage thrust into his text as strangely

as this assertion of Pliny is inconsistent with the tenor of his

assertions. " Nearchus says, he could obtain no native guides

" or pilots in his course from India to Babylonia, because the

u coast afforded no places to anchor at rtJ, or any inhabitants

'« capable from experience, or knowledge of the navigation, to

k< conduct him."

This passage stands insulated between two others, with which

it has no connection whatever ; and how it has intruded itself

here seems unaccountable. It contains, however, an expression

which has some relation to the assertion of Pliny : "On ir^oa-o^fusg

£ye«s because it afforded no mansiones. What ?—not the

journal, but the coast ;. and some expression of this sort has given

rise to Pliny's error.

Itineraria conlinuh mansionibu9, man» 161 Spatia.

•ionumque spatiis. Dis. dc Arriani Nearcho, ,e» ripar^Ks Stationes. Strab-p.

p. 134.
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But let us consider the passage of Strabo. Might not a se

cond Dodwell quote these very words, to prove that Strabo

bears evidence against the authenticity of the journal, which

records two pilots, Ilydriakcs from Mosarnn, and Amaz6nes

from Oaracta ? This would make out a stronger case than

Pliny's charge amounts to. But the answer is read}* ; for Strabo

contradicts Strabo. lie says here, Ncarchus had no pilot; and

he says afterwards ,44, Amazenes, governor of Oaracta, was the

pilot from that island up the Gulph.

The ignorance of Pliny himself, or the corrupt state of his

text, or the vitiated medium through which he received his in

formation, is such, that it is not easy to discover a relation

between the account he gives from Onetsicritiw and that of

Arrian's Nearchus. This also forms one of Dodwell's charges.

But whether Qnesicritus is the cause of this difference, or

whether it originates from the intervention of Juba, it is not

irreconcilable with Nearchus ; for *\ with some assistance from

Salmasius, I read Arbie for Nabrus, Tomc'rus for Tubcrus ,M,

Oritae for Paritae, Ori gens ibr Origens, Andanis for Hytanis,

Achaemenidas for Achrcmedinas, Aradus for Acrotadus ,M,

and perhaps Arbis for ab eis ,6\ And if I now accuse Pliny of

ignorance, or his text of corruption, could Dodwell himself, if

he were living, defend him ? Salmasius l" goes still farther;

he charges Pliny in direct terms with not knowing the west from

the cast, and consequently with inverting the order of the tribes

on the coast, and he notices a variety of other errors which it is

164 P. 767. "* In the margin, Tomberon.

165 Kxokala and Bibaga or Bibacte are men- 167 Athithradiis.

tioned by Pliny, lib. vi. c, 25. Hard. Evi- Abies oppidum.

dently from Nearchus or Onesicritus. •«* Plin. Exercit. p. 11 77, et seq.
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not my business to insist on. These are mentioned merely to

shew that the credit of Pliny's work ought not to be rated so

high as to be made the standard for others, or the test of truth.

Another objection Dodwell draws from the reckoning by

miles, which are Roman, instead of the Greek stadium, and

which, if Pliny had copied from a Greek work, he would pro

bably have adopted. Whether Juba reduced the stadia into

miles, or Pliny, I pretend not to ascertain ; but that it is the

general custom of the latter, whenever he extracts from Greek

authors, his whole *Avork will prove; and d'Anville, with his

usual penetration, has shewn in a multiplicity of instances that

Pliny never considered any variation in this measure, but that,

by reckoning indiscriminately eight stadia to the Roman mile, he

has incurred errors that are subversive of all geography. D'An

ville has had the curiosity to compare several of these computa

tions by miles with the stadia on which they were made, and

the result has been, that as soon as the measure of the stadium

in the author copied was ascertained, the numbers 170 of Pliny

have been reconciled to truth ; truth, of which the writer him

self was not conscious.

But Pliny asserts, that there are no measures in Nearchus ;

and whether he copies his extract from Onesicritus or Nearchus.

it is generally without any measure of distances. This may be

evidence against Onesicritus, or at least Juba; but is of no

weight in regard to Nearchus, whom, however he may cite in

other places, he certainly does not copy in this extract. In

other passages, he actually cites the distances 171 of Nearchus.

The Olympic stadium being tight to a real .distance is often obtained,

mile Roman, and Arrian's stadium fifteen, by ''' See Crokala and Bibaga, lib. vi. c. 25.

halving Pliny's measures an approach to the Hard.
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This Dodwell allows ; but then he adds, they were not regular

or uninterrupted ; that they did not extend along a whole coast,

or all the coasts of the voyage, so that a general estimate might

be formed ; this is the sort of measure that Arrian's Nearchus

presents, and this is a sufficient proof that the work is not

genuine. As a general answer to this, it is sufficient to observe,

that this uninterrupted series is au invention of Dodwell's, and

we allow that Arrian's work does contain this sort of series ; but

a series commencing at the Indus, and extended to the

Euphrates, according generally in its parts, and almost per

fectly in its total, with the actual survey of the coast, as esta

blished by modern observation, contains such internal evidence

of its truth, that it is impossible to be invalidated by any

hypothetical argument whatsoever.

This ought to suffice ; but I will now adduce the very passages

from Pliny cited by Dodwell himself, and make both authors

bear evidence against their own system. " Nearchus 171 says,

** that the coast of Karmania extends twelve hundred and fifty

M miles." And again : " Onesicritus 111 and Nearchus write,

" that from the Indus .to the Gulph of Persia, and thence from

" the marshes of the Euphrates to Babylon, are twenty-five

" miles/' In another passage : " From the commencement of

" Karmania to the river Sabis, an hundred miles ; from hence

" vineyards and arable lands to 'Andanis, twenty-five miles

" more/' With the account of these distances, corrupted as the

text is beyond all conception, I have no concern ; but that

measures are specified in each separate instance is apparent,

and those the measures of Nearchus. In whatever manner,

*" Gossellin, p. 25 ; who read* 2500 for 25. *'» Plin. lib. vi. c. 24. Dodwell, Dis. p. 132.

4
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therefore, the testimony of Pliny is to be adduced, for the pur

pose of invalidating the journal of Nearchus, that testimony

destroys itself ; and whether the passage containing it can be

interpreted or not, whether it be depraved or correct, whether

genuine or spurious, it matters little ; for an evidence not con

sistent is no evidence at all.

Dodwell himself conjectures, that Pliny had seen the original

journal of Nearchus, as well as the publication of Juba, because,

in the catalogue of the writers whom he consulted, he mentions

the name of Nearchus ; and from hence it is concluded, that

there are no measures in the original, or that Pliny found none ;

but it has been proved already that, in the absti'act of the

voyage, Pliny follows Onesicritus ; and it is now demonstrated

that, upon reference to Nearchus in other instances, the text

of Pliny proves the existence of those very distances he denies.

Fair reasoning, therefore, demanded the assent of Dodwell to

the solution of Usher "*, who supposes these distances to have

existed in the original, and to have been omitted by Juba ; and

if this supposition will not make Pliny consistent, why is he to

be supported ? or why is the existence of other authors to depend

upon his suffrage ?

In constructing this defence of Nearchus, I am supported by

Gossellin and Sainte Croix "a ; and had I been acquainted

with those authors previous to my own researches, I should have

I quote from the Franckfort edition as sfaiia of Nearchus, not to correct. See

Dodwell does ; and though I know attempts d'Anville, passim,

have been since made to correct these readings, m Anno 4388.

the correction arises frequently from calculation, '" Geographie des Grecs, p. 25.

and not from MSS. I have many corrections Examin. Critique, p. 250, et seq,

prepared ; but the object here is to shew the
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thought it sufficient perhaps to have adopted their arguments

without any comment of my own ; as it is, I have been proud

of obtaining their concurrence, and upon the revisal of this

argument have made use of their assistance without reserve.

D'Anville has thought it a sufficient answer to all objections

to introduce a part of the narrative itself, and present it to the

reader in the same form as the author gives it ; and, in fact, the

internal evidence of the work speaks more forcibly for itself than

all the arguments which can be adduced in its favour. The

circumstantial detail of minute facts, the delineation of the

coast with the same features it bears at present, the description

of manners, customs, and habits, all characteristic of the na

tives ; the peculiarity of the climate, seasons, winds, and natural

productions, all bespeak a knowledge which could have been

obtained from actual inspection only, and all present a work

which Antiphanes, Eu6merus, Iambulus, Euthymanes ,T', and

all the forgers of antiquity could not have put together.

If it were requisite to pursue this inquiry farther, Salrnasius

affords a copious catalogue of Pliny's errors in regard to the

whole coast ; and whether those errors arise from the authors he

consulted, or his manner of consultation ; whether we are to

impute them to himself, or to the mutilated and corrupt state of

the manuscripts as they came into the hands of his editors ; it is

impossible that a single passage in such a work should be main

tained, in order to depreciate, nay, to annihilate a journal, in

which accuracy is as conspicuous as the inaccuracy of Pliny is

demonstrable. I shall adduce one proof only, and leave

Sainte Croix, Ex. Crit. p. 256. "* Impostors enumerated by Dodwell, Dis.

p. 139, &c.
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numerous others to the contemplation of those who build systems

upon his authority. " The limit 179 between Karmania and

" Armozia is a promontory ; but some place the Arbii between

" them, whose whole coast extends four hundred and two

" miles." This is his assertion in the twenty-eighth chapter ; in

the twenty-fifth, he says, their coast is two hundred miles long.

But whatever its extent may be, it is more than six hundred

miles from this promontory, Armozon. Such is the magnitude

of this error. On the contrary, Nearchus places the Arbii, or

Arabita;, between the Indus and the Sommeany ; and a Cape

Arabah in the neighbourhood still preserves their name. He

says, their coast is about one hundred miles long ; and so we

find it. He mentions Armozia as a district of Karmania; it

continues so to this day. He marks the low tract on the coast

and the mountains inland ; so do the best geographers and

travellers "* at the present hour. Where there is so much inform

ation on one side, and a total want of it on the other, it is not

difficult to form a judgment upon the merits of either parry.

%n Lib. vi. c. 25. A promontorio Car- I know not whether I render toto //rto/vpro-

manis junguntur Armozei; quidam interponunt perly ; but it cannot depend on interpontir.t.

Arbios, ccccn mill. pass, toto littore. The chapters are those of Hardouin.

Jn raargine, ccccxxi. fretro dtlla Vallc.
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BOOK II.

FROM NICiEA TO THE MOUTH OF THE INDUS.

I. Geography of the Panje-ab, or Country on the Jive Eastern Sources of the

Indus ; Wealth of the People ; Population.—II. Order of the jive Rivers.—•

III. Oxy'draca, Malli, Abdstani, Ossadii.—IV. Sogdi, at Behker.—

V. Musicanust Oxycdnus, Sambus in Sewee, or Sihwan.—VI. Pattala and

the Pattalene ; Tatta considered both as a Province and the Delta of the

Indus.—Vll. Progress of Alexander to the Westward.

THE country denominated the Panje-ab from the five

streams which water it, was, till within these few }rears,

less known in Europe than almost any other of the provinces

which compose the Mogol empire ; but the translation of the

Ayeen Akbari has at length removed the obscurity, and ad

mitted us into a knowledge of the situation, division, revenues.

* Panje-ab ; RennelL Written also Punge-ab, Penje-ab, by different authors.
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and population of the provinces, the geography of the country,

and thev course of the rivers, with a degree of precision which

reconciles the accounts of the best ancient geographers, and

corrects the errors of the moderns. To the encouragement given

by the East India Company, and the industry and abilities of

gentlemen employed in its service, we owe this excellent workv

among a numerous collection of others, which are tending fast

to dispel the gloom that hung over the mythology of the Hin

doos, and the history of their conquerors. And whatever re

volutions may hereafter attend our own commerce or empire ia

the East, these sources of knowledge opened to the world

are an acquisition not subject to vicissitude, but will per

petuate the honour of all who have been concerned in the

patronage or execution of them, as long as the English language

shall be read.

This Register of Hindostan, composed by Abul Fazil the

minister of Akbar, commented* as it is by Major Rennell, will

form the basis of the following geographical research ; and

though it may not be perfectly correct in all its parts, its general

correspondence with the classical history of the Macedonian

conquests is such, as to establish incontestably the fidelity of

Arrian and Strabo ; and assure us that we have, in their

writings, the report of persons actually partakers in the ex

pedition.

Another work has been consulted, that of TiefFenthaler, a

German, and a missionary of the Romish church, long resident

in Hindostan, published by Bernouilli at Berlin, and commented

by Anquetil du Perron. This missionary evidently possessed

the language, and drew from the source of Ayeen Akbari. His
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work contains much solid information 1 ; but it is so ill put to

gether by the editor, and accompanied with so much other

matter not always pertinent to the subject, that it cannot be

either read or extracted with pleasure.

From these and other sources of information it appears, that

the Panje-ab is still J one of the richest countries of Hindostan ;

and though both its wealth, population, and power are doubt

less exaggerated by the Greeks, it is reasonable to allow that

they were all superior, at the time of the Macedonian conquest,

to any period of prosperity, since the Tartars of different tribes

have harassed the country with invasion, or reduced it by"con

quest. It is not possible to assert that there had been no inva

sion of this sort previous to the age of Alexander ; for in the

account 4 of the Kathei s .there is evidently a resemblance of

Tartar* manners1, as well as a suspicion, from their name, of a

relation to the inhabitants of Kathai8; there are likewise in

stances of Chiefs, not Hindoo, reigning over Hindoos; and the

account of several little independent republics, which frequently

3 The work consists of three volumes. The are pepetually at war with the tribe of Jam,

first contains TiefTenthaler ; the second, Dis- [I.e. the Ashambetie9 to the south, on the

quisitions by Anquetil du Perron; and the eastern side of the Indus,) and they are joined

third is a Translation of M. Rennell's Memoir, with another tribe called Ajeers. Ayeen Akb.

first edition- vol. ii. p. 70. 8vo. cd.

* Previous to the irruption of Nadir Shah. ' Not only in their superior courage, but in

From that ptriodthe Mogol empire can hardly their manner of defence, consisting in a triple

be said to exist. row of waggons.

4 Rennell supposes them to be the Kattry, 7 They bear one stamp of Indian manners ;

or Kutteri tribe. '• they burn their widows. Strab. p. 699.

5 The Ayeen Acbari mentions a tribe called * Kathai was a name brought into Europe

Kathy, not far from the river Doondy, (i.e. in out of Tartary by our early travellers, who

the neighbourhood of Ayodin, and a branch entered that country on the north of Hin.

of the Setlej,) who are not Hindoos, but sup- dostan, and always found a Kitai, Kathai,

posed to be of Arabian extraction ; whose em- &c. See Carpin. Rubniquis, in Bergerou't

ployment is rearing a breed of horses. They Collection.

M
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occurs, bespeaks something that is more characteristic of Tartar

than Hindoo policy. Notwithstanding, however, these shades

of difference, the aggregate of the tribes appears perfectly Hin

doo, from the time that Alexander passed the Indus, till his

return to the Oritae on the ocean.

It is confessed on all hands that Hindoo policy, both civil and

religious, favours population, agriculture, and commerce ; and

though it will be said, upon the authority of Arrian himself,

that the Macedonians found no gold in India, if it is a fact, it

can only be alleged to prove, not the want of wealth, but of the

actual metal. But the fact is suspicious ; for the fable IO of gold

turned up by ants proves the existence of gold in the country ;

and the tribes westward M of the Indus subject to Persia, as

early as the reign of Darius, paid their tribute 11 in gold. Be

this, however, as it may in respect to gold, the wealth of the

people in those early ages is self-evident, from works still ex

tant of the most extraordinary magnificence. Their temples,

excavations, and public buildings, are not to be seen without

astonishment by foreigners ; they are by the natives attributed

to the agency of supernatural u powers, and all bespeak a com-

' Lib. v. p. 201. boar; caper, a he-goat ; bouc, a goat ; buck,

10 Some modern naturalists have supposed a male deer, &c. &c. : and thus Onesicritus's

that the white ant, the monster of his genus, ant may be a very different animal. Busbec.

if he met with a vein, might turn up gold. But uses the same expression. Among the presents

the tale of the ancients must be a fable. One- sent to Solyman the Magnificent from the

si'crituo saw not the ant indeed, but his skin ; Court of Persia, ivai an Indian ant as lig as an

it was as large as a fox's. ordinary dog, a ferce and biting present. Engl.

The truth or falsehood of these reports de- ed. p. 318. Busbequius's Letters,

pends upon the animal to which the name is " Arrian hardly allows the tribes westward

attributed. The term ant might have been of the Indus to be Indian,

applied to the ichneumon orarmadilla, &c. &c. " Herodotus, lib. iii. p. 246 and 249.

In no instance is language so vague as in giving 11 The age of Anakim (as Mr. Bryant

names to the animals of other countries, and very justly styles it), antecedent to all history,

this even in creatures not rare, xas-fo?, a wild still exhibits its magnificence in every coun
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mand both of labour and riches, which can be rivalled only by

the illustrious relics of the Egyptians.

This testimony of wealth and power is in all probability long

anterior to the age of Alexander, and not in the country visited

by him ; but in his age, at the sources of the Indus, we obtain

such authentic evidence of superior wealth and population, as

cannot be contemplated without astonishment. Greece itself

was one of the most populous countries of Europe : and what

ever country could, from its appearance, suggest to Greeks an

idea of superior population, must exceed in this respect all or

dinary calculation.

That they did exaggerate in attributing five thousand cities '*

as large at Cos ,s, to the territories overrun by the Macedonians,

is past doubt ; yet that the view of the country itself suggested

this exaggeration is likewise manifest. But let us consider the

country of P6rus at the time it was invaded by Alexander, and

before the enlargement, of his poAver. It consisted apparently

of what the Ayeen Akbari calls the Doo-ab ,s of Jenhat, or the

tract between the two rivers Ilydaspes and Akesines, not more

than forty 17 miles wide at a medium, and from an hundred to

try where it is sought for ; from the Pyra- If this does not exceed all that Grec'ia men-

mids of Egypt to the Druidical masses in dax audit in histvria, never believe Fenishta.

Britain. Such were the accounts the followers of

If we attribute their works to natural power, Alexander copied of provinces they never fully

their numbers are incredible ; if to mechanic explored themselves. 500 by 100 miles gives

power, their knowledge i6 equally incompre- 30,000 square miles. In Gun-ah, therefore,

hensiblc. there must have been a town and a villnge upon

A queen of Gurrat (a part of Orissa), every square mile, with a surplus of 10,000.

named Durgetti, had a territory 300 miles in See an account of Treasures, p. 266.

length by 100 in breadth, in which were ,s See supra ; and the extraordinary reading

70,000 towns and villages well inhabited, iu Pliny. Cominus for Co minu3.

and which had never fallen under a foreign 13 Doo-ab, two rivers or waters,

yoke. '' Strabo says it contained three hundred

Dow's Hindostan, vol. ii. p. 26a, 8vo. ed. cities ! Lib. xv. 69S.

,M 2
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an hundred and fifty miles long. Out of such a territory m

this, without " allies, Poms raised an army consisting of four

thousand horse, three hundred chariots, and thirty thousand

foot, under his own command, besides an advanced party under

his son, of an hundred and twenty chariots, with two thousand

horse, making at the lowest, with due allowance for those em

ployed about the chariots and elephants, fort}' thousand " men.

And if we now compare this force with the country which was

to raise, support, and maintain it, what judgment ought we to

form of the population of India ? P6rus however, was only

the head of one out of many tribes in this country of the Panje-

ab ; Abissaresj a powerful Chief, lav on the north ; the Glausa?,

on the east ; a second Porus, on the Hydraotes or Ravee ; and

the Kathei lower to the south, between that river and the Hy'-

phasis : adjacent to these, Sopithes ; with the Malli towards

the mouth of the Hydradtes ; and the Oxy'draca?, at the angle

between the Akesines and the Indus ; besides the Abastani and

Ossadii, for whom we can hardly find a site.

Small as the territory of these several tribes must have been,

the numbers recorded of those who submitted, who were slain

or subdued, excites our incredulity at every step; and little re

mains but, after due allowance for exaggeration, to admit a

population of the greatest magnitude possible.

16 Embisare3 ; the Abissares of Arrian was " culiar duty of a Sovereign is conquest,"

to join him, but failed. Diodor. lib. xvii. p. 229. p. 204.; and suggests the various modes of

*» Diod6rus says fifty thousand. Ibid. conquest by arms, by fomenting divisions, by

Porus at the moment of Alexander's in- fraud, &c. &c. &c.

vasion was preparing to invade a neighbouring Does not this maxim justify every invasion

province himself. of India, from Maghmud of Ghizni to Lord

The historians suppress this, while they Clive ? When modern French philosophy pro-

brand Alexander as a robber : but P6rus acted claimed the age of reason and universal peace,

only in obedience to the raws of his country what else was it meditating but universal con-

and hit religion ; for Menu says, " The pe- quest, plunder, and rapine ?

4
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Numbers to this extent, surpassing those of Greece, and

equalling those of China depended, as far as Ave can judge,

not upon that abominable practice of exposing children, legal

ised " in both those countries ; for this is a system that seems

never to have entered into the conception of Indian legislators,

civil or religious. Existence, however lightly prized by Indian

principles13, appears to have multiplied14 faster by the mildness

of government, security from oppression, and the encouragement

" The population of China calculated at

two hundred ar.d forty millions by P. Mailla,

and that of Japan by Kimpfer and Tlnmberg,

may make us indulgent to the extravagance of

the Greeks. If the cities and towns ol China

stand as thick throughout the empire, as on

the canals navigated, by the English, from the

Yellow River to Pckin, it docs not appear how

there can be space for agriculture to feed than.

See ^neas Andersou. Sec also the accounts

of the Jesuits in Du Halde. Lettres Edifi-

antes, Sec. Sec.

Mr. Barrow, in his account of China, has

disapproved the authority of ^:itas Anderson,

and adds, that he himself did not know of any

law in China to authorize the exposition of

children. What I have asserted in regard to

the law, I had from an East India Captain, (I

think) Captain M'Namara, who fell at St.

Salvador. But if there be no law to prohibit

it, it is sufficient for my purpose. In regard

to the authority of VEr.eas Anderson, I con

sidered him as a writer speaking from what

occurred to his own imagination. The mag

nificent work of the embassy was not then

published. Sir George Staunton has enhanced

the population of P. Mailla ; and I still think

the feeding of the Chinese nation more won

derful than the number of inhabitants.

" In Greece a parent was allowed to expose

every child ; in China every female, and every

third male. The legislators seem to have re

moved the obstacles to marriage, by holding

out an immunity from the burden of a famdy,

and to have trusted to the affections of nature

for rearing one. This policy appears to have

answered in these two instances. But popula

tion is not to be purchased by outraging nature,

however aaxious all legislators may be to pro

mote it.— I ask pardon,— not all. For the le

gislature of France has discovered that popu

lation may be too great, and has in consequence

taken effectual measures to diminish it. The

discovery is imputed to Mirabeau.

M. Billecocq, the excellent French transla

tor of thi3 work, has, with a degree of pa

triotism that is laudable, condemned the author

for this note. I cannot now bring the charge

home to Mirabeau ; but I am certain that I

had read it at the time, and that it is not a

calumny of my, own invention. But that the

principle was French. I can still prove. Car-

rere souhaitoit que la France seroit reduite a

un quart de sa population. Mercier Tableau

de Paris, torn. i. p. 144. Ed. 1800.

" It is an Flindoo sentiment, that rest it

better than action, sleep better than rest, and

death best of all.

u A Bramin cannot retire to the woods,

J. e. become Hylobius or Jogee, till he has

given children to the community. Laws of

Menu.
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of maxims political and moral, than by any of those infringe

ments on the law of nature ; and though perhaps too much is

always imputed to the purity of remote ages, and we value too

highly systems, the defects of which we can no longer discover,

it will not be thought unreasonable to attribute great effects to

Indian policy and manners, and still greater to the security of

life and property : in ancient times at least, these were as com

plete in practice as the theory appears in the Gentoo code, or

the institutes 15 of Akbar. To this it may be objected, that a

tribe of military forms one part of the Hindoo system ; and that

war implies oppression. Against this, however, the same code

provides a remedy. The produce of the field, the work of the

artisan, the city without walls, and the defenceless village, are

declared sacred and 15 inviolable M. Those only who used the

sword were to perish by the sword. I find in Bernier one in-

stance of this Hindoo law reduced into practice b}r the Maho-

medan family still reigning ; which occurred, when Aurungzebe "

was contending with his brothers for the empire. If 1 could

have found in ancient history that the practice and the theory

were in unison, I should have thought it a sufficient ground to

n The mode of letting the lands and fixing

the tribute is one of the most curious ordi

nances in the Ayetn Akbari.

15 Strab. lib. xv. Dod. Sic. lib. ii. torn. I.

p. 150. Paolino. 227.

:l See also Arrian Ind. p. 325.

18 Had the civil war and rebellions, which

with very little intermission have raged in

Persia from the dethronement of Shah Sultan

Hoiein in 1721 to the present hour, bten car

ried 011 according to the custom of such things

in Europe, the country must have been now

nearly depopulated. On the contrary, within

my own immediate notice, that is to say, dur

ing the fierce competition of the Zund and

Khajar families, when the chief of the former

was in possesion of Scherauz, and the chief of

the latter in possession of Ispahaun, collas or

caravans, and immensely valuable ones, were

constantly journeying between the two cities ;

the property and person of the Scherauz mer

chant was perfectly safe at Ispahaun, and the

merchant of Ispahaun and his goods were

equally secure at Scherauz. Mr. Hurford

Jones.
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account for the wealth and population of the richest nation upon

earth. To prevent war is impossible ; but to strip it of its

terrors by adopting something similar to this, as a law of na

tions *% is a subject for the contemplation of the legislator, of

the philosopher, and of every individual, moral or religious.

I have entered upon this discussion in order to vindicate the

classical historians from the charge of falsehood, by accounting

in some measure for the numerous tribes with which this country

swarmed. Another cause of this may be found in the nature of

the country itself ; for the five streams which water it are navi

gable, during the summer season at least, a thousand miles ,0

from the mouth of the Indus ; aud the Chelum or Hydaspes is

said to extend this navigation two hundred miles higher into

Cashmeer, from which province there is a communication with

Thibet, Boudtan, and Tartary.

The western sources connect with Candahar and Cabul ; but.

as these are not our concern at present, it will be sufficient to

notice that Lahore on the Ravee, the principal city of the

Panje-ab, was the centre 3' of an immense commerce between that

country and Dehli ; and that one of the more eastern

branches either did communicate 3\ or was intended by Fe-

'» This was a favourite idea of Dr. Frank- contributed to abolish these practices. What

lin's, who obtained some articles of a similar great refinement of speculation is there in car-

tendency to be introduced into a treaty between rying this system still farther >

America and Prussia. Unfortunately for the *° Ten degrees, by the opening of the

theory, they are two nations least likely of all compasses, from the mouth of the Indus to the

others to try the effect practically. southern mountains of Cashmeer. Rennell

We no longer eat our conquered enemies, makes it, by the river, eight hundred miles to

like the New Zcdlauders or native Americans j Moultan. By the same estimate, we might

we do not murder them, like ihe Lacedie- reckon four hundred to Cashmeer, and two

monians ; or reduce them to slavery, like the hundred above the mountains.

Romans. Increasing knowledge, mutual fears 31 Previous to Nadir Shah,

and convenkucies, morality and religion, have *' Rennell.
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roze III. to communicate, by means of a canal, with one of the

sources of the Ganges, and must have formed an inland navi

gation not exceeded perhaps by those of China. These circum

stances are sufficient to prove the commercial spirit of the

country ; and, in consonance with this, Abu'l Fazil informs us,

that forty " thousand vessels were employed on the Indus,

which, even in the decline of commerce, are said by Captain

Hamilton to be two54 hundred tons burden, -and the most con

venient he had seen for the accommodation 'of the passenger

and the merchant.

If such has been the state of commerce 3S under the empire of

the Mahomedans, it is but reasonable to assume a much more

flourishing appearance of it in the early ages, while the Hindoo

policy was in full vigour, uninterrupted ljy foreign intruders,

and unremitting in its encouragement and protection of the

people. The population is one proof of this, and the fleet col

lected by Alexander is another. The wealth 35 he accumulated

from his conquest is no where specified ; but Maghmoud " the

s> Tavernier, Thevcnot, Goez, Bernier,

Ticffenthaler, Rennell, &c. &c. all unite

in testifying the magnitude of this com-

mere-.-.

34 By Mr. Griffith's papers, it appears that

vessels of forty or fifty tons otily could now be

navigated ; a proof that the commerce has de

clined, and that the river partakes of the de

terioration of the country.

15 The soobah of Lahore is very populous,

highly cultivated, and exceedingly healthy.

Aveen Akb. p. 32. vol. ii. or p. 1 1 1 . Lond. ed.

The revenue is 559,458,423 dams, which, at

forty dams to the rupee, is equal to 1,748,3071.

sterling, from a country about three hundred

and forty miles long, and one hundred and

sixty in breadth.

J6 There it a passage in Curtius and

Athenaeus which describes three hundred beasts

in the train of Alexander laden with treasure,

in which it appears as if the conqueror had

carried with him the plunder of Persia out of

mere ostentation. But if this assertion hasanr

foundation, it ought to be the conveyance of

the Indian treasures ; a circumstance similar to

the accounts of Nadir Shah. This fact, how

ever, as supported by no historian of credit, is

utterly dubious.

3' The site of Ghazna has been determined

only within these few years by Mr. Forster.

See Rennell's Mem. p. 114. And from its

proximity to Paropamisus, '*.<■ mountains of

Candahar, his army probably consisted of

Aghvans, the same tribe that put an end to

the Dynasty of the Sefis in Persia, so late as

one thousand seven hundred and twenty. The
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■Ghaznavide tyrant, the earliest Mahometan invader of whom

-we have an historical account, is represented as enriched with

such an enormity " of plunder as to make the ravages of Timour

and Nadir Shah appear moderate.

The revenue of all these provinces or soobahs, as settled by

Akbar, is exhibited in the Ayeen Akbari; but large as they

are, both essentially and relatively, they appear reasonable in

comparison of the ancient accounts, whether Greek or Hindoo ;

and these accounts, though exaggerated, have doubtless some

foundation in fact. All these provinces were overrun by the

Macedonians, except Cashmeer59, the paradise of the Hindoos,

consisting of a large valley in the northern mountains. But

Lahore, Moultan, and Tatta40, which form the modern soo

bahs, are the scene of those transactions we are now to enter

upon. That we may display these in their proper light, and be

enabled to follow the operations of the fleet, it is necessary

first to shew the series of the rivers which Mr. d'Anville has

mistaken 4\ > and which must be reduced to order before a

commander of that invasion wrote hit name Iswara signifies King, according to Wilford,

also Maghmoud like the Ghaznavide ; it is As. Res. iv. p. 380, and Ab-Isw»ra would be

probably the provincial dialect for Mohammed, a king of a Doo-ab ; but Mr. H. Jones de-

Shah Mahmoud of Ghazna spelt his name rives the name from Abou-Shar, which signi-

different from the name of Mohammed. They "« Father of the city. This, however, is

are two distinct Mussulman names: Mahmoud; Persian. The wholeof this is mere conjecture

Mohammed. Mr. Jones. I allow ; but as the initial Ab intimates his

But they are not distinct according to Abu'l territory to be on a river, by searching for the

Pharaj, p. 104. ; for Mahmud and Mohammed etymology of Istar, I am satisfied his residence

both signify Laudatus. would be discoverable.

Jl Maurice. m Tatta was united with Moultan by

" Abissares is supposed by M. Rennell to Akbar.

he the Chief of a tribe in the northern part of There is no real authority but Rennell's

the Doo-ab of Jen-hat, called Kakares. But Persian map, the Ayeen Akbari, and Chtref-

there is a Hansey-Hissar mentioned in an in- eddin. Fraser, Hanway, and Jones's Nadir

cursion of the Abdallies, somewhere near La- Shah will afford little assistance to an inquirer,

iiore. India. An. Reg. J 799. Characters, p. 19. Hanway is total error.

N
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clear view of the expedition can be obtained. In the per

formance of this service, I follow the authority of Mr. Ren-

nell, not merely by retailing his Memoir, or commenting on

his Map, but by shewing that our ancient authorities are con

sistent with truth.

II. PANJE-AB, PEXJ-AB, OR PUNGE-AB.

The five rivers of the Panje-ab, which falL into the Indus,

are in their order commencing from the west, the Hydaspes,

the Akesines, the Hydraotes, the Hy'phasis, and the Saranges,

Besides these, Arrian, from .Megasthenes, brings the Sinarus

into the Hydaspes, the Tootapus into the Akesines, and the

Neudrus 41 into the Saranges ; but of these two last he professes

to speak with diffidence, as they were not seen by the Mace

donians ; and the Sinarus and T6otapus are mentioned no more.

Of these five streams the Akesines is the principal, being joined

by the Hydaspes on the west, and by the Hydradtes from the

east, receiving also (as Arrian asserts) both the Hy'phasis,

Saranges, and Neudrus, from the east, before it falls into the

Indus. Ptolemy causes no small confusion, both to his com

mentators, and to Mercator who has framed his maps, by giving

the preference to the Hydaspes, and making the name of that

river prevail over the others. But Arrian maintains the honour

of the Akesines, asserting expressly, that all the others lose

their name on uniting with him ; and that he preserves this

pre-eminence till he joins the Indus. This is the more pro

bable, because the modern Chen-ab, his representative, claims

the same privilege43 to the present day.

*• It i» not quite evident whether into the ** Tieffenthaler. Ayeen Akbari.

Saranges or Akebines.
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But if Ptolemy is mistaken in one particular, he is in har

mony with Arrian and Strabo in giving the same series or suc

cession ; and. Pliny, who drops the mention of some intermediate

streams, has nothing contradictory to their order. In this re

spect, therefore, ancient geography is uniform ; and if the mo

derns dissent, either from one another or from consistency, we

must impute their mistake to that abundance of appellations

which all these rivers severally obtain, either in different parts

of their course, or from being mentioned by various names in

various languages, Mogol, Toorki, Persian, or Hindoo.

The Hydaspes is the first in order, corresponding with the

modern Chelum, and flowing between the Indus on the west,

and the Akes'mes on the east. The variety of names cannot be

better exemplified than in this instance. Ptolemy will serve

however, not less upon this occasion than on all the others, as

the point of connection between the Macedonian orthography

and the Sanskreet, dispersing light on both sides, and shining

himself like a luminary in the centre.

Hydaspes, — Arrian, Strabo, Pliny, &c. &c.

Bidaspes* — Ptolemy.

Bedusta, — Sanskreet, according to the Ayeen Akbari.

Vetasta, — Sanskreet, TiefFenthaler.

Dindana, — below the mountains of Cashmeer, Tieffenthaler.

Chelum, — Persian or Mogol, Cheref-eddin.

44 It rises at Islam Abad. Forster, vol. ii. The Kishen Gonga is seen near Mussuffer

Zalam,

Jalam **,

Djalam,

p. 5-
Abad by Forster, and he is informed it falls

N 2
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Zeloom, — between Aurungabad and Rotas, Tieffenthaler.

j ^ f from an island so named in one part of its

' 1 course, Tieffenthaler.

Hindostani, Ayecn Akbari, Behat. Herbert,

p. 70.

Behut,

Such is the catalogue, consisting of twelve 45 names for a

single stream, and sufficient to account for any error in conse

quence of their variety; but Zeloom, Zalam, Jalam, Djalam,

Chelum, are the same sound confused by the Persian Dj. Din-

dana is a name in one part of it's course, and Jamad in another.

Behut is the appellation used by the Mogols ; evidently con

nected ** with the Bedusta or Vetusta of the Sanskreet, the

Bidaspes or Hydaspes of the Greeks, all dependent on the

relation between the vowels A and U in Oriental orthography,

or on the connection of the consonants B and V with the

aspirate.

This stream is made the Indus of Arrian by d'Anville4T, and

vitiates his whole series in consequence. But it is too clearly

into the Jalam. Renaell carries it into the

Indus. Forster, vol. ii. p. 40. A stream

called Nah, west of the Kishen, falls into that

river, p. 41. : but these junctions are above the

route of Alexander.

* La diversity que l'on remarque dans les

different auteurs, ou ecrivains, ou il est men

tion de cts rivieres, a de quoi etonner, et

n'est pas une mediocre embarras pour qui-

conque veut debrouiller cette matiere. Dif

ferens noms a la mime riviere ont contribue

a y mettre de la confusion. Eclaircissemens

sur la Carte de l'Inde, p. 28.

See, in consequence, the error of this great

geographer. In the same page he says, the

Shantrou succeeds the Tchervav ; and after

wards, the lower part of the Shantrou bears

the name of Jamad, from an isle of that name

in the river. Now in reality the Shantrou and

Tchen-av are the same, and Jamad the isle is

in the Hydaspes, or Chelum.

*6 All sounds- received by the ear, and com

mitted to writing, differ. What is more ap

parently different than the French Taiti and

the English Otaheite ? Compare them,,and the

resemblance is clear. Ta-ee-tee, o-Ta-hee-tee.

47 And carried into the Attock, which it,

the real Indus, without joining the Akesi'ncs.

Sec his Map, Asie, I, Partic. et Antiq. Geo-

graph.
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defined by the A}een Akbari to admit of any future error.

According to that register it rises in Cashmeer, and is navigable

by vessels of two hundred tons quite up to Syrin-nagar, the

capital of that province. Where Arrian would bring his Sinarus

into this stream, whether from the east or west, whether within

the limits * of Cashmeer, or below the mountains, is undis-

coverable ; but his authority is from Megasthenes, and not from

the Macedonians. Neither knew any thing of Cashmeer ; and

yet in Sinarus I think that I trace some relation to the Syrin-

nagar ^ river, as it is called, within the limits of that province.

However this may be, the river, after passing the mountains

and descending to the Pergunnah of Shoor, joins the Akesines

or Chen-ab, and twenty cose so lower receives the Ravee, or

Hydra6tes> at ZufFerabad ; when the three streams united, after

a farther course of sixty cose, form a junction with the Indus., at

Outche, the Oxy'dracae of the Macedonians. This is the ac-

*' It should rather seem below the raoun- But the cose varies in India, as the mile or

tains ; for he says, in Oxydracis, Outche. But league in Europe. The royal cose is the

there is no river there but such as we are ac- shortest, and the standard for military men.

quainted with. suration. Tieffenthaler reckons thirty-two

** Nagar, nagur, nagoor, is a general ter- cose to a degree; and R'ennell, p. 5. values a

mmation, like poor, patam, &c. as Chander- cose at one mile and nine-tenths, 1". #. one

nagur. Syrin-nagur is therefore the town, hundred cose is equal to one hundred and

fort, or city, on the Syria, ninety miles. Tieffenthaler, who wrote in

Syrin and Sinar, Sinar.us, approximate suf- Latin, styled these mUliaxjfi. The cose is pro-

ficiently ; but the mention of the Oxy'dracx bably a vel7 ancient measure, and, according

seems adverse to the conjecture. to Strabo, marked as the miles were on the

so The principle of the cose is found in the Roman roads. See d'Anville Mes. Itiner.

Ayeen Akbari, vol. ii. p. 213. The breadth »"d the term "W"* I doubt, however,

of eight barley-corns husked whether it is Hindoo. See a curious treatise

makes 1 inch. on.- Indian measures. Lettres Edif. torn. xv.

24 inches — 1 cubit or dust; I73» et seq. If I could find any Sanskreet

4 dusts 1 dund. account of a measure equivalent to Arrian's

1000 dunds 1 cose. stadium, I should conclude he had used the '

4 cose — 1 jowjuo. stadium, as Tieffenthaler adopts the mile.
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count of the Ayeen Akbari, differing indeed from Arrian, a«

-will appear when we come to mention the Akesines. From the

same authority we learn, that the Doo-ab, or tract between the

Indus and Hydaspes, is styled Sind-sagur by the Mogols ; and

its breadth is estimated at sixty cose, or an hundred and four

teen miles. The medium of this breadth is, as far as I can dis

cover, taken at the point where the road crosses the Doo-ab,

and as such, is to be estimated in the accounts that follow.

The whole breadth of the Panje-ab, including all the Doo-abs

from the Indus to the Satludj, is given at an hundred and eighty

cose, or about three hundred and fifty 51 miles ; the specific

measures make the cose an hundred and eighty-five.

Cheref-eddin's account does not differ n much from the Ayeen

Akbari ; for he mentions, that the Chelum rises from the foun

tain Yir, or Syrin-nagar, and after passing the mountains, takes

the name of Dindana53 and Jamad. It then passes into the

Genave, and above Moultan both join the Ravee, which passes

a second Moultan. The united stream is afterwards joined by

the Biah, and the whole body falls into the Indus at Outche.

The mention of two Moultans accords with our knowledge of

the ancient Malli and modern Moultan ; and it is remarkable

that Cheref-eddin 54 should agree with Arrian in making the

Hyphasis or Biah join the Chen-ab before that river joins the

Indus.

51 Ayeen Akbari. Tieffenthaler. same appears, vol. Hi. p. 156. Cheref-ed-

•* Only in respect to the Biah. din.

M That the Dindana and Chelum are the 14 See Cheref-eddin. vol. iii. p. 161.
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The second river is the

Akes'mes "of - —

Chen-ab, - —

Jenaub,

Ohenaub,

Gen-ave, - —

Tchen-av, - —

Tchan-dar-Bargar, —

Chun-der-Bahka, —

San-da-Bala, - —

Shan-trou, - —

Chinnan, - —

Arrian, Strabo, Pliny, Q. Curtius, &c.

Hindostani, Ayeen Akbari.

Persian, Rennell, Ob. Chan. Herbert,

p. 70. Tzen-ob. p. 73.

Cheref-eddin.

d'Anville.

Sanskreet, Tieftenthaler.

Sanskreet, Ayeen Akbari.

Ptolemy.

Bernier, d'Anville.

Forster, vol. i. p. 24-9-

The mere inspection of these names will shew the relation of

them severally, as connected by the syllable Tchen, except the

Akesines ; and I cannot help thinking but that it is an error of

the ear, or owing to a desire of mollifying a barbarous sound,

that the Greeks wrote Ake-sin-es for A-chen-ises, or 58 A-kesin-

es for Ab-tchen-es. I find a tribe on this river, mentioned bv

Justin styled Hia-cen-sanas, in which the prevailing syllable

is preserved ; and the initial letter, coming to us through the

medium of the Persian Dj, causes all the variety exhibited in

Djen, Djan, Tschan51, Tschen, Chan, Chen, Chin, Jen, Gen,

" Akesines, as appears from Dionysiu*

Perieg. II.38. r£§i Xo|ov cIto wnre\on Axtafmy

Zvfofum SiKcrcu n\vro( mur<ru TJexoTrwt. And

from him, Fe»tu« Avienus ; ubi imgnns sorbet

Hydaspes dtlapsum summa saxosum mole

Aces:mm.

** Ktsin for Ctchen or Djen, considering

that On decks have no Ch in their language,

is as near as they could approach to the sound.

57 Lib. xii. c. 9.

55 There is a term Dsjenk, which occurs

under a variety of forms as an adjunct to rivers

in Mi k ran and Susiana. (See Cheref-eddin,

vol. ii. sub fine. Otter, vol. i. p. 409. ) From

what language derived I know not ; but from

its frcqueut recurrence, it assuredly signifies a

river or water. I do not suppose it connected

with Cheu or Djen ; tor Tchan and Tchander
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Tchun s°, Chun, Shan, San. It is to the credit of Ptolemy that

he preserves this sound ; and whether we take his San-dab-ala

from San-ab, or Chan-ab ; or the whole Sanda-bala from Chanda-

bahka, the correspondence with the Sanskreet is equally visible.

The Ayeen Akbari*0 asserts, that Chunder and Bahka are two

streams which issue from the same mountain in the range called

Cutwar or Kishtewar, which unite their watere and their

names, and in the latter of these, I conclude, we are to look

for the Tdotapus *l of Arrian, which, from the authority of

Megasthenes, he brings into the Akesines at -an early part of

his course.

The Akesines is confessed, both by ancients and moderns, to

be the principal of the Panje-ab streams, and his reception of

the Hydaspes or Chelum from the west, with the Hydradtes or

Ravee from the east, is confirmed by all. Whether he receives

the Biah and Satludj also, or whether they join the Indus with

out communicating with the Akesines, is still a geographical

problem. Arrian ** every where asserts, that the Hy'phasis,

Saranges, and Neudrus, that is, the Biah, Satludj, and Caul,

join the Akesines, either by themselves or by the intervention

of the Ilydraotes. But the Ayeen Akbari brings them inde

pendently 43 into the Indus, considerably below Moultan ; and

this is the authority of M. Rennell **. Tieffenthaler, if I under-

signify the moon. Tchan in . Hindostanee, 41 I assume this form, rather than follow the

Tchander in Sanskreet. As. Res. vol. ii. Latin orthography of the Greek diphthong,

p. 24. Mr. W. Chambers. Tchan-ab is in hopes of obtaining more readily an Oriental

therefore the river of the moon, and Ravi the etymology. Tootapus is Toot-ab.

river of the sun. As. Res. vol. in. p. 127. 41 PP. 2,36. 240. 249. 252. Lib. vi.

London ed. ' p. 238, et seq.

»» The Persians generally pronounce a, be- 63 Rather by implication than directly. See

fore m or n, like u. Frazer, Nadir Sliah, vol. ii. p. 136.

p. 72. ** Probably with the addition of his Persian

*» Tieffenthaler, Rennell. MS. Map.
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stand him right, is not consistent with himself; for in one

place 6s he agrees with Rcnnell and the Ayeen Akbari, in an

other he makes the Biah and the Satludj join the Ravee. M.

Rennell is justified in preferring the authority of the Ayeen

Akbari to Arrian, as Arrian confesses himself that, beyond the

Hy'phasis or Biah, he has no positive 66 evidence to rely on, and

he does not follow his Macedonian guides, but Megasthenes 6'.

Mr. de la Rochette has adhered to d'Anville in this particular,

and, in the disposition of Ayjodin with the parts adjacent, ac

cords better with Cheref-eddin's march of Timour, than any

other arrangement I have seen. It is extraordinary that d'An-

ville, who is more likely to err on the side of etymology than by

a neglect of it, should not have observed that Shan-trou *' rested

upon the same root as Shan-ab, his own Tchen-av ; but I have

mentioned this error too often.

The prerogative of this river, in preserving its name till it

joins the Indus, has been already noticed ; and Arrian adds,

that it is the only stream of the Panje-ab not fordable at any

season of the }rear, which all the others are, after the cessation

of the rains. The province, or doo-ab, between the Hydaspes

or Chelum and this stream, is called Jcnhut or Paradise 6', and

65 Vol. i. p. 118, compared with p. 115. or an epithet signifying the many-armed. Sir

u P. 3:6. W. Jones found this name in a Sanskreet book.

" Megasthenes was sent into Iniia by Se- 2oco years old, p. 11.

lencus, and reached the court of Sandracota. 68 I have not met with the name Shantroti

See ABiatick Researches, vol. iv. President's except in Berniet and d'Anville ; but I have

Discourse, 1 793, who says, that Sandrocotta is no doubt of its being a native corruption from

Chandra-gupta, a sovereign that reigned in Chander-ab, Chander-av, Shandrav, Shantrav, .

Upper Hindostan at Pataliputra, PalLrbothra ; Shantrow.

and that Pataliputra is at the junction of the 68 Ayeen Akbari, p. 132. These name

Erranaboas and Ganges. Now Erranaboas is are all Mogul distinctions, assigned by Ak-

only Hiranyabahuj another name tor the Soane, bar.

0
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its breadth is estimated only at twenty cose, or about six-and-

thirty miles ; although we are here to look for the kingdom of

P6rus, and a population which could produce an army of forty

thousand men. Extravagant as this may appear, it is confirmed

by the Ayeen Akbari ; for in an age when Ave have supposed

the population to be diminished, Abu'l Fazil asserts that the

quota of troops for Jenhut is three thousand seven hundred and

thirty horse, forty-four thousand two hundred foot, with a

revenue of 203,164/. sterling.

The third river is

The Hydra6tcs of .Arrian,

Hyardtes, - Strabo, Q. Curtius.

lyrawutti 7% - Sanskreet, Ayecn Akbari.

Ivaratti70, - Sanskreet, Tieffenthaler.

Rhuadis, - . Ptolemy.

Adris, Adaris, Commentators of Ptolemy.

Ravi 7I, Ravee, Persian, or Hmdostani.

Vitravadi, - Paolino.

From this catalogue it is apparent that the termination Ra-

vatti, Rawatti, or Rawutti, furnishes the Rhuadis of Ptolemy,

and the Ravee of the moderns* as lyrawutti is the Hyar6tes of

Strabo, and the Hydraotes of Arrian. It is better known at

70 The transposition of the syllables in pro? Wilford As. Res. vol. iii. p. 59..

per names, so often appealed to in this work, Ravi, Sun. Id. p. 127. Ravi-watti, River

cannot be better exemplified than in these two of the sun.

words, both being professedly from the Sao- Forster found this river with the same

skreet. name above the mountains in Jumboo or

Vati, Watti, Wutti, signifies water or river. Tschammoq. See voL i. pp. 234. 245.
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present as the river of Lahore, which renders the error of d'An-

ville more extraordinary, in placing Lahore 7i on the Akesines,

a city of almost equal celebrity with Dehli itself. The roads

from Cabul, Candahar, Attock, and Moultan, all unite at

Lahore, as a centre between each respectively and the

capital : and the celebrated avenue extending upwards of three

hundred miles from this city to Dehli, which exists perhaps no

longer except .in the page of history, bespeaks not merely a

communication, but the importance of the intercourse, and the

numbers, as much as the luxury, of those who travelled by this

route. The communication on the we3t from Nicea to this

•city, explored by Alexander, is probably still open. For

though 73 the road from Attock passes 74 at present through Rotas

in a more northerly line, as I shall hereafter shew the relation

-between Jamad and Nicea, a sovereignty at that island, whether

tributary or independent, would naturally open a road from

thence to a capital like Lahore; and a line from Attock drawn

through Jamad being more direct than through Rotas, it is not

impossible that it was the more early means of intercourse.

That Alexander really reached Lahore, and that it existed in

his time, there is some degree of proof ; for the name written at

an early period Lehauer was still more anciently Lack-onore

and Lo-pore; and asOnore76 and Pore are terminations expressive

of a city or fortress, this will afford a reason why Alexander found

" See the Map prefixed to the Antiquite Dunkhose Ferry, Chowpcran Ferry on the

Geographique des Indes ; but by his Map Attock, lat. 310 33'.

of Asie, premiere partie, it is evident he 1* Rennell.

supposes the Akesines to be the modern Ra- " Ayecn Akbari. Tieffenthaler, vol. i.

vee. P- 102.

" See six roads from Dehli or Hindostan '4 Onoor, Can-onoor, Melia-poor, Nurser-

to Cabul, in the Ayeen Akbari, vol. ii. p. 162. poor, &c. &c.

8vo. ed.

o 2
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one Pdr-us on the Hydaspes, and a second on the Hydradtes,

both deriving their name from their government, as Taxiles

from Taxila, and both losing their native distinction by an

omission of the Greeks. In Lo-pore therefore, the original

name of Lahore, there is some ground for conjecture that we

have the city of the second Porus " ; and the antiquity of this

place is confirmed by a remark of Tieffenthaler's, that one of its

twelve gates is still called Taxili ; he says it is on the west; and

doubtless the road passing through it led to the Taxila of the

Macedonians, as the Cabul and Dehli gates lead to those cities.

Bernier came from Dehli to this city in the suite of an Emeer

attendant upon Aurungzebe, and had he been as curious in

collecting historical and geographical matter as his knowledge

of the Persian language qualified him to be, much information

might have been derived from him ; but his page is filled with

accounts of Mogol grandeur, and the only material circum

stance he relates of Lahore is, its decline in consequence of the

Ravee having changed its, course, and now running at some

miles distance ; a fact confirmed by Tavernier, and perhaps not

unusual with rivers 78 that overflow with periodical rains. Tief-

fenthaler mentions a canal which has since been cut from the

river to the city, but whether it. has in consequence recovered

its splendour is very dubious. It was still a place of importance

in Nadir Shah's time, but betrayed into his hands : and is now

in possession of the Siks the deists and democrats of Hin-

77 Porus-Puru, first or principal man, cap- hornet . They profess equality and the wor-

tain. Paolino, p. 34. ship of one God. Their sect is numerous ;

7> The Indus itself, below Moultan, ex- but the doctrine of equality prevents their

hibits the same phenomenon almost every union, and renders their efforts weak, and de-

year. Stc infra suhory. Mr. Hastings.

" The Siks disown Brahma and Ma-

1
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dostan in the present age. Cheref-eddin, whose geography is

correct, wherever he attends Timour, is mistaken in confound

ing the Biah and the Ravee, an error which I could not be

convinced he had committed, till I found that he placed La

hore 80 upon the Biah. The Ravee, according to Bernier, is as

wide as the Loire, but this depends upon the season when it is

seen ; the vessels, however, built upon it at Lahore are large,

and fit for the sea not indeed from their manner of building,

but their bulk and capacity.

The province between the Chen-ab and the Ravee is called

Retchna, and is thirty cose in breadth.

The fourth river is the

Hy'phasis of

Hy'pasis,

Hy'panis,

Beascha,

Beypasha,

Bibasis, or Bipasis,

— Arrian.

— Pliny, lib. vi. 17.

— Strabo, lib. xv.

—• Sanskreet, TiefFenthaler.

-• Sanskreet, Ayeen Akbari.

— Ptolemy.

Beah'% Bea, Beand, Biah, Viah", — Persian or Hindostani.

The Bipasis of Ptolemy is, upon this occasion, once more the

centre of relation between the Beypasha of the Sanskreet and

the Hy'phasis of the Macedonians, who constantly fix the limits

of their expedition at this stream. The error of Mr. d'Anville,

t0 Vol. iiii p. 154. French edition.

Timour was not at Lahore himself ; he

passed into India on trie south, and returned

on the north of it ; but he plundered it by his

lieutenants, ibid.

" Ayeen Akbari, vol. i. p. 191.

" Forster found this river above the moun

tains, called Dias Gunge. Travels, vol. i.

p. 226.

** Veya great, Vcyarni, great river. Pao-

lmo, p. 30. Willi. Herbert, p. 70.

•4
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who makes this stream the last of his series, has unfortunately

betrayed Bernouilli, Tieffenthaler 84, and de la Rochette, into

the adoption of his system. This is the more extraordinary, as

they all acknowledge the Setledj ; and yet could not discover

that the fourth stream, whatever it should prove to be, must be

the boundary of the expedition.

This river ,s rises in the Pergunnah of Shoor, from that part

of the northern range called Keloo, and joins the Setledj or

Satludj, near Feerouzpoor. Below the junction, the stream is

divided again near Ayjodin into four branches called Har,

Haray, Doond, and Noorny. These four unite once more as

they approach Moidtan, and, according to Rennell, fall into

the Indus about fifty miles below that city. Arrian, as has

been already noticed, brings them into the Chen-ab or Akesines,

whose authority is followed by de la Rochette. What modern

confirmation of this he has found I do not discover, except

Cheref-eddin 86, whose evidence indeed is direct ; for the Ayeen

Akbari, though it seems by implication to favour Rennell's

opinion, fails of precision at the very moment it is most wanted.

Between the Ravce and this river, Alexander subdued the

Kathei'7, but in a position lower down than the course of the

*♦ Tieffent. vol. i. p. 53 ; but contradicts Moultan, they receive the Ravee, which passes

himself, p. 55. by a second Moultan. Ensuite le fleuve Biah

6i Aycen Akbari, vol.ii. p. 136. let joint, et tous aupres de la ville d'Outcha

"6 The evidence of Cheref-eddin would be se jettent dans le grand fleuve Indus nomme

perfect if Timour had bten on the spot, or if Absend, i. e. Ab-send, fleuve Send, ou

the author himself had not confounded the Scind.

Ravee with the Biah. But from his mention Cheref-eddin plainly marks two Moultans

of both in this place, as an evidence of report, here. Is it a fluctuation between the province

it is still very strong. The river of Cashmeer, and the city ? or are we to suppose there were

he says, takes various names, as the Dindana different heads of the district like the towns of

and Jamad, and joins the Gen-ave (Chen-ab) the Malli in the time of Alexander i

ab ive Moultan. When thty have passed See supra, p. 94.
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road from Lahore, as I collect from Strabo's confounding of the

Kathei 8S with Sopithes, Avho Avas evidently near the junction of

the rivers, wherever that may hereafter be placed.

Here the troops refused to proceed any farther ; while

Alexander, who had obtained intelligence of a powerful king

dom on the Ganges, sufficiently correspondent with the different

seats of modern empire, was still unsatiated with conquest.

The mutiny, however, was the disobedience of Macedonians,

grief and sullen refusal, without turbulence ; and the conces

sions of the king to their requests evince, that his discretion

was as indubitable as his valour. Here, therefore, he built his

altars at the limit of his progress, and hence he returned back

to the Hydaspes, on which he was to embark with his troops,

and to explore the Indus to its issue.

Mr. de la Rochette has placed these altars on the Setledj,

and at the point where the road from Lahore to Dehli crosses

that river; but they were on the Biah, not the Setledj, and

lower down than that road, if the position of the Kathei is

right.

The province between the Ravee and the Biah is called Bari,

and is only seventeen cose in breadth. The number of troops,

which is above an hundred and sixty thousand with the mag

nitude of the revenue, bespeak a population capable of pro

ducing the resistance Alexander 90 experienced in this country.

Here was the termination of his conquests, and I am not called

upon to proceed farther; but as there is only one river remain-

" KaSaioi. Kathai. thousand were taken in the city. Ar. 227.

" Ayeen Akbari. lib. v. The breadth of this Doo-ab is mea-

Seventeen thousand were slain at San- sured by the road, but the province itself i»-

gala, the capital, and upwards of seventy considerable.
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ing to complete the series, it will not be unacceptable to the

reader to see the connection of the whole.

The fifth river is the

Saranga, or Saranges, of

llesudrus,

Zadadrus,Zaradrus",Zardrus,

Schatooder *% Shetooder,

Satludj, -

Setlooge, -

Satluz, -

Setlej, Sefledge,

Seteluj, -

Arrian.

Pliny.

Ptolemy.

Sanskreet. Aveen Akbari.

Tieifenthaler.

Rennell.

Persian. Ilindostan.

In the Shetooder 93 of the Sanskreet we find the Hesoodrus

of Pliny, and in the Satludj or Satluz, the Zardrus of Ptolemy.

Anquetil du Perron informs us, that Zardluz is the proper or

thography of this name in Persian, and that this word written

91 Here is another transposition of the syl

lables.

91 Sbutudru, said to spring from a lake in

Lassa, whence issue likewise the Brahma-

putt a running to the east, and the Surju

which flows by Owdc. See As. Res. vol. v.

p. 45, Sewell's ed. Lond. and Paolino, p. 165.

93 After noticing these five streams, it is

satisfactory to find that Mr. Forster's route

through Shamoo or Jummoo to Cashemcer

does not contradict one assertion, nor the

march of Nadir Shah in Abdul Kurreem.

See p. z, et scq. He advanced to Dehli by

the Lahore road ; he returned to the north of

that truck through Siadcote ; but Abdul

Kurretm takes no notice of any stream till he

comes to the Chcn-ab (very cold). He here

builds a bridge, which is carried away by the

trees thrown in by the native?. He then makes

his troops pass in boats, and takes that oppor

tunity to search and rob them of their plunder.

Marches to the Jylum, Chelum (Hydaspes).

Notice of Afghans immediately on passing the

Chelum. Rawit Pundy, not of Oude, but of

Rohillas fixed here (in Siadsagur). Hassan

Abdal, Yousef Zei, seem two territories of

Chiefs. A river next—but what river ? From

Yousef Zei he sends off his elephants and bag

gage to Herat ; marches himself towards Ca-

bul, and crosses the Indus with its five

branches at Pishore confluence, called Attock.

Two are rivulets, three streams ; one the At

tock, anciently called Hit-Ab, Blue River.

Arrives at Cabul, Joth Nov. 1 7 39.
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in Greek characters would be necessarily Zardrus. The source

of this stream is far to the north-east, in the mountains of

Ghaloor ; descending from which, it runs to Feerouzpoor,

where it receives the Biah, and with that falls either into the

Chen-ab or into the Indus itself, as already noticed. Arrian

mentions a river called Neudrus, which joins the Saranges94,

but without any attributes to enable us to discover what it is.

It may be the Caul, which, according to de la Rochette, is de

rived from the Setledj, and falls into it again ; or, according to

others, has a separate source, and joins the Setledj from the

north-east. As Arrian professes his doubt of every thing be

yond the Hy'phasis, and we are not concerned in reality with

the Setledj at all, it is not necessary to pursue the inquiry. I

shall only add, that Ptolemy joins the Zardrus with the Bipasis,

that is, the Setledj with the Biah, and brings their united

stream, not into the Indus, but the Chen-ab

The province between the Biah and Setledj is styled Beyt

Jalindhar, in breadth fifty cose.

Such is the detail of the five rivers 96 ; and when the Ayecn

Akbari calls them six, either in the province of Lahore or Moul-

tan, it always includes the Indus, without any respect to the

Setledj, as consisting of two streams. It will be of some im-

** Perhaps rather into the Ravce. Outche ; returned to Dehli 1352. In 1353

55 This will not appear either in Ptolemy or he made a canal from the Suttuluj to the

Mercator's Map, because he makes the Hy- Jicker [Jidger], a stream which falls into the

daspes prevail over the Akesines, and there- Jumna below Agra. See Rennell's First Map

fore the stream he brings them into is called of India.

the Hydaspes, and not the Chen-ab, or Ake- From Ferose-poor, near the junction of the

sines. Suttuluj with the Biah, to Tibherhind. Dow,

96 Ferose III. Emperor of the Patan race vol. i. p. 366. ed. 1792. Other canals were

mounted the throne in 1351, in Scindi. He planned,

was at Tatta, Sewan, Bicker, [Behker] and

P
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portance to geography, by this enumeration of names, to pre

vent future mistakes ; not that I apprehend I have completed

the catalogue, for it is probable that future travellers, in cross

ing this country in different latitudes, may collect many more

local appellations, but an outline is drawn which may be filled

up as future discovery shall afford the means. Xo consequence,

indeed, will attach to this secondary object ; but it is a matter

of curiosity, at least, to connect the Macedonian appellations,

disfigured as they are, with the native names of rivers, and to

give a specimen of what may be pursued to advantage by those

who are proficients in Oriental learning.

But after conducting these five streams individually into the

Indus, some general observations arc necessary to complete our

purpose. The sources of all the streams which fall into the

main channel of the Indus are to the south of that great ridge

called Hindoo Khoo, which separates Tartary from Hindostan ;

the Indus itself, according to Major Rennell and the Ayeen

Akbari, cuts that chain M, like the Ganges and Burhampooter :

its ultimate source is still unknown. The chain of mountains

coming from Candahar, the Paropamisus of the ancients, and

the seat of the modern Agwhans or Afghans, takes a sweep to

the north as far as Cabul, and furnishes those streams which fall

into the Indus from the west. If this chain is cut by the Indus,

it towers again on the eastern side of that river, and, dividing

itself to encircle Cashmeer, emits the Chelum or Hydasj>es from

its northern ridge, while its southern chain sends forth the

Akesines, Hydraotes, and Hy'phasis. The mountains which

cover Cashmeer on the east appear to branch again into two

91 Arrian asserts the contrary. Lib. v. p. 199,

4
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ridges", called by Cheref-eddin Tchamou, and by the moderns

Jummoo, between which the route of Timour lies in his re

turn 89 from Dehli, and within which it is probable, the

sources of the Setledj will be found.

The rains which fall in these mountains swell all the rivers

which join the Indus from the west, or from the east, about the

summer solstice 101 ; and from this circumstance both Alex

ander and Timour, who planned a summer campaign, ex

perienced all the inconveniencies of winter. The limits of these

rains may be fixed at Moultan ; and from Moultan, the Indus,

like the Nile, flows towards the sea through a country rarely

refreshed by the genial shower or nutritious dew, and con

demned to everlasting sterility ,0J, except a narrow margin which

is moistened by the stream.

In conducting the navigation of the fleet through this desert

tract, it is difficult to find a situation for the tribes which Alex

ander found to conquer. Some information may be col

lected from the Aycen Akbari, d'Anville, and Rennell ; but

*' See this confirmed by Forster, vol. ii. 103 The country on both sides' the Indus is

p. 44. hardly capable of cultivation at any distance

99 This is the reason that on his return we from the stream. On the stream itself we

find him at the Genave, (Chen-ab,) without find pastures and herdsmen ; but beyond these

notice of the more eastern Panje-ab rivers. pastures, on the eastern tide, is a desert termi-

"° See this conjecture verified in Forstcr's nated by the Sand mountains, the residence of

Travels, vol. i. pp. 206, 207, 208. ail. the Ashambctees or Jams. On the western

Diodorus, lib. i. p. 51, takes notice of side, another desert extending to the range of

this. rocks inhabited by the Bclootches.

102 The rain3 cease in October, and a cold The Bclootches are Acorn-eaters, from

nortli wind blows five or six months. Bernier. Beloot, an acorn. Bread made of acorns pul-

No rain in Scindi. See Strabo, lib. xv. p. 691, verised is the common food of the inhabitants

who says, the rains in the higher country begin of the mountains of Farsistaii aud Kliousistan.

early in spring, and last till the setting of Mr. H. Jones.

Arcturus (autumn).

p 2
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unless we can suppose a better government and greater industry

to have produced a superior population, to that which modern

accounts will justify, the conquest 104 must have been of small

importance to the conqueror.

If I could hope for health and leisure to attend this conqueror

through his several campaigns, I am persuaded that the geo

graphical accuracy of Arrian, whenever he follows Ptolemy and

Aristobulus, is as demonstrable to the westward of the Indus,

as towards the east ; but with that at present we are not con

cerned. My intention has been to prove, that the series of

rivers in the Panje-ab is the same in Arrian, Ptolemy, and the

Ayeeh Akbari, and that the names preserved in Ptolemy are all

correspondent to the Sanskreet ,os. This is what the demon

stration required, at a period when the Sanskreet was the na

tive language, unmixed by foreign communication, and uncor-

rupted by Greek, Tartar, or Persian invaders. I conclude,

therefore, that the following enumeration is verified :

Arrian.

Hydaspes,

A-kesin-es,.

Hydraotes,

Hy'phasis,

Saranges,

Ptolemy.

Bidaspes,

Sandabala,

Rhuadis,

Bipasis,

Zadadrus,

Sanskreet.

Bidasta, or Bedusta,

Chandar-Bahka,

Iyrawutti,

Beypasha,

Shatooder, or Satludj.

"* Behker and Sewee only occur in this Indus is properly so called in Oriental hyper-

tract. Their relative value is considered here- bole, not only from its size but inundation^

after. Paulino, p. 167.

w5 iSindha in Sanskreet signifies sea. The »
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III. NIKAIA, OR NIKJEA.

After establishing the several rivers with their mutual con

nection and relation, let us return to the Hydaspes or Chelum,

to search for the position of Nik£a. The .discovery is not diffi

cult ; for though the present road from Attack, to Lahore crosses

the Chelum at Rotas, and it would have been agreeable to tlie

plan already laid down to have conducted Alexander by this

route, we are directed by Arrian with so much precision to an

other point, that we can hardly be mistaken. On a bend of

the Hydaspes, he says, there is an island, surrounded by the

river, with a second branch, or artificial canal, on the eastern

side. Below the southern point of this island, and the reunion

of the river, Porus had drawn up his forces on the eastern side ;

Alexander, leaving Craterus with a considerable body of forces

opposed to Porus, marched in the night to effect a passage,

under cover of this island, to the opposite shore. He embarked

himself in a galley, and conveyed his troops in boats brought

over land from the Indus. He had scarcely disembarked them,

when he found himself encircled by another channel, which,

being swelled by the solstitial rains, he forded with great diffi

culty ; then, turning to his right, he followed the course of the

stream, and, after defeating the son of Pdrus, advanced to the

spot where the king himself had drawn up his forces opposite

to Craterus. Here the battle was fought, and here must be the

site of Nikca ,0\

"* Major Rennell, in his Memoir, p. 93, Jamad, by de la Rochette, 60 miles,

concludes that Alexander passed the Chelum by Rennell's first Map, 65^ miles,

at Rotas ; but in the accompanying map places by Rennell's second Map, 28 miles.

CJicea lower down - - 28 miles. Arrian says, Alexander marched one huar
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The distance from his camp on the western side of the river

to the head of the island is given by Arrian, and may be esti

mated at nirtfc miles. If, therefore, we can find an island in

modern geography which will correspond with this of Arrian,

we have a precise point given, and have only to fix Nik6a at

the requisite distance below. Such an island is found, and

situated on a bend of the Chelum or Hydaspes, about twenty-

eight miles below Rotas, and in a more direct line between

Attock and Lahore than Rotas itself. The road probably passed

at this place in earlier times, and has been diverted to Rotas

only because the island afforded a strong post, which in India is

always a source of exaction. This island is called Jamad by de

la Rochettc, and by Major Rennell in his second Map ; in his

first Map it contains a fort named Shah Buldien's 107 Fort, equi

valent, I conclude, to Cheref-eddin's loi Chehabeddin. It is re

markable that Chehabeddin should oppose the progress of

Timour, at the distance of sixteen centuries, almost in the very

spot where Porus had encountered Alexander. From the re

sistance of Chehabeddin, it may be presumed that the island

has the advantage of high ground and woods, as described by

dad and fifty ftadia from his camp to the

island ; by a rude calculation I make it nine

miles. As the stadium of Arrian has already

been made to appear very indefinite, I can

only say it is not here the stadium of eight to

a mile ; for if it were, Alexander must have

marched twice iS miles, transported an army

across a river, and fought two battles, in the

space of about eighteen or twenty hours. I

pretend not, however, to any degree of accu

racy, as the account of this battle is taken not

from the journal but the history.

107 Shah-Bul-Deen (I guess), that is to say,

King, Spade of Religion. Shah Abou Deen,

literally, King Father of Religion. Mr. H.

Jones.

108 Vol. iii. p. 48. French edition.

109 Chehabeddin Mobarcc etoit prince d'une

isle de la riviere de Jamad. II avoit un grand

nombre de domestiqucs et d'officiers, tt il

etoit puissant en bien et en meubles. Cheref-

eddin, torn. iii. p. 48.

To this the translator, Petis de la Croix,

subjoins a note.""

Jamad. Riviere pres de 1' Indus. C'est la

suite de la riviere de Dendana, qui vieot dc

Cachmir.
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Arrian ; and that it was a place of importance uo in Timour's

time cannot be doubted ; for the river, in this part of its course

at least, took the name of Jamad, and if there wa*s a road to it

from Attock, there consequently was another from this fort to

Lahore.

Nikea being the point at which the voyage commences, I

shall settle the longitude and latitude of this place by Mr.

Gossellin's method of correcting Ptolemy ; and as it is one object

of this work to reconcile ancient geography with modern, the

system of Mr. Gossellin is worthy of consideration.

His system I am not bound to adopt in all its parts, neither

do I believe that the geography of Erat6sthcnes was founded,

as he asserts, upon the writings of Py'theas of Marseilles. I

have much hesitation also in acceding to M. Gossellin's opinion,

that a stadium is the seven hundredth 1,1 part of a degree of a

great circle, for I reckon it a six hundredth part, and that on

the authority of Mr. d'Anville.

The Olympic stadium is estimated at six hundred 113 Greek

feet, and the Greek foot is very nearly equal to the English.

Eight ,u of these stadia are reckoned equivalent to a Roman

mile, and there are nearly nine in a mile English. But as my

,J° And p. 49. Se confiant a la force de son 600 feet = 94 i French toises.

94i

9

isle, qu'il croyoit inaccessible. 94^ ~|

"' Gossellin Geog. des Grccs, p. 46. 8

,1J This, however, is said to be the estima- "

tion of Eratosthenes.

"3 Others make it six hundred and twenty- ^

five.. D'Anville Mesures Itin. p. 70. See toj^s. D'An-

Blair's Geog. p. 67. villi's Rom. mile.j

"4 Eight one-third according to Polybius, but the mile English, according to d'Anville,

Strabo, p. 322. is eight hundred and twenty six toises, so that

D'Anville never values this one-tbird of nine Olympic stadia are equal to a mile English,

Poly'bius in his calculation. and twenty-four one-half toises over.

846

-4j

8501 toises :
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authorities are French, the calculation will be more easily stated

in toises than English measures. The French toise, however,

being six feeft, and the foot French to the foot English nearly

as sixteen to fifteen, the reduction may be easily made by any

one who wishes to compare it with the English mile. Let us

observe next, that d'Anville reckons seventy-five miles Roman

as equal to a degree of a great circle, and then let us inquire

whether five hundred, six hundred, or seven hundred stadia

correspond best with this estimate of a degree.

The Roman mile of 75 to a degree produces 56,700 toises.

The stadium of 500 47»250

stadium of 6'00 56,700

stadium of 700 66,150

Hence it appears, that the computation by six hundred stadia

to a degree contains exactly the same number of toises as the

estimate by the Roman mile, which in fact it ought to do.

Why, therefore, Mr. Gossellin assumes the stadium of seven

hundred to a degree, in order to correct the longitudes of Pto

lemy, is a question for discussion.

His system 1,5 is this, that the chart of Erat6sthenes was upon

"' In the French translation of this work atead of the world by the standard ; that is, I

there is a note inserted, pronouncing that the doubt whether the ancients adopted this prac-

astronomical differs from the Olympic or civil tice. But if a degree measured by the astro-

stadium ; and that the former is an aliquot nomical stadium consist of 57,060 toises, it

pait of the measure of the earth. It is added, approaches so nearly to 56,700, that is, the

that the stadium of 700 to a degree, adopted measure of a degree by 600 Olympic stadia,

by Eratosthenes, makes the degree consist of as to come within 360 toises, which is little

57,060 toises, not of 66,150, as is here as- more than half a toisc, or three feet on a sta-

serted. I have never yet met with this astro- dium ; a difference hardly requiring a resort to

nomical stadium ; but I doubt the propriety two different stadia for rectification. I have

of measuring the standard by the world, in- been convinced by the Bishop of St. Asaph,
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a plain in which his principal parallel passed through Rhodes ; '

but the chart of Ptolemy was upon a sphere, and as he reckoned

five hundred stadia equal to a degree of a great circle, he allowed

four hundred to a degree on the parallel of Rhodes. But Mr.

Gossellin says, that Ptolemy ought to'have allowed five hundred

stadia to a degree on the parallel of Rhodes (for that was the

estimation of Eratosthenes himself), and to have taken seven

hundred stadia to a degree at the equator.

The method Mr. Gossellin takes in consequence of this, to

correct the longitudes of Ptolemy, is, to multiply the longitude

by five hundred, and divide the produce by seven hundred, in

order to reduce stadia of five hundred in a degree to those of

seven hundred. The success of this experiment is extraordinary ;

and having explained the principle it is founded on, I must

leave the defence of it to Mr. Gossellin himself. This is, how

ever, the mode of calculation in regulating the longitude of the

principal places, adopted in the following pages.

It is well known that the latitudes of Ptolemy are more cor

rect than his longitudes ; and this arose, according -to Mr.

Gossellin, from his taking seven hundred stadia to a degree of

latitude, while he assumed only five hundred 117 to a degree of

longitude. It is not requisite for me to enter into this question,

or to inform the reader that a degree of every great circle is

equal ; but another difficulty I had to encounter, which was to

that I was misled in adopting Mr. Gossellin's Mercator's charts, and the rule given for cal-

calculation ; but as it had been applied culating the true longitude according to the

throughout the former edition, I could not diminution of the degree of longitude in pro-

easily retract it without a general alteration of portion to the distance from the equator,

the work : I have therefore let it stand, but '*> This is incorrect. Ptoh-my invariably

think it right to guard it with this cau- reckons a degree of a great circle, whether of

tioji. the equator or of a meridian, equal to joo

1,6 Mr. Dalrymple approves of plain, or stadia. Bishpp Horseley.
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obtain an accurate statement of the difference of longitude be

tween the Fortunate Islands, or Ferro, (which is the first

meridian of Ptolemy,) and the meridian of Greenwich or Paris,

on which most of the charts I was concerned with were founded.

I referred this question to Mr. de la Rochette "s, whose know

ledge of the science qualifies him to solve problems of much

greater intricacy, and his solution I have printed in the Ap

pendix The result of it is this, that Ptolemy makes the dif

ference of longitude between Ferro and London twenty degrees,

while the real difference, according to Maskeline's Tables, is

17° 40' 13". This is consequently the allowance to be made ;

and instead of 3° 30', which Ptolemy gives between London and

Paris, the real difference is 2° 25' 37".

With these preparations before me, I make the first experi

ment upon Nikca on the Hydaspes, that is, the isle of Jamad

in the Chelum, from whence I take the first departure of the

fleet.

Ptolemy has not Nikea in his series, but Bookephala only 1,0 ;

as Bookephala, however, is supposed to have been on the op

posite side of the river, the difference is inconsiderable.

Longitude ofJamad, by Major Renncll, 71° 50' east of Greenwich.

Longitude of Ferro, - - 17° 40' west.

True difference of longitude between

Jamad and Ferro,

Longitude by Ptolemy, - 125° 30' 0"

Mr. de la Rochette is the author of a a map for the conquests of Alexander, which

variety of maps published by Faden ; particu- I would have obtained for this work if I had

larly two, one of India and one of the Pro- dared to venture on the purchase,

pontis, which place him high in the rank of "» See Appendix, No. II.

modern geographers. He has composed also "" See Cellarius, torn. ii. 529.

89° 30' 0"
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Mr. Gossellin's method of correction follows :

Longitude by Ptolemy, 125f ***

500 stadia.

62500

250

Stadia, 700 | 62750 | 89

5600

6750

6300

450

60 minutes.

700 | 27000 | 38

2100

6000

5600

400 reducible to seconds.

Method in the French tranilation.

125° 30'

500

62500

250

62750 I 700

6750

450 8o° 38'

60

27000

6000

400

Q 2
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This process I* have thought would not be unacceptable, as I

have frequently stood in need of similar assistance myself; and

upon my submitting it to Mr. Wales, seeing . that 89° 38' was

only eight minutes more than the true difference of longitude,

his observation was, " That Mr. Gossellin's method of correction

" succeeded wonderfully in this instance "V

III. NIKAIA, NIKEA.

Longitude by Ptolemy, from Ferro, - - 125° 30' 0"

Longitude of Ptolemy, reduced to Greenwich, 1 ^0 ^„

and corrected by Mr. Gossellin's method, }

Longitude by Renncll, - 89° 30' 0"

Latitude by Ptolemy, - - - 30° 20' 0-

Latitude by Rennell, - - - 31° 40' 0"

. Latitude by de la Rochette, - - 31° 30' 0"

At Nik6a "3, therefore, we fix the departure of the fleet on the

twenty-third of October, in the year three hundred and twenty-

seven before Christ. The views of Alexander in preparing the

fleet and undertaking the navigation have been sufficiently

noticed already ; but the anxiety which oppressed his mind can

not be exhibited better than in the description of Arrian or

the language of Nearchus himself.

111 For a mistake relative to Ptolemy which 111 Diod6rus makes the departure from the

occurred in this place, I have been justly cen- Akesines. Lib. xvii. 234.

sured by the French translator, and many of 114 Arrian introduces this account after the

my friends at home. I have now expunged it, fleet had reached - Pattala ; but as Nearchus

and an acknowledgment of my error is the best commanded during the passage down the

apology I can make. Indus, it is much more probable that the coa-
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He dreaded, says the historian, the length of the voyage, the

danger of a desert coast, the want of harbours, and the difficulty

• of supplies ; he was fearful least a failure should tarnish the

splendour of his former actions ; still, however, the desire of

attempting something new and extraordinary prevailed. But

who was to command such an expedition ? Who was capable

of inspiring the men with confidence ; or persuading them, that

in undertaking such a service they were not abandoned to de

struction ? Such, says Nearchus, was the perturbation of

Alexander when he ordered me to attend him, and consulted

me on the choice of a commander. " One," said he, " excuses

" himself because he thinks the danger insuperable ; others are

" unfit for the service from timidity; others think of nothinpv

44 but how to get home ; and many I cannot approve for a

variety of other reasons." " Upon hearing this," says Near

chus, " I offered myself for the command, and promised the

" king that, under the protection of God "s, I would conduct

" the fleet safe into the gulph of Persia, if the sea were navi-

" gable, and the Undertaking within the power of man to pcr-

" form." Alexander hesitated ; he loved Nearchus, and ad- .

f

sulfation took place before his first appoint- the rrver. Schmeider, in order to support his

ment than after he was actually in com- opinion, considers the trierarchs not as com

mand, mandcrs, but as fitters out of the gallics, in the

Schmieder thinks that this consultation with Athenian sense of the term. But at Athens

Nearchus took place not at Nikea, but im- this was an office of burden ; and Alexander,

mediately previous to the sailing of the fleet possessed as he was of immense treasures, would

from the mouth of the Indus ; but to this it hardly require this sacrifice from his officers :

may be objected, that Nearchus was evidently he might indeed have employed them severally

declared admiral when all $he great officers of as inspectors or commissioners, one to each

the army were named trierarchs or captains of ship respectively.

gallies. They none of them sailed from the IS 9=5. Anian was the disciple of

Indus, but only continued with the fleet dowu Epictctus.
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mired him the more for the promptitude of his offer ; but how

could he expose such a friend to the distresses and hazard of

such a voyage ! Nearchus still persisted in his proposal, and

intreated the acceptance of his services. At length the king,

who had probably consulted him with the hope that his spirit

would prompt him to make the offer, consented, and named

him admiral of the fleet. The appointment answered his ex

pectation ; for the men destined to the embarkation no longer

considered the expedition as desperate, when they found a man

so much in the king's favour and confidence was to be the com

mander, and one whom they knew he would not have exposed

to inevitable danger. Alacrity succeeded to terror, the ships

were equipped, not only with what was necessary, but with

great splendour ; the officers vying with each other who should

collect the best men for the service, and have his comple

ment 116 most effective. Success was anticipated, and despair

subdued.

The next concern was the appointment of the officers, and a

list of names is given which it is evident does not specify those

who performed the voyage, but such as had a temporary com

mand only during the passage down the river. The amount

is thirty-three, which specifies the number "7 of gallies ; but

of these we cannot certify that any circumnavigated the coast,

except Archias.

,'4 *ExirXnpwjuaT<*. mioliat are half-decked vessels, according to

It is true that Arrian, p. 236, says, the Gronovius ; but Casaubon ad Athen. lib. v.

Triaconteri were eighty ; but under that title, p. 203, says, they were rowed with two banks

as a general one, he probably includes the of oars from the head to the mast, and from

Hcmiolist, or half-decked vessels. The He- the mast aft, with oue. Not. p. 737.

4
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Macedonians.

1. Heph6stion, son of Amyntor.

2. Leonnatus, Eunus.

3. Lysimachus, Agathocles.

4. Asclcpioddrus, Timander.

5. Archon, Clinias.

6. Demonlcus, Athen6us.

7. Archias, Anaxidotus.

8. Ophelias, Silenus.

9. Timanthes, Pantiades.

These were all citizens of Pella. .

10. Nearchus son of Androtimus.

11. Lampedon, Ldrichus.

12. Andr6sthenes, CalHstratus.

Citizens of Amphipolis.

13. Craterus, son of Alexander.

14. Perdiccas, Orontes.

Natives of Orestes.

15. Ptolemy, son of Lagus.

16. Aristonous, Pis6us.

Natives of Eordca.

17- Metron, son of Epicharmus.

18. Nicarchides, Simus.

Natives of Pydna.

19. Attalus, son of Andr6menes.

Native of Stymphaea.

20. Peucestas, son of Alexander.

Native of Mieza.

"* Nearchu» was a native of Crete, but a citizen of Amphipolis.
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Macedonians.

21. Pithon, son of Crateas.

Native of Alcomenae.

22. Leonnatus, son of Antlpater.

Native of iEgae.

23. Pantauchus, son of NicoUius.

Native of Aloris.

24. Mylleas, son of Z6ilus.

Native of Berea.

Thus far the list consists of Macedonians.

25. Medius, son of Oxy'nthemis.

Native of Larissa, in Thessaly.

26. Eumenes, son of IIier6nyinus.

Native of Cardia.

27- Critobulus, son of Plato.

Native of Cos.

28. Thoas, son of Menoddrus.

29. Meandrus, Mandrogenes.

Natives of Magnesia.

30. Andron, son of Cabelas.

Native of Teios.

31. Nicocles, son of Pasicrates.

Native of Soli, in Cyprus.

32. Nithadon ,19, son of Pny'tagoras.

Native of Salamis, in Cyprus.

"» Nithaphon Gronov.
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33. Magdas ,3°, son of Pharnooches.

A Persian.

Onesicritus of Astypalea, Pilot, and Master of Alexander's

own ship.

Evagoras, son of Eucleon a Corinthian, Secretary, or Commissary

to the Fleet.

Instead of this barren list of officers, many of whom certainly

did not accompany Nearchus round the coast, and many whose

names are never mentioned except upon this occasion, it would

have been some satisfaction, if it were possible, to have pre

served the list of those who were the real first explorers of the

Indian ocean ; but out of the whole number here enumerated,

the only names which occur afterwards in the narrative are those

of Archias and Onesicritus.

Nearchus as we have already seen, was a native of Crete,

but was enrolled a citizen of Amphipolis, most probably at the

time when Philip, having taken that city from the Athenians,

was collecting inhabitants in order to establish it as a fortress,

and the mart of his new conquests in Thrace. Nearchus

did not continue at Amphipolis, but came up to the court of

Philip, and had so ingratiated himself with Alexander, that, in

the family dissensions which arose upon the secession of Oly'm-

pias, and some secret transactions of her son in regard to a

marriage with the daughter of Pexodorus, satrap of Caria,

""Bagoas. Gronovius. But why ? That however, that it is the same Androsthenes who

eunuch hardly attended the army. went down the gulph of Persia to explore the

Strabo mentions an Androsthenes of Thasus, Arabian coast. Ar. lib. vii. p. 301.

p. 766, who sailed with Nearchus, but he '3' See Sainte Croix, Exam. p. 250.

docs not say in what capacity ; I conclude,

It
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Philip banished Nearchus, with some others whom he supposed

too much attached to the interests of Alexander ,3t. Upon the

death of Philip, he was recalled ; and his sufferings in the

cause naturally secured the affections of his sovereign, and suf

ficiently account for the confidence of the fleet inspired by his

appointment.

This is the officer whom we are now to accompany ; but

if the whole of his journal is preserved by Arrian, there is some

reason to complain of the commander for recording all that con

tributed to his own glory, and to lament that he did not rescue

the fame, of his brave followers from oblivion. Hephestion,

Leonnatus, Lysimachus, Pt61emy, Craterus, A'ttalus, Peu-

cestas, and probably many others, had evidently only a tem

porary or honorary command ; and the silence of Nearchus in

respect to the others throws a degree of uncertainty over the

remainder of the catalogue. Neither does it any where clearly

appear what number of ships or men accompanied Nearchus to

the conclusion of the voyage. If we suppose the ships of war

only fit for the service, thirty gallies might possibly contain from

two to three thousand men ; but this estimation of both is

uncertain, and in reality too high, considering the little means

of support they found on the voyage, and the impossibility of

discriminating the fighting men from the mariners.

The mariners were supplied from a number of Phenicians,

Egyptians, Cyprians, Idnians, natives of the Hellespont and

Egean islands, who had accompanied the army either in a

"* See Plutarch in vita Alexandria p. 669. transports, carried no more troops than eight

Edit. Francfort, 1599. thousand. The mariners I find no proper data

■« it ig possible that I may estimate the to calculate. At other times, indeed, eighteen

number too high, both here and on the voyage, hundred horse and ten thousand foot are em-

See Kokala. For the whole fleet, including barked.

4
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military or mercantile character ; neither is it unreasonable to

suppose that at the oar many of the natives were employed, in

duced by advantage, or compelled by force ; for this, as a ser

vice which required little more than bodily strength, the Greeks

frequently assigned to slaves, or those removed but one degree

from slavery.

The fleet had been built or collected on the Indus, and part

of it had been brought over land to the Hydaspes. The num

ber of vessels is estimated at two thousand 134 by the historians,

including all sorts, from the galley to the tender. The collect

ing of such a fleet has been accounted for already, and the pos

sibility of conveying great part of it from one river to the other,

will not appear extraordinary to those who are acquainted with

a similar practice at the isthmus of Corinth, or consider that

Alexander was at the head of an hundred and twenty thou

sand 135 men, and was possessed of treasures, alliances, de

pendents, and tributaries, sufficient to command the services of

all the native inhabitants of the country, if requisite.

The voyage down the river is described rather as a triumphal

procession than a military progress. The size of the vessels, the

conveyance of horses ,J* on board, the numbers and splendour of

the equipment attracted the natives to be spectators of the

pomp. The sound of instruments, the clang of arms, the com

mands of the officers, the measured song of the modulators '",

134 Eight hundred ships of war and trans, to direct us how far. The vessels were pro-

ports, bably taken to pieces.

,JS We must suppose some extraordinary It is not improbable that Alexander had

means requisite, as the space between the In- supplied his cavalry with horses from the Pen-

dus and Hydaspes is estimated at sixty-eight je-ab. They are as good as Irakies, /'. e. Per-

cose, or about one hundred and thirty miles, gian. Ayeen Akbari.

This distance, indeed, might be diminished 'S7 KtXtvtrtetl.

by descending the Indus, but we have no data

R 2
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die responses 138 of the mariners, the dashing of the oars, and

these sounds frequently reverberated from overhanging shores,

are all scenery presented to our imagination by the historians,

and evidently bespeak the language of those who shared igith.

pride in this scene of triumph and magnificence..

Arrian has given us the breadth of the Hydaspes- and several

other streams which join the Indus^ but informs us, he has the

authority of Ptolemy for that of the Akesines alone; that river

he estimates at fifteen stadia, the Hydaspes ,4° at twenty. The

Indus, he says, was forty at a medium, and fifteen where nar

rowest; that in its course from the confluence of the Akesines

to the Delta of Pattala it was an hundred, and lower towards

the sea two hundred. By any value of the stadium this esti

mate is doubtless too high, and the variety of accounts recorded

by Strabo MI gives room for much uncertainty upon the subject ;

the highest, he says, was an hundred stadia, the medium fifty,

and the lowest seven. It is evident, therefore, that those who

differed as much as seven from an hundred, either did not use

the same stadium, or did not measure the river at the same time

of the year : but it is remarkable, that if the lowest number is

considered as the Olympic 141 stadium ,4J, it corresponds nearly

with Mr. Forster's account of the Indus above Attock, where he

crossed it, and estimated it at three quarters of a mile English ,44.

Mr. Forster passed in July when the rains must have com

menced in the mountains, though they had not reached the

lower country ; if, therefore, we allow the river to have received

■»s So Gronovius renders

m p. 222.

'*> p. 239.

■«» Lib. xv. p. 700.

'** Nine Olympic stadia wanted just 14 yards

of one mile English. Bp. H.

141 Eight to a mile Roman.

144 Rennell, p. 109.
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sorne accession to its volume, we have a very extraordinary

correspondence between an ancient and a modem account. It.

would be well if we could reduce the larger numbers of Arrian

with as much facility ; but even Mr. d'Anville's stadium of

fifty-one toises, which gives somewhat more than sixteen to a

mile English, must here fail us ; for fifteen stadia would make

the Akesines near a mile broad ; twenty would give a mile and

quarter to the Hydaspes ; forty would supply two miles and a

half to the Indus above the confluence ; an hundred produces

six miles and a quarter for the breadth between the confluence

and Pattala; and two hundred, twelve miles and an half for its

final course. Shall we impute this enormity to the amplification

of the Macedonians, or to the overflowing of the river ? In sup

port of the latter, we have another extravagance of Onesicritus

recorded by Strabo, who says, the Indus rises forty 145 feet,

twenty to its banks and twenty above them ; but, unfortunately

for this assertion, the fleet left Nicea in October, when the

swelling must have been on the decrease, and reached Pattala

in July, before the next year's swelling could be very evident in

the lower part of the river. According to Tieffenthaler and the

Ayeen Akbari, the Indus between Moultan and Tatta runs in a

stream comparatively narrow, but very deep, and Hamilton 146

asserts, that the channel at Tatta is not more than a mile broad.

Arrian's account must consequently be abandoned, unless we

make a large allowance ,4' for the flood, and his language seems

to justify this at the time when he mentions the hundred stadia ;

The Ganges only rises 32 feet. Ren. to the accumulation of obstructions. Hamil-

Ap. 351. ton's account is probably just.

It is very possible that the channel from Twenty feet to the bank, twenty to

Laribundar to Tatta is less at present than spread over the country. See Eustathius ad

formerly, for the mouths of the Indus all tend 1 139. Dionysii Peritg.
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for he adds, " this is the breadth when it spreads 148 its waters

most/' Much reason as there is to commend Arrian's accuracy

in general, it must be alloAved that he copied in this instance

from those who delighted in exaggeration, or chose to raise

ideas of magnificence by describing not what the voyagers

saw, but what at another time of the year they might have

seen.

The most moderate breadth of the Hydaspes is found where

we should least expect it, in Q. Curtius, Who says that it is four

stadia, or half a mile, and if we allow, with Mr. Forster, three

quarters of a mile to the Indus above Attock, at a season when

it was not yet much swelled, there is a reasonable proportion in

giving half a mile to the Hydaspes 149 at a season when the swell

ing may be supposed not entirely past. .

On this river, at Nicea, Alexander embarked, carrying on

board the hypaspists, Agrians, archers, and the royal troop ,s0 of

horse. Craterus ,JI marched with another body on the right, or

Avestern side of the river, while Hephestion commanded a third

on the eastern bank. A fourth under the direction of Philip,

satrap of the country on the west of the Indus, followed at three

xal C-rlf <rtii tAMtoi Tvyiyt "mx s-EpXipafiri dium between these may be assigned.

/jLa>Jjn. '« It is remarkable that Curtius mentions

Perhaps above one hundred stadia where it also this river—profundo alveo—stagnantibus

spreads the <widest. aquis—occultis saxis—sine vado—in medio

It is reasonable to conclude, that all the amne insuiz crebrse—una insula amplior cas-

varying accounts of the breadth of the river, teris. All accordant circumstances, arid the

which, as Strabo observes, fluctuate between last agreeing with Arrian, though omitted by

seven and an hundred stadia, owe their dis- Diodorus. Q^Curtius, vol. ii. 653.

agreement to the different views of the stream, -s° "Ayn/xa \me\m, used not exactly by Ar-

either in its lowest or its highest state. See rian. It sometimes means all the companions,

Arrian, lib. v. p. 200.' Ctesias (if Ctesias is 'ETa^oi, sometimes M /WiXix>f, the royal

any authority) says, that the Indus where troop.

narrowest, is forty stadia in breadth, and where 151 See the note of Gronovius in loco, upon

widest an hundred, but that in general, a me- the division of forces, p. 3.93.
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days distance in the rear. The troops commanded by Hephes-

tion were by far more numerous than the rest; and he had

likewise the charge of two hundred elephants, with orders to

join Craterus and reduce the territory of Sopithes151, which

seems to occupy the angle between the junction of the Hy'phasis

and the Akesines. Having distributed the land forces in this

manner, Alexander fell down the river for three days to a sta

tion, where he halted two' more for the troops to join, and then

proceeding again for five 1SJ days, he reached the confluence of

the Hydaspes and Akesines '**. The fleet is described as dis

posed into different divisions, with orders to observe a due

distance, that no confusion might arise ; and the progress by

water was regulated to accommodate the motions of the army.

With this object in view, we can hardly cast an eye over the

map without adverting to the coincidence of these circumstances

with the local geography. The distance from the lower point of

Jamad to the confluence is from sixty to seventy miles ISs, and

with three armies moving in separate divisions, encumbered

with plunder, and obliged to make roads or find them, cor

responding with the sinuosity of the river, eight or ten miles of

a right line is fully equivalent to the road distance of each day's

march. Pliny says, the fleet passed down the river at the rate

of six hundred stadia a-day. Q. Curtius 156 mentions expressly

in this part of the passage, that the rate was only forty.

1S1 Strabo and Curtius make Sopkhes and 111 Major Renncll supposes only five days

the Kathei the same. The site of the Ka- from Nicea to the junction,

thei is known. They were between the Hy- 154 Arrian from Megasthenes says, at Cam-

dra6tes and Hy'phasis to the southward of bistholi or Astrobae. Which of the two is

Lahore. Arrian makes them different ; but right seems hard to discover. See p. 317.

if Soplthes was in the angle between the Hy- 155 Rennell's first map, 75; second map, 70.

draotes and the Hy'phasis, Hephestion must De la Rochette, 57.

have passed two rivers to reach them. 156 Vol. ii. p. 691.
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Freinshem, in order to reconcile so glaring a contradiction,

supposes four hundred 157 ; but if seventy-five ,i" or fifty miles is

too much, and five is too little, some other remedy must be

sought. It is true, as Major Rennell observes of the Ganges,

that a passage of fifty "* or sixty ,6° miles a-day is easily per

formed when the river is swoln ; but this fleet was to accommo

date the army, and no precipitation of this sort can be allowed.

Forty stadia, or five miles, continued for eight days, gives in

deed only forty miles, but the deficiency is more tolerable than

the excess, and if it might be permitted to invert the numerals

of Q. Curtius, and read LX. instead of XL. ,61, the repetition of

sixty stadia for eight days gives sixty miles, a distance not

greatly differing from Rennell's corrected map, consistent with

probability, and correspondent to the ordinary progress 161 of an

army in similar circumstances.

157 By reading quadringenti for quadraginta.

See Curt, in loco.

"8 As the whole of this narrative is taken

from the 6th book of the History, we ought

perhaps to estimate the stadia by the Olympic

measure, and not by the short stadium ap

plied to the Journal.

Major Rennell, from his Latin Itinerary,

supposes twenty miles a day's passage for a

boat on the Indus.

,6c Rennell supposes thirty-eight miles a-day

down the Indus, p. 290, second Memoir.

161 This is a conjecture not authorized by

the text of Curtius, as given either by Frein

shem or Snakenborck, for both read quadra

ginta at full length. Whether the manuscripts

they followed have the . numerals XL. is not

eXprfssed j but those who are conversant in

Greek or Latin numerals will allow some lati

tude for correction.

'*' The march of Timour from Jamad to

the confluence in the very track that the de

tachment under Hephaestion should have

marched, is thus described by Cheref-eddin,

torn. iii. p. 52. Translation of Petis de la

Croix.

Apres avoir acheve heureusement l'affaire

de Chehabeddin, l'on marche cinq ou six jours,

au bord du fleuve Jamad (Hydaspes), et . . .

on alia camper sur le bord de la riviere de

Genave (Akesines), a une fortresse, vis a vis

de laquelle se fait le confluent de la riviere de

Jamad avec celle de Genave, ». e. the Hy

daspes with the Akesines.

Five or six days march of a Tartar army,

with an object in view, is fully equal to the

eight days allotted to the Macedonians, whose

army wa3 moving in three divisions, and one

of these under Hephestion detached on an

expedition.

Lord Cornwallis, in his march from Ben-

galoor to Seringapalam, moved at the rate of

nearly nine or ten miles a-day. See Major

Dirom's map.
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The Hydaspes and Akesines at their junction are both forced

into a channel too narrow for their united streams ; the rapid

eddies and turbulence which arise necessarily from such a cause

afford ample scope for the tumid eloquence of Q. Curtius. The

more moderate language of Arrian will, at the same time it

verifies a fact, give greater pleasure to the reader who prefers

truth to embellishment.

Where these two rivers meet, says Arrian, one channel very

narrow receives the waters of both. The stream becomes violent

from confinement, and whirls in eddies terrible to behold. . The

roar and tumult of the water are prodigious, and heard long be

fore you reach the spot. When Alexander approached the

confluence, neither he, nor those on board his fleet, were un

informed of these particulars ; yet, while they were still at some

distance, upon hearing the noise and dashing of the waters, the

rowers rested on their oars, the modulators were silent with

astonishment ; but as the stream carried them nearer, the com

manders recalled both to their duty, and directed them to exert

their utmost strength, that the vessels might not be caught in

the eddies, but pushed through by dint of force. It turned

out, however, that the transports from their built, by yielding

to the eddy, escaped with little injury, except the alarm ex

cited in those on board ; but the gallies, which from their length

and sharpness were less adapted to encounter a danger of this

sort, suffered greatly, and some, from having two banks of oars

and the difficulty of managing those which were nearly on a level

with the water, were exposed to the most imminent danger1*1.

"J Lei vagues qui se formcnt en ce lieu la font paroitre line mer agitce. Cheref-eddin,

*oL iii. p. 52.

S
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Alexander's vessel, however, escaped to a projecting point on

the right hand shore, which covered him from the violence of

the stream ; but he saw two of his vessels sink, and with diffi

culty saved such of their crews as were able to swim. Many

more of the gallics were damaged, which caused a delay here

of some days in order to refit them ; and while the repair of

these Avas going on, Hephestion, Craterus, and Philip, joined

with their respective forces.

Alexander now ordered the corps of Polysperchon ***, the

mounted archers, and the division of Philip with the elephants,

to be conveyed over the Ilydaspes, and proceed under the

command of Craterus, while he landed himself and ravaged the

neighbouring territory, to prevent succours being sent to the

Malli. He returned again before the fleet moved, and then

ordering Nearchus to fall down the river for three days, he once

more formed his army into three divisions ; directing Hephestion

to be five days in advance, Ptolemy to follow three days march

in his rear, and both them and Craterus to join the fleet again

at the confluence of the Akesines and Hydraotes ; while with a

fourth division he entered the country of the Malli himself. It

was in this expedition, attended with a variety of circumstances

not connected with our present subject, that he was himself

wounded in storming an inconsiderable fortress of the Malli.

The territory of this tribe naturally suggests an idea that it may

be the same as the celebrated province, or soobah, which takes

its name from Moultan, a city well known for its situation and

commerce in Europe as well as India.

,H Tiiii Uo\u<rrifX"^ot t«£iv ; it was a part of the phalanx.
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IV. MOULTAN.

Longitude 0

from Greenwich by Renncll, 70 40

add from Ferro, - 17 40

r Latitude

by Ptolemy,

88 20

from Ferro by Ptolemy, 127 0

Ptolemy corrected by 7 90 4

Gossellin, - J

by Rennell,

by the Turkish

geographer,

Etval's

31 15

29 50

29 30

29 40'4'

According to the rivers of Ptolemy, Caspira on the Rhuadis

ought to be Moultan upon the Ravec ; but if it is so, his lati

tude is very erroneous, for he places it north of Bucephala ,6\

See Otter, torn. i. 407.

"* It is by no means certain that Ptolemy

placed Caspira to the north of Bucephala. It

is true that in the catalogue of longitudes and

latitudes, p. 171, the latitude of Bucephala is

only ,30° 20' ; that of Caspira, according to

the Greek text, is 320 10', according to the

Latin, 310 15'; and thus, whether we follow

the text or the interpreter, Caspira should be

north of Bucephala.

But probably the numbers are corrupt both

in the Greek and Latin ; for in Book viii. in

his description of his 10th map of Asia, which

contained the delineation of India within

Ganges, enumerating the principal cities of

that region, he says, that at Caspira the

longest day is 14^ hours, at Becephala 14^ :

now taking Ptolemy's obliquity of the cclip-

tick, i. e. 2,3° 49', these lengths of the longest

day give the latitude of Caspira 3 i° 2 3' 29",

that of Bucephala 330 19' 51", i.e. almost two

degrees north of Caspira. It i9 true that in

this passage the numbers in the Latin transla

tion differ from those of the Greek text,

(which is the case perpetually,) making the

longest day at Bucephala only 14 hours ; but

I have little doubt that the error is in the

translation, not in the text. In the Greek,

14^ hours is thus expressed in Ptolemy's usual

notation, «?pS» iSJ. The interpreter overlooked

the second S.

1 am not certain whether Ptolemy, in esti

mating the length of the iongest day at dif

ferent places, assumed the obliquity of the

ecliptick as deduced from his own observations,

or adhered to the estimation of Hipparcluts,

which he mentions in the Almagest as not dif

fering materially from his own. Hipparchus'a

obliquity was 23 0 51': with this obliquity the

latitude of both places would come out a hltlc

more to the south, namely, Caspira 310 71' 4",

Bucephala 330 17' 22". Bishop Htrseley.

S 'J
0
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whereas it is near a degree to the south 1<s'. The foregoing esti

mation is consequently liable to all the objections connected

with this error.

The fortress, however, where Alexander was wounded was

not the capital, for it is as certainly on the north of the Hy-

dra6tes, as Moultan is on the south. Major Rennell m has

noticed this with his usual accuracy, and the testimony of

Arrian is direct ; for he says that Alexander, after having passed

the Hydra6tes, returned and crossed it again after the flying

enemy, who threw themselves finally into the fortress where this

transaction took place. It is remarkable that the boundary

given to the province of Moultan - by the Ayeen Akbari should

correspond with the limits assigned to the Malli by Arrian ; for

when Abu'l Fazil 169 says the Pergunnah of Shoor 170 joins the

boundary of Moultan on the north, he evidently shews that this

soobah extends to the north of the Ravee or Hydradtes, and

consequently comprehends the spot allotted for the situation of

this fort among the Malli.

While Alexander was engaged in this expedition, the fleet

had reached the confluence of the Akesines and Hydradtes ;

and hither, as soon as his wound permitted him to be removed,

he was conveyed in a galley down the stream of the latter "\

The transport of joy with which his troops received him, was

,e' See PtoL p. iji, and Mercator's Map sines, near the junction of that river with the

Asia, tab. x. Chelura (Hydaspes).

166 Second Memoir, p. 97, Major Rennell See in confirmation, Ayeen Akbari, vol. si.

places this nameless fort ten miles from the p. 100.

conflux of the Hydraotes and Akesines, below 171 Alexander did not land at the actual

Tolomba. junction of the rivers, but at the camp of He-

* Vol. ii. p. 136. phestion, on the Hydraotes, a small distance

"° Shoor lies upon the Chen-ab or Ake- higher up.. See p. 252. Ar.
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sonic compensation for the dangers he had encountered ; and so

little did the monarch himself seem to be ashamed of the te

merity with which he had exposed his person, that he is said to

have taken a B6otian soldier into his favour, who, in his broad

dialect, bluntly applied to him the sentiment of a tragic poetmr

" He that would do great deeds must suffer greatly."

Here he was joined by the other divisions of the army, and

while he was under cure of his wound he received the submission

of the Malli, now humbled by reiterated defeats ; and a de

putation from the Oxy'draca?, offering to become tributaries,

and to send him a supply of men.

The Oxy'dracae correspond both in name and situation with

the district still called Outche, which is comprehended in the

soobah of Moultan, and occupies the angle formed by the

junction of the Chen-ab, or Akesines with the Indus. It is

somewhat singular that Arrian should mention these people as

cantoned into departments, and their magistrates "4 as presiding

in each separate canton, while the moderns distinguish them to

this day by the appellation of the Seven m Towns of Outche "*.

These local circumstances continuing similar through so many

ages, afford no less pleasure to the inquirer than confirmation to

the veracity of the ancient historians.

This tribe must have been in a flourishing condition, for they

furnished Alexander with a thousand men and five hundred 177

■" And Pindar: l*il *" Perhaps the orthography i», Owj. or

p:£ovra ti xai s-aSiiv "mkip. Nem. 4. Str. 2. Oudj. See Ayeen Akb. vol. ii. p. 100.

'" Ayeen Akbari, vol. ii. p. 136. '" I should rather read irirroxow* fifty, than

,M 'Hytpont rut v£\im xal 01 ro/xap^ai. irmax&nct five hundred ; but there is no infi-

'" See Tieffenthaler, vol. i. p. 118, and mation of an error. The number is extrava-

de la Rochette's map. gant.
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chariots, and their territory, with that of the Malli, was added

to the satrapy of Philip. During the continuance of the army

at this place an additional number of vessels had been built,

and seventeen hundred horse were again embarked, with ten

thousand foot, and a body of fight infantry, and the whole

ordered to fall down to the confluence of the Akesines with the

Indus. It is here that Arrian mentions the junction of the

Ily'phasis with the Akesines, before that river falls into

the Indus. But still he does not mark with his usual

attention where the actual junction takes place, neither does he

notice the arrival of the fleet at it, as at the confluences which

precede and follow. This omission gives us room to doubt of

the fact, and though de la Rochette has followed Arrian and

Tiefl'enthalcr in uniting the Biah and the Setledj with the Chen-

ab before that river meets the Indus, there is still great reason

to adhere to Major Rennell, who carries those two rivers with

one stream into the Indus directly, without bringing them first

into the Chcn-ab. It occurs here likewise that the Akesines

preserves its name after receiving these several rivers, agreeably

to what Tieftenthaler observes of the modern Chen-ab.

The city of Moultan, anciently called Mulatran, which gives

name to this province, and which is situated to the southward

of the Ravee or H vdraotcs, is considered as one of the oldest in

India ; it has a citadel and a wall of brick four miles '7' in cir

cumference. The climate is hot in the extreme, the soil a

burning sand, and rain is seldom known. A branch or canal

from the Ravee, called Monan, approaches within one cose of

the town ; the Ravee itself is only two cose distance, and the

"* Tieffenthaler, vol. i. p. 115. His miles are always coss ; so that we may estimate the

rity stven or eight miles in circumference.
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Indus twelve or fourteen. The junction of the Ravee and

Chen-ab is distant twenty-five 174 miles, and that of the Chen-ab

and Indus eighty lSo. It is not impossible that a town of the

Malli should have occupied this site in the time of Alexander,

but certainly not as a capital, or a place of importance ; for the

Macedonians were more ready to give consequence to the places

they subdued, than to detract from them ; but local circum

stances by no means disallow of its being one of those for

tresses 1,1 attacked by Alexander upon his first crossing the Hy-

dra6tes, and before he recrossed that river, to the place where he

was wounded.

From the junction of the Hydraotes with the Akesmes the

fleet now fell down to another station, at the point where the

Akesines with all its tributary waters is united with the Indus,

waiting there for the arrival of Perdiccas, who had been cm-

ployed in subduing the Abastani. The submission of another

tribe named Ossadii had been received by a part of the fleet

which had been built at Xathra and came down the Indus,

while Alexander had been descending the Akesines. Of Xathra

and these two tribes nothing occurs to direct our inquiries but

the mention of their names ; and in regard to Xathra, the ob

scurity is of consequence ; for there is reason to conclude, that

these vessels which now came down the Indus were part of the

fleet originally built on that river, and left there when Alexander

transported the other part over land to the Ilydaspes. Arrian

mentions this division as consisting of gallies and transports

newly built, but it is hardly credible that the whole 182 fleet had

De la Rochette. *" A similar conveyance of vessels over-

'"• Sixty-five miles. Rennell. land appears, lib. vii. p. 300, from Ph£nicia

"" Perhaps BfKxpavm Ttm va\i7t p. 242, to Thapsacus. Three Quadriremes, twelve

Anian. Triremes, thirty Triaconteri, divided into
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been carried over-land, and highly probable that part left be

hind had been augmented at Xathra. If we had any data to

fix the position of Xathra on the Indus, it would afford

great satisfaction to prove the length of the line of transporta

tion, but Xathra is named only by Arrian, and does not appear

in Ptolemy, Strabo, Diodorus, or Q. Curtius.

At the conflux of the Akes'ines with the Indus, Alexander

fixed the establishment of a new city, of which, though we find

no traces in modern accounts, we may naturally consider the

situation as highly advantageous. A city fixed here would ne

cessarily partake of all the commerce that passed up the Indus,

to be distributed by means of the several sources above, from

Candahar and Cabul on the west, to Tchamoo, and perhaps to

Thibet, on the east ; and being the centre where all these streams

unite, must consequently derive equal emoluments from the

commerce that passed downwards to the coast. The judicious

choice of a site for this Alexandria (for such probably was its

name) has been as little noticed by the historians as imitated by

the native ", powers of India ; nothing is found in the Ayeen

Akbari to prove the existence of any place of importance m at

this junction, and the silence of travellers and geographers on the

subject leaves the whole matter in -obscurity.

parts, ard brought over-land by a longer falls to the share of the founder. The habita-

transport certainly than from the Indus to the tions for the natives are raised in a few'days or

Hydaspes or Caelum, hours: and inhabitants are supplied either by

'"3 Whatever local circumstances have con- force, or, if the place is commodious, by incli-

tributed to the situation of Moultan, have nation. Timour, as well as Alexander, built

united also in preventing the growth of a city cities in two, three, or five days. The soldan

at this confluence. of Egypt insults Timour, by telling him that

"* No magnificent idea is requisite to con- the cities of the east are built of mud, and

ceivethe building of cities in the east. A fort ephemeral, ours in Syria, says he, and Egypt,

or citadel, with a mud wall to mark the cir- are 0f none, aodettrnal. Cheref-eddin.

eumftrence of the Pcttah, or town, is all that

2
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Alexander remained here some time both for the establishment

of the city, and to regulate the administration of the provinces,

for at this junction he fixed the limits of Philip's satrapy, and

the commencement of a new one for Oxyartes the Bactrian,.

father of his wife Roxana, which was to extend to Pattala and

the coast. Python was joined in the commission with Oxyarles,

and Philip was left at this new city with all the Thracians and

other troops sufficient for the defence of the province.

V. SOGDI. BEIIKER.

As we are now to leave the confluences of the respective

rivers, which have hitherto served to direct us in the position of

cities, tribes, and countries, a scene of difficulties opens which

nothing but a desire .of elucidating ancient geography would

tempt me to explore at greater length than those who have trod

the same ground before me. Our materials are scanty; for

Arrian and Diodorus have only two short pages, Q. Curtius

part of one chapter, and Strabo two or three lines. In all of

them there is hardly a characteristic feature to distinguish one

place from another ; time and distances are equally disregarded

by all. Added to this, I feel some repugnance in deserting the

guidance of my constant director Major Rennell, by fixing the

Sogdi"* at Behker, and Musikanus at Sewee; but I do this

rts Though I desert Major Rennell, I have nent. Geog. Anc. vol.ii. p. 343.

the approbation of d'Anville. But d'Anville himself is mistaken about Sin-

La villc royalc des Sogdi, . . . . ne peut domana, ibid, and Eclaircissemens, p. 36 ;

mieux se rapporter qu' a Bukor, qui a servi dc Antiq. de l'Inde, p. 32.

residence a des rois de cette contree. De la Rochette follows d'Anville in placing

Renfermee dans une isle deux -rilles 6ur les Moosicanus at Sewee.

rives opposces Sukor et Louhri l'accompag-
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upon the authority of Strabo's brief account, who affirms that

the seat of Moosikanus's government was very near the

Pattalene.

Let us first take a view of the country as it exists at present.

The Indus rolls down from the confluence of the Chen-ab or

Akes'mes to Tatta, four hundred 187 miles in one channel, with

hardly a single point to characterise one part of its course from

another, except the island Behken Behker is the termination

of the modern province of Moultan ; the general term for the

tract below is Scindy ; the title it bears in the enumeration of

the Mogol provinces is the Soobah of Tatta ; but in the time of

Akbar this Soobah was added to that of Moultan. The Sopbah

of Tatta is divided into five circars. I. Tatta, the Pattala of

the ancients. II. Hajykan, running parallel to the Indus,

and extending north above Behker. III. Sewistan, between

Behker and Tatta. IV. Nussecrpoor, extending cast from the

head of the Delta ; and, V. Chucherhaleh, (as well as I can

collect,) extending from the eastern mouths of the Indus along

the coast towards the bay of Cutch. We have therefore two

principal positions on the river, between the confluence and the

Pattalene ; Behker in Moultan, and Sewec in Tatta. We have

likewise two governments named in ancient history, that of the

Sogdi and of Moosikanus l8S. I shall consider 189 each more parti

cularly liereafter ; but at present these circumstances will afford

some, reason to conjecture that these circars are natural divisions

of the country, and that the reason of this distribution existed

,94 I believe not near, but next to. 1,5 Oxykanus was not on the Indus.

rifoc avn i' Sit t>? ITaTTaXtiyii ttiv Ti tS Macri- "» Throughout the history of Ferishta, as

KXfS \(y»*Ti, xal n}» £«£gvto 2ivJo»aX»«», xai "ti tr,i given by C. Dow, I find hardly a single town

HsprixeuS. to add to Tatta, Sewan, Behker and its de-

1,7 Three Hundred. De la Rochette. pendencies. See vol. ii. p. 306, et seq.

■
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as strongly in former times as at the present day ; if so, the

ancient tribes specified by the historians possibly occupied the

same ground as the modern circars.

The nature of the river itself will suggest other reflections,

which will tend to throw farther light on the subject. For the

Indus, although it resembles the Nile 190 in forming the centre

of a valley and watering a country where no rain falls, differs in

some points more essential. The map is crowded with the

names of ancient cities and modern villages on the banks of the

Nile, while the Indus has only two places of importance, Behker

and Sewee, in a course of four hundred miles.

The range of sand hills on the east is the residence of the

Ashambety m, while a chain of rocks on the west commences

from the sea, and runs northward nearly parallel with the river

till it joins those of Kandahar. All the ridges of Asia afford

security to tribes of plunderers ; those in the neighbourhood of

Kandahar are the seat of the Aghwans, the conquerors of Persia

and the desolators of India ; and this range from the sea pro

duces the Belootches, a tribe no less ferocious than the Agh

wans. This range has likewise several branches ; one more par

ticularly that reaches the Indus near Sewee, and another which,

I have reason to think, forms the boundary between Sewistan

and Hajikan ; and if there were any guide to direct me where to

fix the limits of Hajikan I should make it the territory of

*^ Major Rennell, Postscript. and adopted Persian word, which signifies a

■»• Ayeen Akbari, vol. ii. p. 145. Tief- multitude, to hord together, to collect.

fe«thaler. Mr. Jones.

*»' Called Jams at Tatta, when Hamilton "»J Hajikan likewise resembles Assaceni,

wai there. The Jams are robbers from the but the site of that tribe does not ac-

cast : the Belootches, robbers from the west. cord.

I suspect they are called so from the Arabic

T 2
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Oxycanus, from similarity of sound, but I can nearly demon

strate that the lower branch in Sewistan was the territory of

Oxykanus and Sambus.

From this account of the modern state of the river and the

country, let us now return to the ancient historians ; the order

of transactions, allowing for the variation of the narrative, is

the same in all. I. The Sogdi of Arrian are the Sabracae of Q.

Curtius, the Sambestae and Sodrae of Dioddrus. We need not

insist on the diversity of names, for it matters little ; but the

transactions which occurred, the voluntary surrender of the

place, and the establishment of docks and arsenals, are all

similar and accordant : and though Dioddrus would make the

Sambestae and Sodrse 194 distinct tribes, his transactions are too

clear to leave a doubt. II. The Moosikanus of Arrian is the same

both in name and order as in Q. Curtius, Dioddrus, and Strabo.

III. The Oxykanus of Arrian answers to the Presti of Q. Curtius,

the Portikauus of Dioddrus and Strabo. IV. And finally, the

Sambus of Arrian has the same appellation in Dioddrus, and is

the Sabus of Q. Curtius, the Sabutas of Strabo. A situation is

now to be found for these four successively ; and if a reasonable

degree of probability can be assigned for placing the three first,

allowances must be made for the scantiness of materials, if it is

impossible to arrive at demonstration.

After viewing this question in a variety of lights, I have per

suaded myself that the Sogdi were at Behker, Moosikanus at

Sewee, Oxykanus on the west of Sewee at the foot of the moun

tains, and Sambus on that range of mountains called Lukhy

which extends from the great western range, and approaches

the Indus at Sewee. The proofs or probabilities necessary to

104 Dow gives a Sodra on the Indus, but without data to fix it. Vol. ii.
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produce the same conviction in others shall be adduced as we

pursue the course of the fleet down the river; but I cannot

avoid noticing, that by the most cursory view of the map, a

fort and dock-yard at the confluence of the Akesines, the same

at Behker, with a garrison at Sewee, and other citadels and

docks at the head, and two lower points of the Delta, present a

line of frontier exactly correspondent to local convenience, and

the very nature of the country.

At the confluence of the Akesines, Craterus with the ele

phants and the greater part of the army was transported to the

eastern side of the Indus, as the country on that side appeared

more convenient for the march of an army ; and Alexander

dropped down with the fleet to Sogdi. The distance and the

time employed are both omitted by Arrian ; but if we place the

Sogdi at Behker, the distance appears from Major Rennell

■to be short of an hundred and fifty "6 miles. In the same order

follow the Sabracai of Q. Curtius,, and the Sambestae of Dio-

dorus ; both describe this tribe as living under a republican 1,7

form of government, and defended by an army of sixty thou

sand foot, six thousand horse, and five hundred chariots ; both

specify the submission of this people without a battle, and Dio-

d6rus adds, that the Mussanl1* and Sodrac were borderers on

the river, who submitted at the same time. In the construction

of a citadel and docks at this place ,w, all the three historians

agree. Now though we may allow great scope for the amplifi

cation of Curtius and Diodorus, we are still to consider these

In a right line by the scale. Sucker and Sunkar, we find the representative

Eighty. De la Rochette. of Sogdi and Sodrse.

Arrian says expressly, tl 0ziri\uer. 199 Curtius mentions an Alexandria four

■»* Massani and Sodra? are perhaps the mo- days lower down ; but it must be referred to

dern Btkier and Sekic, in Sckier written this place, as be names no nation or site.

■
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Sabracae as a tribe of consequence in the view of the historians,

and I ask where is a position to be found for such a tribe in the

course of this hundred and fifty miles before we arrive at

Behker. Nothing can be more barren of names than the line

of the Indus here in Major Rennell, or de la Rochette ; and the

discordance of those two geographers, being no less than seventy

miles, adds still to the confusion and obscurity. Another con

sideration is, that Behker in the modern division of the pro

vince is a circar of Moultan ; and where the Dooabeh 400 circars

end, that of Behker begins : it follows, therefore, that Behker

would necessarily be the first capital from the junction of the

Akesines, and naturally the site of the Sogdi or Sabraca?, the

first tribe Alexander reached after leaving that junction.

VI. BEHKER.

Longitude
o $ $$

118- 00by Ptolemy, from Ferro,

by Rennell, from Greenwich, 70 0 0

add from Ferro, - 17400

87 400

Ptolemy corrected by Gossellin, 84 l60j

Latitude , a

Ptolemy, - 25 20 0

Rennell, - 27 33 0

Oriental. Otter, 34 00

Dc la Rochette, 27 27 0

I take the Binagara of Ptolemy for Behker, not only on ac

count of its central situation between Moultan and Tatta, but

its resemblance in point of orthography, for it is possibly Behh-

nagar or Behk-nagar, in which form it approaches Behker-

nagar; nagar being the usual adjunct to express a fortified

A space between two rivers. Doo, two ; Ab, water.

4
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place, and Ptolemy has in this neighbourhood, Agri-nagara,

Ka-nigara, Nagar-anigramma, &c. &c.

According to the modern division, the circar or Dooabeh of

Behker contains twelve mahls1"', or places for collecting the

revenue, which amounts to fifty-seven thousand five hundred

and seventy-eight pounds sterling101, and furnishes four thousand

six hunched and ninety horse, and eleven thousand one hun

dred foot. These circumstances are stated from the modern

account, to shew how reasonably it will bear a comparison with

the ancient, allowing for much exaggeration, and considering

that India appears more populous in early times than since it

has been desolated by invasions.

It would have been a fortunate circumstance if any of the

historians had mentioned an island here, or in any part of the

Indus between the junction of the Akesines and Tatta ; but

their silence is unanimous. It will appear, however, that we

have something more than conjecture to direct us, for Otter

names Eekier, Sekier, and Tekier, as three places dependant

on Mansura*0* ; in which, though he is mistaken (for Bekier is

*' The names of the twelve mahls arc the the wtst [read east}, till it joins the main

same in TiefTenthakr and the Ayeen Akbari. channel once more, about twelve miles below

If any one wishes to see what spelling can do the city. Mansura is a mile both in breadth

to confound, he should consult both. Tieff. and length. Nub. Geographer, p. 57.

vol. i. 117. Ayeen Akb. vol.ii. ioj. This description has led Mr. d'Anville into

101 Reckoning the darn forty to a rupee. a great error, for the whole is represented on

!°3 Mansura is a city encircled at a distance his map. The error arises from his making

by a branch of the Mehran (Indus). The Behker and Mansura two different places,

city itself stands on the western side of the main which the Ayeen Akbari proves to be the

channel ; for the Mehran in its descent sepa- same ; but d'Anville places Behker near four

rates into two streams at Calere, a day's jour- degrees higher up the 6tream, and this Man-

ney from Mansura ; the main stream passes to sura he places below Sihwan. Otter has fallen

Mansura ; the inferior turns to the north to- into the same error. Vol. i. 406, 407.

wards Sarusan, and then winds back again to Major Rennell makes the Lie thirty-five
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Behker the same as Mansura), he is still right in regard to the

other two, for Sekier is the Sunker of the Ayeen Akbari, and

Tekier is the fort called in that work Alore, the Louheri of de

la Rochette. Tekier is situated either at the reunion of the

river after its separation to form the island, or just below it ;

and Sekier assumes a place at the point where the river divides.

It is in Sekier, written Sunker and Suckhor, that I find the

Sogdi of Arrian, the Sodrac of Dioddrus, the Sadracae of Q.

Curtius ; and as Sunker and Alore are two out of the twelve

mahls assigned to Behker by the Ayeen Akbari, this division

has given rise to the distinction of them by, Dioddrus into

separate tribes. Some reserve is necessary in asserting that

Alore and Tekier are the same, but it seems highly probable,

because Tekier is not mentioned by the Ayeen Akbari; con

cerning Suckhor all testimonies are united. I conclude, there

fore, that the Sogdi of Arrian comprehend the whole island and

circar of Behker, and that the name is derived from the prin

cipal place in the circar at which the fleet arrived.

If this should not be deemed conclusive, I beg the reader to

"suspend his judgment till he receives additional reasons for fixing

the seat of Musikanus ; for the position of either to a certainty

will give the respective situation of the other ; and I must like

wise observe, that the erecting of docks on an island is a

natural convenience, while there is nothing on the higher part

of the river to direct this operation more to one point than

another.

miles in length, which does not differ much it expresses ■victory in Arabic. See Melchiz.

from Al Edrissi's account. Mansura is doubt- Thevenot, torn. i. in Abulfedam, p. 19.

less a Mahometan, and not an Indian title, for
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From this island of the Sogdi "4, Craterus was detached into

Arachdsia and Drangiana ; but as we hear of him again at the

next station of the fleet, we must suppose that he only con

ducted a body of troops which was to penetrate into those

countries by another route, and which was to connect again

with the future march of the main army through Karmania.

This design is perfectly consistent with Alexander's scheme of

exploring these provinces by marches in various directions ; and

it is probable that Craterus went no farther with this body than

to mark out the line they were to pursue, and then returned to

the main army. The reunion of these forces will be noticed in

its proper place.

From Sogdi then, the Behker105 of the Hindoos, the Mansura

of the Mogols or Persians, Alexander hastened down the Indus

to reach the city of Moosikanus, before he should be prepared

for resistance. I have already said, that Strabo is my authority

for placing Moosikanus lower down the river than Major Rennell ;

for Strabo says expressly, that his territory was near, or next

to, the Pattal6ne ; and a review of Arrian's account, short as it

is, convinces me that, after the transactions which took place

here are considered, the immediate arrival of the fleet at Pattala

confirms the assertion, of Strabo.

304 It is worthy of remark that the Nubian To speak properly, we may consider Behker

Geographer makes Mansura a centre of com- as equivalent to the capital Mansura, and the

munication both east and west, p. 57, et scq. ; island; Suckor or Sunkar as a town in the

and such it would naturally be in all ages, island. The Nulla Sunkar or Sunkra is the

unless the city Alexander built at the main most eastern arm of the Indus, and assumed in

junction of the rivers had taken root. the treaty of Nadir with Mahomed Shaw as

™* This island of Behker has two depend- the boundary of their dominions. In this sense

ant places, Tekier and Sekier, so written by Nulla Sunkra is the channel that leads to Sun-

Otter, vol. i. 409. Frazer writes Buckar for kar : it is the same as Bundar Lori or Loheri,

Behker, Sunkar for Sekier. Treaty Nadir wri'ch leads to Lohtri, a town in the same

Shab. district. See Purchas. vol. i. p. 236.

V
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VII. MOOSIKANUS. SEWEE. SIHWAN.

I fix upon Sewee for the residence of,Moosikanus, because

it is the head of the first circar of Tatta towards the north ; and

conceiving, as I do, that all these circars have their division or

boundaries from nature, I am persuaded that the surest ground

for fixing any ancient name is to consider the present distribu

tion of the provinces lo6. Sewistan, the name of this circar,

comprehends the country on both sides the river ; but on the

east there is probably little cultivation, as the tract tends to

ward the desert and the sand hills "7. On the west, there are

branches from the mountains extending towards the river in

habited by Belootches, and on one of these branches, or at the

foot of it, may be placed the territory of Oxykanus, the Porti-

kanus of Strabo and Diod6rus. The termination of these three

names suggests an idea that they contain some allusion to the

country, or some mutual relation or connection. What will be

alleged on this subject I give merely as a conjecture, and I

refer it to the Orientalists for further illustration ; but I cannot

help thinking that I discover the name of the circar in every one

of them.

Sewee is written Sevi, Sihouan, Sihwan, and SeliAvan. It is-

not easy to establish the identity of these names to the same

304 Behker is considered as centrical between if I had known where to find his work, or

Tatta and Moultan, and Sewee as centrical means to understand it. Sewistan, in every

between Tatta and Behker, in the paper I re- account that I have seen, is a circar highly

ceived from Mr. H. Jones. Al Biruni is commercial ; and even in the present State of

quoted by M. de la Rochette as a native geo- the country, pre-eminent,

grapher from Birun, near the Pattalene, who "I Tieffenthaler, vol. i. p. 122.

might throw great light upon these provinces,
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place ; for though our maps make them the same, the Ayeen

Akbari 108 mentions a chain of mountains extending from Seh-

wan to Seewee, regarding them as different places though in

the same circar ; and an obscure San *°* marked on the maps is

possibly a corruption of Sellwan. Be this as it may, Sihwan is

an appellation sufficiently known and acknowledged ; and this

word, I think, may be discovered in Moo-sihan-us, Ok-sihan-

us, Por-sihan-us "°, for the aspirate h passes into A; in almost all

words derived from Oriental languages 2". The termination is

Greek for sake of inflexion only, and the initial syllable will

possibly be found in the Sanskreet to convey an idea of the

relation in which they stand. This may be conjecture, and

conjecture founded on etymology finds but little countenance at

present. Neither do I wish to invalidate the assumption of

Major Rennell, who supposes Oxycanus to be Hajykan.

My chief reason for not coinciding in this opinion is, that

Hajykan is higher to the north than would accord with the

course of the transactions ; but the circar may have been more

extensive formerly, or may derive its name from a source which

it is now impossible to trace. However this may be, I am

convinced from much study of my authors, that the Indian

names which occur in them are generally capable of being-

traced to native appellations existing at this day among the

M" Vol. ii. p. 142. veinment extended from Mekran to Cache-

ao» San may be, however, the Cahan which mire, was Sihar. Tieffenthaler, vol. i.

Tieffenthaler places in this circar, p. 122. p. 132. writes Sihan.

1,0 It is remarkable that the reading of this In a situation lower down, near Birun, ap-

name differs in Curtius. Posticanus, Porri- pears a district named Mou or Ebzat by Abu'l-

canus. I ask for a third reading : Porsi- feda. D'Anville Eclaircissemens, p.. 39.

canus. Wilford says, Moo in Coptick signifies water.

"' The title of a Hindoo prince who The Coptick and Sanskreet are related,

reigned in this circar formerly, and whose go- Marsh's Michaelis. vol. i. p. 417.

u 2
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Hindoos at least, if not the Mogols ; and whenever the society

in' Bengal for Asiatic researches shall direct their inquiry this

•way, they will discover more than can at present be calculated.

I have proved this in regard to the names of the Panje-ab

rivers ; others have long seen it in the Malli, Oxy'draca?, Peu-

kalidtis, Gur6i; and I am convinced that every name men

tioned in the historians of Alexander will be found either in the

history or memory of the Hindoos. I conceive that they exist

in the Sanskreet at this hour, though they may be known to

Europeans in a different form, derived from the Mogols, dis

figured by the lapse of time, change of language, or variety of

writing. I have the opinion of Major Rennell in confirmation

of this idea, and his judgment I esteem decisive.

If we would now follow Alexander in his descent from the

Sogdi to the territory of Moosikanus, Ave must apply to modern

sources for information. Arrian gives neither time or distance,

and mentions nothing of the country through which the Indus

rolls ; but the maps give us upwards of eighty 112 miles "J from

Behker to Seewee, and the Ayeen Akbari 114 informs us, that the

country is a desert subject in summer to the Semoom, or suf

focating Avind. The term desert, hoAvever, must be qualified ;

for avc are informed that the Indus changes its course, inclining

some years to the east ***, and others to the west ; and that it is

not so absolutely desert, but that there are villages "* of herds

men who change their habitation Avith the stream. This cir

cumstance, recorded by Strabo, proves the attention of the ob-

serA ers, and the fidelity of the historian ; for Avhen we find in

Seventy-five. De la Rochette. same thing occurs at Behker ; which favoura

m In a right line by the scale. the inclination given to the Indus by Major

Vol.ii. p. 143. Rennell.

,u North and eouth. Ayeen Akbari. The ™ Ayeen Akbari, ibid. Tieffenthaler.
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Major Rennell "7 that he had similar information from an,

English traveller who verified the fact upon the spot, we ob

tain a local characteristic dependent upon the constant opera

tion of nature, which fiction could not invent, and scepticism,

cannot doubt.

Moosikanus had sent no offers of submission to Alexander,

but surprised by his sudden approach, and not prepared for

defence, he advanced to meet the monarch upon his arrival, and

surrendered his city, territory, and elephants, at discretion-

The readiness of his submission, and the acknowledgment of

his offence, procured him a ready pardon ; for upon all occa

sions of this nature, the policy and generosity of the conqueror

were in unison. He found the territory one of the richest"* in

this part of India, and the city so commodiously situated, that

he determined to erect a citadel here, and leave a sufficient gar

rison for its support.

Even in the comparative wealth of this place I find reason to

think Moosikanus must be fixed at Seewee rather than Behker,

for the comparative wealth of the two cities continues still the

same. According to the Ayeen Akbari, the revenue of Behker

is only two hundred and thirty-two pounds *'*, while that of

Seewee 110 is five thousand two hundred and eighteen.

The erection of the citadel was entrusted to Craterus, whom

we must consequently suppose to have returned from the de

tachment that marched into Arachosia ; and Alexander con

tinued on the spot till it was completed. As soon as a propeir

"» See Rennell's Postscript. 2,0 Havelly is added to Sewee in this

** 'Ei/S<wjiOK<rr<xTmi. Flourishing is perhaps account. Ayeen Akbari, vol. ii. p. 105-

a more proper term. Jumma.

2f At forty dams to the rupee.
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garrison was appointed, an expedition was undertaken against

Oxykanus commanded by the king himself ; his forces consisted

of the archers, Agrians, and the horse he had on board. If

Arrian or any of the historians had told us on which side of the

river the army moved to the east or west, higher up or lower

down, we should have some ground to stand on ; but we have

now one circumstance only, that he was chief"1 of a district

in the same country, and are left to our own conjectures for the

rest. My conjecture is directed by the mention of Sambus

next, as a satrap appointed by Alexander himself over the

Indians of the mountains ; for the mountains mentioned here

correspond exactly with the range called Lukhy"1 in the

Ayeen Akbari. They are a branch of that great chain which

extends from the sea to Kandahar, one shoot of which reaches

nearly to the Indus at Secwee, and affords a residence for a

horde of Belootches "3 called Kulmany. On these mountains I

have no hesitation to place Sambus ; and if in the little light we

have to direct us we obtain one position, there is no reasonable

objection to fixing the other in correspondence to it. By the

motion of the army immediately out of the territory of Oxy

kanus into that of Sambus on the mountains, it should appear

that Oxykanus was on the plain at the foot of that range ; and

I contend that this plain and these mountains must be on the

west of the Indus, because the desert, and the sandy hills are on

the east ; and there is no authority, either ancient or modern,

to shew that the range on the east ever approaches the river, at

any one point.

No/*apxw ravtj c'"ef °^ a district for the chief of a mahl, in reference to a circar.

in the country here, literally. I cannot Lakhi. Titffcnthaler.

conceive a more accurate expression for the ,?3 Ayeen Akbari, vol. ii. p. 115. Lo'nd.

chief of a circar, in reference to a soobah ; or edition.

5
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But let us return to the course of the expedition. Alexander

marched against Oxykanus because he liad received no embassy

or acknowledgment from him ; he took two of his largest cities

by assault, and in one of them Oxykanus himself ; the plunder

was abandoned to the soldiers, and the elephants only reserved

for the public service. Several other cities surrendered without

resistance ; for by this time, says Arrian, the spirit of all the

Indians was completely subdued. Q. Curtius relates these

circumstances with some shade of difference ; Oxykanus, he

says, was killed, and the people he calls Pre"sti. I desire to

make but one more observation. Oxykanus was not on the

river ; for if he had been, Alexander need not have landed to

march against him ; he was near Sambus, and Sambus was

satrap of the mountains. The conclusion is, therefore, that he

wras on the west of the Indus, and highly probable that his ter

ritory was at the foot of that range called Lukhy, consequently

that Moosikanus and Oxykanus were both chiefs in the circar

of Sehwan.

Sambus, the next object of Alexander's pursuit, has a variety

of names, which prove only the doubts of historians, and ob

scurity of the transactions ; for this chief is the Sabutas "J of

Strabo, the Sabbas of Plutarch, the Ambigarus of Justin, the

Ambiras of Orosius, the Sabus or Samus of Q. Curtius. This

recital is preserved in order to excite the attention of the

Orientalists ; for the idea of locality is probably attached to one

or other of these appellations, if the true etymology can be

obtained.

"l See Snakenbrock's Notes on Q^Curtius*

lib.i*. c. 8.
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Sambus is represented as a satrap, or chief, of a tribe of

mountaineers in the neighbourhood of Moosikanus, and in hos

tility with that prince, as ail the inhabitants of mountains con

stantly are with their neighbours on the plain. He had made

his submission to Alexander, and received from him a fresh

appointment to his satrapy"6; but upon receiving intelligence

that Moosikanus had made his peace with the conqueror, he

had abandoned his country and fled. For this flight no reason

is assigned ; but it is natural to suppose, that in the reconcilia

tion of his enemy with Alexander he foresaw sufficient reason

to distrust both ; and as conquerors allow none of their tri

butaries to be injured by any but themselves, Sambus might

reasonably imagine, that either his future incursions would be

prohibited, or his former ravages must be accounted for ; in

either case it was his interest to retire ; and if he had submitted

to Alexander before the reduction of Moosikanus, it is probable

that a participation in the plunder of that prince's province had

been a principal inducement to effect his submission. When or

where this transaction took place does not appear, but if we

place it at Sogdi, the delay of Moosikanus in making applica

tion for terms, is a sufficient motive for the conduct of his

rival. Invasion"' is too often fortunate in finding the jealousy

"6 We ought to consider Sambus as a na- and the admission of the conquered into favour,

tive chief. The title of Satrap and the name this second P<3rus fled upon the approach of

of Satrapy afford a proof of his being consi- the conqueror,to his own territory. Lib. v.

dered as a subject of the Persian monarchy. p. 213.

See a similar conduct of the second "* In Asia, the success of every invasion

Poms upon the reconciliation of the first P6ru» ever attempted has been more owing to this

•with Alexander. Porus on the Hydra6tes cause than to the sword of invaders. Tiinour

had been an enemy to the other on the Hy- and Nadir Shah, both of them, were essentially

daepes, and had sent deputies to the camp as indebted for their success to the " jealousy of

ihe army was advancing. After the victory, " the natives," and particularly to the " petty

■
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of the natives favourable to the schemes of the invader, and the

petty interests of opposite parties co-operating to their mutual

destruction.

If Sambus was at the head of the tribe, I suppose, his sub

mission was of importance ; for the Belootchcs who possess the

range of mountains called Luhky styled Kulmanies "% are said

by the Ayeen Akbari 430 to consist of twenty thousand families,

and are able to bring ten thousand horse into the field. Their

country, though covered with hard rock, black and barren,

must be interspersed with fertile vallies ; for besides the horses

raised for their own service and for foreign sale, camels also are

produced here in great abundance, sufficient, not only for the

supply of Scindi, but of the interior provinces. From this ac

count of a single tribe, we cannot be surprised at finding the

general influence of the Belootches extending far to the west

ward at present, or even to Cape Jask, according to Nieb-

uhr*,t; neither can we think lightly of the Arabitse who in-

*' interests of opposite parties co-operating to proceeds to Sewistan, where it is called Lukhy.

" their mutual destruction." I will venture Here are a considerable tribe of Belootches

to say, no European who has had a political called Kalmany. They are twenty thousand

intercourse with the natives of Asia will deny families, and can raise ten thousand horse,

his assent to the truth of this sentence. Mr. Ayeen Akbari, vol. ii. p. 115. Lond. edit.

Jones. May not this Ram Gur or fort Ram be the

"* Kilmaans in the language of the Afghans Rhambacia of Arrian ?

signifies blanket-shawls. S>utre, whether this 131 By Niebuhr's account of the Arabs,

is not a jagum, from whence the name of Kul- who have in all ages passed the gulph of Persia

manies ? Paper furnished by Mr. H. Jones, towards the east, it would be no difficult mat-

Who adds an observation of his own, ter to form a connection between the Arabs

that Kalaamaun may be derived from Kalaa, and Arabftae ; but Niebuhr does not make the

a castle or fastness, and Manaudan, to abide same distinction of Brodia and Bloachee which

or dwell in. Porter does, seeming to consider all the wan-

"° Here [near Tatta] the northern moun- dering tribes in Mtkran as Belootches.

tains form several branches, one of which runs Niebuhr is certainly mistaken. The Baloges

to Kandahar ; another branch commencing on (so written in Asia) are a tribe of Afghans,

the sea-coast goes to the town of Kouhbar, See As. Dis. vol. ii. p. 127. Mr. Jones says,

where it is called Ram Gur, and from thence the term signifies acorn-eaters.

X
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habited the same tract in the age of Alexander, and had the

same means of making themselves either feared or respected.

Q. Curtius 25\ from Clitarchus, states the number of natives

who perished by the Macedonian invasion at eighty thousand,

besides prisoners ; an exaggeration doubtless, but still indicat

ing the relative magnitude of the tribe ; and that it was more

numerous in the time of Alexander we may conclude ; for if

the plain country was more rich and populous, the number

of banditti maintained out of its spoils would be larger in pro

portion.

In the Sindimana*" of Arrian, the capital 'of Sambus, I find

an allusion to Scindi, the most general and common name of

the country on both sides the Indus 134 ; and though there are

strong objections to placing any city of importance sufficient to

1J* The whole account in Q^Curtius is con

fused as usual. For first Alexander enters the

country ot" Sabus, and then falls four days

down the river to attack his capital. This is

perhaps an error from want of distinction be

tween Sindonalia and Harmatelia. See Arrian,

p. 254. As to the eighty thousand slaughtered,

I doubt all ancient numbers, but none more

than those of Q^Curtius.

'3i The best MSS. read Sindimana, not

Sindomana. Gron. Arrian, p. 254.

'u The Nubian Geographer has Scind and

Hind for Scindi and Hindostan, and Sin for

China. Marco Polo, who calls China Mangi,

from the Mancheux, then masters of the em

pire, adds that the sea round this empire con

taining the Moluccas, and all as far as Japan,

is called Mare Cin, that is, with the Italian

pronunciation, Cheen j and that the natives of

Japan call the empire Cin likewise. (Lib. iii.

c. 4.) See also Gaspar de la Cruz, in Pur-

chai. vol. iv. p. 166, who derives it from

Cochinchina. The Arabick writers received

4

Sin or Sinas from Ptolemy, the Portuguese

received their terms from the Arabs, and the

rest of Europe from the Portuguese. The

Arabs consider the great peninsula of Malacca

as Cheen, and China as Ma-Cheen. Mr. H.

Jones adds, in the oldest Arabic and Persian

manuscripts I have ever seen, China is called

Cheen. Cheen and Maucheen, as well as

their prince Fugfoor, are familiar to every one

conversant in Oriental literature. Not having

Timour's institutes at hand, I quote from me

mory ; but he has a passage something like the

following : " And I have heard that there are

" seven kings, whom on account of their great-

" ness they call not by their names. The

" king of Rome they call Keisar, and of Cheen

" and Maucheen Fugfoor," &c.

The Ayeen Akbari confirms Mr. Jones's

assertion. Vol. ii. p. 7. The ancient writers

of Hindostan call Pegu Cheen ; and hence

perhaps all beyond Pegu was Cheen or Ma-

Cheen.
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be considered as the head of Scindi in the mountains, it is not

assuming too much to suppose that the Belootches might have

a city1" at the foot of them. I speak with great diffidence

upon the identical situation of Moosikanus, Oxykanus, and

Sambus ; but I have no doubt about the settlement of them all

in Seewistan and the mountains adjacent ; and I maintain that

Musikanus cannot be at Bchker, as there is neither mountain or

hill that approaches the river near that island. If M. de la

Rochettc's 236 Map can be depended upon in regard to this circar,

his disposition of Lukhy or Lacki exactly corresponds with the i

topography I wish to adopt.

Sindimaua made no resistance, for though Sambus had fled,

he had no hostile designs against Alexander. He was probably

alarmed for his personal safety on account of the submission of

Musikanus ; but the gates of the city were open, and the officers

of the fugitive chief delivered up his treasures and elephants

without hesitation. From hence the army advanced to another

fortress called the City of the Bramins, and as Diodorus men

tions his Harmateiia with the same attribute, it is doubtless the,

same. This city is said to have revolted, by which we may

understand that it had been included in the original submission

of Sambus, and upon his flight prepared to defend itself. It was

taken without difficulty, and the Bramins, who were the ad

visers of resistance, were put to the sword. While these trans

actions Avere going on, intelligence was brought that Musikanus

had revolted. Python, now satrap of the province, was or

dered to proceed against him, while Alexander seized the cities

'K A tribe called Tehery is placed at the 136 See his Sheet Map of India, published

foot of this territory, in the Ayeen Akbari, by Faden.

vol. ii. 115. Lond. ed.
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in his territory. These, we may conclude, lay between the

country of Sambus and the river, and lower down than the

residence of Moosikanus ; but whether Alexander *JT returned

thither, or joined the fleet below, does not evidently appear ;

he found Moosikanus, however, a prisoner in the hands of Py

thon, and executed him with the Bramins, who were the pro

moters of his revolt.

While Alexander was preparing for the prosecution of his

vo3rage, he dispatched Craterus, at the head of two divisions of

the phalanx and a body of archers, with orders to take up on

his march such of the companions and other Macedonians who

had before been ordered to proceed through Arach6sia and

Drangiana. The whole of these forces, with the elephants,

were to direct their course by an inland route to Karmania, and

join the main army again in that province. The primary ob

ject of this route appears evidently to be in correspondence with

the plan Alexander had laid down for surveying and exploring

the extensive provinces of his empire ; and a secondary design

suggests itself, which is, that he was already acquainted with

the sterility of Gadrosia, which he intended to encounter him

self, and therefore lessened the hazard of distress in proportion

to the diminution of his numbers.

During this interval, MerisSJ', the chief of Pattala and the

Pattal6ne, came up the river, in order to make his submission,

w M«ti«xi^{ ti aytTixJ vfof ITw9»iioj, implies "* We have the name of this chief from

that Musikanus was brought in. If, therefore, Curtius ; and I preserve all names for the in-

Alexander was now in his city, Musikanus vestigation of future inquirers,

had left it and fled into the country, from I will not venture to sr.y more than that

whence he was now brought as a prisoner. Mteris is so like the modern name Meer Rett,

Alexander executed him b t» ivrS yi, which (jajJ as to strike me with a most

does not quite imply his city, but his terri- forcib]e c:onfomit Mr> Joncs-

tory.
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and to surrender himself and his territory to the disposal of the

conqueror. His offers were graciously accepted, and he was

sent down again to his government with directions to prepare

every thing for the accommodation of the army upon its ar

rival.

The proper dispositions were now made for departure. He-

phestion was ordered to take the command of the main body

not embarked, and move downwards on the east1" side of the

river, while Python conducted the Agrians and light-horse on

the west. The king proceeded with the same troops on board

as before. He had advanced only three days, when intelli

gence was brought that Meris had left Pattala, and fled into the

desert with the greater part of his people. The progress of the

fleet was immediately quickened, in order to obviate the diffi

culties which might arise from this defection ; but before it

reached Pattala, the city was without inhabitants, and the

country without husbandmen.

I cannot however enter upon the Delta, without recalling the

attention of the reader to the geographical 240 difficulties we have

already encountered ; for in the passage down the river I find

every circumstance to corroborate the position I have assumed

from Strabo, and the reasons which induce me to place the

'M This is inferred from the commission surnamed *' Al Khovaresmi Al Birouni," was

Python received to collect inhabitants for the a native of the city of Biroun in Khovaresm

cities already fortified ; and which can be no or Chorasmia. He was, however, an excel-

other than those Alexander had taken and lent astronomer, and travelled in India for the

established lately. »Pace o{ {ori7 years. He published a com-

'•t° M. de la Rochette cites Al Biruni as a plete system of geography, which he dedicated

native writer, whose authority ought to stand to Sultan Massand the Ghazmvidc, about the

high in regard to the geography of this coun- year 1029. This accouDt of Al Birouni is

try. But by a note in the Ayecn Akbari, from Herbelot.

(vol. i. p. 43, Lond. ed.) I find Abu Riuan,
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Sogdi at Behker, and Musikanus at Sihwan. The testimony of

Strabo*4' is positive, that the territory of Musikanus joins the

Pattalthie ; it is upon this testimony that I first found reason to

dissent from Major Renncll, and upon which I build the whole

explication, detailed perhaps too much at length for the ordi

nary patience of readers, but of great consequence to historians

and geographers, and highly conducive to the elucidation of

our classical authorities. I must now observe that Major Ren-

ncll's map gives an hundred and forty miles, and de la Rochette's

an hundred and fifty, by the scale, in a' right line from Sihwan

to Tatta. This, with the sinuosity of the river, may be estimated

at two hundred miles ; and if we should now add eighty 141 or

ninety miles more to carry back Moosikanus to Behker, I ask

what, reference can Arrian's three days' voyage have to such a

distance?— but there are more than three days;—for he pro

ceeded three days, and after that hurried down to Pattala. I

allow this, and I will allow two or three days more for the rapid

part of his course ; but I must observe, that for the first three

days he could not proceed more than fifteen, or at the utmost

more than twenty miles a-day, if he kept pace with the forces

on shore ; and after we have taken sixty miles out of an hun

dred and fifty or two hundred, we leave a sufficient residue for

the conclusion of his course, when he may be supposed to have

proceeded with the fleet alone, leaving Hephestion and Python

to follow with the greatest dispatch in their power. All these

circumstances considered, there is every reason to conclude that

Arrian is in harmony with Strabo ; and as both these authors

*>■ Lib. xv. p. 701. TI(,o5 avryi IIxTTa- 1,1 One hundred or one hundred and twenty,

x-tr,, ad ipsam Pattalenam. allowing for the course of the river.
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drew from original sources, whenever they agree, little atten

tion is due to Diod6rus, Q. Curtius, or Plutarch. Upon this

occasion, however, though there is some confusion, there is

nothing in any one of those writers contradictory to the deduc

tion here made.

It may be objected, that by placing two chiefs in this pro

vince, and a third on the mountains near it, we comprehend

too much in proportion to the space allotted ; but by the reT

venue Akbar derived from this soobah in general, and from the

circar of Seewistan only, there is reason to suppose, that as

long as there was any commerce upon the Indus all these circars

were rich, and all the parts of them cultivated which were

capable of cultivation. There is still greater reason to believe,

that in the early ages they were all more populous and more

opulent ; for a number of small states, such as appear every

where during this irruption of the Macedonians, universally in

dicate 24J population, commerce, and wealth. In the state of

India, at this day, every chief who has a fortress is a khan or

sovereign, and perhaps at this very instant there may be more

than two such sovereigns in this identical district. It is See

wistan itself that the Ayeen Akbari specifies as having forty

thousand vessels on the Indus, and its revenue as amounting to

forty-eight thousand five hundred and eighty-three 244 pounds.

It is probably not. less than two hundred miles in length by an

hundred and eighty in breadth, and contains nine mahls or sub

divisions ; these are fully equivalent to the territories or cities,

MJ In the ancient world, Greece, Italy Holland, Switzerland, America,

(before the Romans were masters), Sicily, and 144 At forty dams to the rupee,

Gaul, are instances. In the modern world,
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which two such chiefs as Moosikanus and Oxykanus can be

supposed to have possessed.

But a weightier charge may be alleged against me, for setting

up my opinion in opposition to Major Rennell. No one can

bear ampler testimony to the accuracy of that able geographer

than myself, for no one has studied his map and his memoirs

with more attention ; and if I dissent from him in this one

instance, I do it with that deference which is due to his

abilities, and the superior opportunities he has had of obtaining

information.

Before we proceed to Pattala, I must mention a few circum

stances communicated to me by favour of Mr. H. Jones, from

a gentleman who had been resident for the East India Company

at Tatta. 1. That the influence of the Abdallee government, in

1794, extended over the Delta or Pattala of the ancients ; that

the Sirdar Futti Ali had kept his residence at Tatta, and main

tained himself there for twenty years, but was daily in expecta

tion of being overpowered by Salem Shah, sovereign of the

Abdallees or Durannis. 2. That Behker, which lies between

Moultan and Sewistan, is now in ruins. 3. That Sewistan,

half way between Behker and Tatta, is separated from Behker

by a jungle or forest ; it is still productive of excellent horses

for cavalry, horned cattle, grain of all sorts, cotton, indigo,

sugar, saltpetre, assafetida. 4. That Sind is an open town,

70 coss 14s, or 105 miles, above Tatta, answering to the Sindi-

mana of Arrian. 5. That the Kulmanies and Belootches are

tribes of Aghwans ; brave, but impatient of discipline, thievish,

This paper reckons the coss in Scindi at i £ mile.
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treacherous, and inhospitable. 6. That the navigation of the

Indus is now abandoned by the Cabul and Persian merchants,

from the unsettled state of the country. Lastly, This account,

which comes down as low as 1794, furnishes many particulars

in correspondence with the detail we have been engaged in, and

nothing to contradict the historians of Alexander. The inva

sion of another conqueror, who could reduce the whole under

any form of regular government, and open the communications

again, would be a benefit to the country, instead of an injury

or oppression ; and if the Abdallees should in this instance

tread in the steps of the Macedonians, one general despot who

should govern the whole, and for his own interest protect it,

would be better than a variety of petty tyrants who desolate

each other's territory, without obtaining security for their own ;

or the predatory incursions of the barbarous tribes, who not

only rob, but annihilate the industry of the merchant and the

cultivator.

I shall here also explain a geographical problem, which,

though not absolutely connected with the progress of Alexander,

pertains immediately to the country where we now are. Mr.

d'Anville and Major llennell both express their surprise at find

ing a tract called Indo-Scythia 14*, in Diony'sius, Periegetes,

Ptolemy, and the author of the Periplus147 of the Erythrean Sea.

This tract seems in their opinion to extend upwards on the

western 141 side of the Indus, and its inhabitants are by some

Indo-Scythia belongs to the lower part *** Perhaps d'Anville, by including Minna-

of Scindy, according to d'Anville. Anc. gara in it, (a constant mistake of his about

Geo. vol.ii. p. 346. Eclaircissemens, p. 42. Mansoura or Bthker,) is disposed to extend it

'* The Periplus throughout applies the on the east side of the Indus,

name of Scythia to Scindi.

Y
1
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means or other to be drawn out of Scythia or Tartary ; but I

conceive the whole to be an ancient error of the simplest na

ture. We find in this tract two tribes of Belootches, one called

Setliians, and the other 149 Ilendians *w or Sindhians, which,

though ill defined, seem by their names to be one tribe on the

mountains and the other on the river; we find a third tribe of

Belootches lower down, and nearly in the parallel of Tatta,

called Nomurdies, who can raise three hundred horse and seven

thousand foot ,SI. If then we may be allowed to add antiquity

to these names, the Nomurdies and Sethians will be metamor

phosed into Nomades and Scythians without hesitation ; and we

shall find the Indo-Scytluans of Diony'sius and Ptolemy in the

Hendo-Sethians of Abu'l Fazil, without taking a flight with Mr.

d'Anville to bring Huns out of Tartary, in order to set them

down on the banks of the Indus.

'n The river Arabis, at which we shall soon "° Ayeen Akbari. Tieffenthaler, vol. i.

arrive, has the name of Hend in d'Anville and p. 119.

de la Rochette ; possibly, therefore, the Hien- ,s< Ayeen Akbari, vol. ii. p. 14a.

dians and Arabitse are the same,

i
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VIII. PA'TTALA.

Longitude „ , /

by Ptolemy, from Ferro, 112 50 0

by Rennell, from Greenwich, 67 36 0

add from Ferro, - 17 40 0

85 16 0

Ptolemy corrected by Mr. 7

. [ 80 0 0

Gossellin's method, 3

Otter,

Ayeen Akbari, 24 10 0

De la Rochette, 24 43 0

Ayeen Akbari, - - 102 30 0

rAbul-feda, - 92 31 0

P' tEtvals, - - 92 30 0

Rennell's estimation is taken from Braminabad, where probably

are the ruins of Pattala.

Latitude

Ptolemy,

Rennell,

21 0 0

24 47 0

We are now to enter the Pattalene, where fresh difficulties

occur, which, if they cannot be conquered, may be greatly

diminished by a faithful comparison of our authorities.

Pattala, in the Sanskreet, signifies the region11* below, or

Hell*5'. If we are disposed to interpret this appellation in a

good sense, we may suppose the Hindoos signified by it, the

country watered by the Indus in the lower part of its course.

But if we prefer the other sense, there will be nothing improper

»• Maurice Ind. Ant. deities there mentioned fled into Lower Egypt,

"J See Wilford As. Dis. vol. iii. p. 84, and instead of hill; Pattala would in Egypt also be

161. In the latter, by a supposition that the the Hindu term for the Delta of the Nile.

Y 2
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in the application ; heat and burning sands, and want of rain,

all justify the allusion ; and the entrance into this country from

Hindostan, through the desert of Behker, or the other desert 154

still more extensive, parched, and dangerous, in the route from

Guzerat, suggests ideas of hell with great facility to the mind of

an Hindoo.

The Pattalene is a Delta, like the Lower Egypt, but the di

mensions of it seem very ill denned. The base of this triangle

lies nearly north-east and south-west ; and if it were possible to

give the extent of it exactly, we should obtain a great desidera

tum in geography. Ptolemy and the author of the Periplus

assert, there are seven mouths to the river, and the modern

name of Divillee w is said to have the same allusion ; but al

though Alexander navigated the two extreme branches east

and west ; and though there is reason to believe that the com

merce on the Indus passed up and down both these, if not

some of the others, in ancient times ; I have never yet met with

a traveller or voyager who passed up the eastern branch except

Alexander himself. The extent between the two outer branches

is given by

Mite! Eng.

Arrian, at 1800 stadia, - equivalent by d'Anv. stad. to 113

Pliny ''6, - - 23o Roman miles, 201

Rennell's first memoir, 210 English miles, 210

«M See the passage over this desert by stadia produce nearly 112 miles English ; and

Mildnall in Purchas, vol. i. copied into Ren- by the common stadium of eight to a mile Ro-

nell's Map. rnan, the same number produces 225 Roman

This is said by Hamilton, but I doubt miles. Allowing for the difference of the

the construction, and much suspect that Dive- miles, can there be a stronger instance to prove

llee has an allusion to the insulated ground the conclusion of d'Anville, that both Arrian

formed by the several branches of the river. and Pliny read 1800 stadia in Nearchus ?

"* Bj the short stadium of d'Anville, 1 800

4
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, Miles Eng.

Rennell's second memoir, 150 English miles, equivalent by d'Anv. stad. to 150

D'Anville, - 30 leagues ii degree, . 104

Dalrymple '", Pritty's chart, 108 geog. miles, 125

Dairymple, by another chart, 124 geog. miles, 143

De la Rochette, - 118 English miles, . 1 1 8

Rennell's map, by scale, 170 English miles, 170

Ptolemy '**, - - 3 degrees 10 minutes, 21}

In the disagreement of these several accounts, none of which*,

as far as comes within my knowledge, are founded on astro

nomical observation, nothing appears nearer approaching to

probability than the estimation of Arrian ; it is likewise, per-

*" Measured from Pandrumme to Lari- upon this parallel the length of a degree is no

bundar. Allow for Ptolemy's degrees in lati- more than 63 English miles, with a very in-

tude 24. considerable fraction (63.034) ; hence, if the

358 It is not easy to determine what the dis- true difference of longitude was3° 10', (which

tance was, according to Ptolemy; but cer- Dr. V. assumes,) the distance was no more

tainly it was less than it is reckoned here, than 199.6 miles ; but if the true difference

The longitude of Sagapa, (the extreme west- of longitude was only 2° 40', the distance was

ern mouth,) according to Ptolemy, was no0 no more than 168.1 miles, which agrees with

20'. In thete numbers the Greek text and Major Rennell's Map. But here another

Latin translation agree ; but the longitude of doubt arises : In what manner were the longi-

Lonibari (the extreme. eastern mouth) is very tudes and the difference of longitude settled?

doubtful. The Greek text gives no° 20', If by calculation from a measurement or esti-

fi but these numbers are unquestionably cor- mation of distances, and an assumed length of

rupt, which appears by comparing them with 8 degree, (which is very probable,) then to

the longitudes of the intermediate mouths, ascertain Ptolemy's estimation of the distance

The emendation which naturally occurs is for upon the parallel of 240 of latitude would pro-

pi fj. to read pi/*, i. for 1 io° 20', 1 130 ; and duce the difference of longitude, according to

according to this conjectured emendation, the Ptolemy's length of a degree. Now, accord-

difference of longitude of the extreme mouths >ng to Ptolemy's standard of 500 stadia to one

should be no more than 2° 40' ; but the Latin degree of a great circle, the length of a degree

interpreter gives the longitude of Lonibari upon the parallel 240 should be no mire than

1 1 30 30', as if the reading of his Greek text 456.753 stadia, or nearly 50.753 English miles,

had been pi/*>i : thus the difference of longitude and decimals of a mile ; and according to this

is doubtful. But whichever estimation of the reckoning, adistanceof 160.718 English miles

difference of longitude we adopt, whether 2° upon the parallel of 240 would produce a dif.

40' or 30 10', the distance to be deduced from ference of longitude 30 io', ard a distance of

the assumed difference of longitude is to be J3'-34I English milts would give a difference

computed according to the length of a degree of longitude of 2° 40'. Bishop Horeelcy.

upon the parallel of 240 of latitude. Now
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haps, the only one that is built upon measurement ; for if the

coast is capable of a survey, it is almost to be depended upon

as a certainty that it was measured by Alexander's sur

veyors.

The measurement of the sides is as difficult to obtain as that

of the base of this triangle ; nor does any thing appear like

authority on this head, except what is found in Major Rennell,

that it is an hundred and twenty-five miles by the course of the

river from Laribundar to Tatta, and Laribundar is from fifteen

to eighteen miles distant from the sea; this, with four miles

from Tatta to the head of the Delta, makes upwards of an

. hundred and forty-four miles for the western branch of the

Lower Delta, and is reduced to sixty-eight geographical miles

by the scale 1S'. The eastern branch by the course of the river

is stated in the same author at an hundred and seventy miles.

This is the best information attainable on the subject; for, as

the authority of other maps is unknown, they are less to be

depended on.

But there is another extraordinary source of obscurity which

belongs to no other spot upon earth ; for as the English charts

give Lari-bundar for the extreme point west, and by a peculiar

inversion Bundar-Lari for the extreme point east, so does the

Ayeen Akbari give Cutch for the country eastward, on the bay

of Cutch 160 or Scindy, and another Cutch 141 for Mekran on the

west. Mr. d'Anville looked likewise for the Sangada of Arrian

somewhere on the coast, but could find only the Sangarians or

Sanganians, a horde of pirates in the bajr of Cutch eastward,

,M Curtius says, four hundred stadia, and ,6' If Cutch or Couche signifies a chain of

then three days sail added. Lib. ix. p. 9. mountains, this is readily to be understood.

— De la Rochette writes it Kartsch.
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whereas Sangada is evidently to the west of the Indus. May

not this suggest an idea that Sangada was anciently applicable

to both sides of the river, as Cutch is at present ; and that the

name has survived on the east, while it has perished on the

west ? In regard to the name of Cutch, Major Rennell is pro

bably not mistaken, when he conjectures that Cedge161 or Gcdge

may be the native root of Gedr6sia, the Cutch or Gedge-Mekrart

of the moderns.

It has been already observed, that Alexander had conceived

a plan of that commerce which was afterwards carried on from

Alexandria to the Indian ocean. I think this capable of der-

monstration by his conduct after his arrival at Pattala, and I

shall enumerate some circumstances in confirmation of this

assumption.

Alexander, in his passage down the Indus, had evidently

marked it as the eastern frontier of his empire. He had built

three cities, and fortified two others on this line ; and he Was

now preparing for the establishment of Pattala at the head of

the Delta, and planning two other posts at the eastern and

western mouths of the river. The forces to be left under Py

thon, who was satrap of this country, were chiefly Asiatic ;

sufficient, probably, for the defence of this frontier, if Alex

ander had lived to give vigour and stability to his empire, and

capable of maintaining the posts he had established for the

protection and extension of that commerce he had in view.

With these objects before him, he had, immediately upon his

arrival at Pattala, dispatched his light troops in pursuit of the

Kedge in Persian is crooked, difficult to

be passed, and thence a bad road. Mr. H.

Tones.

I have somewhere read that Kutch is equi

valent to coast ; and somewhere, that it signU

lies a chain of mountains.
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fugitives who had deserted the city ; and most of them, upon

promise of safety and protection, returned. His next care was

to explore the deserts on both 163 sides, to find water and to sink

wells. This is one evidence rather of a commercial than mili

tary tendency, for such, all who have travelled in the deserts

will esteem it, and such was the opinion of Arrian, who adds,

that it was with a view to render the country habitable.

The construction of a fortress at Pattala was committed to

Hephestion ; and as soon as that business was in some degree

of forwardness, Alexander prepared to explore the western

branch of the river to its mouth. The general course of this

navigation is no difficult matter to conceive ; but the particulars

afford doubts, which, from the deficiency of materials, and the

variations in those we have, are not easy to be resolved. If we

place Pattala near the head of the Delta, which we must, the

site of Braminabad now in ruins, within four miles of Tatta,

will sufficiently correspond. This city, before the inroads of

the Mahometans and Mogols, is said to have been surrounded

with a wall that, had fourteen hundred bastions ; and the wealth

and importance of such a capital, while commerce flourished on

the Indus, plainly indicate1*4 the judgment of Alexander in

choosing it as a position for a fortress. If his departure was

from this point, his progress was down the Lari-bundar river,

or Darraway ; and the mention of two islands, one near the

mouth and the other out at sea, will afford reason to suppose

that the first is that upon which Lari-bundar 165 stands in our

,6J More probably on the west only. lSi Major Rennell's last map placet Lari-

It indicates, likewise, the population of bundar on the west of the Darraway, or rather

ancient India, as superior to the modern ; a Pitty branch,

point so often insisted on in this work.
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best charts. This, however, is not clear ; for Captain Hamil

ton, who describes Lari-bundar as a village *** of an hundred

houses with a fort, and who himself conducted 167 a caravan from

hence to Tatta, does not inform us on which side the river it is

placed. From the course of his march Ave should suppose it to

be on the western side, as Kennell 163 has described it ; other

wise he must have crossed the river, which is not noticed.

There is, however, one circumstance to make us think his route

lay within the Delta, for he mentions the tombs 169 of the an

cient kings evidently at Braminabad, four miles from Tatta, as

if they lay in his road ; if so, Lari-bundar is not on the west of

the Indus.

Mr. Dalrymple *,° is satisfied in regard to the position of Lari-

bundar on the eastern bank, but thinks its insular situation

dubious ; neither would it have been necessary to insist on this

point, unless from a desire of fixing one of those islands ob

served by Alexander in his passage to the sea. He set out from

Pattala with all his gallies, several of his half-decked vessels,

and his best sailing transports ; dispatching Leonnatus at the

same time at the head of a thousand horse and eight thousand

infantry, with orders to proceed within the Delta and attend

the motions of the fleet. It had been found impossible to pro

cure a native pilot, as the inhabitants had fled, and upon tlie

** In 1699. from Mr. Erskine, English resident at Tatta

Jt7 Vol. i- p- 114- >» 1760.

I conclude this from Major Rennell's *»■ Private correspondence, December 22,

map, which places Dungham, an intermediate 1794.

station of Hamilton's, on the west of the Da- •»" This is a confirmation that the Delta in

raway. this part was not intersected with rivers or

169 Anquetil du Perron mentions these tombs canals, and countenances the opinion I have

•s still existing, and testified to him by letter formed of Hamilton's march.

Z
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second day a storm arose, which blowing contrary*71 to the

stream, endangered the safety of the fleet. Some of the gallies

perished, and the remainder was with difficulty saved by run

ning them on shore. During the delay occasioned by this mis

fortune, and the repair 173 of the vessels, some light troops Avere

sent in pursuit of the natives, and a few were taken who were

used as pilots in the prosecution of the voyage. When these

difficulties were surmounted, the fleet proceeded ; and as it

now approached the sea, the stream appeared enlarged to two

hundred stadia *M ; an exaggeration which no computation of

the stadium, no allowance for the overflowing of the river, can

justify. It is true that the season175 might have swelled the

waters nearly to the highest, and the monsoon contributed to

the obstruction of their discharge ; but that a . river, which is

not more than a mile or a mile and a half broad, should from

cither of these causes be spread to the extent of twelve or thir

teen miles I76, is not consistent with probability. The numbers

in Arrian are possibly erroneous, (for " all numbers in a Greek

text are to be suspected); but if they are correct, and

copied from the journals Arrian followed, we must either make

great allowance for the different *'7 breadth of the river in that

age, or suppose (as is much more probable) that the Mace-

", As this was nearly the month of 375 July or August.

August, the south-west monsoon was in its 176 By the lowest stadium,

full vigour. 3" The Indus, like all the other streams

"J Arriau adds, "ETtpcti av ovtnrrryyvno, subject to the solstitial swell, accumulates ob-

others -were constructed. But perhaps we ought structions at its mouth. In the records of mo-

to read, «> (Tipai, the others -were repaired, if dern history, the sands are much increased',

avvticrrytvrrc will bear that sense ; for time and Tavernier speaks of the mouths as hardly

would scarcely allow the building of new ships, navigable; and such is the Rosetta, or grand

and the country affords no timber. branch of the Nile at this day.

1* Arrian.
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donians on board were so alarmed at the , catastrophe which

befel them the following day, that they amplified in proportion

to their terror.

That day produced a violent gale from the sea, and great

hazard to the fleet, which had evidently moved with the tide of

ebb, and been involved in the turbulence raised by the opposi

tion of the wind to the stream. To avoid this, they took shelter,

by the advice of their native pilots, in one of the canals 17' or

creeks which had been formed for the convenience of the

neighbouring country. As the tide fell, the vessels were left

on ground ; but upon the return of the flood, those only that

had settled upright in the mud, or ooze, escaped unhurt, while

all that lay inclined upon the harder179 ground were exposed to

the most imminent danger, and several were lost.

The surprise of the Macedonians on this occasion, and their

ignorance of the tides, have been ridiculed by Voltaire, who

thinks it incredible that Alexander should not know the nature

of tides, as he must have seen the Euripus when in Beotia,

and must have known that Aristotle wrote upon the subject.

Major Rennell has corrected this petulance, by shewing that

the tide in the Indus is the BorclSo, which operates along the

whole coast, and which in the neighbouring bay of Cutch, and

"* Aiafuna, a nullah. Rouen, where the tide rises with a rapidity

,7' The gallies (rpiWrrofoi) were probably, greater than any experienced in our own coqn-

in the nautical phrase, sharp built, that is, with try, except perhaps in the Severn,

deep keels ; a vessel of this kind is ill adapted l8* The Bore, with all its attributes, it

for taking the ground, and when she is left upon described by the author of the Periplus Maris

an hard surface lies down almost on her side ; Erythrai (page 27, Huds. Ed.) in the gulph

the consequence is, that upon the return of of Cambay, or Guzerat. The Bore in the

the tide, she fills with water before she floats. Hoogly river runs 70 miles in four hours ;

I am informed that the circumstance here no- rises at Calcutta five feet in an instant, in the

ticed is exactly similar to what takes place in Megna 12 feet. Ren. Ap. 358.

the mouth of the Seine, between Havre and

z 2
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round the whole peninsula of Guzerat, is described as one of

the most alarming effects which the sea produces.

The damage was repaired as well as the situation of affairs

would allow ; and two of the transports were sent down to ex

plore an island called Killuta [Killoota], where it was said

anchorage and shelter would be found, and occasion might be

taken for prosecuting the discovery Upon a favourable re

port the fleet proceeded to this station ; and Alexander, taking

with him some of the best sailing vessels, proceeded to a second

island which lay clear out of the river, and ascertained the ex

istence of a passage. The distance of this second island from

Killoota is estimated at tAvo hundred stadia, or about twelve

miles ; and if our modern maps or charts were to be depended

on, we could find positions for both these islands. One of Mr.

Dalrymple's charts gives an island named Lari-bundar (from the

town), which would answer to Killoota, and another small islet

which might correspond with the second ; Mr. de la Rochette's

map seems to have followed this as authority ; but as Mr. Dal-

rymple publishes the drawings he receives, without making

himself answerable for their accuracy, and as he has himself

doubts concerning Lari-bundar, nothing can be determined

positively on the subject. From the nature of the river, we

may conceive that new accumulations have obscured the an

cient face of the coast, new channels may have been formed by

art or nature, and old ones obstructed ; and if we were to give

a preference, it would be to question the position of Killoota u*

5" More will be laid on the subject of this tions Deboul, Div-il Scindi, here, in lati-

idand when it comes under consideration again tude 22' 30", which it certainly is not ; and

upon the departure of Nearchus. Lahuri, Larri on the eastern branch, two day*

1,1 Cilluta, Silluta Scillustis Psiltucin. Curt, journey distant, which is vague. Vol. i,

Loccuiiui, in loco ; but see infra. Otter men- p. 406.

4
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here assumed, and establish upon future observation the site of

the outer islet, as the extent of Alexanders progress.

The Western Mouth of the Indus called Saga pa by Ptolemy :

Longitude

From Ferro,

Rennell, from Greenwich,

add from Ferro,

110 20 0

66 22 0

17 40 0/

84 2 0

Ptolemy corrected by Gossellin, 78 5 0

I 1

H

Latitude

19° 50' 0"

24 43 0

From this point he returned back to Killoota, and sacrificed

to the gods ; he proceeded the next day a second time to the

outer island, and sacrificed there also ; after which, he stretched

out into the ocean, as he asserts 2,i himself, to determine

whether the sea were open, or there were land in the neighbour

hood ; but, as I imagine, says Arrian, not a little instigated by

the vanity of having it recorded, that he had navigated the

Indian lU ocean. At the extent of his course, he sacrificed a

third time to Neptune with still greater solemnity, throwing the

golden vessels he had used in the ceremony into the sea, and

praying for a prosperous issue to the expedition of Nearchus.

The object of this excursion being completed, Alexander re

turned a,s, with the vessels which had accompanied him, up the

Probably in his letters, which were ex- a Spartan government ! But where are we to

tant in the time of Arrian. find it ? Both Diod6rus and Curtius are igno-

184 Ti? s'|m 'Iv5S» SaXoKnnsn. In opposition to rant of the voyage down the eastern branch,

the Mediterranean. Diod. xvii. p. 241.

* To Hy'ala, says Diod6rus, a city with
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river again to Pi'tttala, where he found the citadel completed,

and Python returned from his expedition. Hephestion was left

to superintend the construction of a naval arsenal here, with

orders to fortify it, and prepare it for the reception of a fleet

which was to be established at this station, while Alexander

himself should undertake another excursion to the sea by the

eastern branch of the river.

These two branches only arc mentioned by Arrian, and the

reason evidently is, that these were the only two explored by

the Macedonians. I have met with no author prior to Ptolemy

who mentions the seven 486 mouths ; and modern geography,

though it preserves the record of the river still having seven

issues, affords nothing specific upon the subject. On two of

Mr. Dalrymple's charts, double the number of creeks or inlets

may be collected, with their names ; but whether they are

natural or artificial, ancient or modern, seems, from all the in

formation we have at present, impossible to determine.

Major Rennell brings out the eastern channel much farther

towards the east in his second map than in his first ; the channel

itself, or the place at which it issues, is named Pandriminee or

Pandrummec, in his and several of Mr. Dalrymple's charts ;

and the stream is called Nulla Sunkra. . But Nulla, Nalla,

Nala, Nallah, is a Persian term, and seems as if it were gene

rally applied to an artificial iS7 cut. The authority for making

■M The author of the Pcriplus 6ays there Nahal, a hollow, valley, or course of atorrent—

are seven mouths, but two only navigable » the torrent itself. Lev. xi. 9. Deut. ii. 24.

the others are shallow, or choked by the Isaiah, xxx. 28. xxxv. 6. xxxiv. 9. But there

marshes they pass through. is an authority, Isaiah, xi. 15. where Q'^nji

2,7 Nullah or Nallah is a Persian word, de- Nahalim, is applied to the seven streams of the

rived from the Hebrew *7fJ and ^pjj, Hal and Nile. Bishop Horseley.
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this the easternmost branch at present stands high ; for we have:

in Frazer the translation of the actual treaty lS9 between Nadir

Shah and the Mogol Einpcror, in which Nala Sunkra is made

the new boundary of the two empires. It is not a little re*-

markable, that previous to this treaty in 1739 the boundary of

Jndostan and Persia was nearly the same as in the age of

Alexander ; for till this took place, the Mogul empire extended

to the range of mountains on the west of the Indus, the resi

dence of the Belootches, and in Arrian's journal the river Arbis

or Arabis, which springs from that chain and runs parallel with

it at no great distance, was the limit of India and of Indian

manners

Nadir Shah had passed the sources of the Indus and the

Panje-ab, and he preferred the Attock river as a boundary to

any other; he prescribed this, therefore, to the conquered Ma-

hommed, and at the same time carried his claim to the circar

of Tatta and its dependencies, including the whole Delta, as

bounded by the easternmost branch, or Nala Sunkra, and

establishing 190 Lohry-Bundar (evidently beyond that line) as

the extent of the Mogul empire.

There is nothing but the term Nala which hinders me from

establishing this as the very channel navigated by Alexander :

and though no modern accounts have ever been attainable to

m Frazer's Nadir Shah, p. 226. p, 409, perhaps for Leuheri. Lohry, for so it

Otter, who reports this treaty nearly in the i3 written in the treaty, may be referred to what

same manner as Frazer, writes it Nale Sen- our English authorities call Bundar Laree, to

gUere. distinguish it from Lari-bundar on the western

*•» The Oritae partook, of Indian manners, branch, or Daraway. The true reconciliation

but wete not Indians. of this seems to be, that both Lari-bundar and

Something similar to.this occurs in the treaty Bundar-Lari have their name as ports or Bun.

of Seleucus and Sandracottus. Strab. lib. xv. dars to Loheri, in or near the island of Bch.

p. 724. *er.

J»° Written Seuheri by Otter, vol. i.
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ascertain the passage down this branch, yet I have no doubt

that while commerce flourished on the Indus this was the im

mediate course of communication, as trade always flowed to

Guzerat and the coast of Malabar naturally, rather than to any

port on the west of the Indus. If the present Nala be a genuine

stream, there- is no difficulty in adopting it ; if it is an old

channel cleansed, it might assume the name of Nala ; and if it

is a new cut, it cannot be of very late date ; for the commerce

on the Indus is ruined. In any view, it must be nearly parallel

with the ancient channel, and at least part of the course pur

sued by the Macedonians. Alexander himself assumed the

office of exploring this passage ; and no commander was ever

more personally entitled to the honour accruing from the success

of his designs, or contributed more by his own exertions to the

accomplishment of them : In battle he constantly fought at the

head of that body on which the fortune of the day depended ;

in all expeditions *" he personally executed that part which pre

sented the greatest difficulties ; and in every, scheme of magni

tude, after procuring the best information, he was the first to

try the ground himself, before he committed 191 the execution of

it to others.

It was in conformity to these principles of conduct that he

now determined to explore the eastern branch of the Indus ;

conquest was at an end, for the barrier of the empire was de

termined on ; and evidently no object was before him, but

either the safety of the fleet in the choice of a passage, or that

still greater system of commerce which he had meditated, to

*»' He sent Craterus through the midland ** He visited the stagnant pools from the

provinces, and marched himself through Ga- inundation of the Tigris and Euphrates, and

drosia. planned the barrier at Pallacopas.
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connect the interests of Europe and India, and of which

the success of Nearchus was to be the origin and commence-

inent.

He departed from Pattala apparently with the same escort as

before, and fell down the stream till he arrived at a lake or bay,

which was of great extent, and received its supplies from other

waters in the adjacent tract. But as we know the Indus re

ceives no tributary streams after it passes Behker, we must

conclude that these waters in the neighbourhood can be no

other than different channels, which branch from the main river

and intersect the Delta in different directions ; thus is Arrian,

who mentions but two channels, compelled to bear witness to

the existence of more. And would not this be the case with

the Macedonians themselves ? They navigated only two streams,

and therefore described but two ; they have nevertheless re

corded the circumstances which occurred, and these circum

stances prove more to us than to those concerned in the trans

action.

This lake *** is evidently no more than a bay into which the

eastern channel falls, and must be searched for in vain at the

distance of twenty centuries, considering the nature of the river,

and the accumulations at its mouth. It is described by Arrian

as very extensive, and abounding in all the species of fish

which are common to the neighbouring sea. At the head of

this bay Leonnatus and the greater part of the forces were put

on shore, while Alexander proceeded with the gallies to take a

Q^Curtius, who knows nothing of the prous, but were cured with oil. Lib. ix.

passage down this branch, finds a lake on the p. 9.

other, where those who bathed became le-

A A
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view of the ocean. He observed the passage here more open

and convenient than that through the western branch ; and

though he did not afterwards send the fleet down this channel,,

we may collect that he intended to use it as the means of com

munication Avith the coast of Guzerat and Malabar, by the

transactions which took place ; for as soon as he had ^anchored

he landed with a body of horse, and proceeded three 194 days

march along the coast, making observations on the country, and

directing wells to be sunk.

The general title of this tract is Cutch **, and gives name to a

bay on which it lies ; the country is a desert inland, and seldom

passed but by the caravans which used to travel between

Guzerat and the Indus Our modern journals still mark the

wells which have been sunk to make the desert passable.

Parallel to the coast runs a range of mountains called Chigoo ;

and the strip of land between these and the sea is the residence

of the Sanganians l", a race infamous for their piracies in the

accounts of all our early voyagers. Along this level Alexander

advanced , and the wells he sunk sufficiently indicate the object

of his expedition.

If I understand Arrian right, Mr. Rennell 198 is mistaken when

he supposes Alexander to have advanced westward along the

Delta upon his landing in the direction that his fleet was to sail,

for the fleet did not put to sea by this channel ; and mention is

afterwaids made of a detachment that appears to have landed

,M Probably fifty or sixty miles. previous to the rains. See Purchas. vol. i.

J'5 Kartsch. De la Rochette. p. 236, where it is called a fair river.

** So Ayeen Akbari, vol. ii. p. 71, 8vo. 1,7 Hamilton had a battle with them,

ed. which teems to add that the Paddar river Postscript, p. 294.

of our maps is only an inundation of the sea,

4
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on the Delta, with orders to examine the coast, to sink wells

and then join the main army at Pattala 300.

Upon the conclusion of this excursion, Alexander embarked

his horse again, and returned to the head of the bay where he

had left Leonnatus. Here he directed a station30' to be fixed,

with a naval yard and dock, leaving a sufficient garrison for its

protection, and provision for four months.

I enter into this detail of minute facts, in order to evince the

reality of that foresight and prudence which I have all along

attributed to this great commander; his character has been

usually estimated by the victories he gained and the ravages he

spread ; but the regulation of his empire, the security of his

frontier, the extent of his commercial views, the survey of his

provinces, and the share he took himself in every thing that

concerned his government, lie obscured by the splendour of his

arms and the extent of his conquests. We are now to attend

him back again to Pattala ; and if I could give a satisfactory

account of this eastern branch, I should gratify the curiosity of

the most accurate inquirer : but Major Rennell, who says it is

an hundred and seventy miles in extent, does not carry the

Nulla Sunkra to Tatta, but much higher. Mr. de la Ro-

chette's 301 map gives it a direction I could adopt, and makes a

considerable bay at the mouth of it ; but as I know not the

authorities he follows, I am constrained to hesitate while I seek

for evidence. The lower part of the Delta is intersected by a

variety of channels which it is impossible to specify ; it is with-

See Gronovius's Note, p. 359. Lib. vi. p. 23.

** TuV napaxiav. 3" As does d'Anville Antiq. Geog.

'°' Possibly the Xylenopolis of Pliny,

A A 2
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but wood, and abounds in camels ; the upper part near Tatta

was fertile in the best rice, and other produce of importance,

. while the country had any commerce ; and cultivation being

probably in a higher state at the time the Macedonians visited

the country, the support of three garrisons for its protection was

neither superfluous or oppressive.

Alexander did not stay long at Pattala after his return ; he

had previously determined to penetrate into Gadrosia, and ex

plore the coast, in order to facilitate the success of Nearchus ;

and from the circumstances which occurred, we may collect

that he moved near a month earlier than the fleet. Strabo

mentions that he was ten months in his passage from Nic6a to

Pattala ; if, therefore, he had set out on the twenty-third cf

October in the year three hundred and twenty-seven A. C, he

came to Pattala in August three hundred and twenty-six ; but

the dates in the same author prove rather nine months than

ten ; and the concurrent testimony of other facts favours this

estimate rather than the otlier. We cannot allow much less

than a month for the transactions which took place at Pattala,

including the navigation of the two streams ; if, therefore, he

left that place at least a month before Nearchus, as will pre

sently appear, he must have arrived there in the latter 101 end

of July or the beginning of August, and left it early in Sep

tember.

303 Strabo, Lib. xv. p. 691. in ten months—but how so ?—the pleiades set

They set out a few days before the setting the 28th of October, and the dog-star rises the

of the pleiades, and spent the autumn of that 26th of July, which makes nine months as

year, the winter, spring, and part of the foU nearly as is requisite. How can we account

lowing summer, in their pasiage down the for iSxa /*v,a< here, but by that perpetual error

river ; they arrived at Pattala about the rising which pervades all the numerals in Greek

cf the dog-star, completing their navigation authors ?
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We shall be under no necessity of attending upon this ex

pedition farther than it is connected with the progress of the

fleet; but as there were two opportunities of communication

embraced, and a third attempted, we must accompany the army

into the country of the Arabita* and Oritac ; after which, it will

be sufficient to sketch the general course of the route into Kar

maria, where Nearchus joined Alexander again, and reported

the account of his success.

I place the departure of the army from Pattala in the latter

end of August, or the beginning of September, at which time

Nearchus received his final orders, which directed him to take

charge of the fleet, to prepare every thing necessary for the

voyage, and to proceed to sea as soon as the season would

permit.

Alexander proceeded into the country of the Arabltaj, lying

evidently in that range of mountains before described, which

commences from the sea and extends parallel with the Indus up

to Kandahar. These mountains are still occupied by different

tribes of the Belootches, whose habits to this day resemble

the manners of the people described by the Macedonians.

They dispersed at the approach of a superior force, and col

lected again from their fastnesses as soon as the enemy was passed.

These Arabitai are mentioned by Arrian as an independent

tribe, like the Belootches 304 of the present day; as in fact all

the inhabitants of mountains 304 either in Persia or Hindostan

have generally been. Their country seems to lie on one of the

•

"* Ebn Haukal, p. 140, who calls them robbers inhabiting one part of Asia, i.e. Taurus,

Bolouges, comparts them to Arabs ; and Amanus, M. Casius, &c. &c. may find a very

Kefeff> the inhabitants of the mountains, »re extraordinary one in Mr. Baldwin's journal,

called Kouje iti Parsi ; hence Kouje or Cutch ? published with Major Capper's route from

3" Those who wish to sec a catalogue of the Basra to Aleppo.
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branches of the great chain, and extends into the plain as far

as the river A'rabis, which was the limit of India in the age we

arc treating of, and either at this river or at the mountains, the

boundary continued, till Nadir Shah, by his treaty with the

Mogul emperor, removed it to the eastern stream of the Indus.

Major Rcnnell's second map defines this country and- the ridge

which ends at Cape Monze, agreeably to Arrian's account, and,

from a variety of corresponding circumstances, there is every

reason to subscribe to his opinion.

And here, as I shall have no better opportunity to mention a

variety of facts, which will contribute to the perspicuity of the

narrative, I shall introduce a general view of the coast, and the

peculiarities connected with it. The nature of the two coasts of

Malabar and Coromandel is now well known in Europe, as

consisting of a tract of low land towards the sea, below a line

of mountains which enclose the whole centre of the peninsula ;

the same circumstance seems to take place again on the bay of

Cutch, where the Chigoo mountains appear running inland,

parallel with the sea, till they join the range of sand hills which

form the eastern branch of the valley in which the Indus flows ;

the centre of this valley is occupied by the stream,, and at no

great distance on the western side, another barrier is raised by

the chain of black and rocky mountains so often mentioned ;

one ridge of which terminates not far from the western mouth

of the Indus at Cape Monze, the Eirus of the Macedonians.

Out of this chain, at no great distance from the sea, a branch

shoots off again, running west or north-west parallel with the

coast 306, and inclosing the level country of Gadrosia, parched

»°* It is nearly evident that a second ridge of the Oritse.

shoots from this chain, forming the residence Q^Curtius says, that Alexander waited at
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and barren in the extreme. The modern name of this tract is

Mekran, or Cutch 307 Mekran, and is specified in Commodore

Robinson's journal, published by Lieutenant Porter by the name

of Bloachee, and Brodia. Bloachee is a corruption of Belot-

chee, and I imagine the coast is so called as far as the influence

of the Belootches 3cS extends, and, where that ends, Brodia.

That this branch sends off shoots towards the sea at particular

points seems probable ; but that its general course is parallel

with the coast, is ascertained by Commodore Robinson's 309 jour

nal, and another of the Houghton East Indiaman, 1755, which

I owe to the communication of Mr. Dairymple. In all this

level country no river310 has a longer course than from the

mountains to the sea ; in which it resembles the coast of Mala

bar, where almost all the rivers rise westward *" of the Ghauts.

One branch of this range, I imagine, verges towards the sea,

not far eastward of Cape Jask, separating Gadrdsia from Kar-

mania; but no sooner are we past that promontory than we

Pattala for the return of spring ; not knowing simply, the Chigoo hills stretching east to-

that the change of the wi»ds causes the differ- wards Guzerat.

ence of seasons. He adds, lib. ix. p. 10. So' The boundary between Bloachee and

that Alexander made nine days' march into Brodia is fixed by Lieutenant Porter at

the country of the Arabites, and nine more Guadel ; p. 5.

into Gadr6sia ; subjoining, almost immcdi- "* " The land, as in all other parts of the

ately, five days' march to the river A'rabis. coast [of Bloachee], is extremely low by the

I could*have made use of his eighteen days, sea side, and very high in the country."

if he had not destroyed his own consistency. C. Robinson. Lieutenant Porter, p. 2.

»°» Gedje-Mekran ; Rennell. J'° Mr. de la Rochette marks the Tanka-

Kouje. Sir William Ouseley. Ebn Hau- Banca as rising beyond the mountains ; but, as

kal, p. 143- Bayer, 29. Blootsch. Ouse- no memoir accompanies his map, I know not

ley in Ebn Haukal. Bolouche. Kouches on what authority. Otter, however, counte-

and Bolouches have a different language from nances this opinion.

Kirman. Ebr. Haukal, ibid. 3" It is not so on the coast of Coromandel,

Kouje in Ebn Haukal seems to signify the Nerbudda, Kristna, Ganga, and Caveri,

Hills, perhaps from Koo ? hence Kouje Mek- &c. all rise above the Ghauts, and near the

ran is the high laud extending from the Indus western range,

towards Karmania ; and Kouje, or Cutch
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find the same face of the country return, a level tract along the

coast called the Kermesir, or hot country, with a range of

mountains inland. This range, Mr. d'Anville says, is never cut

by any river, hut. stretches on uninterrupted till it joins the

mountains which encircle Persis and Susiana. Here the Tigris

stops its farther progress, and sends it off with various curva

tures till it joins the mountains of Armenia. These general

properties attending the whole range of coast almost from the

mouths of the. Ganges to the Tigris, present one of the boldest

features in the geography of the world, and become of more

importance, as these mountains connect with that extraordinary

chain which extends on the north of Persia across the sources

of the Indus, forms the barrier of Hindostan, and penetrates

through the extremity of Asia, till it falls into the sea of Amoor,

on the north of China.

There is no part of Arrian's history where these general cir

cumstances connect with the transactions of the Macedonians,

which is unworthy of the attention of geographers ; and, on the

particular coast of which we are now to treat, nothing which

the most accurate investigation of modern inquirers has not

confirmed. He has traced the line of these mountains, from

Paropamisus to the sea, with as much precision as the Ayeen

Akbari ; and he has brought the army to that pass over them,

which continues to this day the route of intercourse between

the Indus "* and Mekran ; if intercourse there can be, where

the joads are exposed to banditti, and where there is little

power or attention in government to protect the interests of

commerce.

See the Nubian Geographer, p. 57, et seq.
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Arrian docs not indeed expressly state, that Alexander passed

a line 311 of mountains in this march ; but it may be collected

from what he has said above, that the range in the country of

Musikanus, or Sambus, extended to the sea. lie advanced

with a body of horse and light troops, leaving the remainder to

follow under the command of Hephestion ; the natives fled into

the desert on his approach ; in pursuit of them he passed the

A'rabis'14, a narrow stream with little water, and advancing

through the desert all night, reached the habitable country in

the morning. This was the residence of the Oritae. Here he

left his infantry to follow in due order; and, spreading his

cavalry over the country, slew all that resisted, and brought in

a great number of prisoners. The army then halted at a

small 1,5 stream for the arrival of their light infantry and the

junction of Heph6stion. As soon as they came up, Alexander

himself moved to Rhambacia 3lS, the principal village of the

'" The existence of this range is indis- " high, and extends so to C. Monze." Lieu-

pu tabic, for the Ayeen Akbari says, " there tenant Porter, p. 2. I shall shew hereafter

" is another range, one extremity of which is that Crotchy is the Crocala of Arrian ; and

" in Kutch, (the coast west of the Indus,) C. Monze, Eirus, or Irus : and I consider

" and the other joins to the territory of the this evidence of Porter as full proof of the

" Kulmanies, where it is called Karch. It is existence of a chain previous to the river

" inhabited by four thousand Belootches." A'rabis.

Vol. ii. p. 143. "4 See supra, the Hend of d'Anville and

It has already been shewn that the Kulma- de la Rochette, and the Arabi'ta: ; perhaps the

nies are on the parallel of Sewistan, and pro- Hendians of the Ayeen Akbari.

bably occupy the territory of Sambus ; this J,s Probably the stream ' we shall hear of

range, therefore, that runs from thence to again under the name of Tomerus.

Kutch, (the coast,) can be no other than the 3,6 Ram, or Rham, has doubtless a sense

one occupied by the Arabitse or Orita:. I am in Sanskreet. There is a Ram Raja in the

persuaded with Major Rennell, that there are Mahratta country ; another Ram mentioned

two of these ranges, one belonging to each j in Nadir's treaty ; and Ratn-nagar, Ram-Gur,

and that they form the natural division of the in the Ayeen Akbari, as lying in the course

provinces inhabited by the respective tribes. of the mountains north of Gadr6sia. I see no

«* The land at the back of Crotchy is pretty reason why this last may not be Rham bacia ;

B II
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Orttae ; he found the situation advantageous, and directed He-

phestion to fortify it as a post, while he proceeded again to the

confines of Gadrdsia. Here the Oritae who had fled, after being

joined by the Gadr6sians, had taken post in a pass that was

narrow and difficult of access (apparently on the second of

those 3,7 chains already mentioned) ; and this pass they deter

mined to defend. Upon his approach however they dispersed,

and the Oritas sent offers of submission. He ordered the chiefs

to collect the fugitives, and send them to their respective habi

tations, under a promise of safety and protection.

Apoll6phanes was appointed satrap of the province, and

Leonnatus was left with the Agrians, a body of archers, horse

and infantry, and the Avhole of the Greek cavalry in the service.

These forces were intended to support the regulation of the

province, to superintend the establishment of the city, and to

wait the arrival of the fleet on the coast. Alexander.3", upon

leaving Pattala, had designed to have proceeded along the

but I find no Ramnagar in the maps. See p. 3. I have met with Malan and Mahlan in

Snakenborck Not. ad Curt. lib. ix. p. 10. other journals. M. d'Anville, p. 44, Antiq.

3,7 I have before appealed to [C. Robin- Geog. quotes Thcvenot ; and Thevenot men-

son] Lieutenant Porter, for the existence of tions Malan, p. 194, Eng. ed. but with such

a range which falls in at C. Monze, or Irus ; obscurity, (for he did not seek,) that it is not

and I think we have his authority for a second easy to ascertain whether he means to say it is

ridge between the Oritae and Gadr6»ia, which twenty or forty leagues from Scindi.

falls in at Cape Moran, or the rocks of Kin- *' Cudjerah appears a low point, but ter-

galah. Moran, I have no doubt, is the Ma- " initiates in a bhi ft", as by its last appearance

lana of Arrian, which he says is the western " with C. Moran." Lieutenant Porter, p. 3.'

limit of the Oritx ; and a blufT head-land, " The land from Sommeany, [the mouth of

mentioned here by Lieutenant Porter, is, I " the A'rabis,] runs extremely low next the

apprehend, the termination of the ridge. " sea, but the back is very cragged, and con-

Moran is marked by d'Anville with the title " tinues so to Cudjerah." Id. ibid. All

of Malan ; and considering how easily / passes these testimonies indicate a ridge tending to

into r, both to the ear and by pronunciation, the sea at Malana ; and here, where Arrian

no doubt remains that the Malana of Arrian, places the boundary of the Oiitse, we ought

the Malan of d'Anville, and the Moran of to find it.

Porter, are the same. See Lieutenant Porter, 3,8 See Arrian, p. 260.

2
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coast and attend to this service himself, by digging wells and

collecting such supplies as the country afforded ; but he had

been diverted from this purpose by the flight of the Arabitae and

Orlta? ; and as he was now at the entrance into Gadrdsia, where

he foresaw the difficulties he was to encounter, he was desirous

of proceeding with all dispatch, and left the protection of the

country and the fleet to Lconnatus. That officer approved

himself worthy of the charge ; for scarce had Alexander left the

province before the Orita;, with the neighbouring tribes, col

lected again into a body J" and attacked the forces left for its

defence. A victory over such an enemy as this was perhaps no

great achievement; but as Lconnatus slew six thousand natives,

saved the province, and relieved the fleet, his services were re

warded with a crown of gold when he afterwards joined the

main army in Susiana310. Neither ought we to undervalue the

merit of this service ; for this part of the coast, before we enter

Gadrosia, appears neither deficient, of inhabitants or the means

of supporting them. The natives, as possessors of a moun

tainous country, were probably hardy, and accustomed to a

life of pillage, neither unacquainted with the use of arms, nor

without courage to maintain their independence. . They are de

scribed by Arrian as not being an Indian tribe, for India ends

at the A'rabis ; but as being the last people whom Alexander

found with Indian manners. As soon as he entered Gadr6sia,

he was properly in Persia ; and the distress he experienced

in that province shall be no farther noticed than as it is con

nected with the navigation of the fleet, to which we must now

return.

3"> Eight thousand foot, five hundred horse, 3,0 He probably joined in Karmania, but

Curt. lib. ix. p. 10. The reverse is more received the crown in Susiana.

credible, for these tribes are all mounted.

B B 2
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NEARCHUS.

BOOK III.

COURSE FROM THE INDUS TO CAPE JASK.

I. Coast of the Arables, or Arabtta.—II. Coast of the Ortta.—III. Coast

of the Icthuophagi.—YVr. Dissertations.

T HAVE already fixed the departure of the fleet from the

Indus on the first of October, in the year three hundred and

twenty-six A. C. and though I might have taken advantage of

Strabo's authority to postpone this date to the tenth, I still pre

fer the precision of Arrian to the general date of the Geographer.

The north-east monsoon, which commences in November and

becomes settled in December, makes a later day more agree

able ; but as we shall immediately see that Nearchus, after

having cleared the river, was obliged to lie in harbour twenty-

four days, till the season was favourable, and other circum

stances of the voyage mark the commencement and vigour of
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the monsoon, the method pursued to fix the date is not liable to

objection.

The reason for proceeding before the monsoon commenced, is

ascribed by Strabo to the discontent of the natives ; and we may

observe, that though Meris, the chief of Pdttala, had previously

made his submission to Alexander, he tied on the approach of

the fleet, and no mention is afterwards made of his return, or

his being brought in by the troops who were sent in pursuit of

him. His flight into the desert, we may conclude, was on the

east of the Indus ; for had it been on the west, we should have

heard of some attempt to recover him, when the army pro

ceeded in that direction ; but as no such circumstance occurs,

we must suppose that he returned as soon as he heard of

Alexander's departure, and endeavoured to recover the province

he had lost.

This transaction throws light upon the narrative of Arrian,

and reconciles the difficulty arising from the departure of the

expedition before the season. Arrian however, is so far from

acknowledging it, that he mentions the performance of the

games and sacrifices usually adopted on such occasions, which

intimate neither haste or confusion at the actual moment of

' The passage in Strabo is too express to be

omitted.

Kit Jis xai 0 NtxfX"it «si tw (iaatkivt

tTi~o>*p iffOTpiaw apfx^ai tS x^tf, pxTrv fx\v t£v

umh;, x»» iflAawOTTW xaix^frtrxt yap aTiX§ov70{

iS f3aJTt\ib>Sj >iai iXitSipiao-xi. Lib. xv. p. 721.

Nearchus says, that after Alexander was

upon his march, he set sail himself on the

evening rising of the Pliias, though the wind

was not yet favourable. But the natives at

tacked them and drove them out, having re

sumed their courage on the departure of the

king, and wishing to recover their independ

ence.

If these circumstances were in the journal of

Nearchus, which there is every reason to be.

lieve, Arrian cannot be justified in suppressing

them.

*
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embarkation. But there is one particular relating to the de

parture, which, if Arrian intentionally suppressed the flight of

the Macedonians, seems to indicate the reality of it; for it ap

pears, according to his own account, that the fleet did not take

its departure from Pattala, but from a station near the mouth

of the river. This station is doubtless the post Alexander had

formed, and probably at Killoota*; for there, our author says,

he had found water ajid good anchorage, with protection both

from the tides and the monsoon. If 1 had sufficient data for

fixing the Debil-Scindy of our modern maps near the mouth of

the Laribundar river, I should have little hesitation in asserting

its identity with Killoota, for Debil-Scindy is only a Persian or

nautical corruption of Dev, or 1 Dive-il-Scindi, the island of the

Scind, or Scindi.

The Dabil of Al Edrissi is placed three stations, that is, sixty

or seventy miles, from the mouth of the river ; but Diul is de

scribed by Purchas4 as the residence of the governor, at about

ten miles distance only from the Bar. If this were on the

eastern side of the river, and insulated by a stream derived from

the main channel, it would correspond sufficiently with the

Killoota of Arrian, both in point of distance and position ; and

• ifanv; iiri tS Navrafy**. lower down, according to the change of go-

3 Dive is common to many Indian dialects, vermnent, or the convenience of the gover-

Sclen-dive is Ceylon. Lack-dives, Mal-dives, nor.

Anje-dives, are all clusters of islands. Diu 4 The account in Purchas is from Walter

in Guzerat is another form of corruption. Paxton, who in 1612 landed here with Sir

See d'Anville Eclair. ; and Selen-dib, which Robert Shirley, ambassador to the king of

we meet with in Oriental orthography, gives Persia, who says, " we went on shore in one

the change of v into b, in Dib-il-Scindy. // " of the country boats about 8 o'clock in the

is wiitten el, al, or ul. We may therefore " morning, our ship riding four or five miles

conclude that Debil and Diul are the same ; •« from the river's mouth, from whence we had

and it is possible that the name may have passed " fifteen miles to Diul." Purchas, vol. i.

from a place higher up the river to auother p. 496.
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it is more than probable that this assumption ma}' be verified by

some of our countrymen who may have been at Tatta, or may

visit it hereafter. D'Anville's* account of Deb-il-Scindi from

Pimentel favours this conjecture.

But if Nearchus took his departure from a station 4 at this

island, and not from Pattala, (as will immediately appear,)

though it does not amount to proof that he was driven from

thence by the natives, it affords great reason to suspect it, and

to confirm the assertion of Strabo, who copied from the journal

of Nearchus as well as Arrian.

Wherever we place this station, it was only an hundred and

fifty stadia ', or little more than nine miles from the mouth of

the river ; for Arrian gives two distances, one within the bar

and another from the bar to Kr6kala, each of an hundred and

fifty stadia ; and as the latter corresponds within a mile to the

actual measure of the coast, we cannot without injustice suspect

the former of inaccuracy.

Anno 326. When the fleet weighed from this station, the first day's course

A.C. Oct. 1. , 0 . ., . ^

Oct. 2, 3, 4. down the river ' was only six 9 miles, and they anchored at a

5 Antiq. de l'Inde, p. 38. toises ; and sixteen, with a fraction plus, are

6 This is the place intimated by Pliny as equal to a mile English of eight hundred and

the Xylenopolis, from whence the voyage twenty-six. I shall neglect all these fractions,

commenced. Unde ceperunt exordium. Lib.vi. because accuracy is unattainable in the appli-

c. 23. But the whole is dubious. cation of individual distances. To state this

7 I have before examined d'Anville's sta- precisely where precision cannot be obtained, is

dium of fifty-one French toises, and shewn its affectation. I use the toise, a French measure,

general conformity upon the whole voyage ; I because Mr. d'Anville's is the best calculation

pretend not to ascertain its accuracy in parti- on this subject.

culars, nor shall I trouble myself or the reader * Arrian has no where given us the name

with fractions ; one thousand one hundred and of the western channel, but Ptolemy calls it

eleven of these stadia, with a fraction, make a Sagapa, and places it in longitude 110° 20',

degree of a great circle -y fifteen of these latitude 190 50'.

stadia, with a fraction minus, are equal to a 9 One hundred stadia.

Roman mile of seven hundred- and fifty-six
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creek ,0 or inlet called Stoora where they continued two days ;

on the following day they weighed again, but came to an

anchor at Kaumana u before they had proceeded two 13 miles.

In the creek here they found the water salt, or at least brackish,

even upon the tide of ebb. The next day's14 course was little Oct. 5.

more than one15 mile to Koreatis ; and scarce had they weighed

from hence before they were checked by the violent agitation

now visible at the bar 16 ; for as they had proceeded with the

tide of ebb, the wind was consequently in a direction exactly

opposite. This brought them to an anchor again immediately ;

when, after waiting till it was low water, they observed that the

projecting sand (which probably formed the bar) was soft and

oozy near the shore, and little more than a quarter of a mile in

breadth. This they determined to cut 11 through, as the readiest

and safest passage into the open sea. They had so far effected

their purpose during the recess of the tide, that upon the return

of the flood they carried their vessels through it 18 in safety, and

after a course of about nine miles " reached Krokala the same Oct. 6,

day. Here they remained the day following.

10 3ia!puje» /xtyaAti, a large nullah. and ix. 9. 20, mentions, on the authority of

" I shall preserve generally the Greek or- the academicians at Coimbra, the violent tides

thography for the contemplation of Oriental on this coast, and the necessity of these nul-

etymologists. lahs, or $ulfv%t(, for the safety of vessels which

" In the present desolation of this coast and navigate either the coast or the river.

the Indus, it is not probable that any relation 13 Thirty stadia.

to Stoora, Kaumana or Koreatis, should be " A day not specified, but allowed.

discoverable ; they appear all to be names of 15 Twenty stadin. ,

nullahs cut for purposes of agriculture or com- , 16 "p//a. Scindi bar is known to all navi.

munication ; and these nullahs, we may con- gators on this coast, and I imagine every mouth

elude, have been all obstructed. I preserve the has its bar.

names, however, for the consideration of such 17 I have allowed two tides for this, or

as may hereafter visit this country. The twenty-four hours ; it possibly was one only,

names in Gronovius's best MS. are written ' " Mouth of Lari-bundar river, in latitude

Kaumara and Koreestis. Koreacatis, Dodwel, 240 44'. Rennell, Postscript.

Gcog. Min. Freinshem. Curt. ix. y. 9. 19 Allowed two days.

C C
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ARABIES, OR ARABIM..

Krokala M is the Cvotchey 11 bay ofCommodore Robinson ; and

Crotchey. it is with infinite concern I repeat the complaint of Mr. Dal-

FimCt8'ta9tion. rymple, that the views which were taken during this gentleman's

survey of the coast never reached his hands. I present to the

reader, however, a Plan " of this Bay, by Lieutenant Mascall,

taken in 1774; and I feel great satisfaction in exhibiting the

first harbour in the Indian ocean, in which an European navy

ever rode. Kr6kala says Arrian, is a sandy island, and such

an island, dry14 at low water, we still find in this bay. It lies

" Crotchey seems to have been the port of

communication with the Afghans in 1792,

1796, and 17991 ag appears from Tippoo's

orders to his vakeels to land at Keranchy, and

carry his dispatches to Zemaun Shaw j from

which we may conclude, that Scindi and Tatta

were in hostile hands, for notice is taken of a

communication with Cutch and Keranchy, but

none with Tatta and Scindi. See Ind. An.

Register, 1799, p. 227, at which time a

Nusseer Khan seems to be in power in Scindi,

but whether on the Indus or not is uncertain.

Ibid.

See (Ind. An. Reg. 1800, Chronicle,

p. 70.) a description of Caranje, and mention

that the passage by Lari-bundar was rendered

impracticable, but whether by the nature of

the channel or the government of this Nusseer

is not said.

The navigation of the Indus is now aban

doned, as I find by the paper communicated

by Mr. H. Jones.

" Written Caianchy Csrrangee, &c. and by

Gronovius, KpaxsXa (Crokela), from his best

MS. The Greek language has no cb.

" Furnished by Mr. Dalrymple. Lieute

nant Mascall was an officer on board Com

modore Robinson's ship. [See a Plan of this

Bay in Chart, No. I.]

" From the mouth of the Larry Bunder

" river is seen part of the high land over

" Crochey. There is nothing remarkable

" between that place and Crochey. The

" land by the wacer-side is low, interspersed

" with shrubs ; but up the country there are

" several hummocks of moderate height."

Lieutenant Porter. Com. Robinson, p. 1.

This is the rising to the ridge at Cape Monze,

which 1 have marked before as the eastern limit

of the Arabitse. " Crochey (the town) was

" formerly under the Bloaches, but is now

" seized by the prince of Scindy." Id. p. 2.

It is five miles from the bay, and one from a

creek which falls into the bay. The people

are described as civil. Possibly the Belootches

are not worse robbers than their more refined

neighbours.

" Major Rennell supposes Crotchey to be

the port of Alexander. Postscript. But

that is impossible, as the fleet evidently passes

Cape Monze before it reaches that port.

'* I here follow the authority of Lieutenant

Mascall's drawing ; but Lieutenant Porter's

journal says, there are several islands to the

4
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in latitude 24° 28' twelve leagues from Scindi bar, and, accord

ing to Captain Prittie's chart, ten 25 nautical miles from Lari-

bundar river. The latter distance is so nearly correspondent

with the measure I assign to Arrian, that I regard it as a full

demonstration of the identity of the place, and a high testimony

of the accuracy of the journal. If I were curious to reduce the

two distances to a coincidence, I might add some fractions to

the stadia, and suppose the cut through the sand** to have

shortened the course. But I mention once for all, that where

I find a general correspondence I shall not insist upon minute

difficulties.

But if the distance from the bar to Crotchey is established,

the course from the point of, departure to the bar must be of

necessity allowed ; both are given at an hundred and fifty stadia

by Arrian, and if one is true, the other can hardly be erroneous.

However, therefore, I may be mistaken in my position of Kil-

loota, or my conjecture of its identity with Dive-il-Scindi, I

afford means for the correction of my error by any future navi-

rorthward ; and that the entrance into the JS It is very singular that Pliny, lib. vi. c. 21.

bay is generally between a promontory, on mentions Crocala as twenty miles distant from

which a white tomb stands, and the largest of the Indus, because his twenty, according to

the islands. This island can harrily answer d'Anville's reduction of his miles, is exactly

to the totoj ctj^n»3»i5 of Arrian. (Lieutenant ten, as he reckons by the common Ftadium ;

Porter. C. Robinson, p. 1.) For by the plan but he read 150 stadia in Nearchus, as we do

it appears high ; and I conclude the low island now, making i8| miles, which he reckons 20.

mentioned by Arrian to be that sand in the 2> However extraordinary or superfluous an

heart of the bay, dry at low water. Probably attempt of this kind may appear to modern

the first isle mentioned at C. Eirus by Arfian, navigators, the difficulty of carrying a fleet

and marked "as a shoal by Dalrymple, is like- of Greek gallies out to sea in opposition to the

wise dry at low water, or visible some tides, monsoon, is at least as great as the danger

It is sufficient, however, for Arrian's assertion, Xerxes would have .encountered in doubling

that thie shoal should mark such a spot, which, Athos : and even after the neck of that

though visible formerly, may be now con- promontory was cut, he had two more to

stantly covsred by the sea. pass.

c c 2
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gator who shall visit the river with a knowledge of the present

work. I conceive the cut through the sand to be made at the

point where the bar formerly joined the western shore of the

Lari-bundar channel ; and hi any position about nine or ten

miles above that, which affords security from the tide of flood

and the prevailing monsoon, I consent to place the station 17 from

which Nearchus departed.

At Krokala, Arrian places the commencement of the territory

of the Arabies, and its termination at the river Arabis. The

aspect of the inner country from the sea, as given by the mo

dern journals, is perfectly agreeable to this position and the

rising of the Jand from hence to Cape Monze, consistent with

the idea I had formed from consideration of the author's text.

. Weighing from Krokala1', the fleet proceeded to the west,

JL*xvi. having a promontory named Eirus on the right, and a low

v,Cape island almost level with the sea on the left ; this isle runs

Oct. 9- parallel with the coast, and so near as to leave only a narrow

channel19 winding between' both. They cleared this passage,

*» The »atwra6/iov of Arrian. bad on the Indus, near Nusserpoor, which

I am persuaded it is on the eastern side of lies not far from the head of the Delta. Rennell.

the channel. Postscript, p. 291.

II Crotchey town is situated about five or From Porter's account, I collect that Ha-

six miles from the place where the ships lie. milton's route must have been within the '

It is fortified with a mud wall, flanked with Delta, for his caffila or caravan consisted of

round towers, and has two useless cannon fifteen hundred beasts, as many men and wo-

mouuted. It formerly belonged to the men, with two hundred horse ; all these must

Bloachees (Belootches) ; but the prince of have crossed the Indus, or Lari-bundar river,

Scindi finding it more convenient for the ca- at lea6t once, if not twice, had they marched

ravans out of the inland country, which can- to the westward of the stream, which, by

not come to Tatta, on account of the branches Porter's account, appears impracticable; if

of the Indus being too deep for camels to pass, so, Major Rennell's position of Lari-bundar

he obtained it from the Belootches by ex- and Dungham is' on the wrong side of the

change, and there is now a great trade, river.

Lieutenant Porter, p. 2. 25 n»o» xo*xor. Fretum sinuosura.

This princt of Scindi was a Mahometan of I would render it with an allowable licence,

Abyssinian extraction ; his residence at Hydra- a postage curving •with the land.

1
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and doubled the Cape, apparently under the protection afforded

by the islet against the prevailing wind ; the coast, as soon as

they had passed the streight, presented a bay or harbour under

cover of a second island called Bibacta, not more than three

hundred 30 yards from the entrance.

This harbour Nearchus thought so large and commodious

that he honoured it with the name of Alexander, and determined

to avail himself of the security it afforded, till the season should

be more favourable for his progress. A camp therefore was

formed on shore, and fortified with an inclosure of stones to

guard against any attempt of the natives ; and this precaution

was no more than necessary, as they were now within the con

fines of the Arabitae, whom Alexander had attacked and dis

persed not many days before their arrival. Security both from

the natives and the season they found ; but the people suffered

greatly, having no water but what was brackish }z, and little

food to support life except muscles", oysters, and another

species of large shell-fish M which they collected on the shore.

Such an harbour as this port of Alexander is described, ought

to be more discoverable on this coast at present than in reality

it is ; .for Lieutenant Porter slightly mentions, that as soon as.

you are round the Cape there is a kind of bay ; but with what

ever indifference an English navigator might view this, it was

really an haven to a Greek fleet of gallies, affording good

10 r«J>'a« Wo o.t'x»o-*- Salmasius, which has two shells to open and

11 yiyxi Tt xal xa\6f o Xi/ui?y. A large and shut. From ^thiv, nictere. Exercit. Piin.

good harbour. In what sense our author uses p. 1129. Gronovius in loco.

this expression will appear at the A'rabis, or *• EwXw*? is explained by neither; but as

Sommeany. solen signifies a pipe, it may be a species of

31 aApi/poy. large muscle, with oblong hollow shells.

u Miwt; 9aXao-7i'«f. Any shell-fish, says
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anchorage under shelter of the island ; and however slight our

modern intelligence is of the harbour itself, the position of it is

indubitable ; for Eirus is Cape Monze, and Bibacta", Chilney

Isle. Upon this point there can be no hesitation, since the

publication of Mr. Dalrymple's last chart of the coast. Pre

vious to that, I had looked in vain for the two islands described

by .A man, where I could find one onl\r ; but the new chart

gives a sand (dry 36 perhaps only at low water) in the very posi

tion off the Cape as laid down by Arrian ; and Chilney, for a

second island corresponding exactly with the Bibacta of that

author.

Cape Monze, according to Major Rcnnell lies in longitude

east from Greenwich 65° 46', and in north latitude 24° 55'.

Commodore Robinson's chart does not mark the longitude.

Chilney Isle3' appears immediately as you are passed the

Cape, lying off shore to the south-west in the very direction for

covering the fleet in the bay, and of a height sufficient to inter

rupt the blast of the monsoon ; for it is near a league long, and

rises as it is exhibited in this form39: ^ggfll^i It is the

Placc' more material to fix this point accurately, as we cannot depend

35 The Bibaga of Pliny, lib. vi. c. 21. " little squadron rounded Cape Monze at a

ostreis et conchyliis referta, xii miles from " considerable distance, to avoid a shoal which

Crocala. i. e. 6. deinde Toralliba, read Coral- " extended to the southward of that promon-

liba in other MSS. Query, whether Khor- " tory. This shoal might probably have been

Araba ? " t'le 'ow mentioned by Nearchus, gra.

" Mr. Dalrymple's chart does not autho- " dually diminished by the action of the sea,

rise me to say that this 6and is ever dry. But " agitated by the south-west monsoon."

the position is so precisely conformable to " Postscript.

Arrian's narrative, that there can hardly be a 3" Longitude 6o° 40' from Gibraltar, north

doubt but it was above water, and visible to latitude 24° 57'. De la Rochette.

Nearchus two thousand years ago. w It is called Camelo by a French chart in

I have since received the following remark Mr. Dalrymple's Collection ; and the same

from Captain Blair : " Commodore Robinson's name occurs in one of Purchas's early voyages.

Sangada
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Alexan

der.

Oct. 10.

Second

station.

fully on any other till we come to the river A'rabis. From Cape Bibacta

Monze to that river the coast falls in with a sweep or hollow, p0RT of

round which Ave must trace the course of the fleet close in shore ;

but we cannot hope to ascertain the site of stations where we

have in the journal itself names only without habitations ; and

where, if ever habitations arise, the neighbourhood of the Be-

lootches will hardly allow them to be permanent. The place

and district around are called Sangada by Arrian, and the situ

ation of the camp was evidently on the narrow stripe of low

ground wluch extends close to the sea, all round the sweep from

Cape Monzc to Sommeany, or the A'rabis, with a chain of high

land at its back, which terminates at the promontory.

In this camp Nearchus remained four-and-twenty days ;

during all which time the monsoon continued without wavering,

and with unremitted violence. This interval brings our account

down- to the third of November, before the fleet could aoain

proceed ; a date that accords essentially with the day assumed

for the original departure from the Indus : for the monsoon

changes in the middle of November, and there is always an

interval of fluctuation between the termination of one and the

commencement of the other. Some remission of this sort might

regularly occur about the third of this month ; and it will appear

This name is originally from the Portuguese

map of Texeira, dedicated to the king of Por

tugal, 1649, in Thevenot's Collection, 1663,

vol. ii.

That map specifies

Camelo — R. Araba,

Prom. db8 jllicos = Cape Araba,

Palamete = Kokala,

Calamete — Kalama,

Rio dos houtaques = Tamerus,

C. de Guadel = Alambateir,

Tanca banca = Tidj,

Rio de giskin = Salarus,

Cabo de Jasques = Jusk,

Rio de Brajm = Ibrahim.

And it ia very remarkable that the same

map 6eems to mark the Lacus Chaldaicus of

Pliny above Basra ; only that it is unfortunately

on the Euphrates instead of the Tigris.
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Fifth and both, after a course of about nineteen miles they came to

•ixth station. •*

Nov. 6. Morontobara *», a harbour with a narrow entrance, but sate,

Thirty-sixth . 1111111 1 1 ir>

day. capacious, Jandlocked all round, and protected from the wind

in every quarter. They thought it no small achievement to have

passed these rocks in safety, for there was a great ripple, and

the tide was out **.

I should wish to identify these rocks with the rock of Lieu

tenant Porter, which he lays down ten miles from Cape Monae ;

neither do I think the distance a great objection ; for though I

make it more than four-and-twenty miles by Arrian, it is evi

dent that Nearchus kept as close as possible to the shore, making

an arc of a circle, while Lieutenant Porter describes the dia

meter. But there are two Sl rocks in Arrian, and only one in

the English journal ; this circumstance excepted, there appears

no great difficulty in assigning the same position to both. I

place Sakala and these rocks at no great distance from Saranga,

because the fleet appears to have anchored at the former, upon

coming in sight of the rocks s% soon after it had weighed on the

fifth of November; and Moront6bara 53 I place seventeen or

49 The Florentine MS. reads Mo|«HTO/9afCa- o 3f Xipiv fxeya< xa\ *vxvx\ot k») fiaMs xa]

pcif, Morontobarbara. SxXvrof o it hmr\u( U avrov j-tivjf.

s" tuna. fr)xl'a' ruw* ?ti yaj Lmvutit xarux^ Literally, " the harbour is large, well pro-

" Within these thirty years there were three " tected from wind on ail sides, runs far

Needle rocks at the western end of the Isle of " within the land, and is perfectly quiet ; the '

Wight ; there are now only two. " entrance into it is narrow." I render

52 I by no means Insist on Lieutenant Por- JWuxXoj sheltered, and (SMs running inland,

ter's rock for these two ; though the circum- from Homer's /SaSi/Wwos ; and I wish a re-

stances are probable, his rock, in point of ference to be made from this passage to the

distance, agrees better with Domx. description of the Port of Alexander, which

53 Morontobara will hereafter obtain an ety- the author calls only ptyuf xotlxaXet, large and

mology either Arabic or Sanskreet ; and if good, and which a bay might be without being

ever this coast should be visited again, the har- entitled to the other characteristics so particu-

bour may perhaps be found, or the place oc- larly given to Morontobara.

enpied, by it be ascertained.

4
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eighteen miles by the bend of the coast to the north-west of the

rocks. This harbour, or something to represent it, I have no

doubt will be found, if ever this coast should be explored again ;

for the description of it is very precise in Arrian, and its name

(which in the language of the natives signifies the Port of

Women) is the only one of Arrian's on this coast, which is re

tained by Ptolemy and Marcian of Ileraclea.

That the course of the fleet was close in with the shore is ap

parent from the particulars already specified ; and that the

monsoon was not yet changed is equally evident from the danger

encountered in passing the rocks at Sakala, for if the wind had

been at north-east it would have been off the coast ; but it is

clear, from the turbulence of the sea, that it still blew from the

opposite direction, and lay full upon the shore. Both these

assumptions will be justified still more by observing that the fol

lowing day, when they left Movont6bara, they preferred an

intricate course 54 between an island and the main, (so narrow"

that it appeared rather an artificial cut than a natural channel,)

to the open passage without side*of the island.

The harbour of Morontobara, with all its conveniences, pre-

sented nothing to tempt men to a longer delay, who for almost r.Ver*

forty days had found but a scanty supply of provisions, and Ns7ve£h8'

seem to have supported life by such casual means as the shell- station,

fish on the coast afforded ; they left it therefore on the following sevmh and

° thirty- eighth

54 There is every reason to believe that it " mentof theses. We found trees which had

was an arm of the Atabis flowing round an " been washed down, and which afforded us

island, now perhaps choked ; or, if capable " a supply of fuel. In some parts I saw

of investigation, of no service in the present " imperfect creeks in a parallel direction with

state of nautical knowledge. " the coast. These might probably be the

" " From Cape Monze to Sounamenie the « vestiges of that narrow channel through

" coast bears evident marks of having suffered " which the Greek gallics passed." Capt.

<• considerable alterations from the encroach- Blair.

D D 2
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day, and proceeded towards the river Arabis $6, having am

island on their left, and the main on their right. The passage

through this channel was somewhat more than four miles but

so narrow, as to appear like a work of art; the coast was

woody, and the island in a manner overgrown with trees of all

sorts. They did not clear the passage till the following morn

ing, when they found the tide out, and the water shoal and

broken sS ; they got through however without damage,, and, after

a course of between seven and eight miles, anchored at the

mouth of the A'rabis.

This river is the western boundary allotted to the Arabies by

Arrian. According to d'Anvillc and de la Rochctte it still re-

56 Arbis, Arahius, Araba, Artab's.

See a very long note of Salmasius, Plin.

Ex. 1 177, to prove that Arbis is the true or

thography ; but C. Arrubah or Arraba proves

the contrary.

s; Seventy stadia.

" fax"*'- Gronovins has noticed the error

of former editors, who render this word usually

by rupes, scopulus, locus scopidosus, Isllus scopu-

losum, Sec. and in this instance, per angusta

qn<rdam /oca ; but he has not with his general

accuracy defined the proper meaning-. I shall

every where render it either surf, or the shoal

which causes the surf ; for the whole coast,

botii of the continent and islands in the Indian

ocean, is exposed almost canstantly to a very

extraordinary surf. See Marsden'a Sumatra.

And if it is not surf in this one instance, it is

the breach of the sea arising from the straits,

or narrowness of the passage ; ««« p'r^fW s-fn'n

The word occurs frequently in the journal, and

is used pi^'ii, T'Xft an<3 f'aX'«> from yirau

frango, cum slrepitu all'ulo. L.ennep. in voce.

And so f*X'5 dorsum, a junctura verteirarum,

(potius disjunclurd,) capability of 11 paration,

irorn fr/nru. Thucyd. lib . i v. p. 10. Scholiast.

»'«» to rj-.toi ifZSt;, fix1' x*Ww«i, »; avs t!jc

p<*X«5 t?; T£T|>a$. This seems to favour the

editors' rendering rupes, scopulus. So aKo,

fa^i'a Ifl irl-fv$r,; toto;, Tfpl ov T£p»i:f>iywTan

ri SaXaawa, xcci i xXvtlx*, xa) i ?r,; Sakaovr.f

hfli.r,. Notx ad Polybium. Schweighxu-

aer, vol. v. p. 573. But, notwithstanding

this- high authority, I am disposed to think,

that, in Arrian at least, it is the. surf (imply,

and used frequently without reference to the

rock, or rocky ground, which the surf breaks

on ; for at Kokala the surf ran so high upon

the arrival of the fleet, that the people could

not laud ; on the following day, however,

they all got on shore, hauled up the vessels,

and formed a camp. If the rocky shore had

bee;i the obstruction, that circumstance would

have existed the second day as well as the first.

But a stronger instance will occur at Cape

Jask, which is, by the testimony of ail our

navigators, a low sandy point : but there, also,

the term px"" 's Applied ; where Mr. d'An-

viile is so misled, by reading rupes or tcopulut

in his authors, that to find a rock he recurs

to the assistance of Bombareek, which is at

seven or eight miles distance by his own ac

count.

ja^ia is adopted by Agatharchides, and

1
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tains the name of A'raba, with the additional appellation of II

Mend. Their authority for A'raba I know not, but I have no

doubt that it is a native term, from the preservation of it in

Cape Arrubah s% which lies not far to the westward ; and that

II Mend is a title which, if due, it has acquired from the Per

sians. At this point we must pause, to consider the course of

the fleet from the Indus. Three positions are clearly established ;

Krokala corresponding with Crotchey or Carantchy, Eirus with

Cape Monze, and Bibacta with Chilney Isle, where I fix also

the Port of Alexander ; these, with the mouths of the Indus and

A'rabis, give five fixed points on a coast of about eighty miles.

The rocks off Sakala 60 are possibly without great difficulty re

ducible to Lieutenant Porter's rock ; and Moront6bara is so

characteristically distinguished, that it cannot be mistaken if

the coast should be visited again. Doraip, Saranga, and Sakala,

it will not be thought negligent to leave undefined upon a coast

that is now almost desolate, and where, if villages 61 have for

merly existed, they may have been destroyed by the incursions

of the Belootches.

The number of stadia given by Arrian and Strabo from the

Indus to the A'rabis is a thousand ; and, what is not very usual

in Greek authors, the particulars answer to the total. These

reckoned by Mr. d'Anville's stadium make sixty-three miles and

rendered by Wesseiing, Diod. lib. iii, p. 104, Nile rises from a Sakala, according to Bruce

Crepido. and Lobo.

" Arraba'.i, or Arraback, by Lieutenant 61 Sakala and Saranga do not appear as

Porter. places inhabited, by the journal ; and Domae

,0 According to Bnice, Sakala is the roof is an isle. Whether future inquiry may make

of a house, and rocks are so called which have this Lieutenant Porter's rock, remains for in.

that form. ' See vol. ii. p-5/i- and vol. iii. vestigation. I am induced to doubt it, both

Sakala is said to signify tither rock or mwn- from the distances given, and the distinction

tain in several of the Oriental languages. The between an isle and a rock.
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an half; but there is an omission of distance between Kr6kala

and the Port of Alexander, and another minute one between

Saranga and Sakala. The addition of these might possibly

make the estimation something short of eighty miles, which ac

cords sufficiently with the best charts I have seen. When we

reflect that a Macedonian fleet spent near forty days in com

pleting a navigation of this length, we may form a judgment of

the courage requisite to undertake and execute the Avhole

voyage. We discover, at the same time, the difficulties which

arose from setting out before the regular season ; and while we

admire the perseverance of Nearchus under the disadvantage of

adverse winds, and the pressure of famine, we have the satis

faction to find that the dates assumed are corroborated by the

circumstances of the navigation.

The mouth of the A'rabis ** is placed by Ptolemy in longitude

105°, and latitude 20° 15', and by Mr. Rennell in longitude

6.5° 34' from Greenwich, latitude 25° 26' and about 44' west from

the western mouth of the Indus63.

Arrian mentions an island*4 at the mouth of the river, which

Lieutenant Porter does not notice ; but says the bar runs out a

long way, and is dry in some parts at low water. There is still

a small town culled Sommeany4*, at the entrance, and labouring

under the same difficulty for water which is noticed by Arrian,

who mentions that they were obliged to go up the country above

two miles to find a well69. Lieutenant Porter says, "every

ei Mr. Rcnncll has placed the Arabis to *5 It is written Sounamenie by Capt. Blair ;

the eastward of Cape Monze in his first map, and Sonna, he says, signifies gold in the

but corrected it in his second. Moort,' language, that is, in the language of

»> Bishop Horsely prefers the Latin transla- the Mahomedans in Bengal : it may therefore

tion to the Greek text, as agreeing with the have an origin in Persia,

termination of Karmania. ** *<*xx«. Perhaps a pool.

Arrian's island is high.
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" thing is scarce, even water, which is procured by digging a

" hole five or six feet deep, and as many in diameter, in a

" place which was formerly a swamp ; and if the water oozes,

" which it sometimes does not, it serves them that day, and

" perhaps the next, when it turns quite brackish, owing to the

" nitrous quality of the earth." We shall find the same identi

cal circumstance introduced by Arrian at a future period of the

voyage. Minute facts of this nature exemplify the authenticity

of the journal better than all the arguments that can be pro

duced against Hardouin and Dodwell.

It does not appear from Arrian that the place was inhabited

when Nearchus was there, but he calls the harbour large 67 and

commodious, and says that shell-fish, with others of various

sorts, were found here in great abundance. Marcian mentions

two cities upon the river Arbis, Persis 68 and Rhaprava on the

coast between the river and Moront6bara ; the distance between

the two latter he states at a thousand and fifty stadia, which by

no means agrees with Arrian, and gives reason to suspect that

he confounded the Port of Women with the Port of Alexander,

for his next station is Koiamba, where he fixes the limits of the

Pattalene *% possibly the Kr6kala of Arrian ; and lastly, Rhizan

and Rhizana for the termination of the coast, as it should ap

pear, at the Indus. In the whole of this account Marcian fol-

87 ulyaf xal *oX«5. The same expression as tioned by Arrian and others, and the sound of

that applied to the Port of Alexander. We which is still preserved in Phir, Phor, and

may judge of one by the other; for Lieu- Phor-eh. Ptolemy has a Parsis with evidently

tenant Porter mentions no harbour here but the same confusion, p. 1 67 . Written vH«<rif

the mouth of the river. pmpvoXH; for IIap<ri;.

** Persis he writes Persith, and calls it the 69 Marcian evidently intends to place Koi-

capital of Gadr6sia, which cannot be in this amba at the mouth of the weftern channel ;

country. It should seem that he had heard of but I suspect he has confounded the limits of

such a city, but did not know where to place the Arabies with those of the Pattalene.

it. It is in reality the Pura of Gadrosia men-
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lows Ptolemy in his list of names, but is so barren of facts, and

so vague in his distances, that little information can be obtained

from him. His whole length of the coast amounts to fourteen

hundred and fifty stadia. .

Orit^.

Pagala.

Eighth

station.

Nov. 9.

Thirty-ninth

day.

Kaban A.

Ninth

station.

Nov. 10.

Fortieth day.

II. OREITiE. ORITiE .

No mention is made of any stay at the A'rabis, we' must

therefore make the fleet sail the following day, and proceed

twelve miles and an half to Pagala. The course is described as

close along the coast, and a surf at the place where they finished

their progress, but the anchorage was good. The men were

forced, however, to continue on board, and only a few landed

to procure water. Such a spot as this can be characterised

only by its distance ; and our measures, which answer suffi

ciently along the coast of the Arabies, will now be less capable

of accuracy in many particulars, till we reach the gulph of

Persia.

They sailed the next morning, and after a course of almost

nineteen miles reached Kabana in the evening. The place was

only an open and desert shore, on which a violent surf broke,

which hindered the vessels from approaching the land. The

progress of these two days sufficiently indicates that the wind

was not yet settled at north-east, and in the present day's

course they experienced directly the reverse ; for a strong gale

came on from the south-west, in which two of the gallics and a

transport foundered, but the course was so near the shore that

'° Oritas ab Indis Arbis fluviua disterminat. panem ex his faciunt, ut refert Clitarchus.

Hi nullum alium cibum novere quam piscium, Plin. vii, c. 2.

quos unguibus dissectos sole torreant, atque ita
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the men were saved by swimming. If we advert to our date

here, which is the tenth of November, we find such a coinci

dence with the turbulence accompanying the change of the

monsoon, as cannot fail of exciting our admiration, while we

observe, at the same time, that no instance of a similar calamity

occurs afterwards in the journal.

They left this desolate place at midnight, and reached K6kala

next morning, after a course of about twelve miles. The coast Tenth

here was such, that the vessels could not be drawn on shore, w*Tit.

but rode at anchor beyond the surf. The suffering of the people Pony-fir*

was however so great, from being confined on board two nights 'l, ——

that it was found necessary to disembark them, and form a

camp on shore, which Nearchus fortified as usual. It is worthy

of remark that, during the three days' passage from the A'rabis,

we hear of no provision being procured except water ; neither

do the places where they anchored appear villages or inhabited

country; if, therefore, the stock of grain which they brought

out of the Indus was exhausted, as it probably was in an inter

val of forty days, we can find no means of supporting life, but

such a supply of shell-fish as they might have procured at the

»• In vessels like those of the Greeks, irafi «rfu^rw»* »we. Od. M. 32. For there,

which afforded neither space for motion, or perhaps, the cables were coiled ; but, when a

convenience for rest, the continuing on board whole crew was to sleep on board, this was

at night, w<n; always a calamity. The gallies impossible, and the suffering was in proportion

of Alexander had perhaps a deck ; but the to the confinement. This makes Ulysses com-

'U/uaXitu are exactly the vessels of Homer's plain, that restraint on ship-board rendered his

age, the fore part and waist open for the limbs rigid and unfit for gymnastic exercise;

rowers, with a deck raised ovel the hinder and the same confinement, Captain Bligh 3ays,

part ; this in Homer is called ixfiev, and formed chafed the limbs of his people, against which

an elevation on which the steersman stood. On he found no other remedy but wetting their

this deck, or under it, the persons on board clothes in sea water,

sometimes slept, which the poet calls sleeping

E E
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A'rabis, where we are informed it was in plenty. But it should

seem they knew that relief was at hand, for here it was that

Leonnatus joined them, who had been left in the country by

Alexander, with a particular charge to attend to the preserva

tion of the fleet. He had, after the departure of the main army,

fought a battle with the Oritse and their allies* in which he had

defeated them, killing six thousand of the enemy, and losing

only fifteen '* of his own horse, with Apoll6phanes n, the new-

appointed satrap of Gadrdsia. He now joined Nearchus,

bringing with him a supply of ten days' provisions, collected by

the order of Alexander, and possibly spared out of his own im

mediate wants. Not that this province ought to be represented

as a desert like Gadrdsia, but the circumstances of the time,

and the resistance of the natives, rendered this supply rather

proportionate to the condition of the country, than the wants

of Nearchus. The attention of Alexander is still conspicuous ;

and a second unsuccessful attempt 74 he made in Gadrdsia, when

he would have hazarded famine himself to preserve his fleet,

ought to exculpate him from the charge of useless vanity in

penetrating through that desert region ; a charge which even

Nearchus is said to have countenanced.

To search for correspondent positions to these three desert

stations would be superfluous; for as the next is the river

T' I never feel myself bound to account for p. 267, this Apollophanes is said to have been

these disproportionate numbers. Leonnatus deposed from his satrapy, when Alexander

had with him at this time, possibly, a large was halting in the capital of Gadrdsia. See

force of native Asiatics. If a thousand of Gronov. p. 338. In the journal, Arrian fol-

them had been killed, they would not have lows Nearchus ; in the history, Ptolemy or

been thought worth notice. These fifteen are Aristobulus.

Macedonians. 74 See infra.

" In another passage of Arrian, lib. vi.
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Tom£rus n, at the distance of one-and-thirty miles, the two rivers

give us the boundary of the four days' course, and as these are

known points, the measures specified are sufficieut to mark three

places, which, being uninhabited, can be of no importance. I

should have wished to have placed Kdkala with precision, on

account of the transactions which took place here ; for besides

the supply obtained from the army, Nearchus discharged several

of his people, who appeared not to have sufficient spirit or for

titude for the enterprise, and received others in exchange from

Leonnatus : he likewise repaired here several of his vessels

which had suffered in the voyage or the storm. This proves

that the weather grew more moderate during his continuance at

this place, for upon his first arrival the surf was too high to ad

mit of drawing76 them on shore. If therefore we shall, with

Rooke " allow ten days for the completion of these affairs, it

brings the account to the twenty-first of November ; at which

period the wind, if it had fixed at north-east, would be off shore,

and the surf consequently diminished. This accords exactly

with the following day's progress, for upon leaving K6kala they

sailed, for the first time, upwards of thirty miles, and it is the

first time Arrian specifies their sailing with the wind " settled in

their favour.

" The Tomcrus is apparently the river I think the allowance just,

upon which inland Alexander halted, when he axp*<i. See Horn. Od. Book 421.

invaded the territory of the Orita;. And pro- ixp*5 ZlQvf**. Schol. axf»f m'torra. Wfif

bably it passes by Haur, the capital of that tij» xfd*' «"*« *T' «Wto». Stephan. in

tribe, who d rive their name from Haur, voce.

Horitae, Oritat. But there is another derivation from Kifif

'* It is not expressly said they were drawn wpt, ^ xixfa^im iXV a*pi£2f ZtQvpo*. Purum

ashore. The author afterwards, at the To- Zephyrum. And that derivation seems pe-

meras, usts the term nuXaSau culiarly applicable in this passage. It was the

77 Rooke finds ten days in his author, lean north-east monsoon settled., and without fluctu-

only find mention of ten days' provision ; but ation.

E £ 2
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The satisfaction of meeting with a supply of provisions would

not be a little heightened by a sight of their countrymen again,

after having experienced unfavourable weather and the danger

of famine for six weeks ; additional confidence also would arise,

not only from the change of the season, but from a consideration

of the attention paid to their preservation by Alexander : the

victory of Leonnatus contributed likewise to render the Mace

donian name respectable to the barbarous tribes they were now

to visit. All these circumstances considered, with the certainty

of finding future support from the army, if possible, we may

reasonably conclude that Nearchus embarked again with more

confidence than before, and that the supply of men he received

from Leonnatus came on board with alacrity.

I have looked in vain for authority to give the number of

gallies or other vessels of which the fleet consisted. The num

ber of commanders appointed at Nik£a was thirty-three, and by

these I estimate the gallies. There was also a greater proportion

of half-decked vessels, and transports in abundance. That

Nearchus had transports as well as gallies appears by the wreck

of one on the preceding day ; and if we were to allot him all

the gallies, it would, perhaps, not appear like exaggeration.

The gallies were all of thirty oars ; if therefore there were only

one man at an oar, we cannot estimate less than sixty** or

seventy men to each vessel, which makes the whole number

" Curtius mentions the destruction of impossible, unless he were attended by trans-

such vessels as were superfluous before the ports. See Periplus and Falconer, p. 20. A

departure from the Indus. It is much more penteconteros or galley of fifty oars may be

probable that, if any were superfluous, they seen in the Palestrine marble, published by

were laid up at Pattala, or the other dock- Bartelemi. It is a large aflowance to put a

yards established in the Pattalene. number of passengers or mariners on board

*• Hanno had sixty ships of fifty oars, and equal to the rowers,

carried 30,000 men on board. This seems
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about two thousand exclusive of those on board the transports.

This number does not appear unreasonable ; and conjecture is

only allowable where accuracy is not to be obtained. None of

the original officers appointed at Nikea appear in the course of

the navigation, except Archias and Onesicritus. Leonnatus

joined the main army in Karmania, and must have brought the

first account of Nearchus's progress as far as the Tomerus.

On the twenty-first of November** the fleet proceeded with a

fair wind, and made good a course of thirty-one miles to the Eleventh"

river Tomerus '3. The length of the course corresponds, as ob- Not!°"i".

served before, to the change of the season. Commodore Ro- Fif^~fir8t

binscn, Lieutenants Porter and MacCluer, Tavern ier, and

Thevenot, all agree in fixing this change to the middle of No

vember. All the circumstances of the voyage conspire to prove

the difficulties previous to this period, and the advantages ob

tained after it was past. We are arrived at the last ten days of

the month ; and after the commencement of December there is

no fluctuation. Tomerus is described as a winter torrent, with

a lake at its entrance. It appears to answer exactly to the

stream Alexander had found inland very ill supplied with water,

at which he halted after his pursuit of the Oritae ; and seems to

come from the ridge of mountains which form the barrier of the

whole coast to the north ; where, in the season, rain falls in

abundance, though none is seen in the low country between

them and the sea. Lieutenant Porter repeatedly mentions the

lowness 14 of the coast, and the appearance of the high ground

" See Sequel. affects a system, it is more honourable to give

*' In making the fleet sail on the tenth day than to take,

from Koksla, and before, on the twenty-fourth, ,3 It it written Tlpufoc in the Greek,

from the Port of Alexander, I have given two 84 So does the journal of the Houghton

days which I might have added. In all that Indiaman. A journal curious, because this
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inland. As the same circumstance in regard to the rains occurs

in Scindi from Moultan downwards, and in Egypt universally,

is it not reasonable to conclude, that the same cause operates

generally in the regions bordering on the tropic, and that moun

tains are as necessary for condensation, as vapours are for the

cause of rain ?

At the Tomerus, the natives were found living on the low

ground ,l near the sea, in cabins, which seemed calculated

rather to suffocate ** their inhabitants than to protect them from

the weather ; and yet these wretched people were not without

courage. Upon sight of the fleet approaching, they collected

in arms on the shore, and drew up in order to attack the

strangers upon their landing; perhaps fhey were not unac

quainted with similar visits of the Sanganians. Their arms were

spears, not headed with iron, but hardened in the fire, nine

feet long, and their number about six hundred. Nearchus

ordered his vessels to lay their heads towards the shore, within

the distance of bow-shot, for the enemy had no missile weapons

but their spears. He likewise brought his engines to bear upon

them (for such it appears he had on board) ; and then directed

his light-armed troops, with those who were the most active

and the best swimmers, to be ready for commencing the attack.

On a signal given, they were to plunge into the sea ; the first

man who touched ground was to be the point at which the line

was to be formed, and was not to advance till joined by the

ship kept the coast in sight from Scindi to ** KoX{Sm( rwynpaK. Such arc the cabins

Gomcroon, and back again ; while most of the described by Cook in a thousand instances,

vessels which come from the eastward to the into which you must enter crawling, and when

gulph of Persia stretch across the ocean from entered you cannot stand erect. A Hottentot

Guzerat, or the coast of Malabar, to Mascat village is styled a Krahl. What is the deri-

in Arabia. Dalrymple. vation i

H £«t£ia, marshes or marsh ground.
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others, and the file could be ranged three deep. These orders

were exactly obeyed; the men threw themselves out -of the

ships, swam forward, and formed themselves in the water, un

der cover " of the engines. As soon as they were in order, they

advanced upon the enemy with a shout, which was repeated

from the ships. Little opposition was experienced, for the -na

tives, struck Avith the novelty of the attack, and the glittering

of the armour, fled without resistance. Some escaped to the

mountains, a few were killed, and a considerable number made

prisoners. They were a savage race, shaggy " on the body as

well as the head, and with nails so long and of such strength,

that they served them as instruments to divide their food (which

consisted indeed almost wholly . of fish), and to separate even

wood of the softer kind. Whether this circumstance originated

from design, or want of implements to pare their nails, did not

appear ; but if there was occasion to divide harder substances,

they substituted stones sharpened instead of iron, for iron they

had none. Their dress consisted of the skins of beasts, and some

of the larger kinds of fish 89.

Nearchus staid at the Tom6rus six days, during which time

he drew some of his vessels on shore and repaired them ; and

this interval being specified, may make the former allowance

of ten days at K6kala appear too large. It is, however, a con

jecture I have followed rather than formed ; and considering

that they were with their countrymen, had much business to

*> Will not the reader think that I describe thus describes from Oriental authority : "Cette

the landing of a party, from the Endeavour, in " nation est barbare et feroce, portant lea

New Zealand, under protection of the ship's " cheveux longs et sans ordre, laissant cr6itre

guns ? " la barbe, et ressemblant a dea faunes ou a

M These Oritse are the next tribe to the " des ours." Vol. i. p. 119.

Arabies or Belootches> whom Tieffenthaler *» Seal-skins possibly.

4-
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transact, and had fortified a camp, I can hardly suppose there

is an excess.

The fleet left the Tom£rus on the sixth day, and, after a

Malana. m '

Cape passage of nearly nineteen miles, reached Malana in the even-

or Mora«. ing. At Malana, Arrian fixes the boundary of the Oritae ; and

Fifty^evlnth tne distance from the A'rabis, the eastern^ limit, to this cape,

Twdfth De'ng accurately specified by Mr. Dairymple's chart, enables us

•tation. to compare the stadium of Arrian with our modern measures

precisely. The opening of the compasses gives eighty-five

geographical, or nearly an hundred 90 British miles, and Arrian's

total sixteen hundred 91 stadia. This is so exact a coincidence

with the stadium of d'Anville, on a coast where there is little

indenture, that it may be deemed a strong confirmation of the

measure assumed by that able geographer. It is true that the

particulars assigned to each day's progress give but fifteen hun

dred stadia ; but, in the course from Pagala to Kabana, the

manuscript of Gronovius reads four hundred and thirty, instead

of three hundred, which makes the whole sixteen hundred and

thirty ; and this Arjian expresses by a round number. So satis

fied am I with the precision of my data here, that I have no

scruple in fixing Pagana, Kabana, and Kdkala, by the measure

of each day's sail ; and as I observe Arrah **, Cudjerah, and

Kingalah in Commodore Robinson's chart, 1 should have been

* In reality 97J : hence I English mile is mile British, with a very small fract'on.

eqnal to 16..36S -\- Arrian's stadia: hence *' There is a chart by Lieutenant Mascall,

Arrian's stadium is to the Olympic as 50 to who was a volunteer under C. Robinson, which

91 nearly, but more exactly as 504 to 909. places these three names differently from the

Hence this stadium of Arrian's was shorter Commodore, and in positions which I could

than what has been called Aristotle'6 stadium, perhaps adopt ; but it varies so essentially in

in the proportion of 22 to 25 nearly. Dishop other points, that Mr. Dalrymple does not

Horseley. esteem it highly.

* D'AnviUe's stadium gives sixteen to a
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happy to make them correspond in position as well as number;

not that these obscure places are important, but because minute

coincidences 93 are satisfactory in geography. The Oritae, who

inhabit this coast, Arrian describes as dressed and armed like

the Indian tribes ; but that their customs, manners, and lan

guage mark them as a different race.

The territory of the Oritae is well defined by Arrian, bounded

on the east by the A'rabis, on the north by a chain of moun

tains 94 running inland parallel with the coast, and on the west

by a ridge shooting oft' from the grand chain, and touching the

sea at Malana, or Cape Moran. This cape does not appear to

project far or rise high, and I imagine is connected by high

ground with Cape Arrabah 9S, about thirty miles to the west

ward. There can be little doubt that the name of Cape Ar

rabah 96 preserves the original appellation of the Arabite Beloot- •

ches of antiquity, for though it is not within the limits assigned

to that tribe by Arrian, the influence of these mountaineers has

extended itself along the coast through the whole province of

the Oritae, and as far as Cape Guadel. We have the fullest

evidence of this from Lieutenant Porter 91, who says expressly,

*> If it should be thought necessary to in- 94 " The land from hence (Sommeany,

vestigate this point, a short table will shew all " A'rabis) runs along extremely low next the

the particulars at one view. " sea ; but the back is very cragged, and con.

„ . Sudil- Mil": " tinues so to Cudjerah." Lieutenant Por-

From A'rabis to Pagala, 200 — I2± ter, p. 3

f to Cabana Hoc, _ jig '„ ^ Arraback> and Arrubah.

lorbytheMS. J. 430 — {.27 » ■

to Kokala, 200 — 12% * A Plan of the bay' formed by the P"»-

toTomerus, 500 - 31* j«tion °f Cape Arrabah, is given in the

to Malana, 300 — 19 chart furmshed for this work by Mr. Dairym-

__ pie ; but as Nearchus did not anchor here,

1500 — 94^ we are no farther concerned than to mention

With the number of MS. 130 — 8 it.

_— »7 p. 6.

1630 102^

P P
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that the coast as far as that cape is now called Bloachee (the

country of the Bloaches or Belootches), and from that cape to

the gulph of Persia, Brodia. The Belootches, therefore, in

carrying their arms westward, earned their original name with

them, which is still preserved in Cape Arrabah ; and perhaps,

if we could investigate the name by Avhich they distinguish

themselves, we should find, whatever they may be styled by

their neighbours, that they still retain some relation to this,

original appellation in their native language.

Mr. d'Anville9' places Ilaur as the modern capital of this pro

vince on the river Tomerus, corresponding with the ancient Ora.

In this, I conceive, he follows the Nubian Geographer who

carries a route from the Indus through Manhabere, a town on

the A'rabis, and through this Haur to Firabuz IC° in the Mekran,.

or Gadrosia. Or£a is mentioned by the author of the Peripliis,

but with so little precision, that nothing satisfactory can be col

lected from him. It is evident that this writer had personally

visited the coasts of Arabia and Malabar ; but he doubtless

sailed with the fleet from Egypt, which at that time crossed the

ocean by the assistance of the monsoon, and never approached

the coast of Gadrosia. He therefore mentions only the bay

* Eclaircissemens, p. 42. Antiquit. p. 44. the twelfth century, if refined of its dross,

M Al. Edrifl. Nub. Geog, Lib. Relax, would be found to contain much pure metal,

p. 58. ■ Mr. d'Anville could have performed this ser-

1M> Et via quae ducit a Dabil (Debil-Scindi), vice,

ad Firabuz transit per Manhabare, et inter The Dabil of Al Edrissi he places three tta-

Manhabare et Firabuz media est urbs qutdam thru from the mouth of the Mehran (the In-

parva habilata, Haur appellata. Urb3 autem dus), that is sixty or seventy miles, which

Firabuz est incolis et mercatoribus frequens, makes it nearly agree with Pattala. I suspect

pertinetque ad provinciam Mekran. Nub. that Deb-il-Scindi, in its Oriental sense, com-

Geog. p- 58.—If the Nubian drew his in- prehends the Delta, however afterwards ap-

formation from Arabic sources, from whence plied to a part of it. Nub. Geog. p. 57.

did the Arabians draw ? This Arabic work of
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of Ul the Terabdi ,0% which the ancients place between Cape

Jask and Guadel, and then, with the incidental notice of Orea,

passes to the Sinthus m. He seems to have mistaken the site of

this place ; for he says it is at the mouth of a river, and in the

bay, whereas that imaginary bay terminates at Guadel, and

this is far to the eastward of it. This error, if he really means

Orea for Ora, is excusable only on account of his not having

visited this coast ; for whatever he saw himself, he describes

graphically. Ora 104 is laid down by Ptolemy in longitude "s

102° 20', latitude 238 40' ; but as little would be gained by the

method I have pursued in correcting his error, it is here omitted.

■The general name of Gadr6sia is extended sometimes by the an

cient geographers to the whole coast between Karmania and

the Indus, as that of Mekran is by the modern Orientals ; but

the distinction ought to be made, of what is desert and what is

habitable. The country of the Arabics and Oritae appears full

of inhabitants, and no notice is taken of the army's experiencing

any distress before Alexander crossed the mountains into Ga-

dr6sia ; from that line it appears that the desert commences, in

passing which the army encountered greater difficulties than in

the whole course of the service.

In detailing the coast of the Oritee, I find only three fixed

points, the two rivers A'rabis and Tomerus, with Cape Malana

or Moran. Thevenot106, in his passage from the gulph of Persia,

mentions Cape Malan, but he never came in sight of it ; and

Perhaps the Paragon Sinus of Ptolemy. much from the Ora of the Periplus. The

"" On this subject, see infra. confusion seems to be general.

,0J Sinthus is the name he uses for the In- ,,s Greek text. Long, py y—1030 20'.

dus ; and this proves his acquaintance with the Lat. xy y—230 20'. Bishop Horseley.

aative appellations Scind and Scindi. "6 D'Anville Antiquit. p. 44.

By Mercator's map it does not differ Thevenot, Eng. ed. p. 194. Part IL

F F 2
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his evidence, therefore, amounts to nothing move than proving

the existence of the name still in the language of the country ;

and that Malan is the Moran of Porter cannot be doubted,

either from its situation or the similarity of sound. The inter

change 107 of the liquids / and r occurs in numerous instances,

exclusive of the deception to which the ear is subject in receiv

ing foreign sounds. The three other stations on this coast I can

fix only by the distances given; they all appear uninhabited;

and when we find names 108 given to obscure places so readily by

Arrian, we are led to conclude that he had natives on board, to

whom they were familiar.

As Lieutenant Porter mentions three names on this coast as

well as Arrian, which are Arrah, Kudjerah, and the rocks of

Kingalah I0% it is possible that Kudjerah may be the K6kala of

Arrian ; for we are to remember, the Greek language has no

sound correspondent to our English eh, and Cochela is not very

distant in sound from Gudjerah. Resemblance of this kind,

where distances or local situation agree, is strong presumptive

proof. Kabana is supposed to be Kingalah by de la Ro-

chette.

The extent of this coast, given by Strabo, is eighteen hun

dred stadia; and if he drew from the original journal as well as

Arrian, it is extraordinary that they should differ to the amount

of an hundred and seventy stadia in so small a number : but

this is perhaps only an additional instance of the little depend

ence upon all numerals in Greek manuscripts, rather than a

*•» Thus, Cray, French ; Clay, English. On appelloit ancrages tous Ies endroit* ou

™* Porter's are three names merely, and this notre petit vaisseau pouvoit £tre a l'ancrc.

it an Oriental practice; for thu3 Niebuhr Voyage, torn. i. 230. Amsttrd. Ed.

•peaks of the coast between Suez and Jidda. Hinglah. Mascall.
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proof of disagreement between the authors. Arrian's stadia, as

corrected by the manuscript "° of Gronovius, produce more than

an hundred miles ; Strabo's, an hundred and thirteen ; and both

accord so nearly with the chart of Commodore Robinson, which

gives somewhat more than an hundred miles, that nautical

mensuration, without the assistance of instruments, can hardly

be reduced to greater conformity.

Here I should have closed the account of the Orita?, but at

Malana we find a circumstance recorded by Arrian which de

mands no small degree of attention ; for here it is that he intro

duces the mention of a phen6menon, which, however familiar

to the navigators of the present day, was, in bis own age, a

matter of no small curiosity. The sun, he tells us, was seen by

Nearchus in the meridian to the north, and the shadows fell to

the south. I shall translate the whole passage, before I enter

upon the discussion of a subject which has exposed my author

to much reprehension.

" As they'" sailed along the coast of India, [that is, the

" country of the Arabita? and Oritae, for the Icthy6phagi are

" not accounted an Indian tribe,] Nearchus says, that the

This MS. Gronovius found at Florence, Indian. Beyond this point the inhabitants

in the Grand Duke's Collection. See Praefat. were not Indian, either by descent or in man-

ad Lect. It evidently contains readings of ners. Whence the course is to commence, ei-

the first importance ; and the reconciliation pressed by va.fa.v\iortm, is not clear, but pro

of numerals is no small proof of its superi- bably from the Indus, and to terminate at

ority. It is possibly the MS. brought by Malana. No part of this course is within the

Aurispa from Constantinople in 1403. See tropic. Schmeider's defence of Nearchus is

Roscoe's Life of Lorenzo, p. 30. founded upon a supposition, that Arrian is

■" Xlxfa.n\ionm ii Ti}y *I»JS» yh (to evTii/Oiv here speaking, and has taken his information

ykf mm 'I»2o'i i'10-i) \lyu Ncap^of. from Nearchus, but applied it to a wrong

As this is introduced at Malana, so it is place. I think this is positively contradicted

evident that Arrian considers the coast so far by the text, tiyu Ntei^of, and Z$l*> ivnw

to be properly distinguished by the title of Let the reader judge.
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" shadows ta had not the same effect as in those parts of the

" earth with which they were acquainted, for when they stood

" out to sea a good way to the southward, the sun was cither

" vertical at noon and no shadow was to be seen, or so far to

" the north that the shadow fell to the south. The northern

" constellations, which are always above the horizon, set almost

" as soon as they rose ; and others which they were used to

" contemplate, were either close to the horizon or not visible

M at all. In this Nearchus appears to assert nothing impro-

" bable ; for at Syene in Egypt, when the sun reaches the

" summer tropic, they shew a well, in which at noon there is

no shadow ; and as the same circumstance occurs in Meroe,

" it is probable that in India also, which lies towards the south,

" the shadow should be subject to the same law, and more par-

" ticularly in the Indian ocean, which extends still farther to

" the southward."

In this account there is apparently little to perplex ; but when

avc consider, that at Malana Nearchus was in north latitude

25° 16', where these circumstances could not occur, it is not

very easy to discover the reason for introducing them at a place

not within the limit of the tropic. We must recollect also that

we are now arrived at the latter end of November, when the

sun was to the southward of the equator ; and therefore, what-

See Plin. lib. ii. c. 73. of error, or both misrepresented by the authors

In Indiae gente Oretum mons est Maleus who have cited them. In the former passage

nomine, juxta quern umbrae, sestate, ad aus- of Pliny, I conclude that Malcus and Malana

trum, hyeme, In septentrionem jaciuntur. are the same, from the mention of the Oretes

Whether Maleus and Malana be intended for or Oritse, and from a reference to Pattala in

the same may be doubted, upon a reference to the next clause.

lib. vi. c. 22. ; but he there says, this intelli- "3 I take some liberty to make this con.

gence is from BSton : if so, Beton as well as tistent.

Nearchus are comprehended in the same charge

8
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ever licence we may assume in rendering the text, when it

asserts that they stood out far to the southward, we may be

assured that no Greek vessel ever stretched so far from the

coast as to verify this ph6n6menon in the manner specified by

the historian.

Neither Alexander himself, or any detachment from his army,

was ever farther to the south than the mouth of the eastern

branch of the Indus ; and there, at the summer solstice, the sun

might be vertical ; but, from all we can collect, Alexander did

not reach that point till the latter end of July, when the sun

was again on his journey to the south ; neither is it perfectly

ascertained that the mouth of the Nulla 114 Sunkra is within the

tropic : Mr. Rennell's last map and Mr. de la Rochette, it is

true, bring it within that line ; but till it shall be determined by

observation "5 there is still room to doubt.

If this phen6menon, however, was to be recorded, it is ex

traordinary that it should not have found its place at the point

farthest southward which the Macedonians ever reached ; and

that it should be reserved for Malana, when the fleet was nearly

two degrees to the north of the tropic, and the sun southward

of the equator. I would save the credit of Arrian, if it were

allowable, by supposing that he spoke for Nearchus in this

passage generally, rather as a circumstance known than ex

perienced ; but truth compels me to confess, that to my appre

hension his language is too express to admit of general inter-

"4 See Gosscllin Geog. des Grecs, p. 32 ; his chart of Scindi, latitude 230.

who mentions that Onesfcritus places Pattala If, therefore, Pandrummee is the eastern;

within the tropic. Plin. lib. ii. c. 75. mouth, it is consequently within the tropic. I

Mr. Dairymple's chart, by C. Prittie, only mean to say it is not fixed by ob-

places Pandrummee in latitude 23° 13' ; and in servation. *
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pretation : it is Nearchus speaking of what he had seen"4 him

self, and I cannot acquit Arrian without making Nearchus

subject to the imputation.

Nearchus, it is true, is enrolled by Strabo in the same list

with Oneslciitus, Magasthenes, and other writers upon India,

as indulging too much in narrations which are fabulous ; but

we have at this day far better means of comparing the accounts

of these authors with the actual state of the country than Strabo

had, and I must acknowledge that I have found Nearchus a

most faithful and unerring guide. If I cannot excuse him in

the present instance, I can join him in his error with companions

so illustrious, that I hope the reader will pardon me for enter

ing upon a digression in which the knowledge of the ancients in

geography is materially concerned.

The increasing length of summer days and winter nights, in

proportion to the approach towards the pole, was known as

early as the age of Homer, and the corresponding ph^n6menon

of the sun casting no shadow at the summer tropic U7 had evi

dently been observed by the Egyptians previous to all the

aetronomy of the Greeks with which we are acquainted. The

spherical figure of the earth also, we are now told, was no secret

to the Indians ,,s, Chaldeans, Egyptians, and Phenicians ; or if

4,6 <£?>fl» (xutSkti. "* It does not appear from any thing I have

"' See Bruce on the Obelisks, Norden, Po- yet seen that the Hindoos knew the earth to

cock, and Blair's excellent treatise on the Rise be spherical, or ponderibus librata suis.

of Geography, who mentions that the well at Herodotus mentions the opinion of some

.Syene was made for the use of Eratosthenes : who asserted the earth to be spherical, but he

but there is much reason to give it a higher ridicules the idea himself.

antiquity. Aristotle de Mundo supposes the sphere

Eratosthenes reckoned the sun 408 myriads to rest upon air or ether compressed.

of stadia from the earth, 3,010,000 miles ; the How much better Job, xxvi. 7.

.moon 78. Stobseus, lib. i. c. 27. p. 567. •" He hangeth the earth upon no^hiag."
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their discoveries, as antecedent to history, are the less regarded,

■we know from facts that Thales was acquainted with this im

portant truth. If science had proceeded regularly upon these

principles, the properties of a sphere might have led men to

contemplate the proportion of these phtm6mena as well as the

ph£n6mcna themselves, for they wanted neither knowledge or

industry to observe them'; but they failed in the result and

combination of their observations. Thus it happened, that al

though Thales was acquainted with the spherical figure of the

earth, and Anaxiinander had described the known world on a

globe, yet it was not till three hundred and fifty years after

Thales that Erat6sthenes drew a line parallel to the equator,

which suggested the doctrine of latitudes to the school of Alex- .

andria, and finally enabled Ptolemy to apply both longitude and

latitude universally to the science.

Arrian is contemporary with Ptolemy, but so little was he

acquainted with this great discovery, or rather the application

of it, that he has in no one instance made use of the term. It

is evident, however, that he had a knowledge of the phcn6-

menon produced by the sun in the tropic, from his mention of

Sy6ne in this passage ; and he could not be ignorant that south

ward of Syene the sun might be seen "» to the north ; for he has

If the Book of Job is to be referred for its pics, and the equator ; the meridiau likewise

origin to Arabia, whence did the Arabians from pole to pole, and the obliquity of the

derive the knowledge of this sublime truth ? zodiac : but this honour is disputed by CEno-

See Bacon de Aug. Scient. Book I. c. vi. pides of Chios, who had it from Egypt.

See gravitation and the earth ponderibus Diod. lib. i. Stobteus, lib. i. in fine, who

librata suis, asserted by Zeno. Stobxus, says, Thales taught the same,

lib. i- 407. Ed. Heeren. "» As he says himself in Meroe. Meroc,

Pythagoras taught the knowledge of the five according to Bruce, is Atbara.

circles, arctic and antarctic, the two tro-

G G
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in another passage noticed the solsticial 110 rains in Ethiopia

(Nubia or Abyssinia), as the true cause of the inundation of the

Nile ; and whoever verified this fact, which was known to

Strabo as well as Arrian, must have observed the shadow fall

ing to the south. Arrian discovers his knowledge of all these

circumstances in reasoning upon this extract from Nearchus,

and Nearchus seems to have been as cautious in giving this fact

as Arrian is in repeating it, when he says it took place, not

actually upon the coast, but at some distance out at sea. So

likewise Arrian does not assert that Malana lies upon the same

parallel with Sydne, but carries the parallel out into the ocean.

As all this was really true, if the fleet had been at Malana

during the summer solstice, neither of these authors is culpable

for any thing more than for asserting that as seen, which only

might have been seen at another season ; and if it were not for

the positive assertion (wipQii auro«n), they saw it themselves.

The whole passage might be received generally or hypothetically,

and the credit of both be established.

But if they cannot be defended, it will at least be some pal

liation of their offence, and a matter of no small curiosity, to

shew how generally the vanity which gave rise to this error, ex

isted in the Avritings of the ancients. Great travellers and great

conquerors never thought their accounts or their progress suffi

ciently magnificent, unless they were carried to the boundaries

of nature. Alexander is conveyed by his miraculous'" his-

'* Agatharchides is supposed to be the ori- 111 Strab. lib. ii. p. 98.

ginal authority for this discovery, and he had Curt. lib. ix. c. 9. Ne naturam

it from Bion, and Arittocreon, &c. whom quidem longius posse procedcre. Brevi in-

Ptolemy Philad. sent into Ethiopia. Bion cognita nisi immortalibus visuros. •

was five years resident. See Pirn. lib. vi. The whole of this subject is worthy of dis

4
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-torians to those regions on the north, where perpetual cold and

darkness reign ; on the east and south, to the utmost limits

that the heat allows to be inhabited. But without recurring to

such admirers of the hyperbole as Q. Curtius, we must reflect

that Orpheus "* carries his Argonauts to the Cimmerians, who

never see the sun. And although it is no easy matter to dis

cover where they dwell, still their country is excluded from the

solar rays by the Alps, the Rhipean- mountains, and the rock of

Gibraltar 1U. Homer claims the same privilege for Ulysses, for

he conveys him to a region which enjoys the polar day ,,s, which

his commentator assures us must be the country of the Cim

merians, and yet the poet informs us that this was in the terri

tory of the L£strygons, and Lestryg6nia is in Italy, just three

days sail from Circe and the bay of Naples. C6sar "* speaks

with the caution of an historian when he says there was no

night 117 in the extremity of Britain, or the islands lying north

^of Mona. Such, he says, was the information he received, but

he had no opportunity of ascertaining it ; he observed himself

cussion at large, if I could have ventured to the Alps in Italy ; and though it has been

indulge in it. said, by way of solution, that all these are only

,,J Orph. Argonaut, 1. 1 116. general names for mountains, and locality is

"* The reader may think I indulge a vein not to be regarded, still this does not remove

of ridicule, but it is 6crious truth. Orph. the difficulty, for in this passage the course of

Argonaut. the Argonauts is evidently to the north. Vir-

"viitk 5f Kifiptplovn gil likewise places the Palus Mae6tis under the

Nwx ©oi)v iTayom? ixawjuw J» fa ti ju5»i pole, Georg. iii. which is in fact in lat. 45°.

*A>yX>!5 ZpiMOfol lun vmpPfiptt n'tTuW »« Eyyi); y*f wxto« ti xal S/iwro's iun xeJiii/801.

*Ev pa ya.f "Pfaraiov upoj, xa) KAATIIOE etuxi* Od. K. 86.

'AvTcAi'as ufyaiT, sirixsxXiTou Js vikufn »6 Bel. Gal. lib. V. C. I?.

'Aootw 'nrtmana-x fj.iav^Sfno» Ufa Qx/ypn. '*> If, by no night, he intends to say that it

Ai'iiXcw av Kfvvrua-t 0aof mivwUi "AXirm is not absolutely dark, he is not guilty of an

Kifoourt /iffuirto-o-iy, ix^s • IwutixJUTen dti}. 1 I2e» error.

Phlegrae is in Macedonia, the Rhipean "8 He seems to mean the Hebrides.

mountains in Russia, Calpe at Gibraltar, and

a a 2
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only, that in Britain the summer clays were longer than on the

continent. Py'theas 119 of Marseilles went farther north himself,

he was at Thule, or Iceland ; and here, he says, the day and

night were each of six months continuance ; a fact which is true

only immediately at the pole, whereas Iceland unfortunately is

not within the arctic circle.

I have not introduced these several accounts for the purpose

of exhibiting them in a ludicrous view, but to shew that tra

vellers, poets, and historians, have all conspired in placing a

true phen6menon in a false latitude. They had all heard that

this took place somewhere in the north, and they have all fixed

it at the extremity of their own knowledge, or the knowledge of

the age they lived in. If, therefore, I cannot acquit Arrian or

Nearchus of a similar error, I have at least, according to my

promise, given them such companions in their error as to recon

cile the reader, in some degree, to a vanity which seems to have

pervaded so great a proportion of our ancient authors, and

which may be thought pardonable at least, though by no means

worthy of imitation. I trust that the veracity of Nearchus will

not be impeached upon account of a single error, however ascer

tained it may be ; and if the same assertion was found in Bcton,

it is but just to allow, that receiving, as we do, the account

through the medium of Arrian and Pliny, there might be some

"» Py'theas is reprobated as a fabulist by system of Gossellin's, and by no means the

Strabo, i. 64. ii. 104. ; but he has found fa- valuable part of his work. Geog. des Grecs,

vour with his countrymen ; for Huet thinks p. 45, et seq.

him not quite a dealer in fiction, and Gossellin Py'theas says, the tropic of Cancer becomes

discovers that, though he speaks little truth, (or stands in lieu of) the arctic circle ; which

he exhibits a knowledge drawn from purer Gossellin explains, by supposing that he meant

sources, and a specimen of that geography the tropic of Cancer is always visible above the

which, though antecedent to all history, was horizon. Strab. J 14. Gos. 48.

better than that of the Greeks. This is a .
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omission, which it is impossible now to correct, and which, if

we had the actual journal, we might still be able to reconcile to

truth. It is true, the fact is introduced at Malana, but the

text expressly says, that the phen6menon took place as they

sailed along the coast of India : this affords some ground for

alleviation at least, and to prevent the imputation of a direct

falsehood, is the only excuse I have to plead for this digression.—

I now return to conduct Nearchus along the coast of the Icthy6-

phagi ; a part of his voyage where he experienced every cala

mity but adverse winds, and where no commentator has ventured

to trace his progress.

in. icthy6phagi.

This desolate coast, extending from Malan to Cape Jask, is

not less than four hundred and fifty miles in a right line, and

nearly six hundred and twenty-five miles, or ten thousand ,J*

stadia, by the course of the fleet. It is not meant, however, to

infer that an hundred and seventy-five miles, the difference be

tween these two numbers, is wholly imputable to the course of

the fleet along the shore ; for the coast. lies generally straight,

and the indenture of the bays is not deep. We may suppose

that the pressure of famine augmented the efforts of the naviga

tors ; while the acquisition of a pilot, and the advantage of the

prevailing wind, contributed to lengthen each day's course. We

shall find, therefore, that their progress was now sometimes a

thousand stadia, or upwards of sixty miles a-day ; and as proofs

,3° Strabo says seven thousand four hundred, p. 720. This will be examined more correctly

hereafter.
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will arise, that they did not always adhere so closely to the shore

as in the other parts of their voyage, it may be presumed their

means of judging distances were diminished, which caused part

of the error in their' reckoning ; and which error naturally tended

to increase their estimation of the measure.

It is necessary to premise these circumstances, because the

stadium of d'Anville is less applicable to this coast, exactly in

proportion to the difference between four hundred and fifty,

and six hundred and twenty-five ; and as no such variation oc

curs in the former part of the voyage, and none so great will

occur in the gulph of Persia, it becomes more requisite to point

out the causes of variation here ; the principal of which are, the

distresses that caused distances to appear longer, at the same

time that they engaged the mind too much to allow of accurate

calculation.

A coast which furnished nothing but fish, wluch afforded no

characteristic distinction to its inhabitants but the name of Fish-

eaters, presented no consoling ideas to a body of Greeks, with

whom the want of bread was always considered as famine 1,1 ;

and though turtle is mentioned as found on this coast by Arrian,

and a tribe called Turtle-eaters by Marcian ,n of Heraclea, it is

not to be supposed, that because turtle affords a delicious repast

in modern estimation, that it was by any means acceptable to a

Grecian palate. I rather suspect that Icthy6phagi and Che-

16n6phagi stand in the Greek text as appellations bordering on

■J' Sitik, the general term, mean* bread, but no bread, and this was considered by him

as bread with us is the general term for food, as a sufficient reason to offer to his army a pro-

There are many instances of the Greeks con* posal for quitting the siege,

sidering the want of bread as famine ; and a "* Hudson. Geog. Min. Mar. Herac.

very particular one in Roman history. At p, 22.

Avaricum Cesar's troops had plenty of meat
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contempt IJJ, or at least as intimations of misery ; and though I

can find no express testimony of antipathy conceived by the

Greeks against this species of food, neither can I find any evi

dence that they made use of it, as is noticed in regard to the

shell-fish found in the Port of Alexander and the river A'rabis.

We shall have reason to observe as we proceed, that fish is al

most the only means of supporting life, or furnishing the con-

veniencies of life, such as they are, to the natives ; that their

houses are constructed with the larger bones 134 of fish, and

thatched with the refuse ; that their garments are of fish-skins ;

that their very bread is a fishy substance, pounded and pre

served ; and that even the few cattle they have, feed on fish.

The same observations occur to modern travellers who have

visited this coast. Theveuot, Tavernier, and Niebuhr, seem to

comprehend the coast of Persis and Karmania as under the

same circumstances with that of the Icthy6phagi ; and Edward

Barbosa, who was pilot on board one of the Portuguese fleets

which first visited this coast about the year one thousand five

hundred and nineteen, has the following remarkable passage :

" They have few ports, little corn or cattle; their country is a

" low plain and desert; their chief support is fish, of which

" they take some of a prodigious size ; these they salt, partly

** for their own use and partly for exportation ; they eat their

" fish dry, and give dried fish likewise to their horses and other

** .cattle So invariable has been the misery of this coast for

The Persians frequently, in speaking of mon in England. Shells, or rather large

the Arabs who inhabit the desert, call them conchs, are mentioned, lib. vi. p. 262, as

Moush-kour, Mice-eaters, contemptuously, forming part of these houses, perhaps the

Mr. H. Jones. roof.

The whale, which we shall hereafter find w Ramusio, vol. i. p. 295.

frequented this coast, might supply ample ma- At Muscat, on the opposite coast, bruised

terials, as we see by the jaw sufficiently com- date stones aud the heads and bone» of fish are
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two thousand years ! and so positive are the assertions of modern

voyagers in correspondence with the testimony of Arrian !

The modern name of Mekran appears to be the Persian or

Indian appellation for the whole of this coast from the Indus to

Kerman or Karmania, so called in the first instance from its

commencement at the Indus or Mehran, and augmented after

wards by the title of Kntch Mekran, from Ridge"4 or Kutch

the capital ; distinguished, however, by the more modern divi

sion of Bloachee and Brodia, the limit of which is at Guadel :

but in the time of Alexander the title of Icthy6phagi was con

fined to the inhabitants of the coast, while the country within

land, from the confines of the Oritae to Karmania, was styled

Gadi'6sia, almost equally desolate, and as incapable of support

ing an army as the coast.

This country Alexander had evidently entered before the fleet

had reached Kdkala, as - Leonnatus joined Nearchus at that

station, having been left behind for that purpose when the main

army had advanced into Gadr6sia. The difficulties this army

experienced are foreign from the present purpose, but the atten

tion Alexander paid to the preservation of the fleet is connected

with the voyage ; and a reference to his conduct will tend more

effectually to exculpate him from the charge of vanity imputed

to him in this part of his expedition, than any other arguments

which can be produced.

It is mentioned 1,7 expressly, that when Alexander entered this

province it was his intention to proceed along the coast, to ex

amine what harbours it afforded, to sink wells, and provide

the common food of the cattle. Mr. H. Jones, p. 22. En Kit-man, a Kidget-Mecran, &

Add to this, the same testimony from Marco aux Pays maritimes, but possibly from Couche,

Polo. Lib. iii. c. 46. Ed. Bergeron. 1,7 Arrian, lib. vi. 262. Strabo, lib. xv,

,J(S Confirmed by Clieref-eddin, torn. iv. 722.
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whatever else might afford accommodation for the fleet ; but he

soon found that, from the nature of the country, this was im

practicable. He sent down Thdas, however, with a small body

of horse to make observati6ns, which amounted to no more than

a confirmation of the misery of the few inhabitants to be found

there ; and that even water, which was scarce l}\ was brackish

also, and obtained only by opening pits in the sand or beach.

The army, therefore, was obliged to advance inland ; and here

the length of the marches to reach water harassed the men and

killed the beasts. It happened, however, that at one station

he met with a supply of corn, and this, notwithstanding his own

wants, he destined for the support of the fleet, fixing his seal

upon it, and ordering it to be conveyed down to the coast ; but

distress prevailed over the fear of punishment ; the escort broke

the seal, and supported their own lives by the supply entrusted

to their charge. Neither did Alexander, knowing their suffer

ings, think this a time to punish their offence. He made a se

cond attempt by sending down Cretheus with another supply of

no great importance, and a third when he dispatched Telephus

with a small proportion of corn ready ground, having previously

directed the natives in the upper provinces to collect dates,

sheep, or even salt provisions, if by any means the preservation

«3» When we find in Otter, torn. i. p. 409, may be presumed that all the waters in the

no less than five rivers specified in this pro- country partook of this quality. Such Ar-

vince, we may be led to think, that more is rian represents them here, and such Lieute-

' r ' r nant Porter says they are

the Sorameany river itself

Hydriakus,) that two at least of these rivers tho natives would not have cause to open the

.ari of the want of water than ,s true ; but I ,n,nt Porter says they are at Sommeany If

shall shew hereafter, (see art.cle Cy.za, river the Sommeany river itself were not Tackis

Hydnakus.) that two at least of these river, the natives would not have cause to open tt

were salt or brack.sh, and from the nature of 8ands for better, and the water in the op

the so.l all along the coast, desenbed both by i„gs ceaKS to rise fresh the second" rtW

ancients and moderns as salt or nitrous, it day. "tuna or tnn«

« H
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of the fleet could be effected. Sixty days 139 did the army

struggle with their distresses before they reached Poora ,4°, the

capital of this desert; and during one part of their progress so

imminent was the danger, from the failure of water and the ig

norance of the guides", that had not Alexander put himself at

the head of five horse, (all that were capable of service,) and

pushed down to the sea-side, where he found water by opening

the sands, it is confidently asserted that the whole army must

have perished. They proceeded along the coast for seven days,

supplied by the same means, till the guides recovered the track,

and conducted them safe to Poora ,4'.

There is something in this account which induces us to think

that one distress, the want of water, would have been less ex

perienced on the coast than within land ; and during these seven

days it is probable that Alexander, seeing nothing of his fleet,

despaired of its safety ; for he could not know that Nearchus

had been detained near a month by the monsoon, nor properly

calculate the reason of his delay. It is certain that Nearchus

found water in the same manner as the king; both were di

rected by the natives, and several voyagers acquaint us, that

wherever palm-trees M* grow, however arid the soil, there is al

ways water to be found, by opening the ground to the depth of

from ten to fifteen feet.

■*» Strabo. Arrian says expressly, from Nubian Geographer, seems however still a

the time they left Ora. place of some relative importance.

•«• I shall write Poora, which is the Greek «'♦• The palm grows in Egypt ; and when

pronunciation. the Egyptians had poisoned the water in the

The present capital of Mekran is Kidge. Kalish of Alexandria, Cesar opened wells oa

Cheref-eddin, vol. ii. p. 417. French edition, the coast.

Poora, which is the Poreg or Phoreg of the

5
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I cannot account for the sixty days attributed to this march

through Gadrosia ; the distance through a sandy desert could

not be much longer than by sea ; and how four hundred and

eighty miles 141 should require such a length of time seems a con

siderable difficulty. Arrian mentions that the marches were

protracted to the destruction of numbers ; and Strabo specifies

that they were two hundred 14\ four hundred, and even six hun

dred stadia, that is, sometimes as high as thirty-seven miles

a-day ; a length incredible ; and the more the length is in

creased, the less it agrees with the number of the days.

As no solution of these difficulties occurs, I shall only state

the position of the army at Poora and the fleet at Malaria, ac

cording to the dates given by the historians ; and this seems

necessary, as we shall have no farther reference to Alexander

till Nearchus found him in Karmania. He had left Pattala a

month or six weeks before Nearchus, that is, the latter end of

August Ms ; what time he continued in the country of the Arabies

and Oritaj does not appear, but from a circumstance which oc

curred in Gadr6sia, and the sixty days employed in that pro-

'P Four hundred and eighty miles give Miles English. Miles Roman,

eight miles a-day ; a march not too short in 400 stadia of d'Anville, 25 Olympian, 50

an impracticable country, if it can be made to 600 ditto, 3 y% Ditto, 75

accord with the other forced marches ; and Tippoo Sultan's ordinary march was four

perhaps we ought to compensate the particular coss ; extraordinary, six or seven ; stretch of

length of some days march, with the general horse, twenty-eight,

difficulties which rendered others short. If the coss is = 2J miles,

•4* There is something unaccountable in 4 = 10 miles,

Strabo's stadia, for if they are those of d'An- 6 = '5 . miles,

ville, two hundred are only twelve miles and 7 = 1 7 a miles,

an half ; no very extraordinary day's march : 28 = 70 miles,

and if they are the Olympian stadia, six hun- But the writer says, they are Sultany coss

dred make seventy-five miles ; a march which of four mil" ; if so, 28 = 112 ; and yet he

i« impossible. say» 7° 1'imself. Captain James Achilles

Miles English. Miles Roman. Kirkpatrick, An. Reg. 1 799, p. 320.

aoo stadia of d'Anville, 12* Olympian, 25 145 See Anamis, infra.

11 11 2
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vince, we shall bring him to Poora in the latter end of No

vember ; and as Nearchus reached Malana on the twenty-seventh

of November, we may conjecture that the seven days' march of

Alexander along the coast of the Icthyophagi, at the western

extremity, took place during the very time Nearchus lay at

Malana, or had just commenced his course at the eastern limit

of the same tribe. I have entered into these particulars in order

to connect the motions of the fleet and army, and have no small

pleasure in rinding that they correspond with each other. An

other object was to prove, in opposition to all the historians,

that the penetration through the desert was not a mere idle sug

gestion of vanity, but part of that great design which Alexander

had conceived of opening a communication by sea with India :

the three attempts which he made in the midst of his own dis

tress to assist the fleet, establish this point as the first object of

his mind ; and the loss which he suffered fell perhaps chiefly

upon the Asiatics, who now composed the bulk of his army, for

the Macedonians do not appear to have been weakened, either

upon thei-r arrival in Karmania, or from the transactions in which

they were afterwards engaged.

Icthyo- We left Nearchus at Malana on the twenty-seventh of

rHAGK November, where he staid only that day, and, weighing at

Bagas^ra. jjjght^ proceeded thirty-seven miles to Bagasira u\ There was

Fifty-cigbth a good harbour here, and a village called Pasira M5, about four

day.

,<e Otter, torn. i. 408, mentions Kie, or '■" Schmeider and Gronovius read Bagisara.

Guie, as the capital of Mekran ; but as he 148 De la Rochette places Pasfra to the

makes Kie and Kiz, or Kidsj, two distinct westward of Cape Arraba instead of the east-

places, and distinct they really are, it is highly ward ; and his whole distance from the To-

probable that he is mistaken, as he disagrees jnerus to the Cape is reduced to nothing. Hai

both with the Nubian Geographer, and Che- he n«t mistaken the Jerkumutty creek for the

ref-eddin. It should seem that Phoreh ig the Tomerus ? Pasjra is possibly a corruption of

' ancient, and Kidsj the modern capital. Bagasira.
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miles up the country. The site of this station answers to a creek Thirteenth

in Porter s chart to the eastward of Cape Arraba, and which, in 8tat,on*

MascalTs chart, obtains the name of Jerkumutty 14% but the

distance is only fifteen miles. We cannot, however, well be

mistaken, because the next day's sail is round Cape Arraba .

and as no distance is specified for the doubling of that promon

tory, the thirty-seven miles applied to the whole are sufficiently

correspondent : the text does not justify this allotment, but as

the Cape is a fixed point, there is little danger of an error.

Upon the mention of Ba-Gasira, I must be permitted to no

tice, that the term Gasira indicates an Arabian navigation on

this coast previous to the age of Alexander ; for it is neither

more or less than Gesira, signifying in Arabic an island or penin

sula confessedly, and, as I apprehend, a cape likewise. It is

remarkable that, on the coast of the Icthy6phagi, this term oc

curs twice, in Ba-Gasira the first station but one,, and Da-

Gasira the last but one. I had hoped to find an opposition of.

sense in Ba and Da, supposing that Da might signify the head

of a cape, and Ba the falling in of the land to form a curve.

Neither Dr. Russel, however, or Mr. Jones ,so, whom I con

sulted, favoured this conjecture, as supported by Oriental ety

mology. But Ba occurs repeatedly, as in Baldmus, Ba-rna,

Ba-dara, Ala^-Ba-gion, Ba-gia, and Ba-dis ; and at almost every

one of these places there is a cape, which consequently implies

**» This chart of Mascall's is sot from his kamutty and Kalama were related ?

own observation, and therefore far from cor- «» Mr. Jones favoured me with two terms

rect. Jerkumutty is ill applied ; it belongs to in Persic, which, he says, do intimate an op.

Churmut, the Calametta of the Portuguese, position of this sort, and would be understood

the Kalama of Arrian. From the first view of in this sense at Shirauz, or by almost any n»»-

the two words, who would conceive that Jer- tivc Persian.
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Cape

Arrubah.

Arraba.

Arrubak.

Nov. ig.

Fifty-ninth

day.

fourteenth

station.

"Kolta.

Nov. 30.

Sixtieth day.

Fifteenth

station.

Kalama.

Dec. 1.

a bay on one side or the other, and the recurrence of the syl

lable is a proof that it is significant.

The fleet weighed from Ba-gasira early in the morning, and

stretched out round the cape, which projected far into the sea,

and appeared high and bold. After doubling the head, they

trereobliged to ride at anchor without landing the men, as the

surf ran high upon the shore u* : some of the people, however,

were with difficulty landed, in order to procure water ; this was

effected by opening pits upon the beach, but the quantity was

small and bad. Though Arrian has assigned no name to this

cape, there is no possibility of a mistake in calling it Cape Ar

raba, a name which still preserves the title of Arabies, given to

the Belootches by Arrian, whose influence, as I have before

observed, reaches much farther westward at present than this

promontory. The island Karnine which Arrian places two

days' sail from hence, corresponds so precisely with Ashtola l",

the only island worthy of notice on the coast, that there can be

no doubt but that it is identified ; and if the island is right, the

cape cannot be misplaced.

The next day's sail was only twelve miles and an half to

Kolta ; and that of the day following something more than

thirty-seven to Kalama ,5\

I have before taken notice that the measures on this coast

tend almost regularly to an excess, and the numbers specified

'" fax'**- Petrosum littus, according to

the translators.

1,1 Schmeider reads Canine, from the Flo-

rentincMS., p. 144.

1,3 Ptolemy has an island in this sea called

Asthea, placed by his Jongitude indeed oppo

site to the river A'rabis ; but as there is no

conspicuous island on the coast except Ashtola,

there is every reason to suppose, that, how

ever misplaced, Asthea has a relation to

Ashtola.

2 Kalama. Kalyba. Gron. MS.
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between Malana and Kalama prove this. Fourteen hundred Sirty-fintt

stadia produce eighty-seven miles-; and if I had added a dis- Sixteenth

tance for doubling the cape, the disproportion would have been atat'°"'

still greater. In eighty-seven miles there is an excess of

twenty-two, for Commodore Robinson's survey gives only sixty-

five ; and in my account there can be no mistake, unless I have

been too desirous to make Malana and Moran the same, which

is hardly possible, as the previous measures all correspond. We

must impute, therefore, this excess either to the circuitous

course round the cape, which seems more than requisite, con<-

sidering the wind which blew; or to the error of Nearchus's-

reckoning. I incline to the latter, because I consider the cape

and Kalama as fixed points ; the former from the circumstances

of the navigation, the latter by the mention of an island lying

off shore at this point. For I have been enabled to discover the

position of Kalama by extraordinary good fortune, and find that

the Churmut river of Robinson is synonymous : if this is capable

of proof, what latitude ought not to be given to conjectural re

conciliations ? What credit is not due to Mr. Dalrymple, who

recommends the preservation of all names as they stand ia

authors who have visited the spot ? In a Portuguese manuscript

of Ressende in the British Museum, we have a map of this

coast, in which Passaum (Possem) is laid down very well, and

the next station on the east, Rio de Kalameta. Kalameta

[Kaulmet] is evidently the medium between the Churmut of

155 The Portuguese plundered Guadel and Teis is erroneously placed on the Calamen -

TeU about the year 1578. The natites by this author ; one proof either that it is not

called Abindos, said to be connected with the our Teis, or that the Portuguese knew littlfc

Maytagaes or Sanganians. Manuel y Faria of this coast,

y Sousa, torn. ii. p. 373*
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Robinson and the Kalama of Arrian. I consider this station,

therefore, as fixed with the utmost precision ; and the island

Ashtola, or Karnine, mentioned by Arrian as lying off this

place, completes the evidence.

That Karnme ,s4 is the modem Ashtola, there -can be no

doubt ; for though the journal places it about seven miles from

the coast, while it is in reality double that distance, this ought

not to appear a difficulty, for Nearchus did not visit 157 it. It is

visible ,sS from Cape Arraba, and perhaps during the whole

passage to Kalama ; but, in judging distances by the eye, pos

sibly Nearchus was not so skilful as our modern seamen.

Lieutenant Porter describes Ashtola as nearly three miles long,

with two or three bays on the north side, where turtle may be

.caught in great abundance : the passage between this and the

main is clear; but on- the south side there is a rock with foul

ground, and overfalls for twelve miles. From the same me

moir we have an account of the coast from Cape Arraba, on the

<east side of which a bay runs in so deep as to make the cape

appear like an island ,9°, with a smaller one that has shoal-water

on the western side. The coast from hence to the westward is

very craggy for seven or eight miles, being, as I imagine, the

termination of that branch which shoots from the great chain

inland, to the sea, forming the boundary between the territory

of the Oritae and Gadrosia ; and the rise to this branch possibly

commences at Moran.

,%s Karnina. Kanina. Gron. MS. opt. tliea of Ptolemy and the Nos-ala of Arrian we

Perhaps Nearchus did visit it under the find the initial and final syllables of Ashtola.

name of Nosala, as will appear hereafter ; for ,s!l Lieutenant Porter, p. 4.

it is connected with a stoiy of enchantment ; It is in that bay I place the anchorage,

and such a popular error is still current on the ,0° An additional reason for its name, £a-

feast in regard.to Ashtola. Between the As- Gasira.
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At Kalama, the natives were disposed to be hospitable ; they ■

sent a present of lish on board, and some sheep ; but the very

mutton was fishy, as were all the fowls they met with on the

coast : neither is this extraordinary, for there was no herbage to

be seen ; and the animals, as well as the inhabitants, fed on

fish. A few palm trees were observed about the village, but the

dates'" were not in season'".

From Kalama they set sail the following day, and, after a karb,s

course of little more than twelve miles, anchored at Karbis, j£y»a'

which is the name of an open shore, with a village called Kysa, Village.

1 Dec. 2.

about two miles from the sea ,M. The inhabitants fled upon the Sixty-second

day.

approach of the ships, and nothing was found in the place but Seventeenth

the boats which the wretched fishermen of the coast used, and Kissa.

some goats which they seized and carried on board. Corn they

searched for without success, and their own stock <s* was almost

exhausted.

The following day they doubled a cape which projected nine

miles into the sea, and, after getting round, anchored in a safe

liarbour called Mosarna.

151 There is but little difference in the season en this or the neighbouring coasts, cannot be

cf the date becoming ripe, between Bnssora ignorant of the time of year, when the date

and Kalama. At Bussora, the date is ripe in is green. I know not how to suppose that

the latter end of August, and the harvest is this can be the case in a northern latitude,

generally gathered and finished by the end of however near the tropic, in December ; nor,

September. Kalama, in this respect, is pro- on the other hand, could I easily abandon all

bably earlier than Bussora. The green date the data, by which I have determined the sea-

inakes its first appearance at Bussora about the son of the voyage, from a contradiction of

end of February, or the beginning of March, this kind. We learn, in a later part of the

Mr. H. Jones. voyage, that dates were preserved through the

XXuS*1 m text> Green. year.

It is not impossible that the appearance of "* Gron. MS. opt. Kissa.

this fruit may be adduced to determine the sea- 144 Probably what they had obtained from

son of the voyage ; for those who have been Leonna.us.

I I
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nan

lowed

As Mosarna is the station at which the voyage is to assume a

.1 ASSENCE*

Posmee new appearance, it becomes necessary to establish the site of it

_fc* with precision ; and in this there would be no difficulty if there

Harbour? wej"e any harbour, bay, or bight within a^ day's course from

SixtyCthird ^aPe Passence- The cape we cannot be mistaken in, as the

day. island of Karnine, or Ashtola, fixes Kalama, and the, course

station, from thence ; while the projection of Arrian's nameless cape

dfiedYyAr- corresponds almost exactly with that assigned to Cape Passence

but ai- or Posmee by Lieutenant Porter ; but there is, in fact, no har

bour here, or what might be deemed an harbour ,4s even for a

Greek fleet, represented in the charts ; and Commodore Robin

son assured me that the chart of his survey is accurate. If soj

modern geography can afford us no assistance, and we must only

suppose that, if such a harbour formerly existed, it is now

choked up. That there was one can hardly be doubted, for

Mosarna is comparatively conspicuous, being mentioned both

by Ptolemy and Marcian as the boundary of Karmania and

Gadrdsia. Where to fix that boundary inland may be a diffi

culty ; but Arrian, who calls the country inland Gadr6sia, and

the coast Icthyophagi, takes no notice of Karmania till he comes

to Cape Jask. On the contrary, Ptolemy and Marcian con

sider the whole coast as Karmania from Mosarna to Cape Jask ;

and from thence to the river Bagrada in the gulph of Persia-

Be this as it may, my present purpose is to shew that Mosarna

must be placed at some short distance to the westward of Cape

Passence, in consequence of the fleet having doubled the cape

that day, and come to an anchor near it in the evening. Arrian

,,s It Ju/Min «xXt»-r»i is Arrian's expression ; it means land-hcled, or at least so sheltered a*

to be a quiet harbour.
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gives no number of stadia for this day's work, except his men

tion of the extent of the promontory ; and as we have met with

the same omission on the doubling of Cape Irus or Monze,

when the fleet anchored immediately in the bay which joins it,

we may conclude the same circumstance took place upon the

present occasion.

There is a passage in Lieutenant Porter's memoir, which, if I

understand it right, confirms the position I assume for Mosarna.

" Cape Posmee appears like the top of an old barn in coming

" from the eastward, but varies according to its different points

" of view, which I have endeavoured to delineate as exact as

" possible ; and from whence is formed a small bay, at the bot-

" torn of which is a small town called according to the name of

" the cape, chiefly inhabited by fishermen." Now if it is al

lowable to interpret (from whence,) from Cape Posmee, that is

to the westward of Posmee,4 this position would answer exactly ;

but it is evident the chart does not authorise this, for the chart

places the village of Passence or Posmee eastward of the cape,

and in the bay formed by the projection ; and here, if the text

of Arrian had not been positive to the contrary, I should have

placed Mosarna.

I state the evidence on both sides, and I confess my disap

pointment in not being able to reconcile the apparent difference,

as this village is still a point for the caravans to make from

within land ; and the dingies ,M, or vessels of the country, still

resort hither for dates, cotton, dried hides, and salt-fish ; a trade

which gives a relative importance to the place, conformably to

my ancient authorities.

Lieutenant P«?rter.

I J 2
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At Mosarna, Nearchus found a pilot who undertook to con

duct the fleet to the gulph of Persia ; he was a native of Ga-

drosia, and from the name (Hydrakes) given him by Arrian, I

imagine, an inhabitant of Hydriakns, a town near the bay of

Churbar or Chewabad, which I shall hereafter have occasion to

mention. The minute circumstance of meeting with a pilot at

this place denotes something more commercial than any thing

that has yet occurred on the coast ; and Arrian suggests, that

from hence to the gulph of Persia the voyage was more practi

cable, and the stations 167 better known. Upon the acquisi

tion ,e' of Hydrakes, or the Ilydriakan, two circumstances occur,,

that give a new face to the future course of the voyage ; one is,

the very great addition to the length of each day's course ; and

the other, that they generally weighed during the night : the

former depending upon the confidence the}- acquired by having

a pilot on board ; and the latter, on the nature of the land

breeze. I must recur to both these circumstances as soon as

the fleet leaves Mosarna ; but, at present, I shall take the op

portunity of laying down the detail of this coast from Mosarna

to Badis, Avhcre it ends, by forming a Table from Ptolemy and

his copyist Marcian, compared with the order of Arrian's sta

tions, so that the whole of our ancient authorities may be ex

hibited at one view.

l6' T* 3\ <iTo tSJi axrrt ^saimi 7.*, ixxi 148 We ought to collect from this, perhaps,

juaXXjy ti oKjua^ojutvat, eri- brl tc» xoAwov xoy that the Arabians knew this coast as far as

Ilijxrtxov. Which Rookf translates : Less dijji- Mosarna well, but had not yet proceeded-

eull to hepassed, though much morefamous in story, farther. Hydraces had probably sailed with

I am not sure that I render o'yopa^txt right, them* So far therefore aa they went, the

but I apprehend it, means, places better known, coast was fuiWot oM^ia^u!,*. It is possible

in opposition to those obscure coasts or villages also that before the age of Alexander they had

where they had hitherto landed. Names more reached the coast of Malabar, not by tracking

familiar ; at least I have not written nonsense, the coast farther than Mosarna, but by stand-

Porter bears evidence to the better appearance ing across from this point with the raon-

of the country between Churbar and Jask, p. 9. soOn,
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miltsBrit,at
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*BalmasiussupposesKanthapisofPtolemytobetheKanateofArrian,p.1200,whichhejustifiesbyKancatis;butthissuppositiontotallysubvettsthestadiaofbothauthors.

ti
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In this Table I have given the number of stadia as they ap

pear in Arriun and Macciao ; but as all Greek numerals are

defective, and as I have already partly accounted for the inac

curacy of Nearchus's reckoning on this coast, so 1 imagine the

numerals in Marcian 169 arc still less to be depended on, his total

rarely agreeing with his particulars, and his order of names not

being correct. Equally inaccurate are the longitudes of Pto

lemy, and yet, from a comparison of the three, the whole may

,admit of regulation, ami the errors be made mutually to correct

.each other : of this something more will be said. If I prefer

the authority of Arrian, it is not from predilection, but because

^Nearchus's journal, standing upon each day's work in the order

it arose, must be more authentic (if we have a faithful copy of

it) than any thing Ptolemy could obtain from the information

jof others.

The Table commences from Mosarna, and ends at Bombareek,

the Karpella of Ptolemy.

It does not appear that any supply was procured for the fleet

sX Mosarna but water ,7°, and perhaps fish ; but taking the pilot

on board, they weighed anchor in the night, and proceeded

forty-seven '" miles to Balomus. The length of this day's course

BDecMUS' *s suc^ as ^as not occurre(l Defbre> and must therefore be im-

Sixty-fourth puted to the charge Hydrakes had taken of the fleet ; and we

Not Jed- shall find, on some of the following days, their course extended

fled, but al

lowed.

Nineteenth 169 Marcian himself acknowledges the great Dried fish he specifies as an article of trade ;

station. difficulty of giving distances accurately, from a and adds, " Water is to be procured here in

" variety of causes, in the proem to his work, " the same manner as at Sommeany. Goats

well worth consulting. " also, but very lean, and not reasonable."

Kbi Iluf avTofl» «v x«t «X«!s Hunt. The people are Blochees, and very civil,

And if Passence is Mosarna, Lieutenant Seven hundred and fifty stadia.

Porter's memoir is in perfect correspondence.

8
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to even fifty-five or sixty miles ; not that it is intended to assert

that these measures are correct, but only that their progress was

much increased and perhaps their ideas magnified in proportion.

The circumstance of their sailing in the night is likewise to be

noticed, for though this may have occurred accidentally before,

we shall how find it a prevailing practice ; and as this is an

additional proof of the advantage gained by the acquisition of a

pilot, it is important to consider the cause which led to the

adoption of this practice.

I know not that I am authorised to say, it is an universal

cause, but doubtless it is general, that in every region within the

limits of the trade winds or monsoons, a land breeze blows dur

ing the night, and a sea breeze during the day. Mr. Marsden,

in his History of Sumatra "% has given a curious and philosophi

cal account of the means by which these effects are produced*

With the cause I am not concerned, but the effect is, that,

" on the west coast of Sumatra, the sea breeze usually sets in,

" after an hour or two of calm, about ten. in the forenoon, and

" continues till near six in the evening ; about seven, the land

" breeze comes off, and prevails through the night, till towards

" eight in the morning, when it gradually dies away This

is Mr. Marsden's account"; and if his reasoning upon the cause

is just, as apparently it is, it must produce the same effect

Avherever the same circumstances exist; and that this effect

takes place upon the coast where we are now employed, is a fact

capable of proof.

Captain David Rannie *74 mentions the land breeze upon this

coast, as well as those of Malabar and Guzerat ; and he adds

"* From p. 15 to p. 19.

« P. 1 6.

In Mr. Dalrymple'i Collection, p, 8?y

etseq.
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afterwards ,7S expressly,," if a land wind blows from these coasts,

" either in the night or morning, a ship working along may de-

u pend upon a sea breeze, or at least a wind along the coast,

" from the north-westward to carry her in shore, again, and

" neither is the land or sea breeze ever attended with squalls of

•" thunder or rain, as the land winds frequently are ou every

" coast of India."

Here is a collection of circumstances dependant on the in

variable course of nature, which throws more light upon the

journal we are contemplating than could have been expected to

be obtained at the distance of so many ages ; the tranquillity of

the sea, the advantage of different breezes, and the security of

• navigation, all contribute to the accomplishment of this voyage,

as a prelude to the communication -with India, in vessels of such

a. sort as must probably have perished on any other coast of

.equal extent : but there is a peculiarity in this evidence of Cap

tain Rannie, that accounts for a circumstance in the voyage

which, without it, would have been inexplicable. We have

seen the fleet pass two capes, Arraba and Posmec, with some

symptoms of alarm or difficulty, and both noticed in the jour

nal ; but we are now approaching a third at Guadel, winch

Arrian never mentions. We should reasonably be surprised at

this, as the doubling of a cape is always an achievement in the

estimation of a Greek navigator ; but having now a native pilot

/on board who was doubtless acquainted with the nature of the

*" P. 88. " night, and the sea breezes in the day many

1,6 " Before you £ome to Cape Guadel, " times," and also a current setting to the

M if the eastern monsoon leave you when you " westward, until it meet with the current off

«« cross the tropic, your best course is to stand " the gulph." J. Thornton, in Dalrymple's

'« in for the shore, and so ply it up ; because Collection, p. 66.

*' there you shall have the land breezes in the
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winds, it is evident he took advantage of the land breeze to give

the fleet an offing, and an head-land was no longer doubled by

creeping round the shore to its extreme point. This is clearly

the reason, why we hear nothing in Arrian of Ptolemy's Ala-

bagmm177, or Alambateir, the prominent feature of this coast;

the difficulty was surmounted without danger, and therefore

passed over without notice. I anticipate this observation as it

is connected with the knowledge of the winds, which we have

here acquired, and with the skill of Hydrakes, who was now

on board.

Bal6mus is not noticed by Ptolemy or Marcian, nor is their

Zorambus mentioned by Arrian ; if, therefore, it had stood in

the journal posterior to Barna, instead of prior, there would

have been little doubt of its correspondence witlu Zorambus.

Even now, there is reason to suppose it the same, from the re

spective omissions ; and if, upon these grounds, it should be

thought right to reduce the three to a consistency by an inver

sion "* of the order, Nearchus might claim the preference, as

his journal is kept from day to day. The resemblance of names

would justify the following correction, upon which the preceding

Table has been constructed.

*" From the Arabic article Al in this word, In estimating the Stathmi from Coptos to

I find fresh proof of an Arabian navigation on Berenice.

this coast ; and I am persuaded that Al-abagium Peuting. Tabula. Itinerary,

and Al-ambatcir will be found to have an Coptos, "j £Coptos.

Arabic etymology.' Phcenice, M Phcenico.

*** However bold these transpositions may AfFrOditos, i j Didyme.

appear, they are justified by one of the strong- Didymos, J LAfrodito.

est instances possible. Salm, 1184.

K K
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Barna.

Dec. 5.

Sixty-fifth

day.

Barada.

Badara

of Ptolemy.

Twentieth

station.

Ptolemy and Martian.

Mosarna.

Badara, or Barada.

Zorambus.

K6phas.

Deren6bila.

Alambateir.

Arrian.

Mosarna.

Balomus.

Barna.

Dendrobosa.

Kdphas.

Ptolemy and Martian

reduced to Arrian,

Mosarna.

Zorambus.

Barada.

Derenobila.

Kdphas.

Guadel.

The distances are omitted in both ; those of Arrian because

they are evidently too large, and those of Marcian because they

do not correspond. The real distance by the chart is not more

than seventy miles, or, with allowance for the coast, eighty-

two ; whereas the particulars of Arrian make the total one hun

dred and nine, and those of Marcian sixty-two.

Balomus is a village on an open shore, and no day is specified

in the journal till they arrived at Dendrobosa. A day is, not

withstanding, allowed to each station which is named, as an

error is of less importance on this side than on the other, and

may be easily corrected, if the excess is too great, when Near-

chus joins the army again in the gulph.

The next station is Barna, twenty-five miles from Bal6mus, a

village only, but recommended by some circumstances of dis

tinction; for here the inhabitants were found not so utterly sa

vage in their manners and appearance, and some cultivation

was observed both of fruit-trees and gardens. The palm is men

tioned without any notice of its fruit, and the gardens are de

scribed as producing flowers and myrtle of which they made
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chaplets ,,c ; indulging, for the first time perhaps since the

voyage commenced, one of their native 180 luxuries.

From Barna the fleet proceeded 181 twelve miles, to Dendro- :

bosa ; and here the ships could not approach the shore, but rode £0SA'6

at anchor. This circumstance may induce us to suppose, that Sixty-sixth

the whole course from Mosarna to this place is the course of a^x'o^x.

one night, and to the evening of the following day ; if so, it ^^ob5,^

makes thirteen hundred and fifty stadia, or eighty-four miles. °f Pto'emy-

, , . 6 Twenty-first

Both the distance and the time employed are to be admitted station,

with some reserve, and with this observation, that there must

be an excess in the distance, as eighty-two miles would carry

us to Alanibateir, or Cape Guadel ; and Arrian has still four

hundred stadia to Kophas, which precedes it. That the course

is only the Avork of one night and day I am inclined to believe,

though I mark it otherwise in the margin, for the reason al

ready given ; and this is the more probable, as the fleet is said

immediately afterwards to have weighed from hence at mid

night.

That Dendrobosa 1,1 is the Derenobilla of Ptolemy, and that

Ptolemy's order ought to be inverted,, receives the sanction of

Hudson 183 ; who says, he once thought the same. Why he

180 The pleasure which the Greeks received I am sorry to lose a circumstance which bears

from wreaths and chaplets in their convivial so much resemblance to the manners of mo-

hours, is too notorious to insist on. The ex- dern voyagers ; but I think the middle verb,

pression, as it stands in the printed copies, is, Is-XixoVro, confirms the reading of Gronovius.

«»St«, a$' i™v rspawpaTi* tts-i xu^vrwy It*.!- 1,1 nipj-rAaxravTef intimates a cape or pro-

nerro ; rendered, fores i guibus pagan* corollai jection here ; possibly the high land of Daram

texebant ; but which should rather be, corolla mentioned by Lieutenant Porter.

texebantur paganh inneclcndt. A piece of gal- •*> The change of letters in this word is

lantry either way, not unlike that of British justified by the organs of speech, and exem-

sailors and Otaheite women. But Gronovius's plified in T;fr,>, Greek ; Tener, Latin ; Ten-

best MS. reads xtlpyn, instead of xi^vriari, der, English.

their own head, not the head of the villagers. "3 Hudson Geog. Min. Marcian, p. 23.

kk2 .
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KoPHAS.

K.OPHANTA.

Dec. 7.

Sixty-

seventh day.

Twenty-

second

station.

changed his opinion does not appear,, but the name differs no*

more in reality than Deren-6bosa, Deren-6bola, Deren-6bila,

and 1 imagine Deren, the constituent part of the name, is still

preserved in the Daram, or Duram, of Lieutenant Porter, who

places this as a high land on a part of the coast between Cap©

Passence and Guadel, in a situation which would correspond

with Deren-6bosa ; as I conjecture Shied and Muddy Peak

would agree with the other names of Arrian, if they had been

inserted in Commodore Robinson's chart.

From Dendrobosa the fleet weighed at midnight, and reached

Kophas lU, after a passage of twenty-five miles. And here a

variety of difficulties arise, which I despair of solving to the

satisfaction of the reader. I place Kophas to the eastward or*

Alambateir, or Cape Guadel, because Ptolemy, Marcian, and

Arrian, all concur in the same, assertion ; but de la Rochette

carries it to the westward, into the bay formed by the projection

of that headland. This can hardly be justified in opposition to

all the ancient authority we have, however obscure it may be.

This cape is the most conspicuous feature upon the whole coast,,

and forms the termination eastward of a vast imaginary bay,

which Ptolemy calls Paragon Sinus, and the author of the

Periplus, Terabddn. The western extremity they place at Kar-

pella"*, so that if the existence of this bay were established, it

would be near three hundred miles across; but it docs not exist.

Ptolemy appears to use this name as

a plural, Kufmra. It occurs but once in Ar

rian, and then without an article ; but Marcian

uses it, «*o SI Kupmritt which marks K6pha3

as the right name.

Upon consulting other passages of Pto

lemy, it docs not appear that, he uses xoXmt

precisely as a bay. His x&s-o* *mX«Siif, in the

gulph of Persia, is not a bay : but Francklin,

when at Maskat, uses a peculiar expression—

«* Cape Rosalgat, which is opposite the Scin-

" dtan Gulph ;" apparently giving support to

the idea of calling that sea a gulph which lies

between the coast of Arabia and Scindy, in

which the entrance into the gulph of Persia is

disregarded. See Francklin's Tour, p. 35.

X
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The coast rises gently, indeed, about half a degree towards the

florth, during its whole course ; and though there are two o*

three small indentures, there is no general curvature whatsoever.

The mistake of Ptolemy (of far less magnitude than his error in

regard to the peninsula of India) admits of a solution nearly

serf-evident ; for the fleets from Egypt Avhich sailed with the

monsoon from the promontory Syagros in Arabia, if they ever

made the coast of Gadrdsia, made it at this cape of Alambateir,

as a point of eminence, and left all the coast from Cape Jask

on their left out of sight ; this naturally raised the idea of a

curve inwards, because no land was seen ; and if Ptolemy knew

any thing of such vessels as sailed from the gulph of Persia, or

if any did in reality ,w sail, they also, from the moment they

doubled Cape Jask, took advantage of the monsoon, and did

not creep along the shore like the fleet of Nearchus, but stood

off from one headland to another, and avoided the interruption

which the land winds or the nature of the shore presented. It

is, therefore, the discovery of Hippalus, the knowledge of the

monsoons, which preceded the age of Ptolemy that gave a

different idea of this coast to the mariners of his time, from

whose information he drew his plan of this great bay ; and it is

modern geography alone which has destroyed his curve, and

restored the right line of Nearchus. So consistent is truth, and

so erroneous is conjecture.

** They did sail in a later age, as appears 378

from Cosmas. His friend met them at Cey- 264

Ion, possibly from Keish.

Ptolemy's longitude of Karpella, 940, 114 difference,

lit. 22° 30' j of Alabagium, ioi°, lat. Again, Ptolemy has a degrees between

2o° 0*. Karpella and Kanthapi's, which Marcian etti-

But 70 at 69-! miles is'486^ miles ; at 54 mates at 1000 stadia, by which it should seem

in lat. 250, is 378 miles, wheieas the real dis- Marcian reckoned 500 stadia to a degree,

twee is only 264,
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"We shall find, however, that the general arrangement of

names in both these authors corresponds ; and though it is

highly extraordinary that no notice of Cape Guadel occurs in

Arrian, still as Ptolemy places Kuiza immediately to the west

ward of Alambateir, and Kophas to the east, we must admit

that the Kuiza of Arrian, coming next in succession to Kdphas,

naturally concludes Alambateir between the two, and reconciles

both "' authors happily to each other.

ALABAGEION

Longitude

by Ptolemy,

by MacCluer,

add from Ferro,

CAPE GUADEL lt>.

,w. ALAMBATEIR OF PTOLEMY,

! | Latitude

101 0 0

60 34 0

78 14 0

Ptolemy corrected by Gossellin, 72 0 Oj

20 0 0

25 7 0

17 40 0 H Robinson, 25 4 6

There is some great error 191 in the copies of Ptolemy here, for

Kyiza is placed 15' to the east of Alabagium, although it is to

1,8 Marcian, as the copyist of Ptolemy, is Mr. Jones adds, I would venture to offer,

always included in this estimate. till a better is found, oir^Ull Al-pa-e-gah,

"» Called Guader and Gauden by Purchas, «' The foot of land," otherwise, the low land,

and Mekran Masquerano, vol. i. 495. Quere, whether Pa does not explain what

"° The Western point of Guttar Bay is has been said about Ba and Da ? the head of

called Bagia ; and the etymology of that the promontory, in contradistinction to the

word would explain Ala-Bag'ion, in which foot of the promontory ? At Ba-gasira Arrian

the Arabic Al is visible. This is Ptolemy's has a town named Pa-si'ra, supposed by d'Ai>-

own word. Alambateir is from Marcian, and ville to be a corruption of Pa-gasira.

the I^ttin copies ; and A'mbateir is not without '»' This is capable of proof from Marcian,

a relation to Bagion, if it were discoverable. who writes,
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the west of it ; and Bagia Prom, in the same longitude with

Alabagium, though it is a whole degree to the west.

The head of Cape Guadel stretches out parallel with the coast

like the Pharos of Alexandria, and being joined to the main by

a neck of land not half a mile over, makes two bays, one to the

eastward and the other on the opposite side ; that on the west

is larger and more sheltered, with twelve or thirteen fathoms at

the entrance, and shoaling to the mpper part ; 'the town of

Guadel is situated close under the north side of the cape. The

bay on the east is small, and not well sheltered, in which, how

ever, we must suppose K6phas to lie, and possibly near the

point marked at its entrance from the east. Mr. Dalrymple

has enabled me to present the reader with a plan of this bay,

and the soundings will shew, that in whatever part of it we place

Kdphas, there is a sufficient depth of water for Greek gallies ;

possibly, at the favourable time of the year when Nearchus

sailed, such shelter as the shore itself afforded was ample se

curity. Between this bay and the other on the western side

there is a neck which joins the peninsula to the main, and which

has been fortified by a wall 191 with towers. There are still the

remains 193 of a town built with stone, but the present inhabitants

live in mat houses, and trade, which has been formerly con

siderable, is now ruined by the miserable state of the country 'M.

Water is procured here by opening pits on the beach ; goats*

sheep, and fowls are likewise to be purchased. These circum*

From Bagia to Kyiza, 250 stadia. '*' Possibly a work of the Portuguese, who

had a settlement here, if not of more ancient

date.

8 I 650 Lieutenant Porter's Memoir. /

81 miles. "rt Hamilton mentions this decline in hit

time.The real distance is 70 miles.
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stances, insignificant in themselves, are of some consequence f©

navigators ; and induce a probability that conveniencies were

more attainable here in former ages than at present. Good

water is a commodity specified in the journal, which adds, that

the place was inhabited by fishermen, who were possessed of

small and wretched boats, which they managed with a paddle

instead of an oar. The expression is characteristic, for Arrian

says, it was like digging the water with a spade ; and whoever

has seen the New Zealand canoe, in Cook's first voyage, can

hardly conceive the idea represented with more precision.

No where have I found more difficulty to render the narrative

consistent, than from Mosarna to this place. Mosarna I have

fixed by the neighbourhood of Ashtola and Cape Posmee, and

Kophas is, I hope, established by means of Ptolemy, and the

position he gives to Alambateir ; the distances appear incapable

of correction ; on this head I have confessed my inability to ob

tain the truth, and must hope for indulgence where the means

of information are so deficient.

Two islands are noticed by Ptolemy and Marcian in this

neighbourhood; one called Pola, Polla, or Palla, at some dis

tance from the coast, for which I can find nothing equivalent;

and another named Libe, Liba, or Zibe, close to Alambateir ;

the latter I conclude to be nothing more than this very penin

sula of Guadel before us, which may have been an island "s till

connected with the main by the increase of the neck of land, or

might be considered as such, like the Pharos of Alexandria.

'»5 Seen possibly as an island at sea, from " joins it to the continent is low, narrow, and

the lowness of the coast. " composed of sand. This observation is also

" The appearance of C. Guadel justifies " applicable to Cape Arubah." Captain .

" the idea that it may have been an island at Blair.

" an early period ; for the neck of land which
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From Kophas, in the eastern bay of Guadel, the fleet sailed

early "* in the evening, and, after a course of fifty miles, reached

Kuiza, which, by the distance specified, ought to be the Noa ^~

Point of Lieutenant Porter, forming the entrance of Guttar Bay „.Dtc- 8

■ r Sixty-eighth

from the eastward : but it we are to suppose that the eight nun- day.

dred stadia, mentioned for this day's work, exceed as much as Kybza.

those of former days, we must place Kuiza 1,7 on the coast some- Twenty-

what short of Noa Point ; and for this there is a sufficient reason tl"'d ttation-

from the next day's course of four hundred stadia, which would

be evidently too much for the termination we must allot. Mar-

cian (if his numbers are of any value) places Kuiza at fifty "*

miles from Alambateir, or Cape Guadel.

A plan of Guttar Bay is given in the general Chart, No. I.

and will, by the allowance here made, answer in position to the

transactions which are to take place on the following day.

At Kuiza the men could not land, as it was an open shore

with a great surf ; they therefore took their meal 500 on

board at anchor, and then weighing, proceeded upwards of

thirty miles to a small city placed on an eminence, at no great A

O A SMALL

distance from the shore. City.

Dec. 9.

This nameless city is not without features to distinguish it ; Silcty-n'nth

for Lieutenant Porter says, though the land round the bay is so Twenty-

fourth

About the first watch ; six o'clock, to Khudar ; the Oriental orthography for ' 8tation-

This is the third instance of weighing at Guttar according to Otter, vol. ii. p. 409. "

night. At eight stadia to a mile, Marcian's

»» See the Table, where it is assumed that numbers agree with Arrian's. Fifty miles.

Nearchus reckons, between Kuiza and Talme- •» fax'"- If there was a surf, it is an ad-

na, from the extreme points of each bay ; that ditional reason for placing Kuiza previous to

is, from the eastern point of Guttar Bay to Noa Point.

the western point of Churbar. "* l$tmcro/«mo, is not precise enough to

Kuidsa, or Kuisda, as this word would be specify an evening meal, but is apparently so.

written in Greek letters, approaches very near
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low, that }'ou can neither see the other side nor the bottom of

the bay, from Noa Point; yet there is a hummock or two

visible which appear like islands, and one of these hummocks

we may assume for the eminence 101 of Arrian upon which this

city was situated. " We found," says Lieutenant Porter, " a

" small town at the bottom of the bay, inhabited by fishermen."

Is it not a whimsical coincidence, that at the distance of two

thousand years, an English navigator should find, a town with

out a name, as well as Nearchus ? I do not build upon this ;

nor do I assert, that the town I am looking for stands where

the present town does ; this is doubtless Guttar ; but I can place

Ncarchus's town any where in the bay that the position of a

hummock will justify, and I rather suppose on the western side,

as Lieutenant Porter appears to have viewed the hummocks as

he entered the bay from the east.

When the fleet reached this place, it was totally without

bread or grain of any kind ; and Nearchus, from the appearance

of stubble in the neighbourhood, conceived hopes of a supply if

he could find means of obtaining it ; but he perceived that he

could not take the place by assault ; and a siege, the situation

he was in, rendered impracticable. He concerted matters,

therefore, with A'rchias, and ordered him to make a feint of

preparing the fleet to sail, while he himself with a single vessel,

pretending to be left behind, approached the town in a friendly

manner, and was received hospitably by the inhabitants. They

came out to receive him upon his landing, and presented him

with baked fish, (the first instance of cookery he had yet seen
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on the coast,) accompanied with cakes *■* and dates "3. These

he accepted with proper acknowledgments, and informed them

he wished for permission to see the town : this request was

granted without suspicion ; but no sooner had he entered, than

he ordered two of his archers to take post at the gate, and then

mounting the wall contiguous, with two more and his inter

preter, he made the signal for A'rchias, who was now under

weigh, to advance. The natives instantly ran to their arms ;

but Ncarchus, having taken an advantageous position, made a

momentary defence till A'rchias was close at the gate ; when

ordering his interpreter to proclaim, that if they wished their

city to be preserved from pillage, they must deliver up their

corn, and all the provisions which the place afforded, he pre

pared for the encounter. These terms were not rejected, for the

gate was open, and A'rchias ready to enter ; he took charge of

this post immediately with the force which attended him, and

Ncarchus sent proper officers to examine such stores as were in

the place, promising the inhabitants that, if they acted ingenu

ously, they should suffer no other injury. Their stores were

immediately produced, consisting of a kind of meal 104 or paste

made of fish, in great plenty, with a small quantity of wheat

and barley. This, however insufficient for his wants, Nearchus

*•* ■Kijuta.ra hxlyx. 204 This is not more extraordinary than that

" These cakes are, I conceive, the very sort cattle should eat fish, as mentioned above ; or

** of bread made use of to this day all along this than the Caviar of the Wolga. Lieutenant

" coast, and called Aps. They are flat, and Porter reports, p. 13, that at Mascat in Ara-

«' baked in a round earthen oven, by being bia they make a mixture of fish and dates with

" stuck against the sides of it." Mr. H. a kind of earth and water, which the cattle

Jones. eat as their common food, and it is extremely

** This does not specify the season of the fattening,

ripe fruit. They might be dried. See infra.

L L 2
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received, and, abstaining from farther oppression, returned on

board with his supply. The fleet hauled off to a cape in the

Bagia. neighbourhood called Bagia, and there anchored at no great

Twenty-fifth distance, as I conclude105, from the town.

ftat'°"' The circumstance of a cape here determines, in my opinion,

the correspondence of all particulars relating to this place ; for

this cape must be the western point of Guttar Bay, and all the

circumstances unite in giving a position to this nameless town

on the western side of the bay, as I have done.

Lieutenant Porter writes, " The bay 100 is large and deep, with

" shoal water, and in crossing right over from Noa Point,

" a lump is seen on the opposite shore, with an island nearly

" under it, and a little bay called Bucker Bundar *°7, where the

" natives fish, and where the Sanganian pirates often lie in wait

" for the small vessels that trade along the coast." To this

lump I had looked for the eminence on which the town stood,

but it is inland, and stands on the high ground behind. I have

little doubt, however, that this lump directed Nearchus as the

first point seen across the bay, and led him to the town itself.

And if it is thought extraordinary that he does not mention a

bay here, it is not more so than his omission of Cape Guadel,

and it ought to be observed, that when he calls Bagia a cape,

a cape necessarily implies an indenture on one side or the

other.

From these various deductions I consider this nameless town

105 No "distance is mentioned, and it appears Mr. Jones adds, I should suspect Buckar

like immediate anchoring, after leaving the Bunder ought to be written Beker Bunder,

town. The word Beker has a variety of significations,

M<s Memoir, p. 7. some of which are probable to be given at

1"» A relation may be suspected between names to a Bay or Bunder.

Bucker and Bagia, Buckah.
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and Guttar Bay as identified ** and I now return to attend the

fleet on its progress.

But before I enter upon the remainder of the course from

Bagia to Badis, it is necessary to take a general view of the

coast, in order to dispose of the intermediate stations which

Nearchus, from the distress of the fleet, had little opportunity

of describing; and on which, consequently, the scantiness of

the journal leaves great obscurity. Kophas, Alambateir, Kuizn*

and Bagia, corresponding in the three authors, conducj: us

safely to this point ; and thus far there can bp no error, unless 1

have assumed Bagia for the western point of Guttar Bay in*

stead of the eastern : but the reasons already given are more

than sufficient for the occasion.

I am now to take the departure of the fleet from this station

* of Bagia, and the first step to Talmena is the greatest difficulty ;

for the distance given by the journal between Bagia and Tal

mena is a thousand stadia, or sixty-three miles, an estimate

which carries Talmena beyond Churbar Bay, and which, if a

remedy is sought by commencing the course from Noa Pointy

encroaches as much on the previous measures as the contrary

supposition does upon the subsequent part of the coast. I had,

however, originally fixed Talmena at Churbar, Kanasida at the

Tanka, Kanate at Kalat, Troisi at a creek, and Dagasira at a

headland previous to Mucksa *» ; but by means of fresh inform*

,0" There can be no possibility of error, eastward of Noa Point. Even upon this sup-

unless it should be thought worth while to pay position, there can be no greater error than

attention to the stadia of Marcian. He reckons the breadth of the bay; and the numbers of

twenty -five miles from Alambateir to Kuiza, Marcian are too disputable to ground this

and sixteen from Kulza to Kasia, i. e. Bagia. alteration upon them.

This would make Bagia and Noa Point the "» The Chart, No. I. will give all these

same ; and place the nameless town of Arrian positions.
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ation collected from Otter, I have been induced to alter this

arrangement, and abandon the measures of the journal. The

following discussion I submit, with some degree of hesitation,

to such as may be disposed to examine a question which,

though not important, has at least research and novelty to re

commend it.

The three "° following stations in Arrian are Talmena, Kana-

sida, and Kanate ; and in the series of Ptolemy there is a

Kandriakes, answering to Talmena ; if, therefore, we assume

Kandriakes for Talmena, we obtain three successive names, of

which Kan is the initial component part. Now it appears from

Otter, that the Oriental accounts which specify the rivers of the

Mekran, employ the adjunct Kienk or Kenk, as the Persians

use Ab 1,1 or Roud, to express a river; thus we have Kiour-

kienk, Kehenk, and Kiechenk"*, all of which d'Anvillc has

adopted in his map *'3 of Mekran, and given them the course

assigned by Otter. But this term takes two different appear

ances in its derivation from the original form, Dsjcnk passing,

by one process, from Sj into Chienk, Kienk, Kenk, Ken,

Kende, and Kande ; and, by another, from D into Dienk,

Denk, and Danke. In its first form, it is connected possibly

with Tchen, Chen; with the Ganga, the Ganges, the Kishen-

Gonga, and the Scvi-Gonga of India : in its second, Denk

furnishes the Samy-Dake of Ptolemy, which is the Danke or

Tanka 1,4 river of the modern charts on this coast. This term, in

sl° There are four in reality, for a nameless Jirbe, the skin for water used in caravans, and

one is placed between Kanasida and Kanate, Chienk, Jienk, into Dienk, Denk, by the

which is possibly the modern Godeim. same analogy as Jumna into Diamuna.

Ab-Schirin, Ab-Argoun, Roud-chiour. J,J Asie premiere partie.

»" Chienk, Chcnk, pass into Kienk, Kenk, "* Written Tanqua by Ressende. Portug.

iby an Oriental variation, as Kirbe, Girbe, and Tanqua Banqua, the white rivtr.
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one or other of these shapes, appears the most ancient expres

sion for a river of any that occurs ; and it may be easily shewn

that Ptolemy knew of its various orthography and its meaning ;

for he writes both Samy-Dake and Samy-Kade, and he inter

prets Kand-riakes by Hudr-iakes lls, evidently from "T&»p, the

Greek term for water. Upon consulting Otter, I find a

stream in this neighbourhood called Kie-Chek 2lS, which may be

interpreted the river of Kie or Guie, an inland town at some

distance*17 from the coast, and I cannot help thinking that

Ptolemy's Kandriakes is a transposition of the same word

Kande-Kie, or Kandre-Kie,. for Kie-Kande. Otter says, this

river falls into the sea between Khudar and Pichin. Pichin *l* is

not discoverable, but Khudar is Guttar Bay, which the fleet

has now just left, and if Pichin is to the westward, we have the

mouth of this river falling into the sea between Guttar and

Churbar, corresponding with the Kandriakes of Ptolemy. If it

were now possible to identify the Talmena of Arrian with this

Kandriakes, the journal would be clear ; but Talmena has no

allusion to a river] it signifies a ruined *" fort, and that is an

315 It is extraordinary that the wild geo- is, in Hebrew, a ruinous heap ; and from

graphy of Ammianus Marcellinus mentions an hence, perhaps, Arabic or Persic. That such

Hydriakus in Karmania. Lib. xxiii. p. 462. ruins were as common on the coast formerly

116 It is true that Otter considers Kie- as at present, there can be little doubt ; for the

Chek as a fort 5 and yet he writes, Le Kiour- Belootches from the eastward, and the native

Kienk recoil aussi Veau a'e Kic-Chtk. Chek is GadrAaians are both tribes of plunderers. The

Chenk, or Kienk. very next station at Kanasida is noted by the

Five days or a week's distance : onehun- journal as a ruined city. Thus has rapine

dred or one hundred and twenty milts. joined with avidity to desolate this coast in all

2,8 D'Anville gives Pichen a situation such ages. See Parkhurst in voce nS]"l> Talah ;

as it required ; but I apprehend has only Ot- and JJ?J3> Massan, an inhabited place ; but

ter's authority ; for I do not find Pichin in Al the last is dubious.

Edrissi. A deity of the Britons, derived, according

3,» Mina, Minau, at the Anamis, and Mi- to Maurice, from the Bramins, is called Tol-

navi, at Basra, are expressive of a fort. Tal men, signifying in the Cornish language a hole
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object which might occur in one part of the coast as well as

another. What remains, then, but to consider the series of

both authors, and examine how far they correspond ?

Ptolemy. Arrian.

Bagta, Bagia,

Kandriakes, Talmena,

Tvsa, Kana-sjda, or Kana-disa,

Samy-Kade. Kan-ate.

This is their order, and if the first agrees with the first, and

the two last can be discovered to correspond mutually, the se

cond may be considered as the unknown quantity we are

searching for. Permit me, then, to read Kana-Disa1" for

Kana-Sida; and I find Kienk-Disa, the river of Dis, Tiz, or

Tidsj. This is the Tysa of Ptolemy, the Tesa or '1 eisa of Mar-

cian, the Teiz of Dalrymple, and the Tearsa of Porter. All

these different modes of writing are expressive of a town situated

in the bay of Churbar, celebrated by Al Edrissi *" for its com

merce with Keish, an island in the Gulph, and Oman in Arabia,

both sufficiently noticed by Chcref-eddin and other Oriental

geographers. Otter brings the Kiour-Kienk, or salt river1",

into this bay ; and unless Sida shall be found to express salt,

there can be little doubt but that it is a transposition from Disa

of stone. It consists of a large orbicular stone, city. Est urbs panra, Celebris tamen et popu»

supported by two others, betwixt which there losa.

is a passage. Maurice Ind. Antiq. vol. vi. 111 Roud-Chiour the salt river, near Kunk

p. 140. The connection is very dubious. in Laristan ; and Kunk itself is related to

The licence requested for these trans- Kienk. In those countries where the soil is

positions is stated fully hereafter at Agris. salt or nitrous, there are salt rivers every where.

I" 58. Taiz 5 a small but populous See Marco Polo in Ramusio, torn. ii. p. 8.
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or Diz. By a similar process the modern Tanka may be found

in the Kanate of Arrian, and the Samy-Kad& of Ptolemy ; for

Kanat and Kade come by one process from Kienk ; and Samy-

Dake, Danke and Tanka by another : if, therefore, upon these

grounds Kana-Sida corresponds with Tiz or Churbar, and

Kanate with Samy-Kade or Tanka, Talmena consequently an

swers to the Kandriakes of Ptolemy, and the series in both

authors is consistent. It is not necessary to insist On this rea

soning as indisputable ; but if we find the initial Kan thrice re

peated in succession, and three rivers locally agreeing with this,

and still preserving the traces of the adjunct, it is some light

gained in a region of obscurity, and may lead to the just distri

bution of the stations on the coast, if it should ever be visited

again. More rivers than these three 113 I cannot distinguish in

Otter 114 ; for his Kiourkies and Souringuiour are only the same,

or parts of the same stream, Kiour-Kienk ; and what their

course may be inland is of no consideration to the journal.

Otter's authorities, in this respect, are much embarrassed ; and

I am not without suspicion that he has mistaken Kie for the

capital instead of Kidge : I once thought them both the same ;

but Al Edrissi writes115 Kia and Kir as distinct places, and Kir

he seems to estimate as the principal city ; if so, he writes Kir

for Kirge, and Kirgc is Kidge. All the geography I am ac

quainted with makes Kidge the capital of the province, called

from hence Kidge or Kutch 128 Mekran in the Ayeen Akbari ;

and Kedge, Gedge, or Gcdr6sia, by the ancient historians : for

*" There is a fourth, Makeshid, to the Kutch or Couch signifies mountains, as some

west ; of which see infra. authors assert, Kutch Mekran is the low

"* Otter, torn. i. p. 408. country on the coast below the mountains.

:» Nub. Geog. p. 56. Sir W. Jones says, Mekran ought to be

"* It must be allowed, however, that if written Macran.

M M
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Mekran is the country related to the Mehran or Indus; and

Kutch Mekran implies the western side of the Indus towards

Kutch or Kidge. This is a point, indeed, not necessary to

discuss, as it is not connected with the voyage; neither is it

insisted on farther than as the suspicion of a mistake.

Having now obtained a probable solution of these difficulties,

and found three rivers which may afford the means of recon

ciling Arrian with Ptolemy, and both with modern geography,

it remains to conduct the fleet along the coast to the three fol

lowing stations of Talmena,v Kanasida, and Kanate, with a

fourth between the two last, which is nameless, ami without

any distance specified.

Talmena. 1 ne flee^ weighed from Bagia at midnight "7, and proceeded

Dec io. thousand stadia, sixty-two miles and an half, to Talmena.

■seventieth 7 J '

day. This distance, if taken from Noa Point, is not greatly in excess,

Twenty- . . .

sixth station, but this assumption the transactions recorded do not authorise ;

AcVs'nd a°d there is reason to apprehend that the error of numbers lies

^fUptokmyS s°mewnere about Guttar Bay, or Kuiza. Whatever it may be,

the sinking of it here relieves the remainder of the course to

Badis ; and we might build something on the four hundred

stadia of Marcian to diminish the excess, if we could find their

proportion with other stations, which may prove favourable to

this supposition. No circumstances relating to Talmena are

recorded in the journal, but that it was a safe harbour ; and

this, at least, has nothing discordant with the station allotted to

it at the mouth of Ptolemy's Kandriakes, the Kie-Kenk (Kie

river) of Oriental geography. Nothing in Otter's account for

bids the issue of this stream to be fixed between Guttar and

Again at night.
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Churbar Bay, and nearer to the latter than the former. We

must not pass this place, however, without observing that Hu-

<1 rakes, the pilot of Nearchus, seems to derive his name from

this Hudriakes. It is said expressly that he was a Gadrdsian ;

and if we are right in assuming this stream for the river of Kie,

it is a native of Kie who is now on board. May we not lament

that the brief narrative of the journal has suppressed this cir

cumstance ? Or will it afford ground for an argument, that the

silence of the journal upon this head furnishes matter against the

arrangement ? Either way, this must be left to its fate, that we

may return to the prosecution of the voyage.

From Talmena, the distance to Kanasida is estimated at Kanasida,

twenty-five miles, a space not greatly in excess ; and Kana-Disa Kana-Disa.

has been interpreted the river at Tiz or Tidsj, which Otter calls „ Dec- 'j*

r J Seventy-first

the Kiour-Kienk, or salt river. The remembrance of the town Tdar-

still exists in the bay of Churbar, and the cape at the entrance seventh

is still called Tizmee, by the same analogy as Cape Passence or TtzaoV

Possem is styled Pos-mee : is it not remarkable that two navi- Ptolemy,

gators, at the distance of so many centures as Nearchus and

Commodore Robinson, should find the same place in ruins ?

Nearchus does not mention a river here, and probably did not

advance far enough into the bay to see it ; but they found

a well ready dug, which saved the trouble of opening the

sands, and the wild palm tree, from which they took the tender

head1*9 of the plant to support life ; so that the little supply of

** Passaum. Portug. lation, Fructus et cerebrum sahiti fuerunt.

Strabo mentions, p. 722, that the army So Xcnophon, Anab. lib. ii. c. 3. seems to

of Alexander, in passing the desert of Ga- use lytifxXof for a part of the fruit : but I think

drosia, was preserved from famine by the same in this passage of Arrian, t«tuv t«> iyxlfuKuc

means. Wo it t£» $wUu> ii» n (rurmfioc, ti ti xcVrorTs,-, secm3 to imply cutting the tender

xxf-ra x*l tS iyxifafet. According to the trans- head of the plant, rather than the fruit ; fop

M M 2
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corn they had procured at Guttar Bay could have relieved only

a momentary want. The plan of this bay, with its double

curve, is given in the Chart, No. I. and I am disappointed in

rinding no river marked here by our English navigators, in which

they agree too well with Nearchus. My authority for bringing

the salt river into this bay is Otter, whom d'Anville interprets

agreeably to my supposition : but proof is still wanting, and the

initial Kanais the only evidence Nearchus affords that the stream

exists in this place.

At the time Churbar was visited by Commodore Robinson's

little squadron, the natives were desirous of the English settling

at Tiz, where they shewed him the ruins of a Portuguese fort,

and informed him that Churbar had been a place of considerable

trade in ghee 4JO, silk, twilled cotton, and shawls, till a six years'

drought had reduced the land to a desert13'. Water, however,

was easily procured here, and good ; with sheep, goats, and

vegetables. Their horses also were of a fine breed ; and while

the English continued in the bay, there were two vessels in the

harbour sent by Hyder AH to take advantage of the market de

pressed by the drought, and to seek a supply for his cavalry

even in this desert region of the Mekran. Such was the atten

tion of that extraordinary man, whose spirit soared as high as.

Alexander's, and whose conquests might have been as rapid, if,

fruit at this season there could be none. Strabo have often eaten of it in preference to any other

mentions the preserved date : 'O* Vtifua-ia vegetable at table.

ftAarruci to» hixva-un x<zpwo» hs ctji itXiiw to^uem- The top of the palm tree, called the eye, is

fttni. P. 726. But the !yxt'<paXo5, as Mr. H. extremely white, tender, sweet, delicious^ and

Jones informs me, is the tender head of the date grateful to a miracle. See Relation of the

tree,common]y called by the Europeans residing Nile, 1791, p. 102. A palm tree is often cut

at Bussora, the date tree cabbage, which is, and down for the eye. Ibid. See also p. 107.

is considered as a delicacy both by them and by "* Half liquid butter,

the natives. Boiled, he adds, it is much like a :'' Lieutenant Porter, p. 8.

fine sweet cabbage. Pickled, it is admirable. I
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like Alexander, he had met with no opposition but from the

native powers of India. The inhabitants of Churbar informed

the English, that there was a large and extensive city properly

walled round, about a week's journey from the coast. This in

telligence agrees well with Otters site of Kie*1*, and argues

something for the river supposed to fall in here, or in the neigh

bourhood ; for in this tract there can hardly be a city unless

where there is a river to supply it.

From Kanasida, Nearchus proceeded four-and-twenty hours

without intermission to a desert coast, where he was obliged to

anchor at some distance from the shore, as the distress of the

people was now risen to such a height, that, if he had suffered

them to land, he had reason to suspect that they would

not have returned on board. This desert shore has neither A DESFRT

name or distance, and the day and night allotted to the course, Shore.

. . ° Dec. 12.

as well as the number of stadia given to Kanate, the following Seventy-

station, apparently comprehend both the space and time to that 'TVenty^'

place. A day, however, will be allowed here in conformity to nation.

the usage I have adopted, but the measure will be carried to

Kanate. The point I would assume for this anchorage is Go-

deim, at the western extremity of the second curve in Churbar

Bay. Godeim 133 is a headland very level along the top, with

steep cliffs next the sea ; from whence Ccelat or Kalat is seen,

which is a remarkable object, and somewhat short of which is

the mouth of the Tanka Creek. It is observable, that head

lands of this kind frequently attract the fleet to an anchorage ;

I am more persuaded that it is the same, 133 Lieutenant Porter, p. g. He says,

by Al Edrissi's giving five days distance from Godeim looks likffan island till you are near

"Tiz to Kir, agreeing sufficiently with the it ; and d'Anville has an island here. May

week's journey of Porttr. Nub. Geog. not this be the Pola of Ptolemy ?

p. 58.
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but whether for the purpose of surveying the coast before"

doubling them, or any other reason, does not -appear.This stream, therefore, naturally corresponds with the Kanate

K.ANATE*

Dec. 13. of the journal ; and if Kalat had been at the Tanka, Kanat-e

thlrdday. might have been thought not unconnected with it. Seven hun-

Twenty- ^re(\ and fifty stadia, or forty-seven miles, answer almost ex-

ninth station. J ' J 7

actly from the eastern point of Churbar Bay [Kanasida] to the

Tanka ; and as there is nothing in Arrian to forbid the applica

tion of this measure to the two days' course, I shall consider this

as a station ascertained. It has already been shewn how the

Kanate of Arrian and the Kade of Ptolemy are allied, as well

as the connection of both with Dake, the Danke or Tanka at

this place. This connection is verified by the copies of Ptolemy

giving Dake1'4 or Kade indifferently, which is not a various

reading, but derived from the fluctuation of Oriental ortho

graphy. Whether this will be admitted as proof of the identity

I cannot say, but such it appears to me ; and on a coast in

volved in so much obscurity, every approximation to probability

is clear gain.

The journal assigns no attributes to Kanate but that of an

open shore, with the mention of some shallow watercourses, in

tended possibly for the purposes of agriculture, and the better

ing of an arid soil. Porter calls the Tanka a small river, and

the artificial cuts lJi of Arrian bespeak a river also ; for on this

coast, wherever there is not a river, no such circumstance could

occur. It would be well if this stream could be identified with

Ptolemy, p. 157. Samy-knde, interp. kade, Samy-dokhes, noting the fluctuation

Samy-dake, Samy-ihda. Samy-dokhcs river, of Ptolemy.

interp. Samy-dakh'ta. And so Hudson Mar- 135 Artificial cuts j )w{*xk /Spiral. Ar-

eiani Perip. p. 22. Samy-dake, Samy- rian, p. 343.

4
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any of those specified by Otter ; the Nehenk is the one I looked

to, but he carries that far to the eastward, and so is he inter

preted by d'Anville : l is Kiour-kies is that nearest the site of

the Tanka, but he joins the Kiour-kies with the Kiour-kienk,

and brings them united to Tiz. There is reason to suspect that

both are the same ; for Kiour-kienk is the salt river, and Kiour-

kies is the salt [river] of Kie. We must abandon, therefore,

the inland course of these streams for want of information, and

content ourselves with the issues we find upon the coast. The

mouth of the Tanka in this place is indisputable ; for it is the

Tanka-Banka 2j6 of Rcssende ; and the Portuguese had a fort

about three miles up the stream,, the ruins of which, with a

Bazar and wells, were reported to. Lieutenant Porter when he

was on the spot with Commodore Robinson n\ To this river &

long course inland is assigned by de la Rochette, on what

authority I know not ; but it can hardly rise beyond the moun

tains, as he makes it, if we may judge by the size and shallow

ness of its mouth.

It does not appear by the journal that the people were suf

fered to land at Kanate ; neither is there any mention made of

a supply113 being procured. A sufficient reason for concluding,

that the course was hurried on faster than the time I have al-

loted, and for which due allowance will be made.

Upon this ground I assign another day for the passage to ~

Troisi ; the course made good was fifty miles ; and here, at last, Troisi.

a scanty supply of provisions was obtained.. The place pre-

• >t fourth day.

':' Thirtieth

'»s White River? from Bianca Ital. Portug. If any thing was on board to support life, it station.

Lieutenant Porter, p. 9. could on'y be the fish-paste procured sear '

,3* AH bread-food was certainly exhausted. Kyfza.
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sented several mean and wretched villages, deserted by the in

habitants upon the approach of the fleet ; but a small quantity

of corn was found, with some dried XM dates, and these, with

the flesh of seven camels which the natives had not carried off

upon their flight, afforded a repast, of which perhaps nothing

but the utter distress of the people could have induced them to

partake. Whether the Greeks had any particular aversion to

camels' flesh more than what is common to all mankind, who

nauseate what they are not used to consider as food, I have not

discovered ; but it is evident that Nearchus means to give this

instance of famine in the extreme, such as we at present under

stand by the eating of horse-flesh in a besieged town : I feel

indeed some concern for the friends with whom I have so long

sailed, that I do not hear of their feasting on the turtle with

which this coast abounds. Porter mentions the turtle in great

abundance at Ashtola ; and Marcian fixes a tribe of Khel6n6-

phagi, or turtle-eaters, in the neighbourhood of the spot, where

the fleet now is; but the Greeks seem to have considered men

reduced to live wholly upon fish, turtle, or camels, as stamped

with barbarism ; and the terms expressive of these tribes are

used always as indications of contempt or aversion.

I do not here mean to draw a conclusion, but I cannot help

noticing it as a remarkable coincidence, that Nearchus should

find a supply of dates at this station, and that Porter should

say *4', " Between the Tanka and Mucksa, we found the land

, y. BaXavoK sit QouUtn. The copiousness of ket at Bussora. I have eaten of it, and I

the Greek language did not supply a term for think any one who tastes it will be at a loss to

this fruit. It is literally the acorn of the distinguish it from beef. Mr. H. Jones,

palm. Memoir, p. 9.

*° Camels' flesh is regularly sold in the mar-
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** bear a better face than any we had hitherto seen, as the

" vallies in most places were full of date trees/' If this does

not apply to the spot, it is at least descriptive of the coast.

What the name of this station is, or where it is situated, is no

easy matter to determine ; for Arrian's usage of the word leads

properly to no distinction of it in a Greek fonn. He writes

Troisin, which, if plural, leaves great room to doubt of its

origin ; and Gronovius is disposed to read Taoi. In point of

order, it corresponds with the Pasis of Marcian, which Ptolemy

writes Masis, Magis, Magida, and Mazinda ; and which Mar

cian seems to fix at a river 141 called Sarus and Salarus : but tliis

does not admit of proof, for Ptolemy's Magis is five-and-thirty

miles to the eastward of his Sarus. This is of some consequence

to note, because by these means I may take his Magis previous

to the cape which I assume for Dagasira ; and carry his Sarus

westward to a creek marked in Commodore Robinson's chart,

which answers to the Iskim of d'Anville MJ, de la Rochette, and

Ressende u*. So far Nearchus corresponds with Ptolemy's posi

tion of Magis, that he intimates no river at Troisi. Upon find

ing Makichid mentioned as the name of a river in Mekran, by

Otter, I thought I had discovered the clue ; for the corruption

or fluctuation of the text in the three authors would have justi

fied any reading in Arrian : but if Otter's disposition of the

Makichid is just, it is far to the eastward, and can have no

relation to the Magida of Ptolemy.

U1 The reason for asserting this is, that 144 Ressende writes Isqui. Isk, Esk, and

Marcian gives no distance between Pasis and Usk are names of rivers in our own country,

the Salarus. and all signify water.

It is very ill defined in all.

N N
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Out of the uncertainty caused by these various authorities, I

can extricate myself only by adhering to the measures of Arrian,

which, with allowance for the excess attending the whole of this

coast, enable me to place Troisi short of the cape -which suc

ceeds first westward of the Tanka, and to fix on that cape for

the Dagasira of Arriatt. The reason for this will be assigned

hereafter ; but I shall first conduct the fleet to Badis, and then

take a review of the coast.From Troisi to Dagasira the course was short of nineteen

Dagasira. °
Dec. 15. miles. The fleet sailed at day-break us ; and as this is the first

SeV<day* 1 instance since Hydrakes was on board, it may not be improper

Tstatfonr8t to observe, that if we fix the hour between six and seven in the

morning, the land breeze would hold good for an hour or more

to secure an offing. The shortness of the course was determined

either by this circumstance, or by another which occurs fre

quently, the appearance of a cape. This, indeed, is not noticed

by Arriari ; but Dah-Cesira perhaps expresses the head of a

peninsula or promontory, and there are two capes between the

Tanka and Mucksa. From the distance between Dagasira and

Badis, I prefer that which is the more eastern. One circum

stance only is noticed here, that of meeting with a few strag

gling natives, from whom it docs not appear that any assistance

was obtained. Unimportant as this may appear, it preserves a

picture of the coast ; and the habits of the natives are the same

at the distance of twenty centuries. " Every where along the

, " coast," says Porter, " there is a family here and there which

'<s d'tto tit "m. Sub aurora, before the sun in the night is mentioned, or the time is oraitr

rose. ted altogether.

On all other occasions from Mosarna, sailing
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" keeps a few goats and camels, and subsists upon their

" milk l4S." And again, at Mucksa, he adds, w A few miserable

" people live on this desolate place on the shell-fish they pick

" up at low water, without any grain or dates, unless at the

" time of year they are in season." Such were the wretched

inhabitants Nearchus found here; and Gronovius is almost

angry that he honours them with the title of Nomades (herds

men wandering in search of pasture) ; he insists upon it, that

they are mere vagabonds ; but Porter's camels and goats seem

to justify a better sense of the expression. In one view, their

misery seems rather .upon the increase ; for if they are not pro

vident enough to preserve the date, they are sunk below the

condition of their ancestors. Strabo mentions the fruit in its

dry state, and Nearchus evidently procured dried fruit at Troisi.

The inhabitants are called Brodies by Porter; but Niebuhr

considers them all as Belootches, quite to Jask M', and connects

them with the Arabs on the opposite side of the gulph. If this

connection could be established, it would not be impossible to

extend it through the whole Mekran, and to unite the Arabttae

on the Arabis, with the Arabs of Oman Neither is it un

reasonable to suppose that the Arabic names on the coast are a

Porter, p. 8.

14' There is a prince of Jask whose romantic

history makes a figure in the reign of Abbas

the Second. Niebuhr says he was a Balludsj.

See Taveraier.

H* There is an Ommana, mentioned by

Ptolemy and Marcian, to the westward of

Pasis, (see the Table,) and placed, by the

author of the Periplus, six days' sail east

from the gulph of Persia. (See Peripl. Maris

Erythraei, p. 20. Hudson Geog. Minores.)

The author mentions the connection of this

Ommana with Kana in Arabia, and Barygaza

in India, as a kind of central emporium. The

place probably did not exist in the time of

Nearchus, but seems to owe its rise to the ex

tension of the Arabian commerce towards the

east. The name intimates that it was a colony

of Arabians from Oman, the immediate pro

vince on the west of the gulph, always cele

brated for its commercial spirit, and contain

ing Muscat, still the greatest Arabian mart on

the ocean. See Niebuhr* s map of Oman.

N N 2
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proof of this ; for as the Arabs were the earliest navigators of

the Indian ocean, so were they better qualified to bear the

hardships of the desert than any other nation ; and if a life of

rapine is characteristic of the Arabians, the Arabitae or Be-

lootches, in this respect, have in all ages maintained a perfect

claim to consanguinity. Sir William Ouseley is the only author

who favours this opinion of Niebuhr's ; but the Belootches are

in reality a tribe of Aghwans.

~— The distress of the people, and the impossibility of procuring

Two days, a supply at Dagasira, urged a hasty departure of the fleet.

Seventy- They sailed in the evening, and continuing their course all that

Thfrty-third night 'dn^ *ne following day without intermission, they reached,

station, after a stretch of almost sixty-nine miles, a promontory project

ing far out into the sea, with a surf beating upon it to a great

extent. This they did not dare to approach, or to double the

cape while it was dark. They rode at anchor consequently

during the night, as near shore as the surf would permit, and

the following morning got round into a bay, where they found

the town of Badis, and where they were at last relieved from,

the miseries they had .experienced on this desolate coast. This

promontory is the boundary between the country of the Icthuo-

phagi and Karmania ; and at Badis they found corn, vines,

and fruit-trees of every kind except the olive, a town inhabited,

and the inhabitants ready to relieve their wants.

And now having conducted my friends into a place of safety,.

I must return to survey the coast. The first point necessary to

fix is Badis. Badis I place at the cape called Mucksa by

Robinson and Porter, and which will presently appear to be the

' real Jask. The name is written Kan-Theatis, Kan-Thapis,

Kan-Eatis, and Kau-Ratis, by Ptolemy and Marcian ; and if

7
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we prefix Kan to the Badis of Arrian, it bears no little resem

blance to every one of these variations. Kau-Ratis **, in con

formity to the other three, is necessarily Kan-Ratis 250 ; and this

differs so little in the form of the Greek letters, that there is no

violence used in supposing that Kan-Batis and Kan-Ratis are

the same. Now Kan marks a river, and Ba-dis, if my conjec

tures are right, a bay : both these circumstances are applicable

to the spot, for there is a river five miles within this cape ; and

at this river I conclude the fleet anchored on the morning of the

eighteenth.

The fluctuating orthography of the Greek text will justify still

greater liberties than I have taken ; and when it is considered

how much the native names of every coast vary in modern

charts, how difficult it is to write foreign sounds received by the

ear, and how seldom two persons express the same sound by the

same letters, there will appear no extraordinary licence in the

changes adopted upon the present occasion. I never wish to

lay more stress on these conjectural criticisms than they de

serve ; and if this explication had stood alone, I should think it

«f little weight ; but if it shall be found to accord with the

nature of the coast, with the best digestion of the measures at

tainable, and with the general course of the fleet, even those

who set little value upon etymology will allow it to contribute its

due share to the mass of evidence which may be procured from

©ther quarters.

J*> Kau^anJoj, in Cod. Herr. Hudson, the mistake is natural.

Marciani Periplus, p. 22. KajsanSof in the text. I only go a step farther, and read in Mar.

"° The difference in Greek letters, between cian, Kow-fforis for Kan-fan; ; or, in capitals,

ICa»;»T>» and Ki»u{*T»ft is so evanescent, that KAN-BATIS for KAN-PATIS,
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In order to fix Badis geographically, it is necessary to en

croach on the limits of Kannania, and to find in the first place

what is the Karpella of Ptolemy ; for as d'Anville, by conceiv

ing that Karpella and Badis are the same, has confused the ac

count of the ancient historians, so is it a most extraordinary

coincidence, that modern charts and modern navigators have

varied equally in fixing the proper site of Cape Jask. It hap

pens, that upon the approach to the gulph of Persia there are

two capes about twenty-seven miles asunder ; the easternmost

of which is the Cape Mucksa of Robinson, Porter, &c. and the

westernmost their Cape Jask. Here is the origin of that em

barrassment which involves the whole question in obscurity, for

in reality Mucksa is the true Jask, and their Jask is Cape Bom-

bareek. It is this Bombareek which is the Karpella of Pto

lemy, and consequently when d'Anville brings Badis to this

point, he fixes it twenty-seven miles farther to the west than it

really is.

I shall settle the ancient geography first ; I shall then pro

ceed to consider the mistake of the moderns, and give the

reasons for pronouncing it an error with so much confidence as

I have done.

Ptolemy's series comes down the gulph of Persia to Karpella ;

and an adherence to his order will give me an opportunity

of identifying Karpella with Bombareek to a demonstration.

Harm6zon is a cape opposite to Mussendon, on the Arabian

shore, where is the narrowest part of the streight at the entrance

of the gulph ; between which and Karpella are two remarkable

eminences, one called Strongylus, or (he Round Mountain,

by Ptolemy, near Harm6zon, and the other Karpella, from
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which the promontory derives its name. The former of these

is the modern Elbourz, which signifies a fire tower of the Par-

sees ; the latter is the Bombareek rock, which communicates

its title to Cape Bombareek, as Karpella did of old. It is true

that Strongylus is not enumerated in the series, but stands at the

foot of the account; its latitude, however, marks its place..

Harmozon, - - 23° 4C 0".

Str6ngylus, - - 23° 0' 0".

Karpella, - - 22° 30' 0".

The inaccuracy 151 of these latitudes is of no importance ; but

let them be true or erroneous,, they equally prove that Str6n-

gylus is between the two capes : and as there is not a third,

Karpella must be Bombareek. The Bombareek rock is <in

reality six or seven miles north of the cape, and upwards of

two miles from the shore ; but as the land is low, it makes a

conspicuous figure from a perforation at its top, and appears,

when the land is not seen, like an island ,5\

Now it is very remarkable that Kar 153, in Hebrew, signifies

a hole through which the white light appears; and if I could find

the means of ascertaining a similar sense of this Avoid in Arabic,

Persic, or Pehlvi, I could shew that Pella might be allied to

three 154 Hebrew origins, all expressive of division or separation.

'" Karpella is really in lat. 25° 42' 30", {(Vfl' T\bSi> Pala» Palah, cut, severed,

or 250 40'. divided.

It is from this deception of mariners jSs> Palag. Applied to the dividing or

that Mr. d'Anville has an island here. bounding of countries. See Parkhurst in

"J "in> Kar. Also a hole or slit in tho lid voce. AU have properly Ph.

of a box, for admitting money.
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This idea would be applicable to the perforation of the rock,

and contributes to identify Karpella with Bombareek

Bombareek is written Combarick is6, and, as Niebuhr informs

•us, more properly Cohuni-barick *sT, signifying loose sand"3;

and such is the nature of the soil from Mucksa all round this

angle of the coast to Elbourz I5*, with a range of mountains at

no great distance inland. Mucksa and Karpella are both low

points, and the latter not easily discoverable at a distance but

by the rock, from which it therefore naturally takes its name.

If, then, the Karpella of Ptolemy is fully ascertained, I may

proceed to shew the fluctuation of the modern accounts in re

gard to Cape Jask ; for the suffrages are nearly equal, whether

it is at Karpella or Mucksa. Lieutenant Porter says, Mucksa

has been frequently mistaken for Jask ; and Commodore Ro

binson's chart gives the name of Mucksa to the same cape as

Porter ; but Captain Blair I(So, who was on board the same fleet,

mentions that he was on shore at both capes, and that the na

tives uniformly agreed in calling the eastern cape, Jask, and the

3" An opportunity is afforded of verifying "* Pietro della Valle writes, Salle delie.

this meaning, by the same termination applied Rick, or rather Regh, will appear as a

to a place still more remarkable : Koo-pele is component part of Bunder-Regh, Regh-ian,

the perforated rock through which the Ganges &c.

enters India from the Sewalick mountains at There are several Elbourz in Persia ;

Gang-otri ; and Koo-fele is evidently rod or one particularly at Yezd.

Niebuhr, if I am not mistaken, agrees

See Cheref-eddin, vol. iii. B. iv. c. 25. with Captain Blair j for he says Kohum

154 Combarrack, Gombarrat, Mumbarrack, bareck is three three-fourths German

fee. &c. north-west of Jask : but this is not certain ;

Mr. Jones doubts the propriety of writ- for his text stands, a Pest vtrt le nord. I read,

ing Cohum-baregh or bareck, but prefers a Vouest vers le nord, because north-east agrees

Cohdm-bareck of the two, which may be in- neither with one Jask or the other, torn. i.

terpreted a low, flat, or level sand, from p. J2.

bareck th'm.
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western, Bombareek : now what is the name of any place but

that which the natives give it ? Captain Blair, upon a personal

interview, favoured me with a variety of circumstances relating

to this coast; and, with a liberality that does credit to the

officer and navigator, drew up a sketch of the topography, from

materials in his possession collected on the spot, which I have

caused to be engraved, and inserted in this work. In this

sketch, his Cape Jask is the eastern promontory, and his Bom

bareek the western ; and in this he is supported by Cutler

and Pietro della Valle 161 ; on whose authority I rely, not

withstanding the evidence on the contrary side is highly re

spectable.

In the Chart, No. II. is introduced a plan of the bay formed

by the eastern cape, from a manuscript of Baffin and Sommer-

son preserved in the Bodleian Library, and published by Mr.

Dalrymple. In this plan the town of -.Task is given, and a

river1** five miles from the cape, near which I suppose Nearchus

to have anchored, and upon which the town of Badis possibly

stood in that age. This chart, it is true, does not style the

eastern cape, Jask ; but it calls the bay, Jask Road : the town,

Nous doublamcs Ie cap, qu'ils appellent " feet, may run into it at a good haven. It

en Persan Combarick, c'eBt a dire, sable delie, " is as secure as a wet dock." N. Cutler's

et la nuit suivante nous laissames derriere nous, coasting pilot in Dalrymple's Collection of

la pointe de Giask. Piet. dclla Valle, torn. vi. Memoirs, p. 83. See, in the same Collection,

p. 251. J> Thornton, p. 69. Both copy a note of

This language manifestly marks the same John Hatch, master of the Bee, affixed to

Combarick and the same Jask as Captain Baffin's plan. The river is marked in the

Blair's; and Pietro della Valle is the best of copy of that Chart engraved in No. II. with

evidence, as he was in the neighbourhood of the town of Jask to the north. I suppose

Ormuz during the siege, and makes frequent Nearchus to have anchored near the mouth of

, mention of the English fleet in Jask road. the river, ■ and nothing forbids the existence

>6' " To the northward of Cape Jasques of a town on that stream two thousand year*

" comes in a river, distant about five miles, ago.

« Any vessel, not drawing above ten or eleven

O O
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" considerable way into the sea." These, as nearly as I can

render them, are the very words of Arrian, and a single glance

at the Jask of Captain Blair's sketch seems now to determine

the question past contradiction. The extent of the surf na

turally implies the extent of the projection ; and if extent is not

the peculiar feature of Jask, in opposition to Bombareek, there

is no truth either in the plan of Baffin or the sketch of Blair :

add breakers to this projection, and the picture is complete.

But we ma}' advance one step farther still, for Arrian says ex

pressly, that from this cape the course was no longer west, but

north-west. This is true of Jask, but not of Bombareek ; for

from Bombareek the course would be almost due north. Let

us hear modern authority upon this point. Cutler, in his

Coasting Pilot, fixes the same points for Jask and Bombareek

as Captain Blair ; and he asserts ***, that " from Guadel to Jask

" the coast lies west by north, and east by south f but " from

" the point of Jask to the low point of Bombareek the course is

" north-west ."

These are the grounds upon which I venture to assert, that

d'Anville is mistaken at the commencement of his discourse ;

but it is an error arising, not from want of research or discern

ment, but from the materials 161 he had to work upon ; and from

ha* brought it from eight miles distance, and x*l ri; (:^«; ^ht* tA o'wx»'fw dmfyif&t*

then it is not in the sea, but on a sandy plain no-9*t.

near three miles from the shore. Hesychius : 'Pax'"* **« Brrpuitij

I render fnx''"> surf > an^ there can be no aiyiaXof.

error in my construction greater than this. It Suidas exponit, f*^i'a», rrN «xtt!» xa! tit

is either the surf itself, that is, the breach of toVov dvToi S w^ooupaTTsi to xvfia. Bochart

the water, or else the shoal or breakers on, Phaleg. 687.

which it beats. The latter is the better sense M P. 69 and 70, in Mr. Dalrymple's Col-

of the two. See an anonymous author quoted lection. He writes Jasques and Combarick,

by Vossius ad Melan, p. 412. Var. Ed. ■ rf7 The Neptune Orientale.

Lugd. Bat. 1732.
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a false, confidence common to too many of his countrymen, who

place their trust in translators, instead of referring to the ori

ginal text. The attention paid to this station of Badis will not

be deemed superfluous, when it is considered that the geography

of Ptolemy and Arrian is thus rendered consistent, and the true

limit of Karmania fixed. Neither will the modern navigator be

displeased to obtain the true Cape Jask, which, if native in

formation be the best, is fixed immutably by Captain Blair. It

is no ordinary pleasure to have my own doubts satisfied ; for,

having orignally assumed Mucksa for Badis, I had afterwards

changed the arrangement in deference to d'Anville. I now re

vert to my first opinion lt", upon the authority here produced ;

and I know not of any one suggestion to the contrary, except

that Badis and Bareek bear a distant resemblance.

The precision which has been attained by these inquiries will

enable me now to reduce two previous stations to probability,

which were passed in haste ; for Dagasira falls in, by the mea

sures of Arrian li9, with the first cape west of the Tanka, and

Troisi must of course be about eighteen or twenty miles east

ward of Dagasira. But the whole is a tract of the greatest ob

scurity. The same must be confessed of Ptolemy's Rhogana and

O'mmana170. The journal, indeed, is not concerned with them ;

but I would wish to assign them a site, though it is not easy to

discover one, unless they lie between the two capes east of the

afa In consequence of this fluctuation, this Rhogana is the same name as Arrian applies

part of the narrative has been reviewed and to Bundareck, or Bender Rheg, the Sandy

written three times over. Port. It alludes to sand here likewise without

^ Eleven hundred stadia, nearly sixty- doubt. Both names are Arabic, and bespeak

nine miles. Arabs on this coast, if not Arab settlements

"° O'mmana js apparently derived from the in the interval between the time of Nearchus

Arabs of Oman, who had extended themselves and Ptolemy,

to this coast.' See Pe.ipl. Mar. Erythr.
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Tanka, and then the Agris*7' of Ptolemy interferes with the

disposition. I shall add but one particular more, as a general

confirmation of the arrangement I have adopted, and submit

the whole to the judgment of the reader. It is this :—The

rivers of my ancient authorities are all found upon the modern

charts ; if therefore, an individual position should be wrong,

the general delineation is nevertheless right ; and I add, upon

the comparison it will prove that Kan is equivalent to Kienk,

and that both indisputably mark a river.

Kan-driakes, - the Kie-Kienk, between Guttar and Churbar.

Kana-disa, - the river at Tiz.

Kana-Te, - the Tanka.

Saras, - the Isqui, or Iskim.

Kan-Ratis,or Batis, the river at Badis, or Jask.

The Agris of Ptolemy is written Agfi- writing, and pronouncing, are beyond calcu-

sa, at Hudson informs us, by the old interpreter lation, besides those which proceed from ig-

of that arlthor ; and Agrisa it appears in Mar- norance. Two instances are before me which

cian. In the Table I have ventured to form, may cause the reader to smile. The English

Agarisa, and then transpose the syllables so as translator of Bernier's Travels makes the

to extract Agasi'ra or Dagasira from it. If French physician say, that he was hospitably

the reader should doubt the propriety of these entertained by the English at Calcutta, who

transpositions, I must observe that the cor- treated him with an excellent liquor called

ruption is not merely European, but Oriental Bouleponge. The translator never once sus-

also. Gezira is a town of some note on the pected that his countrymen made a loivl of

Tigris, near Merdin, and takes its name from punch.

being surrounded on three sides by a winding A second occurs in Pietro della Valle. His

of the river. Dr. Howcl, who came by this French translator says, he embaiked in an

route from Basra to Constantinople, says, the English ship at Gomroon, called the Vubalt.

nalivet call it Jessecra or Geraza. (See his "This strange word is nothing more than the

}t>umal 1788, p. 79.) If he had written Whale. But the Frenchman, having no w in

both words, as he ought to have done, with his own language, wrote two u's, or rather

the same letters transposed, we should have had Vu, and then turned an Italic h into a. i :

the very transposition from the natives for thus Whale became Vubali. Etymologists are

which I contend :—Gerisa, Gesira ; Jesseera, often ridiculed ; but I claim no small share of

Jereessa. The errors which arise between the credit for the resolution of this difficulty,

eye, the ear, and the mouth, in hearing, The Whale, Woodcock commander,
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These five streams appear in Arrian* Marcian, and Ptolemy,

and five only, without addition, on the modern charts ; four of

them occur with the adjunct Kan. Is it arrogance to say that

this amounts to demonstration ?

At Badis is the boundary between Karmania and the desolate

coast of the Icthu6phagi; and at this limit I must pause, to

consider the sum of Arrian's measures, and to compare them

with the actual extent of the coast. This labour indeed is

shortened by the Table already given from Mosarna, compre

hending seven thousand four hundred stadia out of the ten

thousand which form Arrian's total between Malana and Badis ;

but this total, like many others, differs from its particulars, for

the numbers from Malana to Mosarna stand thus :

To Bagasira,

To Kolta,

To Kalama,

To Kuiza,

To Mosarna,

Stadia.

600

200

600

200

150 Rook171, 400.

1750

250 from Rook.

2000

7400 to Badis.

9400

is mentioned also by Purchas, vol. iii. p. 1789, dred and fifty stadia . . assigned to the cape

1790. See Sir Thomas Herbeit's Travels, alone; but I observe, where a cape is marked

p. no, who informs us this Whale was lost and no distance afterwards given, the fleet ap-

just after the surrender of Ormus. pears to anchor as soon as it is round. See

"a Rook's addition is fair ; for one hun- Eirus.
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To this sum Rook adds six hundred tn stadia, for a distance

omitted between Kanasida and Kanate, to make up the ten

thousand of Arrian. These six hundred I have omitted, from

the pressure of numbers too high on that part of the coast, and

comprehended the whole two days' course in the seven hundred

and fifty stadia to Kanah\ Nothing, however, is gained by

this ; for though it eases the measure on the coast, it still dis

agrees with the total. It is not a little remarkable, that

Strata's"* measure, of the whole coast should be the precise sum

that Arrian reckons from Mosarna, seven thousand four hun

dred ; and as Marcian and Ptolemy extend the limits of Kar-

mania to Mosarna, if I had found the same number in Marcian,

1 should have concluded Strabo had been misled by some

boundary of the same kind : but Marciau's total from Bad is to

Mosarna is four thousand six hundred, and from Karpella one

thousand more. I shall produce a reason likewise presenrlv,

why I think Marcian reckoned by a different stadium : but let

us first observe, that by Arrian's total,

10,000 stadia produce — 6'25 British mile?.

Strata's 7.000 — — 41)2i

Commodore Robinsons chart, — 480 *"

625

480

jiO that the excess upon the w hole coast, by Arrian's numbers, is 145

miles, and Strata's comes much nearer to the truth. It is not

*"* Ft m rrrcr of tSc prrsj, k >r:<M» «aa« cotvlaaed here, to ecrrr^end witk tie

kt-virrA. ■t-aber n Bock L An. Sdcr» : hs£ «

^ Gww« Jo-. Sr* CxmkKxi"* gi!—a.in error ra tier ■ccirrd. «.-is=£ frcm tie

«t Si**S>xs A—*r, p. 54.4.. tuxu c£ a octree d x^pesoe k j ^

^ I":* Nn^t ii2>i-x<i *si c^-it —its arc mi iiere B a aeccad error ta be ackwv
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possible to account for Arrian's excess by the sinuosity of the

coast ; for no shore of equal extent has fewer curves : but if the

excess cannot be justified, it justifies the system I have adopted

all along this tract of the Icthuophagi, of shortening all his

measures where the nature of the course or character of the coast

required it. It is not just to charge Nearchus with a design of

lengthening this navigation, in order to enhance the difficulty

or the danger : but distress and famine make every passage

appear longer than it is, as mariners assure me ; and when the

fleet under the guidance of Hydrakes kept at a farther distance

from shore than Greek pilots would have dared, it is probable

that measures were ascertained with less correctness, or inflamed

by conjecture. Marcian, in the proem to his work, has fully

stated the difliculty of obtaining correct distances by means of

itineraries and journals ; some measure by a right line, some by

the curvature of the coast, and all in general exceed the truth.

That this, therefore, should take place in the narrative before

us, will not appear extraordinary to those who know that the

length of the Mediterranean was estimated by the longitudes of

Ptolemy till the last century, and that it was curtailed of near

twenty-five degrees by observation *7<s, no farther back than the

reism of Lewis XIV.

ledged here ; for the former measure was more than -)0°.

taken to Karpella, twenty-seven miles west of Scanderoon, Alexandria, and Constantinople

Jask, as I did not at that time know the real were determined by Mr. Chazellcs, about the

distinction between these capes. After due year one thousand six hundred and ninety-

allowance made for both these errors, and three, sent up the Levant for that purpose,

some considerations of smaller moment, there The meridian of Paris to the Straits of Gib-

is still room for farther discussion, if I had not raltar, about one thousand seven hundred and

already dwelt on these minute particulars too twenty. Some doubt still remains between

long. Gibraltar and Algiers. Blah 's Rise and Prog.

Mercator's map in Ptolemy gives the of Geog. p. J54.

Mediterranean near 650 ; d'Anville's little

P P
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The general excess of Ptolemy is too well known to require a

comment here ; but the effect of it upon this coast will explain

the estimates of Marcian upon a principle that has never been

noticed hitherto by geographers. Ptolemy *" places Karpella in

longitude1" 94°, and Mosarna 103° 15'; the interval is conse

quently 9° 15' of longitude ; and, upon the same interval,

Marcian reckons five thousand six hundred stadia, which

brings his estimate to six hundred and twenty-two stadia for a

degree of Ptolemy's. Let us then advert to the common cal

culation of the Greeks, six hundred stadia 1,9 to a degree, and

we immediately discover, that Marcian's stadium approaches

the Olympian, of eight to a Roman mile, and not the stadium

of Arrian, which is nearly fifteen to the same measure. In

order to apply this estimate then to the case before us, let us

next take the measures between Mosarna and Badis. The

stadia l!o of Arrian are seven thousand four hundred upon this

interval, and those of Marcian four thousand six hundred : but

as Arrian's stadia are fifteen to a mile Roman, they produce

four hundred and ninety-two 2" miles Roman ; and as Marcian's

are eight to the same measure, they give five hundred and

seventy-five miles Roman. From this deduction, therefore, it is

manifest that the estimation of the coast by Marcian is more in

excess than Arrian's statement ; and upon repetition of this ex-

J" See supra. m D'Anville reckons six hundred, Gos-

''8 In latitude 250, which is the medium of sellin seven hundred, for a degree of a great

this course, a degree of longitude contains in circle : the ordinary and usual estimate is six

reality but fifty-four one-half geographical hundred and twenty.

miles ; and upon this, some farther inquiries ]8° According to Ptolemy's estimation of a

might be grounded: but the object here is degree of a great circle, 90 15' upon the

only to obtain a general deduction, and the parallel of 25°of latitude should make a distance

reasoning, as far as I am a judge, is con- of 4192.64 Olympic stadia. Bishop Horseley.

elusive : but I refer it with great deference to *" Equal to four hundred and sixty-two

professed geometricians. miles English. The fractions are omitted.
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periment upon the whole extent from Karpella to the Indus,

I had the satisfaction to find that the issue was nearly the

same.

By this method, if I cannot reconcile Arrian's calculation to

truth, I at least account for his error ; and I shew that his error

is less than that of other ancient geographers. Even in his error,

I find the means of elucidating his narrative ; for there is little

reason to object to the position of the stations in the order they

appear, but the discordance of the measures. This discordance

affects, in reality, only one place upon which there remains any

just reason to doubt; that is, Troisi. If this be carried to

the Sams, Dagasira must be fixed at the second cape westward

of the Tanka, instead of the first ; and this encroaches as much

on the measures between that cape and Badis, as the contrary

supposition does on the distance between the Tanka and the

first cape. Working as 1 have done upon scanty materials, I

trust that merit will rather be imputable, for the service per

formed, than blame incurred, for the degree of obscurity which

remains 1H. Some obscurity must remain upon all nautical mea

surements ; and if modern navigators, with the assistance of

instruments which divide to a second, still differ in their ob

servations ; what allowance ought not to be made to the ancient

discoverers, who had only the eye and the hand to direct them,

and who consequently drew the best of their conclusions from

conjecture ?

The time employed on the coast of the Icrhuophagi is twenty-

one days, according to the account in the margin, which reduces

*" (ftijii it «x in aTourt roTf rjif flaXarmc It is no easy matter to determine accurately

^itftcri fai«w !imu Toy rut raiiv* «{'6^w to the number of stadia upon any coast. Martian

<ix£i6i<rr«TG» invfttt. Heracl. p. 3.

p p 2
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each day's course to an average of twenty-two miles on the real

measure, and twenty-nine upon the measures of Arrian. The

estimate of time may be corrected, when the fleet opens a com-

munication with the army in Karmania. The allowance, there

fore, of a day upon some particular intervals, where there was

no evidence in the journal, cannot materially affect the correct

ness of the account. As the fleet sailed with a pilot on board,

and with the advantage of the monsoon, more days may have

been allowed than necessary, and less extent given to the

average of each day's course ; but there are data to correct the

statement, which will be produced on the arrival of the fleet at

the A'namis.

The manners ** of the wretched inhabitants have, occasionally,

been already noticed ; but Nearchus dwells upon some farther

particulars, which, from their conformity with modern informa

tion, are worthy of remark. Their ordinary support is fish, as

the name of Icthu6phagi, or fish-eaters, implies ; but why they

arc for this reason specified as a separate tribe from the Gadr6-

sians, who live inland, does not appear. Ptolemy considers all

this coast as Karmania, quite to Mosarna ; and whether Ga-

dr6sia be a part of that province, or a province itself, is no

matter of importance : but the coast must have received the

name Nearchus gives it from'Nearchus himself, for it is Greek,

and he is the first Greek who explored it. It may perhaps be

a translation of a native name ; and such translations the Greeks

indulged in, sometimes to the prejudice of geography l8\ But

these people, though they live on fish, are few of them fisher

men ; for their barks are few, and those few very mean and un-

M} See Diod. lib. iii. p. 188, et seq. in Sogdiana, Hecatompulon in Parthia, &c.

Heliopolis in Syria, Polutimetus a river &c. are all instances of this practice.
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fit for the service. The fish they obtain, they owe to the flux

and reflux of the tide; for they extend a nctlSs upon the shore,

supported b}r stakes of more than two hundred yards in length ;

within which, at the tide of ebb, the fish l8,s are confined, and

settle in the pits or inequalities of the sand, either made for this

purpose or accidental. The greater quantity consists of small

fish ; but many large ones are also caught, which they search

for in the pits, and extract with nets. Their nets are composed

of the bark or fibres of the palm, which they twine into a cord,

and form like the nets ,s? of other countries. The fish is generally

eaten raw, just as it is taken out of the water, at least such as

is small and penetrable ; but the larger sort, and those of more

solid texture, they expose to the sun, and pound 188 them to a

paste for store : this they use instead of meal 189 or bread, or form

1,5 Those who are acquainted with the coast Guinea ; they are probably Malay, as the vo-

of Kent will recollect a similar practice in cabularies of their language seem to prove.

Sandwich Bay, called Pegwell Bay from this ,8* xorraXSm,-, rendered by Vulcanius, Ma-

circumstance, where the nets are of much jores vero durioresque ad solem torrcntct sitnul ac

greater extent ; Arrian says two stadia (equrd penilus tosti fuerint molentes in farinam redigunt ;

perhaps to two hundred and eight yards Eng- that is, they grind them and make a paste or

lish), meaning to express a great length. I am caviar of them. Gronovius objects to grinding

aware that the expression may be judged to them, as they have no mills. He proposes to

interfere with the small stadium of d'Anville, read x.aT«G?.£mf, pounding, or xaT^xXJvrs;,

but every thing is smail or great by comparison ; breaking small; both which manners of pre-

and if the ordinary Greek net was less than two paration are justified, by Strabo's mention of

hundred yards, this is consequently large. mortars made of the vertebrse of the whale,

M Diodorus from Agatharcides varies some- and the paste or meal noticed by Arrian : and

what in the account, p. 184. xa.rx.XZnt;, grinding, may be thought not to

187 The use of the net was found, I think, dcpait from its proper sense, if we consider

in every island of the South Sea visited by the people spoken of, though they had no

Captain Cook, and on every coast except mills. The same kind of paste is made to

New Holland. Specimens of the natives' the present day on this coast, on the coast of

skill in the art of net-making arc found in the Arabia, and in the gulph of Persia.

British Museum. Tiiis, among other endow- **» Biscuit de poisson sec, as M. Polo calls

ments, tends to prove them of a superior it in Bergeron. Tom. ii. 159.

origin to the Blacks of New Holland or New
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them into a sort of cakes 190 or frumenty. The very cattle live

on dried fish, for there is neither grass nor pasture on the coast.

Oysters, crabs, and shell-fish are caught in plenty ; and though

this circumstance is specified twice only in the early part of the

voyage, there is little doubt but that these formed the principal

support of the people during their navigation. Salt is here the

production of nature ; by which we are to understand, that the

power of the sun in this latitude is sufficient for exhalation and

chrystallization without the additional aid of fire ; and from this

salt they formed an extract 1,1 which they used as the Greeks

use oil191. The country, for the most part, is so desolate"1,

that the natives have no addition to their lish, but dates : in

some few places a small quantity of grain is sown ; and there,

bread is their viand of luxury, and fish1'4 stands in the rank of

bread. The generality of the people live in cabins, small and

"° Ma£*,-, Polenta, a thin cake or paste of " keepers for bread. A party, consisting of

meal, still used in Italy by the name of Po- " two men and two women, which I visited,

lenta, according to Barretti. (Letters to " tending a herd of camels, who lived in miser.

S. Sharp.) The ancient Polenta was some- " able tents, had no other provision except

times not a solid. " this grass seed, and small 6sh, which had

">' "fcXaio», oil. But how oil from salt ? " been driven on shore by the surf, and dried

says Rooke. Read "E>.cuai for"AXic ; for what " by the sun. They probably also might use

else is oil made from but olives? If olives " camels' milk. ... I do not remember to have

were found upon this coast, the reading might " seen any whales on the coast, or bones of

be just ; but olive oil was such a luxury to the " those animals forming any part of their

Greeks, that if a single tree had appeared on «< houses." Captain Blair,

the coast, Nearchus would not have omitted the Captain Blair's evidence proves that the

mention of it. He affirms the direct contrary, present inhabitants are more miserable at this

"»* Schmeider supposes something omitted day than in the time of Nearchus. Their

here, perhaps the mention of some lish, from habitation is worse, and their method of pro-

the blubber of which they obtained an oil. curing fish for food far more precarious.

P. 159. This conjecture is very rational. J« Very delicately expressed by Diodorus :

*>i 41 There is a coarse grass on several parts t'? a, T« ITcTtiJivoj si xv, a^nTfoi ffT" MWiiXs-

" of the coast on which the camels feed, and $oto,-. Lib. iii. p. 183.

«• the seed of the same grass is used by their J'4 E» koXv£«w$ wwyipsui. See Ar. 3,33.
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stifling ; the better sort only have houses constructed with the

bones of whales ; for whales are frequently thrown **° up on the

coast, and when the flesh is rotted off they take the bones,

making planks 297 and doors of such as are flat, and beams or

rafters 191 of the ribs or jaw-bones : and many of these monsters

are found fifty yards in length. Strabo confirms this report of

Arrian ; and adds, that the vertebrae or socket-bones of the

back are formed into mortars, in which they pound their fish,

and mix it up into a paste, with the addition of a little

meal.

To this scanty list of provisions our modern voyagers add little-,

Barbosa, Thevenot, Tavernier, and Niebuhr, all mention fish

on this coast as still the food of the natives, and from hence all

up the eastern shore of the gulph of Persia ; to which Lieutenant

Porter adds a few goats and sheep, neither cheap or good ; and

once only he mentions vegetables at Churbar, which were good

but very scarce. Whether camels are usually eaten on this

coast, as they are in Arabia, is not ascertained ; those which

Nearchus procured at Troisi he seems to have employed, as the

inhabitants of a besieged town may sometimes be reduced to

feed on horse-flesh : but beyond this instance I find nothing

specified. Marcian mentions a tribe called Camel-feeders

in Karmania ; and another styled Turtle-eaters at Samydake **,

on the coast of the Icthu6phagi : it should rather seem

2,6 Strabo says the bones only. This circumstance of using whalebones

If they had the art of splitting whalebone, in building is noticed as late as the ninth cen-

a very commodious covering might be ob- tury, b-y the Arab voyagers of Renandot.

tained, for the jaws of this fish furnish a thou- See Siraf.

sand platts from twelve to fifteen feet long, ■» Ka^rAofwxo!..

eight or ten inches broad. Lettice's Tour in J~ Written 'A^awv : so little apology is

Scotland, p. 421. wanting for the addition or subtraction of an

**> From a part in the jaw. initial letter.
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that all these names301 imply disgust at the manners of the

natives.

Whether whales are found on this coast at present, or whether

houses are still built of their bones, I find no authority to de

termine. The silence of Lieutenant Porter appears in evidence

against it, for it is a peculiarity which would be as likely to

command the attention of a modern as an ancient navigator ;

and whether the animals seen by Nearchus were whales, or not,

may possibly be disputed, for the Greek word may be applied

to any fish of great magnitude. The size of fifty yards 301 seems

to confine the expression to this animal ; and though blowing is

not peculiar to the whale, the circumstances which are im

mediately subsequent will best determine the judgment of the

reader.

For Nearchus says, that on the morning he was off Kuiza or

Guttar, they were surprised: by observing the sea thrown up to

a great height in the air, as if it were carried up by a whirl

wind. The people were alarmed, and inquired of their pilot

what might be the cause of the phen6menon ; he informed them,

that it proceeded, from the blowing of the whale, and that it was

the practice of the creature as he sported in the sea. His re-

101 Diodorus mentions j^noo^a'yoi in islands, verting to Thevenot's description of the water-

with the manner of turning and catching the spouts seen by him nearly in this very sea.

turtles, p. 189; but unfortunately adds, that Part II. p. 185. Eng. ed. npurrj, however,

the natives sail in the upper shell,. is said not to be the word which usually ex-

See Agatharchides, Hudson. Geog. Min. presses that phenomenon, but Tv$w. Yet I see

p. 34. vol. i. nothing in either to apply one more particu-

His turtle-eaters seem to have been the in- larly than the other, except the modern

habitants of the Maldives or Luckdives. distinction. I do not mean to infer that

301 iixtm kb.) wfVTi ifyvtaf. Twenty-five Nearchus mistook a water-spout for the blow-

fathoms, ing of a whale; but the comparison, in this

Sm wsf ix typ>ir»pM> /&'* ivapifopimw. sea more especially, is remarkable.

I never reflect 011 this passage without ad-

4
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port by no means quieted their alarm; they stopped rowing

from astonishment, and the oars fell from their hands. Near-

chus encouraged them, and recalled them to their duty, order

ing the heads of the vessels to be pointed at the several creatures

as they approached, and to attack them as they would the vessel

of an enemy in battle : the fleet immediately formed as if going

to engage, and advanced by a signal given ; when shouting all

together 3°\ and dashing the water with their oars, with the

trumpets sounding at the same time, they had the satisfaction

to see the enemy give way ; for upon the approach of the vessels

the monsters a-head sunk before them, and rose again a-stern,

where they continued their blowing, without exciting any

farther alarm. AH the credit of the victory fell to the share of

Nearchus, and the acclamations of the people expressed their

acknowledgment, both of his judgment and fortitude, employed

in their unexpected delivery.

The simplicity of this narrative bespeaks its truth, the cir

cumstances are such as would naturally occur to men who had

seen animals of this magnitude for the first time ; and the better

knowledge our navigators are possessed of, w}io hunt the whale

in his polar retreats, shews that he is sometimes as dangerous an

enemy as he appeared to the followers of Nearchus.

The mention of this engagement might have been spared in a

work dedicated to geographical research, but those who are ac

quainted with Arrian would not have pardoned the omission ;

and it is one part of my intention not to defraud Nearchus of

any honour due to him, either for his fortitude or his nautical

abilities. This transaction is almost the only part of the voyage

iC5 ou-ov at xr?a>.*» dvr«<r>» '<x^[tot tVaJia^fai. As loud as they could shout the alala, or cry

of war.
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that Diodorus thought worth recording ; and if the readers of his

age had a relish for this sort of history, why should he not have

indulged their taste ?

But there is a second tale too singular to be passed without

observation, for we are informed that the Icthu6phagi derive

their origin and manners from a race of men who frequented

these seas, and who having by chance or enchantment landed

on an island named Nosala, were there entertained by a Nereid,

and afterwards transformed into fish. Fortunately for the

metamorphosed, this spot was under the protection of the Sun,

who, displeased equally at the cruelty of the nymph as her

licentiousness, ordered her to depart the island. She submitted

to the decree, and was preparing for her exile ; but, as a last

effort, she hoped by a display of her charms to entangle the god,

and involve him in the same fate J°4 as his predecessors in her

favour had experienced. How great was her mortification,

when she found him inattentive to her allurements, and em

ployed in a second transformation of her lovers into their native

figure ? From these men, so happily restored, the Icthu6phagi

derive **~ their origin. ■

Arrian *• is offended at Nearchus, first for recording this

fable, and then for refuting it : but the story is perfectly Greek ;

for the Nereid is only Circe, or Calypso, conveyed to the East

Indies, and Apollo is Ulysses, but with more eontinence. The

catastrophe of the piece, which consists in the delivery of the

metamorphosed, is brought about with more dignity by Apollo's

*°* This is Gronovius's interpretation of an Indian guides : but it is Greek ; unless fabJes

obscure passage. - similar to the Greek mythology are current all

*•» These are the Myrmidons of Thessaly, over the world,

the Sparti of Thebes, transplanted to an In- Strabo mentions this story, p. 726, with

dian soil. Nearchus itnputei the fable to his similar circumstance* ; but without the Nereid.
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resisting the temptation, than by Ulysses's507 yielding to the

solicitation of the enchantress.

The best excuse for introducing this tale is, that Nearchus had

lost one of his transports manned with Egyptians, and the re

port was current in the fleet that the vessel had disappeared at

an enchanted island ; Nearchus ordered out a party to visit this

isle, and call aloud the names of those whom he supposed to

have been shipwrecked. Not content with this, he went him

self to the place, and compelled his people to land, much against

their inclination ; but they found neither their lost companions

nor the Nereid.

Possibly even this excuse will not be admitted ; for no island

occurs on the whole coast after leaving Ashtola, except a very

small one in Guttar Bay, which must have been seen on the day

the nameless town was taken, and which lay too, clearly in view-

to cause these idle terrors. If any island exists, it ought to

unite the Asthea of Ptolemy with the Ashtola of our modern

charts ; but as the whole is a fable, an attempt at consistency

may be rather curious than necessary. Still, fable as it is, like

many other fables, it is not without its ostensible origin from the

native superstition of the inhabitants. For Captain Blair writes,

" We were warned by the natives at Passence, that it would

" be dangerous to approach the island of Ashtola, as it was en-

" chanted ; and that a ship had been turned into a rock. This

" superstitious story did not deter us; we visited the island,

" found plenty of excellent turtle, and saw the rock alluded to

" w hich at a distance had the appearance of a ship under sail,

*°» Ulysses resisted the cup, but not the his passing a year with the goddess is sup.

passion of Circe. Od. K. 347. His refusal pressed. Sec a very elegant frontispiece on

of the cup forms an allusion for the moralist : this subject in Rou3seau's Emile.

Q Q 2
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The story was probably told to prevent our disturbing the

turtle : it has, however, some affinity to the tale of Near-

chus's transport" ^ ,., . „<%. .

j So perpetual,is the duration of superstition, and upon such a

foundation does history endeavour to raise the importance of

♦Nearchus, and shew that he was the only man in the fleet wTio

feared neither the blowing of a whale, nor the enchantment of a

Nereid. ,

t. JJpoiy a_ review; of both, these stories, we shall be induced to

reflect that Greek mariners were subject to vain terrors and

superstitions like those of our own country ; and in both, if we

find this failing not incompatible with determined bravery, we

^ought to allow due merit to every commander who knows how

to;suppress the one, and call the other into action.

( .j J cannot take , a final leave of this coast without observing

t)iat the whole distance from the Indus to Cape Jask comes out

as. near as may. be, six hundred and twenty-five miles, equal to

the estimatipn of Arrian on the coast of the Icthy6phagi alone;

, and this number of miles Nearchus was from seventy to seventy-

Jive days in passing: if, however, with due allowance made for

( setting out against the monsoon, and twenty-four days lost at

,Ca.pe Monze, we reduce the whole to forty 301 days, we may

4fojm a comparative view between anpient and modern naviga

tion; fqr it appears from the journal of the Houghton East

Indiaman, that she made the same run in thirteen days, and

jVigon her return was only five days from Gomeroon 309 to Scindy

jBar. But so far Is this from diminishing the credit of the first

Some days were lost on the junction Gombroon, Gambroon, &c. the a in-

witb Leonnatus, and at the Tomerus, but not serted, as in Cymeru, Cambro-Britons.

more than were necessary Cor repairs.
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"navigators, that it is enhanced by every difficulty they had to

surmount; weak vessels with inexperienced manners, no pro

visions but such as an unknown coast might furnish, no con

venience for sleeping on board, no pilot but such as they might

casually pick up on their course ; no certainty that this sea was

ever navigated before, or even navigable ; and no resources such

as the modems have, without number, in their arms, their in

struments, their experience, and the accumulated acquisitions

of knowledge, whether practical or theoretical. Under all these

disadvantages, if the object was attained, and the voyage com

pleted, it is not the length of the course that ought to raise the

name of Columbus higher than that of Nearchus ; the conse

quences derived from the discoveries of both are equally im

portant, and the commerce with the East Indies upon a level

with that of America : but if the communication fixed at Alex

andria is the origin of the Portuguese discoveries, and the cir

cumnavigation of Africa, NearChus is in fact the primary author

of discovery in general, and the master both of Gama and

'Columbus.

There is one extraordinary circumstance attending this ex

pedition, which is, that we find little mention of mutiny and

' none of disease among the people : the former would be na

turally checked by their situation, for they had no second hope

if they failed in the execution of their enterprise, and no chance

of preservation but by obedience to their commander ; the latter

was less likely to Occur, from the circumstances peculiar to the

navigation ; and the maladies arising from famine or bad provi

sions appear not to have had sufficient time to exhibit their worst

effects : as far as can be collected from the journal, they were
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never without shell-fish till within a few days of their arrival ;

•and scorbutic disorders, which are the scourge of the mariner in

the protracted voyages of the moderns, are never noticed by the

ancients. The proximity of land, the frequency of sleeping

on shore, and the properties of their vessels, which were not

decked, seem to have operated to the exclusion of a disease,

which two hundred years experience is only now teaching

modern navigators to combat, and this experience uothing

but the persevering discipline of Cook could have reduced to

practice.

It is not apparent that ^he passage 5,0 from the Indus to the

gulph of Persia had ever been performed by the natives, for

however great the commerce on that river was, and however ex

tended, its progress naturally .bent toward the coast of Malabar

and the peninsula. The natives there were all Indians ; while

on the west, the name terminated at the A'rabis, and all Indian

manners with the boundary of the Oritae at Malana. This ap

pears to me a proof that no commerce from the Indus was car

ried farther by the Indians ; the other natives, whether Oritae or

Icthu6phagi, had few embarkations even for fishing, and the

Persians were never navigators. If any vessels, therefore,

visited these coasts even in that early age, they were probably

Arabian J" ; but of this there can be no satisfactory evidence.

1,0 Ti p\> y*p r%; 'Euctf 'AXi'faiJf*! o MautAb Talmena, &c. to be all Arabic, if their signi-

irj^x roTs ivfifiiroif urirm naTtrw*. fication were traced. When I meet with a

Anonymous author, cited by Dodwell in his river called jEgospotamos, I can discover the

dissertation on Scylax, p. 47. language of the nation from whence the name

Alaxander was the discoverer of the east. is derived as readily as I can assign Cape Fi»

The reason for this conjecture has been nisterre, Cape Clear, or Christmas Sound, to

noticed upon the mention of Dagasi'ra ; and I the respective people whp have bestowed these

suspect Sakala, Kdkalaj G6gana, Malana, appellation,!.
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That something passed upon the sea, and in all appearance from

port to port, there seems to be ground for supposing; for Hy'-

drakes could not have been worthy of employment without some

sort of experience; and there is a shadow of evidence that the

pirates to the eastward of the Indus, who have been pirates in

all ages, accidentally visited the coast, either for the purpose of

intercepting the traffic, or of plundering the property of the in

habitants. But the whole testimony which can be collected

amounts in no degree to a proof of a navigation like that of

Nearchus fYom India to Persia ; and as this is the principal link

in the future chain of communication with Europe, the merit of

examining it seems wholly due to him as the original under

taker. I am not ignorant of a much longer voyage in this very

direction imputed to Scylax by Her6dotus 3", from Pactya (the

Pekeli 3,3 of Rennell) into the gulph of Arabia ; but whether

this voyage was performed by the Persians, or that other round

the Cape of Good Hope by the Phenicians from Egypt, as re

corded by him, is a point highly problematical in the opinion

of every one who considers the structure of ancient vessels, and

their- whole method of navigation : I believe the record of both,

as- preserved by Her6dotus, to be evidence- that the Persians or

Egyptians knew, from, communication with, the interior of. the

respective countries, that they were bounded by the ocean, and

aiforded the means of navigation ; but that the voyages were

actually performed requires more evidence, more particulars,

'« There is a striking analogy between the Niebuhr, Eng. eil tol.'ii. p. 138?

" manners ascribed to the ancient Icthyo- Herod, lib. iv. p. 300; '

" phagi and those of these Arabs [on the J1* The province Peck'eli, or Puckeli, on

" eastern coast of the gulph of Persia], the Indus ; but Dodwell supposes Pactya, or

•« . . . They use little food but fish and dates ; Caspatyrus, to be on the Ganges. See Dis-

" they feed also their cattle upon fish." sert.' on Scylax.
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and a clearer detail of facts, tp enable us to farm a judgment.

The bare assertion that the thing had been done might lead

Alexander to tiling it practicable ; but the Persian voyage pro

duced no consequences whatever, and the Egyptian navigation

led to nothing, unless we suppose the Portuguese discoverers

influenced by the assertion "4, that a passage round the Cape

was practicable.

Scylax ought to be a Greek by the place of his nativity,

Caryanda, or at least an inhabitant of Asia Minor; but we have

no remains 311 of his journal, and no other evidence of his voyage

but the report of Herodotus, which is very deficient in circum

stances to confirm its own authority ; and collateral evidence

there is none. In regard to the circumnavigation of Africa,

there is one particular much insisted on by Laroher, Gesner,,',

and other commentators, which is, the appearance qf the sun

to the north ; a phenomenon dependent on every navigation

within the tropics. The reserve of Herodotus in saying that

others may suppose this provable, though he doubts it himself,

is a caution worthy of such an historian, and more persuasive

than the boldest assertion. I must, however, notice a pe

culiarity in this passage which seems to have escaped the scru

tiny of ■■his commentators ; for he informs us in another place

V* Whether it will be thought probable Henry, had paid every attention to the tea.

-that the Portuguese navigators, or the coun- vcllers who had been in the East, as appear*

cil of Portugal, or any of the learned of that from Ramusio.

•country, knew any thing of Herodotus, I ,,s The Syclax, published in the Geog.

pretend not to judge; but it is a remarkable Minores by Hudson, is proved to be an im-

coincidence, that the first edition of Hero- posture by Dodwell.

4otus wa3 in — — j+74 »16 See Gesner de Navigationibuj extra Co-

Gama's discovery of die Gape, 1407 lumnas Herculis, Prsel. I. 6.

See Pcef. to W««eling's Herod. ?'i Lib. iv. p. 298. Ed. Wes.

The Court of Portugal, or rather Prince 3" Lib. ii. p. 115.
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that he went up the Nile himself as far as Elephantine, in order

to ascertain some circumstances relative to the head of that

river, about which he thought himself imposed upon by a

secretary of the priests at Sais- Now is it not extraordinary,

that if he reached Elephantine he should not have visited

Su£ne 3", the very place at which he represents his doubts to

exist ? Is it not strange, that though he lived prior 3M to the con

struction of the well m at SuSne, he should mention nothing of

•'• The modern Assouan, visited by Po«

Cock, Norden, Bruce, &c. &c. Su-4ne is

As-sooan with the article. D'Anville, Geog.

Anc.

Bruce is of opinion that the well is coeval

with the city, i. 162.

I know no testimony of the well at

Sucne older than Strabo, lib. xvii. 817. but

conclude that older may be found. Pliny,

Lb. ii. cap. 7.5, seems to intimate, that it was

dug by Eratosthenes at the time he was mea

suring an arc of the meridian. The follow

ing observations arc kindly communicated by

die Bishop of St. Asaph :

The well, besides that it was sunk perpen

dicularly with the greatest accuracy, was, I

suppose, in shape an exact cylinder. Its

breadth must have been moderate, so that a

person, standing upon the brink, might safely

stoop enough over it to bring his eye into the

axis of the cylinder, where it would be per

pendicularly over the centre of the circular

surface of the water. The water must have

stcod at a moderate height below the mouth of

the well, far enough below the mouth to be

sheltered from the action of the wind, that its

.surface might he perfectly smooth and mo

tionless ; and not so low, but that the whole uf

its circular surface might be distinctly -seen by

the observer oil the brink. A well formed

in this manner would afford, as 1 apprehend,

the most certain observation of the sun's ap-

pulse to the zenith, that could be made with,

the naked eye ; for when the sun's centre was

upon the zenith, his disc would be seen by re

flection in the water, in the very middle of the

well ; that is, as a circle perfectly concentric

with the circle of the water : and I believe,

there is nothing of which the naked eye can

judge with so much precision as the concen

tricity of two circles, provided the circles be

neither very nearly equal, nor the inner circle

very small in proportion to the outer.

Plutarch says, that in his time the gnomon*

at Suene were no longer shadowless on the

solstitial day. This is very strange. Era

tosthenes died, according to Blair's Table5, in

the year before Christ 194 ; and Plutarch

died in the year of Christ 1 19. The interval,

therefore, between them was only 5 1 i years;

and the change of the obliquity of the ecliptic

in this time (the only cause to which I enn re

fer the alteration) was no more than 2' 36".

A gnomon, therefore, at Suine of the length

of twelve inches, if it cast no shadow on the

day of the solstice, in the time of Eiatosthe-

nes, should have cast a shadow, in the time of

Plutarch, of the length only of TC',jWth$, /'. e.

not quite T^5th of an inch. The shadow of a

perpendicular column of the height of loo

fett would have been ^thr, of an ii'ch. But I

can hardly think the ancients ever thought 'if

constructing gnomons of such a size. We read,

indeed, iu the Comedians, of shadows of tui,

j; It
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the situation of Sufrie itself under tlic tropic ? Mad he been

there in summer, he must himself have pcen tlie phenomenon he

professes to doubt, or at least the sun vertical ; and k* his visit

vas at any other season, is it not remarkable that lie should not

have heard of this circumstance ? Elephantine is an island, or

a city on an island, in the Nile, opposite to Suene 3", and yet

Herodotus does not quite say he was actually at Suene. From

his mention that the Cataracts are four days' sail from the Ele

phantine he visited, may we not suspect that it was some island

lower down (for there arc many), or that the island 313 called

Elephantine by Pocock is not the Elephantine of Herodotus 2

and that the historian was not nearer Su6ne than within three

days' sail ? for it is in reality less JI* than one day's sail or

journey by land from Su6ne to the Cataracts. I mention these

particulars, in order to shew the great obscurity which attends

all the discoveries, whether real or pretended, in ages ante

cedent to history ; and notwithstanding all that Mr. Gossellin

twelve, and even twenty feet long. These time of Eratosthenes and that of Plutarch,

seem to have been the shadows of gnomons : would be more easily discovered by the well

but they were evening shadows, when the sun than by any gnomon the ancients can be sup-

was low, and people were going to supper: posed to have used,

and this affords an argument that the gnomons 111 Pocock, B. ii. p. 117. Bruce,

of the ancients were of a very moderate size ; 313 Bruce mentions the island, but does not

for in the latitude of 400, at the season of the call it Elephantine. Vol. i. p. J 50.

equinoxes, the sun's altitude, one hour before >*♦ «« The distance from the gate of the

sunset, would be 1 1° 26' ; and a gnomon, of «« town [Assoan] to Termissi or Marada, the

the height of 2 feet f-ths of an inch, would cast « small villages on the Cataract, is exactly six

a shadow on the horizontal plane precisely « English miles." Bruce, vol. i. p. 156.

ten feet long. Half an hour before sunset, a See also a very curious account of the wtll

gnomon of the height of one foot would cast and the latitude of Suene, which Bruce fixes,

a shadow ten feet long. And in the same la- at 240 o' 45", and consequently not under the

titude, at the same season, a gnomon of the tropic, p. 160 ; but more than half a degree

height of six feet would cast a shadow of the to the north. Bruce, however, allows for

length of ten feet so early as eleven minutes the approximation of the ecliptic to the

after three in the afternoon. I think the equator. The circumference also of the sun's,

inttll variation that took place, between the disc is to be taken into the account.

4
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has produced, to prove an early state of navigation and geo

graphy, previous to the knowledge of the Greeks, and founded

upon better principles ; notwithstanding the erudition displayed

by Gesner in his treatise 3i* on the navigation of the Phenicians

in the Atlantic ; there is nothing appears sufficiently satisfactory

to establish the authenticity of any one prior voyage, of equal

importance, upon a footing with this of Nearchus ; or any cer

tainty to be obtained where the evidence is all affirmation, with

out circumstances or proof. From a journal like the Periplus 3,6

of Ilanno, a knowledge of the coast of Africa will enable us to

form some judgment of his progress ; but a bare assertion of the

performance of any voyage, without consequences attendant or

connected, without collateral or contemporary testimony, is too

slight a foundation to support any superstructure of importance.

I should think it time well employed to vindicate the honour of

Columbus against the usurpation of Yespucius ; but I would

not bestow a moment in annulling the claim of Madock and his

Cambro-Britons to the discovery of America. The reader may

conceive that this vindication of Nearchus partakes more of the

partiality of an editor than the investigation of truth : but I

appeal to the ancient geographical fragments still extant ; the

Periplus of Ilanno, the survey of the Euxine sea by the real

Arrian, and that of the Erythrean sea or Indian ocean by the

fictitious one ; and I say that all these, as well as the journal of

Nearchus, though they have, their errors, difficulties, or even

absurdities, still contain internal evidence. of veracity, and are

well worthy of examination ; while the expedition of the Ar-

3" Published with his edition of the works Dodwell errs as frequently on- the side of

of Orpheus. scepticism as others do on the side of cre-

»" Dodwell doubts the authenticity ; but dulity.

it r 2
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gonautsjn, of Py'theas or Scylax is merely a speculation of

amusement.

There is, however, another way of inquiry into the discoveries

attributed to the earliest times, which is, by examining the con>

modities such discoveries would produce. Tin, the staple

of Britain, is mentioned in the most ancient authors neither

as a rare, nor a very precious metal ; this must have been intro

duced to the nations on the Mediterranean, either by a trans

port over land (such as is mentioned by Diodorus "*), or through

the medium of a Phunician navigation: the existence of the

metal, therefore, in Greece and Asia is a proof that the inter

course was established in some sense or other. The sudden in

flux of gold into Judea3** is equally a proof of a commerce

extended into the Indian or Ethiopic ocean, beyond the limits

of the gulph of Arabia. The materials still found in Egypt,

that contributed to the preservation of the mummies, are some

of them supposed to be Oriental ; and if so, Egypt must have

had, even antecedent }1° to history, a communication with tire

3;' Gesner, in his Preface to the Argonau- has illustrated the commerce of Hiram, Solo-

ticks of Orpheus, is confident that there is no mon, the Arabians and Egyptians on the Red

expression that indicates they are posterior Sea, if not truly, at least very ingeniously,

to the age of Homer. If the fact is so, it must When the haughty spirit which procured so

be confessed that the mention or knowledge of many enemies to this illustrious traveller shall

Ireland, which occurs in that work, is an ex- be forgotten, neither his knowledge nor his

tent of geographical science most surprising ; veracity will be longer impeached. There is

for Homer's information went no farther than much scope for curious investigation upon the

Italy, and even there it was only mytholo- whole of this subject, which Dr. Robertson

gical. has not prosecuted to its full extent. Sec

ilS Lib. v. p. 361. Ed. Wes. Ezekiel, chap, xxvii.

Diodorus here mentions tin found in Spain, **" " Several authors agree in opinion,

but not in great quantities ; and it is highly " that the ancient Egyptians possessed them-

probable that the grand source of that metal selves of the trade of the East by the Red

was always in Britain. " Sea ; and that they carried on a consider-

J!' It is not the business of this work to " able traffic with the Indian nations before

follow up these several incidents ; but Bruce " the time of Sesostris, who was contemporary
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East, either directly by commerce of their own, or indirectly

by means of intermediate nations, perhaps Arabian. In all

these cases, we have a right to assume the communication from

the view of its effects; but the voyage"1 of Scylax from India:

to Egypt, or that of the Phcnicians from Egypt round the con

tinent of Africa, have neither produce nor consequences ;r and

though this is only a negative proof of their nonentity, it is as

strong as the nature of the case will admit :• if no second navi

gator had doubled the Cape of Good Hope, the discovery of

Gama might have been deemed problematical. Were it possible

to ascribe these two voyages to the age of Her6dotus, his testi

mony is such, that it ought to preponderate against every argu

ment of mere speculation : but he probably records only the

vanity of two nations, one the most proud of its empire, and

the other of its science ; both capable of attributing to them

selves an action done, if it were possible to be clone ; and of

this, the possibility was perhaps known from internal informa-

" with Abraham." Astle. Or. and Progress that sea, they would not have suffered rivals

of Writing, p. 41 j who quotes Rollin, to interfere. The passage round Africa is not

p. 59, 60. and Univ. History, vol. i. p. 513. attributed by Herodotus to Egyptians, but

and might have added Huet. Phcnicians: but I decline all disquisition on

I pretend not to investigate any fact ante- these matters previous to history ; and mean at

cedent to history ; ■ but I can believe the present only to maintain, that if we have the

Egyptians (from the increasing evidence we real journal of Nearc-liHS in Arrian, it is tire

now have of their arts, through the means of first authentic document of a voyage of im-

Pocock, Norden, and Bruce) to have been portance to navigation.

capable of any enterprise. Navigation, how- It is not impossible that all these

ever, docs not appear as one of their pur-suits, assertions of circumnavigation arose from the

for we cannot imagine those who never appear idea of the ancients, that the ocean sur-

upon the Medit.nanean, to have made any rounded the earth like an island; an idea in

great efforts upon the Indian ocean. All the some degree true : but unfortunately for one

vessels we find in early ages on the Mediter- of these assertions, that of Patr6clcs, who

ranean are either Greek or Piicnician. Phs- maintained there was a passage from the In-

nicians navigated the Red Sea for Solomon, dian ocean ;nto the- Caspian sea, it has turned

and not Egyptians, 1 Chronicle ix. 21.; and out that the Caspian i$ a lake. See Strabo,

if the Egyptians liad possessed a trade on lib. xi. p. 5iS.
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tion. My own"1 opinion is decidedly against the reality 3u of

both these voyages ; but whatever be my own judgment, it shall

be subject to the decision of those "4 who professedly consider

the question in its full extent ; it is here only incidental : but I

must still repeat, that it is the assertion of facts without cir

cumstances, while the vo}rage of Nearchus is detailed in all its

parts, and is the earliest"5 authentic journal extant. But to

shew how easily circumnavigations are imputed to those who

never performed them, let us attend to Pliny, who makes Hanno

sail round Africa from Carthage, and Eudoxus from the Red

Sea to the Mediterranean. Now wc have Hanno's journal, who

never passed the Senegal by his own account ; and we have the

history of Eudoxus in Strabo, lib. ii. p. 98. from Poseidonius ;

and from him it appears, that if Eudoxus had performed this

voyage, it would have commenced from Gades. Eudoxus lived

in the reign of Ptolemy Euergetes, and Ptolemy Lathyrus ; and

it appears that he did not perform the voyage, but was very

persevering in seeking for patronage to enable him to undertake

it. Pliny quotes Cornelius Ncpos. Strabo believes little of

Poseidonius's account See p. 102. Eudoxus is said to have

sailed down the coast of Africa with a west wind ! a certain

proof that he and his historians knew nothing of the trade wind.

»»' Rien n'ctoit si peu avere chez les an- 334 Gesner.

ciens, comme on en juge par Ptolemee, que le 335 It is prior to the Periplus of Hanno, if

recit qu'on faisoit de quelques navigations qui it is the same Hanno, contemporary with Aga-

auroient tourne le continent del'Afrique par le thocles as generally supposed, for Agathoclcs

nudi. D'Anville, Geo. Anc. iii. 68. died anno 289 A.C. The Greek Periplus of

333 Mickle, in the opening of his Lusiad, Hanno which wc have is of a late age, according

agrees with this, but adds, most unaccount- to Dodwell, and a copy or extract possibly

ably, p- 2, " Though it is certain that Hanno from the Carthaginian journal, as Arrian's is

»« doubled the Cape of Good Hope." Now from Nearchus ; but by others, Hanno is 6iip-

.the contrary is certain ; and no man could say posed to be much more ancient,

ibis who had read Hanno's journal.
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If Arrian had said the monsoons blew north and south, we-

might justly have said Nearchus never navigated the Indian

ocean. Bruce seems to be so involved in hypothesis, that he

contradicts Strabo and Ptolemy at random ; so misled by Vossius,

as to style Gadrosia, Ariana; and so unacquainted with Arrian,

ar to make Nearchus not only sail up the gulph of Persia, but

to complete his voyage to the head of the Red Sea. See Bruce,

p. 470, and 456, vol. i. and Vossius ad Melam. Ariana.

If then, after noticing these lapses in others, I am correct

myself, this voyage of Nearchus is the first of general import

ance to mankind ; if I am mistaken, it is still the first of which

any certain record is preserved.

This discussion may appear more appropriate to the conclu

sion, than the progress of the enterprise ; but the fact is, that,

at this point, the great difficulty of the whole passage was sur

mounted; the remaining part, up the Gulph of Persia, was-

neither exposed to the calamity of famine, nor hazardous from

the nature of the coast. We shall have some opportunities to-

remark, that as there Avas commerce among the natives, there

Avere consequently pilots to be obtained ; and so satisfied was

Nearchus of the facility of his future charge, that he refused

being exonerated of the command.

The narrative itself also will, in some degree, be relieved from

a barren recital of distresses, and a dubious arrangement of

geography ; our classical guides Avill be more intelligible ; and

our modern conductors, Dalrymple, d'Anville, and Niebuhr,

more satisfactory. I have already mentioned d'Anville s disserta

tion on the navigation of the Gulph of Persia ; and if I performed

no other service than introducing this Avork to the knowledge of

the English reader, it would be an undertaking of merit.
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BOOK IV.

GULPH OF PERSIA.
i

I. Karmania.—JL Persis.—III. Susis, or Susiana : Ttgrit, Euphrates,

Euleus, and Pasitigris.

WE are now to enter upon the navigation of the Gulph

of Persia, compfehendrngtrTe coast of Karmania, Persis,

and Susiana ; and, fortunately for this part of the voyage, our

materials are as ample as could be desired. Mr. d'Anville has s/

published a Memoir1 expressly upon the subject^v^cfiT shall

use so freely as to preclude the necessity of specifying the pas

sages immediately referred to, unless where I am constrained to

dissent from his arrangement ; and this I shall always do with

the respect due both to his classical and geographical pre

eminence : but our English navigators have, within these few

years, explored this gulph so successfully, as to leave little more

1 Vol. xxx, Memoirs of the Academy of Inscription*, Set.

S S
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for the investigation of others. With these Mr. d'Anville was of

course unacquainted ; and, for want of the information they

afford, was necessarily mistaken in fixing some points of im

portance, more particularly at the head of the gulph, and the

mouths of the Euphrates, the Tigris, and the Eul6us,

I have a variety of charts furnished by Mr. Dalrymple, ac

companied with observations of his own", and illustrated by

personal communication with him ; but especially four by Lieu

tenant M'Cluer, a most active and intelligent officer, which

render all that concerns hydrography almost as perspicuous as

we could hope to find it on any coast of Europe : two of these

comprehend the lower, and two the upper part of the gulph ;

the later publication in both instances is the more correct, and

in both instances agrees best with Arrian. This is no accidental

correspondence, for Nearchus, by adhering to the coast, is ne

cessarily more minute than a modern navigator who pursues his

course unrestrained ; but the more such a navigator enters into

the detail of the coast, and the more intimate knowledge he

acquires of it, the better ought his information naturally to

coincide with a journal of such discoverers as the Greeks.

Mountains, rivers, bays, shoals, and islands are in their nature

eternal ; if these are marked distinctly by Nearchus, they will

still be discoverable by their features ; if otherwise, I would

abandon the journal as a fiction. The issue is, however, ex-

» Charts from Mr. D.

Four by M'Cluer.

Two by Harvey.

Two by d'Apres.

One, Niebuhr.

One, Van Krulen.

Two, Thornton's.

One, Claude Russell.

One, communicated to Mr. Dalrymple by

Captain Howe, containing the mouths of the

Euphrates.'—Besides a variety of plans and

topographical sketches.

One, Lieutenant Cant.

One, Kasmpfer.

One, Engelbert.

One, Friend.
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actly what we could desire; for such is the conformity of it

with the modern accounts, that there will not remain a doubt 1

upon more than one or two stations in the whole gulph.

In regard to the geography of the country, I have not only

consulted classical authority, and the best modern travellers;

but, where I could obtain it, have sought for personal inform

ation from those who have been resident in the country. To

Mr. Jones I am more especially obliged, who was head of the

English factory at Busheer for several years, and afterwards in

the same office at Basra. This gentleman, from his knowledge

of the Persian language, his connexions and intimacy with the

principal persons in power, and his frequent visits to the in

terior part of the country, is better qualified to decide in points

of doubt, than almost any European Avho has been in Persia ;

and I ought to add, that, without any previous knowledge of

the author, he was as ready, as he was able, to communicate

information. ,

With every assistance, however, that can be obtained, it is

not in my power to give the course of the rivers with that cor

rectness I wish ; and though d'Anville has performed a great

service, in shewing that the rivers of Persis, beyond the moun

tains, never reach the sea, but' are lost in Jakes, exhausted

upon agriculture, or absorbed by sands ; and though he has

likewise proved that the rivers, which fall into the gulph, are

all derived from the range which runs parallel with the coast,

and forms the back ground of the Kermesir4, or hot level coun

try next the sea, he is still undoubtedly mistaken in the course

3 This is to be understood of places which measurement (such as it is) and circumstances,

have a name and characters. All anchorages 4 Genneseer is the more correct ortho-

on an open coast can be ascertained only by graphy.

S S 2
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and names he gives to some of those in the upper part of the

gulph ; and I am not fully furnished with materials to correct

his errore. The cause of this lies in the nature, of the journals

themselves. Of these, I have consulted a great number ; but

every one of them takes its direction from the point where the

author landed, to Schiraz, or from Schiraz to the coast; and

there is not one that goes along the Kermesir below the moun

tains, nor perhaps ever will be one ; for it is a matter of doubt

whether any European, except Hephestion and the forces he

commanded, ever trod the whole extent of this ground ; and as

this is the only route which could cut the streams from the

mountains at right angles, and afford the means of establishing

the order in which they succeed, it will be long before this de

sideratum in geography can be supplied. Pietro della Valle

went from Mina to Lar ; but from Lar, north-west to the A'rosis

or Endian, there is no method of continuing the line but by

fragments of routes from Al Edrissi, or by enumerating the prin

cipal places which lie in that direction.

I must now return to the fleet, which I left at Badis, that is,

in the bay of Jask, in order to conduct it along the coast of

Karmania. Badis I have concluded to be either the town of

Jask, marked in Baffin's plan and Captain Blair's sketch, or

upon the river laid down by Baffin in the bay, about five miles

from the head of Jask, if there ever has been a town in that

situation. Cutler5 has noticed this river as a secure harbour for

any vessel not drawing more than eleven feet, and here a fleet

of Greek gallies might have lain, though, from the shortness of

the time Nearchus staid, we ought rather to suppose he rode in

5 Cutler, p. 83, in Dalrymple's Col- to have copied from Baffin ; and Thornton

lection. Thornton, p. 69, ibid. Both seem not correctly.

4
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the open bay. No day is specified here, but as this was the First stat;on

first place where it was possible to procure a supply, after the «n Karma-

distress they had experienced for some time past, it is necessary Badis.

to allow a day, both for receiving the supply on board, and to Seventy-

give some relief to the people. After weighing, the following seventh day-

day the fleet proceeded fifty miles, and came to an anchor An open

again upon an open coast. This anchorage, as it has no cha- Dec. 18.

racteristic to distinguish it, but that the cape on the Arabian ej|hthday.

side of the gulph was in view, I have a right to fix by the mea-

sure of the course, if it coincides with a sight of that object.

The journal, in fact, gives an hundred miles between Badis6 and

the river Anamis or Mina : and notwithstanding d'Anville's map

gives the same distance between Karpella and the Anamis,

there is great reason to suppose that he has both extended ' the

measure between the two, and carried the Anamis nearer to

Gomeroon than it ought to be; for his own map of Asia allots

only * one degree, while that composed for the memoir allows a

degree and an half for the same space. The suspicion on this

head is confirmed both by Niebuhr and Pietro della Valle-

Upon reference to the charts it will immediately appear, that

there is a cape on the Persian coast, nearly opposite to Mtts-

sendon on the Arabian side ; and the streight between these two

points is exactly the part where the entrance into the gulph is

• Both Gronovius and Salmasius, from an south-east : but it is very remarkable that the

error in Pliny, seem to suppose that Badis is measure from Cape Jask to the river Ibrahim

the Sabis of Ptolemy and the Sabai of Diony- is i io geographical miles precisely, a distance

sius : but Sabis is an inland town, and Sabai not so far exceeding Arrian's measures as to

is in Persis. See Gronovius in loco, p. 347. make it incompatible with them; for all his

Salmas. Plin. Ex. 1 188. measures on the coast of Karmania and Persis

''The Neptune Oriental Ft. places Cape are short of the real distance.

Jask and Jask bay, apparently from Texeira, * See the general map of Asia, fim

almost due south of Bombareek, instead of part.
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narrowest. It measures here only thirty-four* nautic miles in

M'Cluer's chart, and Mussendon is so high as to be visible, not

only on the coast opposite, but almost all the way from Kar-

pella. The cape on the Persian side is improperly named Bom-

bareek by M'Cluer, an error he fell into from considering the

real Bombareek as Jask : but this cape is the Armozon of

Ptolemy, as appears evidently by his series, though it has no

name in our English charts on which I can depend. It is in

the curve previous to this cape that I fix the present an

chorage on an open shore ; and in the passage from Badis to

this point, the fleet must have passed the Bombareek rock,

though no notice is taken of it, nor of Mount Elbourz, not far

from .which they must have anchored. Bombareek, which is

the orthography I adopt, is no otherwise proper than as the

term most in use by our navigators ; but it passes through

a great v.ariet3' of appellations w, all, as I have before ob-

• Pliny says, fifty Roman miles. D'An

ville makes it about twenty-four miles and an

half English. See Plin. lib. vi. c. 23. c. 26.

D'Anville Mem. p. 144.

Pliny is nearer the truth than d'Anville

chooses to allow. Arrian says, it is a day's

sail. Six or seven of the charts before me

agree with M'Cluer ; and d'Anville hazards

some deductions of importance, if he is mis

taken.

10 Pietro della Valle and Niebuhr write it

Cohum-baregh, sable del'u, loose sand. Mr.

Jones writes Cohum-bareek, low sand, flat or

level. Colonel Capper writes it Co-mobarick,

Hill of Congratulation. Cut Caret k and Mo-

bareek are both Arabic, and allied to the

Hebrew |"n3» Barack, to bles6 ; and it is re

markable that Barack signifies both to bless

and to couch or lie flat, so that Mr. Jones and

Colonel Capper have each of them a right to

their respective interpretations. But I find

one reason for inclining to Colonel Capper's,

because the Arabs who sail out of the gulph

of Persia take their departure with a Salam,

or salutation of peace, from Mosalem or Mo-

candon, on the opposite coast ; and may well

salute Bombareek as the entrance to the gulph

on their return. If this be admitted, Co-

Mobareek stands fairest for the true appella

tion ; but when the Orientalists differ so widely

from each other, they should be sparing of

their strictures upon those who profess them

selves unskilled in this branch of literature.

Mosalem is a participle of an Arabic verb, de

rived from the Hehrew dSd> Salam, to

salute ; in the same form as Mobareek from

Barack.
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served, corruptions, of Cohum-bareek and appears from the

sea as is here represented, in a level plain of

loose sand, between two /*'«"'' v^lli and three miles from

the shore, but is not an iflS island, as it is laid

down in d'Anville and mu^mm^ several of the older "

charts. This is the rock which gives name to the cape, and at

the cape there is a small creek, but so entirely choked up ,J,

that it will not admit a boat ; it is represented in Commodore

Robinson's chart, in the chart composed for this work, and in

Captain Blair's sketch : if Badis were to be fixed, therefore, at

Karpella, this creek must be assumed for the position of the

town, but there is no town here at present; and, from the

sterile sand in the neighbourhood, it does not appear that a

town could exist. This circumstance, added to the insiffnifi-

cance of the creek, contributes to extinguish all idea of fixing

Badis here, while an ample bay, a town, and a river, added to

the acute angle of the cape at Jask, direct us to prefer that as

the true position of Badis.

Mount Elbourz, orEhours'4, the Strong}] us of Ptolemy, the

Round Mountain of Semiramis, as it is called by Marcian, lies,

according to Ptolemy, thirty nautic miles north of Karpella.

" Gomhareek, Gombarreek, Gombarat, Bmall ships pass them, but not those employed

Bombarack, Bombarick, Mumbarick. in the China trade. This makes them appear

" This has arisen from a deception of the as if they were on the inner-channel of Kismis.

sight when the object was viewed at a distance, He adds, that they ait low, and the sea

and the coast was not higli enough to appear. washes over them. This character does not

13 Lieutenant Porter, Lieutenant Blair. suit either Mocandon or Ehours ; and yet

'* Ouair and Kosair are two rocks in the Ouair is so- nearly allied to Ehours in sound

gulph, or at the entrance of it, which might that a connection might be supposed. That

be thought Mocandon and Ehours, both in Ben Cavan is Kismis cannot be doubted • for

the Nubian Geographer and Renandot's he says, it lies to the eouth of Keis, and is fifty-

Arabs ; but the Nubian (p. 56.) phces them two miles long by nine broad,

at the island Ben Cavan or Kismis, and says,
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D'Anville gives it nearly the same distance, and Samuel Thorn

ton something more ; but it is in my estimation only twenty-four

miles, to which if we add twenty-seven from Jask to Karpella,

the total is fifty-one miles, differing only one mile from Arrian.

My authority for this is the journal of the Houghton East India-

man IS, which may possibly reckon from the Bombareek rock

rather than the cape. Even in this case, the distance will fall

short only eight miles ; this is the extent of the difference, and

many of the measures on the coast of Karmania will partake of

the same deficiency. It may seem extraordinary that such a

rock as Bombareek, and a mountain like Elbourz, which had

evidently attracted the notice of mariners in the age of Ptolemy,

should be passed in silence by the journal ; but similar instances

are not unfrequent ; errors of addition there are none, but omis

sions have already occurred, and there are some more to oc

cur 16 in the course of the navigation : but it is observable, upon

more occasions than the present, that a rock, an headland, op

a river, however unnoticed, attracts the fleet to an anchorage ;

and this is probably the case with Elbourz in the instance before

us. Arrian seems to consider the gulph of Persia as com

mencing at a line drawn between Cape Musscndon and the

shore where the fleet now rode : and this naturally directs us to

Elbourz itself, which Marcian describes as close to Armozon.

His language is so precise, that I shall adduce his very words :

" Near Armozon " lies the Round Mountain of Semiramis ;

" opposite to which is Mount Pasabo in Arabia, and the pro-

" " Mount de Chouse is eight leagues to wjojfpifliv r{oyyu*cv Jfo; £tft>{a/*i5o?, £irf{ iwixTurSai

«' the eastward [northward] ot Bombareek." "<pxjj.it nari. t>i» lu^di/jLOKt 'Arabian Tlourt&Gu) lca%

Journal of the Houghton, l 75.?* Tt **' **{«to'{'0,> *Tif !x»Tif« c^n ti khi egtfvnSfui

,6 The island at Bender- Regh, Sec. ra rim woisT rSTiiprmS xo?.^u, Marcian Hudl.

" Afpifyrroi sfTovScs vafimmu to Geog. Min. p. 21.
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** Aaontory formed by it : those two mountains, with their

" promontories, form the streights at the entrance of the gulph

u of Persia." Pasabo is the Sabo and A'sabo of Ptolemy, the

Mussendon of our modern charts ; and Str6ngylus, or the Round

Mountain, is the FJbourz of d'Anville, transformed by our

Ifaglish navigators into Ehowcrs, Ilowres, Howse, and Ghowse.

M'Cluer has very improperly brought Bombareek to this cape

and mountain, but I admit his delineation of the coast ; and

here, attracted by the Strongyhis, I bring Nearchus to an anchor.

The ancient name of Mussendon " is Makae and Maketa, as

well as A'sabo, and the cape itself is the termination of a very

high and broken island partaking of the nature of a craggy

.ridge on the continent of Arabia, called the Black Mountains

by Ptolemy. These, Avith their adjunct" Asabo", express the

Black Mountains of the south13; for towards this point they lie

in respect to the Arabians, who conferred the title upon them.

Several small and rugged islets lie off this cape, called the

-Coins 24, from forming the angle of the streights, as I imagine,

and the whole presents a frightful appearance, if the delineation

of Hcssendc in the British Museum may be credited.

" Written Musseldom, Mussendom, Mo- " M'Clner, p. j6.

chandan, Mocandan, &c. &c :I fii\a./y. o/r, HaXSpna. 'AcuZZ. PloL p. lrj.

I believe tliis to be a corruption ; the real :' Arabic, Aswad, Black. Mr. H. Jones,

name is Cape Ma-salaum, ;'. t. Cape Safety : " Sabo, with the article in Arabic, As-

and the Lascars or country sailors, on board a Sabo. D'Anville Geog. Anc. vol. ii. 228.

vessel coming int-o the gulph, have always Sabo signifies so\ith. Bruce, vol. i. p. 381.

ready to launch, at the time the vessel rounds So in Scripture, the queen of Seba is called

this cape, a little vessel rigged exactly similar the Queen of the South. Mat. xii. 42. Mar-

to the one they navigate, on board of which cian writes the name Pasabo probably by a

they put little morsels of different parts of the corruption of the text.

cargo, and then with great ceremony commit -~4 Parce qu'elles ont de loin la figure drun

the toy to the waves. Mr. H. Jones. coin. Nicb. ii. p. 186.

T* IVIaka?, more proptrly the people.

T T
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The sight of Mussendon gave rise to a dispute which renders

this anchorage important, for this promontory Onesicritus pro

posed to explore, with the intention, it should seem, of extend

ing the voyage to the Gulph of Arabia. He asserted that" they

were in distress* and likely to- be driven about the gulph the}r

were now entering, without knowledge of the coast, or any de

terminate point to which they might direct their course.. Near-

chus56 resisted this proposal with the utmost steadiness ; he-

represented to the council of officers, that Onesicritus appeared

ignorant of the design of Alexander, who had not put the people

on board because there were no means of conducting them by

land ; but that his express purpose was, to obtain a knowledge

of the coast, with such harbours, bays, and islands as might

occur in the course of the voyage ; to ascertain whether there

were any towns bordering on the ocean ; and whether the

country was habitable or desert. He added, that they had now

almost obtained the object of their expedition ; and that they

ought not to hazard the completion of it, by the pursuit of a

different design : that the cape in view proved, that the coast

below it tended to the south, where the country might be more

directly under the influence of the sun, more torrid, parched,

and destitute of water ; and that, since they had reached the

coast of Karmania, they were no longer in despair of support.

These were all reasons, he alleged, for pursuing the course they

were now in, rather than deviating from it ; and if Alexander

" „'{ ui x»t* to» xoJuroy \\xr$i£on«.t toXom- _ to afford them safety or protection than the

*»fii<r&xi. Gulph of Persia, which had never yet been

It is not very evident what Onesfcritus visited by his countrymen,

means; but as Alexander was master of Egypt, *6 This dispute is not only detailed in the

he might consider the gulph of Arabia as a journal, but recorded in the history, p. 301.

sea known to the Egyptians, and more likely
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had completed his expedition by land, there was reasonable

ground for hope that a communication with the army might be

obtained, when all the dangers they had experienced would be

rewarded by the approbation of the king, and the applauses of

their countrymen.

This address had its due effect upon the council ; the advice

of the admiral was adopted ; and in this instance, says Arrian,

I am persuaded that the success of the expedition, and the pre

servation of all that had embarked in it, is imputable solely to

Nearchus : an encomium to which no one can refuse to sub

scribe who is acquainted with the coast of Arabia, and considers

the total unfitness of the fleet for such a navigation.

Pietro della Yalle, who resided some time at Mina, a town on

the river Anamis, in this neighbourhood, has furnished some

general circumstances that demand attention ; for he not only

mentions the river at Mina, which he calls Ibrahim27, and

which must be the Anamis, to which the fleet is now directing

its course, but notices two or three little ports between the pre

sent anchorage and Gomeroon ; not that they are ports, he

adds, but that every village where a vessel can land her cargo,

or whence there are a few vessels sent to sea, obtains the name

of Bender ; and, in this sense, Kuhestcck and Bender Ibrahim

are ports as well as Bender Abbassi or Gomeroon. Such a port

as this was probably Neoptana, a place which the fleet reached Dec.™.*"

the following day, after a course of forty-four miles ; and Bender ^thdlj

Ibrahim, the port at the river Ibrahim, or Anamis, seems to

1 1 • 1 >t 1 Anamis

occupy tl*e very same ground on which JNcarchus formed his River,

naval camp, when he arrived at that river the succeeding day : Eightieth

day.

" Probably a Mahometan title from some Imam, or sovereign. *

X T 2
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the distance from Neoptana is- stated at about six miles, makings

iu the whole an hundred miles from Badis.

Upon, a review of this distance, I am more confirmed in fixing-

Badis at Jask, and the first anchorage from, thence at Elbonrzv

for the measure of about fifty miles, comes out consistent both

by the journal and our modern accounts ; and if the space from

Elbourz to the Anamis does not correspond so happily, it miyst

be observed that M. d'Anville has lengthened that distance " ii*=

the map of his memoir, in order to accommodate it to his inter

pretation of the journal : this at least I suspect, though I cannot

find the means of correction, for our English charts are too-

hydrographical to notice so small a stream, and it must be con

fessed that the manuscript of Bessende, which was consulted,

carries the Obrcmi, as Ibrahim is there, written, much nearer to

Ormuz.

The river Anamis is fixed by Arrian in the country of Har-

mozeia, an appellation which immediately suggests the resem

blance it bears to Iiarmuz or Hormuz, the celebrated isle of

Ormuz, in the neighbourhood.. The same title is given to this

tract by Ptolemy, of. which his Cape Arm6zon is the boundary ;.

and the means by which the name passed from the continent to

the island are common to almost every island in the gulph.

This tract is styled Moghostan, or the date country, in Oriental

geography, extending to Karpella, or perhaps Jask ; and as we

are much concerned with the interior part of it, on account of

the journey taken by Nearchus from the Anamis, to the en

campment, of the army,, it is fortunate that we have the inform-

3' The distance is greater in the map constructed for hU memoir than in that of Asie, .

premiere parti*
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ntion of so circumstantial a traveller as Pietro della Valle to

direct our investigation.

Pietro della Valle was a Roman of noble family, who, after

residing some years in Persia, came down from Schiraz, with

an intention of embarking at Ormuz for the East Indies ; but

upon his reaching the coast he found the forces of Persia col

lected, which, with the assistance of the English fleet, were to

wrest the possession of- this Oriental emporium from the Portu

guese. The consequence necessarily wasy that all communica

tion with the island was prohibited, and that, in order to avoid

the insolence of the soldiery, he kept at a distance from the

coast, taking up his abode at Mina, the'capital of the district,

where he continued during the latter end of the year one thousand

six hundred and twenty-one, and the commencement *' of one

thousand six hundred and twenty-two. He had here the mis

fortune to lose his beloved Manni, a Christian lady, and a

Nestorian, whom he had married at Bagdat, and in whose story

are interspersed a variety of pathetic 2" incidents, painted with

the romantic gallantry of an Italian lover, and surpassing in

reality all the lucid fictions of a modern novel. 1 have not

thought it inconsistent with my design to mention these parti

culars, because the geographical information dependant on them,

is important.. He acquaints us, then, that Mina is the capital

of Moghostan, and this its name implies^ for Mina51 signifies a

" Tom. v. in fine. is upon a level with Argus, the dog of Ulysse?,

30 The writings of Petrarch formed a without the appearance of imitation. Gibbon

school of romantic lovers in Italy ; and Pietro styles him, not without reason, an author into

was an academician of the society called Hit- Icrably prolix and vain.

mour'tits, at Rome. His narrative is often 31 Mina, Minau, Minave, signifies a fort,

poetical, and Madam Maani's horse Dervisch as Minave the fort of Basra.
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fort, and Moghostan is a district of the ancient Karmania, ex

tending from Cape Jask to the north of Gomaroon'*: he adds,

that the heats arc insupportable, .and the climate most un

healthy ; but a more particular circumstance he notices is, that

the river, which rises in the neighbourhood, falls into the gulph

at about two days' " journey from the city, and this river can be

no other than the A'namis of Arrian, and the Andanis'* of Pto

lemy. The name of Ibrahim, which .the river now bears, is

evidently a personal derivative, and most probably from the

sepulchre of some Mahometan saint in the neighbourhood ; but

the ancient appellation is preserved under a variety of forms, in

almost every author who has treated of this country.

I insist upon these circumstances, because if Mina was

formerly the principal place of the district, as it now is, it poiuts

out the reason why Nearchus pitched upon this station in pre

ference to any other for a camp. He had here a communica

tion with an inland town of eminence, from which he misht

hope to derive some intelligence of the position of the armv,

and open some means of communication with the king: and as

the communication was actually effected afterwards from this

very point, it is hardly imputing too much to the intelligence

which we may reasonably suppose he obtained upon the coast.

He informs us himself, that he found the natives hospitably

disposed, and the country abounding in every kind of supply,

but oil. The disembarkation here is expressed in terms of joy,

that intimate the previous confinement of the people on board

31 Gambron, Niebuhr, Combru, Pietro del!a M There is in Marcian a Tuane«, rendered

Vallc, Gambroon, Cameroon, Gomeroon, &c. Addanius by Hudson, which he supposes may

J' From forty to fifty miles. be the Anamis.
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for many days : a grievance almost intolerable, considering the

construction" of a Greek vessel, and a deliverance from which

was the greatest of all refreshments. A naval camp was esta

blished here immediately, by drawing a line from the river to

the beach, and fortified by a double rampart with a mound of

earth, and a deep ditch, which seems to have been filled with

water from the river. Within this inclosure, the vessels were

hauled on shore, and ail the proper measures adopted both for

their security and repair. It was the intention of the com

mander to leave his people in this camp, under the command

of proper officers, while he tried himself to obtain an interview

with the king: but before we accompany him in this attempt,

it will be necessary to consider the country around him with that

which, he was to penetrate, and the probable site of the Mace

donian camp at the time.

It is easy to recognise the name of Onnuz in the Ilarmozeia

of Arrian ; but we are not therefore to suppose, that the local

circumstances of both are exactly the same. The present

Ormuz is an island known to the moderns by the title of Gcrun.

It* appellation, derived from the neighbouring tract on the con

tinent, is agreeable to an usage prevalent in the gulph of

Persia, which we shall have occasion to notice as we proceed :

and the flight of the inhabitants from the continent to the

islands, in cases of oppression or invasion, is to this day a

31 Uly3ses, in all his wanderings, never ap- the stern, but perhaps the after-part of the

pears to have slept, CTKf* «rpi;ju»wri(» »«f, in the vessel likewise ; whether, when they slept on

after-part of the ship, when he could find an- board, «r«»i «rfuf»w-i*, they slept on the

other bed. In Homer's gallies there was an "ixpww [deck], or under it, does not clearly

after-deck called "l<pio», on which the steers- appear. Either was bad lodging. Ody». N

man was elevated above the rowers in the 1. 74. Ulysses sleeps upon the deck,

waist, tjfvpwa are properly the cables at
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settled practice, as we are assured by Niebuhr5*. D'Anville

fmds two periods, -when the Harruozeians on the main might

have fled to Geruu, and .carried their inaiue with them to their

new abode. One -in the beginning of the thirteenth century,

when Bahud-din, a native chief on the coast, fled from an in

road of the Atabek Turcomans, who about that time established

themselves in Pharsistau and Kerman 37 ; and another in the

year one thousand two hundred and seventy-three, when the

descendants of Gcngis-Khan were masters of the Persian em

pire3'. To these two periods I must add a thirds in the year

one thousand tour hundred and seven K, when Mahomet the son

of Timoiir was sent down from Schiraz hy his father to this coast,

in order to subdue Mahomet Shah, the sovereign of Ormuz,

Ormuz was at that time evidently on the continent 40, for the

son of Timour took seven fortresses which were the defence of

the Shah's kingdom., and compelled him to fly to Geroum41

exacting even there from him a tribute of'six hundred thousand

dinars. This transaction proves, that the island was not yet

called Ormuz in one thousand four hundred and seven ; while it

is almost evident that Gerun was the place of -retreat for the

inhabitants of the continent on these three different occasions ;

and, according to the observation of Niebuhr just mentioned,

this is the custom of the coast. The fluctuation -of this word in

European orthography justifies much greater liberties in regard

s* See Niebuhr under the head Abu- 40 Ormuz seems to be on the main previou*

Schrehr. to Timour's age. Ebn Haukel, p. 145.

57 Persis and Carmania. 41 Geroum is called by Pctis de la Croix

"Cheref-eddin, vol. ii. p. +18. French in the margin, Gomeroon ; but it should rather

edition. be the island : not but that Geroum and Go-

n Really one thousand three hundred and meroon may be mutually connected, like Or-

ninety-seven ; for there is an error of ten years muz, on the main, and Ormuz the isle,

.in the chronology of Cheref-eddin.

2
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to names, than any which occur in this work *». Ormus, Or-

muz, Ormutz, Hormus, Honnoz, Hormuzd, Harmozeia 43, Ar-

mozusa, Armoxusa, Annuza, are all applied either to the island

or the neighbouring: continent, and I conclude have all a de-

rivation common also to Hormisdas, which is Oromasdes or

Hormudsch, the good principle in the superstition of the Parsees ;

a name assumed by several princes of the fourth dyuasty,

and some of a later date. Mr. d'Anville 44 has observed that

there are four districts, two on the gulph and two inland, that

take their titles from different Persian monarchs, Cbbad4s,

Sabur, Darab*, and Ardeshir, that is, from Artaxerxes as he

is styled in Greek, Cobad, Sapor, and Darab ; but, perhaps, if

we should judge these rather to have a derivation in common

with the name of those kings, than to take a name from them,

Armosa may be added as a fifth and related to Hormisdas or

Oromasdes4* by the same connexion. All this is, however, a

speculation rather curious than necessary, and our concern is

with the tract called Harmozeia by Arrian, Armooza by Pto

lemy *» and with his Cape Arm6zon, which Strabo so has marked

41 See Herbelot in Horraouz. thology and all the learning of the Parsed

41 It is worthy of notice, that Alfragani discovered by Anquetil du Perron may be re

writes Harmuz with Ptolemy and Arrian. ferred.

Gol. ad Alfrag. p. 112. 46 Tims Darab-chierd is Dario-certa. Pietro

44 Mem. p. 156. della Valle, torn. vi. p. 130.

D'Anville derives these divisions from Go- *» It ought, however, to be noticed, that

lius ad Alfraganum ; but Niebuhr says, no Armozeia is in Karmania, not in Persia,

knowledge of such a division now remains. ** See Schkard's Tarick Regum Persise,

See Gol. Not. ad Alfra. p. 115. Niebuhr, p. u_j. He says, Hormos and Baharem were

vol. ii. p. 166. French edition. Mr. Jones brothers of the race of Sassanides. Hormos

asserts the continuance of three of these names gave name to Ormus, and Baharem to Bali-

at least. rein.—But quere, for Bahr-cin signifies two

41 These names seem all to arise from the seas,

fourth dynasty of Persian race. Heylin Cosm. •» Ptol. p. 157.

lib. hi. To this dynasty, perhaps, all the my- >° Strab. p. 76/;.

U U
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precisely as lying at the very point where the strait is nar-

nowest. At this promontory I suppose the district of Arrian to

commence ; how far it extended towards the north, or whether

it comprehended Gomeroon (Bender-Abbassi) within its limits,

cannot now be determined ; but there is sufficient ground to

conjecture, that it terminated within the limits of the modern

Moghostan at the river called Rud-siur by Pietro della Valle,

and extended inland to the foot of the mountains. Every where

along this coast a range runs in a line at no great distance from

the sea, inclosing the Kermesir, a narrow strip of level country

rendered hot beyond measure, and unhealthy, from the want

of circulation. As Harmozeia was a district of Karmania, in

the same manner Laristan5' and Moghostan are, in modem

estimation, so distinct from Kerman, that the province can

hardly be said to commence till you are past the mountains.

Moghostan, or the land of dates, by its name implies the means

of support, and though the air is unwholesome, according to

modern accounts, the soil does not appear to be barren. The

whole district was flourishing while the Portuguese maintained

their commerce at Ormuz ; and Pietro della Valle, in his time,

found an English factory 51 established at Mina u for the pur

chase of silk. The whole of this coast is desolated at present by

the distracted state of Persia ; and, according to Niebuhr, sub

ject to Arab Scbeiks, who have taken advantage of those

51 Laristan, from Lar, a town much to the 51 Or at least merchants,

westward of Gomeroon, in the tract below the " See Purchas, vol. iiL p. 1794.

mountains. Pietro della Valle retired to Lar, The merchants at Mina signed the treaty

after a severe illness, which ensued upon the with the Persians for the siege of Ormuz ;

death of his wife, and had the good fortune to upon the signing of which they got leave to

find there a Persian well skilled in physic. His move their goods, and came down to the coast

route, if we were concerned with the interior of to Costack, a place in sight of Ormuz, the

the country, is well worth pursuing. See infra. Kuhestek of Pietro d«Ila Valle.
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troubles to pass from the opposite coast, and establish petty

governments from Ormuz to Busheer.

The bare mention of Ormuz is sufficient to attract our notice

to the celebrated emporium of that name established in the isle

of Gerun, -w hich flourished to such a degree in the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries, as to excite the envy and jealousy of all

the Arabian tribes on one side the gulph, and the king of Persia

on the other. The trade with India, and perhaps with China,

had in more ancient times been fixed at Maskat and Sohar on

the Arabian side, and afterwards at Shiran0 and Keish on the

coast of Persia ; but Gerun, the most barren island in the gulph,

derived, from the advantage of its situation, a preference to all

the other marts which had partaken of this commerce. This

desolate spot is a rock, evidently formed by a volcano, the

vestiges of which still remain on a mountain that divides almost

the whole island in its greatest length. The soil is a white salt,

hard enough to be used for building : the fort and the houses

were constructed of no other materials. There is no spring or

water but such as is saved from rain, and rain falls seldom ; no

plant or vegetable, but a few at the king's s.4 palace set in earth,

brought from the continent ; and the Portuguese, to secure a

supply of water, were constrained to maintain a fort on Kismis.

The heat is intolerable : in summer, the inhabitants lie plunged

in water for many hours ; in winter, they sleep on the terraces

of their houses. Yet even here could commerce fix her seat ;

and the Portuguese, who took it under Albuquerque in the

s* The king's palace and garden, called was likewise an historian, and his history was

Turun-bagh from Turun Shah, was on the translated by Texeira, part of which we have

toutU-west side of the island. Turun Shah in English by Captain Stevens.

I II 1
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year 1507, kept possession of it till 1622, when it was again

reduced under the power of Persia by Abbas the Great, with

the assistance of the English fleet. It had become in the hands

of the Portuguese an emporium second to none but Goa ; and

it is remarkable that they preserved the race of native kings,

from the same policy which has made the English support

nominal sovereigns in Bengal and the peninsula. When the

place was taken, the last king was conveyed as a prisoner up to

Ispahan through Lar at the time Pietro della Valle was resident

in that city. He had the generosity to communicate his kind

wishes to the unfortunate prince ; and, visiting Ormuz himself

a few months afterwards, bears testimony to the bravery of the

Portuguese in its defence. Abbas intended to annihilate the

city and transplant the commerce to Gomeroon, which he

thenceforth styled Bender Abbassi, the port of Abbas ; but he

broke his faith with the English, who were to have had half the

produce of the duties for their assistance, and Bender Abbassi

soon became deserted from the usual oppression of a despotic

government. While Ormuz was the seat of commerce, it in

vigorated the Persian provinces which border on the gulph ; and

however its fall impaired the power of the Portuguese, its con

querors gained nothing by their success. The English com

merce .declined till they abandoned it from disgust, and the

neighbouring coast of Persia sunk under its natural aridity. A

few vessels still continue to frequent the gulph from the settle

ments in India, but the trade is of no great importance. In

the ruin of Persia since the death of Nadir, an Arab with tffe

title of Muli Ali Shah is master of Ormuz, as Niebuhr informs

us; but his residence seems to be at Gomeroon, as I collect
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from the journal of the Houghton " East Indiaman, which men

tions a similar name at that city. This is the last account of

this once celebrated mart ; and in this situation it is likely to

continue unless the Persian empire should revive, of which there

seems no immediate prospect.

Ormuz i<s has two safe ports, one on the east and another on the

western side ; it is three leagues from the coast of Persia, and

near four in circuit ; according to Mr. Dalrymple, it lies iu

latitude 27° 4' 22" north.

After this digression we must return again to Nearchus, who

was at the A'namis in the neighbourhood ; and here, in conse

quence of the measures he had taken for inquiry, he had the

satisfaction to find that the army had arrived in safety, and was

not at a greater distance than five days' journey from the coast.

A day's journey is still an Oriental measure, and may vary in

its utmost difference from twenty to thirty miles. Taken at a

medium, therefore, Alexander was now an hundred and twenty-

five miles from the coast ; out of this sum, if we be allowed to

conduct Nearchus to Mina57, we have two days' journey to

subtract from our uncertainty, and only seventy-five miles inland

from Mina, upon which a doubt would remain. My reason for

conducting Nearchus to Mina is not wholly conjectural ; for, in

the first place, it is the capital of the district, which would na-

■ v

" The date of this journal is 1 755 : Nie- Voyages, i. p. 71.

buhr was at Gomeroon nine or ten years later. 57 Niebuhr says Mina is only six leagues

If it be the same man, he had a long reign, from the sea : but I depend upon Pietro della

considering the time he lived in. He was in Valle, who resided there some time, and had

some measure dependent on Nauzir Khan of frequent occasion to dispatch messengers to the

Zar, but possessed Gomeroon, Ormus, coast : but N. B. Six leagues is the expression

J^'Arek, and Kismis. Sec Ives. p. 202. of the translator. Niebuhr himself says, some

» there is a draft of the island, with the leagues. See French edition, vol. ii. p. 165.

fortress/ town, and king's palace, in Astley's a
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turally attract him ; and, in the next, we actually hear that the

commander of the district, upon the arrival of the fleet, flew up

to the camp to anticipate the intelligence of its arrival. The

seat of empire is subject to the caprice of the monarch in the

east, and has frequently been changed ; but in the provinces s',

or subdivision of provinces, the principal town having generally

risen from local convenience, is not so much exposed to fluctua-r

tion : this induces me to think, that a place like Mina was the

ancient capital, as well as the modern. We are, then, to look

for Alexander in Karmania, at some convenient spot three

days' journey from this town.

We left him at Poora in Gadrdsia, which d'Anville s* considers

justly as the Pureg or Phoreg of tl>e Nubian Geographer, and

Arrian calls the capital of the province. The modern capital,

according to Cheref-eddin, is Kidge *°, and d'Anville has an

other Poling", or Forg, on the western side of Karmania,

in which also he is justified by Al Edrissi, if I understand

5* In Hindostan, Palibothra, Canouge, coast. Petis de la Croix, from the historians

Agra, and Dehli, have been the seats of em- of Gingis Khan, mentions that the army of

pire in different ages : but Labor has con- that princt of ravagers almost perished in this

tinued unchangeably the head of a province, province. Pet. de la Croix's Hist, of Gingis,

Ecbatana, Persepolis, and Susa, have all p. 337. Tiz is a place on the coast in the

ceded in Persia to Ispahan; but, Candahar, bay of Churbar, and possibly Petis de la Croix

Herat, Balk, Lar, &c. are still principal has confounded the two.

places. ' Otter says, Kie or Guie, vol. i. p. 408.

•* Geog. Ancienne, vol. ii. p. 28.3. written 61 Called Purg or Furg by Pictro de la

Fahrag, Fohrtg, Pohreg, Puhreg, Puregh, Vallc, vol. v. p. 3I1. Less difference would

pureh. In all Persian words, p and f are in- appear in all these names if they were wiicten

terchangeable. Fars is Pcrsis. G, gh, and with the ph instead of the f, which letter, in

H, are all final aspirates, and hardly distin- other Oriental tongues as well as the Hebrev?,

guishable. See Nub. Geog. p. 129. is the same, £} or £), with no other dis-

*° Vol. ii. p. 417. tinction but the point. Phorg, Pnoorg,

Kidge becomes Kudj ; from whence per- Phooreg, Phooreh, pass easily into Poora, the

haps the Kutch of Europeans, and the Kutch Greek pronunciation of n*'t-a by this method

Mekran of the Ayecn Akbari ; and is some- of writing,

times confounded with Tidge, which is 011 the
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him right, and by Pietro della Valle, who was himself in Mo-

gosthan. At Poora he was joined by Stasanor and Phrata-

phernes from the upper provinces, who, divining the difficulties

he must have encountered, hastened to iiis relief with provisions,

and a convoy of camels and other beasts ; the whole was dis

tributed among the officers and their different troops as far as

the supply would extend, and the army proceeded to Karmania

as soon as it was recovered from its fatigues. The inarch was

probably a procession ofjoy and triumph, for the army was not

only crowned with victory, but delivered from famine ; but that

it was a pomp of licence, revelry, and voluptuousness, as

painted by Plutarch and Q. Curtius, is a fiction, as Arrian

assures us, not supported by Ptolemy, Aristobulus, or any

other historian of authority. They both mention the exhibition

of games and a solemn sacrifice in gratitude for the deliverance

experienced. These Avere easily magnified into a Bacchanalian

procession, by a fertile imagination, and exaggerated on the

side of exultation, as much as the distresses in Gadrosia had

been amplified by terror. That their sufferings were less than

they are reported to be, appears from their future transactions ;

for there is no evidence of extraordinary weakness or diminution

the expeditions proceed as usual, and the future plans daily in

crease in the magnitude of their object.

If now, therefore, we cast an eye to the map, and consider

the situation of Mina ** and the Gadrosian Fohregh, we can

hardly be mistaken in drawing a line through Giroft63, a town

of Karmania, which will stand as a point of union between the

fleet and the army. My reason for fixing upon Giroft, or some

61 Mina lies in 16° 35' north latitude, ac- It has two castles.

,rding to Pietro della Valle, vol. v. p. 397- ? DJirift of 0tter> ,o1- »• P- 3^-
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place in its neighbourhood lying on the same line, is, because

of its agreement with the distance of an hundred and twenty-

live miles almost to a fraction 64, if d'Anville's map is correct.

There is no town in Karmania, either upon this route or near it,

except Valase-gerd 6* or Valase-cherd, which possibly has a

better title to antiquity, if we may judge by its termination,

for its final syllable is the same, though differently written, with

that of Tigrano-certa and Pasa-garda **, both ancient cities ;

the objection to Valase-cherd is, its too great proximity to the

coast. Now, it is remarkable, that Arrian, Strabo, Plutarch,

and Curtius, none of them assign any name to the town where

the interview took place, but Diod6rus Siculus fixes it at Sal-

mtis, and adds, that Nearchus arriving when the king was in

the theatre and exhibiting games to the army, he was intro

duced upon the stage, and requested to relate the account of

his voyage to the assembly. Salmus is a name so void of any

collateral support, that the learned commentator*7 of Dioddrus

abandons it in despair, and I have searched every authority

in my possession without finding a similarity of name to ascertain

its position. In a case of despair, I offer the following conjec

ture as a mere speculation (without building in the least upon it)

for the amusement, I hope, not for the contempt of the reader :

'* It measures almost, as exactly as the Fort, Town, or City, like the modern terms

opening of the compasses will give, one hun- -abad, -patam, -poor, &c. Fat-abad, Jehann-

dred and twenty-five miles Roman, of seventy- abad, Melia-poor, Masuli-patam, &c.

five to a degree ; and this, compared with the " Pasa, written Phcsa and Besa, which sig-

road distance, would amount to one hundred nifies the north-east wind ; because it is cooled

and twenty-five miles British, as near as pre- by that wind in a hot climate. Gol. ad Alfra-

cision itself could demand. gan, 114.

44 Written both ways by the Nubian Geo- *> Wcsteling. ad Diodor. lib. xvii. p. 143.

grapher ; where observe, -gerd preserves the EaApwm. Urbis nomen quam in Carmania

relation with Pasa-garda, and -cherd with fuisse ex Arriano conficias, lib. vk 28. Ab

Tigrano-certa. This termination signifies abis negligitur.
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The Nubian Geographer*' mentions Maaun", a small city,

but much frequented by merchants, at one station, or five and

twenty miles, distance from Valase-cherd ; and it is, I con

clude, the same as d'Anville's De-Maum which stands between

that town and Giroft. Is it, then, too much to say, that, in

the Sal-moun-ti of Diodorus, we discover Maaun ? I know

not the origin of d'Anville's De- more than the Sal- of Dio

dorus ; but Sal in Hebrew, and, if I am rightly informed, in

Arabic or Persic, has two significations ; by one it imports the

shelter of a tent 70 or house ; by the other, a rampart. Would

it not then, in either sense, apply ? as first, the camp at Maaun,

and secondly, Fort Maaun ; or, if it should be said I take ad

vantage of a Greek " inflexion to obtain Moun-, I must

observe, that words of this form, though they have not the

letter n in their first appearance, always assume it by inflexion,

and have it constantly implied. I give this merely as a specu

lation, without pretension to Oriental learning ; but I am per

suaded that an Orientalist who would pursue inquiries of this

sort would find his curiosity amply repaid. I shall draw no

consequence from it, though I prefer Maaun on this account,

but fix the interview at Giroft, in which I adhere to the cor

responding distance, and the opinion of d'Anville. If it should

hereafter appear that Diodorus has, under such a disguise, pre

served the name of this place, he has one offence the less in his

f* P. 130. Canat-Alsciam, hinc ad Maaun ^y, Sal Tzal, to shade or shelter, as a house

urbem parvam sed commerciis minime infre- or tent. Parkhurst in voce,

quentcm, statio. Ab hac ad urbem Valaie- " EAAMOTE, pronounced Salmoos, and

gerd, quje et Vala6echerd dicitur, statio. formed like Pcssinus Pessinuntis, Selinus Seli-

'") Maaoun is noticed also by Ebn Haukal, nuntis ; written in Latin originally, Pessinuns,

p. 139. 14,9. Selinuns, and so IjtfytSv; latyttyro;.

;° rib/Dt Sallah, a rampart, from
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barren account of this expedition. Giroft is styled the capital n

of Kannania by Petis de la Croix in his commentary on Cheref-

eddin ; which however it is not, for Seirdgian is the capital :

he adds, that it is four days' journey from Ormuz, and lies in,

latitude " 27° 30'. It is noticed by Golius as a large and plea

sant place, abounding in corn, fine fruits, and good water, and

much frequented by the caravans ; it is a place also of such

importance, that when Mirza Mehemet, the son of Timour,

invaded the kingdom of Ormuz, he made it a post74 for his

brother, who commanded one of the divisions of the army.

According to the Nubian Geographer, there is an inland Hor-

moz-regis, or Hauz, lying between Phoreg and Giroft which

would induce a conjecture that, at the time of Mirza Mchemet's

invasion, the kingdom of Ormuz extended inland, or originated

beyond the mountains, which line the coast ; and that the name

passed in the first instance from the inland town to the coast,

and then from the coast to the island. If this conjecture be

founded, it corresponds admirably with Arrian, for Nearehus

found no city, but a district called the Harmozeian country, and

probably the seat of government was at that period the inland

Plormoz, existing as a kingdom or province of Ormuz, nearly

in the same manner as in the age of Timour. The inarch of

Mirza Mehemet's army in four divisions, for the invasion of this

-kingdom, throws 76 much light on this subject, if it were neces-

'* The Nubian Geographer. Giroft autem " There is an error in the Nubian Geo-

magna e6t habetque in longitudine duo fere grapher, who says, first, that Hormoz is be-

milliaria, p. 129. tween Phoreg and Giroft, and afterwards that

" I believe Petis de la Croix's latitudes are it is to the west of Giroft, which is impossible,

from Abu'lfeda. SeeCheref-eddin,vol ii. p. 41 8. D'Anville has placed Hormoz between the

M Golius ad Alfraganum, not. p. 118. two, and therefore probably read Qr'unUm for

Distant one day from Harmuz ; if so, it is the Occidtntem, the east for the west,

inland Ormuz. f Cheref-eddin, vol. ii. p. 417.
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sdTy to pursue it farther. One circumstance, however, must

not be omitted, which is, that the position of Giroft depending

on the Gadrosian Poora, or Phoreg, it is remarkable that the

Nubian Geographer 71 places Phoreg at the commencement of

the great desert which extends to Segestan, and at two hun

dred and tea miles " distance from the capital of that province.

It is the lower part of that desert which Alexander had just

passed ; and this furnishes an additional proof to the direction

of his march, and a stronger reason for conducting it to Giroft

instead of Seirdgian the capital, because, if he had inclined

to the north, his course would still have been through the same

desert.

Upon the arrival of the army in Karmania, intelligence was

received that Philip, the new-appointed satrap of India, had

been assassinated by the native troops in his pay, and his death

revenged by the Macedonians. Eudemus and Taxiles were

ordered to take charge of the province till a new satrap should

be appointed. Stasanor, the satrap of Aria and Drangiana;

Pharasmanes, the son of Phrataphernes, satrap of Parthia and

Hyrcania ; Cleander, Sitalces, and Herakon, with a consider

able force, and the army of Parmenio out of Media, all joined

Alexander in Karmania, where Cleander and Sitalces, being

accused of oppression and sacrilege, were tried and executed.

Craterus also arrived with the elephants and heavy baggage,

having experienced none of the difficulties in his march through

Arachosia " and Drangiana*0, which Alexander had encountered

71 P. 129. chas, which, if detailed, would have thrown

His account is not clear. great light on this march, and the country in

" It is probable he fell into the route from general.

Candahar to Yezd, which is still the course of 80 See d'Anville Geog. Anc. p. 287. voL ii,

the caravans. See Steele's Journey in Pur-

x x 2
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in Gadr6sia ; and yet by a view of the map, and a reference to

the geographers, we can hardly discover the means of his avoid

ing some part of that desert on the cast of Karmania, which the

Nubian Geographer says is the largest in the world. All

these circumstances, though foreign to the voyage itself, are

necessary to be mentioned at least, because they account for

the delay of Alexander in the province, where so much busi

ness '* appears to have been transacted, besides the recovery of

his troops after the fatigue and distress of their march.

Thus having considered the march of the army and its present

position, I shall next examine the dates. Nearchus reached

the A'namis on the twentieth of December, and it is no matter

of difficulty to shew the correspondence of that date with the

movements of the arnry. It has already been proved that

Alexander left Pattala in the latter end of August, see p. 181 ;

and before the conclusion of that month, there is sufficient evi

dence to shew, that he had passed the country of the Arabies

and Oritse, and had entered Gadr6sia. The proof of this is, a

circumstance mentioned of his encamping in that province, after

a distressful march upon the bank of a torrent, which swelled

suddenly from rain that had fallen in the mountains, and swept

away all the baggage of those who, for the convenience of

water, had pitched their tents too near the course of the stream.

This fact is recorded both by Strabo and Arrian ; and it proves

that, though no rain falls in Gadrosia, the solstitial rains were

not yet over in the mountains which encircle that province on

the north. Now Strabo says, that the rains end about the rising

" P. 128. of Siburtius to the satrapy of Apollophanes,

" At Poora there was also the appointment over the Oritse.
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of Arcturus83, that is, the second of September; and conse

quently the army must have been in Gadrosia, and suffered this

calamity, in the latter end of August. If, therefore, we add

another fact to this, upon the authority of Arrian, that the

array was sixty days in passing Gadrosia, Ave bring its arrival at

Poora to the end of October. The business transacted here and

in Karmania may reasonably be supposed to have occupied six

weeks, to which an additional circumstance, not noticed by the

historians, must be added, that is, the remounting of the

cavalry ; for all the horses had perished in the desert. Thus far

a comparison of facts would authorise the fixing of a date to the

first or second week in December ; but we have a positive proof

of the season much stronger ; for when Alexander, after receive

ing Nearchus, recommenced his march to the northward, he

dispatched Hephestion, with the greater part of the army, the

baggage, and the elephants, to proceed along the sea-coast of

Karmania, because it was now Winter84, and the climate**

was there milder **, and supplies " were more easily to be pro

cured : that is, Hephestion passed the mountains, and traversed

the modern Moghostau ** and Laristan, or Kermesir, while

,J Strabo, p. 691. Usher, from Euctcmon, Pietro de la Valle was carried sick in a litter

»ays on the fifth of September. See Ephc- to the same town. See vol. v. sub fine,

meris de Anno Solar. Maced. 88 Niebuhr says, from Bender Abbassi to

84 Arrian, p. 270. Delam ; it is an arid plain called Kermesir, or

8s " Towards the west of Jireft (Giroft) the hot country, by the Persians. Vol. ii.

" snow falls." Ebn Haukal, 142. p. 143. English edition. Pietro de la Valle

84 i\mm te h. See a very long and angry confirms this, by mentioning that it seldom

note of Gronovius's upon this word, because rains at Lar, except a little in May. May h

Facius and some others had read, rc r,», the coldest month. Vol. vi. p. 20. et sejq.

ibid. Strabo is very precise in his agreement with

87 If we suppose Hephestion to have passed Niebuhr, p. 727 ; for he says, the sea coast

the mountains at Mina, which is probable, he along the girfph, as far as the river Oroates, is

marched to Lar the same road by which barren, hot, and exposed to violent winds for
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Alexander, with the remainder of the forces, proceeded inland

to the northward of the mountains, and directed his course to

Pasagarda. The direct mention of winter in this passage cor

responds so precisely with the twentieth of December, which

the narrative of the journal produces, that there cannot possibly

be an error of more than a few days. Such an error, I have

before intimated, must lie on the side of excess ; and I am dis

posed to take off the ten days and fix Nearchus's arrival at the

A'namis on the tenth of December, in the year three hundred

and twenty-six before the Christian sera, in the eleventh year of

the reign of Alexander.

The pleasure of being once more on land, after all the dis

tresses they had experienced, is painted in strong colours by

l^earchus * ; and as they were now in a friendly country, with

out apprehension either of famine or danger, the people were

soon dispersed over the neighbouring tract, either from curi

osity, or a desire of supplying their several wants. One of these

parties accidentally fell in with a straggler, whose dress 90 and

language discovered him to be a Greek ; tears " burst from their

eyes upon seeing once more a native of their own country, and

hearing once more the sound of their own language. Inquiries

three hundred or four hundred stadia inland : Of what clime ? what race ?

from thence, a fine country to the north, for Who are ye ? Speak ; if 1 may trust that garb,

eight thousand stadia ! Familiar once to me, ye are of Greece,

"» Arrian, p. 348. My much-lov'd country : let me hear the sound

*° x\apti. Of your long wished-for voice.

»' The classical reader will call to mind the Francklin.

same natural sentiments attributed to Philocte- And afterwards,

tes by Sophocles, 1. 222. fl $l\Tt>nw QimfiM. $*Z to xatl \a£u>

IToia; warpa; i^ai a> i ytnvi wote ITfia^Qtyfix to<S 5' avepoj It xpiiv p^xfi.

Tux0'^' *' i"™' » aX*lMM (*" yat Oh happiness to hear !

ZioMi ivafxit iirpoo-$tXfraT>); s^oi. After so many years of dreadful silence,

fcmiiv dicSe-ai /Sa?>»poM. How welcome was that sound ! Francklin

4
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commenced with the eagerness natural to their distress, when

they learnt that he had not long left the army, and that the

camp was at no great distance. They instantly hurried the

stranger with all the tumult ofjoy to Nearchus ; in his presence,

the same happy discovery was repeated, with assurances that

the king was within five days' journey, and that the governor of

the province was upon the spot, from whom farther intelligence

might be obtained.

This circumstance of good fortune occurred on the day of

their arrival. Nearchus instantly determined to undertake the

journey, and the next day ordered the ships to be drawn on

shore, and the camp to be fortified. While he was engaged in

these transactions, the governor, who was not unacquainted

with the anxiety of Alexander on account of the fleet, and

thinking to recommend himself by carrying the first intelligence

of its arrival, hurried up to the camp by the shortest route, and

gaining admittance to the king, informed him that the fleet was

safe, and that Nearchus himself was coming up in a few days.

The joy of Alexander may be readily conceived, notwithstanding

he could scarcely allow himself to give full credit to the report.

Impatience succeeded to his doubts ; day passed after day

without confirmation of the fact ; and at length when due allow

ance had been made, and calculation Avas exhausted, he dis

patched parties different ways in search of Nearchus, either to

find him out if he were upon his road, or, if found, to protect

him from the natives : but when several of these parties returned

without success, concluding the governor's information was a

delusion, he ordered him into confinement, not without the

severest reproaches for rendering his vexation more acute from

the disappointment of his hopes.
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In this state of suspense he continued for several days, mani

festing by his outward deportment the anguish he suffered in his

heart. Nearchus, however, was actually on the road ; and,

while he was proceeding with Archias and five or six others in

his company, fortunately fell in with a party from the army,

which had been sent out with horses and carriages for his ac

commodation. The admiral and his attendants, from their

appearance, might have passed unnoticed. Their hair long and

neglected, their garments decayed, their countenances pale and

weather-worn, and their persons emaciated by famine and fa

tigue, scarcely routed the attention of the friends they had en

countered. They were Greeks, however, and of Creeks it was

natural to inquire after the army, and where it was now en

camped. An answer was given to their inquiry ; but still they

were neither recognised by the party, nor was any question

asked in return. Just as they were separating from each other,

" Assuredly," says Archias, " this must be a party sent out for

" our relief ; for on what other account can they be wandering

" about the desert ? There is nothing strange in their passing us

" without notice, for our very appearance is a disguise. Let us

" address them once more, and inform them who we are, and

" learn from them on what service they are at present era-

" ployed." Nearchus approved of this advice, and approach

ing them again, inquired which way they were directing their

course ? " We are in search of Nearchus and his people," re

plied the officer;— and " I am Nearchus," said the admiral;

** and this is Archias ; take us under your conduct, and we will

*' ourselves report our history to the king." They were accord

ingly placed in the carriages, and conducted towards the army

without delay. While they were upon their progress, some of
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the horsemen, impatient to carry the news of this happy event,

set off for the camp to inform the king, that Nearchus and

Archias, were arrived, with five or six attendants, but of the rest

they had no intelligence. This suggested to Alexander, that

perhaps these only were preserved, and that the rest of the

people had perished, either by famine or shipwreck ; nor did

he feel so much pleasure in the preservation of the few, as dis

tress for the loss of the remainder. During this conversation,

Nearchus and his attendants arrived. It was not without diffi

culty that the king discovered who they were, under the disguise

of their appearance ; and this circumstance contributed to con

firm him in his mistake, imagining that both their persons and

their dress bespoke shipwreck, and the destruction of the fleet.

He held out his hand however to Nearchus, and led him aside

from his guards and attendants, without being able to utter a-

■word ; as soon as they were alone, he burst into tears, and con

tinued weeping for a considerable time ; till at length recovering,

in some degree, his composure, " Nearchus," says he, " I feel

" some satisfaction in finding that you and Archias have

" escaped ; but tell me where, and in what manner, did my

" fleet and my people perish ?" " Your fleet," replied Near

chus, " is all safe, your people are safe, and we are come to

" bring you the account of their preservation." Tears, but from

a different source, now fell much faster from his eyes ; " Where,

" then, are my ships ?" says he. " At the A'namis," replied

Nearchus: " all safe on shore, and preparing for the comple-

" tion of their voyage." " By t lie Libyan Amnion, and the

" Jupiter of Greece, I swear to you," rejoined the king, " that

" I am more happy at receiving this intelligence, than in being

" the conqueror of all Asia; for I should have considered the
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" loss of my fleet, and the failure of this expedition, as a coun-

" terbalance to all the glory I have acquired."—Such was the

reception of the admiral, while the governor, who was the first

bearer of the glad tidings, was still in bonds : upon the sight of

Ncarchus, he fell at his feet and implored his intercession. It

may be well imagined that his pardon was as readily granted as

it was asked.

The joy was now universal through the army ; a solemn

sacrifice was proclaimed in honour of Jupiter the preserver, of

Hercules, of Apollo the averter of destruction, of Neptune, and

every deity of the ocean : the games were celebrated, and a

splendid procession exhibited, in which Nearchus was the prin

cipal ornament of the pomp, and the object which claimed the

attention of every eye. Flowers and chaplets were wreathed

for his head, and showered upon him by the grateful multitude,

while the success of his enterprise was proclaimed by their ac

clamations, and celebrated in their songs. At the conclusion

of the festival, the king informed Nearchus, that he should no

longer expose him to the hazard of the sea, but send down some

other officer to conduct the fleet to Susa. " I am bound to

" obey you," replied the admiral, " as my king, and I take a

" pleasure in my obedience ; but if you wish to gratify me in

" return, suffer me to retain my command, till I have com-

" pleted the expedition. I shall feel it as an injustice, if, after

44 having struggled through all the difliculties of the voyage,

" another shall finish the remainder almost without an effort,

" and yet reap the honour of completing what I have begun."

Alexander, scarcely permitting him to conclude his request,

granted all that he desired, and sent him down again to the

coast, with a small escort ; not supposing that there was any
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danger in the neighbourhood of the army, or in a country which

seemed to be sufficiently subdued : but in this he was mistaken ;

the Karmanians resented the deposition 91 of their satrap, and

had in consequence taken up arms, and seized some of the

strong places in the province ; while Tlepolcmus the new-

appointed governor had not yet had time to establish his autho

rity. It happened, therefore, that Nearchus encountered two

or three parties of the insurgents on his march, and reached his

distination at last, not without considerable difficulty. Upon

joining again the companions of his voyage, he sacrificed to

Jupiter the preserver, and exhibited the usual games M for his

success.

The interview of Alexander and Nearchus needs no comment ;

but I cannot set the fleet afloat again till I have observed, that

there is nothing in the original to contradict the conjecture I

have made, that Nearchus took the route of Mina to cross the

mountains, in his way to Giroft ; that he had passed them, and

was on his fifth day's journey, when he met with the party

which conducted him to the army ; and that the natives he en

countered on hi6 return were probably straggling bodies who

had secured themselves in the passes above Mina94; it ap-

** See a note of Gronovius's upon tstiXiu- says it is some leagues from the coast. He

ttIxk, on this passage : who proves, that it did not visit it ; and therefore his distance,

does not mean " put to death," but " de- must be from report. Vol. ii. p. 142. Eng.

** posed," p. edition. But I have no direct authority for

w The king celebrated an aylm /-itwixov fixing either Mina or the A'namis precisely.

xd) yuj«tx.o»; Nearchus's was only yvpyviot. . If d'Anville h correct, the site I give for the

The /jour™/, or trial of mental talents, seems river is too much towards the south ; and if I

always to have made a part of Alexander's am mistaken, the measures of Arrian mislead

games ; the yvfaudt, that is, the trial of bodily mc. His error, if proved, must lie between

strength, or address, was suitable to the situ- Neoptana and the A'namis. Some of our

ation of Nearchus ; he had probably no //tcnxci, English officers who have been at Gomeroon

bards, orators, or musicians in his company. must be able to determine the position of the

■ ** Niebuhr writes this name Minau ; and river Ibrahim.

Y Y 2
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pears likewise that the strong posts the}" had seized we m

the same part of the country, and perhaps occupied with a

view of intercepting the communication between the army and

the coast.

By rescinding ten days from the journal, I brought the fleet

to the A'namis on the tenth of December; and if we allow

Ncarchus to have set out on the thirteenth for the camp, ten

days for his journey, and three days for his continuance there,

brings our account to the twenty-sixth : he did not, however,

sail immediately on his return ; his sacrifice and his games oc

cupied one day at least; the launching of his vessels and pre

paration for sailing may be supposed to employ two more ; so

that there can be no material error in assuming a date of some

importance, the first of January in the year three hundred and

twenty-five A. C. for his departure from the A'namis. AVe may

conclude, also, that Alexander and Ilephcstion proceeded on

their separate routes 95 a few da}'s previous to this date ; and this

supposition will be sufficient to justify Arrian's assertion, that

the march of Ilephcstion commenced in winter.

- The fleet is now to take a new departure with the commence-

Island. nient of the new year; and the first day's progress is nearly

Artel nineteen miles, to the island of Oaracta'6; in the course of

First station. AV}ucn> a desert island ivas seen called O'rgana, an island which

I am now convinced corresponds with the modern Arck or

L'Arck97, contrary to the supposition inserted in the former

edition, where I had imagined it to be Ormuz. Whether there

« These two routes join again, according to " L'Arek is one league and a half from

Pietro della Valle, within a short distance from Ormuz. Cutler, p. 85. D'Anville makes it

the modern Shiraz. Vol. v. p. 351. larger than Ormuz ; but M'Cluer was on shore

* Dijism, Dsjes Dras, of Niebuhr. Kismis, on it, and makes it less. Niebuhr writes it

Khesem, written Queixomo by the Portuguese. Laresdsj.

7
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is any connexion between the names of Oreg and Oregana*

wliich I had conceived to be the true orthography of O'rgana, I

shall uot presume to determine ; but I am persuaded, by the

suggestion of the venerable Professor Ileyne 9\ and by a reference

to the course of the fleet in consequence of his advice, that mv

former arrangement was erroneous, and that the assumption of

O'rgana for Arek solves many difficulties in regard to the mea

sures assigned to this part of the navigation.

O'rgana is described as a desert island by Arrian, and con

tinues so to this da3r. It is visited sometimes by the Arabian

corsairs, who frequent the gulph for the purpose of fishing or

piracy. Pietro della Valle mentions landing here with a party

of English from the ship he was on board, and adds, that they

returned loaded with game and goats. Even this minute cir

cumstance bears a resemblance to the report of Arrian, Avho

notices goats on other uninhabited islands in this sea. Tombs

and places of sepulture likewise occur, which may have been

erected by fugitiv es from either coast, who take refuge on the

islands when they are oppressed on the continent ; and as these

arc built of more lasting materials than the houses of the natives

©n either side, it is not improbable that an appearance of this

sort may have given rise to the fable of the tomb of E'rythras,

from whom the sea is supposed to derive its name. His se

pulchre is placed by different authors at Tyrine and Oaracta ;

and if the same circumstance occurred there, or in other islands

•* Professor Heyne was the first to recom- the satisfaction to learn from the communica-

mend the voyage of Nearchus on the continent, tion of the Professor, that, except in this

in the Gottingen Journal. His criticism on one instance, and another respecting the isle

this part of the work was di rived from the of Angar, my arrangement of the whole navi.

learned Heeren, whose g-ography of the gatiotl was in correspondence with Hceren's..

Gulph of. Persia I have never seen ; but I had
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in the gulph, his tomb might easily be multiplied in pro

portion.

Unfortunately, modern scepticism has destroyed the credit of

King E'rythras. It is now an opinion generally received, that

the Red Sea is the Idumean Sea, taking its name from Edom 99,

or Esau, the Arabian patriarch ; and Edom signifies red ,0°.

The Arabians were doubtless the first navigators of the Indian

ocean, and as they entered that sea by passing the straits of

Bab-el-mandeb Iot, they carried the name of the Red Sea, from

whence they commenced m their course, to the utmost extent

of their discoveries. Hence the Indian Ocean received the title

of Red ; and the Greeks^ who translated every thing rather than

introduce a foreign word, made it the Erythr6an Sea. Not

contented, however, with this, they usually found a god, a

hero, or a king, whose name or story must be connected with

59 GflN- Edom Hcbraice mbrum signi-

ficat ut testatur Moses. Genes, xxv. 30. Nec

vero est absimile quod hodie docti contendunt

mare Rubrum inde esse dictum. Nam a mari

Rubra allui terram Edom vel ex Scriptura

compertum. Vid. i. Reg. ix. 26. r~VT.

Dham. Sanguis ab QV^X per aphxresin.

Bochart, vol i. p. 769.

See Shaw, 447. Edom and Sonpli.

Niebuhr, vol ii. p. 299, rejects the idea of

Im-suph from Sufo, and approves Edom.

King Solomon made a navy of ships in

Ezion Geber, which is beside Eloth on the shore

of the Red Sea, in the land of Edom. D1D"D\

Im-suph. The weedy Se/t is the term here

used to express the Red Sea, and appears pro

perly applied by the account of other authors.

See Parkhurst in voce. But there is another

derivation, signifying an end or extremity ; and

perhaps, therefore, Im-suph may mean one of

the heads or bays of the Red Sea, as divided

into two parts at its northern extremity. See

Questions of Michaelii. Niebuhr.

,0" The Arabs, or at least the Orientals, de

light in these appellations. Thus, the Euxine

is the Black Sea, the Propontis is the White

Sea, the Mediterranean is the Blue Sea, the

Indian Ocean the Green Sea, the Caspiaa the

Yclloiv Sea. Welford, p. 9.

,cl The gate of death, or mourning.

I cannot cite my authority, but I know

there is evidence to shew, that the vast coun

try of Siberia derives its name from a village

called Sibir ; near which the Russians first

entered that country.

So likewise the Greeks, regarding their own

means ofapproaching the ocean by the straight!

between Calpc and Mount Atlas, call the

whole circumambient sea of the world the

Atlantic Ocean. See Aristotle ce mundo,

C 3. oti Kat n ovu.'z'agu. fax *.cc; fr*» fcTf Trv

ATXarmiii xa.\Hjii/r,i SaXaffTiif, VlfifflOfJm. Gc8»

ncr de Navig. extra Col. Here. p. 421.
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the derivation ; and hence we have E'rythras for the present

purpose. But Agatharchides supposes that the Sea of E'rythras

and the Erythr6an Sea are distinct, and that the Sea of E'rythras

more particularly belongs to the Gulph of Persia. His com

mentators do not assent to this position, but it must be confessed

that the mythology of E'rythras is usually assigned to that sea;

the derivation, however, of the whole is more natural from

Edom or Red, than any other origin. But a second ,0J founda

tion for this term has been adopted by some modern geo

graphers, which is entitled to consideration : for it has been

observed that the Porphyry Mountain?, which line the western

coast of the Gulph of Arabia from Suez to a considerable ex

tent, exhibit a splendid redness from the reflexion of the sun :

and as the navigation commenced from Suez or Arsinoe, it is

not unreasonable to suppose the mariners carried this name

with them from the appearance which first occurred, and ex

tended it to the ocean with which this gulph communicated.

We are now to attend Nearehus in the prosecution of his

voyage, from the river A'namis or Ibrahim. 104 up the Gulph of

Persia ; and by viewing the position of O'rgana or Arek in the

different charts, a sufficient reason will appear why it is noticed

by Nearehus, for his course is directed to Oaracta, still called

Broct or Vroct by Texeira, which is known also to the moderns

by the name of Lapht or Left from the principal town, and

103 A tliird' source of this appellation has republished in 1791, seemingly to discredit

been imagined from Jm-suph, the Hebrew Bruce as the first discoverer of the sources of

name which signifies the weedy sea } and there that river.

it, a weed still called Sufo by the Abyssinlans, 104 This river is more apparent in the earlier

which is employed in dyeing, and affords a than the later maps ; it is written Braimi and

most beautiful red colour, but not dm able. Obrcmi by the Portuguese..

See a. tract called, A. Relation of the Nile,,
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sometimes styled Gezirat Dras, or Long Island from its

shape. It is written Ouoroctha, that is, Woroctha by Ptolemy,

Oracla 106 by Pliny, which is a manifest corruption for Oracta,

and Doracta by Strabo ; but the appellation by which it is most

generally known is Kismis, the Queixomo of the Portuguese,

possibly from its produce of Kismis, which is a grape 107 without

seeds. Arrian observes that vines, corn, and date trees, were

found in this island ; and vessels from different parts of the

gulph are still said to lade raisins in its ports.

The course from the river A'namis to Oaracta is three I0* hun

dred stadia, or something less than nineteen miles ; a distance that

does not answer indeed to the actual measurement, which re

quires an allowance of more than forty miles ; but still it recon

ciles the courses of the following days, and renders the journal

more consistent upon the whole than any other arrangement

which presents itself. The position of Arek in the map will

immediately shew why it is noticed, for it lies directly in the

track from the A'namis to Oaracta, and was most probably

visible from the coast, so as to form a point of direction to the

navigators. Oaracta itself also is an object of such magnitude,

that if it has any high 1,0 ground, it could not fail of attraction.

✓ 105 Isle Longue, as it is rendered .in the 103 Perhaps if I could fix the position of

French edition of Niebuhr, torn. ii. p. 161. the river Ibrahim precisely, the distance might

Amsterdam edition, p. L65, and 268. accord.

,c* The commentators who knew nothing of '°» This is not certain, for Mr. Jones says,

Oracla, corrected it Organa ; but Pliny him- one of the names of Arek is Jezeeret il bareek,

self made them two different islands, for he Low Island.

/ Bays, Organa habitatur tantum aquosa. I do 1,0 Mr. Jones gives the name Jezeeret il

* not know whether Arek has water or not, but derauz in Persic, Long Island, which is the

that it is not Oracla is self-evident. See Dsjesiret dras of Niebuhr ; and Jezeeret ul

Strabo, p. 767. Salinas. 1180. tooil, which is the same in Arabic, and which

"» Their officinal name in England is Sultana answers to the Dsjesiret Tauile of Niebuhr.

pr Sultanie grapes.
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It is, says Nearchus, eight ' hundred stadia, or fifty miles, in

extent, which is short indeed of the length assigned to it in our

modern charts, but possibly the whole that was seen of it by

Nearchus ; and here was the fabulous tomb of King E'rythras,

conformable to the mythology of the Creeks.

I cannot leave these islands without noticing: that the A'ndanis

of Ptolemy, which answers to the A'namis*" of Arrian, cor

responds precisely with the arrangement I have now assumed m ;

and this is the more remarkable, as his islands in the gulph are

in general as much misplaced as in the ocean. 1'chara, Tylos,

and A'rathus, are brought down far too much to the south ; and

Arakia, which resembles Arek, but is in reality the I/Ara of the

Portuguese, the Busheab of our English charts, is carried too

far to the north. Tylos and A'rathos, which are the two islands

of Bahrein, the seat of the pearl fishery, are converted into

Tyrus and A'radus by Strabo ; and both names derived from

the Tyrus and A'radus1" on the coast of Phenicia, by the

Tynans, whom he supposes to be the navigators of this gulph,

and the founders of colonies in these islands. The whole is

probably a fiction raised on the similarity of names, and is as

consistent as the Greek mythology, which connects Media with

Medea, and Persia with Perseus,

'" In a map of Sanson's, derived from the mh to Oaracta, and yet it must be confined

Portuguese writers, I found the place of the within these limits.

Anamis occupied by a river called Tabo : is 112 Busheab is written Abu-schaib, like

not this Arabic, T'Ab, the river ? The «itu» Busheer, Abu-scheer ; and Abu-schaib is

ation answers correctly, and the distance much equivalent to Sheik-schaib, the name it bears

better. I am not satisfied that I have ob- in Niebuhr.

tained the true position of the A'namis, or; ", Strabo, p. 766. Niebuhr assigns the

Ibrrhim ; but no where between Elbours and name of Arad to one of the isles of Bahrein at

Gomtroon can I fix a point that will coincide the present day.

with the distance Arrian gives from the A*na-

Z Z
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The point of Kismis, which we suppose the fleet to have

reached, cannot be far distant from a fort occupied by the Por

tuguese while masters of Onnuz, which was necessary for sup

plying them with water, and which they defended bravely,

under the command of Rui Freira, against the forces of Persia,

till the English 1,4 joined in the attack with their artillery. The

officer in command here, when Nearchus arrived, was Ma-

zenes"5, a Persian, who offered himself voluntarily to take

-charge of the pilotage, and upon the acceptance of his services

he came on board, and did not quit the fleet till after its arrival

at the Pasitigris.

The following course from this point to a second anchorage in
\~/ A R A CT A»

January 2. the same island, which from mention of an islet in the offing

zd. must be the Angar or Angan of our modern charts, seems to

Pay 2, or 93. reqUjre a courSe longer than is assigned by the journal of twelve

miles and a half; and this is the more extraordinary, as the

measure of two miles and a half given for the distance between

Angar and the coast, is as correct as the corrected chart of

M'Cluer. This islet, as the journal informs us, was inaccessible,

and sacred to Neptune ; inaccessible, perhaps, from some native

superstition, like that attending the retreat of the Nereid in the

Indian Ocean, and sacred to Neptune in a sense we do not

understand. The Greeks attributed the flames of their own

deities to those of other nations, adorned with similar symbols ;

and as there is a conspicuous tomb "* on this spot at present, it

"* In the year one thousand six hundred "s Called Amazenea by Strabo, p. 767,

and twenty-one, and when P. della Vallc was sufficiently confuting his own assertion, p. 732 1

yhere the following year, be was well received where he makes Nearchus cay, he had no

by the English, who caroused all night, and guide : but the passage is suspected,

formed a hunting party for him the next day, ,,s M'Cluer, Lieut. Cant,

on the island of L'Arek. This is perhaps, what there is on most of
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is by no means impossible that the representations on it* walls,

if antique, might still unravel the superstition alluded to in the

Greek Neptune "7.

Nearchus makes the island of Oaracta fifty 118 miles long,

which Mr, d'Anville considers as specifying that part of the

coast only which was passed by the fleet; but this solution is

not justified by the text, and in reality no great allowance k

necessary, the charts make it short of a degree, and a circum

stance which occurred on departing from Angar, prevented the

western extremity from being noticed : we might rather have

expected, perhaps, that the fleet should have navigated the

channel between Kismis and the main, than stand out to the

southward of the island in the open sea ; and such a course as

this we have seen preferred upon approaching the river A'rabis ;

but by making the eastern point of Kismis, it appears as if

Nearchus was in doubt which route he should prefer, and

was determined in his choice by procuring the assistance of

Mazenes.

There is still a passage open between Kismis and the main,

though little used, and between Angar and Kismis. Angar1*

has good water, with plenty of wild sheep and goats, as several

of these islets seem to have, for the supply of mariners, fisher

men, and pirates. We shall hereafter find one specified by

Arrian, under the protection of Mercury and Venus, and pos-

the islands in the gnlph, the tomb of some by more ancient superstition*.

Mohammedan reputed saint ; and such tombs "' In reality Poseidon j for Neptune is an

are generally smr.ll buildings^ constructed with Italian deity.

usually occupied the site of buildings dedicated p. xi. The isle is a league in length.

118 Eight hundred stadia.

•*» M'Cluer, p. 17. Dalrymple's Preface,

z z 2
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sibly both the goddess and Neptune were presiding deities, who

preserved the animals landed on these spots, till the breed was

established. Both the bay in which Angar lies, and the isle

itself, are vaguely defined ; but the second chart of M'Cluer is

probably correct.

No day is specified before their departure from the anchorage

at Angar, but I allow one here, as in the former part of the

voyage, and leave the correction, if any error should arise, to

the conclusion of the narrative.

Weighing from Angar, the fleet proceeded, apparently, with

janwyN«D" an intention to double the western end of Kismis, and return

Anchorage Upon the coast of the main ; but having sailed too late on the

Day 3>or94- tide of ebb, three of the gallics grounded on a shoal off Bassidu,

which runs out from the western point of Kismis, and were so

long detained, that they did not join the rest of the fleet till

two days after. In consequence of this accident, such of the

vessels as were not so near the shore, or so far involved in the

difficulty, drew off to the south-westward, and extricating'*"

themselves from the shoal with great exertion, got once more

into deep water.

A glance at the chart will prove the correctness of the journal

in this instance better than discussion ; for they got on shore by

standing too much to the north-cast, and escaped by haAvling

off in an opposite direction. This brought them, contrary to

their intention, to the isle at present called Great Tomb, or

JiihtXiWom r«f P'HXI'AX, U ri It is evidently in this instance opposed to

0aOi« imzriaviwcu, p. 353 ; e rup'tcosis locis j9«6.-» ; and, what is still a greater confirmation,

enavigantes ; potius, e brevibus. we have this shoal laid down in all our charts

i have already sufficiently noticed the perpe- as a sand, and not as rocky or broken

tual error of the translators in regard to fixf*(. ground.
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Tunibo, after a course of forty miles, which marks the dis- .

tance1" as nearly just as it could be fixed by observation. v

Another distance is given of about nineteen miles from the

continent, which does not correspond ; for the nearest part of

the main measures thirty-five miles ; but if we take the space

between the western end of Kismis and Great Tunibo, it is as

exactly nineteen miles as the opening of the compasses will

give ; and it is reasonable to estimate Kismis as continent in

respect to such an islet as Tumbo.

The two islets called Tumbo if the appellation is Portu

guese, have doubtless some allusion to a sepulture, either an

cient oF modern, and possibly some Marabout, or Imam, is

reverenced here, as a successor either to some ancient hero or

deity, or even E'rythras himself. Such successors to the deities

of Rome and Greece we find in the Roman catholic countries ;

and such, as it is said, are not unfrequent in the East.

The Great Tumbo is described as an isle one league in length,

from east to west, with half that extent in breadth ; it is re

sorted to by Arabs who come to fish, and has a sandy bay to

the eastward^ where the landing is conyenient. Water, and

probably goats, may be procured here ; but it is uninhabited,

and remarkable for a shoal running out six or seven miles to the

/southward; its latitude is 26° 12' "5, or, as corrected by Mr.

Dalrymple, 26° 24' 17".

The firjt^ is also called J^aze^} and the from the domes which usually crown the se-

second is (frabjioiT,) Nabgia», Nabejou, &c. pulchres oF these Mohammedan Imams.

Namin by Niebuhr. """Naz'arid Natnaun are epithets given by

<-"», These two i6land8 are generally called, Persian manners, the meaning of which is ob-

' ■> Great "1 vious to every Orientalist. Mr. H. Jones.

Gumbjid^bmisurgj I ^ I Dome> ■>< Lieutenant M'Cluer, from Lieutenant

Gumbad-e Kutcheek, J Littie J Cant) p_ 40>
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The following morning the fleet, after weighing, directed ft*

course towards the main ; and a view of the shoal off Kisinis oh

the right, with the island Polior on the left, direct us evidently

into the bay formed by Cape Sertes on the east, and Cape

Bustion on the west, in the first chart of M'Cluer. Other charts

transpose these capes, as Mr. d'Anville has done, for his

Bustion, both town and cape are on the eastern point of the

bay, and his Gherd [the Certes or Sertes of our English charts]

is on the western extremity. A variety of the authorities before

me place a town on the eastern promontory, and, whatever its

—— name be, here I place the Sidodone of the journal. In this I

January 4. am directed principally by the shoal off Basidu, or Bassadore,

Anchorage ^ ^e western extremity of Kismis ; for if it is natural that a

£££0$' Greek fleet should seek the coast again as soon as it was clear of

•fOrono- ^}ie island, and had pursued a course the day before for that

purpose, till deterred by the shoal ; it is plain, the same object

was in view upon departing from Tumbo, and that the course

pointed as directly to the main as the extremity of the shoal

would allow. On this shoal there is one observation worth re

cording; which is, that according to the instructions given to

the English officers who navigate the gulph, " the shoal ,Z4 off

" Bassadore, though it stretches out a great way to sea, is a

" bank of sand, and not dangerous." This accords perfectly

with the accident which befell the fleet, as well as the escape

from it, and confirms the assertion made all along,, that the

Greek term rendered rocky ground, is every where mistaken ;

for wherever there is shallow water, a rippling, or a surf, there

only, in this journal, it is applicable.

"* Niebuhr, in Dalrymple's Collection, p. 51.
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The island Pulora "s, seen in this clay's course to the left, for

tunately retains still its ancient name, and is written Pcloro,

Polior, Belior, in the several charts ; it is described as six miles

long, and three in breadth, with a reef of rocks on the north

west side, lying in latitude 26° 22' The fleet did uot anchor

at it, as it was said to be desert, but passed on to Sidoddnc,

where no supply was found but fish and water ; the country

being poor, and the people living like Icthuophagi. Strabo,

who finds a Tyrus and A'radus in the gulph, is said by Gronovius

and (Melius to turn Sidodone also into a city of the Sidoniaus,

for such was the fashion of Greeks to reduce every sound '* to a

relation with something within their own knowledge. The posi

tion of Sidod6ne is not difficult to determine, if our charts are

correct, for many of them place a town at the point called

Sertes by M'Cluer, and the distance from hence to the western

point of the bay answers to Arrian's measure of nineteen miles

to Tarsia I have already noticed the disagreement of

<TAnville and M'Cluer, in the transposition of the two capes,

which is well worthy of consideration ; for though Sidod6ne is

an obscure place, and the difficulties minute, the fixing of a

position is material, as an error at the beginning might vitiate

the whole series. To prevent deception, therefore, I must first

state, that M'Cluer "* mentions Surass, or Sarass, as a place he

anchored at to the eastward of his Certes; this answers nearly

to the Saunas of d'Anville, which he makes the termination of a

range of mountains ; and here there is a town, for such M'Cluer

"5 It is visible at seven leagues distance, made out a connexion with Bacchus.

M'Cluer, p. 19. "7 Jamey, for Certes or Ghirde, appears in

>* Thus Nysa and Meros, or Merou, were one of Thornton's charts,

names they found in India, and immediately "* P. 18.

7
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marks ; and here he procured stock for his voyage. The next

point westward he calls Cortes, and adds that it is visible from

the Tombs, on leaving which you are to steer west for the isle

of Polior. If, therefore, we observe that Ncarchus was at

Tumbo, we have here his course pointed out to the cape, and

his island Pulora on the left, as distinctly as if M'Cluer had

been on board the fleet. M'Cluer next lays down a second

cape twenty miles to the westward of Certcs, which 'he styles

Bestion (the Tarsia of Ncarchus) ; and between these two

capes, he says, there is a town called Charrack. Now M'Cluer

may have misnamed Certes, Bestion, and Charrack ; but the

geography is precise, and this town, whatever name it bears, is

placed at his Cape Certcs by all the other charts, and by

d'Anville himself. Whatever error, therefore, we may find in

•names, there is none in fact ; for a very small distance allowed,

in placing the town a little to the westward of this Certes, will

give the nineteen miles of Aman from Sidodone to Tarsia ; and

in this part the journal is peculiarly correct. In regard to

names, I do suspect M'Cluer of mistake,'but I am not qualified

to decide. Charrack for instance, I doubt, because Charrack

Hill, the most conspicuous feature on the coast, is seen to the

westward of his Bestion; and therefore I do not discover a

reason for placing a town of that name between the capes, or

rather at his Certcs, which is above forty geographical miles

from Charrack. This town, however, is called Bustion by

cT'Anville ; and the Certcs of M'Cluer, Cape Bustion ; and now,

Charrack (pronounced according to the the commerce of the gulph was once fixed,

ch in chariot) is the Tfjarrack of Nicbuhr, which afterward? centered in JCeish, and finally

and the site fixed west of Taisia. It is the at Ormujs,

Sharraf, Shiraf, or Siraf of the Arabs, where
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though I am certain I have my geography right, I find it im

possible to harmonise the names to any one system **\ I shall

therefore give the authorities on both sides, and leave the deci

sion to future navigators on the spot.

Two Charts.

Eastern Point.

Certes, or Sertes, M'Cluer.

Sertiss, - Harvey.

Sertes, - Cant.

Sertes, - Mascall, 1773.

Serte, - Van Keulen.

Eastern Point.

Western Point.

Bestion,

Girde ,3'?

Bustion,

Bustian,

M'Cluer.

Harvey.

Cant.

Mascall, 1773.

Van Keulen.

Bustion,

Bistana

Bastion,

Bistana,

Bistana,

D'Anville.

Bellin.

Holmes.

D'Apres, 1745.

D'Aprcs, 177C.

Ras-el-Hcti ,}i ? Niebuhr.

Western Point.

Gherd,

Gueldre,

Sertis ?

Gueldre,

Gueldre,

Ras-el-Dsjerd,

D'Anville.

Bellin.

Holmes.

D'Apres, 1745.

D'Apres, 1776.

Niebuhr.

In determining this question, therefore, the French authorities

agree on one side, and the English and Dutch on the other;

and here a question arises, whether all the French geographers

do not follow Thevenot, as d'Anville confessedly does. Theve-

not's words are these : " Vc were got off of the other end of

130 See this difference at large in Dal- Heti is too close to Ras-el-Dsjtrd, and his

rymple's Collectibn, tab. v. coast ill defined ; but there can be little doubt

'•" Harvey has made two points of Girde that his Dsjerd gives by the s, Sertes and

and Sertis, which are evidently the same. Certes, and by the d, Derd and Tarsia.

132 Niebuhr is not perspicuous. Ras el

3 A
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" Keis, and then the wind slackened much. Half an hour

" after we came off and on a place of the main land, where

" the shore opens towards the east, and forms a gulph in shape

" of a half circle, and the outmost point of that circle is called

" Gherd." I have not the French edition ; but d'Anville, who

quotes it, writes, La terre oil finii ce demicirclc est appellee

Gherd. Now, though this is not definite, for a semicircle has

two terminations, still d'Anville determines on Gherd for the

western cape, in which he is supported by Niebuhr, whose tes

timony is of great weight, and his Dsjerd is evidently the western

cape and Tarsia'". Upon the whole, therefore, I incline to

think M'Cluer's topography right, and his names wrong; and

as his mistake in affixing the name of Bombarcek to the wrong

cape has been noticed before, there is less scruple in sup

posing him liable to a similar error in regard to the whole of

this bay.

At Sidoddne water was procured for the fleet, which, after

weighing in the morning, proceeded somewhat less than nine-

, teen miles to a cape named Tarsia ,34, and the same distance

Cam* from that point to Kataia, an island at. the western limit of

January 5. Karmania. These distances agree so nearly with our nautical

jay 5, or y6. 0 J "*

authorities, and the intervention of the cape marks so precisely

Kataia ... .... .. 1 *

Island, the nature ot the coast, that it js impossible there should be any

error of consequence in fixing the position of Sidodonc. Kataia

still retains some resemblance to its ancient name in the various

The classical reader will be more easily in Virgil,—Sarrano indormiat ostro ; where

convinced of this fluctuation by reference to the scholia write, a Saro murice. By the

' the writing of Tyrus. The Phoenician word same analogy, Tserd-Tarsia, Serd-Sertes,

is Tsor, with the two initials ts, correspondent Certes, Gherd, Sjerd.

to Niebuhr's dsj ; and Tsor becomes by the "* I conceive that Tarsia is preserved in the

t, Tvf-ou Tyrus ; by the s, Sor or Sar, the Ras-el-Dsjcrd of Niebuhr.

root of Sour Souria ; tv(i», Syria ; and found
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forms of Kaish, Keish, Guess, Queche1", Qas IJS, Ken, or the

Zeits of the Dutch maps. It is an island evidently more marked

by navigators than others in its neighbourhood ; and Vet, as it

lies twelve miles from the coast, there is no apparent reason

for its attraction of Nearchus, unless it were the hope of pro

curing there a supply of goats for the fleet.

Kataia, says Arrian, is a low "' desert island ; and Thevenot m.

mentions it as about five leagues in circuit, very low and flat.

M'Cluer adds, it is a very beautiful island, better planted with

trees than any in the gulph, and about the size of Polior, but

not so high. This is farther confirmed also by Lieutenant Cant,

who calls it a low fruitful island I4°. Nearchus found it unin

habited ; but frequented by visitors from the continent, who

annually brought goats here, and, consecrating them to Venus M*

and Mercury, left them to run wild. What deities of the

Persian or Arabian mythology are alluded to by these titles is

not easy to determine, but the practice indicates the navigation

of the gulph in that age ; and if the gods were to protect the

breed for a time, we must suppose it wras ultimately intended

for the use of man, upon the same principle that juan Fernan

dez was stocked by the Spaniards in the South Seas. Nearchus

has not informed us whether he violated the asylum of these

With the French pronunciation. lib, vi. cap. 28. Hard. Distinguished bj

,Ji Nitbuhr. his adding, indc Persidia initium.

Eight by M'Cluci'r, chart; nine by He also names

Thevenot. Philos = Pylora,

,j8 aXmvi'a. Casandra = Caikandros,

ZlTJl' V-m' , ■ V , •AratiaAx.cia « JA?. L'Ara,

,4° Al-Ldrifsi, p. 56. mentions Kis also. (.Sliitouar.

D'Anville. But without any attributes except But when Pliny gives the abstract of Near-

its distdtice from Kisinis. chus or Onesicritus from Juba, c. 26. Hard.

■♦' Heuce called Aphrodisias by Pliny, he does not know his own four islands by name.

3 a 2
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animals, but this appears the natural inducement for his, ieavinw

the coast to make tins island, as he had obtained no supply

either at Tumbo or Sidodone; and we do not read that the

sacrilege, if committed, was revenged by Mercury or Venus in

so severe a manner, as the companions of Ulysses were punished

for feasting on the oxen of Apollo.

Keish was at one period possessed of a flourishing commerce,

and great influence in the gulph ; for d'Anville informs us from

Texeira, that even Gerun itself was part of its territory, and

granted to the Hormosians of the continent when they were op

pressed by the invaders M* on the main, and transported to

Gerun their treasures and their name, as to a place of refuge.

The. information of Niebuhr respecting this practice of the na

tives on both sides the gulph, flying from oppression to the

islands, throws great light upon this subject ; such emigrations

seem to have existed in all ages, and some appear to have taken

root and flourished, like those in Keish, Ormuz, and Karack,

till they were involved in the revolutions of the continent ; while

others served only for a temporary retreat, abandoned again as

soon as the storm had 'blown over. Keish retains still some

superiority in the account of our English navigators who have

visited it, by whom it is described as flourishing, well planted,

and capable of supplying refreshments to the vessels which

frequent this sea. Its latitude is fixed by Mr. Dalrymple at

26° 34' 52".

A line drawn from Kataia to the main, separates the provinces

of Karmania and Persis ; and that this line is not merely imagi

nary, may be concluded from a remarkable hill on the main,

'<7 Most probably upon the inroad of Timour's 6on6, about the year fourteen hundred.

3
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called Charrack in our English charts, which is probably the

termination of a range running inland, and forming a natural

boundaiy. Somewhere at the foot of Charrack, and nearly

opposite to Keish, stood the town of SirafF, noticed by Al-

Edrissi as a seat of commerce in his time, and connected with

Keish, as Gomeroon was afterwards with Ormuz. In the ninth

century SirafF143 was a port of importance ; for it seems in that

early age to have been in the possession of the Arabians, and

the centre of an Oriental commerce which perhaps extended to

China ; both Kataia 144 and SirafF fell into decay, as Ormuz rose

into consequence long before the Portuguese were masters of

that island ; and though SirafF is now in ruins according to

d'Anville, Charrack (the Tsjaer&k of Niebuhr) exists very nearly

in the same site ,4S, and is still the residence of an Arab Sheik.

The measures upon this coast proving as erroneous from defi

ciency, as those on the coast of the Icthyophagi from excess, it

becomes necessary to specify the default, for which no better

excuse can be given than the situation of Nearchus in both

instances. If distress magnified the length of his former mea

sures, ease and security appear to have diminished these on the

coast of Karmania. The detail stands thus :

'1i See the voyage of two Arabians from Kodbadin, king of Ormuz. Stevens, 399,.

Rcnaudot, .in Harris's Collection, vol. i. about the year 1320.

p. 523. The ships of SirafF went to Mascat to ,+s There is just ground of suspicion that

take their departure, i. e. they found that Charrack, Tsjarak, Sharak, Sarak, is actually

coast the be6t point for taking the advantage Saraf, or Siraf. See the account of this town

of the monsoons. Alfragani mentions its de- and. its commerce in Renaudot and Harris ;

- cay in his time, Gol. p. 116; but perhaps and the circumstance of houses built with

Golius himself, and not Alfragani. the bones of whales. Renaud, p. 95. Eng..

See the conquest of Keish by Shah edit.
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British Miles deducedfrom From^^ Stadia. f^

Aman s Stadia. by Lhar

50 to an open shore, Armozon, 800 43

fNeoptana, - 700|

6|J LAnamis, - 100J

12| Oaracta, - 300 34

18| Oaracta, second station, 200 32

25 Tumbo, - 400 36

37f Sidodone, 600 (allowed) 36

37| Tarsia and Kataia, 600 46

231 J • 3100 296Allowed at Sidod6ne, 600

3700

These three thousand seven hundred stadia agree with the

total both of Strabo and Aman; and the distance allowed at

Sidod6ne not only makes the sum accord, but corresponds with

the measures of the former days. Unfortunately, however,

three thousand seven hundred stadia produce only two hundred

and thirty-one miles British, and the opening of the compasses

gives two hundred and ninety-six nautic miles, or about three

hundred and thirty-nine British ; Ave have, therefore, a balance

against Arrian of one hundred and eight miles which he has not

accounted for, and no compensation is at hand to which we can

have recourse, for the distance omitted at Badis cannot amount

to ten miles'46. The great error lies between Badis and the

A'namis, or round the coast of Oaracta, for some of the latter

measures are sufficiently correct ; and as Arrian has allowed

It i$j I imagine, from Cape Jask only to the centre of the bay.
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only fifty miles for the length of that island, which is in reality

little short of seventy, this, with the other mistakes dependent

on it, though it will not compensate, may contribute to reconcile

the difference. It is not, however, my intention to justify the

stadium of d'Anville in particular instances ; but having shewn

its general correspondence with the course of the whole voyage,

I state facts upon the present occasion as they appear. Some

advantages 147 might have been taken in measuring with the

' compasses, of which, though I availed myself in detailing par

ticular stations, I have avoided in collecting the total. One

circumstance may be mentioned in Arrian's favour, which is,

that all his numbers are hundreds, without regard to inferior

denominations, and this proves that he speaks generally, think

ing little of modern accuracy, which divides to a minute or a

second.

The coast of Karmania or Kerman, next the sea, is generally

a low and narrow stripe below the mountains M", arid, and hot

in the extreme ; this tract is called Kermesir, and compared by

Niebuhr to the Tehama of Arabia, a specific term among that

people also, to distinguish the margin bordering on the sea, from

the mountainous region inland. Kermesir, however, is not

confined to Kerman, but prevails as applied to a territory of the

same character, tending much farther to the westward, through

the maritime part of Persis. This whole coast, from Gomeroon

to Cape Bardistan, is now, he informs us, under the power of a

tribe of Arabs called Beni Houle, divided into little principalities

**» In measuring the total, I necessarily the total,

took from point to point. In measuring from MS Sannas and C. Nabon are the termina-

island to island, I have sometimes taken from tion of ranges at the sea, coming from the

the nearest side of each. This makes some chain which runs parallel with the coast,

distances correct in detail, but discordant in.
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under Sheiks, independent of each other, and all weak by per

petual dissension. There is little agriculture among them, as

they depend for support on fishing and hunting, and export

little except wood, or such commodities as the country yields

without cultivation. The Sheiks149 he specifies are those of

Seerts% Mogo, Tsjaerack, Nachelo, Nabend, Asloe, Taehrie,

Schilu, and Konkoun, which are all places on the coast, with a

territory not worth defining ; and the inhabitants of which live,

like our ancient Icthu6phagi, principally upon fish, either fresh

or preserved. Such a town Arrian represents Sidoddne1*' to

have been in the age of Alexander ; and though the decline of

the Persian power had not been of sufficient continuance to

allow of Arabian intruders, as is the case in the present desola

tion of that empire, the manners of the people are very similar

to those of the modern inhabitants, and their connexion with

Arabs, I am persuaded, might be traced, by analysing ,s* the

names preserved in our classical historians. That part of the

province called Moghostan, towards the mouth of the gulph,

with the island of Kismis, and those in its neighbourhood, de

rived infinite advantage from the settlement of the Portuguese

at Ormuz, and foresaw' the ruin of their own happiness in the

preparations of Abbas for the siege ; they were consequently

disaffected, and incurred the suspicion of their sovereign as

strongly as the Portuguese provoked his hatred. The conse

quences have proved the justice of their reasoning ; agriculture

is lost when commerce produces no demand, and manufactures

149 fichiech. Niebuhr. vixros nal l^iat, p. 353.

*• See also Otter, who relates the trans- ,!I Bruce has great success in applying

actions of this tribe with Nadir Shah. Vol. ii. this analysis to some of Ptolemy's names in

c. 2',- the Red Sea, Orr.con, Portus Albus, &c.

Xlo\ml>> vuixgv, x»i aarrus iiro(j), oti jun vol. i.
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perish where there is no protection. Before the capture of

Ormuz, the English loaded silk, both raw and manufactured ;

they find nothing there at present but salt '", sulphur, Kerman

wool, and copper ; native commodities, but not wrought. The

nature of this country from Gomeroon to Lar, the capital of

Laristan, which is the district next to Moghostan, cannot be

described better than it is by Pietro della Vall6 ,$4 ; he insists

much on the general want of rain, a circumstance similar to that

on the coast of Mekran and mentions,* that at Lar itself,

where there is neither stream nor spring, it sometimes does not

rain for several years following. I suspect that Laristan ter

minates west upon the coast, near Kataia, as did the ancient

limit of Karmania ; or, perhaps, at Sanas : but I find no autho

rity to determine this point with precision. Both these districts

are visibly comprehended in Kerman, and are, as I conjecture,

confined to the tract below the mountains.

Both Ptolemy and Martian fix the limits of Karmania at the

river Baprada ; but as they disagree with Arrian in carrying: the

eastern boundary to Mosarna, and this river on the western

border is not very clearly determined by modern geography, it

will, if not essential, be sonic gratification to curiosity at least,

to examine Ptolemy's list of rivers, and try whether any light can

be derived from the order he has given them. There is no river

on the main opposite to Keish, or Kataia, in any of our charts,

and this proves that the limit assigned by Arrian and Ptolemy

is not the same ; in looking, therefore, to the west, we find a

''" Journal of Houghton Indiaman, Strabo says, it never rains in Mckran below

Vol. v. sub fine. the mountains. Lieutenant Porter « rites, that

1,5 The correspondence of the modern r.c- when he was at Churbar there had been no

*-.n;nt6 with the ancient is worthy of remark, vain for six years.

.1 li
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conspicuous point at Cape Nabon ,sff, and a river which falls

into the gulph close to it ; here I fix the Bagrada of Ptolemy ;

and, by reckoning from A'namis to this stream, I can discover

five rivers out of his seven, if not more.

Mardan. Ptolemy. Arrian. Modern.

1. Saganus'57, A'ndanis, A'namis, Mina.

2. Addanius1*8, Saganus, \ CBender-Ser?

3. Akhiadama, Agedana Island, Akhidana, 5 cNagana Guda?

4. Korius, Karius, Rud Shiur.

5. Kathrapus, Atapus, Araps, Sarass ?

6. Dora, Dara, Dara-bin.

7. Bagrada, Bagrada, Nabon.

1. The Saganus of Marcian is evidently transposed, which

justifies the liberty I have before taken with this author, in rec

tifying his transpositions, and reducing them to the order of

Arrian ; for in this instance, though he is the professed

copyist of Ptolemy, he deserts his original ; I assume, therefore,

his Addanius for the A'ndanis of Ptolemy, the A'namis of

Arrian, and the Mina river, or Ibrahemi, of our modern

charts.

2, 3. Saganus 159 succeeds therefore according to Ptolemy,

and either at this river, or Achidana the next in order, I place

the stream which comes in very near Gomeroon at Bender-Ser.

I cannot find two 160 rivers, or even torrents, at this place in any

chart; but in Ressende's '61 manuscript delineation of the coast

"6 The Nabon river it a very large 6tream, Saganos. Pliny, lib. vi. 25.

and consequently fitter for a boundary. Mr. 160 Pietro della Valle passed one small

Jones. stream in hi3 road from Mina to Rudbhiur.

Noticed by Am. Marcellhrus, 1. xxiii. Vol. v. p. 419.

p. 462. * Brit.. Mus.

;Ls Tuanes, MS.
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I see two streams, one opposite ,<s* to Ormuz and a second more

to the south ; these may be the two of Ptolemy, but more likely

the Bender-Ser and Ibrahemi which Ressende mentions, in an

other part of his work, by the name of Obrcmi. D'Anville has

a river in this position which he names Nagana-Guda, bearing

some distant resemblance to Saganus, and Akhiadama, or Ak-

lridana ; or both, perhaps, have a relation to Marcian's Age-

dana, which he calls an island. It is not impossible, since

Marcian mentions nothing correspondent to Ormuz, that his

A-Gedana is that island, the Gerun of later writers ; and if so,

his own Akhiadana and Ptolemy's Akhidana arc the corre

spondent ,S3 river on the main, opposite to Ormuz, where the

stream of d'Anville lies. Upon this supposition, we account for

one stream at least out of the two.

4. In Karius lS*, or Korius "5, we may trace some resemblance

to the Rud-chiur 155 of our modern maps ; a stream of some

importance, as it has a longer course than the others, forms the

boundary between Moghostan and Laristan, and falls into the

Kishmis Channel, not far from Kunk or Kongo, a town, from

its healthiness, much fitter to have become a mart than Gome-

roon, if it had not been situated in the Straits. Chiour, Kiour,

or Schiur lS\ signifies salt, and Rud-Chiur the Salt river ; if,

,f,! They are noticed also by Texeira. Otter has a Roud -guird in his route from

163 Texeira. Hamadan to Ispahan. Vol. i. p. 192. And

Corius P. Mela. Guird, he says, signifies environs; but if Guird

161 Texeira. signifies environs, it is from Gerd, Gherd, or

166 See Pietro della Valid, vol. v. p. 373. Ccrta ; and signifies a town, not a river. The

167 Schiour, Chiour, and Kiour, enter into the place, however, where he was, was called

composition of many names of rivers ; for many Guerdge, the town ; and, if so, Roud Guird

are salt in Persia, Karmania, and the Mekran ; is only tht river of the town.

and hence Roud-Kiour, the Salt River.

3 11 2
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therefore, we observe that the Greeks had no sound like Sch l<r*.

it will be readily allowed that they could not approach nearer to

the Oriental name than Koor-ius 169 , or Kor-ius ; and this con

sideration, united with the order and locality of this river,

ought to establish its identity. If farther confirmation is wanted,

we find in Pliny ,7°, that he mentions it by the very name of

Salsos 171 .

5. Kathraps, Kathrapus, or Kathrapis, corresponds with the

Araps, or A'rapis, of Ptolemy ; but as no stream of modern geo^

graphy connects with it, it serves only to justify the liberty we

may take with names ; or, if it has a modern representative,

it is possibly a torrent from Mount Sannass, or Sarass ; and

Saraps is not a greater variation from Araps than the Kathraps

of Marcian.

6. Dora ,7*, or Dara, presents a similarity of sound with the

Dara-bin, or Derrabin, of our present charts, laid down almost

opposite to the islands Busheab 173 and Schitwar. Here I must

confess I looked for the site of Ptolemy's Bagrada, as lying

nearest to the Kataia of Arrian; but the resemblance of sound

induces me to fix Dara at Dara-bin, and if so, Bagrada must

iti pietro Jeiia Valle, when he writes Straits of Kismis at Kunk or Congo.

Chiur, naturally suggests the Italian pronun- 170 Lib. vi. cap. 25. He perverts the order,

ciation, answering to Kiur in English. See Salmas. Plin. Ex. 1181.

** This Corius was known also to Mela. 1,1 D'Anville carries this title of Salsos up

Sethis per Carmanios ; supra, Andaris et to Si'tacus ; but if we observe that it is joised

Corius effluunt. Sadly disfigured by Salma- with others evidently in Karmania and at the

eius, p. 1 j 82. What Sethis means I cannot eastern part of the gulph, why should it be

say, but evidently a river of Karmania 5 for transported into Persis, and so far to the west-

Mela writes, "Above Sethis, that is, more ward? See Mem. p. 159.

" to the north, the A'ndania [A'namis] and '7' Daras of Pliny, ibid.

«• Korius fall into the sea." All this is right ; See M'Cluer's chart, Harvey's, d'Apres,,

for Corius or Korius is the Roud Chiour &c.

[Kiour] of De la Valle, and falls into the
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he carried to the next stream westward, which is at Cape

Nabon. The Darabin is in the neighbourhood of Arrian's

Mount Okhus, and afforded a safe anchorage to the fleet, ap

parently in the mouth of the river. That mountain extends

along the coast from this river to Cape Nabon, and is called

Dahhr-Asban by Niebuhr 174 ; Dahhr is as evidently, therefore,

the Dara of Ptolemy as Dahhr-Asban is the Darabin of the

moderns*

7. Bagrada 175 I place at Cape Nabon, or Nabend, for the

reasons already specified ; and if I find no modern name to cor

respond with it, it must be considered that navigators do not

give us the native names '~a of rivers in the gulpb, but denomi

nate them from the places where they disembogue. The Basra

river is known to every ordinary mariner ; the Shat-el-Arab is

a name that we must search for only in the map of the geo

grapher, or the chart of the enlightened navigator. It is not

improbable, therefore, that if the question were put to the na

tives, their name 177 of the Nabon river might still retain the

traces of Bagrada.

This disquisition, on the rivers of Kannania ought not to be

considered as foreign to this work, for one great object of it is,

to reconcile ancient geography with modern ; and if a monu

ment is by these means raised to the correctness of Ptolemy on

"4 And Capper, who follows Niebuhr's bon is the Bagrada. See d'Anville's Mem.

orthography. p. 159.

D'Anville carries the Bagrada to the See Captain Hamilton's E. Indies, i. 94.

Agtadat of Strabo in Cosle-Persis ; but xo'Ao "a This is true throughout the whole gulph:

implies the country between the mountains, Mr. H. Jones.

and not on the sea coast. By the name of The river Bagrada in Africa is derived

Dara, which precedes, and which I consider by Bochart from NJ"0^.3> Barkatha, a pond,

as demonstrably fixed, from its relation to Shaw, p. 77. And that characteristic answers

Dahhr-Asban, I am fully persuaded that Na- well to the account.

o
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the coast, it is some compensation for the charge of error im

puted to him in regard to the islands ; a just distribution of these

was, till within the last century, a desideratum in geography ;

and if they are now disposed with precision, the world is in

debted to the attention of English navigators, and to no one

more than M'Cluer ,78.

I shall close this account of Karmania with noticing, that

Arrian informs us the Karmanians had the same manners,

habits, and customs as their neighbours in Persis, and resembled

them likewise both in arming and forming the troop? they con

tributed to the service of the empire. The modern Persians

consider them as a people, acute, subtle, and prone to rebel

lion ; and their province was the last retreat within the empire

for the ancient Parsees, or worshippers of fire. This unhappy

cast, under the name of Guebres, Abbas endeavoured to exter

minate, when the residue was dispersed over India, and a

numerous tribe of them are now settled at Bombay, where they

build those celebrated ships which, in construction and dura

bility, prove the service they might have rendered their own

country. Never, since the world began, did any government

■gain by persecution.

II. PERSIS.

In conducting the fleet from its entrance into the gulph, it

has been no difficult task to ascertain every station at which it

anchored ; the assistance I have derived from d'Anville, and the

correctness of our English charts, I have acknowledged at every

173 See infra, Indcrabia.
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step, and it is a pleasure to add, that the more correct they are,

the more clear is the correspondence of the journal with the

actual state of the coast at the present day. We are now to

enter upon the province of Persis, and though I cannot promise

equal perspicuity in regard to some stations of little importance,

the general description of the coast is perfect, and the principal

harbours as fully ascertained as they are in modern geography.

One instance of this will be more particularly apparent in the

station which immediately succeeds.

The fleet weighing from Kataia arrived, after a course of

twenty-five miles, at 11a, an anchorage on the coast covered by Kaikan-

the island Kaikandros. The name which M'Cluer gives to a Island.

place very nearly correspondent is Gillam ,79, from which if we jiay"^97

subtract the initial letter, which is the representative of an as-

pirate, we find Ulam sufficiently allied to Ila ; and if the anti

quity of Gillam could be ascertained, the identity would be

complete. In Kaik-ANDitos also the modem name of Andar-

via may be discovered, which is one out of a multiplicity of

titles bestowed upon an island in this situation, styled Inderabia

by M'Cluer, Inderabi 180 by Niebuhr, Angarvia, Indernea, and

Indernore, by the other charts : and perhaps when we reflect

that the Greeks have no sh, we may be induced to suspect that

the Kaik-Andros of Nearchus is equivalent to 181 Keish-Andar-

It is the same as Lieutenant Cant's in its neighbourhood, p. 1 20.

Gella, which approaches nearer to Ilia, or 191 Kili Kiavus is likewise mentioned by

Ila; but Cant's Gella is ill placed. Ilia be- Otter, vol. ii. p. 213. but fabulous,

comes Hilla and Gtlla, like Han, Khan, Cawn. After making this conjecture, I found in

Hendoo Gentoo. Golius, that Caicavus is divus Cavus, who

,So Anderipe, Indemca, Hinderabi, Sec. obtained water and milk in this island or

It is possibly also the Lameth of Al-Edrisi, as Keish. Gol. ad Alfrag. 117.

he mentions Siraf and Tsafac, i. e. Tsjarack,
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via '81; an additional title this island might have obtained from

its proximity to Keish, or its dependence on it. From the

eastern point of Keish to Andarvia, says d'Anville, it is nearly

six leagues ; and he assumes 183 the eastern point as a spot where

the fleet might have anchored, in order to acquire a distance

approaching to the twenty-five miles of Arrian : but d'Anville

would have been better pleased to find that M'Cluer, in his

second chart, has extended the distance from twelve to twenty

geographical miles between Keish and Inderabia, and twenty

geographical miles supplying upwards of twenty-three 184 miles

, British, make an agreement with Arrian sufficiently correct.

jU'Cluer writes to Mr. Dalrymple 185 : " I have altered the situ-

" ation of Inderabia, as I found it too near Kenn ,8V And in

this testimony we have a satisfaction in observing, that the more

correct the modern chart is, the better it corresponds with

Arrian. M'Cluer has rendered a second service in laying down

this isle nearer to the main than it appears in most of the other

charts, for so Arrian describes it, as covering the road and mak

ing the anchorage secure. Inderabia, according to Lieutenant

Cant l87, is a low island, not inhabited, but affording fresh

181 I have been the more confirmed ir. this 1,3 This licence is justifiable wherever a

opinion by observing in Golius, p. 117. which coincidence can be obtained by it ; and I use

I have hee-n enabled to interpret by the assist- it freely when occasion requires, because the

ance of my friend Dr. Russel, that Keisis the point of anchorage is never ascertained by the

proper name of a man ; and that the Arabs, journal in the several islands,

fabulously perhaps, like the Greeks, derive the 184 This distance is taken from the two ex-

name of the island Keis from Keis ebn Amee- treme points nearest ; so that by taking an

rat, Keis the son of Ameerat. In this man- anchorage in Kenn, you may have twenty-five

ner, Keis mij'ht be easily made an accessary miles exact.

to Andarvia also. Andarvia, wrilten so many lf 5 P. ] 3. Pref. to Dalrymple's Collection,

ways, approaches t!ie Greek more nearly i:i '"* Keish, written Kenn in several charts,

Portuguese, Anderoya ; for so it appears in but I believe always improperly.

Ktssendc. ,s' P- 44-
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water ; " the channel between it and the main is about a mile

" broad, with water from seven to fifteen fathoms, nearest the

" island :" its mean latitude is 26° 49' 37".

From Kaikandros to a second island, no distance is given, ~

\J K H U S

and only two miles and a half to an anchorage on the coast ; Mountm*.

„ . . , , • 11 1 An Island.

from this anchorage again, to a harbour under a mountain called a Port.

Okhus, no measure is specified. The island, Mr. dAnville jjay7,or98.

complains, was laid down incorrectly ; but he read in the old

Portuguese charts, Ilha de L'Ara, or Lara, and so I find it in

Ressende and Thevenot ,88. We have now, however, two islands

accurately placed in M'Cluer's second chart, which agrees better

with Arrian than his first, and by the position of these we must

determine the course. Taking, therefore, a measure propor

tionate to the correctness of the journal for some days past, I

allow, from the centre of Inderabia to Mount Okhus, about

three hundred or three hundred and fifty stadia, that is, from

eighteen to twenty-one miles, and Linclude the whole course in

one day. The two islands are called Schitwar 189 and Busheab,

and the latter is written Schech-Schaib by Niebuhr, equivalent

to Abu-Schaib or Bu-Sheab ; for Schech is old, and Abu,

father, and both are titles of respect, as we use Seigneur, or

Sir, in Europe. Schitwar, the smaller of the two, and the one

directly in the course of the fleet, is the island which Arrian

means, and which he says was inhabited, and possessed of a

fishery for pearl ; a circumstance not unworthy of remark, as

m Thevenot saw the two islands at a dis- Thevenot mentions likewise that it is very near

tance, and therefore brought them into one ; the coast, and a passage within. It is pos-

and so M'Cluersays the trees on Schitwar seem sibly the Araka of Ptolemy,

to be on Busheab. It is seventy leagues from *•» Capper writes this name Shudwan.

Karalc, according to Thevenot, Part ii. p. 1 73.

3 c
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t

several travellers inform us, that pearls were formerly taken

at Karak ,s' and other places on the eastern side of the gulph,

as well as on the celebrated bank of Bahr-ein. If I am right,

therefore, in assuming Schitwar for Arrian's nameless island, the

remainder of this day's course is clear ; for the forty stadia he

allots for crossing from hence to the main, is nearly equal to the

breadth of the channel between Schitwar and the eastern point

of the river Darabin, where I suppose the first anchorage to be ;

and the second, only by crossing the river to the western point,

or some convenient bay adjoining. This is the apparent reason

why no distance is mentioned here, while the measure between

Inderabia and Schitwar is an omission. M'Cluer marks an

anchorage in a bay, and a town called Schitwar just to the

westward of the mouth ; here ,M I conclude the station of the

fleet was, and here we can find a mountain to correspond with

Okhus. That the town on the main should bear the saine title

as the island is a circumstance similar to that which takes place

at Ormuz, and is founded probably on the practice recorded by

Niebuhr, already noticed, of the inhabitants on the coast flying

to the islands, in their neighbourhood, or the island receiving

its name from a town on the main. This is the second instance,

and two more will occur, with a third, that possibly may be

accounted for upon the same principle.

,«° Pearls arc now frequently taken at Car- wuttas ; but it adhered to the shell, and con-

rack ; but the depth of water is too great, and sequently was of very inferior value to what it

the pearls found, though very large, adhere to otherwise would have been. Mr. H. Jones,

the shell : two circumstances which will, in my '»' Thevenot, ibid,

opinion, ever prevent its being a valuable 1,1 Chetwar.

fishery. The year before 1 came to England, Harvey's chart places Schitwar point on

I was necessitated to pass some days on Car- the eastward of the river, but marks a small

rack by myself ; and on inquiry I found a town where M'Cluer's Schitwar or Chetwar is.

pearl that year had been taken, weighing 40 Harvey 1778.
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The mountain Okhus 154 is nothing more than the termination

of an high range of coast extending from Cape Nabon to the

river Darabin, called Dahhr-Asban by Niebuhr, as already

noticed, and distinctly specified in M'Cluer's first chart; I have

not been able to trace the connexion of this range inland with

the great chain, which runs parallel to the coast ; but there can

be little doubt of the fact, as the two rivers Darabin and Nabon

at the two extremities ought to be the produce of this mountain,

throwing off its waters on both sides, and forming two streams,

which appear to have some pre-eminence above the torrents to

the westward. In Dahhr-Asban ,M we have the Dar-abin of

our charts, and the Dara of Ptolemy, which he places indeed

in latitude 28° 40'; but as he has given a more northerly

direction to the gulph than it really has, this is readily ac

counted for.

At the mouth of this river, and on the westward side then I

fix the station under Mount Okhus "s ; and I must observe that

M'Cluer's second, or corrected chart, coincides with the several

circumstances in Arrian more nearly than any of the others, or

even than that which is inserted in the present work.

Of the two islands, Schitwar lies nearer to the coast on the

south-east of Busheab, and the channel between Schitwar and

the main was not passed either by Cant or M'Cluer ; but they

both intimate, from the information of their pilots, that the pas

sage is clear, as well as the other between this isle and Busheab,

which is less than a mile broad. Busheab is the largest island

m See M'Cluer's first chart. Two of ,9" Ochus is the name of a river which falls

Claude Russel. Kfcmpfer. Van Keulen. into the Oxus, and I doubt not contains some

D'Apres 1776. Harvey 1778. relation to a river here. See Salmas. Plin.

*M See Niebuhr, vol. ii. p. 192. French Ex. p. 216.

edition.

♦

3 c 2
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in the gulph except Kishmis 197 ; it is low as well as Schitwar,

but has sonic high land at the back ; it is well planted and in

habited, four leagues long, and four or five miles broad, and

lies in latitude 27° 1' 30". Schitwar is said to be still more

fruitful, which is a sufficient reason why it was found inhabited

by Nearchus, and possibly why a pearl-fishery was established

in its neighbourhood. The narrowness of the channel reduced

to less than three miles by Arrian, makes me adhere to M'Cluer

rather than any other authority ; and as he lessens 198 the usual

distance specified between Busheab and the main, there is

great reason to believe that he is near the truth in laying down

Schitwar, though he was not through the channel himself.

Niebuhr places Nachelo, the residence of a Sheik, in the

river Darabin ; and if I had found any resemblance in this

name 199 to Okhus, I should have looked to this place for a sta

tion ; but in the position taken there can be no error of conse

quence to the journal, except that an addition to the distance

Arrian gives between the Darabin and Cape Nabon would be

convenient, as his account is at present somewhat in excess.

From Okhus to Ap6stani the course was twenty-eight miles,

Apostani, wYadh carries the anchorage rather more than half way from the

Apostana. Darabin to Nabon ; and here we are to find a road, as several

January a.

Day 8, or 99. vessels were seen at anchor, and there was said to be a village

allowed, at the distance of near four miles up the country. A more

hopeless cause for research has not yet occurred, for the high

land upon the coast promises little for the site of a village, and

the nature of the shore presents no appearance of shelter.

D'Anville finds a bay called Estornadi at the foot of the moun-

*" And I suppose Bahrein.

*»• Memoir, p. 20.

■» Okhus, N'-Okhe-lo ?

4
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tain, from what authority does not appear, and from want of

good charts, has no river either at Darabin or Nabon. He

places Asselo *°° and Ap6stanos a01 in the same place, which is

evidently incorrect, as Asselo *°* or Aslo is fixed by all the best

charts to the north-westward of Nabon, while Ap6stani is evi

dently twenty-five miles to the east. But before we can deter

mine upon a site, we must dispose of a town called Chewra,

Chetow, or Sherouw, which takes a variety of positions from the

eastward of the Darabin, almost to Cape Nabon.

The resemblance of these names, however written, would

induce a supposition that they all relate to the same place ; but

Sherouw, or Sherouve, in the Dutch charts placed eastward of

the Darabin, is the Shirav, or Siraf, of the Eastern geographers,

opposite to Keish, and formerly a place of great commerce ; and

Chetow is the place written Chetwar by M'Cluer evidently re

lated to the island Schitwar, and placed by him with an an

chorage just to the westward of the Darabin. The same site is

given to Assetow, in Lieutenant Harvey's *c} chart 1778, and

As-Setow is Setowar and Chetwar In another form. This same

chart, which marks a village here, marks a second without a

name half way between the Darabin and Cape Nabon ; and this

second is the place called Shevoo by Captain Simmons*'*.

" About half way from hence [the Darabin] to Cape Nabon is

" Shevoo 305, where good water may be got." These are his

'"• Has he not confounded Asselo with the In a chart comparing Harvey with

Assetow of our charts ? Cant, and C. Russell by Dalrymple.

»> So d'AnviHe writes, and Anamin, Ilan, Ives, p. 205. mentions Shewee previous

&c. from the Latin authorities, he follows. to Nabon, as a small fishing-town. His ac»

*•" See Niebuhr. M'Cluer writes Astola, count is not distinct,

like the island on the coast of GuadcL fs See Dalrymple's Preface, p. 13, note.
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own words, and here, unless Shevoo *** is misapplied, we get a

situation from Harvey, and a name from Simmons. The posi

tion of this village, be its name what it may, answers to the

Ap6stani of Arrian, and the facility of obtaining good water

here, is a sufficient reason for finding it frequented by the

country vessels in the age of Nearchus, or at the present hour.

The general distance given from Mount Okhus to Nabon by the

journal is fifty-three miles divided into two courses, one of four

hundred and fifty*07, the other of four hundred stadia, and

agrees with M'Cluer's corrected chart within three miles ;

we cannot, therefore, commit any error that affects the series,

in placing Ap6stani by the measure given, or reducing it to the

Shevoo of Captain Simmons. The name itself has a Greek ap

pearance, but is undoubtedly not Greek; nothing, therefore,

forbids us to suppose it may be Abu-stan*08, like Abu-schaib,

Abu-shahhr, and other similar compounds on the coast; or to

assume a corruption justified by its locality, and derive it from

Asban. My own opinion inclines to the latter; and if this

should meet with the approbation of Oriental readers, we are

obliged to Mr. Niebuhr for first producing the name of this

range, which solves three problems at once ; the Dara of Pto

lemy, the Darabin of modern geography, and the Apostani of

Arrian, all from Dahhr-Asb&n *os>.

,0<s The reason for supposing Shevoo may mountain, in the Ethinpic and several other

be misapplied is its resemblance to Sherouw Oriental languages. Dahr Asban is therefore

and Chetow. At Sherouw below Darabin, Mount Asban. See Ludolphus. Abyssinia,

Van Ketilen \rrite6,—hicr is water van luylcn, book i. c. 4. book iii. c. 4. And Bruce passim.

in pits or tank*. May not the primary meaning of Dahr be

«>7 Twenty-eight and twenty-five miles. head, like our British Pen ? and thence Rab.

"* The Sheiis' country. Abu and Sheck are dahr, Clioob-dahr, Ser-dahr, bead or chief

equivalent in Abu-Schaib, Schech-Schaib. officers respectively !

Dahr, Daber, and Dabra, signifies a
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From Ap6stani the fleet weighed at night, and proceeded ^"gAy"at

twenty-five miles to a bay, on the borders of which were seen Cape

A BON •

scattered villages, adorned with palm-trees, and others yielding January 9.

fruits*'" similar to those of Greece. Here Nearchus anchored, or ,70o!

under the projection of a cape which rose to a considerable

height. The cape is manifestly Nabon, and the bay is formed

by the mouth of the river which bears the same title. The point

of this cape'" is very remarkable, being flat table land, which

extends a considerable way, and then breaks off to a sharp

sloping point, which makes the table land appear lower than it

is ; the river which comes in here runs parallel with the coast,

and is at present the residence of an Arab Sheik, who is master

of a few small vessels, which he employs in piracy. Thevenot11*

mentions it as a place still abounding in palm-trees, with a vil

lage on a low bank of the river ; and the high land commencing

near the cape extends far inland. The term used by Arrian

expresses the anchorage of the fleet under cover of the table

land at the foot of the mountain ; which, with the circum

stances of a bay, villages, and fruit-trees a,J, makes the cor

respondence exact. It has been observed already, that here is

the Bagrada of Ptolemy, which he places in latitude 21° 54',

and the head of it in 35° 15', but by its course at the cape it

"° axfoJfua. Salmasins says, only nuts, extent of the mountains. Ives notices the

almonds, and such as have a shell without and same circumstance, p. 205. Here Providence

fruit within, p. 108, ct seq. But see Theo- seems to have allotted a spot of ground amidst

phrastus : a.fj.Kt\u; x<xi raXXot ixfo'ifwt, ibid. inhospitable rocks and deserts, capable of

*" Lieutenant M'CIuer, p. a I. Lieute- affording the kind production of vegetables,

nant Cant, p. 22. In Mr. Dalrympk's Col- &c. &c. Ives, p. 203. In the river, a ship

lection. of nine hundred tons may ride. The Portu-

D'Anville ; but I have not found the guese had once a settlement here. Ibid,

passage in Thevenot. Shaw says, Nabon or Bagrada signifies a

'" Mr. Jones mention* the Nabon as a pond } but I cannot recover the passage,

large river j and such it ought to be from the
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ought to incline in the contrary direction, though I can find no

information either in travellers or voyagers to give its tendency

correctly. That the coast is little frequented appears by the dis

cordance of the charts, and the routes inland tend to Bendereek,

Lar, or Gomeroon, either on the east or west, with little attrac

tion even for merchants either to Nachelo *'* or Nabon. The

latitude of Nabon is fixed by Dalrymple for 27° 27' 26".

Upon departing from Nabon, the fleet proceeded upwards of

January 10. thirty-seven miles to Gdgana, a distance which answers within

ot^oi? a mile to the position of the modern Konkun or Congoon, re-

Day allowed. markeci by M'Cluer for a high ground over it called Barn-hill

from its appearance, and as being the northernmost town in the

bay "5, which curves to Verdistan. Between Nabon and Kon-

kftn lie Asselo and Tahrie ; whence, he says, this bay runs deep

up to Konkun. The whole of this day's course is sheltered from

the north-west blasts by the projection of Cape Verdistan, and

the foul ground in its neighbourhood. This ground is noticed

by the journal, as lying round the anchorage in a circle, and

discovering itself with a dangerous appearance at low water.

Gdgana is described as a place inhabited upon the side of a

winter torrent called A'reon, in the mouth of which the fleet

anchored with great difficulty, both on account of the narrow

ness of the entrance, and the dangerous shoals which almost

preclude an approach to it. This torrent does not appear in

any chart or map, except d'Anville's, in which it is doubtless

placed from the authority of the journal, and probably exists in

reality, though, from the little knowledge we have of this

'H Pietro del!a Valle1 mentions some Arme- falls into the ancient road to Siraff. Nub.

nUns who intended to land at Nachelo in order Geo. p. 125".

to go to Shiraz. Vol. viii. p. 20. This route Astola, Taurie, M'Cluer, p. 22.
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tract118, or the insignificance of the stream, it has not drawn

the attention of our English navigators. It is some satisfac

tion, however, to find a name resembling Konkfin so nearly

as Gogana ; and as Niebuhr makes it the residence of an Arab

Sheik, it is perhaps of more estimation with the natives than with

those who frequent the gulph, and whose only object is commerce.

The course of the following day was fifty miles to the Sitakus, SlTAlcus

which it would be well if the journal had increased considerably, * RlVER-

** J January 11.

for the coast itself measures that distance, without allowing for Day «f

the circle that must be taken round the shoal off Cape Verdistan. Day aiiowcd.

It is not probable that an English vessel should ever determine

whether there is a passage within the breakers ; but within, un

doubtedly, Nearchus must have sailed, to make the stadia con

sistent : and though M'Cluer makes an anchorage almost in the

centre of them, a passage close to shore must be dubious, unless

it could be proved that it is still practicable for native vessels.

There is an island called Mongella, lying, to the eastward of

Verdistan, only three miles from the main, within which if there

be a passage, it must have been seen by the fleet : but that it is

passed in silence, or the cape itself, is no proof that Nearchus

stood out to sea ; for omissions of this sort are frequent. It is

only meant to argue, that if there is a passage within the

shoal, the measure of Arrian is correct ; if there is no passage,

it is the first on this coast which has been deficient. Mongella

is the Palmeira"' of the Portuguese, the Om-en-chale of

1,6 " A vessel must be cautious of standing " vessel." M'Cluer, p. 23.

« up too far in this bay." M'Cluer, p. 22. "8 So named possibly from finding the pal-

See Niebuhr also, who says it is the most dan- meira or toddy palm tree on it.

gerous part of the gulph. 3,9 Rather an island. Om-en-chale, an-

"i " From Mongella northward to the bay, swering to an Om-en-chale on the continent.

" in by Kenn, I never have examined in any Nieb. vol. ii. j>. 168. French edit.

3 D
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Niebuhr, though he marks no island, and his Ras-el-chan, or

Cape Chan, is the Kenn of our English charts, the Kaneh-Sitan

of d'Anville, remarkable for the hummocks over it, which form

a landmark to' vessels upon their approach to Verdistan : here is

the anchorage of the journal at the Sitakus, a stream which

d'Anville calls Sita-Reghian ; and I shall conclude my observa

tions on. the course with noticing, that as the tide rises"0 ten

feet here, it is possible that Nearchus found his way through the

breakers"1, shoals, and oozy channels, he so graphically de

scribes: such, he says, was the nature of the coast, and such it

appears in the charts at the distance of two thousand years : but

if the approach to this station was difficult, the anchorage was

indifferent ; the fleet, however, wanted repair, the vessels were

consequently drawn on shore, and the time employed in refit

ting and careening was no less than one-and-twenty days ; dur

ing which interval, they received a large supply of corn, sent

down by the command of Alexander. From this circumstance

we may conclude, that the detachment under Ilephestion was

in the neighbourhood ; and, (as I collect from Alfragani **,

Golius, d'Anville, and Otter1",) at Giouar, or Firouzabad, an

inland city, the capital of the district Ardcshir, celebrated for

its gardens, vineyards, and roses, as pre-eminent in Persia as

those of Pestum in Italy. I fix upon this place, because I

learn from Otter, that the river of Giouar receives a stream

called Sita Rhegian"4, which may be interpreted the sandy

*" M'Cluer. city. Gour signifies a sepulchre.

0(a.xmt shoal?; pi^ai, broken water} ,!1 Otter, vol. i. p. 191. I found this ac-

Tix«yi«, shoals with ooze or mud. count by accident in Otter, strangely placed

*" Gol. ad Alfragan, p. 1 14. Founded by in a route from Hamadan to Ispahan.

Aidexir, son of Babec, son of Sasun. An El- "4 Raiguian. Otter,

burz, or fire-tower of the Parsees, was in this
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Sita, and, with a final aspirate, becomes Sitahb, or the Sitahk

of Nearchus. The Eastern writers mention, that Alexander

took this city by inundating it with the waters of the river.

This could not happen, for Alexander himself was on the other

side of the mountains; but his army under Ilephestion might

have taken it by this method ; and the permanence of the tra

dition affords some sort of proof, that Hephestion was at this

city, as I have stated. The roads which branch out from this ■

centre evidently mark it as a capital ; and when we reflect that

Siraff and Keish were formerly the Gomeroon and Ormus of

the gulph, we see the necessity of the communications extending

from this centre to the coast at Siraff, and inland to Shiraz ; to

Lar on the east, and to Reghian on the north-west ; in this latter

line it is evident that Hephestion, with his division of the army,

was moving. We have before attended him across the mountains

from Giroft to Lar, and we have here a route from Lar through

Giouar 115 and Kazeron to Ragian on the river Tab or Endian,

which is the boundary between Persis and Susiana. In Susiana

Ilephestion rejoined the main army under Alexander, who

seems to have moved by the route of Velaz-Gherd, the western

Phoreg, Pasagarda?, and Persepolis, till he fell into the road

by which Tirnur came from Susiana to Shiraz, and trod this

ground in a contrary direction, till he reached Susa, the ancient

capital of the province. These marches of the two divisions will

be farther considered hereafter upon the arrival of the fleet at

Susa ; at present they are only noticed, in order to connect the

motions or the fleet and army, upon occasion of the supply re-

In the route of Al-Edrisi, from Shiraz Giouar, though Lar is on the left, and net

to Siraff, we discover the road from Lar to mentioned. See infra.

3d 2
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ceived at Sitakus. The time which the fleet continued here is

longer than any interval hitherto employed upon the refitting of

the vessels ; and we ought for this reason to suppose that they

waited for the approach of the army, or the collection of the

supply. The reason of this must evidently be, that the distance

from Giroft to Giouar is upwards of three hundred miles, a

march which, in this climate, could hardly require less than four

or five and twenty days, even if Hephestion moved on the same

day with Nearchus ; eleven *** days navigation, therefore, and

twenty-one days in port, give a period almost necessary for the

service required ; and this allowance combines the motion of the

fleet and army in a manner correspondent to reason, and not

contradictory to the history of the transactions.

Cape Verdistan with its shoal tending out to Kenn, is one

of the most prominent features in the gulph ; English vessels,

however, which are generally bound to Busheer, or Basra, hav

ing no other business but to avoid "* it, we have no right to ex

pect any immediate account of the coast itself at this point :

but the anchorage at Sitakus, d'Anville has elucidated with

particular attention ; Kaneh Sitan, he informs us, signifies the

habitation of Satan ; and the river Sita-Reghian ,3° has, evidently

an allusion to the same prince of darkness ; an extraordinary in

stance of his early influence in this country, and the duration of

his empire. Whether Nearchus found the territory of Satan an

agreeable residence for one-and-twenty days, I pretend not to

"e Twelve days inclusive. Lieutenant Cant gives a bay here, and

Bardestan, Bardestrand, Van Keulen, Harvey, a river. Claud Russell's chart calls

Babestan, D'Apres, 1745. Burdistan, Cap- the river Jareu.

per j who calls it a mountain. "° The Sitiagogus of Pliny, p. 136. lib. vi.

M* See M'Cluer, p. 24, aj. All his direo 22. deserves no notice ; he says it is navigable

tions are how to avoid it with safety. up to Pasagarda.
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determine ; but, from the good-will I bear him, I regret to find

him in a place with a name of such ill omen. Reghian is not

quite perspicuous, as there is another Reghian on the Tab or

Endian, and a Bender-Rcgh, which is the Rh6gonis of Arrian.

It is probable that the etymology of the word, which signifies

sand, will explain all three ; but I have looked in vain for more

Reghians than one in the Nubian Geographer. The Giouar of

that author on this river 131 throws great light on the march of

Hephestion, and the supply received by the fleet, because the

measures taken from Shiraz, Kazeron, SirafF, and Reghian on

the Tab, all correspond with some degree of correctness, and

the use Mr. d'Anville has made of these in his first map of Asia

bears the highest testimony to his judgment and penetration.

It is upon this occasion that he introduces his remarks upon the

rivers of Persis, demonstrating that none of them bejrond the

mountains ever find their way to the sea ; and shewing that

those which have occurred in Arrian bear the characteristic mark

of torrents, as he describes them, never rising beyond the great

range, and fed only by the rains which fall there too periodically

to support a perennial stream. When we see the face of nature

painted so justly, who shall assert that the journal before us is

the production of a Greek sophist in his closet? One circum

stance only surprises me in d'Anville, which is, that he should

mistake the Bagrada of Ptolemy ; for as he has himself placed

the Taoke of that author, with great apparent propriety, at

Gennaba, and his Chersonesus at Busheer, or Bender-Rischer,

his Bris6ana ought to be the river at Kierazin, to which it bears

a relation, however corrupted ; his Ausinza 1,2 naturally becomes

JJI Al Edrissi does not mention the river. 1,1 Written Stausinda by Marcian, p. m
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Ausizan, or Verdi-stan, and Bagrada of course is the next

river2" at Cape Nabon. In tracing Ptolemy's catalogue thus

from Cape Jasques to the termination of Persis, I persuade my

self that I not only add perspicuity to this immediate work, but

perform a service useful to geography, and acceptable to every

lover of the science.

An interval of onc-and-twenty days passed at Sitakus, brings

our account to the first of February, and on this day I fix the

departure of the fleet for Ilieratis. The course is nearly forty-

February"u seven miles, which terminates at the Gilla or JIalilah x14 of

or\ij! M'Cluer, with a sufficient degree of correctness, and where

d'Anville finds the Kierazin *35 of the Turkish Geographer. The

fleet anchored in the mouth of a canal called Heratemis, cut

from a larger river at no great distance, which is doubtless the

stream that comes from Kazeron 1,6 ; and Kazeron as undoubt

edly is the root of all the corruptions which appear under the

form of Kierazin, Ilieratis, and the Zezarine of the English

charts. The stream 117 itself, in its source at least, is called

Sekan by Ebn Ilaukal ; it was passed by Thevenot13', in the

neighbourhood of Karzerum *" (as he writes it), in his route from

133 There is no other between Verdistan and Kazeron hat an additional title, the

Nabon but the torrent A'reon, too minute for country of Sapor ; and is the head of that

all our charts and maps to notice. division of Persis called Sabur, or Sapor, by

,3* Haliltg or Helilcg is the Arabic name d'Anville. Gol. ad Alfragan, p. nc. not,

of Myrobalans, a sort of plumb used by the It is not, however, the capital, for that he

Orientals in medicine. Perhaps the plant calls Sabura, from Sapor or Shabor.

which produces this fruit is found here. See t,h If Thevenot obtained this name from his

Salm. 1.323. muleteers, or from the peasants of the coun-

"! This is the only mark I find in his chart, try, they meant to tell him as the name of the

Gilla is a town. Halilah, or Halilat, a hill, river, Aub-e Gcnowec, that is to say, the

which serves as a direction for entering Busheer river of Genowee ; calling it so, from its fall-

harbour. It lakes its name from the town ing into the sea at that place. Mr. H. Jones,

marked Halila in Niebuhr. *" Thevenot, part ii. p. 149. It flows

"4 Ste Kousher of Thevenot, Niebuhr, &c. within a -mile and a half of the towu, and

4
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Schiraz to Bender-Rcgh. The variations occurring in this name

flow two different ways from the same source, for Kaseroon 140

first becomes Kazerenc, Kezarene, Zez'arene, Brizoene 141 ; and

secondly, Kerazene, Kierazin, Kicrad-sin, Hierat-sin, Hierat-is,

and perhaps Heraten-is, or Heratemis : but I do not maintain

that both are the same, for Kazeroon 141 is upwards of fifty 143

miles inland, and the Kierazin of the Turkish Geographer is on

the coast ; but 1 suppose both to be connected by means of the

district or the river. D'Anvillc has observed, that Kierazin on

the coast appears not in the modern maps, but that the name

exists in our English charts under the form of Zezarine, applied

to an islet nearly fifty miles out at sea. This is true ; but at the

time he wrote, neither this isle, nor another called Kenn, were-

laid down with any degree of correctness. We have since ob

tained their position, from an observation of Captain Moore ;

Kenn 144 in latitude 27° 54', and Zezarine in 28° 8'. Kenn is a

round bank of sand scarcely half a mile in length, and Zeza

rine 145 something larger, with a rock in the middle; both are

was apparently passed by abridge about six Kiaziroun-, as the strict Oriental orthography

miles lower. The town is large, but ill of Kazerun. This, at the fame time it proves

built. the perpetua) transposition of syllables (so often.

The present city of Kaseroon I do not think noticed), as of Kiaziran for d'Anville's Kie-

can boast of great antiquity ; but to the south- razin, unites it with Kezareen and Zezareen,

ward and westward there are the remains of the most perfectly. The connexion, therefore, of

ancient and magnificent city of Shahbour, with the townNvith the river and the shoal is esta-

sculptures in relievo on the mountains, similar blished.

to those of Persepolis. Mr. H. Jones. n3 According to my journal from Bnshire.

May not this be the Taoke of the journal ? to Schcrauze, in the year 1786, I make Kaze-

m» Written Kazarun by Al-Edrisi, p. 125. roon distant from Bnshire 98 miles. I tra-

**' This is, I conjecture, the relation which- veiled, however, the same road several times

Ptolemy's and Marcian's Brisoana has with afterwards, and I incline to think the distance

Kezarene ;■ but it is mere conjecture. not quite 90. Mr. H. Jones.

'J,a After making this conjecture, I was '** Dalrymple's Collection, p. 46.

gratified in finding a demonstration of it in **s Keyn and Zazareen, M'Cluer.

Otter, vol. i. p. 310. where he writes Kiaziran,
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sixteen or seventeen leagues from the coast. Kenn is likewise

called the Cock, or Persia, and Zezarine, Arabia, by the native

pilots. And here is a circumstance worthy of remark, which,

though it escaped the notice of d'Anville, speaks highly for the

penetration manifested in his reference ; for Zezarine, the isle,

is as certainly connected with a Zezarine on the main, as Kenn

is with his Kaneh-Sitan, the Kenn of our English charts. There

is another solitary isle called May, upwards of sixty leagues

from the coast, in latitude 25° 50', which I mention, in order

to shew the perpetual connexion of these little spots with the

main ; for Al-Edrissi fixes a Mai in the road from Shiraz to

Siraff, to which this islet is nearly opposite, and to which it is

probably related. I expected to find a Kierazin also in Al-

Edrissi, but his routes are always the journals of the caravans,

and we seldom have any delineation of the coast.

Arrian has no particulars of Hieratis ; but that it was on an

island formed by a channel from a river in the neighbourhood,

and that an island of this sort, resembling the delta of a river,

should not appear in our English charts is not extraordinary,

because it would naturally be confounded with the coast ; but

Mr. d'Anville places an island here, which he writes Cousher,

and which is the Coucher of Thevenot. He did not land here ;

but he says it is a pretty large island, and enables us to form a

conjecture of its distance from Busheer, by mentioning that he

passed that port between two or three o'clock in the morning,

and was off Coucher at half an hour after seven. I trace an ac

count which corresponds with this in Niebuhr, who upon his

arrival at Kormudsch, in his route from Busheer to Schiraz,

mentions an arm that runs up from Busheer ** into the interior

Niebuhr, vol. ii. p. Si.
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of the country, then turns itself to the south, and falls again

into the gulph lower down towards the east. At the place

where this stream ought to fall in, his map presents us with

Kh6re-Esscri Mr, and as Khore signifies a channel, or division, I

have little doubt but this is the Heratemis of Arrian, and that

Khor-esser*41 is the Koucher of Thevenot. It is true that Nie-

buhr is not accurate in his account of the arm which conies ***

from Busheer, for there is no such arm, as Mr. Jones assures

me, who resided at Busheer many years ; and it is extraordinary

that Niebuhr should insert this arm in his own draft ISO, and yet

give us Captain Simmons's chart in which no river larger than

a brook is to be found. As Niebuhr never saw this Kh6re-

Esseri, therefore ail that we can collect is, that he gained intelli

gence from inquiry among the natives, that the circumstance of

a liver inclosing a delta between two of its mouths existed, and

that the eastern channel was called Khdre-Esseri. This, for

want of further information, he was obliged to lay down with

uncertainty ; but that some stream, attended with these cir

cumstances, does fall into the gulph, within the distance of

from ten to twenty miles eastward of Busheer, I make little

doubt, and such a stream will answer to the Hieratis and Hera

temis of Arrian- Mr. Jones is acquainted with a shallow arm

of the sea running inland near HaHla; and though he doubts

the circumstances here attributed to it, it is not impossible that

this arm should send off a channel to the eastward.

From Hieratis the fleet proceeded the following morning to .

447 Probably Khore-Esseri means Khore-il- perly a large arm which he makes fall into

Zjgeer, Little Khore. Mr. H. Jones. Busheer Bay. Sf c his map.

**' Khore-Esscri is literally the channel of "!° Vol. ii. p. 97. Amst. edit.

Esser, and Esser doubtless has a relative sense. Vol. ii. p. 7jJ.

*•» I use his own term, but it is more pro-

3f,
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Mesambria

Town.

Padargus.

Padacrus

River.

February 2.

Day 33-

or 124.

Mes&nibria, and anchored at the month of the torrent called

Padargus. The whole place, says Arrian, is a peninsula, which

points out Busheer or Abu-Scheer most correctly ; and here;

there is no distance given, a circumstance ts* recurring constantly

whenever the fleet passes a cape, and anchors immediately un

der the slielter it affords. I should conclude, therefore, if

d'Anville does not stand in my way, that Ilieratis was at no

great distance from the back of this cape to the eastward ; that

they had anchored there only because they could not double the

cape the preceding evening, and had sailed into port as soon as

they had day-light. These circumstances do not greatly dis

agree with the situation Thevenot gives to Koucher, and contri

bute to relieve the obscurity attendant upon this part of the

coast.

Busheer ls' varies as much in its orthography as any place m

*** See anchorage* after passing Mount

Eirus, Jask, and Tarsia.

153 I beg to give you the following, as the

best account my recollection affords of both

these places. Bushire, as it is commonly

called by the English, is Aboushahras written

by the Persians, and is situated on a point of

land washed by an inlet of the sea. A wall,

by which the town is fortified on the land side,

renders the figure of it an irregular triangle.

The present town of Bushire has been created

within these thirty years, in consequence prin

cipally of the troubles which took place at

Scherause on the death of the Vakeel Kerim

Khan, and of the mild, equitable, and inde

pendent government of Scheik Nassir. The

vessels which frequent this port, provided they

are not above 300 tons burthen, may anchor in

what is called the inner roads, though even

there they are somewhat exposed to the north

west ; and as the anchorage ground is not very

capacious, and the bar disagreeable, I have

known but few of the Company's marine offi

cers fond of running into the inner roads.

The town may consist of from 300 to 350

houses, most of which are truly miserable.

The water in the town is very brackish, and

consequently the better sort of inhabitants

bring the water thty use from the Dutch gar

dens, or even from Bischer. The town, when

I first went to Bassora, enjoyed a great com

merce with India, and indeed during the life

of Scheik Nassir ; but since the decease of the

old Scheik, and the accession of his son Scheik

Ne'ssr, and the extirpation of the Zund family

from Scherauze, this commerce has gradually

been on the decay. The town is washed on

two sides of it by the sea ; and on the land

side a sandy desert extends about \ or £ of a

mile. Mr. H. Jones, who was resident several

years at Busheer.

5i4 Reixel by the Portuguese,, who had %

fort here. Abbeseer, Van Keulen.
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within the gulph, for it is written Bushire, Bischehr, Abbeseer*

&c. and is likewise confounded with Rusheer and Riseher,

which is a fort at the back of the peninsula, and which gives it

the title of Bender-Rischer ; but last of all conies Niebuhr, who

writes it Abu-Shahhr*", with Rischahhr1* at a distance; and

thus, probably from his better knowledge of the language, we

have the proper 1ST name at last.

Whence the Mesambria of Arrian is deduced does not im

mediately appear, for though the word is expressive of noon in

Greek, we may be assured its origin is not from that language.

Arrian describes it as a Chersonese, and Ptolemy and Marcian

use that term only without the addition of a name ; this induces

me to conjecture that both merely translated the native term

Mesambria. Noav it will appear hereafter that Mesen signifies

an island, and is applied as such to a Mes£ne on the Schat-el-

Arab, to another in Mesopotamia, and to a Mufan in the Sinus

Mesanius of Ptolemy. This word, therefore, with the addition,

of Ber*s\ a continent ls°, which we obtain from Montfaucon,

produces Mesen-ber-ia, corresponding literally with the Greek

term Cherso-nese 16°. I give this only as a conjecture, though

the circumstances of the place persuade me that it is something

more ; and, in support of this opinion, I refer to Captain Sim-

*" Or Abu-Schashhr. are built from the materials of the old town.

"6 Rushire, or Roo-il-Shahr, Cape Shahr, Mr. H. Jones,

related to Abu-Shahr, is a place of great re- "7 Otter writes it Bender-Ebouchehrc,

puted antiquity, distant from the present torn. ii. p. 134.

Bushire about six or seven miles. The present "iS Bar or Ber is coast, and usually a low

fort, which I believe was built by the Portu- coast below the mountains. Nitbuhr, vol. ii.

guese, stands on an eminence Overlooking the p. 300.

sea, and I have marked on the map with a dot ' 9 See supra.

and an R the site of it. It has the appearance "° From x'tpns, a continent ; »?•»{, an island,

of having been formerly a place of consequence ; a peninsula,

and the present little huts surrounding the fort

3 e 2
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mons's plan ilSl of Busheer, by whose assistance I can carry

Nearchus to his moorings in the port, as readily as if I were

upon the spot ; for in that plan there is a place marked as the

watering village, within a mile of an insignificant stream cor

responding with the Padaugus of Arrian, and m the interval be

tween these two points I suppose the fleet to anchor.

Busheer has been latterly much more frequented by the Engr

lish than Gomcroon, or any port in the gulph except Basra, for

they had a factory here as late as the year one thousand seven

hundred and sixty-five, and I knpw not that it. is yet abandoned*

The town occupies the angle at the cape, with a fort usually

called the Old Town, and sometimes Rischcr, at the back of

the cape, near five miles distance. The cape is joined to the

main by a neck, the narrowest part of which is at the torrent

Padargus, forming the Chersonese mentioned by Ptolemy and

Arrian ; but Niebuhr *" observes, that the country is sometimes

overflowed, so that the town is situated alternately on the con

tinent and on an island 1,3 ; but it is not a little remarkable, that

out of three witnesses who have been on the spot, two 184 should

assert that the town ,ft5 is walled, as it appears in Captain Sin>

mons's drawing i and a third, M'Clucr, should maintain, that there

are not the least marks of defence about the place; It ought

not to be omitted that the gardens or plantations which deco

rate Captain Simmons s chart are noticed by Arrian "a in a

pointed manner, as if the goodness of the soil had produced the

i

1,1 Published by Mr. Dalryjnple, and copied' ,f5 This question is decided by, the testimony

in Niebuhr. Voyage, torn. ii. of Mr. Jones, in note p. 394. who from his

,n Thevenot calls it an island, Part ii. long residence there could not be mistaken,

p, 172, * It butJ ttni ti moXXoi) xa! ix(63(ua wrmtSm

*J Dalrymple'e Preface, p. xviii. tyitn, p. 354.

•' Captain Simmons and Niebuhr.
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same cultivation so many ages ago, as cheers the country in the

present declining state of Persia. This, however, is denied by

M'Cluer, who calls the neck a sandy desert, and never culti

vated, which is a second instance of contradiction in two eye

witnesses, and respecting the same place. Mr. Jones also con

firms the testimony of M'Cluer, and contradicts the assertion of

Niebuhr, where he mentions that the neck is. overflowed. The

country as far as Busheer is still called Kermesir 167 by Niebuhr,

that is, the low land, though we see in the drawings here the

high land of Halila, as we do at several other points along the

coast, at Kenn, Nabon, &c. but which are not sufficient to

invalidate the title, or perhaps worthy to compare with the

grand ,6' ridge which runs inland in a line with the coast. This

district, Niebuhr informs us, is inhabited by Arabs, not of the

tribe of Beni-IIoulc, which prevails from Gomeroon to Konkun,

but by two clans of long standing, and a third which has in-r

traded itself into the government, named Matarisch, the head

of which was in his time Sheik Naser, a chief who had degraded

himself by marrying a Persian, and professing himself of the

sect of Ali. He possessed a large territory in Kermesir and the

island Bahrein, but was a feudatory of Kerim Khan, the master

of Shiraz. The harbour1*' is commodious, and vessels*70 ride

,4' The Germeseeris certainly much misun- al-Acbc, summitatem montis, p. 12c.

derstood by Mr. Niebuhr; for this term ap- Niebuhr, Eng. edit. vol. ii. p. im

plies not only to the level tract along the coast, M'Cluer does not speak so well of it.

but to upwards of fouttcore miles- inland. Mr. M*Cluer's authority, in respect to

Kazeroon, at Scherauze, was reckoned in the the port of Bushire, is not to be questioned.

Germeseer. Mr. H. Jones. Vessels of a small and very small draught of

,6* Every route and journal bears testimony water may do this ; but the harbour of Bushire

to the course of this ridge, and the branches has been gradually chocking up within my res

train it. Consult Thevenot, Tavernier, membrance. Mr. H. Jones.

T"rancklinvCheref»eddin, and AtEdtissi, Ras-
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close to the houses, which induced Nadir Shah 171 to have a fleet

here in the latter end of his reign, when he had quarrelled with

the Sheiks on this side of the gulph, and wanted to interfere

with those of Oman and Mascat on the opposite coast.

The mean latitude of Busheer is given by Mr. Dalrymple at

28° 38' 20", which perhaps ought to be read 28° 58' 20", for

M'Cluer carries it above 29° as well as d'Anville, and d'Anville

has shewn as much judgment in correcting this position with

bad information to work upon, as in any part of his valuable

memoir.

When the fleet left Mesambria it proceeded only twelve miles

Tow" and a half to Taoke, for which I do not allow a day, nor do I

Rim" think one due. Neither will the distance to Taoke agree, though

February 3. foe double distance of twice twelve miles and a half to Rho-

Day 34.

*>r i'»5' gonis, or Bender-Regh, approaches very nearly to correctness ;

for the bay of Busheer is fourteen or fifteen miles across to the

northern point called Rowhla and Rohilla by M'Cluer; and the

river Granis, for which he allots a place, is not five miles from

Bender-Regh. If, however, tlie two distances agree, though

neither of them singly is correct, we may account for it from the

circumstance of their employment in the former part of their

course, which was the examination of a dead whale, that seems

apparently to have floated up to Rohilla point, and to have

grounded on the sands in its neighbourhood. Some of the

people approached near enough to measure this monster, and

reported it to be fifty cubits long, with a hide w a cubit in

thickness, beset with shell-fish, barnacles and sea-weeds, and

See Otter, vol. ii. and J. Hanway's ,71 $s$^u* $<AiS»roy. Scaly, in common ac«

Nadir Shah ; but he had no better success ceptation, but I have not dared to admit it.

against the Arabs than others who have at- "J Xo*aSas. Patellse genus. Limpets per.

tacked them. haps.

4
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attended by dolphins larger than are ever seen in the Mediter

ranean. As this is the second appearance of the whale*74 in

these seas, I have not thought myself authorised to omit the

circumstance ; but as this animal was seen dead, and in a state

of decay, he might be deemed rather an inhabitant of the oceanr

driven up the gulph by the wind or currents. The condition in

which he was found I leave to the discussion of the natural his

torians, or those acquainted with the appearance of the animal

in his native regions.

The mouth of the river at which the fleet first anchored is

noticed in our English charts, and fixed by d'Anville for the

Boschavir*", down the borders of which Thevenot travelled in

his route from Shiraz to Bender-Regh, and Boschavir is nothing

more than another corruption of Busheer or Abu-Schahr, and

designates the Busheer river, which falls into the north of the

"bay, close to Rohilla. Taok6 answers to the Tauag of the

Nubian Geographer, who places it not upon the coast, but, as

Arrian ** docs, a few miles up the stream, thirty-six miles from

Kazeron, and the same distance from Gennaba, on the river*"

of that name. Ptolemy has a Taoke, which is farther to the

north ; and Strabo mentions a palace *" of the kings of Persia

174 That whales are seen in the gulph there bay. Mr. Jones,

can be no doubt of, for one of the Company's *,IS Two hundred stadia, almost thirteen

cruissers (the Revenge, I think) coming up to miles.

Bussora many years ago, in crossing the bar of 177 Called Ab-Shirin by d'Anville. The

the river, saw a whale. The commanding of~ distance corresponds not at all. Perhaps more

ficer ordered one of the guns loaded with a shot properly Aub-e-Genowe, the river of Genowe

to be fired at it ; and sometime afterwards, or Gennoba*

(four or five d;iys,) a dead whale was cast on "8 Thtse ruins, though I have rounded

shore at Maghil, the Company's country- Bang nearer than common, though I have

house, about four miles above Bussora. Mr. passed Bang twenty times in my life, I never-

H.Jones. either saw or heard of. Mr. H. Jones. But

*" This is the river which Niebuhr's map are they not the ruins he describes in his owun

brings into the bay ; but no river falls into (he note not far from Busheer I
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on the sea-coast of Persis, by the name of Oke 17% which is

either a corruption er an integral part of Ta-oke. Thevenot

describes the river as large, broad, and deep, and adds, that it

falls into the gulph near Bender-Regh ; but that its mouth is to

the southward of that town, and correspondent to the Granis of

Arrian, appears from the circumstance of Thevenot's crossing it

to the right for the last time, in his way to that town, after hav

ing; travelled on its bank at intervals for some davs, and crossing

it repeatedly in the higher part of its course : in winter, he says,

k is not fordable rtI.

This river is marked with great precision in M'Cluer's small

chart of the head of the gulph, with a place called Nuchlat 1,1 at

its entrance, and here, allowing for the error of half the course,

there can be no mistake in fixing the Granis of Arrian. The

Granis is the same stream as the Boschavir of d'Anville and

Thevenot; that is, it is the river that comes from Gra, and

takes its name from that place, and for this I have the testi

mony of Niebuhr **\ " On the second of March," he says, " we

" passed a river which joins several others, then takes its course

" towards Gra, and discharges itself into the Gulph of Persia,

" between Abu-Schahr and Bender-Regh." This is the river

M'Cluer marks by Nuchlat ; it is the only one between Busheer

*» na mis Tr.v 'Ox.m. Lib. xt. p. 728. the river, agreeable to Arrian's account.

D'Anville. Capper, 232.

180 Part ii. p. 148. Eng. edit. We do not find the title of Bender Bos-

*" Colonel Capper's journal mentions a chavir, which d'Anville gives to this road in

ruin still visible from the sea, inland on the any of our English charts, but it must be

mountains of Bang, which the natives say Busheer.

wm built by the Greeks, and formerly im- ** Niebuhr, vol. ii. p. 91. Amst. edit,

pregnable. Greeks or Persians are to them This passage is totally inconsistent with his

alike, and it is possible here may be the re- map, where he brings the river from Gia into

mains of Taoke seen from Bang, which is the bay of Busheer.

Ptolemy's Taoke, and yet approachable by
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and Beiider-Regh, and it can be no other than the Granis of

Arrian. So far as concerns the mouth of this stream I have no

hesitation, but a great difficulty arises from the position of Grh

and Kazeron 1,4 inland. By their site, the river115 at Kazeron

ought to come to the westward of Bushecr, and the river at Gra

to the eastward, but I carry the Kazeron stream to Hieratis, and

that of Gra to Taoke or Nuchlat ; and this I am persuaded is

their course ; but I dare not assert it in opposition to d'Anville,

Niebuhr, and other evidence. It must, therefore, remain a

problem in geography till the interior of the country is better

known, for I can find no route that crosses these several streams

at right angles ; and, till that shall be accomplished, their re

lative situation cannot be determined.

From Taoke, the fleet seems to proceed the same dajr to Rh6-

gonis, the modern Bender-Regh lM, and the Bundereek of our February 3!

charts; its name implies the Sandy Port or Harbour, for such orixyT

it is, and the soil about it is all sand. Thevenot, who came

down from Shiraz to embark here for Basra, informs us, that

the town is built along the sea-side, at a place where it runs

into a narrow channel, long and winding, but is not deep ; and

if he had wished to describe a circumstance in conformity with

Arrian, he could not liave succeeded better, for here the journal

indicates a winter torrent and a safe road ,,T, which in our charts

**4 In flying from Shiraz to Tostar Zein, there is reason to doubt its precision inland.

Elabeddin went by the route of Kazeron. m Bender Rigk. Niebuhr.

Cheref-eddin, i. 436. But this will not prove "7 The road is formed by an island, and

the position, as he probably took a circuit to covers a narrow winding channel as Thevenot

the east to avoid Timour. describes. The river falls in as near as pos-

Ms This is true only if Niebuhr's map is sible to the south-west angle of the town,

correct ; for d'Anville places Kazeron, as I Thus it is described in a manuscript draft of

do, at the head of the ftream Hieratis. Nie- Lieutenant Mascal's in Mr. Dalrymple's pos-

buhr's map is so incorrect on the coast, that session.

3p
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is protected by an island in the form of a shuttle. On this head,

the journal is silent. Tt is remarkable that Thevenot should

add, that it is a day's sail from Bender-Risher, or Busheer, as I

Tiave made it ; and though I allow that four hundred stadia, or

twenty-live miles, is a short day's work, yet it should seem that,

as it is from port to port, the natives consider it as such in the

present age, as well as in the time of Nearchus. In the term

Regh **, or sandy, we discover the Rhdg-onis of Arrian, and a

river called Rh6g-omanis by Ptolemy, which d'Anville supposes

to be the Ab-Shirin of Cheref-eddin, a stream that enters the

gulph about twenty miles to the north of Bender-Regh, marked

Gunowah by M'Cluer, and from which d'Anville derives a

branch, that is to correspond with the torrent of Arrian at this

station. On what authority this is built 1 know not, and the

testimony of Thevenot without it is complete.

Bender-Regh was apparently the port of communication be

tween Shiraz and Basra, but was always out of the track of ships

bound up the gulph, which took their pilot at Busheer, or Ka-

rack ; besides this, there has been another reason of late years

for their not frequenting it, for it was subject to a petty tyrant

Meer *" Mahenna 170, whose hands were imbrued in the blood of

a father, a brother, of two sisters, and of his own children ; and

who wanted nothing but extent of dominion to make him as

great a murderer as Zengis Khan or Nadir Shah. It was this

Arab who took Karack from the Dutch in the year one thousand

It is the tame term as occurs in Bom- the singular of Omra, a title of nobility in the

ba-reek, Bom-ba-regh, Sable delie of Pietro courts of Dehii and Persia,

dtlla Valle ; and this name is usually writtea a9* Niebuhr says, he did not kill his fa-

Bendereek, like Bombareek. ther, but suffered him to be killed in his pre-

.<** Meer is an abbreviation of Emeer, and tence.
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seven hundred and sixty-five, after they had been in possession

of it about eleven years t9\ The Dutch appear never to have

found the advantage of holding this island equal to the expence

of maintaining it ; or else we may well suppose it would have

been better fortified than to permit such a chief as Meer Ma-

henna to wrest it from them. There was, indeed, some trade

here, and some confluence of the natives from both sides of the

gulph ; for they are willing to settle wherever they can find pro

tection ; but the reduced condition of Persia, and the perpetual

fluctuation of authority at Basra, must, as long as they shall

continue, keep the commerce of the gulph in a precarious state,

and prevent the rising of any establishment, either here or on

the other islands, to the dignity or rank of Ormuz. Karack ***

is the larger of two islands which lie between latitude 29° 10' and

29° 22', off the headland between Busheer and Bender-Ilegh,

abounding in fish and dates, but without corn *" ; and here it

has long been the practice of the gulph to take a pilot for Basra.

The smaller of the two is named Corgo in our charts, and

Khoueri 194 by Niebuhr ; at the north end is the watering place,

where forty English were cut off by Meer Mahenna in the year

one thousand seven hundred and sixty-eight. They were how

ever enemies, and do not so much inflame the account of his

cruelties, as his domestic tragedies. Tyrant as he was, with all

this blood upon his head, he was not yet thirty years old in the

year one thousand seven hundred and sixty-five, when Niebuhr

was at Karack ; but this monster was afterwards obliged to fly

*»' See the detail of this in Niebuhr, French *»' M'Cluer. But Thevenot says it pro-

edition of Amsterdam, p. 149. vol. ii. duces corn.

"* The Charedsch of Niebuhr; and Cha- *94 KhoueYi means division or district f the

redsch in Foskat's Vocabulary, signifies au isle, perhaps, separated ham Karak.

dehors, the off island.

3 f 2
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from Bender-Regh to Basra, on account of his cruelties, where

his head was cut off by the Mutasillim, and sent to Bagdat1*5.

Mr. Dalrymple has published a plan of both these islands from

a French manuscript, taken in the year one thousand seven

hundred and eighty-seven.

■ From Rh6gonis, the next day's course was twenty-five miles

RWe"* to Brizana, a winter torrent, where it was difficult to find

FDaya^,4 anchorage, on account of the breakers, shoals, and surf upon

or l2°- the coast. These, however, were surmounted upon the tide of

flood, but upon the ebb the vessels were all left dry. If, there

fore, we should be curious to investigate the question here,

what might be the draft of a Greek pentec6nterus or vessel

of fifty oars, there are some data for determining it, for the

flood rises in the upper part of the gulph nine or ten feet; and

if this rise carried them over the breakers, we can hardly allow

the largest vessel in the fleet to have drawn more than from

six **' to eight feet water.

Nothing can be more uncertain than the position of Brizana,

for though the breakers and shoals may fix it when we attain a

better knowledge of the coast, that knowledge may for some

length of time be a dubious acquisition ; for this part of the

gulph lies out of the track of European vessels, and Bender

Delem, the only name that intervenes, though a place of some

trade *9' to the natives, is not likely to be visited by any of our

1,5 Niebuhr, vol. ii. Voyage. French edi- racy in the Palestrine marble,

tion of Amsterdam, p. 161. note; probably ' *" They could not draw more, but might

about 1770. draw less, and that I believe is the truth.

w6 How the oars were placed in the tri- A considerable commerce in dates and

reme6, &c. of the ancients is a point much grain is carried on bttween Delem and Basra,

contested ; but in the pentec6nterus they were Mr. H. Jones. See also M'Cluer's Memoir*

all in one line, twenty-five on a side : the re- P- J1,

presentation of which is preserved with aecu-
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countrymen, unless some one, like Mr. Jones should pass

this way iu a boat or vessel from Busheer or Bender-Regh to

Basra. Brizana resembles the Bris6ana of Ptolemy in form,

but cannot accord with it in position ; for his Bri*>6ana lies both

in his catalogue and in the map, as well as by its latitude

between the river Nabon and Busheer, which he calls the Cher

sonese ; but the Brizana of N earehus is evidently above Busheer

and Bender-Regh, and therefore unless the Bris6ana of Ptolemy

has been transposed from the east to the west of his Chersonese,

which is an error sometimes incurred by that geographer, Bri

zana has no affinity to it except in name.

A circumstance still more discouraging is, that the measures

are neglected in the journal ; for we have only eight hundred

stadia specified from Mesambria to Brizana, and none from

Brizana to the A'rosis ; but eight hundred stadia are short of

fifty miles, while the real distance from Mesambria to the

A'rosis, with the winding of the coast, is above an hundred and

forty. In these two points we cannot be mistaken ; and there

fore, besides the omission of the interval between Brizana and

the A'rosis, there must be some defect in the journal, for which

it is now impossible to account.

The S6phath of Marcian, the S6phtha of Ptolemy, is an,

island that may represent the modern Karack ; and to this I

looked for a solution of the difficulty : but the position of it &

so ill defined, that I could determine nothing, unless it was that

it is really Karack, though not without suspicion that the

Arakia of Ptolemy, which I have before supposed, with d'An-

"> Mr. Jones made this passage several times along shore, and I could wish he had men

tioned any shoal in this part.
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Arosis

ville, to be L'Ara or Bushoab, may possibly be Karack, by the

addition of an aspirate, as Harak, Karak. The error of situa

tion300 is, no obstacle to this supposition, but I give it as a mere

conjecture.

It is with regret that I leave this station Avithout satisfaction

to myself or information to the reader ; but as Dclem is the only

place of note between Bender-Regh and the Arosis, however the

position or measures may disagree, nothing better occurs to

offer on the question : and it is at least some consolation to re

flect, that no other anchorage within the gulph has been passed,

without a probable assignment of its actual position at the pre

sent hour.

From Brizana, the next day's course is to the A'rosis, a river

Ri»er. sufficiently conspicuous, as being the boundary between Susiana

Day3^' ar)d Persis ; a privilege it maintains in modern geography as

°r ia7' well as ancient ; and Arrian adds, that it was the largest of all

the rivers which Nearchus had yet met with in the Gulph of

Persia. It is called the Endian in our modern charts, from a

town at no great distance from its mouth ; and Ab-Argoiin by

Cheref-eddin ; out of the component parts of which, A'r-osis

preserves but a single syllable, and that perhaps not legitimately,

for Ab-Argoiin is50', as I suspect, Ab-Ragoun, the river of Ra-

goun or Ragian, a town of considerable importance on this

stream, between thirty and thirty-five miles from the sea. In

its lower part it is called Tab 101 by the Oriental writers, who al-

*° Ptolemy, p. 150. IS^flo, 29° 20'. Fares ct Churestan estqueurbs pulchra, p. 123.

'AXi?*»>p«. i xa.) 'Aftutla, 290 o\ ,0* The Tab receives several rivers out of

*°* Araghian approaches to Argoun. D'An- Khousistan. Otter, vol. ii. p. 49. Who

*flle. On the Tab there is a bridge a bow-shot adds, that the province is very hot, but

Jfroro the town. Al-Edrissi. Ragian temiinat abounds in dates, grain, fruits, sugar, &c.

5
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ways speak of it as a stream of consequence, and Ab in this

word is apparently the river, pre-eminently above others on the

coast. Endian is a village, or rather a knot of villages, fifteen

or sixteen miles from the sea, from whence this stream derives

the name by which it is known to the Europeans. The course

and nature of the A'rosis 103 will be considered hereafter, with

the other rivers of Susiana, when we come to treat of that pro

vince ; at present our concern is with the coast, and as no dis

tance is given from Brizana to the A'rosis, and one much too

short from Rhdgonis to Brizana, an obscurity must rest upon

this part of the course, till we are enabled to elucidate it upon

farther information. It is however necessary, as we are arrived

at the termination of the province, to consider the total of

Arrian's stadia, and examine how far they agree with, or differ

from, the actual extent of the coast. The numbers, such as we

have them in the journal, stand thus :

*" Ex parte meridionali Churestan fluit exonerant sese in mare prope urbem Mahruian,

amnis Tab, dividens ipsam Churestan a Fares, non procul ab arce Mohdi. Geog. Nub.

ct omnei aquas Churestan in unum confluente* p. 123.
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From the Centre of Kataia, or Keish.

Milei

English.

Stadia

allawed.

Milel Eng.

allowed. 'Ancient Name. Modern Name. Stadia.

To Ila or Kaikandros,

To an island «•»,

To the main 30i> *

To Ochus *•*,

To Apostani,

To a bay,

To Gogana,

To Sitakus,

To Hieratis,

To Mesambria30',

To Taokc,

To Rhdgonis,

To Bn'zana 3°%

To the A'TOsis1*,

Inderabia,

Schitwar,

400 25

4°
3

320

40

20

Darabin, »i

Asban. Shevoo ? 450

400

600

800

75°

28

Nabon River, 25

Konkun, 37*

Kenn, 5°,

Kierazin,

Bushcer, 400 25

5°

Nuchlat, 200

20O

400

Bender-Regh,

Delem, *5

Endian, 80O

Stadia allowed,

4240

1560

1560 974

Total of stadia, 5800

Miles allowed, —
975

Total of miles, —
362I

From this table we are first to observe, that 3621 miles Eng

lish amount to 5800 stadia within a quarter of a mile, and yet,

with the allowance made from the measure given by the English

charts, I am not enabled to bring the total up to the actual ex

tent of the coast ; for the mere opening of the compasses gives

**• Distance by the chart. between Arrian and the charts.

345 From the point of Schitwar («x{«) to the 309 The distance allowed is taken from the

«astern side of the Darabin. charts between the Endian and Delem, and is

404 From the eastern side of the mouth of one reason for supposing Bn'zana to be at De-

the Darabin to the western. lem ; for if it is to be referred to Gunowah,

*" Allowed from the " eastern side of it measures eleven hundred stadia,—a day's

Kousher, but dubious. course never occurring in the gulph, or in

** If Brizana is Delem, this day's course any part of the voyage except on the coast

is too short by ten miles, compensating for of the Icthu6phagi, in cases of extreme dis-

faalf the difference on the coast of Persis, tress.
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five degrees and an half, equal to 382 miles English, so that

there is still a deficiency of twenty mjles, without allowing for

the course of the fleet. The total of Arrian is 4400 stadia, dis

agreeing, as usual, with his particulars ; neither can his omis

sions be compensated by 160 stadia ; for the omissions taken

from the chart, and reduced into stadia, amount to 1560.

These I have measured carefully, but precision is unattainable;

and though some advantages may be taken in measuring single

intervals, in order to obtain a nearer correspondence, I shall

not force it upon the total, but trust to the indulgence of the

reader ; hoping that twenty miles upon the 382 will be deemed

a minute error, in comparison of those we usually meet with in

ancient geography. Strabo "° accords with Arrian, or at the

utmost within 100 stadia ; but Pliny makes the coast 550 miles, '

an excess which causes this single province to transcend 3,1 the

measure of the whole gulph. I shall do a pleasure to those who

have not seen d'Anville's Memoir, in producing here a specimen

of that geographer's penetration. " Doubtless, (he says '",)

" Pliny drew from the same source as Arrian and Strabo, for he

*' read 4400 stadia, and then converting these into Roman miles

" of eight stadia, the divisor produced exactly 550 miles, as it

** stands in his text"' If Pliny had calculated the omissions,

and found the whole amounting to 5800 stadia, as I have proved

they do, his produce must have been 725 miles ; an enormity

■equal to his measure of the Indus.

In regard to the rivers of this province, I cannot pronounce

3,0 Strabo, p. 727. There is an error in dred and twenty-five miles. According to

the reading, but it seems to indicate four thou- d'Anville's method, he must have read nine

sand four hundred or four thousand three hun- thousand stadia, equal to five hundred and

dred stadia. 6ixty-two miles, in reality.

J" He makes the whole gulph eleven hun- '** Lib. vi. c. 25.

3 G
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any thing certain on their course inland. I trust to every tra

veller for the stream he passes in his route, but there are great

difficulties in giving them the course found in their works, and

which they most usually derive from the information of the na

tives. The nature of the country will naturally produce tem

porary torrents from every valley between the mountains ; but

how these are afterwards combined, and under what name they

reach the sea, must be dubious, till travelling shall be more safe

and frequent than it is at present. Of the Darabin and Nabon

rivers we know nothing but their mouths. The Sitakus seems

well arranged by d'Anville, as the stream that comes from

Giouar, and collects all the torrents in the district; but the

Kicrazin is subject to all the difficulties which have been already

stated.

The Boshavir or Busheer river of Thevenot is elucidated with

great attention in his route, but it falls into the sea just to the

north of Busheer, as d'Anville gives it : it is by Thevenot's ac

count no ordinary stream. The Ab-Chirin of d'Anville, which

he brings in at the Guenowa of our charts, is not, as far as I

can judge, correct ; it seems to be the stream of Delem, the

Brizana of Arrian. Of the A'rosis more hereafter. Almost all

these streams Arrian calls AVinter ri Torrents ; and, so far as

they all rise from the range of mountains inland, such they are :

but the rains fall m this range, as far as can be collected from

the variety of materials before me, in April, May, and the early

part of June ; there is little rain in the Kermesir, or hot country

next the sea, and some years none at all. These circumstances-

seem to give a common characteristic to all these rivers, and to
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.qualify them with the name of Winter Torrents, though their

rise is in spring, and consequently Nearchus, who was upon

the coast in February before the rise commences, speaks agreeably

to the nature of the country, when he mentions some of them as

too low and shallow to float even a Greek vessel in that season.

Nearchus has preserved likewise most admirably the general

features of the province, which he divides 3,4 into three parts ;

that division which lies along the side of the gulph, he says, is

sandy, parched, and sterile "5, bearing little else but palm-trees,

which corresponds exactly with the Kermesir 3U>, and the ac

counts of all our modern travellers ; but as you advance to the

north or north-east, and pass the range of mountains, you find

a country enjoying an excellent temperature of air and pleasant

seasons, "where the herbage is abundant, and the meadows well

watered, where the vine flourishes, and every kind of fruit tree

except the olive. Here the kings and nobles have their parks J,?

and gardens ; the streams are pure and limpid, issuing into lakes

which are stored with aquatic 3,t fowls, of all the different species.

Tlte pasture is excellent for horses and domestic cattle, while

the woods supply an ample variety both for the support of man

and for the chace. Such is the picture set before us, and such

"* The same division is made by Strabo and bendgian, is one of the four Eastern paradises,

Dionysms Perieg. D'Anville, p. 176.

Strabo, p. 727. 3,8 This minute circumstance, noticed by

3.6 This tract is noticed by Pliny, lib. vi. Arrian, is mentioned also by Le Bruyn.

c. 29. Hard, under the name of Syrtibolus, Even in the present decline, the country

which Hardouin explains, Ev'prt;, arenosus locus, is so beautiful, that Francklin, after passing

and 0Z\o; gleba. Sec note 97. I have re- the last ascent, and obtaining a view of this

tained Kermcsir, which is the orthography of part of the province, bursts out into a vein of

Niebuhr ; but Mr. Jones writes it Ghermcseer, poetry, the effect of his sudden transition from

which I conclude is more correspondent to the parched level of Kermesir, and the rude-

Oriental authority. ness of the mountains.

3.7 Sheib Bewan, rivulet Bewan, near Nou-

3 g 2
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ever was this country while it was under the protection of a re

gular government. The lakes alluded to are doubtless the Lake

Baktegian and a smaller one near Shiraz ; and the streams

which terminate in these, and never find their way to the sea,

are as evidently the pure and brilliant waters he describes with

the same luxuriant fancy as a poet of Shiraz31* might have painted

them at the happiest period of the empire. But how is this

picture now reversed ! War and tyranny have spread desolation

all around : It is not the destruction of Persepolis ** we lament

over in surveying the ruins of Chehninar, or Estakar, while we

accuse either the ebriety or insolence of a conqueror; it is not

the tomb of Cyrus at Pasagarda? plundered and overthrown by

an avarice natural to soldiers in the hour of victory, or natives

in despair ; but it is the fate of a province we deplore, which

once furnished the bravest troops of Asia, which abounded in

every gift that agriculture and industry could produce, which

rose above the barbarism of the East, and was celebrated for its

poets, its philosophers, its beauteous race of women, its men,

as comely in their persons, as polite 3i3 and elegant in their man

ners ; its merchants **, who trafficked to the extremities of the

East ; and its superior culture of the vine 3ts, the only excellence

**• Shiraz is famous for the best Persian p. 135, and by Ebn Haukal, p. nr.

potts. 113 At the present hour I cannot find that,

*" Arrian, p. 131, says, that Alexander in comparison with other Asiatics, the Persians

burnt it in revenge for the burning of the have declined from this pre-eminence, except

Greek temples : but it is hardly a better cause that they are accused of fraud and dissimula-

for turning incendiary than the suggestion of a tion : two vices, the natural produce of

courtezan. Strabo says nothing of Thais, but despotism, and polite manners in a state of de-

accords with Arrian, p. 730. cadence.

The story of Thais persuading Alexander to The two goldsmiths of Timour were

burn Persepolis is from Clitarchus. Athenxus. natives of Shiraz. Arabsia, torn. iii. p. 873.

Lib. xiii. c. v. Ed. Schweig. 3:5 Shiraz wine is still in as high estimation

3" The exquisite beauty of Persians, both throughout the East as it appears in the poetry

men and women, it noticed by Herbert, of Sadi. I once tasted it, and thought it re
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which despotism has not annihilated. -At the present moment,

the villages have ceased, and there are no travellers in the high

ways. The capital is in the possession of a Kurd 3*, a robber

both by birth and profession ; and of the distraction consequent

upon the death of Nadir Shah there seems to be no end.

There is still a third division of Persis towards the north, com

prehending the mountainous country, which is wild, rugged, and

inhabited by barbarous tribes, where the air is cold, and the

summits covered with snow 317. The barbarians are the ancient

Uxii, or modern Asciacs ; and the range called Louristan di

vides Persis from the ancient Media. Ispahan, the modern

capital of the empire, is just to the north of this chain, and not

in Persis. These mountains extend equally on the north of

Susiana'1*, and send down those streams which pass through

that province either into the Tigris or the Gulph of Persia ;

while the more eastern part furnishes the torrents which water

Persis, and all sink into lakes, or are exhausted by derivations

for the purposes of agriculture. One of the largest of these

streams, called Bend-Emir 3l% or the Noble River, falls into the

lake Backtegian (the Dirje Ncmch,-or brackish sea), twelve

leagues from Persepolis, and four or five from Shiraz. It is the

Koros or Cyrus [Kuros] of the ancients "% written Kar by Ebn,

sembled Madeira, bat with a- higher flavour, tyranny of his successors made him regretted.

It is said to have the quality of keeping its Kufnoi xal Majaol &ir(twf. Strabo, p. 729.

qualities in hot climates like that wine. Btofuuu **l Ilmffurmxmol. P» 732.

326 Kerim Khan,- in Niebuhr's time, in the Strabo has sometimes confounded Susi-

year one thousand seven hundred and sixty- ana with Persis, asp. 727 ; but he distinguishes,

five. Francklin describes Kerim Khan as a p. 72$-

benefactor to Persi3, and in a better light 3J' The Araxes of Strabo, p. 729 ; but he

than Niebuhr ; but Francklin was at Shiraz errs strangely about the course of it. Sea

in the year one thousand seven hundred and d'Anville's Memoir,

eighty-seven, after the death of Kerim, and the f Strabo, p. 729.
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Haukal, and Cqer-ab [the river Ker or Kur] by Al Edrissj.

Arrian, in his third book, has unfortunately confounded Perse-

polis with Pasagardae "* ; but the former was the residence of

the Persian monarchs, and the latter apparently their place of

burial. It is near sixty miles distant from Persepolis, in the

tract called Koile-Persis [Persis between the mountains] by

Strabo, which ought to produce other torrents and another"'

lake"4 for their reception, by the nature of the country; and

such we find there are in the account of this province by Ebn

Haukal. This town is supposed still to exist under the name of

Phasa, or Phasa-gerd, which Golius interprets the city of the

north-east, because it is cooled by the refreshing gales from that

quarter, which is implied in Phasa.

SUSIS, OR SUSIANA.

To delineate the province and rivers of Susiana is a task of

no 33S ordinary difficulty ; for though we have ample materials,

both historical and geographical, they are all either ancient or

oriental : no modern or European traveller has ventured to ex

plore this dangerous tract, and the actual state of the interior is •

331 The archives, and a great part of the Koureh of Shapour, and a third also in the

treasure, were kept at Persepolis. Strabo, same district. Ebn Haukal, p. 99.

p. 730 ; and so it appears, from Alexander's 334 There is something like this in d'An-

haste to reach it before the treasury should be ville's maps, Asie premiere partie, &c. Strabo

plundered, or conveyed away. Arr. Ub. iii. mentions an Agradatus, or Agradates, here,

311 The error is natural, for Parsa-gardae is which was changed into Cyrus, p. 729. This

Perse-polis, literally ttanslated. The Perse- is noted by d'Anville, and refuted,

polis fi«d at Estakar is determined by Alex- 33S See the wild geography of Ammianus

ander's march. Marcellinus respecting this province. Lib.xxiii.

3,3 The lake Backtegian is in the Koureh or 456.

district of Istakhar ; there is another in the

8
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as little known as the centre of Arabia. This creates difficulties

which the following discussion is unable to remove, but ouf

knowledge of the coast has heen much enlarged since the pub

lication of Mr. d'Anville's Memoir ; and if for this reason I am

enabled to correct his mistakes, and to explain intricacies for

which he had no clue, I shall be thought less adventurous in

combating Cellarrus and Salmasius, who have enveloped the

question in erudition, and neglected modern authority alto

gether.

The fact is, however, that the ancient geographers cannot be

understood or reconciled, without reference to the actual state

of the country ; for they have applied different names to the

same rivers, and the same name to different rivers ; and the same

writer has varied his appellations as often as he has copied dif

ferent authorities. Of this I shall produce proof in regard to

Arrian himself; and though I nSight have reduced what is ne

cessary for elucidating the passage of Nearchus into a less com

pass, I trust that the length of the following discussion will be

acceptable to such as think the reconciliation of classical geo

graphy ah object of importance.

After the whole business was completed, I was informed by

Major Rennell that he had been long engaged in disentangling

the same intricacies, and treading the same ground ; a cause of

no small apprehension to me, if his conclusions should appear

upon publication to differ from mine ; of no small gratification,

if they should be found to coincide, I shall at least have a gene

rous adversary to encounter ; and as I have no predilection for

any system, I can, upon better information, retract as freely as-

I have asserted. Truth alone ought to be the object of research y
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and those, who are not so fortunate as to attain it, ought to

subscribe 330 to those who do.

Susiana is sometimes regarded as a district of Persis, and

sometimes enumerated as a distinct province. We can hardly

trace a time in which it had an independent sovereign of its own,

unless it be in the mythology of the Greeks 3" ; and nature seems

to have connected it with Persis, by a variety of local circum

stances, as much as by vicinity. It is separated on the north

from Media by a range of mountains which extend also into

Persis, of which the general appellation is Louristan ; possessed

in all ages by independent tribes, which were confined within

their own limits, when the government was strong ; and, when

it was weak, returned with increased avidity to a life of rapine.

So far as can be collected from the transactions of Alexander,

the Uxii 3,1 and Paratakeni were upon the southern face of these

mountains ; the Coss£i and Elymaitae m on the north ; the Uxii

lie on the left, between Susa and the A'rosis ; the Paratakeni,

on a part where the mountains have a much greater breadth, on

the north of Persis. This range, where it rises on the west, ap

proaches, but does not touch 340, the. Tigris. In this interval,

33< I subscribe to the sentiment ef the mo- is the temple of Jupiter Belus in Elymaif,

dest and ingenuous Niebuhr : which Antiochus the Great is said to have

II n'y a point de description de voyage sans plundered, and where he lost his life. A

defaut, n'y aucun voyageur exempt de tout temple of Bel or Baal it might be, but Jupiter

prejuge, ainsi le parti le plus sage e'est de is the addition of the Greeks. The supersti-

ne pas defendre ses opinions avec opiniatrete. tion of Baal, or the worship of the Sun, was

Niebuhr, torn. i. p. 85. Arabie edit. Am- prevalent in all these countries ; and Baal-bec

sterd. 's literally Heliopolis, or rather the temple of

337 In their accounts, Memnon, son of Baal.

Tithonus, was the founder of Susa. Otter, earning down from Bagdat, marks

338 Uxii, Asciact. Parataccni, Batllari. them at a distance, where they first begin to

Kosszi, Kissii, Cost's. shew themselves between Amara and Khorna,

m Elymidtx, the Elam of Scripture. It
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Mr. d'Anville brings down the Gunedhi, which is the Gyndes

of Herodotus so much humiliated by Cyrus, and which he con

ducts into the Tigris just above its junction with the Euphrates

at Khorna. The rivers or canals of Susiana are connected with

this stream, and in this sense it forms the boundary of the pro

vince on the Tigris ; but as soon as the mountains rise, they run

in one uninterrupted chain, covering not only Susiana and Per

sis, but extending much farther towards the east. This chain

sends down all the numerous streams which water the fertile

plains below ; and there is an assertion common to Strabo, Al-

Edrissi, Ebn Haukal, and Cheref-cddin, that all these rivers

join the Euleus, and communicate, by means of canals, with the

Tigris. The account of these canals is confirmed by every

Oriental authority we possess ; and the policy of the government

in all ages, while there was a government, appears to have paid

as much attention to this object, and to agriculture, as Egypt

itself. The fact admits of proof under the later dynasties, and

the journal of Nearchus will furnish some evidence of its anti

quity. It is not unreasonable to suppose, that this communica

tion M as extended- to the A'rosis also, and by that stream to

Persis ; and if this were true, the intercourse between Persis and

Mesopotamia, by an inland course, was complete.

THE AKOSIS.

Tur. A'rosis, which is the Oroatis of Strabo, Pliny, and Pto

lemy, and which Cellarius 541 supposes to be properly the Arois,

M' Cellarius is undoubtedly accurate, for Diodorus calls it Araxes in a passage not un

derstood by Salmasius, p. 1184.

3 H
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Ares 34\ or Araxis 34J, is thc boundary between Persis and Susi-

ana ; its modern names are almost as numerous. 'FAb, or the

Fiver, is the title it takes by way of pre-eminence among the

Persians, for it is the largest river 344 of the province, a circum

stance peculiarly noticed by Nearchus. It rises between the

borders of Pars and Spahaun, according to Ebn Haukal, and

flows down to Arjan345 [Argoun or ArrhegianJ, whence it is

called Ab-Argoun ; and as it approaches the sea, Nehr Tab ; the

name it takes in our modern charts is Endian 346, from a town

upon its banks, a few miles distant from the sea.

This river is formed from a variety of sources, which spring

out of the mountains of Louristan r and as the chain is of

greater breadth in that part of its range, the river seems to be

large in proportion. Alexander and Timour, in their march

from Susa to Persis, both inclined to the mountains, in order to

attack the Uxii, or Ascracs, who lie in that direction ; and they

both passed the sources of this stream, at a considerable dis

tance 347 from the sea. In the march of Timour, there are seve

ral sources on the west of this river, which the commentator

upon Ghercf-eddin carries into the Euleus 34*. Alexander 349 and

M1 Who shall give ua the etymolopry of

mers ? Bruce found a Skelti, and an Arvon,

or Avon, in Abyssinia. Aar is a river in

France, Arno in Italy. What language shall

be found that shall furnish names common to

Abyssinia, Media, Italy, France, England,

and Scotland ? I have an obscure reason for

thinking that Ar, or Aar, usually denotes

confluence.

M Araxis is a name common to a variety

of rivers in different provinces of the East.

The Armenian Aras, which falls into the

Cyrus, and so into the Caspian .Sea, is the most

•elebrattd. This is the pontm tndignatus Arasis.

344 otoi U to* t£« woVroy E^tCaTAyo"* is the ex

pression of Arrian, not very accurate.

J+s Arjan or Argan is one merileh, or thirty

miles from the sea. Ebn Haukal, p. 105.

346 Niebuhr writes it H Indian.

**' Timour at Kerdistan, 70 miles from the

mouth, according to d'Auville. See Cheref-

eddin, vol. ii. p. 185.

•* Chtref-eddin calls the river of Susa,.

AbZal.

349 After the defeat of Ariobarzahes.

See Q. Curt. lib. v. 5. Tota r.octe cum

equitibus itineris tanto spatio fatigatis, agL

Araxem prima luce pervenit.
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Timour both proceeded towards this river, to attack a fortress

in the mountains, on the northern frontier of Persis, and. which

is supposed to be Calaa-sefid 3SO by Cheref-eddin : but they are

different posts 3SI. And while Alexander marched through the

mountains on the north, he detached Parmenio, with the gross

of the army, by the ordinary 151 road to Persis. This is the road

which continues to this day, it' there be any road, which Al-

Edrissi describes as cutting the A'rosis at Ragian, tabout thirty

miles from its mouth, and where, he says, there is a bridge

called Baccar, at a bow-shot's ** distance from the town. He

gives a variet}r of routes through Persis, all verging to this point ;

and, from the size of the stream, here probably was the first

place where it would admit of a bridge.

The mountains which give birth to the A'rosis do not approach

the sea, nearer than the neighbourhood, of Rhegian ; but seem

to leave a low country on the coast, corresponding with the

Kermesrr on the gulph. This must have always left Susiana

open to the Persians, and have been the means of keeping it in

dependence, as was its constant state ; but on the north the

jange sweeps round till it unites with that chain which forms the

hack ground of the Kermesir, and. this chain, according to

d'Anville, no river passes. The sources, therefore, which

Alexander and Timour found in their march to the East, all

JS* Kalaa-sefeed, White Castle, is at present Ariobarzanes, as his fortress was previous to

the remains of a prodigious fortress on the top passing the river A'rosis.

of a mountain, which has been levelled and cut JSI Diodorus Curtius and Arrian all make

■down for that purpose. It is a place men- the fort defended by Ariobarzanes to lie on

tioned in the earliest Persian pqems, and the the west side of the river.

Iskander Naumeh, or history of Alexander, 3SI.iutT» n!» a^afiro* tv J; Tli^x; Qlfuffmt,

relates most heroic actions performed by Alex- Arr. lib. iii. p. 130.

anderat the capture of it. Mr. H.Jones. But Nub- Geog. p. X26.

.Kalaa-sefid cannot be the fortress defended by *

a h 2
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contribute to form, not the A'rosis, but the Bend-Emir, or Noble

River, which passes on in the vicinity of Shiraz and Persepolis

till it is lost in the lake Baghteghian, or exhausted in adorning

and fertilising the beautiful country of Koile-Persis 3S\ We have

now the A'rosis distinct, according to d'Anville, and I have

found nothing in ancient or modern history to contradict his

system ; nor do I think that any future discovery will invalidate

it, farther than perhaps to find a different issue for some of his

minuter sources. This A'rosis is the eastern boundary of Su-

siana, where Nearchus is now anchored ; and deferring the in

termediate streams for the present, I shall proceed to consider

the Euphrates and the Tigris united in the Schat-el-Arab, which

forms the western limit.

SCIIAT-EL-ARAB, OR MOUTH OF THE EUPHRATES AXT>

TIGRIS UNITED.

The Euphrates5" and the Tigris both preserve to this day,

among the natives, the same appellation assigned to them by

Moses 356 in the book of Genesis, for he styles the one Hu-

3(4 Cccle-Persis, like Ccels-Syria, Persis be

tween the mountains.

3SS 'Ei/lppan;; $\ xal Ti'yfi It\ fr.t 'EpuSpi*

r- t.'.> SaAa<ro-a», xsiAeVtwi J! o /xiy 'Ku^pam? <l>OPA.

Jo3ephus, lib. i. c. I. Antiq.

The Euphrates and the Tigres fall into the

sea of E'rythras : the Euphrates is called

Phora, which signifies, by one derivation,

Dispersion, and by another, a Flower ; but

the Tigres is named Diglath, an appellation

which indicates sharp and narrow.

Phora, however, in some MSS. is written

Phorath like Diglath, and is in reality the

modern name Phorath, Phorat, Forat, F'rati

It has two derivations from the Hebrew, ~y£)

or y"l3> P'iar or Pharatz, to spread, which

indicates (c-xioW^oy or) dispersion, or !"1"1D>

Pharah, to product fruit or flowers, (a»So;).

Diglath is derived, in this form, from 7^Jp'>

Khalal, to go swift (ofv /jura tevothto; ) . This is

a coarse etymology, for <J£u is not swift (but

irai], and we have nothing to represent pixi

rsvoWro?. Perhaps Josephus and his country-

men were as bad etymologists as the Greeks.

3iC Gen. ii. 14. Pherat is used frequently

in Scripture with the pronoun, as fnfl ."j;^
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Pherat, or Pherat, and the other Hid-Dekhel 3", two names

which are still preserved in the country with no greater variation

than Ph'rat and Deghel 35', or Dejel. These two rivers, like the

Ganges and Burrhampooter, rise at no great distance from each,

other in Armenia ; and, after separating to embrace the great

tract called Mesopotamia, unite again, like those two streams,

at Gorno or Khorna, about an hundred and thirty miles distant

from the Gulph of Persia. D'AnvUle has strangely curtailed

this distance ; for in his map of Asia he makes it less than se

venty miles, and in his two latter maps has extended it to some

thing less than an hundred : but M'Cluer can hardly be mis-

Hu-Pherat, The Pherat, or that Pherat, by urbs palmarum, Chald. Deut. xxxiv. 3. Qusere-

way of pre-eminence ; and is derived by the annon pari ratione Mesopotamia regio Palma-

commentators from rP2> Pharah, to produce rum ? Dekhel is assuredly the Deghel of the

fruit, on account of its fertilising the country Arabs, the Diglath of Josephus, and Diglito

by canals, Sec' from Phar, and y-13, of Pliny ; and from Degel (according to Bo.

Pharatz, to burst or spread, because it over- chart) the Greeks made Deger,- Teger, and

pius its banks, and from -|"lfl tDIB D"l£)> Tig"3-] An idea occurred to my own mind,

to divide, because it separates or bounds the that as Hu expressed the male, and Hi the

desert. The Greeks, as Hoffman justly says, frmale, (tf-in iUe, illa>) there might

more suo, derive Euphrates from Ivtyatmu have been some allusion to the confluence, or

3" Hid-Dehkel is written- 7pnn Kid- the marriage of the rivers, or that Deghel was

Dekhel, and by the Samaritan MS. ^p-jn marked by the ftminine pronoun, as Phedt is

'v ■■ • by the masculine ; but I am forced to abandon

Hid-Dekhel, as we are informed, from -],-t this suggestion by authority. that I ought not

to dart forth, "1-jn lou(f> or from "Iff. toft- t0 dispute.

netrate ; with the addition of ^p, which im- 3S» If D*ckhel had been written ^ a .

plies s-wift motion i a sense agreeable to the Hebrew, like Degel, Arab, or Dfglath, Jo-

opinion of the Greeks, who interpret the Kphug< L, ^ D {> „; ifies tQ ■>

Tigris, sometimes sw.ft, and somet.mes from glitterj &c. m idea „ot inconsistent whh

the Persick, Te.r, an arrow It » remark- 8wift and agitated stream ; but all the autho-

able that the pronoun Hu should preserve itself ritifS tend t0 L,L-)> Khala]>

in the Greek £a-Phrate9, which it certainly 3S, From the to BassQra |0Q -

does, unless Eu is from Ab, Av, or Au, water to Khorna

or river; and that none of the authorities

should suffer us to write Hi-Dekhel, so as to 1 75

search for a primitive of DMel rather than IyC8j p. 2z»t

Khalal. [See Bochart. Phaleg. 119. Dikla,.
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taken in making it seventy 360 up to Basra only ; for he navigated

tins channel more than once, and has given directions for the

course up to that city. Khorna signifies an horn 361 in Arabic,

evidently marking its connexion with the Greek, Latin, and

English ; and here the river divides upwards in that form.

From Khorna, down to the division of the stream again which

•embraces the Delta, is the part properly called the Shat-el-

Arab, or river of the Arabs. From that division downwards,

the western, or direct channel, still navigated by European ves

sels, is called Cossisa-Bony, or Bouna, in opposition, possibly,

to the farthest channel eastward, called Deree-Bouna **, from

Deree, an island, at its mouth ; and in treating of this western

stream, I shall be obliged, for the sake of perspicuity, to call

the whole channel from Khorna to the sea by the name of

Shat-el-Arafo. The junction formed at Khorna was certainly

known to Ptolemy, and, I am persuaded, was the grand con

fluence in all .ages ; but Pliny and Arrian as certainly give two

mouths, one to the Tigris and another to the Euphrates ; the

latter, I shall hereafter shew, was the Khore-Abdillah with

which d'Anville seems little acquainted ; and hence he has been

led into a variety of errors, which disfigure his learned Memoir

upon the Mouths of these two Rivers. I shall, however, first

He makes it ninety from point to point, that is, as mythology informs us, had one of

that is by the windings, p. 33. Ives, p. 327, his sources intercepted, and other rivers are

makes it 100. styled Tauri forma.

341 The xra of Dil-kharnim, or Alexander, itl Bouna, or Bourna, I suspect to signify

from his figure with the hornt of Hammon, as a stream. Bournabaschi is the head of the

is supposed by some, is well known in Asia ; stream, in Chevalier's account of the Troas.

and in this compound we find the plural of Whence is the connexion with our English*

Kharna, or Khorna. Bourne I which signifies a stream, or a bound*

The Greeks and Latins described rivers by ary. Bourne, a stream and a boundary, ant

a bull, as some imagine from the roar of wa- from the French borner.

ten ; but Achel6us lost an horn by Herculei,
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consider the great Delta, and afterwards return to treat of these

difficulties.

The Delta of Susiana is much more properly than the Delta

of Egypt inclosed and divided by seven 383 streams **, which are

called, 1. The Cossisa-Bony 365 ; 2. The 366 Bamishere * ; 3. The

Caroon, or Karun ; 4. The Selege ; 5. The Mohilla ; 6. The

Gaban ; and, 7- The Deree-Bouna. These are names which I

obtain from M'Cluer and a very curious m chart of Mr. Dalrym-

pie's, and are apparently the titles by which these channels are

known to the Karack pilots. This chart explains the journal of

Nearchus as perfectly as if it had been composed by a person on

board his fleet. Three of these streams, after cutting the Delta,

pass through a shoal which is called the Meidan *** Ala, the great

flat, evidently from its plain and even surface, extending out

twelve, and in some places seventeen miles, from the coast of

the Delta. The Meidan is rarely "° or never dry, even at the

time of ebb ; but the channels which pass between it have a

considerable depth of water ; these are styled Khores, that is,

>f% Small channels are sometimes cut for Karun : but of this, from Mr. JoneB's intelli-

purposes of communication or agriculture ; gence, I have reason to doubt,

but they vary with the fluctuation of the go- 348 Communicated to Mr. Dalrymple by

vernment. These are natural channels. Captain Howe of the India service, brother to

364 Ten streams according to Pliny, lib. vi. Lord Howe,

c. 27. J8» Meidan means any plain surface; and

3's Khore Halte. Niebuhr. Ala means extensive, great, good, &c. : nor

jM Niebuhr writes this Backmeschir, which is it ever called Aly Meidan, but Meidan-e-

is done by adding k to the guttural in Bah- Ala. The Persian scholar will at once pef-

miser, the natural consequence of a deep ceive the difference, and the absurdity of Aly

sound in the throat ; so Han, Khan, Cawn, Meidan. M'Cluer, who calls it Ali Meidan,

Shushan, Husan, Khusan, or Khoosan, shew- was no Persian, nor indeed any other scholar,,

ing the relation between the ancient Susa and but an admirable navigator. Mr. H. Jones,

modern Khoosistan. «' Only dry in part, that is where the

*» The Backmeschir ofNiebuhr, as next in water is less than two fathoms. Mr. Jpne*~

order to. his Khore Sable, ought to be the

8
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limits or divisions of the sand ; and thus Khore Gufgahis the

issue of the Bamishcre channel, Khore Musah of the Karun,

and Khore Wastah of the Selege. The general name of the

land they separate on the Delta is called Gaban, of which I am

not able to give the limits ; but the tract between the Cossisa-

Bony and the Bamishere in is particularly called Meuan and Mu-

can sn, corresponding with the Mcs6ne of Xiphilinus, with Khore

Musah, or Moosa, and with Ptolemy's river Moseus3", which

none of the modern geographers know where to place. At the

head of this Mesene, near the Haftar Cut, was placed the Spa-

sini Charax, or fort of Spasmus. Mr. Dalrymple's chart has a

fort there at present called Old Haffar Fort, with another on the

opposite shore ; both existing when Thevenot went by this

course up to Basra, and both intended by Spasmus "4, and all

371 I suspect, but have no means to prove

it, that Bahh-Mishere is related to Bahh-

Mesene, which extended perhaps to the Karun.

37! See M'Cluer, p. 30. with Dalrymple's

quer», Mucan or Musan ? and see p. 32. note.

Marcian writes Mxyzm for Ptolemy's Maa-ais,

see p. 1 7. ; so that the difference between Mu-

gan and Musan is ancient as well as modern.

Salmaaius reads Muyaui.

*»> See Cellarius in Susiana, and d'Anville's

Dissertation. To make Khore Musah exactly

correspond with the Moscus of Ptolemy, it

must be the issue of the Karun, as it is in

M'Cluer's chart. The Orientals write Mousa,

pronounced Moosa, for Moses ; the Greeks

wrote MiTcm?, Moouses, and in this form we

easily find the Moscus of Ptolemy. Musah,

or Musa, is pronounced, as we should ut

ter Moosa, and not Musa, or Muse. An

Arab would doubtless attribute Moosa to Mo

ses, and the name of the prophet was suffi

ciently current in the East to fix his title here,

even previous to the age of Ptolemy, but it is

a name common to many places, as well as one

specified by Niebuhr in Yemen. It will be

proved hereafter, that Ptolemy reckoned the

Dorack channel as the mouth of the Eulcus ;

and then as he mentions but three fthe Tigris,

Moseus, and Euleus], the Moseus would

regularly be the Karun, and so answer indi

vidually to Khore Moosa^ a proof of this is,

that his Oroatis, or A'rosis, succeeds next to

his Eulcus.

174 Pasinus, Pasines, Sec. &c. the son of

Sogdonucus. Plin. lib. vi. cap. 31. It is

the name of an Arab before the time of Pliny,

like a Sheik Solciman of the present day.

It is not necessary to fix on this identical

spot for the fort ; by Pliny's account it ought

to be nearer the sea. But he says, according

to Juba, it is jo miles from the sea ; but by

the account of the Roman merchants and

Arabian ambassadors, it was 120 miles. It

had formerly, he says, been close' to the sea,

or only ten stadia distant. Lib. vi. c. 31.
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his successors in power, either to guard the channel or to exact

a tribute. I mention this place for two reasons ; first, because

Alexander is said to be the original occupier of this site ; and, 1

secondly, because Cellarius is at a loss, and d'Anville is not

without his doubts ; but before I enter into this question, I must

digest the course and order of the channels. The Shat-el-Arab

would naturally have but two, which are the two western ones,

the Cossisa-Bony and the Bamishere. The Bamishere was a

channel frequently navigated ■ by the country vessels till within

these few years ; when it was obstructed by an Arab Sheik, with

a view of drowning the country on the Cossisa-Bony ; but

operated contrary to his expectation, in clearing that channel,

and removing the sands at its mouth. This attempt was made

by the Chaub Sheik, and was known to Mr. Jones when resi

dent at Basra. It is recorded by Nicbuhr as happening to

the Khore Sable 37S, which is perhaps his name for the Bami

shere, or his mistake of the Khore.

The five western channels seem to derive their origin from the

Euleus, or river of Susa ; this stream divides in the interior of

the province ; at what point is difficult to determine : but I can

discover clearly, that on approaching the Delta the western'

branch takes its title from Karun, a town ten or twelve miles

above the Delta, as the eastern channel does from Deurak,

Dorak, or Deree, another inland town, that extends the in

fluence of its name down to the coast. The western branch,

upon its approach to the Delta, subdivides into four ; the first

carries its name of Karun through the Delta to the sea. This

was the channel navigated by the country vessels in Thevenot's

375 Sable seems an European term, and French.

3 1
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time, from Bender-Regh to Basra ; and the three others are the

Selege, the Mohilla, and the Gaban. The Dorack stream of

the Euleus, after separating inland, comes to the east, and, as

it touches the Delta, joins on one side with the Gaban river, and

with another arm, which we may call a sixth chaunel, encircles

an island named Deree, from this Derce, or Dorack stream ;

and there is a tract within land styled Dorac-Stan, or Dorghes-

tan, from the same origin. Now it is remarkable that Ptolemy

notices a D£ra inland, which Cellarius knows not how to fix ;

wherever it is, it gives a title to this river, as Karfrn does to the

western branch ; it communicates its name also to Deree, the

island, where we are to look for the Kata-Derbis of Arrian,

which d'Anville has mistaken ; and in Dorghestan I find the

Margastan of Arrian, which he calls an island at Kata-Derbis.

The Dorack "* river is no very considerable stream, and accord

ing to Mr. Dairympie's chart, dry at low water ; it was probably

of more importance formerly, either by natural or artificial

means, when the navigation of the province was the object of

government. Between the mouth of this channel and the Khore

Wastah there is a shoal, corresponding with the Meidan Ala,

called Carabah, or broken ,7T ground, because the soundings vary

in an instant. The native pilots say, there is a town sunk under

water here, and that the lead is sometimes dropt upon the tops

of houses, and sometimes into the streets, which makes the dif

ference so immediate. This is a circumstance connected with

the passage of Nearchus, either through or over this shoal, as

will be noticed in its proper place. And again to the eastward

1,4 The Dorac stream was injured by the I have since had reason to doubt whether the

Ghaub Shaik, when he was besieged at Dorac, Dorack stream comes from the Euleus.

in the year 1767 (I believe), by the conjoined *" Mr. Jones,

forces of the Turks and English. Mr. H. Jones.
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of the Dorack, there is another shoal named Barcan y'\ extend

ing to the mouth of the A'rosis. The extent of all these shoals

naturally obliges vessels to be careful how they approach the

coast, and the ground of the Delta being proportionably low

and level, is rarely visible except by the rushes which grow upon

it. When Thevenot went up the Karftn, he compares the

country to Holland ; and a Holland it would be, with industry

and a good government ; for a soil, which is the accumulation

of slime, ought naturally to be fertile. In his time, there were

only a few mean villages dispersed here and there, with a small

quantity of cattle and some plantations of the date tree, which

is the staple of the country. Within these few years, it was

possessed 379 by the Arab tribe of Kaab"°, under a Sheik called

Soleiman ; he seems to have bettered the cultivation, and, by

the possession of a piratical fleet, to have rendered himself for

midable to the Turkish government of Basra on the one hand,

and to the Vakeel of Shiraz on the other3"'. He was after

wards involved in a quarrel with the English, on account of

two considerable vessels which he had taken, but at last fell by

the hands of his own people 3H. Such is the nature, and such

are the inhabitants of the Delta, and such are the branches of

the Tigris and the Eulc'us which form it. There may have been

a time when these two rivers flowed into the sea without farther

connexion than their vicinity ; but there is now a canal which

joins them, called the Haffar, which comes out of the Shat-el-

Arab, about cight-and-twenty miles below Basra, and runs east-

»• The Sinus Arenosus of Ptolemy, or that Mr. H. Jone*. Sheik Soleiman is a repre-

part of it nearest Deree. srntative of Sheik Spasinus or Athambilus, who

"» As it is now, though Shaik Soleiman were both Arabs,

has long been dead. Mr. H. Jones. ," Niebuhr.

i»° Kiaab of Otter, and Kiab, Chaub of •* Mr. Jones.

S 1 2
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ward till it touches the Euleus, or Karun, just at the point

where it approaches the Delta. This canal is older than the

time of Alexander, for Nearchus mentions that part of the fleet

passed through it into the Tigris, when Alexander came down

the Euleus to the sea. I shall treat more of this hereafter ; but

I must remark at present, that inland navigation is the charac

teristic of the province ; and that neither Cellarius or d'Anville .

has sufficiently attended to this object. Cellarius, who allows

that the Mos&us of Ptolemy must be between the Tigris and

Euleus 3S\ cannot comprehend how this canal of Haffar could

pass between these two rivers, without exhausting itself into

the Mos£us ; but he might now see, by a glance at Mr. Dai

rymple's chart, that we have 3,4 a Tigris 3,5 and Euleus 38S, with

the Moseus *" between them, and the Haffar canal passing at

the head of the Delta from the Tigris to the Euleus.

Mr. d'Anville 3" has been led into a greater error ; for he

places the Mesene west of the Schat-el-Arab, instead of east.

And what induced him to adopt this system is by no means ap

parent, as he knew well that the ancient geographers place the

fort of Spasinus in Mesene, and he has himself placed this fort

eastward of the Shat-el-Arab, though he places Mesene on the

west. Upon considering this opinion, I am induced to think

that Mr. d'Anville is misled by Ptolemy's Sinus Mesanius;

»M Et quia Mosxus intervenit Tigrim et Tigri vel Eulxo se adfuderit. Cellar, lib. iii.

Eulseum, ostium quoque ejus, si in mari est, c. 19. Susiana, p. 483.

nt tradit Ptolemssus, propius utique ad Tigrim 384 Ptolemy notices only three of these

accedit, quam Eulzi. Quod vero fossa ilia cx mouths, which correspond. ,

Tigri in Eulseum haud longe supra ostia, uti ,Ss Cossisa-Bony.

ex Arriani verbis apparet, ducta fuit, dubites J'6 Either the Gaban channel, or the Dorack.

qui fossa per aliud flumen, Mosseum puta, is the Euleus of Ptolemy.

transversa duci potuerit, ut non efflueret per 3"7 Karun.

flumen illud: nisi supra fossam Mosseus vel 3" Memoir, p. 180.
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and if that can be accounted for, the whole coast may be ad

justed, and all the ancient geographers made consistent with

each other.

D'Anville's Mesene is the Gezirat Khader of Thevenot, the

Dauasir of Niebuhr, lying between the Shat-el-Arab and the

Khore Abdillah ; but Ptolemy's Sinus Mesanius is certainly not

the coast of this tract; for his two mouths of the Tigris are

manifestly the Shat-el-Arab and the Khore Abdillah, as ap

pears by his placing Teredon between them ; and his Sinus Me

sanius as manifestly commences not between them, but at the

mouth of the Khore, and extends down the western side of the

gulph. On looking down the gulph in this direction, I find the

bay of Grane 3", with three islands at the entrance ; one of these

nearest the shore is called Muchan or Mucan ; this, I appre

hend, gives name to the Sinus Mesanius ; and when I look into

Ptolemy for the termination of this- on the north, I find the

longitude assigned to it is 70°, specifically the same as his western

mouth of the Tigris, that is, the Khore Abdillah.

Thus Mercator interprets the text, and thus the longitudes

and latitudes appear in Ptolemy :

Long. Lat.

P. 144. Sinus Mesanius "°, - r79° 0' — 30° 10'

P. 154. Sinus Mesanites, - c 79° 0' — 30° 10'

,f' There is a Graan noticed by Ptolemy, learnt to pay more attention to the original,

but in long. 82. which brings it to the middle But their fluctuation in this instance does not

of Susiana } it can have no relation to this affect the argument ; for the longitude and

Grane. latitude of either text equally prove that the

3,0 The numbers in the Greek text vary from Khore Abdillah is the western mouth of the

those of the Latin, as Bishop Horseley has very Tigris in Ptolemy's estimation, by his placing

justly noticed ; and from his observation I have Teredon between that Khore and the Shat-el.
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Long. Lat.

P. 149- Ostium Tigris Occidental, 79° 0' — 30° 34'

P. 145. Teredon, 80° 0' — 31° 10

P. 149- Ostium Tigris Orientale, 80° 30' — 31° 0'

P. 149. Vallum Pasini, 81° 0' — 31° 0'

P. 149- Moseus, 82° 0' — 30° 40'

The error of these longitudes is foreign to the inquiry ; but

their relation and congruity prove that the termination of the

Sinus Mesanius is at. the western mouth of the Tigris ; that

Teredon is between the western and eastern mouth, conse

quent^ that the Khore Abdilla is Ptolemy's western, the Shat-

el-Arab his eastern Tigris ; and that the fort of Pasinus is be

tween the Schat-el-Arab and the Moseus or Kariin.

This bay, consequently, cannot be on the coast of d'Anville's

Mesene, for it is south-west of the Khore instead of north-east ;

and if we could obtain the interpretation of Mucan we should

probably find the reason why it is attributed both to this island

at the bay of Grane, and to that tract which is inclosed between

the Shat-el-Arab and the Karun, which is the Moseus of Pto

lemy, and which encloses the Mesene of Xiphilinus, Josephus,

and other historians.

With the Khore Abdillah d'Anville was not properly ac

quainted ; he supposes it the ancient mouth of the Euphrates ;

and such it is according to Pliny and Arrian, but no ancient

author of estimation except Ptolemy ever made it a mouth of

Arab ; and that his Sinus Mesanius is to the D'Anv. Geqg. Anc. torn. ii. p. 201. If this

west of both, as the Vallum Pasini and the be true, it accounts for both, and for the Me-

Moscus are to the east. scne of Pliny. De MtS6ene Aparoeensi »id.

*' Une bande de ttrrc, i&olee par un canal. Salra. p. 699.
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the Tigris. This is the first source of his mistake, and he now

makes this a mouth of the Tigris, which in another part he la

bours to prove the Euphrates. The Mesene 1,1 of Pliny is so

confused, that I should be thankful for a construction of the

passage. Mr. d'Anville says, he carries it above Seleucia ; if so, it

is the Mesene of Apamea with Avhich we have no concern. But

let us consider next the Mesene of Xiphilinus. These are his

words : " After Trajan 593 had taken Ctesiphon, he determined to

" navigate 394 the Red Sea, that is, the Gulph of Persia. . . . .

" There is an island there formed by the Tigris, called Messana,

" under the government of Athambilus ; this Trajan reduced

" without difficulty, but was himself brought into great hazard

" from the season of the year, the violence of the stream, and

" the inundation of the tide. The inhabitants of the fortress of

" Tosp&sinus relieved him, however, by their friendly reception

" of him into the place. This fortress is under 395 the govern-

39' Tigris .... Iti6tratis montibus Gor-

dyseorum circa Apamiam Mesenes oppidum,

citra Seleuciam, Babyloniam, exxv. M. pass,

divisus in alveos duos, altero Meridiem ac Se

leuciam petit, Mesenem perfundens : altero

ad Septentrionem flex us ejusdem gentis tergo

Cauchas secat. Ubi remeavere aqux Pasi-

tigris appellatur. Postea recipit ex Media

Choaspem.

In the course of four lines here is a desultory

step from the Curd mountains- to the mouth ;

but d'Anville, by the help of Apamea, fixes

this Mesene above Bagdat. See Geog.

Anc. torn. ii. p. 200. Cellarius, vol; ii.

p. 462-. See Ammian. Marcel, lib. xxiv.

p. 399 ; where Mesene evidently means a tract

between the two rivers. By ubi remeavere

oqut, Pliny seems to mean as high as the tide

flows, in which he is not correct, for the tide

flows above Khorna.

m Postquam Ctesiphontem cepit [Trajanusj

statuit mare rubrum trajicere .... appellant

Messanam quoque insulam Tigris in qua

Athambilus regnabat, nullo labore cepit atque

lis in locis propter vim hyemis et rapidum

Tigrim sestumque maris in magnum periculum.

venit. Qui vallum Tospasini habitabant (nam

ita ab incolis appellabatur eratque in.ditione

Athambili) Trajanum amice receperunt. Xi-

philin. Traj. p. 55. Ed. Basil.

Tospasini is, I conclude, a corruption from

the Greek to 5>ao-<W xvum j for, we learn,

that the fort was erected upon a mound of'

raised earth, to give it security both from nn.

enemy and inundation ; for the whole of the

Delta is a level. See Cellarius, vol.ii. 448 ; who

reads to Too-irao-Zva contrary to my supposition*

JM Trajicere.

3" Rather in the Urritory of Athambilus, in

ditione.

5
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'* nient of Athambilus." D'Auville places the fort of Spasmus

where I do, but the district of Mesene on the other "* side of

the Shat-el-Arab. This passage proves that the fort is in Me

sene, and that the MesCne is between the mouths of the Tigris ;

that is, between the Tigris*3'7 and the Moseus. It is possible I

may be mistaken in assigning a position to the fort. But there

is no error in replacing the Mes&ne 3" east of the Shat-el-Arab

instead of west. The just estimation of Mr. d'Anville's name

has led me into this discussion. I have now done with the

Tigris and the Delta, and proceed to the Euphrates.

KHORE ABDILLAH, SUPPOSED MOUTH OF THE EUPHRATES.

The Euphrates appears always to have formed its principal

junction with the Tigris at Gorno, or Khorna ; but as, from the

most early ages, it sent off canals on both sides, for the pur

poses of agriculture or communication, so it has happened that

one of these which passed by Old Basra, and fell into the Khore

Abdillah, has been mistaken by Pliny and Arrian for the real

mouth. Arrian is so persuaded of this, that when Nearchus

anchors? at Diridotis, or Tcredon, in the Khore Abdillah, he

calls it anchoring in the Euphrates : and he says in another part

«6 See the map to his Memoir, and that I build much upon the modern name of

of the Tigris and Euphrates. Mucan, and the Khore Moosa, and perhaps it

3" Charax habitaturin colle manufacto inter ought always to have been written Moec-na, or

confluentes, dcxtra Tigris lava Euheus. Pliu. Mooscna, from Mucan, which the Greeks

lib vi. c. 27. made Mescne, because they had a Messene of

3»' See Josephus, Kb. i. Antiq. c. 7. Ste- their own. It is their practice in a thousand

phan. Ziras-/»« v>aM{ in Ty /«Vj t3 instances. I have, however, found reason to

T»y?rT0> Mi<nU, &c. all adduced by Celiarius, suppose that Mesen signifies an island, or per-

yol. ii. 4SS. but he is not contented to be haps more properly land surrounded by the

right. He adds, Aberrat antem in eo quod arms of a river, possibly from the Greek n'ton,

in media Mcoena ilia, quam Tigridis ostia con- but 1 doubt it. See note 391.

stituunt, posuit.
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of his work, that this mouth, or khore, is almost choked in,

consequence of the derivations which drain the stream above.

The Khore Abdillah, upon the English charts, appears larger

than any khore of the Tigris ; and this circumstance, with which

d'Anville was unacquainted, would have confirmed him, if he

had known it, in his system, that it is the original mouth of the

Euphrates. It is remarkable that Ptolemy gives no mouth to

the Euphrates ; the issue of the Tigris, which he terms Eastern,

that is, the Shat-el-Arab, is in "° latitude 30° 34', and his junc

tion of the Euphrates Avith the Tigris is in latitude 34° 20', mak

ing a difference of 3° 46' ; evidently much too large ; but as

evidently pointing out tlie confluence 400 inland, as Khorna does

at this day. Strabo doubtless thought the Khore Abdillah to

be the mouth of the Euphrates, by placing Teredon ** on its

bank ; but Solinus 401 asserts, that the Tigris carries the Eu

phrates into the Persian Gulph, and Pliny, who joins it to the

Pasitigris, (by which he means the Shat-el-Arab,) evidently

alludes to the original mouth at the Khore Abdillah, which the

Orchoeni403 had obstructed ; and so long had it been obstructed

in his tin e, that he no longer places Teredon on the Euphrates,

but says it lies below the confluence of the two rivers *°4.

Let us now advert to the Khore Abdillah itself, which wili

afford a clue to unravel all these difficulties. The ancient kings

of Assyria, Chaldea, and Pmbylon understood the value of in

land canals, as well as the Egyptians, Indians, Chinese, or the

modern commercial , states of Europe. In Egypt, and on the

Ptol. p. 149. sinum Persicum.

«°° So Mercator understands it, as appears 403 Lib. vi. c. 27. Euphratem praclti3er*

by h're distorted map. Orchoeni, nec nisi Paiitigri defertur in mare.

«' Strabo, p. 80. 404 C. 28.

«*• P. 66. Sol. Tigris Euphratem defert in

3 K
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side of the Euphrates, all that was gained out of the desert was

just so much added to the empire ; and thus, as we find a cut

parallel to the Nile for near four hundred miles, so Niebuhr is

of opinion, that there Mas a caual naming westward of the

Euphrates from IIet 405 more than six days' journey above

Babylon406, till it fell into the sea at the Khore Abdtflah. This

is an extent of more than five hundred miles ; and, however

great, is not superior to the magnificent designs of the age 407 to

which it is attributed. It is countenanced, likewise, by the

accounts which we have in Her6dotus and Dioddrus, of the re

servoirs formed above Babylon, to withdraw or feed the stream at

pleasure ; by the existence of the two lakes below Babylon, near

Mesched Hossein and Mesched Ali **, the Pallacopas of Arrian ;

and by a variety of cuts, some of which remain to this day, and

still fertilize the desert ; the remains of towns 409 also noticed by

almost every traveller in the caravans between Basra and

Aleppo, all contribute to the probability of the fact. They

flourished while the canals flowed, they have perished by the

devastation of the Arabs, and the neglect or inability of the

Het is on the wind of the river, near mencing at Rahaba, that place is not far from

Kunaxa, where the ten thousand fought Ar- Thapsacus, two hundred and fifty miles higher

taserxes, according to d'Anville. up than Niebuhr carries his canal.

"* The language of Al-Edrissi is very «" That zge of the Anakim, or Giants, as

strong in confirmation of this opinion. After Bryant styles them, produced the Pyramids,

bringing down the Euphrates to Het and En- the Lake Meris, the Obelisks, the walls of

bar, he adds, Thebes, Babylon, Tiryns, and Orchomenus,

Reliqua vero pars Eufratis fiuens e Rahaba with other monuments of magnificence in va-

a tergo deserti in varia dividitur brachia quo- rious parts of the world. Were these the

rum unum pcrgit ad Tsarsar aliud ad Akatsr effect of numbers or mechanic powers ?

[al Khader], aliud etiam ad Sura, quartum **' Bahr-neds)ef is the name of this lake,

denique ad Kufam [juxta Pallacopam], et Niebuhr, vol. ii. 184. Amst. edit,

omnia ista brachia varios in lacus sese immer- 409 See Niebuhr, ibid. El Khader, ten or

gunt. p. 197. twelve leagues from Mesched Ali.

If we can interpret this as a canal com-
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government to maintain the supply of waters. If such a canal

as this existed, it communicated with the parent stream at

various points ; and such a communication as this, d'Anville

has pointed out at Naher Saleh, about five-and-thirty miles

above Khorna ; he brings this down parallel to the Shat-el-

Arab, gives it another communication 4,0 with that channel, near

Basra, and afterwards conducts it into the Persian Gulph, in

the direction of the Khore Abdillah ; this is the stream he con

cludes to be the ancient course of the Euphrates, and such it

was in the estimation of Pliny, Strabo, and Arrian. D'Anville,

with the assistance of Texeira, finds this channel now dry, and

styles it the 4" Choabedeh *" ; and this dry channel certainly

exists, for Mr. Jones, when resident at Basra, has ridden along

it many miles.

Khore Abdillah takes its modern title from a name of no

little importance in Mahomedan mythology, for Abdillah is the

son of Annas4", who was porter to the prophet himself; his

tomb is in the neighbourhood of Zobeir, and this Khore is a

Crissean Gulph 4,4 for such votaries as come to pay their devo

tions to his relicks. At Zobeir, or Ghibel4" Senam, in its

neighbourhood, d'Anville places Orchoe, because Pliny says,

the Orchoeni diverted the stream of the Euphrates ; but Pliny

By means of a cut called Obolch, or 4" Niebuhr, vol. ii. p. 182.

Obolla, sufficiently noticed in Oriental geo- 4,4 It brings them within fifteen miles,

graphy. 4,s Niebuhr writes Dsjabbcl, which signifies

4" Choabedeh, commonly Chubdeh, is the a mountain. Thus iEtna still preserves its

flat, low, marshy district, lying between Saracen name Ghibdlo. It is, therefore, a

Khore Abdullah and the Sheet-il-Arab ; and solecism in reality to say Monte Ghibtl'o, hut

I am of opinion that the canal now dry, which this solecism pervades all countries ; the un- -

passed by the town of Zebecr, branched from known language gives a name, which signifies

the Euphrates at Nahr Saleh. Mr. H. Jones, mountain, and the language in use adds an.

«•» Which he derives from Dedeh, a tent of other mountain to it.

the Ikdouins.

3 k 2
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only adds their name to the same circumstance mentioned by

Arrian, in the neighbourhood of Pallacopas, or Bahr-Nedsjef,

and every ancient testimony whatsoever, except Ptolemy, places

Orchoe in the same situation419. Ptolemy says, it is near the

gulph ; but this assertion seems so indefinite to Mercator, that

he has carried it up to the lakes ; and there, the latitude*'7 as

signed to it authorises him to place it : but d'Anville is not con

tent with bringing Orchoe here, unless he annihilates Old Basra.

Basra4", Bozra, and Bosara, is a name applicable to any town

in the desert, it signifies rough or stony ground ; and thus we

have a Bosara in Ptolemy near Maskat, and a Bozra familiar

in Scripture, denoting an Arabian town in the neighbourhood of

Judea, taken by the Maccabees. Such a Basra, Niebuhr ndt

only supposes in the site of Zobeir, ten or twelve miles west of

the present Basra, but confirms it by the common belief and

tradition of the country ; he adds, what amounts to proof, that

Hassan, Zobeir4", and Telia, are buried here, and their tombs

visited, who are all mentioned in Oriental writers as interred at

Basra. Zobeir 410 gives his name to the present town 4", and his

*'* See Salmasius, p. 703. Ccllarius, Hon- The Sunnites persecuted take refuge at

dius, &c. &c. Zobeir. Nieb. ii. p. 211.

Ptolemy, 32° 40', p. 145. See Capper's Route. He arrives at Zo-

*" Gol. ad Alfrag. p. 120. Terra crassa beir, then }ust depopulated afresh by a Persian

rt lapidosa. But see J"n>"Q» utidcr tyrant, governor of Basra. Capper, p. 125.

Botsrath desertum a Batzar clausit, quia clau- These deists are now known in Europe by

duntur aquae. the name of Wechabites (from Abd-ul-Wahab

Bozra is mentioned as early as the age of their leader), and have since plundered Mecca,

Abraham. Gen. xxxvi. 33. Is. lxiii. 1. &c. Medina, and Kerbtla.

&c. From hence Bazar for an emporium, and *" Tavernier confounds Zobeir, or Old

urbs munita, quia circumdauditur ; to which Batra. with Terfcdon, and mentions a catial[to

the Bursa of Carthage is allied. it in his time, which is either the Obokh of

«"» Niebuhr, vol. ii. p. 181. d'Anville, or the canal of New Basra con-

*'° Zobeir is again inhabited, which is caused tinned. The same canal is mentioned by

by persecution arising from a new Mahometan Texeira.

deism growing up at FJ Arcd in Lachsa.
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tomb is still frequented. This, then, is the ancient city by

which the channel passed, which is still called Dsjarri Zaade,

and Itasse Zaade, by the natives; and this is the channel

which, entering the head of the Khore Abdillah, was the mouth

of the Euphrates, in the opinion of Strabo, . Arrian, and Pliny.

Where it left the Euphrates above,, whether at Nahar Saleh, as

d'Anville supposes, or whether it was a continuation of the

grand canal Niebuhr describes, is a problem still to be resolved.

I am myself persuaded that it was a canal, and not the natural

course of the river ; for though Nahar4" does signify a river, its

sense in this country is usually restrained to works of art ; thus

the great canal is distinguished, which joined the Euphrates and

Tigris in Mesopotamia, called Nah'r Malcha, the Royal Ganal ;

and a great number of others which branch out of the Euphrates

on both sides. To what degree this stream was choked in the

a»e of Pliny or Arrian, is not easy to ascertain ; it might only

have ceased to be navigable ; for that it continued to convey

water to Old Basra, as late as the beginning of the Mahornedan

dra,1 is evident ; as that place was still inhabited, and still a

city.'. When the supply failed, the desert was no longer habit

able, and anotlner Basra rose on the banks of the Shat-el-Arab,

the foundation of this new city is attributed to Omar411, the

*• I say usually restrained ; because Nahar Basra was on the eastern side of the Shat-rl-

is applied to the Euphrates itself, in Joshua, Arab, and supposes that he saw the ruins of

i. 4. and Gen. xv. 18. that city so situated, as he wtnt up t*'a> river ;

" Niihr is never made use of to signify a but if such ruins there are, they ought to be

" river, i.e. a natural river, either in Arabic ne-rly on the site of the fort of Spasmus, the

" or Persian, but implies a work of art, from city of Athamb'lus. I should not vesture to

" the caml of Zobtir to the ditches by 'vhich controvert his opinion, if I hud not consulted

" the fields are uat.red at B;issora." Mr. H. the authorities to which he refrrs. These are

Tones. In modem tisane, I conclude Mr. the original historians who record the (>3ttie of

Jones is perfectly correct. the Camel, and the defeat of AyesrtH, with

*v Mr. H. Jones is of opinion that Old her attendants Zobtir, &c. From them xt is

4
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second khalif in the fourteenth 414 year of the Mahometan

era4tl.

From the respect due to Mr. d'Anville, this subject has been

treated at large, but the real object is to illustrate the Khore

Abdillah, which is intimately connected with the course of

Nearchus, and the two lakes above, which concern the voyage

of Alexander on the Euphrates, down to Pallacopas ; and I

must now request the reader to take a view of that tongue of

land between the Khore Abdillah, and the Shat-el-Arab,

called the Dauasir, the lower part of which I must sink under

water, to find the lake Nearchus sailed through in his return to

the Pasitigris.

Nearchus, according to the journal, anchored at Diridotis in

the mouth of the Euphrates, the 4,6 Tcredon 41? of other authors ;

that is, at the entrance of the Khore Abdillah, which they con

sider as the Euphrates. From hence he returned back, across a

lake towards the Pasitigris. The length of this lake is thirty-seven

miles, according to d'Anville ; but this will be considered here

after. I now observe that the Dauasir must be curtailed, or at

least carried back so far as to give the waters the appearance of

a lake rather than a river ; and for this defalcation wc shall find

abundant evidence in the account of later writers. These proofs

evident that Ali was marching from the west, 4,4 There are two courses of reckoning ; by

and had not crossed any river, much less such one it would be the fourteenth, by the other

an one as the Shat-el-Arab. The battle was the nineteenth. Abilfeda Reiske, p. 68.

fought near Old Basra, for Ayesha was con- 4" Gol. ad Alf. p. 1 20.

»eyed a prisoner th'ther the same night ; and 43<s Built by Nebuchadnezzar, according to

that Old Basra was to the westward of the Abydcnus. Seal. Emen. Temp. Frag. p. ij>

Shat-el-Arab is manifest from the tomb of 4,7 Ev^frrnt

Zobeir, which is at Gibbel Scnam, still visited 'Ak«» mXlon plant Hs£v\Zm ^ifr.avi;

and reverenced by the Mahomedaiis, and rJije-i'^of ii; a\oi oii/*« 9or\ ivf^tu^-zxi Hypm

nearly in the position of Old Bnsra. See Tf*T»'v w^oiM-i Tffnlo'i*; lyy){ o3iu«. ,

Abil-feda, Reiske, Leipsick ed. 1754, p. 86. Dionys. Per. 980.
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I reserve till Nearchus arrives at the spot ; but I must now ex

amine the Tigris and the streams of Susiana inland.

TIGRIS AND PASITIGRIS INLAND.

The name given to the Tigris by Oriental writers is Dejela4*',

which Bochart informs us they would write almost indifferently

Degel, orDegcr: hence sprung the Greek Teger or Tigris419,

by their usual assimilation of sound to sense ; and under this

title we must consider it, in opposition to the Pasitigris, which

is a stream perfectly distinct. It is true that Pliny is mistaken

on this point, for he supposes that the Tigris in the lower part

of its course receives all the waters of Susiana, and from thence

acquires the name of Pasi-Tigris ; but this is interpreting an

Oriental appellation by a Greek etymology. This error was

common to other authors, and is expressly corrected by

Strabo 4JO ; but it has misled so great a geographer as M. d'An-

ville, who brings Nearchus up the Shat-el-Arab, and thence

by the Haffar canal to Susa, without considering that Nearchus

himself, who returned by this passage from Susa, states the dis

tinction in precise terms.

The Tigris, in fact, though it communicates with all the rivers

of Susiana, cannot be said properly to receive them, for the

communications are artificial. Of these there are three : the

loAvest is the Haffar4*1 canal, about twenty-seven miles below

«" DidsjHe. Niebuhr. 430 Strabo, p. 728.

**> They knew that Tigris, or its root Teir, 411 The Haffar river is nothing more than a

signified an arrow ; but as they had a Lykus or branch of the Karoon, which empties itself

wolf higher up, they were not displeased at into the Shat-el-Arab, instead of the sea.

finding a tiger to keep him company. Mr. H. Jones.
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Basra, which is expressly called a cut43* by Nearchus, and con

sidered as such by all the Oriental writers. The second is

named the Suab 4" or Soweib river, which comes into the Tigris

from the cast, a little above Basra ; it is connected with the

rivers of Susiana by means of a canal called the Mesercan 434,

and this is the usual channel of intercourse between Basra and

Haviza4", or Ahwaz : its issue into the Tigris is, according to

Ebn Haukal, nearly opposite to Ableh 43<s, and Ableh is the

Aphle of Pliny, perhaps also the Ampe4"of Herodotus. The

third communication joins the Tigris above Khorna ; it is con

nected with the streams of Susiana by a cut from the Mesercan,

and at this issue the river of Khorremabad, called the Gunedhi

by d'Anvillc, the Gyndcs of Herodotus is supposed to join the

Tigris ; and by means of the Tigris the intercourse is open up

to Vasit or Wasith, and thence to Bagdat.

The river of Khorremabad, indeed, has a very different

course assigned to it by Major Rennell, for he supposes it to be

43' 'Ai X «AX*» mm? Kara, tit EtAaiw i'r' isrl ?« " transire ncqnaquam possunt, p. 123 ; that is,

Jie^uwt i| TETMKTAT tS Tty^raoi Ijtch EvAatcV, at spring tides the water here is deep enough

n.w J.fxo/ji'Sixjov I; tit Tlyfr/ra. Arrian, lib. for navigation. He adds, Grandibus sulcatur

vii. p. 281. navigiis.

The thips were conveyed by a canal, which *" Ahouaz, Ahwaz, Haviza is more no-

was cut from the Tigris to the Eulcus. t'ctd in modern Oriental writers than Tostar.

*3> There is -a topr>rrra:>hical tahle of Basra It ha6 a communication wiih the Shat-el Arab,

and its environs, in M<-kh Thevenot, drawn in the little district of Sowtib. Mr. 11.

up by a native for the Christians of St. John, Jones.

(as they are oiled,J which, though without, 436 M. d'Anville supposes Aphle to be

proportion, ftill preserves the r lativc position Haffar, but'Aolth with a native pronnncia-

of the Snab, Haffar, and all the othcrkcjhtics tioii is Avieh, for CasHin is Ca»vin ; -and Avlth

here specified. cannot be written in Greek letters but as

*** Th.- Mesercan is noticed by Ebn Haukal Aphle, unless we assume the inodtrn beta,

and Al Ednssi. Ebn Haukal savs, it is some- which would be precisely AeXi, Avle. Ebn

tirre6 dry . or exhausted by irrigation. Al Haukal expressly mrntv«is the thrse passages

Edrissi wii'es, -Et verb cum aqua in im-re- by water from Hisn Modhi to Basra, Ableh,

mtnto (Bt, q'iod evenit in initio mentis, naves and Vasit.

illic transtunt, cum autcm in decremento, 437 Lib. vi. p. 447. . "
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the Khoaspes or Euleus. He places Susa on a small stream

which joins it, and carries it down to the Delta, instead of con

ducting it into the Tigris above Khorna ; but in consequence of

this arrangement, he is necessitated to convert the Diala into

the Gyndes of Her6dotus. This system has great difficulties,

for the Gyndes 434 was crossed by Cyrus in his march to Baby

lon ; but if he came from Ecbatana, it was not necessary to

cross the Diala419; and if from Susa, it was an hundred miles

out of his way.

Her6dotus has three rivers distinguished by the name of

Tigris : the main stream is that which passes by Opis 440, and is

properly the Armenian river; he has then two44' others, which

come from the country of the Matieni, which is the northern

part of Media, the Al Gebal of the Arabs, the Khooestan 441 of

The reason assigned for dividing the

Gyndes into 360 channels by Cyrus is not

satisfactory. Cyrus was probably at the head

of five or six hundred thousand men, and he

spent a whole campaign in subduing this river.

(Herod, i. 89.) Neither the river of Khor-

rcmabad or the Diala seem to require any such

ex pence of time or labour. Bridges of boats

were in usage throughout Susiana and Meso

potamia, and this usage is at least as ancient

as the time of Xerxes, which makes it highly

probable that it could not be unknown to

Cyrus. Herod, i. 89.

439 There is much disquisition on this subject

in Larcher and other commentators, and an

expression of Herodotus which seems to favour

Major Renncll's arrangement, for the text

says of the Gyndes, cLt /At vnya.1 Iv MostiwoTo-i

yttm, fill ii iia. AxfSat'sm. Now Aaflxtlu* is

read Accfv'.ut in some MSS. ; and Otter (torn. i.

p. 1,55.) *ays, the Diala comes from Derne

and Dertenk. Still the march of Cyrus does

cot correspond with the Diala, and Major

Rennell brings his Choaspes, that is, the

river of Khorremabad, from Dainawar, now

Dainawar approaches as near to ActfaWtv at

Derne.

440 I now understand (by the assistance of a

learned friend) what I did not comprehend

when the former edition was published, in which

I supposed the Opis of Herodotus to be placed

near the gulph of Persia. (See Dis. on Opis.)

I am now convinced that Herodotus meant to

flistingu^h the Armenian Tigris by the title

of that Tigris which passes by Opis. Com

pare this with the expression of Nearchus.

os p'-** 'Jkf/itnm srapct TroXif Ni**G» ira^«4 xotI

fityaXm xxl iviaijtma rr}» ^tcna \v\it3 ti xal 7«

Et/^petTK ■wttt.y.S mnu. Arrian. Gronov.

p. 357. Herod, v. 397. and i. S9.

**' According to the reading of Pauw

adopted by Wcsseling in lrco, 01 lit is-rt^cv.

442 Al Gebal and Khootstan are equivalent ;

both signify a mountainous region.

3
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the Persians : these we may suppose to be the Zab and the

Diala ; and the Gyndes is a fourth river which joins the three

united. Major Rennell supposes the second and third streams to

be the great and little Zab, and thus makes the Diala, as the

fourth, become the Gj'ndes. In this it is to be supposed that the

great inducement he has to assume the river of Khorremabad for

the Choaspes or Euleus is, that it comes out of Media, for that

is a character attributed to the Choaspes by several of the an

cients. This, however, will be matter of future consideration.

Having now obtained a general idea of the Tigris, it remains

to prove that the Pasitigris is a distinct river ; and this can only

be effected by taking a view of the peculiarities of Susiana,

which are singular in the extreme. To enable us to execute

this task, we have a variety of assistance from ancient and

Oriental geographers, from modern navigators, and from the

marches of Alexander, Antigonns, andTimour; but the failure

is in regard to modern travellers, who might have connected

this various information : for in this country, whether from the

dangerous disposition of the natives, or from the failure of cu

riosity, or the little prospect of emolument, we have had no

Bruce to penetrate into the interior ; neither have we a right to

expect that men should jeopardy their lives for our instruction

and amusement, without a probability of return. From Mr.

Jones, however, I have learned that there is still a regular com

munication between Basra and Tostar; that a fleet of small

vessels proceeds monthly, by means of the Karoon river, up to

that city ; that it is still considered as the principal, if not the

capital, emporium of the province ; and that, however dan

gerous it might be for Christians, Mahomedan traders still find

a considerable profit in the commerce.

4
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In earlier times, when Susa was the residence of the Persian

monarchs, and the depositary of their treasures, when the rich

ness of the soil and the facility of communication were equally

lucrative to the merchant, the wealth attracted into this little

province, and the treasures accumulated in its capital, will

hardly appear exaggeration to the mind of such as are conversant

in these inquiries. The extent of it, from the mountains which

encompass it on the north to the gulph of Persia on the south,

can hardly be estimated at much more than an hundred miles ;

and the extreme length of it, from Basra on the Tigris to

Rhagian on the A'rosis, is probably short of two hundred : but

the whole of this extent is intersected and watered by rivers

which issue from the various bosoms of the mountains on the

north, all of which are united to the main stream which passes

by Tostar ; and this stream is again divided into various chan

nels, on its approach to the Delta, till it issues into the gulph

of Persia by its seven mouths. This is a similar circumstance,

upon a smaller scale, to that which takes place in the Nile, the

Indus, the Ganges, and the Danube; but several of these

rivers in Susiana are deep and navigable before their junction,

because the mountains which produce them are lofty, and be

cause the country through which they flow from the moun

tains is, with very little exception, one universal level to

the sea.

The one 445 stream into which they are united is at this day

called the Karoon, from a town of that name not far from the

443 "AXXoi of <paui nt\ ha. Z«a-»i» mrafi^i a( which ig that of the Tigris, [Pasitigris of the

*t» psSfta to t» Tlyfio; cvjiitl-rtm., x«i -ri; jurrafi? MSS.] and the intermediate canals of the

iuifvxxs tS EvtyetTu, &c. Strabo, p. 729. Euphrates. Hence it is that the Tigris it

Others say that the rivers that pass by Susa calkd the Pasiligris. Strabo corrects this de-

[or through Susiana] fall into one stream, rivation in another passage. Polycletui says,

3 l 2
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head of the Delta ; and though at present it carries the same

name in a direct line through the Delta to the sea, this was

not the case in the esteem of the ancient or Oriental geo

graphers ; for both considered the eastern channel as the real

issue of the main stream, which the Greeks called the Euleus 444,

and the Persians the Ab-Zal ***. This channel issues at 446 Ilisn-

Modhi44', which, according to M'Cluer, is short of thirty miles

from the A'rosis or Tab, the river that divides the province of

Persis from Susiana. From this point at Hisn-Modi the com

munication was open by water to the Tigris, that is, there were

channels, either natural or artificial, through a tract from 180

to 200 miles in extent, and on this inland navigation the pre

eminence of the province was established.

It is now that we are to fix upon one of those streams which

joined the Euleus from the mountains, to which we may assign

the name of the Pasitigris ; and if an oriental etymology be

admissible, the appellation may be derived from Pasa, Phasa,

Pheza, or Beza, which Golius informs us signifies eastern or

that the Euleus, the Choaspes, and the Tigris falls into the river Sedreh, and goes on to Hisn-

fall into a lake, and thence into the sea, Modhi on the sea-side. Ebn Haukal, p. 74.

p. 728. Another river is Nehr al-Mushirkan, on

*** Ptolemy's mouth of the Euleus is the which, at Asker _Mokrem, is a great bridge f

channel nearest to the A'rosi3, agreeing pre- by this river one may go from Abker Mokrenx

cisely with the Oriental geographers. to Ahwaz, a distance of eight farsang. Ebn

Ab Zal.. fleuve dont une branche passe Haukal, ibid. N. B. Nehr-al-Mushirkan im-

a Tostar elle passe par tout le Courestan plies the canal of Mushirkan. This canal is

[Khoozi6tan or Susiana], & se discharge dans said to have been made by Adud-ud-Deulet.

le sein Persique a Hisn Medhi. Pctis de la Otter, ii. p. 55. What his age is I know

Croix. Hist, de Timour, torn. ii. p. 168. not, but I imagine the communication to be

♦** The land of Khuzistan [Susiana] is ancient. Abul-feda dit que la riviere de Tos-

levtl ; it has many running streams, the chief tar se jette dans le Golfc Persique aupres de

of which is the river of Shuster.—Shuster is Hi^n Mtdhi. Otter, ibid.

situattd on an eminence.—The river comes *" Either the Katadcrbis or Margastana of

[passes] from Asker Mokrcm to Ahwaz, and Arrian.
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north-eastern; and the eastern Tigris this may be considered,

in reference either to the grand stream of the Tigris, or to Susa.

That it was cast of Susa is proved by the bridge upon it, which

Alexander passed upon his retucn from Persis, and as the point

where the fleet under Nearchus joined the Macedonian army ;

and east of Susa it appears, by the retreat of Eumenes and

Peucestas, and the march44' of Antigonus to attack them. It

is from the same march manifestly the second river east from the

Euleus, for Antigonus moved from Susa to the K6pratas. The

K6pratas is mentioned as a navigable stream four hundred feet

wide, and said to join the Pasitigris before its confluence with

the Euleus. Over this stream he advanced a small body of his

forces, which for want of embarkations he was unable to sup

port. Eumenes profited by this error : he hastened instantly

from the Pasitigris to attack the forces that were separated ;

and upon their defeat Antigonus was compelled to retreat over

the mountains into Media. We have, therefore, ascertained a

Pasitigris as the second river east from the Eul6us, and this is

confirmed by the march of Alexander, when he was originally

proceeding from Susa to Persis, and when after passing the

Pasitigris he moved to the north against the Uxii. The Uxii

are the Asciacks of Oriental geography : their position is ascer

tained both by the ancients and moderns ; they are on the

mountains between the river of Ram Hormuz and the Tab, that

is, between the Pasitigris and the A'rosis. This river of Ram

Hormuz is the second 449 stream east of the Ab-Zal, in the

4<" Dioddrus, lib. xix. p. 331. Ed. Wesel. TUtetrfyfa, which if Wesselling had not re-

There is much confusion in Diodorus, ari»- stored from some of the best MSS. might still

ing from his calling this river several times the have disgraced the text.

Tigris ; but in p. 331. he expressly writes i&» *** Timour in reality passed a small stream
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march *" of Timour ; it is the second east of the Euleus, in the

march of Antigonus ; it is navigable, according to Dioddrus ***,

near half a mile wide, and from nine to twelve feet deep ; it has

a course little short of ninety miles 441 from its source ; and it is

provided with a bridge of boats, which Eumenes came over to

attack Antigonus, which Alexander crossed on his return from

Persis to Susa, and at which Nearchus concluded his expedi

tion. This bridge continued to exist, according to the latest

account of Oriental geography ; it is at Rani Hormuz, and lies

on the direct road from Rhagian on the A'rosis to Tostar.

The whole of this arrangement, however, must be set aside,

if Tostar be not identified with Susa. In this there would be no

difficulty, if Major Rennell 451 had not assumed Sus on the

Kierke for Susa on the Euleus. The Kierke is one of those

mountain streams which falls into the river of Khorremabad ;

and as this excellent geographer has converted this stream into

the Euleus, much deference is due to his judgment : it is with

great hesitation that 1 venture to controvert any assumption of

his, but I shall state my reasons for dissent, and leave the de

termination to the judgment of the reader.

The whole of his system rests upon the issue of the Khor-

at a little distance from Tostar ; but it is an the progress of Antigonus, in the following

artificial cut, and did not exist in the age of chapter, almost to a certainty proves the con-

Anti^onus. trary.

*° Timour employed three days in moving <S1 Dif-dArus, lib.xix. c. 17. From three to

from Tostar to Ram-Hormuz ; and according four stadia broad, as deep as the height of an

to Q^Curtius, Rex [Alexander] quart'u cas- elephant, with a course of 700 stadia,

tris pervenit ad fluvium, Pasitigrim incolae vo- 4" Curtius mentions that its course

cant, oritur in montibus Uxiorum. Alexander among the mountains is broken and violent for

in four days from Susa reached the Pasitigris r fifty stadia, or six miles ; and tht nee six hun-

a nearer correspondence can hardly be required, dred stadia, or almost eighty miles, navigable

Diod6rus, lib. xix. c. 17. makes it only one to the sea.

day*6 march from Susa to the Pasitigris ; but 451 Geography of Herodotus, p. 203.
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remabad river, which he brings through the level country of the

province, till it falls into the Karoon, and encircling the Delta

empties itself into the gulph at Hisn Modhi. But if Oriental

authority has any weight, this arrangement cannot be admitted ;

for Petis de la Croix informs us that the Khorremabad river is

carried into the Tigris, and the Basra Map of M. Thevenot

affords positive evidence in his favour. This is the authority

which d'Anville has followed, and a very attentive consideration

of the province, with every assistance I could obtain, con

vinces me that this is the fact.

Otter mentions Kierke as the river of Sus : he says that it

comes from the mountains of Ervend or Loristan ; that it is

joined by the Dinever4", the Guioulguiou, the Silakhor, and

the Khorremabad ; and that all five 4,4 are carried by one stream

into the Shat-el-Arab. On this ground, I do not hesitate to ad

vance that all these western rivers have no other communication

with the eastern but by means of the canals, by the Mesercan,

or branches derived from it.

. Let us next consider the inducements which Major Rennell

has to conclude that Sus is Susa.

1. The similarity of name.

2. The legend of the prophet Daniel, whose coffin was found

at Sus.

3. The desire of adopting a river that has its origin in Media.

1. To the first I answer that the similarity of name is a cor*

roborative circumstance, when we are sure of our position ; but

4M D'ervend, perhaps A«p Otter, ii. ,,e This map was framed by a native of

p. 56. Basra.

415 Perhaps Dainewar.
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till the position is ascertained, it is only a presumptive proof,

and often fallacious, as may be collected from the many decep

tions of this sort which have misled so great a geographer as

d'Anville. But if Tostar recedes from a resemblance of Susa,

Shuster approaches it ; and Shuster it is constantly written in

Ebn Haukal, and many other Oriental geographers. Shuster

again approaches still nearer to Shushan, which is its title in

Scripture ; and Shusha differs not from Susa but by the insertion

of a dot in the letter Shin.

That Daniel was at Shushan is indubitable, and that

Shushan was upon the river Eul£us is equally evident ; for the

prophet says he was at Shushan, Gnal-Aub-al-Ulai4ST, on the

river Ulai ; and Aub-al-Ulai would at this day express the same

thing in the language of the country. That this Shushan was

not Sus, but Shuster, has every apparent evidence in its favour ;

for if Sus is a very ancient city, as the Oriental writers allow,

Sliuster is still more ancient. It was in their opinion built im

mediately after the flood by Houchenk 4S* and the mythology of

the Greeks makes it as ancient ; for in their estimation it was

built by Tithonus, son of Memnon. Now it is sufficiently

acknowledged that, in the idea of the Greeks, whatever is

called Memnonian, Cyclopean, or Ogygian, is something

antecedent to all history ; and in this view the testimony

of Greeks and Persians is the same. Susiana, the name of the

province, still approaches nearer to Shushan ; and Khoosistan,

its modern appellation, derived from the mountains which sur-

4" Chap. viii. 2. ,V1t$-,!?i•l^^",?J^ And according to Parkhurst, signifies between, in

.v . a. ttl: j •] * . the intervals or parts between the two branches
that the Ulai was divided into more streams r , TT, . r

, r , ot the Ulai.
than one, 6eems apparent From the ex- ... „ .. _. -,T T

♦u I.u .L u- u Otter, torn. n. p. 50. Sir W. Jones,
press.on, verse the 1 6th, »)W T'3. wh.ch, h^^ p ^
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round it, is evidently connected with the Kissii Kussh, and

KosseL of the Greeks.

A strong reason for placing this Susa at Sinister occurs in Ebn

Ilaukal ; for he informs us460, that there is not in all Khuzistan

any mountain or sand except at Sinister, Jondi-Shapour, and

Aide)4" : but if the treasures of the empire were to be guarded

in the capital, it must be in a fortress ; and the idea of a fort

ress and a mountain is so nearly allied, that we cannot suppose

this circumstance would have been neglected, where so great a

mass of wealth was to be- secured. That Shuster is placed on a

hill we know, for the waters of the Ab Zal are raised by a

mound or dyke at Dez Phoul, to supply the city ; and that the

citadel of Susa was strongly fortified we learn from the surrender

of it to Alexander, and from the defence of it by Xen6philus

against Antigonus who was obliged to decline a siege from

the necessity of pursuing the enemy. All these circumstances

are perfectly consistent, if a mountain is requisite for a de-

fencible citadel ; and it is hardly to be supposed that Sus, where

45» "0» ti ri Swruv iJS* *ExGaTa.H» 460 P. /C. Kcxl ? yt yixfa, xsslo'i Swraupol, xal

Kal to «-etXo»o» Kluvtvot Tfxoj T* fahjMxa, ivTai/8* 5» t»Xi Tltfrxt;, 4* it toxoij

IIpoAtsorn? *?«». EPTMNOTEPOIE. Strabo, lib. xv. p. 728.

.fiLschylus Pers. sub initio. 461 Aidej is written Arjeh by Al Edrissi j

" Those who came from Susa, or Ecba- and though it may be thought fanciful, still

«' tana, or the ancient fortress of the Kissii ;" the mention of tand here may suggest a con»

■so that the most ancient agrees with the most jecture that Arjeh-reek (like Bunder-reek)

modern appellation, for Khosistan is the coun- may signify Arjeh in the lands. Now Arjeh-

try of the Klmssii, and Kusii written in Greek reek approaches so nearly to the Ardericca of

letters is Kysii, or Kissii. This province is Herodotus, where he says Xerxes placed the

often called Kourestan by Oriental writers, prisoners taken in Eubea, that I cannot help

for z and r are only distinguished by a dia- suspecting a relation. Herodotus has another

critical point often omitted. In what manner Ardericca in Babylonia, lib. i. p. 87. but this

Khusistan differs from Khouestan [Media], is in Kissia, 210 stadia from Susa. Lib. vi.

when both express mountains, I have not p. 493- Bochart prefers Erecka.

learnt. Diodorus, lib. xix. p. 330.

3 M
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I

there are 110 such natural means of protection, could have been

selected by the raonarchs of Persia for the security of their trea

sures. . Modern fortifications may be preferable on a plain,

where there are no commanding grounds in the neighbourhood ;

but the instances are very few in ancient history, and more par

ticularly in the East, where any situation 461 would have been

thought defencible, unless it were on a height ; and if this

citadel was on a mountain, it certainly was not at Sus.

2. To the legendary tradition of the prophet Daniel's coffin

found at this city, little more respect is due than to the le

gends of the church of Rome. The Mahomedan traditions sup

pose that Abraham was cast into a furnace at Babel by Nim-

rod ***, that Istachar was built by Solomon, and that Job

erected a pillar at Constantinople. Till we can give credit to

these, little attention is due to the legend in the present

instance.

3. To the third argument, that Susa ought to be placed on a

river that has its source in Media **, it is impossible to reply,

4(3 See Strabo, p. 728. who says, it was Xa'plj juiv Kopoj tj-1 f"'y«f> X^f* ^ XCaavn

fortified with"brick like Babylon. This is ra- "EXxair 'IrSoi vSty, s-otfa ti pi'iuy x^m

tional, for there*is no stone in the province. Dionys. Perieg. 1073.

He adds, that, according to Polycletus, it. Where Salmasius reads Mn2o» u^-p for IxJov

was »5 miles round, and without walls. This lixf ; but possibly l»Jo» expresses only some-

is not inconsistent with a fortified citadel, thing distant or remote. Ptolemy gives two

Ant!gonus entered the city, but Xenophilus sources of the Choaspis ; one within the moun-

refu8ed to deliver up the citadel where the tains of Loristan, and one beyond them in

treasures were. Media, with no less than three degrees of

484 See Ebn Haukal, p. 70. latitude difference : and this has an allusion to

«" Otter says, that the river of Tostar (that the river passing through a mountain, called

is, the Ab-Zal or Euleus) has a course of Khoo-aspis, the mountain of the horse; but

thirty leagues from Kiouhi-Zerd, the moun- perhaps it may be better interpreted by Khoo-

tains of Louristan, before it reaches that ca- ab, the mountain river. Al Edrissi calls the

pital ; and this is Oriental authority for giving mountain from which the Euleus flows, Ader-

a remote source to the Euleus, agreeably to van, the Khoo-Zerd or yellow mountain of

the idea of the Greek geographers. Otter, because it tinges every thing that passes

6
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till we know more of these rivers in their origin than we do at

present ; but it has been proved already that the Khorremabad

cannot ,be assumed for the river of Susa, if it issues into the

Shat-el-Arab ; and that this is the fact, I am persuaded by the

Oriental authorities of Otter, Petis de la Croix, and Theve-

not/s 466 map of the environs of Basra.

Such are the reasons which prevent me from embracing the

system of Major Rennell ; but as he has reserved his proofs for

a future *9T publication, the question cannot be set at rest till we

are acquainted with his reasons. Should they preponderate, no

one will be more ready to subscribe to them than myself : it is

not the support of an hypothesis, but the investigation of truth,

with which I am concerned.

Some additional evidence favourable to the arrangement here

proposed may be collected from the marches of Alexander,

Antigonus, and Timour : they all entered the province ap

parently by following the course of the Khorremabad 461 river,

by which they avoided the difficult passes in the mountains of

Loristan, and came immediately into the plains of Susiana.

it with a yellow cast. It is thirty miles north in Basra, and the towns in its vicinity. It

of Susa, according to Al Edrissi. Otter, contains one irrefragable proof that the Khor-

tom. ii. p. 54. Khoaspes is a name not con- remabad river comes into the Tigris, for it

6ned to Susiana ; there is another which joins lays down the Kierke expressly as having that

the Indus, which is also a mountain stream, direction. Now the Kierke is the river of

See Strabo, lib. xv. p. 697. The source of Sus ; it is to the east of the Khorremabad;

the Ab-Zal, which is here assumed for the and if the Kierke comes into the Tigris, it

Eul£us, is said to be thirty leagues above can only be by its junction with that river, and

Susa, and eighty from its source to the sea, that river cannot go to the east itself.

(Otter) ; and if this be true, it must rise in **' See Geography of Herodotus, pp. 203.

Media, for the breadth of Susiana is not 240 334.

miles. • 468 Khorremabad is the principal city of

404 Melchizedeck Thevenot's'map is drawn Loristan, the district between Media and Su-

up by a native of Basra, one of that sect called siana. It is a province of robbers from the be-

the Christians of St. John. Its object is to ginning of lime,

give the number of families of that persuasion

3 m 2
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The detail of this route is more perspicuous in tiie march of

Timour, because the journal of his progress is preserved in

Cheref-eddin and the name of every river is recorded 410 as he

passed it.

Timour commenced his expedition from Khorremabad, in

March 1403 and in eleven days reached the bridge 471 of Dez-

Phoul, on the Ab-Zal in Susiana. The Ab-Zal is said4" to rise

thirty leagues above Tostar, to receive all the rivers of Susiana,

and fall into the gulph of Persia at llisn Modhi. All these cir

cumstances are appropriate to the Euleus of the ancients, and

can be applied to no other river in the province. According to

the route of Timour, all the tributary streams "fall in on the

eastern side ; for he crossed 4'4 the Ab-Zal on the Kith of March,

the Tchar-Danke on the 18th, when he commenced the siege or

4,9 See Cheref-eddin, torn. ii. liv. iii. c. 22.

470 There were secretaries attendant on the

army of Timour, who marked his progress

day by day. On the completion of his expedi

tion, or the success of his arms, the dis

patches were made up from these journals, and

sent to Samarkand, where they were registered

and became archives. Cheref-eddin was al

lowed to inspect and copy these ; and so far

bis evidence is of the highest importance, and,

as may be supposed, correct. See Histoire

de Timur Bee, Cheref-eddin, by Petis de la

Croix, torn. i. p. 436. And Arabsia. Ed.

Manger, torn. iii. pp. 78,3. 857.

That is in reality, 1393. There is an error

often years in the chronology of Cheref-eddin.

Dez-Phoul is the bridge of Dcz, which

was both a bridge and a dyke, to pen up the

waters, and raise them to supply the city of

Tostar, which was on an eminence. This

dyke was a mile in length, with forty-two great

arches, and as many 6mall ones. The woik is

attributed to Sapour Zulectaf ; and there was

another such bridge at Asker Mokrem, eight

leagues from Tostar. Cheref-eddin says, the

great arches were twenty-eight, which with

the small ones made up fifty-five. It is pos

sible that this bridge, or something to repre

sent it, is much more ancient than Sapour ;

for there is a singular expression in Strabo,

p. 72S. *r* r*!r ^ ^ttctt ly fj.ta'c^'oiiGts xtircu Ivl tw

Xokottii vmm.fjZf Tifantjv, xo.t<* to tivyua.

" Susa lies inland upon the Khoaspcs, farther

" from the sea than the bridge." This is

precisely applicable to Tostar on the Ab-Zal,

beyond the bridge of Dez-Phoul at this day.

The bridge anciently might be only a bridge

of boats [or ("jyi^-l on tne road. The erec

tion of Sapor is both a dyke to pen the water,

and a road. See Casaubon in loco. The

Choaspes and Euleus are allowed to be the

Bame river by most of the modern geographers ;

possibly they are two sources of one river.

4" See Otter, torn. ii. p. 55.

474 Thus Alexander passed the Choaspes in

his way to Susa. O^ Curtius, torn. i. p. 323.
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received the surrender of Tostar, which employed him till the

19th of April, on which day he passed the Dou-Danke on his

march to Persis. These two streams, one on the east and the

other on the west of Tostar, are said to be derivations from the

Ab-Zal, made by Sapour Zulectaf, who divided the channel on

the west into four, and that on the east into two, which on this

account received their name; for Tchar-Danke *7S signifies four

rivulets, and Dou-Danke two. Whether this was done for the

purpose of defence or irrigation is not said : but if they are not

more ancient than the time of Sapour, they can have no re

ference to the march of Antigonus. The other rivers which

Timour passed before he reached the Tab or A'rosis are in their

due order the Khooroo-Kan-Kende on the 22d of April, the

river of Ram Hormuz on the 23d, and the river of Fei on the

24th : all these streams are said expressly to join the Ab-Zal.

If then the Dou-Danke is an artificial cut, which did not

exist in the time of Antigonus, the Khooroo-kan-Kende is the

Kopratas of Diodorus and Strabo, and the river of Ram Hormuz

is their Pasitigris 4,s.

This arrangement comprehends every requisite prescribed by

4,1 Danke, I conclude, is the same word as Great Koros, which he evidently makes a

Danka, Tanka, Tiinka, mentioned before at river of Susiana. (See Lin. 1072.) There

Tanka banka, the white river. Tanghe is a is another Korus, Kurus, or Cyrus in Persia,

stream or canal in Herbert, p. 136. Tanghe- which is the Bend Emir or Noble River that

dolon, Ecbar-Tanghe, the great aqueduct, falls into the lake Baktcghan, and is noticed

Tanghe Buzzurt, Persic. by Strabo, Pliny, and Ptolemy. It is called

476 The names of these rivers are Persian, Kar by Ebn Haukal, (p. 99.) and Cqer by

and of the age of Timour; doubtless they have Al Edrissi; but the Koros of Diony'siu*

likewise Arabic and native appellations, as joined with the Khoaspes is evidently in Su-

wcll as Greek, and this is one perpetual source siana, and perhaps the same as the Khuru-kan*

of obscurity. The Khuru-kan-Kendc I should Kende. This at least will be sufficient to

interpret the river of Khawn-Khurus, that is, prove the difficulty of reconciling the ancient

King Cyrus ; and I should suppose it repre- with the modern names,

seated by the Kopj piyxs of Diony'sius, the
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ancient geography : it corrects tiie misconception of Pliny ; it

reduces the march of the Grecian armies to a consistence with

that of Timour ; it presents a river navigable by a Grecian fleet,

and fixes a limit to that navigation, as intersected by the great

public road from Rhagian4" to Susa; it gives a line to that

road, existing possibly to this day ; and it specifies the distances

on that road east and west, correspondent to the routes still

preserved in the Oriental geographers. If all these coincidences

are imaginary or fictitious, how are we to distinguish them from

reality ?

Protracted as this discussion may appear, it will meet with

indulgence from all those who have ever attempted to obtain a

knowledge of this province. It is the duty of a commentator to

- render his author intelligible : this I have endeavoured to effect,

477 Rhagian is written Rhegian, Arreghian,

Argan, Argoun, and Arjan : it has a bridge

called Becar and Baccar, about thirty miles

from the sea, and lies on the high road from

Shiraz to Susa, and thence to Vasit. The

route in Ebn Haukal 6tands thus, from

Argan

Merhileh.

To Bazar, I

To Ram Hormuz, 3

To Askar Mokrem,
3

To Shuster, i

To Jondi Sapour, - i

To Sus, i

To Corcoub, i

To Teib, i

ii

Teib borders on the territories of Vasit.

Vasit or Waseth is at an equal distance, that

is 50 leagues, from Bagdat, Basra, Koofa,

and Ahwaz. Its name implies a centre.

Otter, t ii. p. 47.

Bazar is a market on the river Fei : its pro

per name is Souk. Ebn Haukal, p. 74.

The Merhileh or day's journey from Ram

Hormuz to Shuster are four, agreeing with

the four days' march of Alexander, and three

days of Timour, who as a Tartar moved faster

than a Greek. A merhileh, however, is a

day's journey of a caravan, considerably more

than a day's march of an army. Bui Timour

did not go by Asker Mokrem, and the direct

line does not require it.

The distance from Ram Hormuz to Ahwaz

(on another line) is given at nineteen leagues

in Otter. It can hardly be more to Shuster,

that is short of sixty miles. This is a distance

Alexander might well march in four days, aud

Timour in three.

Dioddnts Wessel. torn. ii. p. 211. makes it

four days' march ; p. 330. one day. In the

first instance, it is the march of Alexander,

where he copies the same authorities as Q.

Curtius ; in the latter, it is the march of

Eumenes, and from some different author.
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and in the accomplishment of this I could not have compressed

the matter into a narrower compass. Errors, however, there

may still be, and this whole dissertation is a recantation of

former errors. Fresh sources of information, patient research,

and more earnest contemplation of the subject, where system

does not prevail, must lead to the discovery of truth. If I

have been mistaken, I am open to conviction ; if I am con

victed of error, my industry will still be meritorious ; but if I

can maintain my ground, I have developed one of the most

obscure and intricate subjects that the ancients have left us for

disquisition. A few words more on the general nature of the

province will now bring the subject to a conclusion.

SU8A, SIIUSHAN, TOSTAR.

Latitude.

34° 15' 0"

31° 30' 0'

31° 30 0"

That Susiana was a favoured province under the early dy

nasties we have sufficient evidence in the fortification of Susa,

and in finding that it was. the principal treasury of the empire;

out of this, Alexander paid the debts of his army at the expence

of twenty thousand talents, celebrated the nuptial least of the

Macedonian officers with their Persian brides, and rewarded the

Longitude.

From Fcrro by Ptolemy, - 84° 0' 0" —

From Ferro by d'Anville, - 66° 31' 0"

By d'Anville's chart, orbis J ^ ^ Q,

veterib. notus - J

Ptolemy, corrected by Gossellin, 60° 0' 0*

Otter, p. 50. torn. ii. Oriental, 86° 30 0" —

Ibid. Etuals, - - 74° 20' 0- —
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services of all that had a particular claim to distinction ; out of

this, he made a donation to the veterans he discharged at Opis,

undertook the support of all the children born to his followers

in Asia, and found supplies for upwards of fifty47* thousand

native troops raised in Persia ; and yet this treasure was not ex

hausted at the time of his death, for the war between Antigonus

and E'umenes was caused by a contention for this capital, which

was still the richest in the empire. We are not, however, to

suppose that this accumulation arose from the revenue of a

single province, though the province itself was productive above

all others. Strabo says, that the return of the crop was an hun

dred or even two hundred 479 fold. Cotton, sugar4*0, dates, rice,

and every grain of the finest species are enumerated amongst its

natural productions ; damasked steel, silk, cotton linens, and

cloth of gold, amongst its manufactures. Such was Susiana in

the early ages, and such it continued to the time of Sapor, and

almost to the dissolution of the empire by the Agwhans. It is

now a prey to every Arab invader, harassed by the Turkish

.arms from Basra on the west, and by the Persians from Shiraz

,on the. east : a settled despotism protected the provinces it op

pressed ; the transient usurpations of the present day ravish not

only the produce, but destroy the stock.

*'* Thirty thousand came out of Persis only, healthy to foreigners The natives are tawny ;

under Pcucestas. basancs.

**> Niebuhr, torn. i. p. 216. mentions durra Linteum virgatum Coreubaeum, striped

or millet as admitting such an increase. linen of Corcub, is mentioned by Al-Edrissi,

See Otter, vol. ii. p. 50. Who says p. 123. Corcub is upon the Gyndes. See

•the country u hot in .the extreme, and un- Otter, vol. ii. p. 5 1.
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PASSAGE OF NEARCHUS' FROM THE, AROSIS TO SUSA. -

We left Nearchus at anchor in the month of the A'rosis 4,%

preparing to enter upon the navigation along the coast of Susi-

ana ; a course which, he informs us, he considered as attended

with the greatest hazard and difficulty. Three shoals have been

already noticed ; one between the A'rosis and Kataderbis, styled

Bahr-il-Khan ; a second between Kataderbis and Khore Moosa4'1,

called Karabah 4,4 ; and a third between Khore Moosa and the

Khore Abdillah, named Meidan-Ala. These three shoals give

exactly the three days' course of the fleet along the coast of the

Delta, which, without previous information, must have been in

some degree unintelligible.

The fleet left the A'rosis on the sixth of February, after taking

on board a supply of water for five days, as the pilots informed

them they were not certain of procuring any, while they were

crossing the mouths of the streams which divide the Delta 4,4 ;

for the coast was low, as they said, and the course along it in

no great depth of water, on account of shoals which extended

far out into the sea. This circumstance would consequently

oblige them to stand off; and, when they came to a berth,

to anchor at a great distance4** from shore. The first day's

4*° Oroatis, Tab, or Endian. gives, as usual, vadosum ac scopulosum ;—on a

Query, Whether Khore Wastah ? coast where a stone is not to be found. lir\

484 See supra, and M'Cluer, p. 30. piy/i 1; to» wo'htm hrlxpvau expresses the

" When the pilot first makes the banks, breadth of the Ali-Meidan, which extends

« they are called Karabah on the Ea3t, and out fifteen or sixteen miles in the widest

« towards the West Ali-Meidan." part.

4<s X*P* ■•• FWT"* i"yx 'i; W5'»T|" 4,6 See the note of Gronovius in loco, where

Xv'ix^33- S» I read with Gronovius, in he shews that the translators were as bad inter-

^aa-av for io-'x«r» ; and I now advert to preters as they were seamen.

jnx'imi for the last time ; which the translation <

3n
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Katader-

bis Lake.

Margas-

TANA

Island.

February 6.

Day 37»

or 128.

course, indeed, partook not of these dangers, for the shoal

Barcan4"7, between the A'rosis and Kataderbis, is not of so great

extent from the coast as those that succeed on the west, and the

mouth of tlie river is sufficiently open, even in its appearance at

the present day The shoal, however, seems to be noticed

by the expression of Arrian upon the conclusion of the course ;

for he says, after a passage of about thirty miles they came to

anchor at the mouth of a lake 4", rather than an harbour

where there Mas abundance 491 of fish. The place was called

Kataderbis, and an island which lay at the mouth, Margastana.

In these two words there seems an evident allusion to an island

still called Deree, and a tract called Dorghestan ; but of the

Bender Madjour which d'Anville, from the Turkish Geographer,

allots to this station, I find no traces in any English chart.

One-and-thirty miles, measured upon M'Cluer's chart, bring

Nearchus to an anchor between the two islands Deree and

Dereebouna, and one-and-thirty English miles end between

Dereebouna and the main. In either position, Nearchus might

have but one island in contemplation, and consequently have

ho cause to mention more. Their modern names are such as

they have from the pilots ; but, however applied, certainly re

late to the inland Dera of Ptolemy, which gives name to the

eastern channel of the Eul£us, evident in Deurak, still existing,

4"' The Tenagos Arenosum of Ptolemy is

the shoal Barcan in this very position between

the Euleus and the A'rosis.

486 See M'Cluer's chart, three fathom on

the bar.

The castle of Hisn Modhi is on the

(astern side of this lake or bay. This is the

mouth of the Ab-Zal, in the estimation of the

Oriental geographers ; and of the Euleus, ac

cording to Ptoltmy.

*»' This is most strikingly characteristic of

the Bahr-il-Khan [Balkan], which abounds

with fish ; and the water on the shoal is con

siderably smoother than off from it. I have

been over it in boats about five times. Mr.

H. Jones.
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and in the tract Dorghestan, allied, if I may vary the ortho

graphy, to the Morghestan 4,1 of Arrian.

i The river which comes into this bay, I have already marked as

the Gaban, or eastern branch of the Euleus separating from the

Karoon channel at the head of the Delta, falling in nearest to the

Tab, or Endian, and embracing, not only one island, but several

in its channel. Upon a review of Ptolemy at this place, observing

that he mentions the mouth of the Euleus immediately next to

the A'rosis, and has the Mos6us only, without noticing the other

channels between the Euleus and the Tigris, I am more con

firmed in my opinion, that his Mos6us is the branch we now

call the Karoon, with Khore Moosa at its issue ; and that the

Mesene comprehends, not only the strip between the Cossisa-

Bony and Bamishere, but perhaps as far as the Karoon also.

The two islands at the mouth of this bay are not accurately

named, for Bouna is possibly a channel rather than an island,

and seems to correspond in contradistinction to the Cossisa-

Bony, either as such, or as a boundary and termination of the

Delta. The Oriental geographers place a fort here, called

Medhi and Modhi **, perhaps in the situation of Moshure, in

Mr. Dalrymple's chart ; and it is probable that in the bay,

formed by this mouth of the Euleus, d'Anville's Bender Mad-

jour494 may be discovered; it cannot be where the map of his

Memoir places it ; for the coast there is covered with the shoal

Barcan, and d'Anville's three 495 maps are all particularly incor-

4,1 I do not search for an error in the initial 4,4 I do suppose it to be the MaJiirooyan

letter ; for I believe the change to arise from of Ebn Haukal ; but I cannot ascertain

6»me Oriental orthography, which I cannot whether he calls the bay by that name, or

discover. places it to the east of the bay. It cannot be,

49J Hisn-Modhi, Arx-Modhi, Hisn-Arx, I think, orr the shoal Barcan.

Castellum. Gol. ad Alfrag. p. 2<-8. Xin. 455 Map .of Asia, first part. Tigris and

idem. Euphrates. Memoir.

3x2
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or 129.

rect on this part of the coast. I make the less scruple of assert

ing this* because M'Cluer has not only laid down this coast

totally different, but all our English charts ; these have at least

the authority of the native pilots, and M'Cluer, I conclude, his

own observation ; for he has added the soundings, and that he

would hardly have ventured to do without sufficient authority,

on a coast where the land cannot be approached near enough

to be seen, and where the course must principally, if not wholly,

be directed by soundings.

I am now to conduct the fleet across the shoals which fringe

Friday's tne Delta ; and in this course I discover the Karabah and the

course. Mcidan-Ala as manifestly as in a modern map. On the first

rebruary J. j r

Day 38, day they sailed as soon as it was light ; and, forming a line by

single ships, each followed in order, without deviating to the

right or left, through a channel marked out with stakes in the

same manner as the passage 496 between Leukas and Akarnania,

in Greece : but, says Arrian* at Leukas there is a firm sand,

and if a vessel grounds she is easily got off again ; but in this

passage it was a deep mud on both sides, so that a staff could

find neither support or resistance ; or if, when the vessel

grounded, the people got overboard to ease her off, they found

no footing, but sunk in higher than the waist. Now it is true

that a muddy shore, and the staking out a dangerous passage,

are not peculiarly characteristic of one coast more than another,

for the practice is sufficiently general ; but it is very extraor

dinary that this circumstance should be so decidedly noticed on

this part of the coast by Arrian, Ptolemy, Pliny, Marcian, Al-

And many other passages in different Elephant man of war just launched at Bussle-

parts of the world. Lymington river in ton, brought down the creek marked out in

Hampshire. And in the year 1786, I saw the the same manner.

4
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Edrissi, and Thevenot, with little variation. There is a bay

between 497 the Moseus4" and the Euleus called Sinus499 Pelddes

in Ptolemy, and Sinus Stel6as in Marcian. Salmasius 500 and

Hudson will not allow Marcian to retain his own reading, but

reduce him to the standard of Ptolemy. The truth is, however,

that he has preserved one feature, and Ptolemy another, both

belonging to the same appearance of the coast; for these two terms

translated are nothing more than Muddy Bay and Stake Bay ;

proving that Marcian is not a mere copyist of Ptolemy, but

sometimes also a commentator. Pliny bears testimony to the

former circumstance, and Thevenot s0' mentions the entrance of

the Karoon as still marked by a stake of palm wood, when he

arrived at the mouth. Let us now consider the nature of the

Karabah, as it has been already noticed, and we shall discover

the cause that gives rise to this circumstance. The term of

broken ground 501 applied to this shoal arises from the irregularity

of the soundings and overfalls on it, and the fiction of a city

sunk here is noticed by several authors. The soundings, ac

cording to M'Cluer, vary from twelve to seven and eight,—to

ten, seven, and five fathoms. As soon as the modern pilot

finds these, he keeps away west for the Meidan-Ala ; the course

of Nearchus seems to have been across this bank, and, as nearer

shore, naturally with shallower water; but the inequality of the

bottom as naturally offered the means of exploring a channel

across. This is the channel that we may conclude was marked

*»' An additional proof that Ptolemy's Eu- Sa'. Plin. Ex.. p. 701.

leus is the Dorack channel. His Moseus, the *" In p. 16.

Karoon. sm Karabah, broken ; from the Persian

'"9 Between the Karoon and the Dorack. root Karab, to break. Mr. Jones.

m IrnXuixt xoX«*», n<ftu)n xtxvor. Marcian. Kheraib, the plural of Kherab, bad, broken.'

sw In alterutro mendum esse necesse est.
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out by the natives. An attention of this kind is perfectly con

sistent with the commercial spirit of the province, and proceeds

upon the same grounds as the navigation inland. A passage

over or through the shoal is necessarily implied in the account

of the journal ; the accomplishment of it is reconciled to reason

by the method I have pursued, and in whatever state the coast

may now be, it can hardly afford a ground of objection to my

statement of what it might have been at the distance of so many

centuries. Amidst all disadvantages of ancient navigators, they

had one advantage arising from the little depth of water the con

struction of their vessels required.

Through a passage, then, of this sort, Nearchus conducted

his fleet thirty-seven miles, and then came to an anchor without

being able to approach the shore. Here they took their repast

on board, and gave the people some time for refreshment. I

have no hesitation to fix this anchorage in the Khore Wastah,

the issue of the Selege stream i0i, for there the measure given

agrees perfectly with M'Cluer, and there he seems to terminate

the Karabah. It is a minute circumstance, but worth noticing,

that both Ptolemy and Marcian agree in making the eastern

commencement of the bay, Pelodes, at some distance from the

Eulcus, and their termination of it is at the Moseus, or Karoon,

which would naturally happen, as they take no notice of the

intermediate channel, or Khore Wastah.

's At From this anchorage the fleet weighed in the night, after al-

Second day's |owjnnr a short respite from fatigue, but they had no longer a

course to 0 1 . 0 , 0
Diridotis. shoal to cross ; they sailed in deep iC* water, says Arrian, mani-

Fcbruary 8,

Day ,59,

or 1,30. 503 It amounts to thirty-two geographical 504 ""fi /9»9=a, four fathoms, would be

■ miles, equal very nearly to thirty-seven miles xara /SaQtx to a Greek Jlect,

English.
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festly marking the course along the border so* of the Meidan-

Ala, which every vessel bound for the Basra Channel still pur

sues. They sailed all night and the whole of the following day

till past noon, when they finished their course at Diridotis, a

village in the mouth of the Euphrates.

The distance assigned for this passage across the Meidan-Ala

is nine hundred stadia, or upwards of fifty-six miles, a measure

which is very dubious **, as Nearchus informs us he was able to

keep no regular account, and the statement of the moderns is so

various, that I prefer giving their own distances to fixing any

determinate measure of my own.

D'A n v 1 lle. Geog. Miles. G .M.

Memoir m. Measure from the Karoon to t

auiu 1. i30' add? — 37

Khore Abdillah, - J

Map of Asia, first part, - 33. add 7 — 40

Map of Tigris and Euphrates, - - 30. add 7 — 37

M'Cluer.

Large Sheet from Wastah to Khore Abdillah, 40

Small Sheet from Wastah to Khore Abdillah, 34

Dalrymple.

Mr. Howe's Chart from Karoon to Khore 1

Abdillah, ... 5

ws Upon this Jlat there are six fathoms on makes it from the Kheraib. Vessels, as they

the southern edge, fi7e fathoms on the middle, do not haul so soon up to the northward, run

four at the upper end. The pilot seldom goes a much less distance than boats in crossing it.

under five, or five and an half. I have crossed it in both. Mr. H. Jones.

M'Cluer, p. 30. " When you come within »•» I have eighteen draughts to consult,

»' two fathoms, you are still near ten miles from but these are all worth specifying. Seven

t< shore," and this part is dry at low water. miles are added for the difference between the

The distance that a vessel runs, in cross. Karun and Wastah ; but some of the chartt

ing the Meidan-Ala, depends entirely how she make it ten.
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I

Dalrymple. Geog. Miles. G.M-

Mr. Howe's Chart from Wastah to Khorej ^

Abdillah, 3

NlEBUHR.

From Karoon to Khore Abdillah (dubious), 40 add 7 — 47

If such are the fluctuations of the moderns, how are we to

reduce a journal of the age of Alexander ? M'Cluer's small sheet

is a corrected draught, and his corrections usually promote a

coincidence with Arrian ; but how are we to reconcile his esti

mate with that of Mr. Dalrymple's chart? It is true that I

esteem Mr. Dalrymple's, in point of disposition, as the best of

any which I have seen ; but I have reason to consider all its

measures as too large ; this will appear more fully when I come

to treat of the coast in general.

Diridotis, or Teredon **, is the termination of the voyage by

sea, and evidently both forms mark its connexion with the Dig

lito -of Pliny, and the Tigris of the Greeks, as they are both

related to the Oriental Degela, or Didsjile m. Diglidoth s'°, in

timating a town situated near the Degela, will give the two

forms of Diridotis and Teredon, with the usual interchange be

tween n and l, which appears in many other instances. This

place Arrian calls a village, where there was a mart established

for the importation of the incense and other produce of Arabia,

•
*

Teredon built by Nebuchodonozar, as a Niebuhr writes, Didsjile.

fortress against' the Arabs. Eusebius from s'° One reading of Diglito in the MSS. of

Abydenus apud Grotium, lib. iii. c. irj. Ex Pliny is Diglath, equivalent to Degelah.

notis CIcrici. Pliny means by Diglito, the upper part of

He seems also to have built out the water, the Tigris,—jaa tardierjlu'u ; and gives Tigris

perhaps at Abadan. See Scaliger Emend, as a second name, where the course is as swift

Temporum. as an arrow.
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and its situation fits it for the conveyance of them up to Meso

potamia, either by the old canal at the Khore Abdillah, or by

■the Shat-el-Arab to Susiana, or Persis ; and this circumstance

lias recommended it to the notice of all the ancient geographers.

I have already mentioned that Ptolemy places Teredon between

the two mouths of the Tigris, which evidently proves that he

considered d'AnvilJe's Choabedeh, as a mouth of the Tigris, ami

not of the Euphrates. And as I have before accounted for

Ptolemy's Sinus Mesanius, the whole of ancient geography

is thus rendered consistent with itself, and with our modern

charts.

It will seem extraordinary that, when the course of Nearchus

lay up the Tigris, or Shat-el-Arab, he should pass the moutk

of that channel, and bring his fleet to an anchor in the Khore

Abdillah, which he calls the mouth of the Euphrates. This,

according to Pliny's account, was just going so much out of his

-way, and causing a necessity of re-measuring his course back

again the same distance. Pliny's estimate, computed by d'An-

ville's method, is reduced to twelve miles and an half ; and the

real distance, taken largely, may be about ten. If, therefore,

it is asked why this happened, the answer will exhibit one of

those minute coincidences which nothing but truth could pro

duce. It is a circumstance connected with the nature of the

navigation, and it continues to be the practice of the pilots to

the present hour, for thus M'Cluer describes the course :

....** After5" these soundings in Khore Gufgah, you will

** quickly shoalen to four one-half fathoms, and this the pilot

" calls Mucan H* ; and from that, three one-half or three fathoms

M'Cluer's Memoir, p. 30. s" The Mesfine.

3o.
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" to Bussorah Barsu. With these soundings, he still stands

" across [the mouth of the Shat-el-Arab], west or west by

" north, till he deepens to five fathoms in Khore Abdillah, and

" there he anchors till the next flood tide ; or, if he has sufti-

" cient tide to carry him over, he stands away to clear a bank

" between Khore Abdillah and the Bussorah river."

I now beg leave to notice, that the pilot on board Nearchus

steered exactly the same course as M'Cluer's Karack pilot two

thousand 3'cais afterwards ; so durable is the stamp that Nature

has set upon this coast. The reason of this is obvious ; for

the projection of the Meidan-Ala throws the vessel off the coast

till she is opposite to the Khore Abdillah, and the level of the

land is so low at the mouth of the Shat-cl-Arab, that it is much

safer for her to make land in the Khore, than to stand up the

Shat-el-Arab at once, when the coast on either hand is too low

to be visible.

While Nearchus lay at anchor in this Khore, which he calls

the Mouth of the Euphrates, intelligence was received that

Alexander was on his march to Susa. He determined, there

fore, to return back ,M ; and then, by pursuing his course up

the Pasi-Tigris, to join him in the neighbourhood of the

capital.

Here it is that, in my endeavour to explain the following,

day's course, I am obliged to differ totally from d'Anville. I ap

peal to the candour of the reader, that no captious love of oppo

sition may be imputed to me, for I have too great a deference

to that great geographer's opinion, ever to depart from it with

out sufficient grounds.

The bar at the mouth of the Cossisa- ■ *'J "E»St> xa\ ivio] to onijn ?irXw», p. 357.

Bony, or Shat-el-Arab, as I use it.
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In conducting Nearchus from Dirid6tis to Susa, d'Anville

carries him into the Shat-el-Arab, as high as Aginis or Zeine,

and thence by the Haffar Canal through the interior of the pro

vince up to the bridge, where he met the army and terminated

his expedition.

My reasons for assuming a different course are these :

1st, Pliny's Chaldean Lake, and Arrian's Lake at the mouth

of the Tigris, are not the same.

2dly, Arrian's Pasitigris is never the Shat-el-Arab, and in

this he is supported by Strabo.

Sdly, In the passage of Nearchus tip the river, no notice is

taken of the canal of Haffar, but only upon Alexander's course

down to the gulph.

4thly, Nearchus is said to go up the Pasitigris, Alexander is

said to come down the Euleus.

othly, Nearchus, in his course from Dirid6tis, sailed with

Susiana on his left hand.

1st, THE CHALDEAN LAKE.

Nearchus sailed s" across a lake into which the Tigris falls

at its issue into the gulph ; but if this lake exists, or ever did

exist, it must have been at the mouth of the Shat-el-Arab, and

could not be the same as Pliny's Chaldean Lake ; for that com

mences below Ctcsiphon, and ends at Aphle ; and he adds

afterwards, that the waters, after spreading in this form, are

again collected into a stream, and in that shape take their

"Aymu Ar. 357.

3 o 2
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course to the sea. His s"' Chaldean Lake, therefore, is not at

the mouth of the Shat-el-Arab, but inland. This, I conceive,

is the first source of d'Anville's mistake ; and Pliny's error in

assuming Pasitigris, as the appellation of the Tigris and Eu

phrates united in the Shat-el-Arah> is the ground of bis making

the fleet go up that channel, instead of the real Pasitigris.

D'Anville follows him in this assertion, and here is his second

mistake.

For, 2dly, Arrian's Pasitigris is always that stream which,

flowing east of Susa, joins the Eulcus at some distance below

that capital. I have proved this by the concurrent testimony of

Strabo, Diodorus, Q. Curtius, and Cheref-eddin, all according

with Arrian. It did not approach the city ; it was a broad>

deep, and navigable river: it crossed the road from Persist

and, after its junction with the Eul£us, the united stream se

parated again, sending off one branch eastward, now called the

Gaban5", and another westward, which is the Karoon ; and,

finally, its characteristic distinction is the title of Pasi, or North

Eastern Tigris, in opposition to the great stream of that namej.

which is now styled the Shat-el-Arab "\ This is manifestly the

"° Susa a Persico man absunt ccl. m. But Pliny, lib. vi. c. 23. followed- a different

pats, qua subiit ad earn [ra] classis Alexandri authority. He there is giving an account oC

Pasitigri. Vicus ad Chaldaicum Lacum vo- this passage of the fleet from the historians of

catur Aphle ; unde Susa navigatione ixv. m. Alexander, and there we find (not the Chaldean

pass, absunt. lake) but a lake at the mouth of the riveiv.

This Pasirfgru is the Shat-el-Arab, and Ostium Euphratis. Lacus quem faciunt Eu-

Pliny supports d'Anville in supposing the pas- laeus et Tigris juxta Charattm, inde Tigri,

sage up that 6tream ; but his Lacus Chaldaicus Susa. By the Tigris Nearchus never could

will not accord with d'Anville. Tigris inter have reached Susa ; out of the Tigris he

fieleuciam et Ctesiphontem vectus in Lacus might have passed by the Haffar Canal round

Chaldaicos se fundit. Eosque lxx. m. pass, the head of the Delta into the Pasitigris, but

amplitudine implet. Now lxx. miles will not this was not in the contemplation of Pliny,

reach from Ctesiphon to Aphle by two hun- **> The Eulcus of Ptolemy,

ored, and still Aphle is at the lower end of The Shat-el-Arab is always styled Be-

this lake. See lib. vi. c. 27. gcla, or the Tigris, by Al-Edrissi.
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system of Arrian ; and Strabo, in explaining the error of some

historians who attributed this appellation to the Shat-el-Arab

as the general channel which received all the different rivers,

as manifestly confirms the system of Arrian, and proves

the concurrent opinion of all the authors in the age of

Alexander.

Sdly, If Nearchus had gone up the Shat-el-Arab, he could

have entered the Eul6us, or Pasitigris, only by the HafFar

Canal ; but if Nearchus had sailed up this canal, there is much

more reason to conclude it would have been specified in a course

he performed himself, (where it is not specified,) than in the de

scent of Alexander, where it is mentioned, and in which he was

not so immediately or personally concerned.. This, considering

the tenor of thejournal, is one of the strongest evidences which

can be produced ; for an artificial cut was no common object

to a Greek, and a similar circumstance is preserved at Hera-

temis, though the passage was neither explored* or made any

part of the navigation. An omission, it is true, is only a nega

tive proof, but in an instance of this kind it must have con

siderable weight.

4thly, There is no inconsistence in mentioning Alexander's

descent by the Euleus, and Nearchus's ascent by the Pasitlgris,

for Nearchus entered that river from the Eul6us, where it bore

this appellation in contradistinction, to the Tigris, and Alexander

embarked at Susa* where that source, which passes the capital,

is called the Euleus. The various, heads 5,*• of this stream cause

confusion in the interior ; the various arms, as it approaches

s'' En Turquie, en Perse, et aux Indes, une aise" «jne Its voyageurs s'accordent bien pour

meme riviere prend le nom de toutes les villes ces noms. Tawernier, lib. vw. p. 733. Amst.

et villages ou elle paese, et aiasi il est mal edit..
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the sea, create disorder upon the coast. It is thus that the

Euleus and Choaspes are transmutable, and thus that the Pasi

tigris is confounded with the Tigris and the .Euleus. If Alex

ander embarked at Susa, the stream was necessarily the Euleus,

and this name was continued to the sea. If Nearchus entered

the Pasitigris, it was at the confluence of that river with the

Euleus. By the latter he would have reached Susa, by the

former he effected his junction with the army. Add to this,

that in the ascent of Nearchus, Arrian takes his account from

the journal of the commander himself ; in the descent of Alex

ander, he follows Ptolemy and Aristobulus. In the history, the

Pasitigris is not mentioned ; in the journal, no notice is taken

of the Eul£us51*: the reason is plain, Alexander on his descent

did not enter the Pasitigris at all.

5thly, The expression of Arrian is precise, when he asserts

that Nearchus sailed back again from Dirid6tis ; but it is not

equally apposite, if he returned only to the Shat-el-Arab. It

appears evident that he had intended to go up that channel by

the course he held, but that the account he received atDiriddtis

informed him that the king was directing his course to Susa 4

this intelligence carried him back to the Pasitigris, as the

readiest way to join the army ; while the navigation up the

Shat-el-Arab and through the Haffar canal was either unknown

to him at that time, or not in his contemplation. But this is

not all ; he passed on his return from Diridotis with Susiana on

his left. Could this be true, if he had sailed up the Shat-el-

Arab ? Let any advocate of Mr. d'Anville inform me, if ever the

**> It is meant to assert tbis only, that in History, lib. vii. p. 282. with the Indica,

-the journal the Euleus is never once mentioned p. 357.

as the river Nearchus sailed up. Compare-the
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tract on the west of the Shat-el-Arab was called Susiana by any

geographer, ancient or modern ? Whether it was possible for

Arrian to terminate that province west, at the Euphrates J" in

stead of the Tigris ? No. It was always styled Arabia, by the

concurrent testimony of historians and geographers, as it is to

the present day, and it was always possessed by Arabs, whose

influence reaches to the very walls of Basra.

If, however, it can be supposed that Nearchus made his s"

Euphrates the boundary of Susiana, the difficulty will be in

creased ; for then, in sailing up the Shat-el-Arab, the expres

sion ought to have been, that he proceeded up the Shat-el-Arab

through Susiana, not with Susiana on his left ; for, if the

Tigris is the boundary, in going up it, Susiana must be on the

right.

The whole of this error originates 1,3 with Pliny; he knew,

from the historians of Alexander, that the fleet went up the

Pasitigris ; but his Pasitigris is the Shat-el-Arab, and theirs is

the river connected with the Euleus. If this error had not mis

led so great a geographer as d'Anville, all that has been said

would be superfluous.

These are my reasons for adopting the following system ; and

it will now be easy to conduct Nearchus from Dirid6tis to the

Pasitigris by the course which is here assumed. These are the

words of Arrian : " At Diriddtis sl4, intelligence was received

»' The Khore Abdillah is the Euphrates of rfrXkrW Mm x«l iwi TO Onilfl "vXtoi £

Arrian. x«t« to» TTooTriypnn woi-apon £vctv\vo-am; avjM-

5,1 The Khore Abdiliab. /*/?ai \AXi£a>%. "Es-Atov &i TO EMIIAAIN U

5,J It originates actually with those Greek APIXTEPA, T^»y^vTr^2ao■1'3afJ(;om^• xa) tmxpaTi-

writers whom Strabo reproves for the same \lu7t U f,r o Ttyput loGaXXu mT*pof is

mistake. flint if 'Ajptyiiiy ff«f* w6\» NIVoi ird?w wort

SM 'E/!aSfl» iyythXnxi 'AAffcHwpw isrl Zu'vut fiiyiXriv xetl hidipotx T>fv iiWS ti xa\ tov
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" that Alexander was advancing to Susa; the fleet, therefore, re-

" turned back again from Diridotis, in order to proceed up the

" Pasitigris, and join the army. They sailed accordingly on their

" return, with Susiana on the left, and passed in their course a

" lake that receives the river Tigris, which rising in Armenia

" (not '** far from Ninive, formerly a great and flourishing city)

" encloses Mesopotamia on the east, as the Euphrates surrounds

" it on the west. From the line where this lake joins5*6 the sea,

up to the river itself, is a course of six hundred stadia; and at

the issue [of the river into the lake] there lies a village on the

" Susian side of the stream, which is called Aginis : this village is

*' only five hundred stadia from Susa ; but by the course which

" the fleet took in its passage [from Diriddtis] to the Pasitigris,

" the extent of the coast of Susiana was not less than two m

" thousand stadia. Arriving at the mouth of that river, they

u sailed up it through a country rich and populous

'EupfarS TrorofiS \Umfenaftir,i SVl tIJe icXii- if «o, Arrian now takes the tame number of

%«t$cu) mt'ttr avo Je tSj A.//**!!? <; avrit to» stadia (2000) from Diriddtis to the Pasitigris,

sroTetyeov i>a.v\u; raiui H-axomoi "m koX xt/xn tt.( say to Hisn Modhi, as he took before, on the

Zvo-lSo; r,t KuX'iuiTu *AyiH»* «w« $\ ivlxo £uV»» whole coast from the A'rosis to Diridotis.

racuK U irtnanoT'w firtxpi T" «tf»«*» ns ** i have reviewed the whole of this pas-

Zuciut yrii ?rt hrl ro/^a tS nao-mypiJoj wotds^S sage, and rendered it according to the sug-

ra'Jioi 'EvSMf xara Tor Tlatrtriyftt a»» gestion of Schmieden He has convinced me

o«V\to» ii* x*?7* *wfM»«is xa\ Ivia'ijions. that I was mistaken, but not persuaded me

m nfa iro\n Nrw», Juxta Ninum. -Schmei- that he is right himself. I trust, however, to

der. But it is not near Ninus or Ninive that his authority, which certainly solves some dif-

it rises, jrapa allows more latitude. Acuities, but not all. He is forced to give up

5,6 If omtqi rev Tarajioi, where it ceases to be the distance of 500 stadia from Aginis to Susa,

a lake, and assumes the form of a river. which, though corroborated by Strabo, is to.

**' I should have been glad to understand tally inadequate : it only proves that both

this of the whole coast of Susiana on the gulph, Strabo and Arrian copied from the same jour-

from the A'rosis to Diriddtis ; but the text nal, and that there was an original error -n

•says expressly, pnx°s ra iraplvXu twj Isn'n ynf Nearchus's own account. Place Aginis at

Sot! Iti ripa tS noKrmyoiio; x-mafiS rdSuu $ur- Zeine -(with d'Anville) or not, the difficulty

X&kh* This can refer only to the return of is the same ; we have at most only 1 100 stadia

the fleet from Diriddtis to the Pasitigris ; and from the mouth of the Shat to Susa, 600 Jj>

2
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In commenting on this passage, Mf. d'Anville calls the lake

the Chaldean Lake, which it has been proved not to be ; but

the Chaldean Lake of Pliny is in Chaldea, and he has another

at the junction of the Tigris and Euphrates, near Charax, the

fort of Spasmus ; and this is the lake which corresponds with

that of Arrian, mentioned in the text.

The existence of such a lake at the mouth of the Tigris, or

Shat-el-Arab, must now be sought for ; and, if we take a view

of the map, we find a tract on the west of that stream called

Dauasir by Niebuhr, the extreme point of which between the

Khore Abdillah and the Shat-el-Arab we must sink, to find

room for this lake at the mouth of the Tigris ; and that this was

really under water in the age of Alexander, and rose gradually

to its present appearance, either by accumulation or artificial

means, we have abundant evidence to prove. The very name

if I am not mistaken, implies inundation ; and Niebuhr sup

poses the whole level as high as Hasseinad, the burial-place of

Hassan-ben-Hanefie, to have been under water, and even that

it Avould be so at this day, if the inundation were not prevented

by dykes. " Every where, (he says "",) canals are cut to con-

" vey water to the date grounds ; and as the water of the river

" is saturated with slime, the land here must, in a succession of

" ages, have been raised considerably to have obtained its pro-

M per level." This supposition of Niebuhr's is in perfect har

mony with an assertion *** of Pliny's, that the inundation of the

Agmis, and 500 from that place; that is, correction.

little more than 70 miles, where we ought to Vol. ii. p. 169. Amst. edit.

find more than double that number. Non alio loco plus profecere aquae terri*

'*» Kerme-sir, the hot country ; Daua-sir, mvects. Plin. lib. »i. c. 17.

tie watery country. But I say this under

S p
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waters is no where so extensive as in this part of the river.

Another circumstance is the rising of Abadan, a town at the

mouth of the Shat-el-Arab, at the extremity of the Dauasir ;

for it seems possible to trace this from its emersion ; first, in the

form of an island, and afterwards as part of the main occasioned

by the departure of the waters. I looked for it in two Appha-

danas of Ptolemy, but the position of neither answers. Mar

tian 5}l, however, expresses himself thus : " Near this part >n of

" Susiana lies an island called Apphadana SM, which some attri-

" bute to Arabia." This seems to shew the emersion of land at

the point of the Dauasir, between the age of Alexander and the

time of Marcian. The connexion of this island with the main,

or rather the withdrawing of the waters which separated it,

seems to have taken place in a later period ; for that it was

united in the time of Al-Edrissi is evident. " Abadan, (he

" says SJS,) is a small fort, but still in good condition, situated

** near the sea, which is intended for watching and protecting

" those who frequent this part of the coast, it lies on the western

" bank of the Dcgela [Tigris], in a part where that river parti-

** cularly spreads itself over the land S,V The same author adds

»"■ Marc. Heracl. p. 17. Geog. Min.

Hudson.

m The Pasini Charax.

The translation reads Apphana. There

is a coin in the possession of Mr. Cracherode,

and in Dr. Hunter's Meseum, inscribed

EEFEAHNE, which is by some imputed to

Aspendus > but if it should appear that the

Syrian Greeks possessed the mouths of the

Euphrates, this word would read Eswedene,

rot far removed from Apphadana.

"5 Est autem Abadan Arx parva quidem,

sed integra, ad litus maris apposita, quse in

tern! ad* observances atque protcgendes eos,

qui subeant mare prxdictum jacetqne Abadan

ab occidental parte Degelae [Tigris] amnis

qui eo in loco maxime diffunditur super terram.

Al-Edrissi, p. 12 r.

536 Tout le pais est si bas que sans une digue

que regne le long de la mer il scroit souventen

danger d'estre submerge. Tavernier, lib. ii.

p. 243. I find nothing of this dyke in other

authors, unless it be the dyke in the river men

tioned by Niebuhr. But the passage concurs

in the lowness of the land. In p. 245. he men

tions the breaking of the dyke, and that then

the waters came up to Basra.
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a remarkable circumstance, which, though not connected with

the inundation, is so uncommonly local, .that it is worth insert

ing. " Six miles below Abadan lies Al-chasciabat, which si?-

" nifics a stage raised upon piles in the sea, where there is a

" watch kept, and those who are appointed for that service re-

" pair to the stage in boats, and return by the same con-

" vevance." This fact is so connected with the navigation of

the Shat-el-Arab, that whether the duty of this watch was for

the purpose of giving signals, or affording pilotage, it marks

strongly the attention paid to the security either of the coun

try or of the navigators, and. that, no more than the lowness

of the coast demanded. This stage seems evidently on the

point of the shoal, between the Khore Abdillah and the Shat-

el-Arab.

Such is the nature of the Dauasir at its termination, and such

is the evidence to prove that there was a lake in the age of

Nearchus 537, where there is now land ; that the land had

emerged in the form of an island in the time of Marcian ; and

that, before Al-Edrissi wrote, it was united to the main. This

is a fact of no small importance to ascertain, as the want of a

lake at present forms one ground of objection to the authenticity

of the journal. The name of Abadan still exists at the mouth

of the river, in the Tschabde and Tschwabde of Niebuhr"',

which he makes two villages, possibly out of one. M'Cluer has

.also an Abadan, but too high up the river, and on the eastern

instead of the western side.

I have been the more particular in stating all the circum-

M7 Anno 326 A. C. Anno 1 100 post Ch.

400 post Ch. - 5,8 See Tab. ix- vol. ii. Amst. edit.

3 p 2
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stances relating to this point of the Dauasir, on account of the

numerous errors attending it ; and I must now observe that

though Arrian gives the distance of thirty-seven miles and an

half, still with the extent of it up the Tigris I am not concerned.

Niebuhr makes it thirty miles up to Hasseinad ; but Mr.

Jones 5W, who has passed frequently up the channel and down,

seems to think, that the western bank is every where too high

to admit of inundation, till within eight or ten miles of the

mouth ; but that part, he says, has undoubtedly been under

water, and thus does the testimony of a living witness confirm

our written evidence.

I am now, in conformity with the correction of Schmeider, to

conclude that Nearchus has described this lake without entering

it ; and that though he has stated that it is only five hundred

stadia from Aginis to Susa, he did not pursue this course, but

preferred a much more circuitous one, by retracing his passage

across the shoals, and returning to the Eul£us. In assuming

this line of navigation, I must likewise revoke an arrangement

of my own, in which I conducted Nearchus by the Khore

Moosa into the Karoon, and by the Karoon up to the Pasitigris..

By a better acquaintance with the Oriental geographers, I am

persuaded that this statement was erroneous. I am persuaded,

likewise, that Ptolemy M0 was guided by native authority or

information, when he placed the mouth of the Euleus at the

next stream west 441 from the A'rosis ; and that he is supported-

I incline to believe fhat the land between by his longitude, and by a reference to Mer--

Khore Abdullah and the western bank of the cator's map, Asia, table v.

Bussora river has, even within my own me- S4' About thirty mile* west, according to-,

mory, increased considerably. Mr. H. Jones. M'Cluer.

140 The arrangement of Ptolemy is proved.
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in this assumption by Ebn Haukal Al-Edrissi S4J, AbuT

Feda"4, Petis de la Croix S4J on Chcref-eddin, and Otter 54*.

All these authors conspire in asserting that the Ab-Zal or Eul6us

receives all the rivers of Susiana, and issues into the gulph of

Persia, in the neighbourhood of Hisn Modhi, through a bay

called Mahirooyan, in the district of Dorghestan, and between

the shoals of Karabah and Barcan, or Bahr-el-Khan.

That Nearchus did not go up the Shat-el-Arab, as Pliny and

d'Anville suppose, has been shewn already ; that he crossed the

lake at the mouth of the Tigris, but did not enter it, is likewise

proved by' his sailing with Susiana on his left ; and that he went

back again over the shoals he had passed before, is evident from

the text of Arrian, and from the reason he assigns, which was,

that at Dirid6tis he received intelligence of the progress of the

army from Persis to Susa.

Let us conclude then that Nearchus moved from Dirid6tis

with the tide S4' of flood ; his course across the Meidan-Ala was

in deep Avater for a fleet of gallies, as there are two fathoms

544 Ebn Haukal (p. 7.J.) says, the streams

of Khusistan from Ahwaz, Dourek, and

Shuster, and all that rise in this quarter, are

collected together at Hysn Modhi. And

again, (p. 78.) near Hysn Modhi, on the

sea-side, a great many streams are collected

into one body of water, affected by the tides,

flux and reflux.

Al-Edn'ssi (p. 120.) writes, all the

rivers of Kourestan [Khoozistan] issue into

the sea near Mahruian, not far from Hisn

Modhi, p. 12J.

544 Ebu'l Feda dit que la riviere de Toster

se jette dans le Golfe Persique aupres de Hisn

Modhi. Otter, torn. ii. p. 53.

545 Fetis de la Croix (torn. ii. p. 168. on

Cheref-eddin) writes, Ab-Zal, fleuve dont'

une branche passe a Tostar, elle passe par

tout le Couristan [Khoozistan] & se decharge

dans le sein Persiqua a Hisn Modhi. The

Mahruian of Al-Edrissi is written Mahar.

rooyan by Ebn Haukal, and is probably the

Bender Madjour of d'Anville, misplaced in

the shoal of Barcan.

'** Strabo, lib. xv. p. 729. Some say that

all the rivers of Susiana fall into one stream,

that of the Tigris.

547 Nearchus's pilot probably weighed an

chor with the young flood from the Khore

Abdullah ; at least a pilot of the present day

would do so. Mr. H. Jones.
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upon it at that time near the coast, and he found no 'difficulty

in passing it before. Let us next conduct him across the Kara-

bah, with the same caution he liad adopted in his former pas

sage. During all this course, Susiana, that is, the low land of

the Delta, continues on his left hand, and he now reaches the

bay into which the Euleus issues by the channel called Gaban

in the modern charts.

This bay lies between the two shoals of Karabah and Barcau,

and at the western point, where it terminates on the gulph, we

may compute fourteen' hundred stadia from Dirid6tis, taking

off one hundred 54' for the breadth of the bay to Kataderbis ;

and from this point, if we suppose Nearchus to have turned

northward directly for the Gaban channel, we must conclude

that he reckoned six' hundred stadia more from the same point

up to the mouth of the Pasitigris ; that is, the junction of that

stream with the Euldus. This, indeed, is but forty Roman

miles, and seems an estimate much too short to carry us to the

confluence ; but it is demonstrable that Arrian makes out his

computation of two thousand stadia by this method, for his

language will admit of no other construction. " The length S4*

" of the course along the coast of Susiana [from Diridotis] {o

" the mouth of the Pasitigris is two thousand stadia." These

are his express words, and they admit of no remedj-, unless we

have made the estimate of his track from Diridotis to the bay

too long ; and then all that we take off from that may be added

to his passage up the river.

This is a difficulty that has induced Salmasius to reckon this

s«* From Kataderbis to Diridotis was 1500 S4» /*wo? tS wapasr*« ir* Iiww yr,< fa Ixl

stadia ; from Diridotis back to the western s-o^a t2 Hcurniyftits r«'c»i ^«r^i'\»oi.

point of the bay we may reckon 1400, or less.
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measure back again to the A'rosis* and to turn that river into

the Pasitigris ; a supposition utterly impossible ; as a variety of

transactions inland take place between the Pasitigris and

A'rosis, on the marches both of Alexander and Timour ; and if

they are distinct rivers inland, their issue must be distinct like

wise; for there is no authority, either ancient or modern, to-

make them confluent streams. There are no data, indeed, for

fixing the point of confluence where the Pasitigris joins the

Euleus ; but the confluence itself is certain, for it has been

shewn already that all the rivers of Susiana communicate with

the Euleus, and all the streams on the east of that river fall

into it, and have one common issue in this bay near Hisn

Modhi.

It is this reason more especially which induces me to conclude

that Nearchus went up this bay and this channel, in preference

to any of those which cross the Delta, for this is the Euleus or

main stream of Ptolemy ; and that Airian considered it in the

same light we seem to have proof, when he brings down Alex

ander with the fleet from Susa ; for he there informs us, that

the course was down the Eul6us to the Delta; that at the Delta

Alexander sent off all the vessels that were unfit for service, by

a canal (that is the Haffar) into the Tigris ; and that he pro

ceeded himself with the remainder down the Euleus to the sea.

This evidence seems conclusive, and more so, when it is added

that he circumnavigated ss° the whole tract which lies between

the Euleus and the Tigris. This is perfectly in correspondence

cay oero» fjLttx^O t« t; 'Ev\dm wotx/xS xai rS ArriaDj lib. VH« p. 282,.
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with his navigating the two extreme branches east and west of

tlie Indus ; and the same ambition or vanity actuated him to

sail on the gulph of Persia as upon the Indian ocean.

This circumstance also solves an apparent contradiction, when

k is said that Nearchus went up the Pasitigris, and that Alex

ander came down the Eul6us : both assertions are correct ; for

Nearchus ascended the Pasitigris to meet the army on its pro

gress ; and when the army proceeded to Susa, the fleet de

scended the Pasitigris again, and came up the Euleus towards

the capital"*. But when Alexander embarked on board the

fleet in the Euleus, he went down that stream to the sea ; and

though he passed by the Pasitigris at its confluence, he did not

enter it, but proceeded straight down to the gulph. This fur

nishes a reason why the Pasitigris only is mentioned in the

Journal, and the Euleus is alone noticed in the History.

With much diffidence I now submit the following statement

to the reader ; for greater disagreement, in so small a space, is

hardly to be found :

From the A'rosis to Kataderbis,

to Khore Wastah

to Diriddtis,

Stadia. Miles Eng.

500

600

900

2000 125

itax\iv<ran»f avrZ rS wamxS If tit Zw'ar came up the Euleus towards Susa, probably

•A . , . tunixhu un tot 'Eviction !roT«juo» it irl to Dez Phoul, the bridge of Dcz, where

iiKourma. Ar. lib. vii. p. 281. there would be a bridge in that age as well as

It is evident from this passage, that the fleet in later times, for it is on the great road from

went down the Pasitigris from the bridge, and Rhagian to the Tigris.
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-■

Nautic Miles. Miles Eng.

Arrian from the A'rosis to Diridolis, \-—— 125

D'Anville's Map of Asia, - 105 nearly 122

D'Anville's Memoir* ■ ' -\ - 75 ■ 87

M'Cluer's large sheet, - - 8flf'T"."l'4ji— 93

M'Cluer's small sheet corrected; - 90 4 105

D'Apres, - - \- 80 L^- 93

Gough's chart, - - V - 81 /-J^q^ 94

Niebuhr518, - - \ 90 ( 105

Dahymple's chart by Mr. Howe, I- 137/ 160

Pliny, v - - -X^_ f 265

Pliny, by another"5 estimate, - ^"""^V^— 250

Pliny, halved by d'Anville, - - V^125

,Marcian of Ileraclea, 3430 stadia, - . 2t$s.

Marcian, by Salmasius, 1830 stadia, - 114

Ptolemy, six "4 degrees, - - 360 5SS 41 7

Such is the fluctuation of this estimate, and perhaps, out of

the whole list, M'Cluer is the only one who formed his state-

1

• - ' /

Niebuhr possibly saw M'Cluer's papers the same number of stadia as Arrian, and re.

at Basra. duced them in the proportion of eight to a

" This must be erased, because Niebuhr mile.

«« visited Bussora before I believe M'Cluer to "4 In reality six one-half. Tercdon, 8o°.

•* have been in the Company's service, certainly Oroatis, 86*30'.

"before he ever thought of chart-making. s" Rather 358.5, for the distance lay nearly

*» J Was on board the vessel of which M'Cluer on a parallel, namely on the parallel of 30° of

u was an officer in 1784, atthe time he made his latitude ; and a degree on this parallel is 59.7$

" first chart. The vessel was called the Bom- miles English. But the distance which Pto-

" bay Grab. 1 know M'Cluer saw Niebuhr's lemy would reckon equivalent to a degree

drafts belonging to me at Bussora." Mr. H. would be no more than 433 stadia, and his 6°

Jones. in this latitude would hardly amount to 288

,5J This it another proof that Pliny read miles English. Bishop Horseley.

' 3Q
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ment from observation, or the account of the native pilots:

Arrian differs from him only twenty miles ; and on a coast,

where, he informs us, Nearchus could keep ho true reckoning,

it i& extraordinary that his deviation should be no greater.

Pliny had evidently found the same number of stadia, but

doubled the distance by using the Olympian stadium in his re

duction. Mr. Dalrymple's chart by Mr. Howe exceeds in

reality all but Ptolemy ; and it is a great disappointment to find

that a chart, upon which depends the best information for elu

cidating Arrian, should be so. defective in its measurement. It

is, however, by no means ascertained that the head of the gulph

is correct in any chart ; on the eastern part,, even M'Cluer may

be considered as dependent upon the. information of his pilots,

and though their estimate is sufficiently just to answer, their

purpose, it is far inferior to the observation of an English

navigator..

After stating these various, and indeed contradictory reports,

it is not to be expected that precise accuracy in regard to the

two thousand stadia is attainable ; but upon the whole it seems

evident, that as Arrian reckons this number from the A'rosis to

Dirid6tis, he estimates likewise two thousand stadia on the re

turn from Diridotis to the mouth of the Pasitigris. The extent

of my error, if I have committed one, will be,, that I have ter

minated this distance with too. short an interval between the bay

and the confluence of the Pasitigris with the Euleus. However

this may be, the arrangement upon the whole is consistent : it

makes the history of Arrian correspond with his journal of the

voyage ; it reconciles both to Ptolemy, and to the account of

the Oriental geographers : and it brings the fleet and the army
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to a junction at the point where they would be united at this

day, if such an expedition was to be carried on in this province.

In order to effect this junction, Nearchus proceeded from the

bay up the Gaban channel to the Pasitigris, through a country

rich and populous ; and then, an hundred and fifty stadia or fifteen

miles up that river to a village, where he found an ample supply

for his fleet, not only of necessaries, but of every thing that,

could minister to the conveniency and luxury of lite. Here he

offered sacrifices for the preservation of the fleet and the success

of his expedition. The usual games attended this ceremony,

and the festivity natural to plenty and security succeeded to the

fatigues of the voyage.

Nothing is mentioned in the text which may induce us to

suppose that Nearchus had any thing farther in view than wait

ing for intelligence of the army ; but he is in a position from

whence he might have gone up either the Eul6us or the Pasitigris,

with almost equal facility, according to the account he might

receive. And here we shall leave him to the enjoyment of his

repose, till I have conducted the two armies under the com

mand of Alexander and IIeph£stion on their inarch to Susiana.

The line of their progress is easily discernible ; but, as there

were no enemies to subdue, and the whole was the return of a

victorious army, we have no geographical particulars from our

classical historians ; it is a bare outline, which, if necessary to

be filled up, can only be effected by recourse to modern au

thorities : it shall, therefore, no longer be dwelt upon, than

is necessary to combine the movements of the separate divi

sions, to establish dates, and to render the whole consistent in

all its parts.

We left Alexander at Giroft in the latter end of December,

3 q 2
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preparing for his progress by an inland route eastward of the

mountains, while he detached Hephestion with the elephants

and gross of the army, with orders to cross the mountains, and

proceed along the coast of the gulph, through that level which,

is called the Kermesir. I ought not to know more than my

director, and he says, that Hephestion was ordered to take this

route because it was winter, and the winter was milder on the

coast than inland. This is too true, for the mildness extends to

heat, putridity, and unwholesomeness. It appears to me tliat

Arrian has not preserved the real cause of this order,, for Alex

ander seems to have acted upon this occasion, as upon all

others, from the time he had no more enemies to subdue ; that

is, because he was desirous of obtaining a knowledge of his

empire ; and he detached Hephestion through the Kermesir

for the same reason he had ordered Craterus to proceed through

Arach6sia from the Indus, and Nearchus to survey the coast.

However this may be, Alexander himself appears to have

moved from Giroft before the conclusion of the year, some days

previous to the sailing of Nearchus, and the first place to which

we trace him is Pasagardae "* ; for at Pasagardse is the tomb of

5,6 A barren list of names will afford little Ragian. It has probably been the common

information; but I subjoin the route from road in all ages ; for the principal places men -

Giroft to Pasagardse, extracted from Al- tioned are of considerable antiquity, and ex-

Edrissi, and shall continue it afterwards to isted in the age of Alexander.

-
Miles.

From Giroft to Canat Alsciam, act

to Maaun *, ao

Karmania.<
to Valau-gerdy

to Adhercan,

20

20

to Giaraman, 20

to Keteensian, 3

"to Rostock-Arrostad, 40—143

• Miaun » the town, perAafu, wheie Alexan<i*w««ived Nevchus i the Sal-Moun of Oiodorut,
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Gyrus, whether he perished in the war with the Massagetae, or

was gathered to his fathers with the Euthanasia so beautifully

described by Xenophon : and at Pasagardae we find Alexander

punishing Orsines for embezzlement, and plundering the tomb

of a native sovereign. It is foreign to my purpose to enter into

this transaction, still I cannot help noticing that the aspersions

thrown upon the conduct of Alexander on this occasion by Q.

Curtius are neither consistent with his character, nor coun

tenanced by Strabo, Arrian, or any writer of estimation ; but

Q. Curtius debases the vices of the Conqueror with as little

judgment as he extols his virtues. In both instances, it is the

language of exaggeration without restraint, in which the author

sacrifices truth, not to the love of falsehood, but to warmth of

imagination and brilliancy of expression.

Pasagardae 557 is confounded with Persepolis by Arrian, upon

Alexander's first visit to the province, when he burnt the palace

in that city, of which, says Arrian, he now repented; and

Mile*—143

From Giroft to Zamm Al-modhi,, ij

to Darbt-gerd, 15

to Seban, 3-

to Bercan, 12

Pmsia. \ to Narecan, 12

to Fasihan, 13

to Tamsan, 18

to Fata or Pasa-gardx, 1 2

242

f_N. B. The names in Italics alone are found in the modern maps.}

9,7 Phasa still exists, and Golius makes it But Niebuhr says this- distinction is now

the head of the district Darab, (so named lost.

from Darius,) one of the four into which the Two I know to be retained, and I have

province is divided ; the other three arc Ko- great reason to believe the others are alio,

bad, Sapor, and Ardeshir. See d'Anville. Mr. H. Jones*

8
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whether it was the effect of inebriated phrensy, revenge for the

injuries of Greece, or the insolence of victory, any one of these

inducements was sufficient cause of regret. Pasa, or Phasa-

gardae, was mistaken by many of the Greek writers, and the

deception is natural ; for the translation of Pharsa-gerd would

regularly be Persepolis, and Pharsa-gerd differs from Phasa-gerd

by a single letter. The former, however, signifies the city or

capital of Phars ; the latter a city, as Golius informs us,

cooled by the north-eastern gales.

On the present occasion, Arrian distinguishes this city from

Persepolis ; for we trace the progress of the army regularly from

Pasagarda? to the capital ; and it would be well if we had any

characters to mark the route, but these will be searched for in

vain : we learn only that Alexander was there, by the circum

stance at his arrival of his constituting Peucestas satrap of the

province, who had saved his life in India, and who was now so

prudent, a courtier as to assume the habit, and learn the lan

guage of the country. He had before been raised to the rank

of Guard m of the Royal Person, and afterwards conducted to

Babylon a body of twenty 5<to thousand native troops, raised in

his province, and armed in the Macedonian manner. This is a

circumstance which devclopes the future designs of Alexander

more than all the conjectures of his historians.

Persepolis, in its Greek form, evidently marks Pharsa-gerd as

its Persian original ; but the name was not preserved even in the

5,9 Gol. ad Alfrag. p. 1 14. Orestis, Ptolemy and Python of Eordea. To

"» The Zv/iaTo^axij, or lody-guard, were these Peucestas was added when Alexander

originally only stven : Leonnatus, Hephftstion, was in Karmania. Ait. lib. vi. p. 269.

Lysimackus, Aristonous of Pella, Perdiccas of 560 Others say thirty thousand.
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middle ages, nor does any other name appear but Istakhar, or

Estakhar, which declined into a village as Shiraz 161 rose into a

capital, under the auspices of the Mahomedan conquerors. The

name of Estakhar 501 itself seems now almost to have perished,

for there is not even a village 5S* at the ruins, now called Chel-

minar or the Forty Pillars, or at Naxi-Rustam in the neighbour

hood, both which bespeak the magnificence of the ancient

capital, and the workmanship of that age 564, which is discover

able in the Egyptian ruins. The consequence is, that Al-

Edrissi has no route to- Estakhar, but to Shiraz 565 only, and

Estakhar lies thirty- six miles 544 south-east of Shiraz. The route,

therefore, which I insert serves only to shew a comparative dis

tance, and the difference between Shiraz and Estakhar. is just so

much out of the direct modern road.

From Pcrsepolis nothing intermediate appears till the arrival

of the army at Susa, except the junction of the fleet at the Pasi-

5fI Written Zjiraes, Xiras, Dsjiraus, Chi- spot, and others of equal celebrity in the East ;

raz, Sic. founded anno jjdi of the Hejra. but alas ! laudatur et alget !

Gol. p. 116. i,} Niebuhr resided at a village in the neigh'

i<n Sir William Ouseley has expressed a bourhood.

doubt, whether the ruins at Estakhar may He The building of Persepolis is imputed

the temple in Elymais plundered by Antiochus, to Caiumaras, the first name in Persian my.

the remains of Ptrsepolis, or an erection of the thology. The ruins of Chel-minar are given

Arsacides or second Persian dynasty. The jn Le Bruyn, Niebuhr, &c. &c

first it can hardly be j the second and the last s6s Route from Phasa to Schiras. Al-

are both probable. The worship of Mithra, Edrissi, p. 127 : Milu.

symbolized throughout, is much more con- Yxom Phasa to Kar, - 1 1

spicuous under the line of the Arsacides ; and to Rebat, - 12

Sapor Zulectaf has as much architectural to Haramim, - 12

honour attached to his name by the Orientals to Schiraa, • 11

as Solomon himself. Preface to Ebn Haukal, . —

p. xxvii. Highly gratifying would it have 60

been, if this most excellent and learned Orien- sM Golius ad Alfrag. p. 116. D'Anville

talist had been enabled by public munificence, gives the same distance, but makes it north-

as was once proposed, to visit this celebrated east.
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tigris ; the route, however, is evidently the same as the modern

one, which enters Susiana at the bridge on the Tab or Arosis,

called Baccar, within a small distance s6r from Ragian. At

Ragian a variety of routes terminate which come on the one

hand through Persis, and on the other through Susiana; for

here seems to be the point where the Tab will first admit of a

bridge, and consequently it is the centre of communication be

tween the two provinces. Hither we may bring Hephestion,

who came along the coast ; and by this road Parmenio *** must

have entered Persis from Susiana, when Alexander passed higher

north, upon his original invasion of the province.

Let us then suppose Alexander on his progress from Perse-

polis to Ragian, his march cannot lie out of the route sS9 which I

have given from Shiraz "° ; and at Ragian let his army halt,

till I have brought up Hephestion to a junction.

If it were necessary to trace the whole progress of this division

from the time it left the anny in Karmania, there are routes by

which it is not impossible to mark the greatest part of its general

direction ; and if the work of Beton and Diognetus were extant,

It would be no little gratification to compare it with our modern

journals ; but, as the matter stands, I have little more than a

barren list of names to present, without interest or information,

<e' See Al-EdnBsi, p. 126. He says a bow

shot.

Arrian, lib, iii. p. 130. xowi n}»

.J««v tdV is Ilf'fj-as lf?'fHo-«».

569 See this route in Ebn Haukal, p. no.

60 farsangs—say 180 miles.

570 Route from Shiraz to Ragian. Al-

Edrissi, p. 126;

From Shiraz to Giouan,

to Chalan, •

to Charrara,

to Korchemam,

to Horaidan,

to Rasain,

to Ragian,

Miles.

J5

13

S3

21—IIJ
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and therefore refer it to the margin. Pietro della Valle tra

velled from Mina to Lar, but labouring under illness, and in a

Utter; and Le Bruyn"' has a route from Gomeroon to Lar.

From Lar, the route to Giouar falls into a journal'7* of Al-

Edrissi's, probably at Mai. Passing from hence to Giouar, in

Route from Mina to Lar. Pietro della 471 Route from Gomeroon ta Lar. Lt

Valle, vol. v. p. 418 : Bruyn, vol. ii. p. 70 :

From Mina to Ciuc'mlulion, Gomeroon f .

to Zr/ro, Bandalic. Bandally. Sir T. Herbert,

to Kuaciar, perhaps * Rudacioor, Gesje. Gacheen. Sir T. Herbert,

to Kaharistan, Koreston. Courastan. Sir T. Herbert,

p. 11S.

to Guri-bizirgon, Goer-baser-goen.

to Tenghi-dalaa, Tang-boe-dalon. Tanghy-Dolon. Sir

T. Herbert.

Gormoet. Whormoot. Sir T. Herbert,

to KhormuJ, and then Owr-mangel, Lar.

to Boadini, a Caravanserai, A Caravanserai,

to BasiB, Baaieie.

to Lar, Lar.

Tbe route from Miria and that from Gomeroon join at Kaharistan, which Le Bruyn writes

Koreston, and from thence to Lar, the names, however disfigured, are the same. This course

consequently continued unchanged from 1620 to 1693. In Al-Edrissi, p. 131. we can only

discover that the route went to Scrara, that is, Rud-sciour, the salt river of Pietro della Valle,

the Karius or Korius of Ptolemy, the Salsos of Pliny.

ir> Route from Siraf to Giouar, or Firuz-abad. Al-Edrissi, p.

(Siraf ii near Keith, and tbe mart of ihe gulph formerly. Miltt.

From Siraf to Borcana, - • - - 21

to Adhercan, - - - - In

or Ras-Al-acbe, • «. S

to May, » * - 18

to Kabrend, » - 18

to Chan-Arademerd, - - 18

to Giar, - - - 18

to Dast-Siirab, - • "9

to Giouar,. - • 15—129

• Became he mentions a salt river here.

f Tavernier, lib. v. p. 747, etc. has the same route as Le Bftiyn, and with equal variation in the orthography.

3 R
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the road to Shiraz. From Giouar there are two routes to the

Tab, or A'rosis ; one along the coast noticed by Al-Edrissr,

through Gennaba"', and another inland, as I conceive, by

Kaseroon. It is apparently the latter that was pursued by

Heph^stion ; for at Sitakus, where the fleet lay for one-and-

twenty days, we have intelligence that this army was not very

near the coast, and there can be no reason for its approach to

wards the sea afterwards. I find no route from Kaseroon to

Ragian, but a view of the map will shew, that it must soon fall

in with the road from Shiraz to that town, which has in all ages

been the direct communication between Persepolis and Susa, as

it is at this day between Shiraz and Tostar, if it exists ; and,

from the bridge at Ragian to Susa or Tostar, it is short of an

hundred and forty miles. I give this whole account subject to

The route from Lar to Giouar ought to fall The road inland, from Giouar to Ragian,

into this at Adhercan, or Ras-Al-acbe, which may be thirty miles shorter, or about 130

are the same ; for Ras-Al-acbe signifies the miles upon the whole ; so that the march of

top or passage of the mountains. These moun- Hephcstion from Mina to Ragian would be,

tains are the chain, which I suppose to run in-

land from Dahr Asban, and to produce both Mile*.

the Nabon and Darabin rivers. Acbe is the' by estimation* to Lar, • &4<

Acaba of the Arabs, a pass in the mountains. to Giouar, 1 29

Route from Giouar to Giannaba. At- to Ragian, 130

Edrissi, p. 125 :

4°4
Milet.

From Giouar to Kazeroon (Kawun), 48- '

to Rosaic, - 12 And as he took the interior circle along the

to Tauag 34 coast, this bears a due proportion to the march

to Giatmaba, - 36 0f Alexander. Whether these extracts are

" worth the trouble, I cannot say ; they come

_,. , „ , ... ..... — out in proportion. Al Edrisii>B is the Roman
From Giaanaba* to Ragian by estimation, 38 _;1 f "

158

mile, 75 to a degree-

is the Gtaoafc* of d'Anville, the Cuoswab of M'Clucr.
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the correction of any traveller, who is acquainted with the ac

tual state of the country at the present hour, having no living

authority to consult ; and I am sufficiently persuaded, without

correction, that the desolation of these provinces has removed

the land-marks which the ancient or early writers have enabled

me to point out. With due allowance for this natural obscurity,

I submit the whole to the judgment of the reader, and shall

conduct the army, once more united, to the Pasitigris, and

to a bridge on that river where Nearchus is to conclude his ex

pedition.

The Pasitigris is evidently a river which the army passed be

fore it could reach Susa : this appears, from the preceding

deductions, to be the Ram Horrauz river of Timour, the second

stream east of the Eul6us. And if the Kopratas of Strabo and

Dioddrus answers to the Khooroo-kan-Kende of Timour, as I

conclude, that stream joins the Pasitigris previous to the junc

tion of the Pasitigris with the Euleus. This will afford the

means of ascertaining the position of the bridge, if ever the in

terior geography of Susiana shall be obtained : but there is a

still more correct method of arriving at the same end, which is

by following the road from Ragian to Susa, and fixing the bridge

where this line intersects the Pasitigris at Ram Hormuz; in

this, there can hardly be an error of more than a few miles

either way, and this is the position I shall assume. This route

is given in Ebn Haukal, and d'Anville makes the distance about

an hundred and forty-five geographical miles : this, from other

comparative measures "4 in the province, is apparently just.

"* Dioddrus, lib. xix. p. 334. says, it is means that the army of E'umenes were so

twenty-four days' march from the Pasitigris to many days in performing it.

Persepolis. This seems too long, unless he

3 r 2
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From this sum, if we deduct forty or fifty miles, to give the dis

tance from the bridge to the capital, we obtain a geographical

reduction as near the truth as our information will enable us

to collect.

I shall next consider the whole distance from Giroft to Susa,.

which stands thus :

Miles Geog.

From Giroft to Phasa, - - 242

From Phasa to Shiraz, 60

From Shiraz m to Ragian, - - 1 12

414

Allowed distance from Ragian to Susa, - 145

559

In the same space, d'Anville allows eight degrees, or four

hundred and eighty miles, which, with a seventh added for

road distance, makes a total of near five hundred and forty-nine

miles, a difference not worth regarding ; but it ought to be re

marked, that Alexander departed from this route, by going to

Pers6polis, which adds fifty or sixty miles to the sum. This we

compensate, however, by taking the measure, not to the Pasiti-

gris, but to Susa ; so that if we fix the total at five hundred and

sixty geographical miles, equal to six hundred and fifty-four

miles English, there can be no error of importance.

The distance is, from the Pasitigris, little more than ten miles a-day ; but Dio-

to Ragian, 100 miles, dorus mentions that it was in the height of

to Shiraz, 1 1 2 summer, and the heats intolerable,

to Persepolw, 36—148 *» Thirty farsang, Ebn Haukal, p. no,

Eumenes moved, therefore, at the rate of it. 130 miles.

4
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Let us now refer to the dates. If the army mbved from

Giroft on -the 25th of December, as I have proved it might

have done, and Nearchus arrived at the village on the Pasitigris

the 10th of February, the interval is forty-seven 765 days ; and

then the number of miles, divided by the number of the clays,

gives nearly fourteen miles a-day for the march of the army.

This rate is evidently too high 5", because it makes no allowance

for the time Alexander staid at Phasa-gardee and Persepolis,

where he had business to transact, or for the necessary s" halts

of the army ; but we are to consider that Nearchus staid at the

village till he heard of the approach of the troops, and, there

fore, any interval that will coincide with their arrival may be

assigned to his delay. Fourteen days will answer every pur

pose that is requisite ; and if we bring Alexander to the bridge

on the Pasitigris upon the twenty-fourth of February, we have

at least a consistent date, if not the true one ; and as no real

day is assigned in any author f" that is now extant, this is the

only kind of precision that can be expected.

This bridge on the Pasitigris is described as a bridge of boats,

"6 Forty-eight inclusive. a-day, 16 miles. Lord Cotnwallis, when-

A Macedonian army, upon occasion, moving towards Seringapatam, marched about

marched from twenty to twenty -five miles ten miles a-day. Lord Lake, in 1804, near

a-day ; but the marches of the ten thousand Dehli, advanced his horse 70, which is a*

reduced, amount to thirteen or fourteen miles ; much as the Mahratta or Abdallee horse ever

and this it a fair estimation for the march of a performed.

Macedonian army, when no particular object 5,8 Triduo ambulat exercitus, quarto re-

was in view. Alexander was twenty days in quiescit die, was the Roman practice. St.

marching from Babylon' to Susa, three hun- Ambrose, Serm. 5. in Psalm. 118. This it

dred miles ; forty days consequently give six not very different from modern practice. The

hundred miles ; but he then moved to seize British army on a march halts on Thursday

the treasure : he had now no particular object and Sunday,

in view. Pliny says seven months,

Tippoo Sultan's army marched four cosses
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which had been thrown over the river for the accommodation of

the troops ; but as bridges of this kind are the ordinary means

of communication throughout the empire, and the route was by

the corrmon road from Persis, it is reasonable to suppose that

there was always a bridge nearly in the same place. Neither

ought I to omit a circumstance accidentally preserved in Dio-

dorus, which at the same time indicates the necessity of a

bridge, and the possibility of navigating the Pasitigris : for this

river, he informs us, was from three to four stadia broad, and

its depth correspondent.

To this bridge I conduct Alexander ; and hither, upon hear

ing of his approach, Nearchus proceeded from the village, up

the stream, to join him. No space of time is allotted by the

journal for this navigation ; but as the passage could not be less

than from ninety to an hundred miles, it would scarcely require

less than three days, and possibly more, notwithstanding they

might have the advantage of the tide at the commencement of

their progress. The fleet seems to have reached its destination

before sSo the army ; but no sooner did Alexander arrive, than he

embraced Nearchus with the affection of a friend, and the ac

knowledgments of a sovereign. One object of his ambition was

to conquer difficulties unattempted by others, and one aim of

his policy was to obtain a knowledge of his empire ; both these

purposes were effected by the accomplishment of this expedi

tion ; his satisfaction was complete. The reception of Nearchus

among his countrymen was as honourable as that which he ex

perienced from the king; wherever he appeared "in the camp,

580 ITfoj rn X'^" £</**£°»Ta» W J to r{«Ttv/*« iixGnao-ftt EMEAAEN \AAf'fa»J{r>{ if XStrx. Arr.

p. 358. .,
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he was saluted with acclamations ; while gratitude and admira

tion united in weaving the wreath and the chaplet to crown him

for his success. Sacrifices, games, and universal festivity,

closed the scene of this happy union. Thus have I conducted

the several divisions of the forces and the fleet from Niceia on

the Indus, to the termination of their labours in Susiana ; and

I conclude the expedition on the twenty-fourth of February,

in the year three hundred and twenty-five before the Christian

era.

The time employed in accomplishing this voyage from the

mouth of the Indus is an hundred and forty-six days, or some

what short of five months, which Pliny 5'* has extended to

seven 5'3, and in which he is neither consistent with the departure

from Nic£a, or from the mouth of the Indus. A modern vessel,

it is true, may perform the same course in three weeks which

employed Nearchus twenty-one ; but we are not for that reason,

to undervalue the merit of the first attempt. Within the memory

of man, a voyage to India required eight or nine months ; but

Dr. Robertson 5,4 mentions, that, in the year one thousand seven

hundred and eighty-eight, the Boddam East Indiaman reached

Madras in an hundred and eight days, and it has since been

performed in ninety-six.

Here the narrative ought to close ; but I trust the reader will

have no objection to accompany Nearchus to Susa, where he is

to receive the reward of his labours. To Susa, after crossing the

s" Five lunar months and six days. at Pattala. Neither his date of Alexander^

sM Pliny says, in fact, that it was the third departure or of the voyage is just.

month of the navigation, but the seventh from 5,4 Lib. vi. p. 1 36.

the time that Alexander had parted with them * Diequis. Ind. p. 207.
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Pasitigris, Alexander proceeded with all his forces, and in that

capital, where the principal treasure of the empire was depo

sited, he prepared to distribute those remunerations which had

been earned by the faithful services of his army, and those

honours which are due to merits of distinction.

The first instance of his liberality was exhibited in dis

charging s'5 the debts of the arary,, which are estimated, not per

haps without exaggeration, at twenty thousand talents, equal to

three millions eight hundred and seventy-five thousand pounds

sterling ; an enormous sum ! But if we suppose the Macedonians

alone to partake of this favour, and estimate them at forty

thousand sM, it amounts to less than an hundred 5,7 pounds a

man ; we must observe, moreover, that the debts of the officers

were included in this estimate, and the excess of their propor

tion must subtract from the quota of the private soldier.

Many sM of them had lived with the luxury of Oriental s" satraps,

and possibly Antigenes was not the only one who gave in his

debts above their real amount. If, therefore, proper deduction

be made on these several accounts, the proportion to the indi

vidual will not appear so extravagant as the gross sum.

A second scene of magnificence was presented upon the mar

riage of Alexander, and that of his principal officers, who were

induced by his example, or influenced by his favour, to receive

,,s Diodorus places this transaction at the which had joined, and the services of the

time of dismissing the veterans, mentions their army immediately upon the death of Alex-

debts only, and estimates them at ten thousand ander, that the number was greater rather

talents. Vol. ii. p. 246. than less.

sM Notwithstanding the reduction by war, s" Ninety-seven pounds, all but a fraction,

infirmity, and the march through Gadr6sia, ,M Plutarch in Alexandre, p. 703. sub fine,

it may be calculated, from the reinforcements 589 See Athenaeus, lib. xii. p. 539.
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the daughters of the noblest Persian families at his hands.

Alexander himself had before married Roxana, the daughter of

Oxyartes, satrap of Bactria ; and he now gave his hand to

Barsine S9°, the daughter of Darius ; to whom Aristobulus adds a

third, who was Parysatis, the daughter of Ochus. Eighty mar

riages of this sort were celebrated in the same nuptial feast ;

and among the number was that of Nearchus, with the daughter

of Mentor and Barsine. The king, bore the whole expence of

the solemnity, and furnished the marriage portion 591 for every

bride.

Next succeeded the distribution of honours, and the reward

of services. All the officers, who had obtained the rank of

Guards of the Royal Person, received crowns of gold, including

Leonnatus for his victory over the Oritae, and Peucestas for his

service in preserving the life of his sovereign. In this honour

Nearchus alone *" partook as admiral, and Onesicritus as the navi

gator of the fleet. Nearchus was likewise continued in his com

mand, and destined to a future service of greater importance

than the voyage he had already performed, that is, the circum

navigation* of Arabia to the Red Sea. This was intended as the

completion of the great design that Alexander had conceived of

opening the communication between India and Egypt, and by

means of Egypt with Europe : of this commerce, Alexandria

was to be the centre. Such, by the natural course of events, it

afterwards became, and such it continued for eighteen centuries ;

but this plan was defeated by the unexpected death of the

sw Statira. s" At least no others are mentioned by

591 n^er*a;. 10,500 talents. Athenasus. name.

3s
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monarch ; and the fate of Nearchus in the ensuing struggle foi

empire is no farther discoverable, than that he was made go

vernor of Lycia 593 and Pamphylia S94, and that he attached him

self to the fortunes of Antigonus. We find him with that

general crossing the mountains of Louristan SM, out of Susiana,

aftef his contest wjth Eumenes, and two years afterwards as

one of the advisers 5,4 Antigonus had given to his son Demetrius,

whom he left in Syria. I have looked for the conclusion w of

his life m vain'9*; but this event possibly took place at the

battle of Ipsus, where Antigonus fell ; or, after the battle s", by

the command of the four kings who obtained the victory. In

whatever manner he closed the scene of life, and by whatever

means he was prevented from completing his voyage into the

Red Sea, that part of it which he had performed must be the

monument of his glory.

w The first mention of Nearchus, as go- fend Gaza in Palestine against Ptolemy. He

▼ernor of Lycia and Pamphylia, occurs in was defeated by Ptolemy. Might not Near-

Justin. This, however, does not greatly in- chus perifh here? See Appian Syr. p. 616.

terfere with the divisions of the empire given Ed. Schweig.

in Photius, p. 230 ; for both these provinces I dare not pronounce that nothing is to

arc assigned to Antigonus ; and Nearchus, as be found relating to Nearchus after the battle

being high in his favour and confidence, was of Ipsus, but I have searched Diod6rus,

probably appointed by him to these provinces. Plutarch, Arrian in the extracts of Photius,.

It is remarkable, that in Photius's extract Justin, Curtius, and the indefatigable

from the ten books of Arrian, (t» fiwi commentators of that author, Freinshem and

A\f'{a»V>'») concerning the transactions after Snakenborck, without success. Philostratns,

the death of Alexander, the name of Nearchus lib. iii. de Vita Apoll. c. 15. p. 155. says,

is not once mentioned. Nearchus was buried at Patala. How did he

!" Justin, lib. xiii. cap. 4. Orosius, lib. iii. get there ? See Plutarch in Vita Alex. p. 669,

c. ult. See Curtius, Snakenborck : Di- edit. Franckfort, 1599.

visio Imperii. s» This battle ought to have been found in

»' Diodor. lib. xix. p. 333. tne 2Ist book &f Diodorus, but the extract

Diodor. lib. xix. p. 372. ed. Wes. only is extant.

Demetrius was left by his father to de-
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His best encomium is comprised by his historian in a single

sentence. Thus was the fleet of Alexander conducted h>s afety

from the Indus to its destination.

cnrm men AnEsneH aaehanapxi« ek toy inaoy raN

EKBOAEflN OPMH0EI2 O ETPATOS.

3 s t



SEQUEL

TO THE

VOYAGE OF NEARCH US.

•— ——■

THE military character of Alexander dazzles the mind so

powerfully with its splendour, that it is not without an

effort the attention is directed to the plans of his policy, and

the arrangement of his empire. To excite this attention has

been the endeavour of the preceding pages; and, if the subse

quent narrative contributes to the same design, it will be no un

interesting appendage to the work.

Having conducted the united forces of the Macedonians to

Susa, in the latter end of February 325 A. C. we may allot

something more than a month to the transactions which took

place in that capital, and fix the time for the departure of the

army at the beginning of April.

The main 1 body of the troops was put under the command of

Hephestion, with orders to proceed towards 2 the Tigris ; but

Alexander himself determined to take a view of the Gulph of

Persia ; and, for that purpose, embarked on board the fleet

1 Arrian, lib. vii. p. 281. it will immediately appear that Alexander met

* Arrian says, to the Gulph of Persia ; but them again on the Tigris.
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with the Hypaspists J, the first 4 troop of horse, and a small body

of the Companions s. He embarked, says Arrian, on the Eul6us .

and, if this be true, the fleet must have been brought down the

Pasitigris to the junction of that river with the Eul£us, and from

that junction up the Eul6us, towards Susa. This supposition is

authorized by Arrian ; and, if it is allowed, solves an apparent

difficulty ; for Alexander undoubtedly fell down the Eulens,

and probably from the bridge on that river noticed by Strabo-

The annexed map will render this more perspicuous than any

explanation which can be added, but the cause of variation in

the names requires some notice.

It has been observed already, that Nearchus entered that

channel which he oalls the Pasi [or eastern] Tigris ; and having

entered that river, he pursued his course up it to the bridge :

but the stream which leads on the west to Susa is the Euleus,

and the other on the east preserves its title to Pasitigris 6. Near

chus navigated this eastern branch ; but Alexander, on his de

scent from Susa, embarked on the Euleus, and never entered

the Pasitigris at all.

Down this stream, the fleet descended to the head of the

Delta ; and here a new arrangement was made : the vessels

which had suffered most in the voyage, were ordered to pro

ceed, with the troops they had on board, through the Haflar7

» N. B. The Hypaspists alone are three 4 In Strabo, Diodorus, ami Q. Curtius, as

thousand. Arrian apud Photium, p. 610. well as Arrian.

Diod. l»h- andxix. p. 339; but the Ar- 7 D'Anville conjectures Ha'ffar may be the

gyraapides are mentioned separately. Aphle of Pliny. May tbey not both be the

The Hypaspists are Macedonian infatitry, Ampe of Herod, lib. vi. p. 447. edit. Wes. ;

in ' contradistinction to ike Greek HopUtz, the situation of Herodotus's Ampe, at the

foot heavy-armed. mouth of the Tigris, is more precis^ than

a ^ Zynpu. Pliny's Aphle .?

.* Companions. "Etewew. Macedonian horse.
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canal into the Tigris ; and it is remarkable that Arrian mentions

it expressly, not as a natural stream, but an artificial' cut.

What can precision require more ? It is not my intention in this

Sequel to dwell minutely upon particulars ; but I cannot help

observing some circumstances respecting this canal, as they exist

at the present hour. The eastern entrance of it is guarded by a

fort, with two others at its issue into the Tigris. The lower one

of these is in the Delta, and that part of the Delta called the

Mesene, on the site of which we ought to look for the Spasini*

Charax, as the most convenient spot : but if it cannot be found

there, it is possibly still discoverable " for it was a mound of

earth collected from the neighbourhood, which, upon a level

like the Mucan, is perhaps visible to the present hour. Tumuli

of this kind are more eternal than walls of stone.

Alexander, after dispatching the greater part of his fleet by

this passage, proceeded with the lightest and best sailing vessels

down the Euleus to the bay at Katadcrbis, and hence round the

Delta to the mouth of the Tigris or Shat-el-Arab. But of this

passage we have no distinct account, except the mention of that

intervening space on the Gulph of Persia which Nearehus had

navigated twice before. The narrative, in fact, is so brief, that

it employs only four lines to conduct him into the Tigris, to

convey him up to the camp of Hephestion, and from the camp

to Opis, where the expedition closes.

8 aX Jf aXhxi avru ws dya.nofuc5"ia-eu xima country was like Soleyman Sheik of the Kiab

tot 'EtJwtov tr <wi AIHPTXA H TETMHTAI U in modern times. Lardner Cred. i. 115. Jo*

tS Tlyftmt U ri> EiAa»», t*utj itfUfus-^Tat ij sephus has Ziraumu ^apxjta. .

lit Tfyfirra. " What perpetual inundation may have

9 Josephus Antiq. 1. xx. cap. 2. mentions done is not to be calculated ; otherwise, if

Abennerigus a sovereign, who resided in Spa- this site were searched for, it would indubi-

lina. The name seems Arabic, and I should tably be found.

think an Arab in possession of that fort and

7
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* Concerning the navigation of the Tigris little can be added

from modern information ; the passage between Basra and Bag-

dat, we learn from Hackluit, requires forty-four " days against

the stream, with fourteen men to draw the boat ; and, from

Bagdat downwards, may be performed in nine, eighteen, or

twenty-eight days, according to the state of the river. Otter

who performed this voyage himself, has few materials " to sup

ply ; he embarked in June '4, when the river ought to be full ;

and he mentions little, but that he found no cultivation between

Bagdat and Al-Modain, and that he saw at Amara the moun-

tains which bound Susiana on the north, beginning to rise at

some distance on his left. He notices besides a canal from

Amara ,s to the Euphrates, which forms a Dgesire, or island,

inhabited by the Arabs Beni Lame. To this barren account

Colonel Campbell 16 adds, that the river itself is grand, but the

country furnishes scarcely an object for reflexion. " I do not

". remember (he says) to have ever passed through such a vast

r

" Hackluit, vol. ii. p. 243. 251* 270. Amara approach within three leagues of it.

Sometimes sixty days, as Tavernier and P. P. .?59» *

della Valle assert. '* June 10th, at Bagdat. June 14th, at

11 Tom. ii. p. 39. et seq. Amara. June 17th, at Khorna, June 18th,

■* The Tigris swells from the vernal rains, at Basra. Nine^iays, agreeable to Hackluit.

and does not continue full 60 long as the Eu- 15 Irwin, p. 367. adds, that a river called

phratcs. Irwin went down in April (21st), Besbosva (perhaps Basbooch) falls into the

and seems to say the 6well was past ; but it Tigris from the Hamtrine mountains below

rises and falls during the whole of the early Amara, and 97 miles above Korna, includ-

part of the year, according to Niebuhr.' Ir- ing the windings of the channel. If true, this

win, 336. ought to be a branch of the Guuedhi ;

Irwin, vol. ii. p. 349- goes down the Ti- but the estimate may be as much in excess

gris. He gives more names, but chiefly of as his calculation of the course of the river

Arab villages. He notices also more deriva- from Bagdat to Khorna. This distance he

tions of the stream, natural or artificial ; and states at 505 mile's, which is only 2 So in

coon/ms the account of Otter, in regard to d'Anville.

the mountains (which he calls Hamerine) on ■« Journey of Donald Campbell, Esq. 1795.

the casf, never reaching the river, but below Part iii. p. 10.
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" extent of country, so uniformly dull and uninteresting, or to

" have spent eight or ten days with so little to give birth to a

" new idea "V

Alexander, at the season he navigated this stream, probably

employed as man}T days as are now requisite ; so that he could

hardly reach Opis, which is above Bagdat, till the middle of

June, more especially as he had the dykes to remove, with .

which the Persian monarchs had obstructed the stream. His

historians delight in attributing these obstructions to the timidity

of the Persians, and the removal of them to the magnanimity of

the Conqueror ; but Niebuhr *, who found similar dykes " both

in the Euphrates and Tigris still existing, observes, that they are

constructed for the purpose of keeping up the waters to inundate

the contiguous level ; if so, the demolition is as derogatory from

the policy and sagacity of the monarch, as it is flattering to his

intrepidity.

Opis was the principal city on the Tigris, in the age of Xeno-

phon and Alexander ; it rose probably on the decline of Ninive,

and the other Ass}Trian cities after the Persian conquest, most

of which Xenophon found in a state of decay and desolation ;

but the situation of Opis" is much doubted by geographers.

There is no apparent reason indeed why the position assigned

to it by d'Anville should not be admitted ; but having examined

the question for my own satisfaction, I have subjoined the result

•7 He notices the heat as intolerable. one hundred and twenty feet high in the fall,

" This is mentioned at Lemloun, on the between Mosul and the great Zab. Vol. i.

Euphrates ; at Higre, Hogkne, and Eski p. 227.

Mosul, on the Tigris. Niebuhr, vol. ii. 50 In hoc Chaldsorum tractu fuit Opis, em-

p. 307. Edit. Amst. Travels. He supposes porium ad Tigrim, sed incertum quo loco et

the mound at Higre to be in the very place of ordine respectu oppidorum a Ptolemseo memo-

that demolished by Alexander. ratorum. Cellarius, vol. ii. p. 462.

" Tavernier mentions one of these dykes

3 T
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of my inquiries for such readers as may find a pleasure in geo

graphical discussion.

After conducting Alexander to Opis about the middle of

June, the military transactions winch succeeded are foreign to the

purpose of the present work. It will be sufficient barely to

mention the mutiny of the army which took. -place at this city,

and the discharge of the veteran soldiers, who were sent home

under the command of Craterus. The latter end of the summer

was employed in an excursion into Media ; and at Eebatana,

the capital of that province, the death of Ilephestion was the

principal circumstance which occurred. Paroxysms of grief

occupied the Conqueror during the autumn ; in the indulgence

of which, like another Achilles, he dishonoured himself, while

he intended to honour the memory of his Patroclus. Upon the

commencement of winter, he is said to have resumed his arms

in order to sooth his sorrow ; and the conquest of the Kossei

was completed in forty days. They are the same tribe still

called Kouz*', or Cosses, inhabiting the mountains of Louristan ;

and, by the invasion of them from the north, ought to be on the

northern** face of that range which incloses Susiana. Upon

the conclusion of this expedition, Alexander returned towards

Mesopotamia, with an intention of proceeding to Babylon ;

and, upon this march, we are again informed of a renewed at

tention to his marine : for Heraclides was now sent into Hyr-

cania [Mazanderan], with orders to cut timber and prepare a

fleet of vessels built after the Grecian manner, for the purpose

of exploring the Caspian 13 Sea. It seems extraordinary, that in

" Plutarch writes this name Kwo-atot, Koos- ** It is remarkable that Nadir Shah was

ssci ; and hence Kyssii. Alexander, p. 704. building a fleet on the Caspian, and forming

n As the Uxii arc on the southern. one on the Gulph of Persia, a few months be-

SuteiKry 'Ovlim. Arr. lib. vii. p. 29$. fere his death, as, well as Alexander The
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the age of Alexander it was still doubted whether this sea was

a vast lake, or communicated with the Northern Ocean ; but

the information of IIer6dotus, as it appears, had not been suf

ficient to convince the Greeks of its real state. The solution of

this doubt was motive enough to influence the conduct of

Alexander ; and the desire of obtaining a knowledge of his

own empire, or the situation of the nations on his confines,

had always been an inducement to the boldest of his under

takings.

After crossing the Tigris, he proceeded to Babylon*4, and

entered the city much against1* the inclination of the priests of

Belus. They had embezzled the revenues allotted for the re

storation of the temple 16 demolished by Xerxes, and wished to

avoid the day of account. The situation of Babylon is too well

known to require much disquisition on the subject: it stood

twenty *' miles above the modern Hilleh, the town where all

travellers land who come up the Euphrates from Basra, and

whence they have a journey of only three or four*8 days49 across

transporting of timber and vessels into the a stop to the progress of the work. Lib. xvi.

provinces which were not supplied with either p. 7,38.

is likewise noticed by Hanway, Otter, and Sir " Mr. Jones says, twelve miles.

William Jones, &c. " Mr. H. Jones writes,—The following dis-

*♦ Babylon is four German miles from tance> which 1 conceive correct, (for I have

Hilleh. Niebuhr, p. 2.35. The Euphrates, at travelled it many times and in different ways,)

Hilleh, is four tnndred yards wide, with a is taken from a manuscript journal of my own.

bridge of thirty-two boats, p. 234. , _ .... , Mdet.

° , , . Hi ■lah to Caravanserai Mahoud, 10

" Omens occur as usual, and Nearchus is , , ,. VT . c .. _
_,, . . „. , Mahoud to ditto Naia bohman, - 8

mentioned by Plutarch as the officer who came x, . 0 ,. _ ,
7 Naia Soliman to ditto Scanderca, o

out to meet the king, and forewarn him of his c j . r.. «
*' 1 Scanderca to ditto iSeeranoos, - 10

danSer" ■ Beeranoos to ditto Asad, - 10

«6 It was not the temple or tomb o£ Belus, Asad t0 ditt0 Kia pacha> . g

according to Strabo, but a pyramid of brick, Kia pacDato Bagdad, - . 10

a stadium in height, and a stadium square at

its base. Ten thousand men were employed 65

for two months, but the death of the king put *' It is little more than fifty miles. Ives.

.'3 t 2
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Mesopotamia to Bagdat. The remains of this capital are not

so obliterated as some travellers would make us believe; they

are, however, mountains of rubbish30 rather than ruins, with

caverns and hollow ground extending over a space of fifteen or

sixteen miles ; while there is hardly a tOAvn, a village, or a

building within many leagues of its neighbourhood, which does

not exhibit the bricks plundered11 from this once magnificent 51

metropolis of the East.

At Babylon, Alexander found part of his fleet, which had

proceeded up the Euphrates while he was conducting the other

part up the Tigris ; and, by the language of Arrian, it should

appear that Nearchus 33 had taken charge of this division.

The boat which carries dispatches is only

ten days between Basra and Hilleh. The or

dinary passage about twenty-one days. Nie

buhr, Voyage, vol. ii. p. 197, et seq. The

tide serves to Ardsje, seventy miles above

Khorna, p. 198. i. e. fourteen German miles.

30 Niebuhr trod the ground of Babylon

almost without knowing it j he mentions hol

low tumuli for three or four miles, and some

trees still growing there not natives of Baby

lonia ; vol. it. p. 235, 236. Hilleh is in

lat. 320 28' 30". Babylon near twenty miles

to the north. See P. della Valle, torn. ii.

p. 250. Hillch is fifty miles from Bagdat by

common estimation, but I find it by a combi

nation of routes fifty-five, in the late Mr.

Howe's papers, communicated to me by the

Bishop of Rochester.

31 A Caravanserai at Hillth was built within

these few years with bricks from Babylon,

about the thickness of ours, but a foot square,

and very well baked. Niebuhr, p. 235.

The reason why there are so few remains of

Babylon, is, that the ordinary buildings con-,

sisted of bricks baked in the sun. The bricks

of the wall* and public buildings have been

conveyed to other towns.

" The town of Hillah itself is nearly built

with materials brought from these ruins : and

when I was there, on my way to the Bacha's

court at Bagdad, I lodged at the house of one

of the principal people of the town. My

landlord was making a new Ser-daub, that is

to say, summer room, under ground. I ob

served the bricks with which it was to be paved

to be of an uncommon size ; and on inquiry I

found them to have been brought from Baby*

Ion. Each brick was about three inches thick,

and a foot and an half square. There was ad

hering to the sides of many of them an ap

parently bituminous cement, and in the middle

an impressed scroll or label, apparently, from

the evenness of the lines, containing a distich ;

the characters of which appeared to me to re

semble a mixture of characters on Persepolis

and the modern Hebrew ones. The ruins of

Babylon, as I can testify, exist more perfect

than are generally supposed. Mr. H. Jones.

33 K«T!?.a«! ?! It BattiXwi to wci/tixoh to jta

$>aXa.a-trr( rif riff<nx>i< 0, ti wif avt Niaf^f ?»•

A it. lib. vii. p. 299. This does not amount

to proof.
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Hither also had been brought from Ph£nieia seven * anti-forty

vessels, which had been taken to pieces, and so conveyed over

land to Thapsacus. Two of these were of five banks, three of

four, twelve of three, and thirty rowed with fifteen oars on a

side. Others likewise were ordered to be built upon the spot,

of cypress, the only wood which Babylonia afforded ; while

mariners were collected from Phenicia, and a dock was directed

to be cut, capable of containing a thousand vessels, with

buildings and arsenals in proportion to the establishment.

To effect this design, Mikkalus had been sent down to Phe

nicia with five54 hundred talents, and a commission to take all

mariners into pay, or to buy slaves who had been trained to

the oar.

Extensive as these preparations may seem, they were not too

large for the designs of Alexander ; he had conceived the idea

of conquering Arabia 3S, and colonising both sides of the Persian

w One hundred and six thousand eight hun- from family. The celebrated Ahmed, Pasha

dred and thirty pounds. of Bagdat, employed arms, money, or trea-

3i An immense country without cities, pro- chery, as best suited the moment, and was

perty, or cultivation, deserts without water, master of all the Arabs round his Pashalie.

and an enemy always flying and hovering at Whether Yemen, which has both cities and

the same time, render the conquest of Arabia cultivation, is exempt from conquest, is still

almost impracticable : but their armies are not problematical. The Abyssinians succeeded;

formidable in the field ; the feuds of their Elius Gallus was repulsed,

tribes, all independent by nature and habit, See Ludovico de Barthtma Ramusio, vol.i.

prevent coalition : and no point of union has p. 150. where he says, sixty Mammelucs were

yet been found, either in ancient times or mo- a match for forty or fifty thousand Arabs,

dern, sufficient to bring a numerous body to Tanta e la vilta degli animi loro.

act in concert, except during the warmth of Li detti Arabi sono huomini molto piccoli

Mahomedism, and in the three or four first & de color Leonnato scuro & hanno la voce

centuries after its propagation. VWak as the feminile, p. 149.

Turkish government is, the Pashn= of Bagdat, And afterwards, p. 153, 4000 Abyssinians

Basra, Aleppo, &c. if soldiers, never hesitate are of more value to the sultan of Rhada than 1

to meet them in the field, or, 1; politicians, 80,000 Arabs,

never fail to divide tribe from tribe, or/amily

1.
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Gulph. The conquest, perhaps, might have been as precarious

as all other attempts which have been made against that sin

gular nation ; but a fleet on the Euphrates in the summer, while

the stream 34 is full, and another on the gulph, might have re

strained the piracies and incursions of their plundering tribes ;

and in the field they have never been formidable, except dur

ing the short period that fanaticism enabled them to act in

concert.

It" was either with a view to this expedition", or, as the his

torians rather intimate, with a design of re-establishing the canals,

and benefiting the country by irrigation, that he now under

took a voyage down the Euphrates to Pallacopas. A voyage

not without its difficulties ; but they are such as -the researches

of d'Anville, and the visit paid by Niebuhr to the spot, enable

.us to remove. In the neighbourhood of Babylon, there are still

the remains of two lakes, more celebrated by the names of All

and his son Hosein than by any appellation of their own. The

* Gallies of five banks of oars, such as the water back again from the canal into the

*hose just mentioned, could never have been channel of the river, removes all the real ob-

.employed on the Euphrates. They might scurity which enveloped this passage. The

have been floated down during the increase of dissertation accompanies Gronovius's edition

the river, but must have been intended forser- of Arrian.

vice either in the gulph, or to attend the Polybius uses E*Tpo?nj for a digression, or

army on the proposed expedition to Arabia, rather the point where the digression com-

The\ could hardly have been useful to Ne- mencrs. See lib. iv. cap. 21. in fine & passim,

archus, in his circumnavigation to the Red M tm' ttTfoirnv lir%nfi.n.

Sea. 3" Gronovius, with great vehemence, re-

*> Gronovius, in a very long and angry dis- jects all consideration of Arabia, or Arabians,

sertation, defends the sense which Vulcanius from the account ; but there is some intimation

has given to this passage of Arrian, in oppo- in Arrian, that the city built by Alexander

aition to the perversion of it by Isaac Vossius; near the lake had a respect to this nation •

and Vossius seems to deserve every reproof, and Strabo, p. 741, mentions it in express

«hort of the scurrility of his antagonist. The terms. Strabo does not notice Pallacop;is,

criticism of Gronovius on the word as-or-fo^i), but only the voyage and the clearing of the

'in which he proves it to mean the turning of fosscs»
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upper lake lies nearly on the

northern extremity stands the

Meschid Hosein40, or the tomb

" Hosein was killed at Kerbelai. The

beautiful Arabian narrative of h» death in

Ockley almost makes amends for the deficiency

of historic matter in this and almost every

other Oriental work. Sec Ockley, vol. ii.

p. 210, et seq. Meschid means the tomb of

Aii, Hosein, &c.

It is the death of Hoiein which gave rise to

one of the most celebrated fasts of the Persians,

and the murder of this family, which makes

the distinction between the Schiites and Son-

nites, the two great sects of Mahomedism.

The Persians curse Omar, Abubecr, Othman,

and Ommawiah. Nadir Shah, notwithstand

ing his attempt to introduce the Sonnite tenets

into Persia, adorned these two Meschids of

the Schiites at the expence (as Niebuhr says)

of 66,666 German crowns for the roof only of

Meschid Ali, and 33,333 for the service of

Meschid Hosein ; and yet neither of these

Meschids is in his own kingdom, but both

under the Turkish government. See Niebuhr,

vol. ii. p. 206. Amst. edit.

40 Kerbela is a very populom city, owing to

the desolation of Persia by Nadir. Abdul

Khurreem, p. 121. The canal opened again

of late years, and trade revived, by Hassan

Pasha of Bagdat, at 20,oool. expence. De

scription of the tomb or Meschid.

From Kerbela to Nejeff (whence Bahr

Nejeff), - 1*5 farsang3.

to Huhleh = Hillah, 7

to Zulkefet, - 5

to NejtfF, 4

NejefF not so populous as Kerbela, on ac

count of its distance frcm the river infested by

Arabs. While Abdul Khurreem was here,

Nadir sent his Zirgir Bashy to cover the Mes

chid at Kerbela and Nejeff with gold, v. the

gold was of considerable thickness.

parallel of Babylon ; and at its

town of Kerbelai 3% containing

of Hosein41, grandson of Ma-

A canal undertaken from Nijeff to the

Euphrates, three farsangs finished, but stopped'

by Nadir's death. A proof that neither lake

or Pallacopas exist at present.

The length of the canal would have been

thirty-five farsangs ; and it was intended that

those parts of the banks which were rocky

should h-ve been strengthened with 6tone and'

mortar, and where the soil was sandy, with

copper and lead. Nejeff was a dependency of

Kufa. Nothing magnificent remains at Kufa

but the mosque where Ali received his wound.

The Meschid is a farsang from it. The

mosque has been an ancient temple ; the west,

wall, now made bare by the weather, shews

figures cut in stone. The others are of mo

dern construction. Abdul Khurreem, pp. 126,-

et scq.

Kufa and Modain were exhausted by the

building of Bagdat. Id.

4' Meschid Hosein, or Kerbelai, is five

German miles from HHleh, and five frorir

Moschid .Ali. Niebuhr,, vol. ii. p. 217.

The canal from the Euphrates is still pre

served. Both these Meschids have been plun

dered by the W-ahabites.

Meschid Ali is at Hira, (d'Anville Geog.

Anc. torn. ii. p. 259O and Hira is an ancient

abode of Arabs in Irak or Persia. It is the

first place beyond the limits of Arabia oc

cupied by the Moslems, under Abubecr't '

khalifate. Ahul Pharaj, p. 109.

Hira is the scat of En Arab tribe, under an

emir called Al-Mondar, the Ahnundarus of-

Procopius and the Byzantine historians. This

Al-mondar was supported by the Persian em

pire, as the sovereigns of Petra by the Romans ;

and war between the two empires often com

menced by the excursion of these Arabs 00.1

either side,.
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hornet. From the southern extremity of this lake to the northern

point of the lower, or Bahr Nedsjef, the distance is about five-

and-twenty miles, with Meschid Ali a little to the east. Kufa,

where Ali was murdered, is not more than six miles from this

spot. It stood in a south-east direction between Bahr Nedsjef

and the Euphrates; but is now totally ruined4*, and without

inhabitants. It is this lower lake into which the Euphrates was

diverted by the cut at Pallacopas, in the season of its inunda

tion ; and the opening or closing of this canal was committed to

the satrap of Babylon, as a part of his office. In a tract like

that on both sides of the Euphrates, where all is desert that

cannot be watered, and every spot is fertile that can be flooded

or drained at the proper season, this office must have ever been

of the highest importance. While Babylon was the capital of

the East, the controul of the waters invigorated all the con

tiguous districts ; but when the Persian conquerors dwelt on the

other side of the Tigris, at Ecbatana, Susa, or Persepolis, as

the due attention was discontinued, Mesopotamia, Chaldea,

and the capital declined together. The Parthian dynasty en

couraged the increase of a desert between their own and the

Roman frontier, and, in the latter vicissitudes of power, des

potism and neglect have completed what policy might have

commenced. Still it happened in every age, and under every

.government, that the neglect was not universal : the grand,

canals, it is true, have failed ; but a partial distribution of the

waters has constantly been preserved ; and, even under the de-

f Niebuhr mentions a dry canal at Kufa*, it. Niebuhr himself calls it Pallacopas, vol. ii.

(Dsjarre Zaade,) which would answer very p. 183.

well to the cut of Pallacopas, as I wish to fix
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solating empire of the Turks, is to this hour an object of com

parative 41 importance.

If Alexander, then, had fixed upon Babylon for the future

capital of his empire, (and here the sovereigns of the East ever

ought to have fixed, if they had not rather wished to shrink

from their European frontier, than to maintain it,) the first step

necessary was to restore the country round it to the state it had

enjoyed in its primitive splendour under the Babylonian mo

narchy. This had been effected by managing the superfluous

waters of the Euphrates, by withholding them at one season

and dispensing thein at another, and by making the abundance

of the summer subservient to the deficiency of the winter.

To these views we may attribute the expedition to Pallacopas,

which was a canal issuing into a lake or marsh on the Arabian

side of the river, fifty miles below Babylon. This lake is the

Bahr Nedsjef of Niebuhr, the Rahemah 44 of d'Anville ; it is now

dry, in the winter season at least wholly, for Niebuhr 45 seems

almost to have passed through the centre of it, and found no

thing like a lake, though several cuts and channels now totally

neglected 46 : if the water ever enters them at the height of the

43 While Ives was on his passage up, he Query, whether it is not an error of the

met a Pasha coming down, with commission to press for Bahr-el-Rahama, the sea of Rahama,

direct the plnces where the bank was to be or Birk-el-Rahama, like Birk-el-Hadji in

opched, or the outlets closed, p. 255. This Egypt, the lake of the pilgrims, i.e. where

is still an office of dignity, for this Pasha was they assemble for the pilgrimage,

a commander of 30 000 men ; and as we may 41 Niebuhr landed at Maschwira, on the

conclude that under the Turkish government, west-era bank, a little above Lemloon, and

every drop of water is paid for, though the went by land to Meschid Ali. He must either

service will be performed badly, it will still be have gone along the bed of the sea, or have seen

performed. ^ '* e*'6ted. He was here in December.

n See Capper, p. 212. Birket Rahamah. Vol. ii. p. 183. P. 209, he says, the lake was

What is Birket ? Birk is a well. If the tra- dry. Another name he mentions, El-Buheire.

vellerhad given us this, we might have judged 46 Dsjarre Zaade.

whether it is yet a lake or dry.

3 u
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increase, it is not from the attention of the government, but

from the natural level of the ground, and from the remains of

ancient industry, policy, and discernment. Niebuhr is of

opinion, that a canal 4' ran parallel with the Euphrates from

Hit, above Babylon, through the whole length of the desert,

till it issued at the Khore Abdillah into the Gulph of Persia. I

have already subscribed to this opinion ; and though proof ii

wanting to identify the continuity of this channel through its

whole extent, yet it is hardly possible to follow the march of

armies, and the route of travellers in any age, without finding-

something to confirm this supposition. From a view of the two-

lakes at Meschid Hosein and Meschid All, there is every reason

to suppose that there was formerly a communication between

them ; and from Meschid Ali, or Bahr Nedsjef, to" the sea, the

existence of the channel is indubitable **. One proof of this is

still existing, for .) traveller passes the great desert between

Basra and Aleppo, without encountering the remains of towns'",,

buildings, and traces of habitation s0. These relics are hardly

Arabian, for it is not the country where the Arabs live in towns ;

This attention to the canals is justified by

Herodotus.

4' Arrian's testimony is express. 'Ex $t tS,

f '^xa.'rx Ik^xo-*. Lib. vii. p. 30,5.

The reason why these mouths were undis-

coverable £a?a»i)] to Arrian, was, because he

had conceived the mouth of the Euphrates to

be where we now find the Khore Abdillah ;

and when we read in Pliny that the stream no

longer flowed through this khore into the sta,

because the inhabitants of Orchoe had stopped

its course, we ought to conclude, that, be

tween the age of Alexander and Pliny, the

Arabs of the desert in the neighbourhood of

the r>ahr Nedojef had divcrtrd its waters in the

time of the inundation, to irrigate their owa

lands, and consequently exhausted them in

stead of permitting them to follow their former

course to the Khore Abdiilah. If d'Anville's

supposition were true, that there was another

derivation from the Khore Abdillah to Bahr

ain, the extent of Nicbuhr's canal would be

increased to eight hundred milts.

* Niebuhr, vol. ii. p. 307.

50 See Asiat. Researches, vol. iv. p. 401..

Ruins of a town, Castrohain, Calmay, sia

days from Aleppo, forty miles from Palmyra,

fifty miles from the Euphrates. See Capper's

Route, passim.
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they arc probably Chaldean, Syrian, or Macedonian, they must

all have possessed water as the primary means of existence, and

they have ceased to exist, because the Euphrates has ceased to

convey to them the means SI of fertilising the desert.

At what period we are to fix the failure of water in the two

lakes is uncertain ; neither have I hitherto found the means of

investigating whether they are yet absolutely dry in summer.

There is, however, still an 51 aquaeduct 53 to Kerbelai, and d'An-

ville marks two canals running into the Bahr Nedsjef" s4, one at

each extremity ; the lower one he considers as Pallacopas, and

the distance of fifty miles from Babylon corresponds better with

this than that which he calls the Nilus, and brings in at the

northern angle ; but there is respectable authority to appeal to,

that the higher one " is more suitable to the circumstances of

the navigation ; for it is evident that Alexander did not return

out of the lake by the same channel that he entered it. Arrian

11 Some springs or pools may have sup

ported a few scattered villages, and some

sources may have maintained a Palmy'ra : but

the few waters found in the de6ert arc usually

bricktsh, as the soil is salt.

" Just before I left the country, the Nabob

of Oude sent large presents to the Bacha of

Bagdad, and a considerable sum of money for

the purpose of repairing this very canal. Mr.

H. Jones.

53 Mentioned by Niebuhr, and Ockley calls

it the river of Kerbelai. Hosein had been cut

off from this water, in order to reduce him by

thirst ; but he died with arms in his hand, like

a true defendant of the prophet. Ockley,

vbl. ii. p. 222.

54 There was a town called Nagj-if, where

this Mesdiid was built. Abi'Ifeda, Reiske,

p. 99.

H The canal into the upper part of the

lake, d'Anville calls Nilus; it passes by Ebn-

Hubeira, and the lake itself sometimes takes

that nam*". This is the Pallacopas of Nie

buhr, and wiih great reason ; for Al-Edrissi

says, p. 204, " A castello Ebn-Hobaira pro-

fundit sese Eufrates in universam ditionem

Kufx, residuis ejus aqui3 in lacus influenti-

bus." No character can suit Pallacopas better

than this. Mr. Howe's papers.

Nile or Nil is likewise the name of a town

on this cut, as appears from Abilfeda, Reiske,

p. 318. He says, it lies between Bagdat and

Kufa ; but as he adds that the cut issues from

the Euphrates, and obtained its name from fer-'

tilizing the country, like the Nile of Egypt,

it is probably the same. Nomen imposuit Al

Hagjgjagi Josephi filius, celeber imperator.

3 2
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mentions, that upon his return he steered his own vessel, with

Babylon on his left : this cannot be true, if he entered at the

bottom, and sailed north ; but if Ave suppose him to enter from

the north, to sail southward, and then come out at the lower

end, this course brings him very nearly to the marshes of Lem-

loon, in which Niebuhr56 supposes him to be involved, and

where all the peculiarities attendant upon his situation naturally

take place.

But the immediate object of this expedition was a survey of

the canal itself ; it seems to have been a work of the Babylonian

kings, and to have been neglected by the Persian sovereigns

after the Conquest. It had been cut in a part of the bank

where the soil was soft, yielding, and oozy ; the difficulty, there

fore, was enhanced, when the season arrived for closing it, and

the satrap of Babylon, whose duty it was, employed thirty thou

sand men for three months before the stream could be restored

to its course, and the mouth of the canal secured. By a sur

vey of the ground it appeared, that at the distance of two miles

lower down, the bank was firmer and the soil a rock, if the

opening were made here, and a channel carried from this point

into the original cut, it appeared easy to effect the stoppage of

the waters when requisite, as the solidity " of the bank would

* Niebuhr, vol. K. p. 202. Ives, p. 251. " Being necessitated the next morning to

Ives himself lost his way in the marsh of Lem- " cross the Euphrates in a ferry boat, the

loon, p. 255. The river, he say 8, still over- " Tartars caused us to be waked at a very early-

flows a great way into the desert, p. 2$i. " hour; and we fortunately, without any ac-

Banks to confine it, p. 258. " cident, effected the passage across the Eu-

57 The Euphrates at present, even when " phrate3 previous to sun-rise. I beg leave

swelled by the vernal rains, is, comparatively " to remark to you the following circum-

speaking, a slow stream. The Euphrates is " stances, in respect to the rivers Tygris and

a larger stream than the Tigris. I extract the " Euphrates. The Tygris at Dearbeker is a

following, in respect to these rivers, from a " stream of near 200 yards breadth, and ap-

manuscript journal of my own. " pareiuly of a proportionable depth. Be-.
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hinder the ravages 58 of the inundation in the first instance, and

afford a foundation for the works which were to obstruct it, after

the increase of the river was passed.

Directions to this purpose Alexander gave on the spot ; he

then entered the canal, steering his own galley, and continued

his survey through the whole extent of the lake. On the Arabian

side he ordered a city to be built, which he intended manifestly

as a frontier to Babylon in this quarter, or as a place of arms if

lie should commence his operations against the Arabians in this

direction. D'Anville has placed this Alexandria at the northern

point of the lake, at no great distance from Meschid Ali; but,

so far as may be collected from Arrian, we should rather have

looked for it at the opposite extremity ; for there is nothing to

" tween Argunna and Korpoot, or the dis-

" tance of eighty miles from Dearbeker, the

" stream of it is so inconsiderable as scarcely

*• to deserve the name of a brook, and conse-

" quently the addition of water which it re-

" ceives between this place and Dearbeker

" must be very considerable ; and the origin

" of the Tygris is not far distant from the

" place at which we last crossed it. The

" Euphrates, on the contrary, is a noble

" stream, even at Euz Oglee ; and I make no

doubt, at this season of the year, provided

" no natural impediments, such as falls,

" &c. intervene, contains water sufficient to

*• convey from Euz Oglee to Hillah vessels of

»« a considerable" burthen." Mr. H. Jones.

Irwin, vol. ii. p. 351, calls the Tigris a

sluggish stream, in comparison with the Eu

phrates or Nile ; and yet he seems to have

gone down at the rate of five miles an hour.

58 The rapidity of the Tigris is noticed by

all travellers, and its name derived from that

quality by the Greeks. Pietro della Valle

thinks the Euphrates swifter, which proves the

violence of both. Cosmas Indicopleustes has

a pleasant solution of this ; for he asserts that

the north of his plane of the earth is higher

than the south, which is the reason that the

Nile flows so slowly up hill ! while the Tigris

and Euphrates run rapidly down bill to the

south. All that Cosmas saw he reports truly,

though ignorantly ; but he saw little except

Abyssinia. (See p. 132. and 337.) It is a

pity that his hypothesis and his theology had

not perished, and his topography been pre

served ; the reverse unfortunately is the truth-

See Cosmas, p. 133. edit. Montfaucon.

There is a very singular concurrence of the-

Christian Cosmas with the Mahomedan Al-

Edrissi. See Zocotora, p. 178, and the ac

count of Christians sent there by the Pto

lemies.

The Euphrates rises twelve feet perpendi.

cular. The difference of its breadth at Bir

is from 630 yards to 214. Pocock, p» 164.

Howe's papers. It rises in January, and con

tinues to rise and fall till the end of May, or

beginning of June. Mr. H. Jones.
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make us suppose he returned out of the lake by the same pas

sage he entered it ; neither is it possible, if, as Arrian asserts, he

sailed with Babylon on his left. On the contrary, if we sub

scribe to Niebuhr's opinion, and carry him into the marshes5' of

Lemloon60, he had actually deviated from his course, and

Babylon was on his left ; and this marsh still continues very

intricate 61 to navigate, full of islands, and these islands still dc

" The greatest part of the marshes of Lem

loon have been formed since the year 17841

whin Soliman, the present Bacha of Bagdad,

threw a bank across the river at Dilvania, with

an intenticn of turning the course of the stream

into an old channel, which is certainly the

Pallacopas of d'Anvillc, for the purpose of at

tacking the Ghcesaal Arabs, who inhabit the

country between Samavat and Dirvanea, to

greater advantage. The obstruction which

the Euphrates met with on this occasion, and

the rubbish carried down by the stream in

consequence of the dyke giving way, produced

the greatest part of the present marshes of

Lemlocn, which arc daily increasing. These

marshes are very inimical to the commerce of

Bussora with Hillah. Mr. H. Jones.

e° If the authority of Diodorus has any

weight, he accords fully with the idea of

Alexander's wandering at Ltmloon rather

than in the Bahr Nedsjef ; for he 6ays, the

fleet lost its course for three days and three

nights. This could hardly happen in the

Bahr Ned.sjef, which is not fifcy miles in ex

tern. Vol. ii. p. z$2.

Textira makes it thirty-five or forty leagues

in circuit, and six broad, as I learn from

Mr. Howe's papers. If he saw it himself, it

is a proof that its existence has ceased be

tween his age and Niebuhr's : it seems also to

have been a lake in Pietro dclla Valle's time ;

on his route from Basra to Aleppo he notices

marshes on his left, nearly in this tract. I am

not convinced but that it is still a lake, or at

least a marsh in summer, though Nicbuhr,

who was there in winter, saw it not. Taver-

nier seems to have found the canal dried up.

Mr. Howe.

" The following are extracts from my own

notes, in passing these shallows in 1791 :

Tuesday, March 27th. Remain at Samavat.

Dispatch a messenger with letters to Shaik

Hamcd, Shaik Ho ...m. and Shaik Kunjar,

Ghcesaal Shaiks. From Samavat to Mes-

ched Ally is one day and one night's jour-

ney for the pilgrims.

28th. Set out from Samavat about 10 A.M.

The bank of the river low and marshy. Ar

rive at a village. Come to tor the night.

Letter from Shaik Hossein desires I will

not moor until lie conies,

ic/li. Shaik Hossein not coming, do not

moor.

30th. Shaik arrives. Employed in loading

the baggage on board small boats, in order

to pass the marshes. »

31st. Pass the marshes and shallows with

extreme- difficulty. The Euphrates totally

lost in these marshes, and the boats pro

ceeding through lit tie channels like ditche s.

April 1st. Arrive in the body of the Eu

phrates, which is now a considerable stream,

and we find ourselves about ten miles below

Lemloon. Mr. H. Junes,
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corated with tombs **. In winter there are a variety of chan

nels 63 very narrow, where even the boats of Basra hardly find

water ; and in summer the course of the stream is so indistinct,

that the men who draw the vessels are oftener in the water than

on the bank : all these circumstances are correspondent to the

difficulties Alexander encountered ; and, if we may assume this

supposition, he had actually lost his course and was going down

the river, till the native pilots put him into the proper channel,

and conducted him back again to Babylon.

The situation of Pallacopas is perhaps still capable of dis

covery, for the banks of the Euphrates are no where, as far as

my information goes, noticed as consisting of stony ground, or

rock ; if, therefore, an appearance of this quality should occur,

it may still be singular enough to attract the attention of our

India travellers, some of whom come up every year from Basra

to Hilleh and Bagdat, and the extent of country where they

should direct their observations cannot exceed twenty or thirty

miles, which must be on the left of their course, as they are go

ing up between Rumahieh and Assca.

This is the last public service in which Alexander was en

gaged ; his death took place not long after his return to

Babylon, when all his plans of government, policy, discoveiy,

fc It is a superstition of the oldest date to has changed, the superstition has continued,

build tombs on islands in rivers, or in the sea, Ives mentions tombs of Imams, or saints,

or in sequestered spots in the desert. There as still visited in the neighbourhood of Lem-

is, perhips, hardly the Meschid of an Imam loon. Haleb, Hosein, Imam Kasai.

now, where there has not formerly been the Lemloon lies in lat. 3 1° 40', better than half

tomb, the temple, or the shrine of some an- way between Basra and Hilleh. See Ive9>

cient hero, king, or fabulous deity. It is a p. 256, et seq. The whole is a low, wet

profitable superstition to the natives, because country, the sides of the river full of sedge,

religious visitants are attracted to desert spots, and very distressing to the trackers; p. 257.

vhere there is no trade to allure merchants ; and, See also Howel's Journal, p. 48.

consequently, though the religion of the East <J See Niebuhr, p. 198. ut supra.
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or conquest, were annihilated by the dissensions of the great

officers, which commenced upon his decease.

With his designs of conquest this work is not concerned ; but

at the head of his native forces, which had constantly been re

cruited, and possessed of treasures sufficient -to allure the last

man out of Macedonia and Greece itself, with the accession of

the Asiatic levies which he was forming and disciplining on his

own model, with the attachment of all his followers to his good

fortune and his person, with the reputation he had acquired and

deserved, of being the greatest captain of his age, wherever he

had directed his arms the invasion must have been formidable,

and his hopes of success founded on substantial grounds.

As to the omens*4 also that preceded his departure, or the

immediate cause of his death, 1 shall be silent ; one thing only

seems evident, that the poisoned cup is a fiction ; his diary, still

preserved, which records the progress of his disease, proves the

gradual course of a fever rather than the ravages 45 of poison.

The violence of his passions, the perpetual application of his

mind, the constant exertion of his faculties, and the excesses of

the table, are fully sufficient to furnish causes of dissolution,

without having recourse to treason and conspiracy.

But while I decline all inquiry on these subjects, I must glean

the few remaining facts that characterise the disposition of this

extraordinary man to the objects of discovery, as part of the

44 No man of importance met his last fate, is as sparing upon this subject as profane his-

according to the ancient historians, without tory is profuse.

omi-ns ; and this superstition is so prevalent, 65 Plutarch, who generally believes enough,

that hardly a family at the present hour is does not believe the story of this poisoned cup

without omens in regard to some favourite He says it was not heard of till some years

member or other. I neither ridicule or believe after, when Olvmpias wished to render the

them ; but must observe, that sacred history family of Antipater odious.
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scheme of empire which he had conceived, and which he never

abandoned but with his latest breath.

The remains of the fleet which Ncarchus had brought up the

Euphrates, and the vessels which had been conveyed overland

to Thapsacus, were still at Babylon ; the prosecution of the dis

covery commenced at the Indus was still one of the principal

designs in meditation ; and the extension of the navigation

round the continent of Arabia into the Red Sea was already

anticipated. To prepare the way for Nearchus, three single

vessels had been dispatched at different times down the Arabian

side of the Gulph of Persia, and the report of their commanders

had probably given better information to Alexander concern

ing this obscure coast, than our modern charts furnish at the

present** moment.

The first of these vessels had been commanded by A'rchias,

who proceeded no farther than Tylos or Bahr-ein, the centre of

the modern pearl-fishery. A'rchias reported that he had found

two islands, one at the distance of an hundred and twenty

stadia from the mouth of the Euphrates [the Khore Abdillah],

which was sacred to Diana *% where a breed of goats and sheep

was preserved, and never molested but for the purpose of pro

curing victims for the deity. To this island Alexander gave the

16 See d'Anville's chart of the Gulph of country to the superstitions of Asia, is as

Persia. Niebuhr has since supplied a map of conspicuous in Arrian as in Herodotus and

Oman, but from oral information only. Xenophon. We must suppose that A'rchias

Alexander doubtless received a better account found on this^island some ritts similar to those

from his officers than the h storians have pre- appropriate to the Grecian Diana, and

served. He had established an office for these adopted her name instead of inquiring for that

records, and the accounts they contained were of the Parsee or Arabian mythology. Thus

not generally divulged. Cesar attributes Mercury, Mars, &c. to the

67 The perpetual error of the Gretk histo- Celts, now known to be Woden and Thor.

nans, in attributing the deities of their own Lib. vi. c. 17.

3 x
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name of Ikarus, and it ought to be one6' of those at the bay of

Crane, but the distance by no means corresponds ; for an hun

dred and twenty of Arrian's stadia are only seven miles and an

half, while the real distance is near thirty. Equally dispropor

tionate is the position assigned to Tulos, the other island seen

by Archias, which is stated to be at the distance of a day and

night's sail in a light vessel, and with a fair wind. This, indeed,

is a vague estimate ; but ancient geographers consider a day's

sail as five hundred Olympian stadia, and if wre double this we

obtain only a thousand of such stadia, or an hundred and

twenty-five miles, while the real distance is upwards of two

hundred : but that these are the two islands seen by Archias,

notwithstanding the defect of the estimate, can hardly be

doubted ; for Tulos*9 is described as large, and productive; cir

cumstances which suit no other island on the western side of the

gulph but Bahr-ein.

A second vessel had been sent out under the command of

Androsthencs, who is said to have proceeded some way round

the coast of Arabia ; but Iliero of Soli extended his course far

beyond the two former, for he advanced to Cape Mussendon,

or Makac, seen by Ncarchus and Onesicritus upon their ap

proach to the Gulph of Persia. The orders he had received

from Alexander were, to circumnavigate Arabia, to go up the

Red Sea, and make the bay of Heroopolis 7°, on the Egyptian

66 Probably this might have been the island the Gulph of Arabia by the Ptolemies at a

of Feleche, on which there are some date later period. The actual bay was styled

trees, fresh water, and may be seen at about Klysma, or Klusma, from which the Orien-

scven or ten miles to the westward and south- tals still call this sea, the Sea of Kolsum, by a

ward of Khore Abbullah. Mr. H. Jones. transposition congenial to all their corruptions

See Pliny, lib. xii. c. I J. of foreign terms. Heroopolis was inland from

'° Suez is supposed to occupy nearly the site Suez, and capital of a Nome from which the

of Arsinoe, built at the western extremity of sea of Suez was named the Bay of Her66.
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coast; by which is implied, that he was actually to go to Suez,

the extreme point of the Red Sea nearest Alexandria". These

orders develope the whole plan of communication which Alex

ander had matured in his mind, and which, if he had lived a

few months longer, he might have had the satisfaction to see

completed. Iliero, however, was not able to execute his or

ders ; for he seems to have gone down the coast no lower than

Makoe or Mussendon, which Nearchus had seen in his passage

up the gulph ; and his report when he returned, was, that he

had advanced to a great promontory which he did not dare to

double, and that the continent of Arabia was of much greater

extent than had been conceived.

Such were the previous steps taken to ensure the success of

Nearchus; these vessels had sailed at different times in the in

terval since Alexander's first arrival at Babylon ; they were all

gallies of only thirty oars, and little adapted to the service in

which they were employed. What was effected must be attri

buted to the skill and courage of the officers »*, who had possibly

sailed with Nearchus; and, what they could not effect, to

the deficiency of their vessels, and the state of the science in

that age.

polis ; one proof that no city had been yet Portus Albus, and Omeon ; but all this is lost

built like Sutz at the extreme angle ; that no in the contemplation of an English army pass-

trade had hitherto been carried up so high in ing this desert under the command of General

the Red Sea ; and that Alexander viewed this Baird.

point of communication with Alexandria with " Pliny says this was effected against all

the eye of a master. The sea of Suez is not evidence. Lib. ii. c. 67.

very practicable, and the Ptolemies afterwards »* A'rchias only is known to be one of

fixed upon Myos Hormus, from which point Nearchus's officers. Nearchus has not done

there was a caravan road to Koptos on the justice to his followers, or, if he had done it,

Nile. Irwin travelled from Kosseir to Ghinna, Arrian has neglected them. Androsthenes is

and Bruce from Ghinna to Kosseir, a route considered as an officer under Nearchus by

which he has described most admirably with Plutarch,

all that relates to Myos Hormus, Cosseir,

3x2
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At the time the expedition was frustrated by the death of

Alexander, Nearchus had received his orders to take the com

mand of the fleet ; and, if lie had prosecuted the object of hi*

commission, he-must have fallen down the Euphrates before the

season that the increase of the river is passed ; it was, perhaps,

his intention to have waited at the mouth of the Tigris, or made

his passage good to Maka? during the latter part of the summer ;

and the experience he had obtained would naturally suggest to

him the expectation of the monsoon from the north-east in

November and December. With the assistance of this he might

have hoped to get round the coast of Arabia, as he had al

ready performed his voyage from the Indus, but the circum

stances are far different ; the coast of Arabia is highly dangerous

from Mussendon to Ras-el-Had ; the winds fluctuate near

shore ; and, except Maskat, there is hardly an inlet which,

could afford protection to a fleet, when the wind is boisterous.

From this experiment, Nearchus was relieved by the death of

his master : but it is impossible to convey a clearer idea of the

designs which occupied the mind of Alexander in his last mo

ments, than the language of his own diary will afford. The ex

tract from it is preserved both by Plutarch and Arrian, and does

not materially differ in the account of the two reporters, except

that Arrian has preserved more notices of the fleet 7J, to which,

he was perhaps peculiarly attentive, as being more appropriate

to the nature of his work. The diary itself is subjoined, with

some small degree of licence, in order to harmonise the accounts

of the two different authors.

" The army was to move on the fourth day, the fleet on the fifth.
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It appears from Plutarch74, that Alexander had given a splen

did entertainment to Nearchus and his officers, two days pre

ceding the account contained in the diary, which commences on

the 18th of the Macedonian month Desius, in tlie year 324 A.C.

From the circumstances which follow, it is evident that Alex

ander was on the eve of commencing his expedition against

Arabia, and that Nearchus with the fleet was to accompany this

expedition, and to coast the Arabian shore down the Gulph of

Persia, to that point at least where his own circumnavigation

was to commence. If, therefore, we can suppose the army to

have been successful, it is not impossible that a plan had been

formed of connecting the operations both by sea and land round

the whole coast, into the Gulph of Arabia. Impracticable as

this may be deemed, the design is similar to that which had

been imagined on the coast of Mekran, and the execution of

which had been frustrated only by the same disasters that were

likely to have occurred on the present occasion.

At the conclusion of the entertainment, -when Alexander was

returning to the palace, he was met by 75 Medius 76, who had

been feasting a. party of the officers, and now requested the

favour of the king's company to do honour to the banquet.

That night and the following day were spent in festivity, when,

it is not extraordinary that symptoms of a fever were the con

sequence of the excess.

74 Plutarc. in Alexandre, p. 706. Arrian, the diary, but from Ephippus and Niko-

Kb. vii. p. 308. The feast might be only one bulus.

day previous to the 18th. '6 This is the account from Plutarch ; and

» Medeius Thessalus. There were twenty -Arrian no otherwise disagrees than by soften-

guests ; Alexander drank a cup to each, ing the excess a little, and dividing it into two

Athen. x. 434. meetings instead of one continued.

This excess is not taken by Atheneus from
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The diary 77 commences here, and contains the following par

ticulars :

Dcsius.

18th. The king bathed, and, finding the fever upon the in

crease, slept at the bathing-house.

[The sleeping at the bathing-house is explained by Arrian,

who states that he was conveyed on his bed to the river side,

and carried over to a garden-house on the opposite shore.]

On this day, also, orders were issued for the land forces to

be ready to inarch on the 22d, and the fleet to be prepared

to move on the 23d.

19th. The king bathed ; went from the bath to his chamber ;

passed the day at dice7' with Medius ; bathed again in the

evening; attended the sacrifices in a litter"; took nourish- *

mentso; in the evening the fever increased, and the night was

passed in great perturbation.

Orders were issued for the officers to attend on the next

morning.

20th. The king bathed ; attended the sacrifices as before ; con

versed while in the bath with Nearehus, upon his voyage from

India, and gave hini fresh orders to be ready on the 23d.

21st. The king bathed ; attended the sacrifices in the morning ;

found no abatement of the disorder ; transacted business with

the officers ; gave directions about the fleet ; bathed again in

the evening; the fever still increased. .

" Thi9 diary was written by E'umenes the quin rather than a sedan.

Kardian and Diodotui the Erythrtan. Athen. M Ate heartily, according to the translator

lib. x. p. 4.34. It is frequently referred to as of Plutarch ; but the author himself omits the

authentick by the ancients. adverb, and Arnan says, sparingly, i\iyt*

'* In conversation. Arrian. iurwreu,

w iVi KAi'vtif, on a bed or Lectica ; a palan.
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DSsius.

22d. The king removed into an apartment near the hath ; at

tended the sacrifices ; the fever now ran very high, and. op

pressed him much ; he nevertheless ordered the principal

officers to attend, and repeated his orders in regard to the

fleet.

23d. The king was conveyed to the sacrifices with great diffi

culty ; but issued fresh orders to the naval officers, and con

versed about filling up the vacancies in the army.

24th. The king was much more oppressed, and the fever much

increased.

25th 8I. The king was now sinking fast under the disorder, but

issued orders for the generals to attend in the palace, and the

officers of rank 11 to be in waiting at the gate. He suffered

still more towards the evening, and was conveyed back again

over the river from the garden to the palace. Here he ob

tained a short repose ; but, upon his awaking, when the

generals were admitted, though he retained his senses, and

knew them, he had lost the power of utterance.

26th. The fever had made a rapid progress all night, and con

tinued without abating during the day.

2?th. The soldiers now clamorously demanded to be admitted,

wishing to see their sovereign once more, if he were alive ;

and, suspecting that he was dead, and his death concealed.

They were suffered, therefore, to pass through the apartment

in single 83 file without arms, and the king raised his head

81 Plutarch has an interval here from the ** ^iXtaf^a; xal «jivTa«o<7ta{xa?» commander*

2lft to the 24th; from tj iixaTj $Si'vg»to< to of a thousand and five hundred.
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Desius.

with difficulty, holding out his hand to them, but could not

speak.

,28th. In the evening the king expired.

This diary, without a comment, exhibits the attention of

Alexander to the designs attributed to him in the preceding

work better than any other language can express. It proves

that he had entertained Nearchus only the day previous to his

illness, and that the expedition of this officer was one of the

principal objects of his mind almost to the last moment that he

had the power of speech.

The date of his death is the only point which now remains

to be fixed ; and as perfect satisfaction does not occur upon

this subject from consulting the chronologers, it is more proper

to state the difficulties than to determine the question authori- •

tatively.

The year of his birth is fixed for Olympiad cvi. ]. answering

to 356 A- C. in the archonship of Elpines **. His accession to

the throne, Olympiad cxi. 1. 336 A.C. in the archonship of

Pythodorus. The day of his birth is assigned to the 26th of

July by Dodwell ; to August the 7th, by Scaliger : the day of

his accession is the 24th of September according to Usher ;

so that he was somewhat more than twenty years of age when

he began to reign ; and if his reign commenced in 336 A. C.

the thirteenth year of his reign and the thirty-third of his life

coincides with the year 324 A. C.

That he died in this year is established by the consent of

Diod6rus and Arrian ; but Diod6rus adds seven months, and

N See supra, b. i. p. 31. In August. Blair.

8
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Arrian eight, to the twelve years of his reign ; and though these

months do not encroach upon the Attic or Olympian year, which

did not commence till Midsummer following, they evidently in

terfere with the calculation of Scaliger and Petavius, if they

commence their year in January. This is the reason 8<s, I con

clude, which induces Usher and Blair to carry on the date of

his death to the year 323 A. C. The chronology, indeed, of

Dioddrus is so perplexed, that having fixed the Voyage of

Nearchus for 327 A. C. and brought Alexander to Susa in 326

A. C. he is obliged to interpolate a year87, to give a false ar-

chon, and repeat the same consuls twice, a reproach which his

learned commentator " is obliged to transfer to the transcribers,

but which arose in fact from the historian having a year to fill

up which he knew not where to find. It is, however, by this

contrivance that he brings the date of Alexander's death to ac

cord with the account of Arrian, or rather the authorities ** which

Arrian followed ; so that both the historians agree on the year

of the Olympiad cxiv. 1. or 324 before Christ, in the archonship

of Hegesias.

It is here that the addition of seven months by the one, and

eight by the other, raises a difficulty which it is not easy to

obviate.

Petavius has a dissertation90 expressly to solve this question,

which he does by supposing that Desius, in the time of Philip

and Alexander, answered to Hecatbmbeon, though it was after

wards made to correspond with Thargelion. Unfortunately,

** And so Falkoner's Chronology, 1796, Note 9, in his Audaciae Specimen, &c.

p. 1 68, 169. 89 Usher agrees with Petavius.

"7 Olympiad cxiii. 4. 90 Vid. DUsertationes, in fine, torn. ii. Pe-

" See Diodorus. Wesseling, toI. ii. p. 248. tav.

3 y
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Hecatombeon is as little qualified to resolve out doubts as Thar-

gelion, for it commences in July, and if it is July 324 A. C.

even the twelve years of Alexander are not complete. Petavius

says, indeed, that he had finished his twelfth year, and just

taken the auspices for the commencement of his thirteenth ; but

this could not be true, if his accession was on the 24th of Sep

tember, as Usher asserts.

Usher agrees with Petavius in supposing that Desius originally

answered to Hecatombeon, and afterwards to Thargelion ; but

in his Ephemeris" he assigns the 1st of Desius to the 25th of

April : the 28th of Desius consequently corresponds with the

22d of May ; and, as his date of Alexander's accession is Sep

tember 24th, it follows of course that his reign was twelve years

complete on that day, in the year 324 A. C. and that the eight

months extend to the end of the subsequent May in 323 ; this,

therefore, is a calculation easily admissible, if Scaliger and

Petavius had not fixed his decease in 324: but perhaps the

archonship of Ilegesias will enable us to reconcile the three

chronologers ; for the Attic year, Olympiad cxiv. 1. commences,

according to Dodwcll, on the 23d of July, and consequently

Ilegesias continued archon till that day. This statement brings

all the calculations so nearly to a consistency, that one objec

tion only remains, which is, that I cannot discover in any of

the historians two winters after Alexander's return to Susa : one

is evident ; that, in which he subdued the Kossei ; but the year

and five months afterwards, which he must have passed at

Babylon and the neighbourhood, is not filled up by the transac

tions recorded, nor agreeably to the busy spirit of Alexander.

*' De Anno Sol. Maced. p. 5 and 6.
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If, after the reduction of the Kossei, he entered Babylon in

the spring of 324 A. C. we have nothing to employ the re

mainder of that year but the visit to Pallacopas, which must

have taken place during the increase*1 of the Euphrates, that is,

between May and July, for he could not enter the canal before

the bank was cut ; or if we fix his voyage to the season of clos

ing the Pallacopas, we cannot bring him there later than

August, for in September the river is again below its banks.

The account of his death succeeds this so immediately, that, if

there was an interval of eight or nine months, it does not ap

pear. The opening of a campaign, indeed, suits better with

the spring following, as Usher fixes it ; and that he was going

to set out on an expedition to Arabia appears from the orders

issued to the troops and the fleet during his illness. If this con

sideration, therefore, appears reasonable, we may fix the death

of Alexander still in Olympiad cxiv. 1. and the archonship of

Heg£sias, notwithstanding it will appear from our different com

mencement of the year to be the 22d of May, in the year 323

before the Christian era. The difficulty of unravelling the in

tricacies of the Greek calendar, and the digestion of Greek

months must apologise for such a degree of obscurity as may

still remain upon this question ; and even an acknowledgment

of ignorance may be pardonable, since it has been lately proved

by the dissertation of Bartheleiny on the Choiscuil Marble, that,

after all the -learned labours of Petavius and Corsini, the

arrangement of the Attic months by Scaliger 93 is finally con

firmed.

51 The inundation seldom takes place so 91 Wesscling agrees with Scaliger and Sal-

early as May. Ives, p. 251. maaius against Petavius, and adduces the

3 y 2
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Marbles of Spot) and Wheeler. Spon, torn. ii.

p. 376. Wheeler, 1. ii. p. 480. See Di&do-

rui, lib. iii. p. 216.

Wheeler,' Eng. ed. 1682, lib. v. p. 403.

Which Marble, indeed, does not quite agree

with either one or the other. It is, however,

totally adverse to Petavius, and disagrees with

Scaliger only in repeating Poieideon twice,

and consequently leaving out Anthestfirion.

See Marmora Oxoniensia, Oct*. 1791. 53.

zxi. where the months run : 1. Metagitnion ;

2 . Boedromion ; 3. Puanepsion ; 4. Maimac-

ttrion ; 5. Pos&ideon ; 6. GamSlion ; 7. Ela-

phcbolion ; 8. Many'chion. Commented by

Corsini and Barthclemy.

Petavius writes, Maimacterion, Puanepsion.

Marmor, hb°. 44. I.

Boedr6mion,

Puanepsion,

Maimacterion,

Poseideon 1,

Poi4ideon 2,

Gamelion,

Anthesterion,

Elapheb61ion,

Muny'chion,

Thargfelion,

Scirrophorion,

Hecatombeon,

Metageitnion.



ON THE SITE OF OPIS.

A Contradiction has been imputed to Herodotus, in regard to the situation of

^ Opis. This gives rise to a question which his excellent commentator M.

Larcher has left undecided, and which, when my former edition was published, I

was unable to determine ; but the suggestions of a learned friend have furnished me

with the me;.ns of giving a probable solution of the difficulty, and induced me to re

view my former disquisition on this subject. We cannot, however, obtain the satis

faction required, till we have settled the locality of the city ; and as Arrian hat

recorded no circumstances which lead to a conclusion, we must have recourse to

Xenophon, who passed through Opis seventy-six 1 years previous to the expedition of

Alexander, and has placed * it decidedly at the Phuskus.

By the account of Xenophon 3, it appears to have risen into eminence upon the

decline of the Assyrian cities on the Tigris, several of which he found deserted ; and

it seems to have decayed in its turn, as Seleucia and Apumea, the creations of the

Seleucida?, became conspicuous. It was only a village 4 in the time of Strabo ; and

in the age of Ptolemy, when Ctesiphon 5 was growing up into a capital, it had so far

sunk as not to be admitted into his catalogue.

1 Expedition of Cyrus, 401 A. C. ; twelfth geographers, was built on the eastern side of

year of Alexander, 325 A. C. Blair's Chro- the Tigris, opposite to Seleucia on the western,

nology. which in Julian's time was called Coche

* So little did the best geographers know of [Kokhe]. See Ammianus, lib. xxiv. c. 5.

this matter, that Cellarius writes, Chaldseorum Coche quam Seleuciam nominant. De Sacy.

tractu fuit Opis, emporium ad Tigrim, sed Mirkhond, p. 351, says it was built by Ba-

kiccrtum, quo loco et ordine. Lib. iii. c. 16. lasch ; but it must have an earlier origin.

3 Xenophon, lib. ii. p. 277, et seq. Leun- Chosroes was crowned there, id. p. 329.

clav. Julian marched against it as the capital. Its

4 "fte-i? xa!/i)i IfiToftTot tIv l» xu'xXw rovm. modern title is Al-Modain, or the Two

Strabo, lib. xvi. p. 7.39. Cities, from its comprehending Tisbon and

1 Ctesiphon, the Tisbon of the Oriental Seleucia.
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Xenophon places the Phuskus at the distance of twenty parasangs, or sixty Roman*

miles, from the bridge of boats by which the ten thousand crossed the Tigris. The

fixing of the passage, therefore, would give the position of the Phuskus ; or, if we

could ascertain the issue of the Phuskus, we could discover the situation of the bridge.

The latter investigation is not attended with difficulty ; for between Bagdat and Mosul

there are three streams which fall into the Tigris, and no more. These are, if wc

commence our account

From Bagdad,

D'Anville. Tavernier. Plolemy.

Odorneh, Odoine, Gorgus,

Altoun Sou, Little Zab7, Kaprus.

Xenophon.

I. The Phuskus,

1. The Zabatus,

3. The Zathcs,

Pliny.

Tornodotus.

Lukus, Great Zab 7, Leukus.

These three rivers Tavernier notices in his passage from Mosul to Bagdat, which he

performed by water in a kelek 8 ; and the travelling jeweller, as Gibbon styles him,

who always travelled with his eyes open, marks the mouth of the Odoine in the very

place where the Phuskus ought to be situated. By measuring off sixty Roman miles

on d'Anville's map wc arrive at Bagdat ; consequently it is plain that he intended to

fix the passage and the bridge of boats at the site of that city, where it continues to

the present hour. If, however, d'Anville should be mistaken (which is hardly pro

bable), the means of correcting his error are easy. Many of our English gentlemen,

;n going to, or returning from India, prefer the route by Hilleh, Bagdat, and Mosul,

to the passage over the great desert between Basra and Aleppo. Any one of these,

who should descend the Tigris from Mosul to Bagdat in a kelek, might fix the mouth

of the third river on his left by observation 9. This must be the Odoine or Phuskus ;

6 All the miles in this disquisition are Ro

man, of which three are equivalent to a parasanjf.

7 The Little Zab falls into the Tigris at

Sen or As-sen ; the Great Zab, at Haditha,

36 miles higher. They are large rivers, both

together equal to half the Tigris. They are

written indifferently Zaba, An-Zaba, or Diava,

A-diava ; both from Deva, Chal-

daick, and 3NT' Zeeb, Hebrew, a -wolf;

hence Au'*o», and Ptolemy's misnomer Leukus.

Schultenij Vita SalaJini. Index Geog. t'lu-

vius Zabus. It would be well if he had given

us as good a derivation of Kaprus. A wolf,

a wild boar, and a tiger, are proper associates.

Zaba, Diaba. and Diava, arc the same, for

b is v in Casbin Casvin, and Zava Diava are

Java Djava, like Jamuna Diamuna. The

English write Jidda, Judda ; Niebuhr, Dsjidda,

Dsjudda, often confounded with Ziden.

8 A vessel supported upon inflated skins,

used in these rivers from the time of Xtnophoa

to the present hour. See Tavernier, torn. i.

liv. 2. p. 226, et seq.

9 T1k' passage must be made by water to

obtain this object, as the rnad between Bagdat

aud Mosul leaves the Tigris.

. 8
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and the distance between this and Bagdat is easy to obtain, as the latitude of that

capital is fixed astronomically by Niebuhr in 330 20' o".

By these considerations the eastern side of the Tigris is cleared of its difficulties ;

and if it were possible to reduce the movements of the army to a consistence with this

account, it would be as easy to lay down the distance on the western as on the eastern

side of the Tigris. But I am not able to reconcile Xenophon to himself, so as to make

his detail of the marches correspond with the local circumstances he has recorded : for,

in the first place, he informs us, that two days previous to the battle, they were distant

only thirty-six IO miles from the Median wall ; and, upon another occasion, he as

serts that it was only twenty-six miles from the Median wall to the bridge over the

Tigris. The first of these distances agrees precisely with the measure to the wall of

Semiramis ; but from that wall to the bridge, taken from the nearest point, it is up^

wards of sixty miles. These circumstances are perfectly irreconcileable with each

other, or with truth. Again, we are told that the Median wall is sixty miles long.

This is true in regard to the wall of Semiramis, for Strabo makes its eastern termina

tion at Opis, and Julian passed its western limit at Macepracta : this distance mea

sures sixty miles with precision •, but if for this reason we should suppose them both

to be the same, the difficulty still recurs of reconciling the difference between twenty-

six miles and sixty.

Let us take this in another point of view. It has been proved already, from the

march of the Greeks on the eastern side of the Tigris, that it was sixty miles from the

bridge to the Phuskus and Opis ; but if the termination of the wall on the western

side is opposite to Opis, and we suppose the Greek army to have passed the wall at

that point, twenty-six miles in this direction south would not carry them to the bridge

by thirty-four ; and if they did not cross the wall at this point (which they certainly

did not), the deficiency increases in proportion to the obliquity of the line they

followed.

It is next to be observed that Shake, a city within two miles of the bridge, is men

tioned (as far as I have learned) by no other author except Xenophon" •, and it is

10 n«fsTsTaTo 3i 4 -raffo; am iii rS crsita sirl sign the same extent to the two following days,

iulstx vafourayyai, f-ixi* T** MnJ/a; Tit^ouf. six parasangs to Kunaxa, and six from Kunaxa

Xen. Anab. i. 262. Leunclav. These twelve to the wall, make up the twelve required,

parasangs or thirty-six miles distance are no- D'Anville saw this, and has framed his mea-

ticed on the day that Cyrus expected to meet sures accordingly.

the king's army, but the battle did not take " The Sittake of Ptolemy i: in Sittakcne.

place till two days after. He had marched Bochart and Cellarius, lib. iii. c. 17. cite the

that day only three parasangs ; and if we as- Psittake of Stephanus Byz. with little inform-
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remarkable that the district called Sitakeiie by other authors is placed on the eastern

side of the Tigris. This is singular, but it does not justify the supposition of an error

in the name ; for it is to be presumed that every officer must know the name of the

place in which he is quartered ; but it is introduced to shew that if there is an error

in the position, no ancient authority is extant by which it can be corrected. The site

which d'Anville assigns to it is very nearly the ground occupied by old 3agdat, west

of the Tigris ; and this he is fully justified in deducing from the sixty miles between

the bridge and the Phuskus. Here, then, is a third instance of the difference be

tween the twenty-six and sixty miles, for which no solution appears.

But it is very remarkable that at the point where the two rivers approach nearest

to each other, the interval is given in a variety of maps with no greater fluctuation

than the difference between twenty-four 11 and twenty-six miles ; and this may in

duce a persuasion that the Greeks passed a wall close to the Euphrates, and then con

tinued along it within side, till it directed them to Sitake. I cannot demonstrate

this ; but the remains 13 of a wall in this direction, with the ruins of buiidings, are

seen by every traveller who comes by land from Hilleh to Bagdat : they are noticed

by Tavernier and Ives, and represented with great attention in Delisle's map. De-

lisle I4, indeed, gives it an extent of near seventy miles, in which he makes it ap

proach to the length of the Median wall, as stated by Xenophon ; and he carries the

western termination of it to Babylon. This is not conformable to my own conception,

but is an evidence that Delisle found another wall besides that of Semiramis. D'An-

ation, but that it is near the Tigris. Tin's

might be true of Ptolemy's Sittake also, but

proves nothing in favour of Xenophon ; and

other reference I know not.

" Strabo gives this distance at 200 stadia,

or 25 miles, lib. it. p. 80 ; and d'Anville places

the narrowest part between Bagdat and Ros-

waina, with an interval of 27 Roman miles.

13 Ives went to visit Nimrod'a tower, which

lies west by north about n'ne miles from Bag

dat. " We passed the Tigris by the bridge

" of hoats, and rode through old Bagdat ;

" from whence, quite up to the tower, ruins

" of buildings, either wholly above or some-

— what under ground, are 6till to be seen,

•« which can be no other than the remains of the

" ancient Seleucia." This is perfect evidence

for the ruins, perhaps for a wall also. But it

h very strange that Ives, who had visited

Al-Modain, should not know that Seleucia

was to be found there 22 miles below Bagdat,

and to the south-east instead of north-west.

See Ives, p. 297. Tavernier, torn. i. p. 238.

Amsterdam ed.

'* I was favoured with Delisle's map by Mr.

Jacob Bryant, winch gives this wall and ruins

in a very conspicuous manner. What they

arc, whether the extension of old Bagdat, or

the remains of Sitake, or of a wall built by

Zobeida, wife of Haroun A I Raschid, which

extendtd across the desert to Mecca, is difficult

to say. See Abd-ul-Khurreem, p. 129. But

if I could make the movements of the ten

thousand previous to the wall correspond, I

should say this was the Median wall, and two

days march within it would tally with the in

terval between t1 e Euphrates and the Tigris

in this part. See Gasparo Balbi. Purchas.

vol. iii. p. 1723.
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v'rtlc once seems to have been of the same opinion ; for, in a map drawn up for

Rollin's Ancient History, he brings a second wall in a curve from the centre of that

of Semiramis, and conducts it to the Euphrates, very nearly at the point where the

movements of the army require it. If this is no proof that such a wall exists, it im""

plies at least that d'Anville could not reconcile the facts recorded in history without

such a supposition.

After all, Xenophon himself informs us that the Median wall was not ,s far from

Babylon ; and this expression, though indefinite, does not tally with the position of

the wall of Semiramis, which measures in a right line an hundred and twenty-five

miles from that capital. I should consider this as conclusive evidence in favour of a

second wall, if it were not connected with another estimate of Xenophon's, which

states that it was three hundred and six miles from the field of Kunaxa to Babylon.

This will not be found correspondent to truth in any map. On d'Anville's it measures

only one hundred and forty ; and with the allowance of a sixth for road distance, it

cannot extend to mudh more than an hundred and sixty. Xenophon, indeed, did not

march over this interval, and therefore must have taken his estimate from report. Of

the movements of his own army, however, he could not be ignorant : these I shall

now give in detail ; and if no satisfactory solution should be obtained of the various

difficulties which have been stated, I shall at least furnish facts for abler geographers

to form calculations on, which may lead to the discovery of truth.

Let us then assume, with d'Anville, that the field of Kunaxa was eighteen miles

from the wall of Semiramis, and let us commence our inquiry from the position of the

Greek army on this field the day after the battle. Their first movement was retro

grade, to join Arieus, who was now in the camp which Cyrus had left on the morning

of the preceding day. The Greeks commenced their march in the evening, and joined

Arieus at midnight: the distance may be estimated at three 16 parasangs, or nine

" The wall, according to Xenophon, was extent to the two following days, as he pro-

built of baked bricks laid in bitumen, 20 feet ceeded negligently, and was taken unprepared

broad, 100 high, and 20 parasangs in length, on the day the battle was fought, just before

aTuxf 5' KxQvXims u icoXv, and was not far he was going to encamp for the night ; conse-

from Babylon. This account by no means quently the Greeks had only three parasangs

corresponds with the 306 miles which he gives to return in order to join Ari£us. Xenophon,

from Kunaxa, or with the distance marched however, says in another place, lib. i. 269.

after the battle. See Anab. ii. p. 282. Ed. that it was four ; but this is an estimate from

Leunclav. report, rmcp!; ot 'EAErONTQ irapowayyai t?{

16 Two days previous to the battle, Cyrus oSou ?Tv«i. A difference of two or three miles

marched only three parasangs or nine miles, does not greatly interfere with my calculation ;

with his army in battalia ; and I give the same and it is to be remarked, that the whole length

3 z
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miles, and the interval between the army and the wall may be increased to twenty-

seven. Upon consulting with Arieus the following day, it was deemed impossible to

return through the desert ; they determined, therefore, to proceed towards the north,

in order to find the supplies necessary for the army ; and to make long marches, that

they might increase their distance from the king. They did march to the north, for it

is expressly noticed that they moved with the sun 17 on their right ; and a long march

would amount to five or six parasangs, say eighteen miles. This course, as the

country lies '8, would not enlarge their distance from the wall ; but let us estimate it

at thirty miles. This is of importance, for it is the point farthest north which they

reached, as on the day following they treated with heralds sent from the king, and

were conducted to villages where their wants were relieved. This movement must

be either towards the east or the south, most probably the latter, as they seem, from

the circumstances which follow, to tend towards the wall ; and if we estimate the

march at three 19 parasangs, they were now from twenty to five-and-twenty miles>

distant, according as we give a direction to their route.

At these villages they remained three days, when Tissaphernes arrived from the

king, who, after amusing them for three days more, at last came to an agreement,

that he would himself conduct them home, and furnish them with proper supplies on

their march. With these delusions he detained them twenty days more, during which

interval he corrupted Arieus with hopes of pardon, and finally detached him so com

pletely from the Greeks, that when the different armies were again set in motion,

Arieus joined the king's forces on the march, and encamped with them in the

evening.

Upon the commencement of the march again, both armies proceeded for three

days, and their direction must have been southward, for at the termination of that

period they reached the wall and if we calculate their progress at three 15 parasangs

of the march from Thapsacus to Kunaxa ex- of the king's army, a3 described by Xenophon.

ceeds the real distance in the proportion of I know not what authority d'Anville has for

parasangs to 140, including the road dis- this curve, but it in probably founded on good

tance. information ; and if it is correct, the Greek
■' !» SifirS 'xovte,- to> z\ior, p. 2f;. In the army is nearer tlie wall, after proceeding j8

morning th:s would make their course north ; miles north east, than when they left their

and as the 6un advanced towards the south, camp in the morning.

trjeir progress would take an inclinntion to the '' Four parasangs each are attributed to the

east : and this we may suppose would coincide two days' march within the wall. I do not

with the intention of Arieus to conduct them wish to accommodate distances, but an error

towards the Tigris. on the side of moderation is better than one in

13 D'Anvilie's map makes Kunaxa lie near excess: perhaps they always marched less" than

Hit in a sinuosity of the Euphrates, which their calculation,

does not very well accord with the approach
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a-day, the Interval corresponds within two miles, with the distance already supposed,

that is, it would amount to twenty-seven miles, instead of twenty-five. This must,

therefore, be the wall of Semiramis, for it will not agree with the supposition of any

interior fortification whatsoever.

Here, then, the same difficulty recurs •, for let them pass the wall at any given

point, it could not be less than sixty miles to the bridge, and might be much more.

How is this to be reconciled with the declaration in express terms, that from the wall

to Sitake they marched eight parasangs in two days, and that Sitake was fifteen stadia

from the Tigris and the bridge ?

This difficulty will not be relieved by giving a more northerly position to Sitake

than that which d'Anville has assumed ; for then the distance from Sitake to the Phus-

kus, on the eastern side of the Tigris, must be curtailed in the same proportion : con

tradicting directly another express declaration of the text, that it was twenty a*

parasangs, or sixty miles, from the bridge to that river. This assertion is so positive,

that it removes all doubt in regard to the position of Opis •, and if I am not able to

arrange the distances on the western side of the Tigris, I at least state the question

fairly, and leave it open for the discussion of those who have better means of informa

tion than myself.

At Opis contrivances were invented to keep the Greeks in alarm, and induce them

to pass the river, as Xenophon supposes, lest they should take post in the country,

and, by encircling themselves with the canals as the means of defence, occupy a station

from whence they might molest the districts in the neighbourhood. A different reason

is more obvious : for Tissaphernes had manifestly a design of placing two navigable

rivers between them and Greece, instead of one ; and as he was meditating the de

struction of their commanders from the beginning (which he afterwards effected), he

concluded that the obstructions afforded by two such rivers ensured the annihilation of

the whole army. Neither did he want a pretence for this protraction of their route,

which is apparently in direct opposition to their return. The country through which

he proposed to conduct them affords the means of support, while the course by which

they had advanced from Thapsacus, or the passage over the great desert, would be

represented as impracticable. It was this consideration which induced both Antony

and Julian to attempt their retreat, by tending to the north ; and modern travellers,

who wish to avoid the desert, generally go up from Bagdat as high as Mosul, or

higher, before they take a westerly direction across Mesopotamia to Aleppo.

55 Xen. Anab. p. 284.

3 Z 2
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These transactions, indeed, are foreign to the subject of our inquiry ; but as they

are connected with Opis, and the treachery of Tissaphernes took effect at the river

next in order to the Phuskus, the digression may be pardoned, if it throws light on

historical facts misrepresented by some, and by others not understood.

If we have ascertained, however, the situation of Opis, by the confluence of the

Phuskus, or by any combination of circumstances whatsoever, nothing remains but

to shew that Herodotus has not two different Opis's, but one only, and that in the

position here assigned. Having been led into an error myself on this subject, in the

former edition, I am happy to have had the means of correction suggested to me on

the present occasion ; and equally ready shall I be to embrace any probable solution

of the fresh difficulties which I have stated in this disquisition. The question relative

to the Opis of Herodotus may be set at rest by the following considerations.

Herodotus notices three " rivers, to which he gives the name of Tigris : the principal

stream he derives frqm Armenia, and the two inferior rivers from Matiene, which answer*

to the northern or mountainous part of Media ** ; to these he adds a fourth, which he

calls the Gundes. Now it does not interfere with the present inquiry, whether we

suppose, with Major Rennell, the two Zabs to be the two inferior Tigris's, and the

Diala to be the Gundes ; or whether we embrace the opinion of M. d'Anville *3, who

assumes the greater Zab and the Diala *4 for the two Tigris's, and the river of Khor-

" TToTO|ioi ii vwtrl snpiTol Ttavtft; Sti raitni

flan .... irpi'Toc fitt Tlyf,;, jusTa 3; iwrips; Tt

xctl Tf'noi wVto; ata.fA.oi.^ljitnC ovk wuto; tut irora.-

HOi, &%t Ik t» aura ftm' o pi* yap irp&Tepov uv-ivt

xaTaAf^Osli, \% 'Ap^tsviiiy p^i*' o 3e ucmpov £ot ol

l-rrtfot, Pauw apud Wesselingium] Ik Manwir

O $t TET«pTOJ T«V ITOTCC^lZv tt'yO^U t%tl ru'y&if.

Lib. v. 397.

" There are four rivera which cannot be

" passed without boats. The first is the Ti-

" gres ; the second and the third have the tame

" name, but are not the same river, nor do

" they flow from the same country : for the

" one mentioned first comes out of Armenia,

" the two others from the province of the Ma-

" tieni. There is likewise a fourth river,

" which is the Gundes."

The question among modern geographers is,

whether the three tributaiy rivers are the two

Zabs and the Diala, or the Great Zab, the

Diala, and the river of Khqrremabad. This

has been examined to a former part of this

work, and does not enter into the question now

under consideration.

" The province of Media is styled Khooes-

tan by the Persians, and Al Gebal by the

Arabs: both express a region of mountains,

correspondent to the Zagrus of the Greeks.

2J See the observations of M. Larcher on

this passage, which are less satisfactory than

his remarks usually are.

*« Mr. Ives is the only European traveller

I am acquainted with, who has crossed the

Diala, which he calls the Yealla. He went

to visit Solyman Pauk and the Tackti Kesra,

without knowing any thing of Seleucia. H«

has given a drawing of Tackti Ktsra, the

Divan Kesra of Pietro della Valle, that is, the

throne or palace of Khosroes : the east front

300 feet, breadth of the arch 85, height 106,

length of the arched room 150. I wish he

had given a larger account of the river. Al*

Edrissi makes it fifteen miles from Bagdat ;

d'Anville, twenty or twenty-one j Ives, not

so much ; but his hours only are specified, and

they are dubious. Irwin visited the same ruin,

but went down by the Tigris. Abdul Khur-

reem makes it six farsangs.

8
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Temabad for the Gundes. They are all four confluent streams, which join the Tigris ;

and not one of them reaches the sea with its own proper waters. But the main and

principal river is that which rises in Armenia, which passes by Opis *5, and flows into

the gulph of Persia. It is distinguished by these characters from its subsidiary

streams ; and these are sufficient, even at the present hour, to mark, it for the true

Dejela, which brings all these waters to Khoma ; where, adding the Euphrates to its

volume, it descends to the gulph with the title of the Shat-el-Arab. It is somewhere

between Khorna and the sea that we are to look for the Ampe, mentioned in the sixth

book of Herodotus, a town which he places at its issue. We cannot say at Ableh, for

it seems to stand too high ; we cannot say at Abadan, for it possibly did not exist in

that age ; but it ought to be in the Dauasir, or tract between the Khore Abdillah and

the Shat-el-Arab, as Nebuchadnezzar founded Teredon on that projection of the con

tinent, and consequently Teredon and its district existed previous to the age of

Herodotus.

Whether the Euphrates, even in that early age, came into the sea through the

Khore Abdillah, as Arrian supposes, is highly problematical ; but that a canal, de

rived from that river, passed through the Khore is ascertained. Its principal junction

with the Tigris seems to have been at Khorna in all ages : its canals in various dis

tricts have been mistaken for the main channel, by a multiplicity of geographers ; and

this is the reason why it has by several been described as carried into the Tigris by

the Nahar 16 Malcha, the Nahar Isa, or the Tsarsar ; and why its eourse is so little

known below Babylon, as to produce an opinion that it was lost in the desert of

Arabia : but it flows there still ; it is still navigable ; and notwithstanding the ebstruc-

« The confusion seems to arise from Hero- he writes, "Eir'-Ajuirti xoki, trctf i» Ttypn; wra/to}

dotus himself, who says, in the sixth book, irapappsav, U 9aXowo-a» sfm.

that the Tigris which flows by Ampe issues Whether there is any difference between

into the sea ; and in the first book, that the rfm and USiioi I cannot say, but wcepapp'iam it

Tigris which flows by Opis discharges itself common to both.

into the sea of Erythras, that is, the gulph of ,6 These three canals are mentioned by dif-

Persia. The expression in both passages is ferent authors, either classical or oriental, as

the same ; but Ampe, we may conclude, is forming communications between the Eu-

at the mouth, and Opis is mentioned to shew phrates and the Tigris. They have no doubt '

that the principal rwer passes by that city, and been confounded or mistaken : but the canal

that the tributary streams do not. Tliere is that pointed to Seleucia is the Nahar Malcha

still something not quite accurate in this, for of Ammianus, lib. 24. ; and the line of this

the two Zabs join the Tigris above Opis. canal with fortifications was seen by Mr. H.

ru'vJns . . • UiiJot Is fTEpo» 5rora//.ov T»ypiv, O AE Jbnes, between the Caravanserais Buranoor

•xafct "fiirw na\it flm t; Tr> 'Epi/flpt!» SaTuwo-aii and Azad.

j«J,3o.. Lib. i. p. 89. But, lib. vi. p. 447,
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tions which intervene at Lemloon, the intercourse between Basra and Bagdat is still

carried on by this river, in preference to the Tigris.

I dare not presume that this disquisition will be deemed satisfactory. My own

conceptions led me to suppose that there were two walls, and that the interior one

was the Median wall of Xenophon ; but I cannot ascertain this by facts, and I will not

support it from a spirit of system. If in this respect there is a failure of proof, it is

Btill a gratification to reconcile such an historian as Herodotus to truth,
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ADVERTISEMENT.

THE learned author of the second Dissertation says, with no

little kindness, that had I had the ill luck to have con

sulted Usher's Ephemeris, I should not have applied either to

his Lordship or Mr. Wales for a solution of my difficulty : but

however it might have been unfortunate to have missed the ac

quisition of two such Papers, I feel in some degree the charge

of negligence, for having failed in my pursuit at the very mo

ment when I was in sight of my object.

The truth is, that I had worked my way through a mass of

obscurity by the assistance of Scaliger, Petavius, Dodwell, and

Columella ; but the edition of Usher which I used was the

English one, and in that, though I found a reference to his

Treatise on the Solar Year of the Macedonians (which I have

noticed), 1 did not find the treatise itself ; neither is it contained

in that edition. This, however, was the clue ; and I am sensible

of vexation, rather than shame, that I neglected the opportunity

of seizing it.
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In that Ephemeris, Usher, upon the authority of Euctemon,

places the evening rising of the Pleiades on the eighth of Dius,

corresponding with the first of October. This is Usher's own

date of the voyage, upon a comparison of the two passages from

Arrian and Strabo, in the eighteenth page of his treatise ; and

affords an irrefragable proof, among a thousand others, that both

authors copied from the original Journal of Nearchus.

My own date, with the assistance of Dodwell, came out the

second of October ; and this difference, though of one day only

from the estimate of Usher, I had laboured much to reconcile.

The error was on my side ; for I had miscalculated by reckoning

the thirteenth of September, which is the first of Boedromion,

exclusive, instead of inclusive. This is the extent of my offence ;

and, as my confession is unreserved, I have a right to expect

absolution rather than penance.

After all the "trouble caused by the discussion of this question,

it is no little pleasure to find, that the issue renders Strabo and

Arrian consistent, that it justifies Usher and Dodwell in their

calculation of the year and month, and that this calculation is

confirmed by.the deduction of two proficients in a science winch

I have never had leisure to cultivate, and to whom I had stated

the question without furnishing all the data it required. I have

now only to request, that the reader would consider the de

parture of the fleet from its first station in the Indus as fixed for

the first instead of the second of October.
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DISSERTATION I. i.

On the Rising of the Constellations.

Dear Sir,

HAVING at last finished the calculations which are neces

sary to enable me to resolve your questions from Columella,

I will endeavour to give you the best and plainest answers to

them that I can. But to do this it may be necessary to say

something concerning a branch of astronomy which was much

cultivated by the ancients, namely, the risings and settings of

the stars, as they respect the rising and setting of the sun. The

points chiefly attended to were, the times when certain fixed

stars, or constellations of stars, rose or set with the sun ; the

times when those stars set as the sun rose, and the times when

they rose as the sun set. The determination of these points

constituted a principal part of the astronomy of the ancients,

and was esteemed by them of the utmost importance, because

it was by these means that they regulated their festivals, judged

of the returns of the seasons, and even estimated the length of

the year.

As the sun, apparently, revolves in the ecliptic annually from

west to east, while the fixed stars remain constantly in the same

place, it is manifest the sun must come intov conjunction, at one

4 a
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time of the year or other, with every star. In the present age

the sun comes into conjunction ; that is, into the same part of

the heavens, with the Pleiades about the middle of May, and,

in consequence, rises and sets about the same time that they

do ; in this position, the constellation was said by the ancients

to rise cosmically and set achron}rcally. But it must be ob

served, that in all places which have northern latitude, a star,

which is to the northward of the sun when they are in conjunc

tion, will rise at the same instant that the sun rises a few days

before the sun comes into conjunction with it, on account of

the obliquity of the sphere ; and will not set at the same instant

the sun sets until the sun has passed the conjunction, and got

to the castAvard of the star : that is, the time when the star rises

cosmically happens some days before that when it sets achrony-

cally ; and the number of days by which the first of these cir

cumstances precedes the latter depends partly on the latitude of ■

the place, and partly on the distance which the star1 is to the

northward of the sun at the time of conjunction. On the con

trary, if the star be south of the sun at the time of conjunction,,

the star will set aehronycally before the conjunction,, and will

not rise cosmically till after it is past.. The contrary to both

these positions takes place in southern latitudes *.

W hile the sun is westward of the point which it is in when it

rises with the star, it is manifest that the sun must rise before

the star, and, consequent! \r, the rising of the star cannot be

seen. It is as obvious that the rising of the star cannot be seen,

when the sun and star rise together :'. but some time after that,.

' If the place of observation be between general rules do not hold good ; but they* are-

the tropics, there arc ca^es in which these two very limited, and not worth considering hxrc .
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when the sun lias got so far east of the star as to be considerably

below the horizon when the star rises, the twilight will be so

little advanced that the star may be visible at its rising ; and, as

soon as this was the case, the star was said to rise heliacally.

The number of days that this circumstance happens after the

time when the star rises cosmically depends partly on the lati

tude of the place, partly on the declinations of the sun and star,

and partly on the star's brightness : it can therefore only be de

termined, like the beginning and end of twilight, by observa

tion. For the same reason, the star cannot be seen to set when

it sets at the same instant that the sun sets ; nor can it be seen

to set for some days before that time, on account of the twi

light : and when the sun approached so near to the star that it

could be no longer seen to set, it was then said to set heliacally.

These phenomena happen now about tjie latter end of May and

the beginning of June.

After this, the sun advancing still eastward in the ecliptic,

while the star keeps its situation, will have got so far be3rond it,

that some time in the beginning of November the sun will set as

the star rises ; and the star is then said to rise achronycally.

Moreover, the sun and star being at this time nearly in opposite

points of the heavens, it must follow that about the same time,

or a few days either before or after it, according as the place is

in south or north latitude, and the star south or north of the

sun at the time of conjunction, the star must, set as the sun

rises ; and when it did so, it was said to set cosmically.

The longitude and latitude of the Lucida Plciadum was deter

mined with great accuracy by the late Dr. Bradley to be &

'26° 38' 34", and 4° 1' 3<>" north respectively, at the beginning of

4 a 2
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the year 1760 ; from whence it will be readily found that, at

this time, and in, the latitude of Rome, the Pleiades rise cos-

mically on or about the 10th of May, and set achronycallj

about the 20th of the same month : and thai they rise achrony-

cally about the 12th, and set cosmically about the 21st of

November.

These two last-mentioned circumstances, according to your

extract from Columella, happened on the 10th of October and -

8th of November, in the year 42 after Christ. You add, that

according to Strabo, Nearchus sailed from the Indus, at the

time when the Pleiades rose in the evening, or achronycally in

the year 326 before Christ ; that Arrian informs us this was on

the 2d of October ; and you wish to be informed how near these

dates and circumstances agree together when the precession of

the equinoctial points is allowed for. You wish also to have a

popular explanation of the term Frcccssion, in antecedentia> and

an account of its application to, and effect on, the phenomena'

which have been explained above.

The two points where the ecliptic crosses the plane of the

earth's equator are called the Equinoctial Points. That which

the sun is in on the 20th or 21st of March, when he passes to.

the northward of the plane of the earth's equator, is called the

Vernal Equinoctial Point ; and the other is called the Autumnal

Equinoctial Point.

The earth is not a perfect sphere, but is in the form of such a

bowl as is used on a bowling-green ; the two poles being in the

two flat sides, and its greatest diameters all in the plane of the

equator. Now, as all bodies attract each other, the protuberant

parts about -the earth's equator are acted on by the sun and
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moon, when they are out of the plane of that equator, in such

a manner as to cause the two equinoctial points to be carried

backward, along the ecliptic, at the rate of 50$ seconds of a

degree in a year ; and this motion of the equinoctial points is

called, though somewhat improperly perhaps, the Precession of

the Equinoctial Points.

As the vernal equinoctial point is carried backward by the

- above-mentioned quantity yearly, while the fixed stars retain

their places, and as Ave continue to reckon the longitudes of the

stars from that point, it is manifest the longitudes of the stirs

will be increased every year by 50| seconds. But as the mo

tion of these points is in the plane of the ecliptic, this apparent

motion of the stars will be parallel to the ecliptic ; and, conse

quently, their distance from the ecliptic, which is called their

latitude, will not be altered by it. It must be farther observed

that the 3rear (as it relates to astronomy) always begins when

the sun is in the vernal equinoctial point; from which it will be

evident that it is later, by a small quantity, every year than it

was the year before, when the sun comes to- the same longitude

with any particular star, or to that point of the ecliptic where it

rises or sets with it : and this is the cause why the Pleiades rise

as the sun sets, and set as the sun rises, later now than they

did formerly.

It has been already said, that the longitude of the Lncida 1

Pleiadum was a 26° 38' 34", at the beginning of the year 1760 ;

but in the 1:718 years which elapsed between the years 42 and

I76O, the precession of the equinoxes, at the rate of 50f seconds

in a year, amounts to 86,4721 seconds, or 24° 1' 121", which

being taken from « 26° 38' 34", leaves * 2° 37' 211" for the
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longitude of in Pleiadum in the year 42 after Christ : and, as

the latitudes of the stirs remain the same1, the point of the

ecliptic which then rose with this star was «r 29° 7' 9", the ob

liquity of* the ecliptic being at that time 23° 41' 24", Hence the

point which set as the star rose was ==, 29° 7' 9 ; and this point,

I find by Mayer's Tables, the sun was in on the 19th of Oc

tober. By a similar process, I find that the point of the ecliptic

which rose as the Pleiades set was m 4° 20', which point the sun

occupied on the 29th of October that year.

The former of these determinations differs nine days, and the

latter ten from the times assigned by Columella ; but it may be

remarked that the former of these errors is in defect, and the

latter in excess ; and as the stars rise and set sooner as the year

advances, it follows, that on the 10th of October the sun would

set a short time before the star would rise, and on the 8th of

November the star would set some time before the sun rose ;

both which circumstances appear to be necessary if these phe

nomena were determined by observation, as, most probably,

was the case. For it is manifest the star's rising cannot be ob

served when it rises exactlv as the sun sets ; nor can its -setting

be seen when it sets exactly as the sun rises, on account of the

daylight, as hath been already, observed : but, perhaps, the

one might be seen by a good eye, in the latitude of Rome, nine

• or ten days before, and the other as much after the time when

the two circumstances happened together; and I have not a

doubt but that the difference between Columella's observation

and my calculation is to be attributed to this cause-

" I take no notice here of tlie very small fixed stars by the actions of tlif other planets

change which is caused in the places of the on the earth.

7
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I am next to inquire whether the effect, of the precession of

the equinoctial points will reconcile Strabo's account, which

states that Nearchus sailed at the time when the Pleiades rose

in the evening, that is to say, as the sun set, with the account

of Arrian, who says expressly, that he sailed on the 2d of Oc

tober in the year before Christ 326. In the interval between the

year 42 after, and the year 326 before Christ, the precession

amounts to 5° 8' 42§", which being taken from a 2° 37' 2 If, the

star's longitude in the year 42 after Christ, leaves v 27° 28' 38fi

for the longitude of the Lucida Pleiadum in the year 326 before

Christ ; and the point of the ecliptic which rose with the star, in

this situation, at Rome, in the year 326 before Christ, the ob

liquity of the ecliptic being then 23° 44' 13", was v 19° 26' 41*:

but as the sun was setting when the star rose, it must have been

in 19° 26' 41", the opposite point of the ecliptic, which point

the sun occupied on the 17th of October ; fifteen days after that

which is fixed by Arrian for the sailing of Nearchus. Now if

nine or ten days were sufficient to render the rising of the

Pleiades visible at Rome, we are certain that more could not be

requisite to render, their rising visible at the place Nearchus

sailed from, which is in a much lower latitude ; we are there

fore led to suppose, either that Strabo spake in geueral terms,

(as indeed seems to be the case,) meaning only to point out the

season, and not the day when Nearchus set out on his ex

pedition, while Arrian gave the precise day on which it hap>-

pened, or that some mistake has crept into one or the other

of these authors : to me, the former supposition seems most

natural.
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But notwithstanding it is highly probable that the apparent

difference between the two historians ought to be referred to one

or other of these causes, it is by no means certain that either one

or other of them must be resorted to. It is possible that it ought

to be attributed to another cause.

The preceding calculation is founded on a supposition that the

Julian calendar has been in use ever since the year 326 before

Christ ; but we know it was not established by law till about

A5 years before Christ, and that before that sera different modes

of computation were used by different persons, who did not

always tell us what mode of computation they made use of.

Now, notwithstanding both Arrian and Strabo refer to the same

authority, it is possible the years by which that author reckoned

might differ from Julian years ; and if they did, a greater dif

ference than that which exists between them might arise from

that circumstance.

There is a circumstance occurs in the foregoing calculations

which may lead some persons to conclude I have committed a

mistake in them ; and which it is therefore necessary to obviate.

The quantity of the precession in the interval between the year

326 before, and the year 42 after Christ is 5° 8' 421", a space

which the sun is more than five days passing over. It may

therefore be supposed, that the difference between the achro

nycal risings of the same star, at these two times, ought to be

between five and six days, whereas I make it little more than

two : but it must be considered, that near three of these five

.days are anticipated by the excess of the Julian year above the

itme length of the solar year ia that interval.
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This, Sir, is the plainest answer I can give to the questions

you have been pleased to propose. They betray no ignorance

in a person who does not profess to be an astronomer, as the

circumstances are certainly sufficient to create doubt, which

every rational mind must be anxious to clear up. If I have

contributed any thing toward this by what I have written, I

shall be very happjr, and am,

Reverend Sir,

Your's very sincerely,

WILLIAM WALES.

Christ's Hospital,

Jan. 14th, 1796.

4 fc
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DISSERTATION I. ii.

On the Rising of the Constellations.

Dear Sir,

OU will receive, I hope, some satisfaction from the result

of my calculations upon the different dates, assigned by

Arrian and Strabo, to the commencement of Nearchus's expedi

tion ; which at first, I confess, I thought too discordant to be

reconciled by any probable conjecture, without tampering with

the text of Arrian, which, in my judgment, seemed to carry

some marks of corruption.

The method I have taken has been to go directly to the in

vestigation of the time of the acronychal rising of the Pleiades,

in that part of the world where the voyage was undertaken, in

the year before Christ 326, which was the year of the voyage ;

and, for a reason which will presently appear, I have not con

cerned myself at all with Columella's risings or settings.

Arrian says, that Nearchus sailed from the mouth of the Indus

as soon as the Etesiae ceased, in the eleventh year of the reign

of Alexander, according to the reckoning of the Macedonians

and the Asiatics, and on the 20th of the Athenian month Boe-

dromion. This eleventh of the reign of Alexander, it is agreed,

was the year before the vulgar aera of our Lord 326 ; and the

4
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20th of Boedromion in this year, upon the authority of eminent

chronologers, you take to have been the 1st of October, St. Jul.

And in this reduction, if there be any error, which, though I

suspect, I will not too confidently assert, it cannot be of more

than a single day.

Strabo's account is, that " the fleet sailed in autumn about

the season of the evening rising of the Pleiades, before the winds

were fair, the barbarians attacking them .and forcing them to

sea.

This claims great attention, for it is Nearchus's own account.

The words of Strabo import as much, and the thing speaks, in

some measure, for itself. The character, by which the time is

described, is of a sort to have been taken from the journals of

the mariners themselves ; for any second-hand writer of the

voyage would have expressed it in a more popular manner, by

affixing to it, as we see Arrian has done, a precise date, or a

date at least pretending to precision, in some well-known civil

reckoning. But if this character of the time of the commence

ment of the expedition came from the original journals of the

mariners ; it folloAvs, that some two or three days before they

sailed, or two or three days after, (for in this sort of date no

greater accuracy is to be expected,) they saw the Pleiades risen

in the east, some short . space of time after the sun was set in

the west ; or rather, since the star could not be seen when the

sun was yet upon the horizon, they saw the star about an hour

after sunset with that altitude, that they concluded it had risen

at the moment when the sun set.

W e have to inquire, therefore, on what day of the year, in

the year of this voyage, namely before Christ 326', the Pleiades

4 b 2
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rose acronychally in that part of the world, from which these

voyagers set out; that is to say, at the mouth of the Indus.

If this should be found to agree with Arrian's date, all will be

well. If not, the phenomena of the Roman horizon in the

time of Columella, even upon the supposition that Columella's

representation of them is exact, will throw no light upon our

subject.

Now J assume 24° north for the latitude of the mouth of the

Indus. This is nearly the truth ; and I take the even number,

because the difference of one-half of a degree, more or less, will

not affect the result of the calculation.

By Dr. Bradley's observations, the longitude of Lucida

Pleiadum, in the beginning of the year 1760, was » 26° 38' 34",

and the latitude 4° 1' 36" north.

The interval of time, between the beginning of the year 1760

and the beginning of the year before Christ 326, is 2085 Julian

years ; and, in this time, the retrogradation of the equinoctial

points amounts to 29° 7' 55".

Therefore, in the beginning of the year before Christ 326, the

longitude of Lucida Pleiadum was <y> 27° 30' 39"» and the lati

tude 4° 1' 36" north.

The obliquity of the ecliptic at this same time was 23° 44' 14".

In the figure annexed, let II A h, 1) Ad, r O E, represent

the horizon, the equinoctial- circle and the ecliptic, all projected

upon the plane of the meridian of the mouth of the Indus, at

the instant when Lucida Pleiadum is rising. Let the ecliptic

intersect the horizon, on the eastern side in O ; and on the

western, in o. Let * be Lucida Pleiadum upon the eastern

horizon ; then 0 will be the point of the ecliptic, which comes
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V

to the eastern horizon, and rises with the star ; and the opposite

point in the west, o, will be the point of the ecliptic, which sets

when the star rises.

Through * draw a great circle of latitude * B S, meeting the

ecliptic in B, and the equinoctial in S. Then, in the spherical

trianolc y B S, we have the angle at B right. Br S, the obli

quity of the ecliptic, = 23° 44' 14" ; the side v B, the longitude

of Lucida Plciadum, = 27° 30' 39". Therefore, by the resolu

tion of the triangle, we find the angle B S v = 6'9° 4' 57", and

the side BS = 11° 28' 56".

But the arc * B is the latitude of Lucida Pleiadum, m

4° 1' 36"; and * S =-* B + B S = 15° 30' 32". Therefore,

in the spherical triangle * S A, we have the side * S =

15° 30' 32" ; the angle * S A (or B S t) = 69° 4' 57", and the

angle * A S, the complement of the latitude of the place, = 66°.

Therefore, by the resolution of the triangle, we find the angle

S * A = 43° 24' 29".

Before Ave proceed further in the calculation it is proper to

observe, to save unnecessary trouble, that it will not serve our
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purpose to ascertain the longitudes of the points O and o, which

the resolution of one triangle more would give. But. the longi

tude of the point o, which sets when the star really comes to

the horizon, would give us only the day, which would be the

day of the acronychal rising of Lucida Pleiadum, if the atmo

sphere possessed no refractive poAver. But when the star is

really upon the eastern horizon, it appears, by the effect of the

refraction of the atmosphere, at the height of about half a de

gree above it. And if the sun at the same time were setting

upon the western horizon, he would appear, from the same

cause, at the height of about half a degree above it ; so that on

the day when the sun is really upon the western horizon, at the

same instant when the star is really upon the eastern, the star

by the effect of refraction will have risen, and the sun will nofc

be set. What we want to find is the day when the star would

be seen rising, and the sun seen setting at the same instant, if

the star could be seen in the light of the setting sun ; which will

be an earlier day, than that whereon the rising star and set

ting sun would come to the eastern and western horizon respec

tively at the same time. To determine this day of the visible

acronychal rising of the star, we must estimate the effect of re

fraction both upon the star and upon the sun. The effect of

refraction upon the star will easily be ascertained by means of

the angle S * A, the quantity of which we have already deter

mined ; and this is the only use of the calculation, so far as we

have yet carried it.

In figure 2, let O #, O B, * B, represent the same arcs of

the horizon, ecliptic, and circle of latitude passing through the

star, as in the former figure.
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Through * draw a vertical cir

cle * V, and set off an arc * R

= to the horizontal refraction, i. e.

= 30' 51". Through R draw a

great circle of latitude, meeting

the ecliptic in € ; and through *

draw a small circle parallel to the

ecliptic, and let this small circle

meet the great circle of latitude,

drawn through R, in <r.

Now since the light of the rising star upon the horizon is

thrown, by the effect of refraction, up to R, in the vertical

circle, so as to appear in the heavens in the point R ; the star,

which, without refraction, would be seen, where it really is, at

the point * in the circle of latitude * B, appears at the point

R in the circle of latitude R £. Both the latitude and longitude,

therefore, of the star are changed in appearance by refraction ;

the latitude being increased by the quantity of the arc R <r, and

the longitude diminished by B 6.

In the triangle * R o-, right-angled at <r, which for the small-

ness of its sides may be treated as a rectilinear triangle, the

side * R = 3(y 51" ; the angle R * <r, which with <r * o, makes

a right angle, must be equaf to*'0 * B (A * S of Figure 1.),

which with the same <r * o makes a right angle ; therefore,

R * <r = 43° 24' 29". Therefore, by the resolution of the tri

angle, the side R <r = 2T 12", and the side * <r = 22' 24". This

is the length of * <r in parts of a great circle ; whence B £ will

be found 22' 28". Hence R £, the apparent latitude of the re

fracted star, = R tr + <r £ = 4° 22' 48", and r £5 its apparent

longitude, = r B - B £ = v 27° 8' 11".
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Now then, in Figure 1, we must resume the resolution of the

triangles, making use of the star's apparent longitude and lati

tude, instead of the true. Thus in the spherical <y> B S, which is

right-angled at B, put r B = 27° 8' 11"; the angle B Y S,

23° 44' 14" as before. Then, by the resolution of the triangle,

the angle B S y = 69° 0' 30", and the side B S = 11° 20' 29*.

But * B is to be taken as the star's refracted latitude =

4° 22' 48" ; and * S = S B + B S = 15° 43' 17". Therefore,

in the spherical triangle * S A, we have the side * S «*

15° 43' 17" ; the angle * S A = 69° 0' 30" ; and the angle * A S,

the complement of the latitude of the place, = 6*6°. Therefore,

resolving the triangle, we find the angle S * A = 43° 29' 34".

Then in the spherical triangle * B o, which is right-angled

at B, we have the angle B * o (S * A) = 43° 29' 34" ; and

the side * B, the star's refracted latitude, = 4° 22' 48". Whence,

resolving the triangle, we find the side O B = 4° 8' 39".

Now t B, the apparent longitude of the refracted star, =

27° 8' 11"; and we have found O B = 4° 8' 39". Therefore,

T O = t B-0 B = 22° 59' 32"; and this is the longitude of

that point of the ecliptic, which comes to the eastern horizon,

at the same instant of time, with the refracted light of the star.

The point o opposite to this, which comes to the western

horizon, at the same instant of time, when the refracted light of

the star is upon the eastern horizon, is 22° 59' 32''.
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But if this were the true place of the sun, when the refracted

star is upon the eastern horizon ; the sun would not yet be set,

but would appear, by the effect of refraction, about half a de

gree above the horizon. We must inquire, what the sun's true

place must be, in order that the horizontal refraction may throw

his light into the point o ; for the time when this happens will

be the true acronychal rising. And for this purpose we must

estimate the effect of the horizontal refraction upon the sun's

apparent longitude ; and this depends upon the angle which the

ecliptic, at sun-rise or sun-set, makes with the horizon ; that is

upon the angle r O A (Figure 1.) or its equal » OB.

The angle * O B is easily found, by resolving the spherical

triangle * O B, in which the angle at B is a right angle ; the

angle B * O = 43° 29' 34", and the side * B = 4° 22' 48".

Hence the angle * O B comes out 46° 39' 57".

Now, to avoid confusion, draw the spherical triangle O * B

by itself in Figure 3. Through O draw a vertical circle O V,

and take the arc OR =

horizontal refraction =

30' 51". Through R

draw a great circle of

latitude, and let it meet

the ecliptic in the

point ».

Then, if the sun be

upon the horizon at O,

the horizontal refraction

B\ will throw his light up

\ to R, and in that point

\ he will appear in the

heavens. He will appear

4c
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at R upon the circle of latitude R u ; a will be his apparent

place in the ecliptic ; and the arc of the ecliptic, O w, will be

the difference between his true and his apparent place ; or the

effect of the horizontal refraction upon his apparent longitude.

In the triangle Row, which, for the smallness of its sides,

may be treated as a rectilinear triangle, the angle at u is a right

angle. The angle ROn, being the complement of * O B, is

43° 20' 3". Hence O u comes out 22' 26" ; and this, as has been

said, is the effect of the horizontal refraction upon the rising

sun's apparent longitude, his true place being O, in the latitude

of 24° north. And the same will be the quantity of the effect

upon the setting sun, in the opposite point of the ecliptic o, in

the same latitude ; for the quantity of the effect in any given

latitude, upon the rising sun, in any given point of the ecliptic,

and of the effect upon the setting sun in the opposite point of

the ecliptic, will be the same ; the angle which the ecliptic in

opposite points makes with the horizon, upon which the effect

depends, being equal : but the effect lies, in the two cases, in

opposite directions ; the refraction making the apparent longi

tude of the rising sun west of his true place, and the apparent

longitude of the setting sun east of his true place.

Hence, that refraction might throw the light of the sun to the

point o in the western horizon, at the same instant of time when

refraction brought the light of Lucida Pleiadum to the eastern

horizon, in the climate in question, we must put the sun's true

place 22' 26" west of the point o.

The point o has been found to be 22° 59' 32" ; therefore the

sun's true place, in order that the required effect should be pro

duced, must have been •=» 22° 37' 6". By an accurate calcula

tion of the motions of the sun, (by Mayer's Tables,) I find that,

in the year before Christ 326, he came to this place October 19,
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I0hn 25' 9" St. Jul. mean time under the meridian of Green

wich : but to this, to be exact, we must apply a correction for

the effect of the precession upon the longitude of Lucida Pleia-

dum, in the interval between the commencement of the year

and October 19th, (since the sun's place is deduced from the

longitude of the star,) + 16" ; add also 4' 36", for the difference

between the meridians of Greenwich and the mouth of the In

dus, and we have October 19th, 15h" 17' mean time under the

meridian of the mouth of the Indus.

The 19th of October (St. Jul.) therefore was the day of the

acronychal rising of Lucida Pleiadum, upon the horizon of the

mouth of the Indus, in the year before Christ 326, i. e. in the

3*ear of the Julian period 4388.

It may perhaps strike you as a difficulty, that the time that

our calculation gives for the appulse of the sun to the required

place, falling between three and four o'clock in the morning of

the 20th, under the meridian of the mouth of the Indus, the

sun was actually set on the 19th many hours before he came to

that point of the ecliptic, which would have made a precise

acronychal rising of the star, had the instant of the sun's ap

pulse, in his annual course, to that point coincided with the

instant of sunset : but this not being the case, you may wonder

how we can say there was an acronychal rising at all.

Now this is really the fact ; that, speaking with geometrical

precision, there was in this year no day of an exact acronychal

rising of Lucida Pleiadum ; and it very seldom happens, that

there is an exact acronychal rising of any star at any place, if

we insist upon this strict sense of the words ; because it very

seldom happens, that the instant of the sun's appulse to the re

quired point in the ecliptic, and the instant of sunset, are the

4 c 2
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same. They may differ several hours ; and the same thing hap

pens in the cosmical and heliacal risings and settings ; neverthe

less, there will always be a day, when the rising will be nearer

to acronychal, than in any other. And this, physically speak

ing, is the day of the acronychal rising ; and, in our case, the

19th was that day ; for on the 19th the sun, at the hour of sun

set, was 24' 4>5'r of longitude behind the required place. On

the 20th, at the hour of sunset, he Avas 35' 58" before it ; so that

the setting sun was much nearer to the required place on the

19th than the 20th.

I fear you will find the accuracy, with which I have pursued

these calculations, tedious ; but I have chosen to give them in

detail, that they may be the more easily examined. I have

been diffuse upon the refractions, because the effect of refraction

upon the longitude and latitude of celestial objects, though a

matter of no difficulty to mathematicians, is not generally un

derstood ; and yet is very intelligible, if those Avho are masters

of it would take the trouble to explain it.

The 19th of October (St. Jul.) you see was the day of the

acronychal rising of Lucida Pleiadum at the mouth of the In

dus, in the year of our voyage. The voyage commenced, ac

cording to Arrian, on the 20th of Boedromion (for that he gives

as the very day on which the fleet sailed), and the 20th of Boe

dromion in that year, you reckon, with Dodwell, the 1st of

October ; and in this reckoning there can be no material

error.

I have never examined Dodwell's Tables of the Metonic

Cycles. I make use of a very compendious Table of my own,

by which I can, in a very few minutes, ascertain, on what day

of the Julian year the 1st of HecatombEeon, in any given year
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of any given Metonic Cycle, fell, according to the principles

upon which my Table is formed. And the 1st of Hecatombpeon,

i. c. the beginning of the year, being once determined, the whole

year is easily reduced to the Julian reckoning, by a general

Table of the Cycle. In the principles upon which my Table is

formed, I agree not entirely either with Scaliger or Petavius.

In the order of the months, I agree with Scaliger. I agree with

Scaliger in the epoch of the first Cycle ; placing it on the 15th

of July, not on the 16th with Petavius. I place the Emboli-

maean month in the. 3d, 6th, 9th, 11th, 14th, 17th, and 19th

years of the Cycle : in which I agree entirely with Petavius,.

except in the third Embolism, which he (with Scaliger and

Dodwell) places on the 8th year of the Cycle. I put it in the

9th ; dissenting, I confess, in this from every one. In the ar

rangement of the exaeresimal days, I follow the very best autho

rity I know, that of the learned astronomer Geminus.

Now the 3?ear of the voyage in question was the year of the

Julian period 4388 ; it was therefore the 107th Metonic year ;

that is, the 12th year of the 6th Cycle. That is to say, five

Cycles were completely run out, since the first introduction of

this 19-year period, and the 12th year of the 6th Cycle was in

its course. And I find by my own Tables, that the 1st of

Hecatombaeon, in the 12th year of the 6th Cycle, fell on the

15th of July (St. Jul.). Add 29 days (for the Hecatombaeon of

this year was a hollow month), and we come to the 1st of Me-

tageitnion, on the 13th of August. Add 30 days (for Meta-

geitnion of this year was a full month), and we come to the 1st

of Boedromion, on the 12th of September. The 12th of Sep

tember being the 1st of Boedromion, the 1st of October ought

to be the 20th of Boedromion. But Boedromion in this year
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was a hollow month, and the exaeresimal day came before the

20th, being the 18th ; therefore the 30th of September was the

day which, according to my principles, was counted the 20th

of Bo'edromion in this year.

By Scaliger's principles, the 20th of this Boedromion will fall

on the very same day, the 30th of September. By Petavius's,

one day later, namely on the 1st of October.

It is certain, therefore, that on one of these two days, either

the 30th of September or the 1st of October, Nearchus sailed

from the mouth of the Indus, according to Arrian ; conse

quently, he had been eighteen or nineteen days at sea, before

the day came of the acronychal rising of Lucida Pleiadum ;

taking acronychal rising strictly, according to the mathematical

definition of the terms. It is true, that Strabo's words import

not that the fleet sailed on the very day, but at the season only,

of the acronychal rising of the Pleiades ; but yet eighteen or

nineteen days seemed too great a difference to admit even this

lax description of the time. I was at first, therefore, inclined to

suspect an error in the name of the month in Arrian ; and I

tried a conjectural emendation ; but the severe test of a strict

calculation compelled me to discard it.

After various conjectures, and many long calculations, I am

entirely persuaded, that Mr. Wales's very ingenious conjecture,

by which he reconciles his calculation of the acronychal rising

of the Pleiades at Rome, in the year of our Lord 42, with Colu

mella's date, is the only solution, and the true solution of the

difficulty. The perfect agreement that it will produce between

Arrian and Strabo, in the time of Neaichus's sailing, is indeed

astonishing.
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Mr. Wales observes, that the exact acronychal rising of a star

is never visible, on account of the sun's light ; but it is equally

true, that the rising of the star for several evenings before the

day of the acronychal rising will not be visible : for the sun

must not only be set, but he must be set and sunk to a certain

distance below the horizon, for the twilight to be sufficiently

faint to allow the fixed stars to appear. Suppose then, that on

a certain day, no matter what, the sun is sunk somewhat below

that distance, when a particular star is upon the eastern hori

zon ; on that evening, if the sky be clear, the rising of the star

may be observed. Suppose, that the next night the sun is not

sunk quite to the required distance, when the same star is upon

the eastern horizon : then the rising of the star will not be

visible ; and when the star becomes visible, it will be seen at

some small distance above the horizon : the next night, it will

be at a greater height above the horizon, when it is first seen ;

the third, a greater still ; and, on the evening of true acronychal

rising, the star will have gained a very considerable height, when

it is first seen. It certainly was very natural (and it was the only

way for popular use) for the ancients to call that the evening of

the acronychal rising, on which they first missed the sight of the

rising star.

The distance below the horizon, to which the sun must be

sunk when a star first becomes visible, is d liferent according to

the magnitude of the star. Lucida Pleiadum is a star of the

third magnitude ; and Ptolemy says, that stars of the third

magnitude first become visible when the sun is sunk 14° below

the horizon. Now I find by calculation, that in the year of the

Voyage (of the Julian period 4388), when the sun was 14° be

low the western horizon, at the same instant of time when Lu
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eida Pleiadum came to the eastern horizon, his true place must

have been 3° 33' 56" ; and he came to this place in that year,

September 30, 12hrs 59' (St Jul.) mean time under the meridian

of Greenwich. Apply, as before, the proper correction for the

effect of the precession upon the longitude of Lucida Pleiadum,

namely + 15', and we have September 30, 13*™ 14' mean time

under the meridian of Greenwich. Add 4h" 36", and we have

September 30, 17h" 50' mean time under the meridian of the

mouth of the Indus ; which, as we in our civil reckoning divide

the day, was 10' before six in the morning of the 1st of Oc

tober.

On the evening, therefore, of the 30th of September, the sun

(setting in that latitude about 5h" 57' 26", apparent time after

noon) would be many minutes more than 14° below the horizon,

when Lucida Pleiadum was rising. The rising of the star,

therefore, that evening might be seen a minute or two later

than lhr 0' 24" after sunset ; but the next evening, the 1st of

October, the sun would be only 13° 37' 15" beloAv the horizon,

when the star was rising, wanting 22' 45" of the full depression

of 14°. This evening, therefore, the star could not be seen upon

the horizon. But as the sun sunk at the rate of 13' 40" in 1' of

time, he would sink to the limit of 14° in 1' 40" of time after the

instant of the star's rising : and as the star rises in the latitude

of 24° north, at the rate of 13' 11" in 1' of time, the star,

lhr 0' 24" after sunset, and 1' 40" after the moment of its own

rising, would break through the expiring twilight with the ap

parent altitude of 21' 58" (I say with the apparent altitude, for

the effect of refraction upon the star is included in these cal

culations). This altitude is very sensible to the naked eyej be

ing scarce less than f of the whole diameter of the sun : but the

2
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next evening (Oct. 2d) would certainly put the matter out of

doubt ; for, on the 2d of October, the star, at the same distance

of time after sunset, would break through the remains of the

twilight, with the very sensible altitude of 1° 2' 48" at the mo

ment of its first apparition. Whence our mariners would con

clude, that the sensible acronychism was past. It appears,

therefore, that what these mariners would call the acronychal

rising of the Pleiades, took place either on the very day the

fleet sailed, or the next, or, at the latest, the next day but

one.

Thus, by a train of calculations of considerable length and

labour, but of the greatest certainty, and pursued with the most

scrupulous accuracy, by the help of Mr. Wales's suggestion, the

ingenuity of which I cannot sufficiently admire, we have brought

the two accounts of Strabo and Arrian to a perfect good agree

ment.

I congratulate you and myself upon the success of the inves

tigation, and remain,

Dear Sir,

Your very faithful friend

and obedient servant,

S. ROCHESTER.

Deanery,

June 6, 1796.

P. S. You will perhaps suspect that I have committed a mis

take in the very entrance upon these calculations, by reckoning

the interval between the commencement of the year before our

Lord 326 and the commencement of the year of our Lord 1760,

no more than 2085 Julian years, whereas you may think it was

2086. The truth however is, that, through carelessness, I fell

4 D
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into the opposite mistake ; I reckoned the interval 2086 Julian

years instead of 2085 ; and, by this inadvertency, I gave my

self the trouble of going through the whole calculation from be

ginning to end a second time, and of correcting all my num

bers ; though the error accruing from this over-reckoning of that

interval, might well have been neglected in this investigation.

To understand how it is that the lesser is the true interval, }*ou

must know that it is the uniform error of chronologers, reckon

ing by the a;ra of our Lord, to reckon the years before our

Lord too many by one. The year which chronologers call the

year before Christ 326, was the year of the Julian period 4388,

as you may see by turning to Blair's Tables, Petavius, or Usher.

The year of our Lord 1760 was the year of the Julian period

6473 ; the interval, therefore, is 2085 Julian years. The reck

oning by the a>ra of our Lord, when we have to do with time

antecedent to the aera, is seldom conducted with precision but

in astronomical tables. If you turn to Mayer's Tables, you will

find there, in the first page of the Epochs of the Sun's Motions

(p. 6.), and again in the first page of the Moon's Epochs (p. 36.),

a year of Christ, 0 ; and it appears by the epochs ascribed to

this year of Christ, 0, that it is the year of the Julian period

4713. Now, the year of the Julian period 4713, chronologers

call, as you will see again by their tables, the year befoi'e Christ

1 ; at the same time they call the next succeeding year of the

Julian period, viz. 4714, the year after Christ 1 ; and by this

inaccuracy of their language, they in effect represent the interval

between any numerical day of the year 4713 of the period (the

1st of March for instance) and the same numerical day of the

very next year of the period, as consisting of two whole years

instead of one.
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Since I finished my calculations I have, almost accidentally,

met with what I deem a strong confirmation of the accuracy of

the conclusion to which they have brought us. In Archbishop

Usher's Ephemeris of the Macedonian year, I find this entry

against the 8th day of the month Dius. " Eucternoni vespertina

" apparent Pleiades." The 8th of the month Dius, according

jo Usher's reduction of the Macedonian year, was the 1st of

October (St. Jul.) Euctemon the astronomer is mentioned by

Ptolemy as Meton's assistant, in the observation of the sum

mer solstice. He flourished, therefore, in Greece, about a cen

tury earlier than the time of this expedition.

I imagine that Archbishop Usher took this date of Euct&mon's

evening rising of the Pleiades from Geminus, reducing Gemi-

nus's date to the Macedonian year; for in Geminus's parapegm,

which he gives in the 16th chapter of Iris Isagoge, I find this

entry :

ToV Si £vyov SixTToptviTcu o ijhies tv rjpipxtg X.

And a few lines lower,

'Ev Sb tij E Eux7fftow llXstuSes tfwtfuu peurorrm Ik tS wpo( tu.

The numeral E denotes the 5th day of the sun in Libra. The

sun entered Libra, according to Euctemon and Meton, Septem

ber 27th ; his jth day in Libra, therefore, was October 1, the

8tli of Usher's Dius.

On the 5th day of the sun's passage through the sign of Libra,

he was in the 5th degree of Libra according to the mean mo

tions ; and the prosthaphaeresis at this time being 1" 38', with

the negative sign, his true place was in the third degree of Libra.

And this again agrees wonderfully with my calculations.

4d 2
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Had you had the ill luck to consult Usher's Ephemcris, or

Geminus's, instead of Columella, you would not have proposed

this question to Wales or me ; for yo.u would have taken it for

granted, that Strabo and Arrian agreed. Had either he, or I,

consulted them before we calculated, we perhaps should not

have engaged in the labour of these calculations. We should

have advised you to follow Euctemon without regard to Colu

mella describing the phenomena of another climate in another

age ; but then we should not have discovered what Wales has

conjectured, and my calculations, I think, put out of doubt ;

that when the ancients speak of acronychal risings, they are to

be understood of the sensible acronychism : and this is a principle

which may prevent many mistakes in deducing conclusions in

chronology from these astronomical characters of time which the

ancients used.

>
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NOTE on the small Stadium of Aristotle, p. 51.

By the Right Rev. Dr. Housley, Lord Bishop of Rochester,

since Bishop of St. Asaph.

CIRCUMFERENCE of the earth, according to Eratosthenes,

= 252,000 stadia ; Aristotle, = 400,000 stadia ; therefore,

Aristotle's stadium to the stadium of Erat6sthenes as 252 to 400,

that is, as 5 to 8 very nearly. This is a much more exact pro

portion than that of 4 to 7 ; f°r the proportion of 4 to 7 makes

Eratosthenes's stadium too large by almost -J- ; whereas the pro

portion of 5 to 8 makes it too large by no more than ttt-

Proportion of Roman foot to London foot 97 : 100 : hence

Roman foot = 11,64 inches ; passus (5 feet) = 4 feet 10,2 inches,

London measure; milliare (1000 passus) => 7.furlongs 76 yards

2 feet, or 4850 feet London measure.

Call the Roman passus P, milliare M, Olympic stadium Z.

Now (by Polybius as quoted by Strabo) M = 8 £ + $ £.

Hence 125 P (= i M) = J + ^S^2.

Hence 5 P = « I ; and 120 P = Z.

Hence 2, or Olympic stadium, = 582 feet London, or 194 yards,

or Olympic stadium, = 0,110227'27' miles London.

8:5 = 0,110227'27' : 0,0688920'45'45'.

, Hence Aristotle's stadium = 0,068892045'45' miles London.
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Aristotle's Stadium. Miles London,

Hence from Jamad to Mouth of Indus, = 10000 = 689

Coast of Arabitae, - «= 1000 = 68,9

Oritje, - - 1600 = 110,24

Icthy6phagi, - - = 10000 = 689

Hence, by reduction of the Greek measures, the whole dis

tance should be 2135,9 miles London ; which, however, if the

decimals had been more exactly computed, would have been

2135,6.5 miles London: for 0,068892 x 31000= 2135,652, the

actual measurement by the moderns, gives 1908 miles ; the

difference is 227,65 miles London, or 4-?ths of the whole dis

tance.

But if 8 Olympic stadia were exactly a Roman mile, and

Polybius's addition of f- of a stadium was an error of his, arising

from the difference between the Roman and the Olympic foot ;

then 1 Olympic stadium M as 606,25 feet London, or 0,1147774

miles London, and Aristotle's stadium will be 0,0717359 miles

London, aud the whole distance will be 0,0717359 x 31000 =

2223,8 miles London, which makes the difference between the

ancient and modern measures still greater ; and this makes it

probable that Polybius's estimation of the stadium was right.

It is to be remarked by the wajr, that if this estimation was

right, the opinion which has so generally and so long prevailed

of a difference between the Greek and the Roman foot, making

the former greater than the latter, in the proportion of 25 to 24,

Karmania,

Persis,

= 3700 = 254,93

= 4700 = 323,83

Total, 31000 = 2135,90

3
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must be erroneous. It seems to have been current among the

Romans themselves, but it must have been founded on a gross

estimation of the length of the Olympic stadium. The Romans,

in their popular valuation of the Greek measures, would be apt

to reckon eight Olympic stadia to be exactly equal to their own

mile, taking no account of the fraction mentioned by Polybius.

Hence they would infer, that the Olympic stadium was 125

Roman passus, i. e. 625 Roman feet, which is, indeed, the

length expressly assigned to it by Pliny. But it was very well

known, that this stadium was but 600 of its own feet. It was1

concluded, therefore, that 600 Greek feet make 625 Roman,

whence the consequence would be, that the Greek foot was to

the Roman as 625 to 600, that is, as 25 to 24. But if the Ro

man mile actually was, what Polybius reckons it, J of a stadium

more than eight stadia, the length of the stadium turns>iout

exactly 120 Roman passus, or 600 Roman feet. And since it

was also 600 Greek feet, the Greek and the Roman foot must

have been the very same.

N. 6. This Note on the Stadium was not intended for publication by Bishop

Horseley, but was sent to the press by mistake with the Dissertation. The

author did not adopt the correction it contains ; but as the deduction has been

questioned by the translator of the Periplus of the Euxine Sea, it has been

thought right not to suppress it, as the framer of it is, alas ! no more. Had he

been alive, he had candour sufficient to admit a different opinion, if he had been

mistaken ; and ability to defend his own, if right. The author was infinitely

indebted to the Bishop for his approbation and encouragement, and more espe

cially for a copy of Nearchus with his own corrections, which are almost

universally adopted in the present edition. The attention shewn to both these

works by a man of his Lordship's consummate erudition, the author always

considered as the most grateful recompence of his labours.
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The maps of Ptolemy, constructed upon the principle of his

short degree, have given the Mediterranean an extent of about

20° of longitude more than it ought to have, when in reality the

author has not exceeded the true length by 4*, or thereabout.

This enormous disfiguration was followed and improved during

14 centuries. At last, the learned Gasscndi (in the middle of

the last century) wrote against such an absurdity ; and, some

years after, Guillaume de Lisle gave us a Mediterranean only

860 leagues long instead of Il6'0, which that sea had always

before that remarkable aera.
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NOTE, p. 48r.

After the impression of this work was completed, I obtained from Mr. Arrow-

smith a map of Susiana, in which, by a variety of geographical combinations, he had

found it necessary to compress the respective distances between Teredon and the

A'rosis, as well as between Teredon and the Gaban channel : the former he reduced

to 75 nautical miles, and the latter to 48, equal nearly to 96 and 58 Roman miles

respectively. And as the distance from Teredon to the A'rosis differs only three

miles from M'Cluer, it may be concluded that the disagreement of authorities, stated

p. 481. may be reduced to this standard. The consequence is, that the whole of the

diminution which we gain on the distance from Teredon to the Gaban channel, is so

much advantage in favour of Nearchus, who calculates aooo stadia, or 133 miles, to

the village at the confluence of the Pasitigris ; and although this is still inaccurate, it

is little more so than the distance between Teredon and the A'rosis. Upon these

measures, Nearchus himself acknowledges, that it was impossible to be exact, from the

nature of the navigation ; and, therefore, if we obtain an approximation to the truth,

it is all that can be expected.

The map is inserted at p. 481. : it embraces all the different statements and contra

dictions of the ancient historians compared with the Oriental geographers, and rectified

by the march of Timour. The course of the rivers from their sources, and their

issues into the sea, may be depended on. Some allowance must be made for their

intermediate direction, as there were no authorities, ancient or modern, to consult ; but

the latitude of the places by which they pass has been carefully attended to, and the

line of their course laid down accordingly.—In consequence, it may be presumed that

their accuracy is sufficient to answer the purpose of history, and that the whole Jiaa

been arranged with as mnch precision as the scanty materials furnished to Mr.

Arrowsmhh permitted a geographer of his superior merit to attain.

END OF THE FIRST VOLUME.
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P. 449. Note, line 17. for muU Swavful read xal 01 SwyvpU

Jjne 18. for ^n^sisa, read p«/*a'.ot.

Stuhan and Prtiton,

K*w-Sircel Square* Lonfjun.
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